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HIGHER EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1979
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1979
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room
4232, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Claiborne Pell (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Pell and Stafford.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR FELL

Senator FELL. The Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Hu-

manities will come to order.

The committee members are here even though the administration witness is not Therefore, we will start with our opening

statement.
Today, we begin a series of hearings concerning Federal policy in
the-area of higher education. This is a crucial period in the'history
of higher education. What we do over the next several months will
greatly affect higher education's future.
Oyer the next few day_s, we will be hearing from witnesses representing .every eletnent of the higher education community from
students to teachers, from administrators to financial aid officers,
from researchers to librarians, and from the Federal Government
to State governments. We will ask these witnesses how well the

Federal program's have worked, which ones should be retained,

which ones terminated, and what new directions we should pursue.
The decisions we make, based on the advice we receive from the
witnesses, will in large measure shape higher education policy for,
the decade of the eighties.
L must point out that we realize that the best legislation is often
no legislation at all We are interested in seeing the complexity of
Federal programs -reduced as much as possible and greater simplicity.brought into the pursuit and the handling of any application for
Federal educational assistance.
The decade of the eighties will_ be challenging. Institutions will
be faced with shrinking enrollments and tight biidgets. They will
be confronted with new types of student- populations, with student
bodies that are older, that are composed of more women and mi.. -norities, and that are not 'at all like the traditional student bodies
of the past. Higher education institutions will be confronted with
new demands from the, students they serve, as well as the communities of which they are a part. It will be our duty to fashion a

Federal policy that will help higher education successfully meet
these challenges.
I approach these hearings with an open mind. .1'have no precon-

ceptions as to what the.final legislation should look like. However,
I do have several ingredients that I hope will be included in the
final bill we enact.
First, whatever the Federal policy is, it should be as simple and
as comprehensible as possible. We should not burden higher education officials or studentS with unnecessary paperwork and administrative requirements. We should eliminate duplicative procedures
and programs whenever possible. People want government to seem
to make some sense, and we shoUld strive to achieve that goal.
Second, we should take whatever steps are necessary to remove
any impediments that might prevent people from taking advantage
of Federal programs. We should focus on the consumers of our
programs, and do what we can to make the programs readily
accessible, to them.
Finally, we should continue to encourage through our policies
high quality academic work. Our educational system is one of the
prime reasons that our Nation is as great as it is We should
encourage the pursuit of excellence and intellectUal advancement
that is so much a part of American higher education. Through the
legislation we develop over the next few months, I am confident we
can do that.
[The text of S. 1839 folloWs:]

NTH CONGRESS
1ST SESSION

Se 1_ 839

To extend the Higher Education Act

1965, and for other purposes.

IN THE SENATE OF TIM UNITED STATES
EpTEmfiER 28 (legislative day, JUNE 21), 1979
Mr. PELL introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to the
Committee on Labor and Iiiiman Resources-

A BILL
To extend the Higher Education Aet of 1965, and for other
purposes.
Irk

Re it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa.
.
2 apes of the.
States ofAmerica
Ameca tn Congress assembled,
1

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Higher Education
4 Amendments of 1979".
5
6
7

COMMUNITY SERVICES AND CONTINUING EDUCATION
PROGRAMS

'EC. 2. (a) Section 101(a) of the :Higher Education Act

8 of 1965 thereafter in this Act referred to as the "Act ")
9- amended by striking out "1980" and inserting in lieu thereof:
10
985".

2
1

(b) Section 101(b) of the Act is amended by striking out

2 "1980" and inserting in lieu thereof "1985".
3

(c) Section 110 of the Act is amended by striking out

4 "ending June 30, 1973, for each succeeding fiscal year
5 ending prior to October 1, 1978, and for the period. beginning_ _
6

1, 1976, and ending SepteMber 30, 1976" and inserting

7

in lieu thereof the following: "1980, and d for each of the suc-

8 ceeding fiscal years ending prior to October 1, 1985".
9

COLLEGE LIBRARY ASSISTANCE IN LIBRARY TRAINING

10

'AND RESEARCH

4

11

SEC. 3. (a) The first sentence of section 201(b) of the'

12 Act is amended by striking out "the succeeding fiscal year"
13 and inserting in lieu thereof the following: ``each of the suc14 ceeding fiscal years ending prior to October 1, 1985".
15

(b) Section 232
of the Act is amended b striking out"
\

1 "the succeeding fiscal year" and inserting in lie thereof the
17 following: "each of the succeeding fiscal years ending prior to

18 October 1, 1985 ".
19

20

STRENGTHENING DEVELOPING INSTITUTIONS

SEC. 4. Section 301(b)+ of the Act is amended by striking

21 out "1980" and inserting in lieu thereof "1985".
22
23

STUDENT ASSISTANCE

SEC. 5. (a)(1)(A) Section 411(a)(1) of the Act is amend,

24 ed by striking out "1980" and inserting in lieu thereof
25 "1985".

3

(B) Section 411(b)(5) of the Act is amended by striking

I

out

the fiscal year ending September 30, 1980".anditisert

ing, in lieu thereof "the fiscal year 1980, and any of the sue;
IA fiscal years ending prior to October 1, 1985".
Sectiorr413A(b)(1) of the Act is amended by striking
ti

out

and inserting in lieu thereof "1985".
(3) Section 415A(b)(1) of the Act is amended by striking

rrut .19s0- and inserting in lieu thereof "1985".
(4) Section 4 i7A(b) of the Act is amended by striking
it, nut "1980" and ins erting in lieu thereof "1985".
11

(5) Section 41SA(b)(1) of the Act is amended by striking

i2

out "' he uccecding fiscal year" and inserting in lieu thereof

Ii the following: "each of the succeeding fiscal years ending
1

1

prior to Oetoher 1, 1985
11))(A) Section 420(a)(1) of the Act is amended by
mg mit

17

19

-

and inserting in lieu thereof "1985".

Section 420(0(4) of the Act is amended by string

s out -1!H1" and inserting in lieu thereof "1980".

ilo(1) Section 424(a) of the Act is amended by striking
-()

!is I" and inserting in lieu thereof "1985".

(2) Section 425(a)(5) of the Act is amended by striking
out

tri
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t!Isi" tend inserting in lieu thereof "1985" and by
nut "1955" and inserting in lieu thereof 1909".
Seetiott 441(h) of the Act is amended by inserting

I) f,,r11.1114. period a comma and the following: "and for each

4

of the succeeding fiscal' years ending prior to October 1,

2 4985".
3

(d)(1) Section 4663)(1) of the Act is amended by st

4 ing out "1950 "` and inserting in lieu thereof "1985".
5

(2) Section. 461(b)(2) of the Act is amended by s

6 out "1980" and inserting in lieu thereof "1985".
7

(e) Section 493C(b) of the Act is amended by inserting

l" befilre "year and by striking out "1978" and in.
9 serting in lieu thereof "1985".
10
11

TEACHER CORPS AND TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAMS

SEc. 6. (a) Section 511(b) of the Act is amended by

12 striking out "the succeeding fiscal year" and inserting in lieu

3 thereof the following: "each of the succeeding fiscal year
'14 ending prior to 1985".
15

(b) Section 531 of the Act is amended by striking out

16 "the succeeding fiscal year" and inserting in lieu thereof
17 "each of the succeeding fiscal years ending prior to October
18 1, 1985".
19

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR THE IMPROVEMENT IN

20

UNDERGRADUATE INSTRUCTION

21

SEC.

7. (a) Section 601(b) of the Act is amended by

22 striking out "1980" and inserting in lieu thereof "1985 ".
23

(b) Section 601(c) of the Act is amended by striking out

24 "1980" and inserting in lieu thereof `.`1985

5
CONSTRUCTION, RECONSTRUCTION, AND RENOVATION OF
ACA DEMIC FACILITIES

a) Section 701(b) of the Act

SEC.

4 itriking out

amended by

0" and inserting in lieu thereof "1985".

(b), Section 721 of the Act is amended by striking out

5

6 "1980" and inserting in lieu thereof ."1985".
(c)(1) Section 741(b) of the Act is amended by striking

S out
9

and inserting;in lieu thereof ."1985".

(2) Section 745(c)(2) of. the Act is amended by stating

10 out "1980" and inserting in lieu thereof "1985 "._
11

(d) Section 782(10) of the Act is amendedby _inserting

12 after "the Virgin Islands" a comma and the following: "the
13 Northern Mariana Islands ",
14
15
16

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
SEC.

9 (a) Section 801(a)(5) of the Act is amended by

striking out "the fiscal years 1980, 1981, and 1982," and

17 inserting in lieu thereof,"the. succeeding fiscal years ending

18 prior tolOctober 1, 1985".
19

(b) Section 801(b)(4) of the Act is amended by striking

20 out "the fiscal' years 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, and 1982"
21 and inserting in lieu thereof "the succeeding fiscal year's
22 ending prior to October .1, 1985".
23

24

GRADUATE PROGRAMS

SEC. 10. (a) Section 901(c) of the Act is amended by

25 striking out "1980" and inserting in lieu thereof ."1985".

6
1

(b) Section 922(a) of the Act is amended by striking out

1980" and inserting in lieu thereof "1985".
) Section 941(a) of tlie Act is amended by striking out

4 "1980"'and inserting in lieu thereof "1985".
5

(d)(1) Section 961(b)(1) of the Act is amended by strik-

6 ing out "1980" and inserting in lieu thereof "1985".
7

(2) Section 966(a) of the Act is amended by striking out

'1980" and inserting in lieu thereof "19&5"
9
10

COMMUNITY COLLEGE ESTABLISHMENT AND EXPANSION

SEC. 11. (a) Section 1001(b)(1) of the Act is amended

11 by striking out "1980" and inserting
12

lieu thereof "1985".

(b) Section 1011(b) of the Act, is amended by striking

13 out "1980" and inserting in lieu thereof "1985".
14
15

LAW SCHOOL CLINICAL EXPERIENCE PROGRAM

SEC. 12.. Section 1103 of the Act is amended by strike

16 ing out "1980" and inserting in lieu thereof "1985 ".
17

DEFINITION

SEC. 13. Section 1201(b)'of the Act is amended by in,
19 serting after "the Virgin Islands" a comma and the follow18

20 ing: "the Northern Mariana Islands".
STATEWIDE PLANNING AUTHORIZATION

22

SEC. 14. (a) Section 1203(d)(1) of thp Act is amended

23 by striking out "1980" and inserting in lieu thereof "1985".
24

(b) section 1203(d)(2) of the Act is amended by striking

25 out "1980" and insetting in lieu thereof "1985".

9
7

FUND FOR TIIE

ROVEMENT OF POSTSECONDARY
EDUCATION

SEC. 15. Section 404(e) of the Genera! Education Pro-

4 visions- Act is amended by striking olit "1980" and inserting

5 in-lieu thereof "1985".
6
7

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION

SEC. 16. The last sentence of section 405(j) of the Gen-

8 eral Education Provisions, Act is amended by inserting. after

9 "1980" a comma and the following: "an? for each of the
10 succeeding fiscal years ending prior to October 1, 1985".
11

TITLE VI OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE EDUCATION ACT OF

-12

1958

13

SEC. 17. Section 604 of the National Defense.Educi

14 tion Act of 1958 is amended by striking out "1980" and
15 inserting in lieu thereof "1985".
16

THE ALLEN J. ELLENDER FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

17

Sec.'18. Section 5 of the joint resolution approved Oc-

18 tober 19, 1972 (relating to the Allen 3. Ellender fellowship
19 program) is amended by striking out "1982" and inserting in

20 lieu thereof "1985".

Senator PELL. To begin our series of hearingS, we will hear from
_,Dr. Mary Berry, Assistant Secretary for Education, who will dis
cuss: with us the administration's higher education proposals. Following Dr. Berry`will be a panel representing the American Council on Education, who will provide us with a reaction to the .adrnin-.
istratio&s proPosals and some suggestions of their own.
I new del n- to the ranking minority member, Senator Stafford.
(..,PErgirrc STATEMENT OF SENATOR STAFFORD

Senator STAFFORD. I am delighted to participate in these- hear-

ings.

--

.

I believe our work this year will be crucially important in shaping new direetions, especially as the circumstances affecting higher
education have changed so much since- our last reauthorization.
I hear a lot about desire,. changes, as Verinont, my State, and I
am being a little- parochial, has the Nation's highest ratio of colleges to population.

It is clear that Vermont institutions are very- interested in expanding opportunities in continuing education, especially as the

traditional college-age population is declining. They- are .concerned

about libmr:r costs which are climbing faster than the escalating,
costs of energy even in Vermont They are facing research .facility
obsolescence, which similarly restrains the function of creating_
new knowledge:These situations are all new since last- time.
So is the proposal ,to move the NDEA area study programs, into
the Higher. Education Act. It is remarkable, in today's world, and
in light of the international dimensions of higher educations, not
least in Vermont, that our basic act in higher education has never.
had an international dimension. There may not be much money
involved, but it it tithe, I think, tegive the future of,this dimension
some overdue attention,
'More families are affected, of colirse, by our student assistance

programs than by any other aspect of HEA, and here we face .

significant and numerous proposals for change. Here, in title IV,

we create equitable opportunities for millions of young American's.
Our reforms here will be literally the most.far-reaching.
in gum, I expect us to achieve Major reform in this re'authorizii7
tion, both for institutions and for individuals,-both along old dimensions and by adding new' ones.
So, with this prospect, J look forward to hearing our .witnesses
and join you, Mr. Chairthan, in welcoming them.
Senator PEEL. Thank, you very much, Senator Stafford.
We join you in welcoming today Dr. Mary Berry. We have the
statement in front of us. I would add there airle no page nurribers.

Since it is such a long statement it helps if there are numbers.
Dr. Berry, welcome.

.
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STATEMENT. OF

R. MARY F. BERRY. ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR EDUCATION,' DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, :EDUCATION.;
AND WELFARE, ACCOMPANIED -BY AL MOYE, DEPUTY COM-

MISSIONER FOR HIGHER EDUCATION; AND TOM Burrs,

ACTING DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR STUDENT FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE

pr. Bum._ I noticed myself that there were no page numbers:
We had a minor printing problem which caused my late arrival.
Let me apologize.

.

I am very pleased to be here to testify to the -Subcommittee on
Education, Arts, and Humanities. I have with me today Al Moye,

who is Deputy Commissioner for Higher Education, and. Toni Butts,
Who is Acting Deputy Cornmissioner for Student Financial Assistanee, and somewhere in the audience is William Blakey, who
Deputy Assistant SeCretary for Legislation.
Senator PELL. Vould they identify themselVes?.
Dr. BERRY. Let me just point out-, Mr. Chairman, first of all, that
A:hist:subcommittee has exercised great leadership over the years in
v.:bringing this country closer to the goal of providing for all eligible
students access to postsecondary education regardless of income,
sex, or-race.
'And this administration, with the strong support. of the. Congress,
has established an outstanding record of achievement in the field
of education in the: past 3 years. President Carter and the Congress
deserve accolades as the most proeducation public officials in our
, Nation's history.
"This record should be underscored.
A year ago Congress passed arid the President signed the historic
reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
which focused and clarified the Federal'Government's role in servng the poor, the limited English-speaking and the lov-T-Uchieving
student. The bill, together with-significant funding increases, is the
_vbest representation of President- Carter's heartfelt commitment to
nsure that-our Nation's youth receive' an education which is -well:
...grounded- in the basic skills.
,
Preaident Carter, in the same session, joined with Congress to
pass the Middle Income Student Assistance Acta measure ;:which
extends the benefits of Federal student assistance to many Millions
of students who had never before been covered.
.

.

On Thursday of last week, the congress completed action on
another major Carter administration education initiativepassage
of legislation to crate a separate- Department of Education. The
'Senate had earlier given its overwhelining support to this
legislation.We now have the opportunity to add to the 'record of this Con: gress and this President and -help the people- of our country by
Ancreasing the gains already made in poatsecondary, education
through. the Middle Income. Student Assistance Act during the
reauthoriiation of the -Higher Education Act.
The .major proposals which we present to you today
An overhaul of the administrative structure, eligibility. requireJ-

me
nts and financing ofatudent
loans.
-J
a
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Minor modification of the basic educational opportunity grant
program otherwise -known as the Pell grants,
insure that

BEQG's are widely accessible and equitably distribi-

These are modifications. They are simply to s4

the maxis

.mum: award level will be set in the approphat, as process and
there will be a simple' schedule that the most needy will get the
most assistance and that one-half of veterans' benefits and one-half
of social security will be subtracted from the award. Otherwise, we
think the Pell grants are marvelong and we are not prepAsing any
major changes in them.
.

The other thing we are doing is -clarifying and defining. the

Federal role in supporting developing institutions.

Underlying the _President's proPosals for higher education are

four major concerns.

The first concern is the one that always concerns us, and that is
access. We affirm the strong Federal commitments to programs
that insure access and some choice to students previously denied
educational opportunity: Begun in 1958 with the national defense
student loan program, added to in 1965 by the guaranteed student

loan and work study prog-rem s, and brought to full bloom in -1972by the basic grant program; these efforts have been uniquely suece-ssful. In one decade, the percentage of minority college age-population, for example, has grown from 1' to 25 percent: While this is
not enough, it is a tremendous chanv i'rorn 10 years ago.

This core purpose of Federal assistance is further enhanced by

the compz..nion title IV legislation which autheriied upward bound,"
special services for disadvantaged college students, and other pro
grams/designed to bring qualified needy students to college and to

their chances tor retention and graduation. Carrying
access one step furtherto the graduate and professional levels of
educatibn are the graduate and professional opportunities' and

sl

OLEO programs authori.zed by title IX of the Higher Education
Act.

_

,

-

Quality. The President is deeply committed to the maintenance
and improvement of quality in the Nation's postsecondary_iiistitu-

lions. It would be a cruel hoax on the youth of the Nation to
provide access to institutions of low 'quality We are proposing

.----changes_in the _title III- legislation to focus resources on improving

financially yvealCinstitutions which offer a large number of 'poor
students the opportunity to obtain -a-college_education: The small
private colleges, traditionally black colleges and

institutions served by this program are a great national resource-7
and strongly complement the opportunities offe'ced, through the-

student assistance programs. The President is deeply committed to
strengthening those, institutions. He has stated that he wants them
to be better off when; he leaves office than when 'he came, and he

says; "When he leaves," I take it to mean ,after his wor_ term.
In addition to title III, we offer proposals to strengthen the title

II Library programs and the title VIII cooperative educatidn.leghlotion. Together with'a strong-fund -foithe improvement of postsecondary education and a lively research and development - program`.
at NIE, these parts of the Higher Education Act should continue to
provide incentives for the Nation's higher. education institution_ s to
improve their quality..

National needs. We recognize the clear need for .Federal assist-

anee to institutions in meeting urgent national needs. Critidal

among these it the responsibility of the Nation to insure confirm-.
ation of a strong and vital research capacity. Of comparable impor
tan,2e is. the task of 'apply wig the resources and expertise of the
Nation'a leading colleges and universities to critical social- prob
1ms:1-Musing, transportation, energy; and health are but a feW of
the areas where far greater collaboration between postsecondary
institutions: and.docal governments would prove beneficial. The administration's proposals also address the need for the developMent
of stronger and expanded programs in international studies.
Simplification' and efficiency. The fourth theme of _our proposals
is simplification and, increased efficiency. Throughout the legislation we have attempted to
Eliminate redundant or unnecessary laws;
Reduce paperwork burdens on institutions by eliminating Federal requirements or making them less frequent and onerous;
First, inarying to get rid of the link between accreditation and
eligibility because we think that is unnecessary.
We tried to redtice the bureaucracy by eliminating unnecessary_
advisory councils.

We tried to reduce the burden on students by clarifying the

-packaging and need analysis system. We have to have a single need

concept We also required that institutions give information to the
students as a prerequisite for obtaining Federal aid.
..
We have also tried in our proposals to help the student financial
aid _officers to manage their programs more effectively on the
campus, to carry over SEO's from one year to the next` and by
eliminating unnecessary restrictions on packaging and by better
targeting= the administrative allowances.

These are-the basic things about the proposal. I will not attempt
to discuss the details of all of them because they are included in
my testimony.

But I would like to take a moment or two if I could, to discuss

tine known programs and the TRIO programs.

The _heart of our proposal and the most significant and farreaching are'in the loan programs. We think: that there are:major
programs with_then existing loan programs.. One program- is that
whether a student gets a lban or not depends on, which institution
the student attends, the geographic area and whether or not the
student has a banking account and a relationship with a bank.
The administrative loan program is extremely complex and con fusing to all concerned and the default rate continues to bother us.
We believe that some of them stem from the inflexible- pay_ back
_terms. We believe that the -cost of the program is increasing at an
t.
alarming rate_which we cannot permit to continue.
I -know =that considerable-attention has been given to this by
members- of this committee,-including Senator Williams and Senator Kennedy and others. You will find in our general ideasJor _

reform in the area of loans there are -similarities-posals

offered by SenatorLICennetlyarid7Sellmon and their cosponsors.
We arevlerged that the similarities' exist between what we propese
and what has been proposed by Senator Kennedy and others..
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.We proposethat the GSL and the NDSL .be restructured .into two
programs, a basic loan program and a Supplemental program._

We will take the Student Loan Marketing AsSociation and re-_

plade it .witho the Government Student-Loam Association within the
Department of EduCation. We agonized d-over what we could _call. the

Government Student Loan Association. We came 'IT) with gassy
lady but we could not think of anything else. But it is the Govern
ment Student Loan A-ssociation within,. the new Department of
Education:

This new corporately structured- _agency, would 'administer the
basic loan program which would operate on campus and handle
selected administrative functions and provide a secondary market

when supplemental-loans were not available.
The basic loan -Programs would give all undergraduate and grad-,
uate students -except those in medicine law and business= who are
attending school half-time or more on the campus access. to loani

through the institution's student financial. aid office to meet anyneed remaining after the family ContributiOn, available plans, and
a $700 student,self-help requirement has been applied to the cost of
education. The loans would carry interest at the rate cf 7, percent or the Treasury bill rate plus 1 percent
The student would have repayment -provisions flexible. All of the
_Student's basic, loans would be consolidated- for repayment
poses. Capitalization for the program' would' come from federal
borrowing plus current capital and repaid loans under the national
defenge student loan program. There would_ be no State allotment 1-7
and no requirement for capital investment by the institution. What
this means is that right now there are about 3,30,0" or the 6,000.
institutions that could participate in NDSL that do not They don'tbecau.se they don't want to put out _the capital contribution: The
Federal Government would handle the_ collections and the default

and there would be no contribution required by the institntion.
Loans would be available at campus level..

Right now, M
many are forced to seek aid from the guaranteed,
student loan '-program which does not have a particularly -good
record in serving this type of student.
We 'found that 25 percent of these students were unable to find
GSL assistance .primarily because -lenders -.required -a preyious
banking reltionship, and, they did not have & previous banking
relationship with a bank This would end that problem.
The purpose of limiting eligibility for the basic loan to remaining
need 'is to assure that students have taken advantage of the large
and recently expanded gtant and work programs and that families
continue to help meet educational costs before students assume a
loan burden.

We believe that the lowest
__ income_studentatterTdiriflowmoderate -priced-.- institutions should be assisted primarily with
grants and work opportunities, using loans Only as a source, of last
-resort. But they, too, would have ,the choice of attending higher
education institutions.
.

Our-Supplemental loan program, is a-modification-Of the guaran-

teed student loan program. It is not a. need based program. It

is

based on convenience. if parents do not want to pay their contribution or are not able to do so, they are still able to get a supplemen-
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tal-loan: That is why: we propose to have this at an interest rate
that is the, T-bill, plus one, because it is a loan of convenience:
Students do not want_ to workthey can get a- supplemehtal and
meet that $700.-1t is a loan of convenience and it is not a loan for
need.

Capital for that will be provided by State guarantee -agencies.

The State agencies would have a role to play just as they do now in
the collection.
,
I -must say a word about cost in these loan programs. We believe
that if you don't change the existing NDSML and the GSL, the'way
_

the program' costs are going now, they -would cost $3.7 million
which is an increase of 175 percent. 'We think that if we have the

combined loan 'program that we 'are proposing to phase in by 1985i,
we will save money. We will save $405 million that will save the
taxpayers money,-that we have to have access to loans available to

students, and that we will get more for the resources and we are
also maintaining a role for the profit lender.
Those are our loan proposals and they are at, the heart of what
we are suggesting in this reauthorization.
Mr. Chairman, I Wanted to just say one word or two about title
III and then .I will sum up, if that. is permittable.

lOn title III, the point that I wish-to make is that we are concerned about the quality- of the program and we recognize that
Many low income students would go to institutions that are developing institutions and these institutions have played a major role
in helping students from diverse, economic and -racial and ethnic
backgrounds.

Historically, black institutions have participated actively in this
program.. The institutions serving Hispanic and Indian students
also have benefited significantly. Community colleges and 4-year
baccalaureate State institutions; both public and private, have
benefited from the funds awarded over the last 14 years since the
program's inception.

What we are proposing iethat we clarify the purposes of title III
and put them into law for the first time to make clear that what

we'are doing is focusing on institutions that provide higher educa.tion opportunities for low income students, disadvantaged students;
and that have few resources to spend' on .educating these student
We want to foeus'on this.

We recognite that title III is an institutional aid program and
not a, student aid piogram but we believe the institutions that
pvovide opportunities for low income, disadvantage students.
We havg_Ancreased-the --autlitifization for the current program to

,

$200 milliOn which will make more funds available for the many - -institutions that apply and we also have a_new provision, a challenge grant, where an institution- goes out and raises money and
the Federal Government matches this dollar for dollar as is done
with many other institutions.
We believe that clarifying these purposes of the program that
exist in title III will take care of the problems.
In summary, I believe that if our proposals that are described in
full in my prepared testimony are enacted and if these are combined with.efforts to streamline and simplify Federal higher education requirements so students will not be faced with complex forms

and estrictions, and so that institutions are flexible to be able to
exerd se reasonable judgment about an inordinate amount ofpaper -.'
work,, that we will reduce further the burden and radtape at all:.
levels of the Federal Government, and that if we do this this
admi istration with the Congress will -successfully meet the .cha1=-:
lenge of the hour, the reauthorization, of.the Higher Education Act. .'
In o doing, we will have sucteeded, in
Federal
role
insuring that all Americans have an opportunitythe
and
training, r ' oan the elementary to the college level,. to make s better
life
for t emselves by .helping to build a stronger and greater Nation,
and e will have done,so-without substantially
increasing the cost
to thtk taxpayers.
:
T nk you very much. I will he glad to answer any questions you
.

have.

e prepared statement of Dr. Berry follows:]

.
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TESTIMONY OF
MARY F. BERRY

ASSISTANT SECRRY FOR EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

ON REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDOCATIbN ACT OF 1965

BEFORE THE SENATE LABORAND HUMAN RESOURCES'
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS, AND THE HUMANITIES'
OCTOBER 2, 1979
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We take pride in what has been accomplished in the name
of this country's higher education system.
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The major proposals which we present to you today
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An extensive overhaul of the administrative structure, eligibility requirements, and financing of student Ioans,
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---
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by the Guaranteed Student Loan and Work Study

programs, and brought to full bloom in 1972 by the Basic
nt Program,

have been uniquely successful.

_)

In one decade, the percentage, of minority college age

population, for example

has grown from 13 to 25 percent.

not enough, it Is atremendous change from IU
...years ago.

This core purpose of federal assistance is further enhanced by the companion Title IV legislation whidh
'authorized Upward Bound, Special Services for dis'advant

ed

college students, and other programs designed =to raring

qualified needy students to college and to promote their
chances-for retention and graduation.

Carrying access one

p further 7- o the gr'aduale and professional levels of
educati n

-are the Graduate and Professional Opportunities

and cLEo programs authorized by Title IX of the Higher
Education Act.
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colleges and universities to critical social problems.

Haus-

transPortation, energy, and health are but a few of the

areas where far greater collaboration between'postsecondary
institutions and local governments would prove beneficial.
.The

n's proposals also address the need for the

development of s tronger and expanded programs in

international studies.
Sim

on and

our proposals is eimpl
Throughout th

tic

The fourth thene of

on and increased efficiency.

la ion we have attempted to:

liminat- redundatit'or unnecesspry laws;

-- Reduce paperwork burdens on institutions by
eliminating Kederal requiremehts or making then
less frequent and onerous;

-- Reduce bureaucracy by eliminating unnecessary
advisory councils;

Reduce burdens on students by clarifying the
packaging and need analysis systems, by
simplifying the forms, and by increasing
students' access to information; and-.

-Help student aid officers manage their re
sources ere effectively by allowing them to
carry over funds from
next, by eliminating un

funding year to the

y packaging re-

strictions, and by better targeting the

administrative

LEGISLATIVE

-SALS:. ACCESS

Let me turn now to the administrdtiou:s proposals for
the studen: financial

d,prmgrams, the TRIO programa. and

the Graduate /Professional dppottunities and Council for

Legal Education Opportunity (CLEO) Programs.
T11E STUDENT FINANCIAL AID SYSTEM

LOA.

By _a

proposals

the most significant of the Administration's'
relate to the loan programs.

briefly summarized, the major probleme with the existing loan programs are:

Loan accessibility' varies considerably depending on

the institution which a student attends, the
geographic area in which he or she resides, and,
whether or.not his /her family has a lood banking relationship.

.

The Administration of

hese programs is extremely

complex and confusing to all concerned.

Defaults -- often resulting from inflexible
payment terms -- are still too high.

Federal costa of the programs (based 'largely on
interest subsidies) are increasing at an nalarming

I would like to acknowledge the considerable attention
which has already been given to these problems by members 'f
this Committee, including Senators Williams

A Kennedy:

You will find that the Administratien7a general ideas for
reform in this area bear similarities to the the student
loan prdpoaal offered_by

Senatora Kennedy and BelAmen'And

their co- sponsors.

The Administration pro-poses that the Guaranteed Student

Loan-Prmgram and the National Direct Student Loan PrograM be
restructured into a Basic Loan Program al% a Supp

mentalp

Loan Program.

on (Sal-

lie

The Student Loan,Marketing Assooia

would be,replaced by a goveinment

gency (The

Government Student Loan Association) within the new De-

parment of Education.

This new corporately - structured

agency would administer the Baste Loan Program and would
handle selected administrative functions and provide a
secondary market for the Supplemental Loan Program.
Basic Loan Program. _This_program would provide
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undergraduate and graduate students (exclusive of graduate
,

studentU in medicine, law and business professions) who are
attending half-time or more, with access to loans through
their institution's student financiftf-laid office to meet any

need remaining after the family contribution, available
grants, and a $70u student self-help rqquirement have been
applied to the cost of education.

The Idans would tarry

interest at the rate of 7 percent or the Treasury Bill rate
minus 1,porcent

whichever

$s, and be available up to

annual and agg`regate'limits of $3,750 and S12,500, re;

sp6eCi-vely, for unde

aid $5,000 and $25=;000

0p00,tAvely, for graduate students.

Interest payments would=

be forgiven for undergraduates but only deferred for gr dustudents while they are enrolled in school and during an
initial four-month grace period.

All of a'itudent's Basic

Loans would be consolidated for repayment purposes. The repayment peritic would vary wtc,h the student's- total debt.

Th-e'lerma of repayment would-he flexible, thereby reduding

the likelihood of defaults.

Students would -be entitled

0

graduated or equal ,,inatallment schedules, and the

could be alte ed baa0d,on hardship.

Capitalization for

program would come from Federal borrowing plus ourrent
capital and repaid loans under the HD L- program. There
be no State allotment formula, and no _requirement for

capital inveatftnt by the institution.

could,

Chairman, Le believe that our Basic Loan program
builds upon the beet, feature

Student Loan Program
deficiencies.

the .pr sent National. Direct

and remedies its most glaring

.Loans will be based on need with the finan-

cial aid officer determining the amount of the loan and dis-

penning the funds in the same manner as ehe current NDSL
program.

However, the availability and equitable

die-,

tribu ion of loan 'capital will be.assured by the Federal'

government,

:!ald.setvicing and 'etllection lunct ons, which

many schools fikd=eustly as well as onerous, will-, be'assumed

by the proposed Government StuJent Loan Aespeiation.

of the major weak

f

the'. current NDSL program

is that only about 3,300 of the.6,04 eligible institutions
,

-

choose to: or are able to, partitipateboth because of the
burden of loan collection and the requirement' of
institutional capital investment.

In addition, many.needy

students are denied acacias to NDSL since the NDSL program'-s'
nal goal of establishing a self- financing revolving
-fund ,hati not been achieved; and there are problems with

current allocation formulae.

Thus, many needy students are forced to seek aid from
the Guaranteed Student Loan p+rogrem, which does not have a

`parries srly good record In serving this type of student.
EVen at schools which have NDSL funds, some students are
steered toward .GSLs in ordtr to conserve those funds,

In

the CBI. program, loan access continues to be ,spotty.

primarily because, of lender restrictions. (A recent study

found that 25 percent of the students polled were unable to
find GSL assistance - primarily because lenders required a
.previous banking relationship.)

The purpose of limiting eligibility for the Basic Loan
to

"r

fining need" is to assure that'etudents have -taken

advantage of the large, and recently expanded grant and work
programs, and that families continue to hefp meet
educational costs before students assume a loan burden.
believe that the lowest income- studsatsattending. 1
-moderate priced in

to

utkons-snould be assisted p"rimarily

with grants and work opportunities, using loans only as a
source of last resort.

But, they too, would ha,e the choice

of attending:higher education institutions.

`Because of the vast expansion in Feder'al grant and work

programs as well as changing economic conditions, the
rent NDSL interest rote of-3 percent is hopelessly out -of -

date and exceedingly costly to the taxpayer.

In 1958, ex-

cept for Veterans Assistance, NDSL wee the only Federal
program of general_ assistance to students.

programs total over $5 billion.

Today, theses

During this time, the'role

of NDSL has changed so.that grants -- rather than loans
,ii'ave become the bas

ource of financial suppdrt for low-

income students.

Also. in 195b,,91-day Treasury bills were

about three percent.

Today, they are almost 10 percent end

unsecured personal loans range up to 18-percemt.
of these changes. we propose an interest
(or

1 percent below

lower) for

rate of

In light
7

percent

he Treasury bill rate, whichever is
Loan -- a rate

several pointlbe-

low, the current rate for commercial loans or home mortgages.

Supplemental Loan Program.
need- based

In contrast

o the

_- Loan program, the Supplemental Loan Program

would'pr vide "loans of convenience" to assist Students and
parents -with. lieuilitp problem

in meeting the expected par=

ent -cont ibution, the self help requirement of the basic
,.Loan Program, or in general, meeting educational costs that

-cannot be met in other ways.

For the .first time parents

be able to obtain relatively low interest loans under
govern

t guarantee A.o'help meet their expected eon-

tributi_ no.

Loan amounts would be limited in two ways.

Students could not borrow more than their -cost of education

:minus any
ved.

Federal, State or institutional grant aid re-

The amoubt of the Supplemental Loan, when combined

with any Basic Loan received, could not exceed $5,000 per
year and $20,000 in the

ggregste for undergraduates or

610.000 per year and $40,000 in the aggregate for graduate
scddenti (inclusive of undergraduate loans). Because the
Supplemental:Program provides losde of convenience, the

'interest would be set accordingly -- at
rate plus I percent, set

the Treasury Hill

at the time the loan is

Interest pkymentS would be d

aken out,

--net forgiven

while

the student is in school and during grace and deferment
periods.

interest rate and the

_ guarantee would

still represent significant Federal subsidization.
current 7 percent GSL in

rate was_

at'a

this rate was close to the general market level.

The
tithe when

The

Federal 'special allowance" payment now paid to banks above
the student's interest level is a'eajor factor in the
program's escalating co

the taxpayer.

F
capit'al for the

upplemental Loan Program would be

provided by,private lenders, with loans being insured by
State guaran

agencies and

sored..byYthe Federal

government, as in.the current GSL program.

Lenders would

receive a flat special allowance of 2.5 percent to keep.
Supplemental-.Loans competitive with. other banking
investments.

addition

o changing

GSL program to a cear.ly

-

supplemental lean program, we also are proposing a number of
amendments t 'the existing legislation which are designed -to
simplify and improve the administratiop,of the program and'
improve loan accessibiLity.

(A complete discussidn 'of

-these4froposals Is included in the appendix to my remarkg

-theme proposals is included in the appendix

to my remark.eI

today.)

O'ur major reasons for proposing that a government cor.

poration re! ke over the current secondaiy market functions

the Student Loan Marketirfg Association wre:

-

Salli

's privaCe tfor- profit siatus had tended to

diver

m its public service mission -.

The

proposed Supplemental Loan program.wl ll retvoire,tber

ured availability of secondary market support for
lenders.

_

-

Sallie

_

prOfits are largely based on Federal

tguarantees and subsidies and can be

sued as lost,

ources which should be retained in the business Of
.pr_ ddialc.'student loans.

Sallie Mae'
dent

_

vibes are almoa

entirely. indepen-'

pub ic policy oversight.

The eyst,em we envisioW:olor the proposed Basic Loan

Program (e.g., use of Treasury financing,
and servicing eontfa
operations of Sallie Mae.

collection

is very similar to current
Maintaining two separate

agencies' with similar public functions siould he. i1 --

logical anu inefficient.

-

The use of one institution 'as both Supplemental Loan

secondary market and Basic Loan ow9er/collector,

would facilitate repayment schedule consolidation fo
students who have taken out both kinds of loans.

Lias4 of the new'joan structure.

th the changes we

are proposing in the level of Federal dubsidisation
in the two rijor loan proge,at,s, the Federal costs
d

to any given loan volume wouldhe

signi=ficantly reduced.

We

to that an average.

$1,000 GSL loin made in' fiscal year 181_ will' cost
the taxpayer Lhout $575.,( including a discount for
inflation).

A similar Basic Loan volume would cost

about $355 and a similar Supplemental Loan volume
about $140.

Without change, the costs 91 the current programs'
are expected to Increase from $1,400 million in 1960
to $3,740 million in 1985, an increase of almost 175.
percent.

Under the Adminstration's proposal, the

combined loan program costs (including costs of outstanding GBL,$) woud increase from $1.,500. million In

198U to $3,335 million in 19B5.
prpgra

''As,the Basic Loan

phased in. the costs of old GSLs are

4o

phased out,-and repayments of
-

sic Loads (with

-16wer Fedgral subsidies) become more significant,:

the changes we are proposing will,begih.to result in
savings-by about fiscal year 1'S5.
about

We expect

5 million in _that year.

-

Over the long:haul., the new program would save money
'

1

while-providing far more'equitable distribution -of

tudent loans than could be obtained under existing
prcegram ,

(A complete cost shalynls of thane

pG.oposala will be, submitted for- the record.)

Iwould like to emphasize that under our proposals,
.schools, priyate lenders, and StatePageneiesk whose

efforte have been crucial to the success of these
programs in, the past #`still would be counted on to do
the ,jobs that

h deal) best.

agencies would

ratnAn their current roles in the Supplemental Coan
program (insuring loans, collecting defaults prbraot.ing lender participation, and providing various
lander':_ vices).

In addition, the psLA may choose

to contract with

ected state.:iencies for the col-

_ on and servicing of Basic Leans.

the Balit

Loan pregtam. :all schools would still have important

reeponsibAlities in the areas, of losgodisbursement,

packaging and counseling.

Those'schools which have

.done a good job in the areas of loan administratton

,
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and collection could also continue to perform.
functions, if they choose to do so,
G$LA.

th

-gents for the

The proposed new Government Student 'Joan As-

socistion would -simply provide improved, Centralized

financing and closer administrative coordination of
.the'two major loWk,-programs..t

Although the Administration's loan proposals do
involve some adJustment in borrower interest rates-

and-level of Federal subsidization, we do not believe that -these changes will be burdensome for

either parents or students.

Given longer and more

flexible repayment periods and more closely cont__

ledeollection efforts, defifults.shuld be
significantly reduced.

Even without considering the

devaluing Impact of inflation on repayment amounts,
come tWx benefits, or longer and -more flexible r_e-

payment plans, the increased monthly payments are
not unreasonable.

For example,'a $l,000 sophomore

year Sas__ Lpan (7 percent Interes

would cost Sp-

proximately $20 per month rather-than $18 perjnonth
for 'a similar NDSL (3 percent Interest') repaid in

ea ua

inat

lmeets over- 5 yea

A similar, $1,000

Supplemental Loan'- (T-bill rate plus one percent

'interest) would costapproximatelx $2b ,per month in -.,
stead.

121E per month for

GML under current

terms (7 percent interest)

I also woudjike to Mmphaeize that our, loan
- proposals cOntinue'to be eligible for 7 percent

.loans with interest:forgiven during School -'to the
extent of their "_remaining need."

These loans would

be 'subject to graduated-repayment schedules of u
20 years mnd loan Eece'ss would be assured - ben
not now *mailable under either SUSI. or OSL.

Noteover, we feel that limiting highly subsidized
loans. to students with demonstrated need is simply a

more equitable way of investing limited Federal tax
dollars.

NKb ANALY

PACKAGING FRAMEWORK

One'of the primary:gqaltt. in the reautorization of student..

mid program& has been to
thei''_r parents, and studen

e easier for'studentS,
ancial aid officers by.,

ying application foes and need analysis and by.

mak-.

packaging procedures more prediCtable and equitable.

5inlealaiss-atem. As you know, there
two major methods currently in use for the calculation el

are

aMily's _ pected contribution to the student's educe
theZSesic Grants Family Contribution Schedule.and. the
Uniform Hethodology.

one methodology must be used for
program

e gasic Grant

determine eligibility for students, while the
equently used'fOr Federal campus-based programs,
and institutions.,

those-supported by State

This use

-o different methods to distribute Federal aid' causes

complexity and confUsion because they result in different
expected family contributions.

The AdMinistration seeks statutory authority to
develop and implement a single need-analysis system for all
Federal need-based student aid programs.

The need analysis

system would be subject to Congressional review,. as is the

ceac with the present Family Contributiom,Sehedule used for,
t h e 1

Crant program.

1 catio
student.

form

'roceased,at no

Students, parents, and institutions have ben

plagued by complexity and confusion resulting not only from
multiple need analysis systems, but also from the
Mpplisation -forms required

obtain Federal, State, and

With the support and cooperation of this SubCom.-

eg and in full' cbnsultutAon with the student financial

id com unity, the Administration is implementin
academic yeir 1960-$1 a single form by which a.student may
apply for need-basId.Feder
f-

While

and ,institutional

impleM7tntation of this single form clearlY. fella

within the scope of thl De'partment's administrative
authority. we ,hope that the Congress

want to ensure the-

continuation of the single, form in future years by mandating
lit in the statute. - The

Federal government

student -- would pay for proceas
vely-iandacaa fore.
Packasing

Fraaawalk

not the-

thi

.

Packaging of student aid,

progremofor an individeal-student is best handled
institutional level so that student Financial aid officers

conex raise discretion in this process.

For this reason,

....

have resisted inflexible, Federally-imposed packaging
.

,

rules. However`,our proposals do suggest a- framework for
Packaging =student! aid... This structure has three parts:
.

The basic grant remains 'the foundation of the
packagal,

A need -based loan is the last layer of the
agee.a-the

ou

this loan being

t

re-

tie=

the iamily contribution, all other
mainder after the

available soarcs of financial aid, and a.

standard . coot
°

--

arc,

ihution from,stude

subtracted from the etUdeht.'s cost -of education.

To qualify for a'need-based, loan, the student'

.

,would normally contribute-Vat) worth of self

'44, in the form of Work-Study, unsubsidized
a loan that is not need-based..

The

aid officer would hevedisceet
0

diva the Self -help requirement

1-)

n to

-

n unusual circumstances, and

would retain,responalbility for deciding,how much and what
type

id -should fill out this.basic framework for a giv,(n

individual.

These three prametor

coupled with the common need,

analysis system, will reduce -confusion. and improve the

ability of students-4nd parents to predict the amount of
'inancial obligations they will be expected to assume at
schools -in various cost ranged.

The Administration had developed a number of proposalsim d at clarifying the purpose and target :population to:,

which 4tuddet,Ald dollars are directed.

Attendanea_
reealn th- current

_ us. -The Adainistration,peopoees to

equiremedt that a atuderit be enrolls
-

------

kis sic

d ry'edueatien at least half-time to be eligible
or Fadara atuderls, aid. We bel eWe that these students are
.

the meat needy and are meat likely to

n'a degree. lo a

seasonable period of time. thereby
therebymaxieizing the benefits
society and the'Aedividual from thu Feder

e tment in-

tudent acid.

:Os

ndards elac4deolt

regress.

Toavo0progr.am

use by institution's ond;students. the
Administration
1

prop'oses,that a student

50 percent

ust sudvessfully complete et leas

the course' lead undertaken using Title IV aid

during s given period of enrollment in order to be eligible
7Fedefal aid in a subiequent period of enrollment.

This

ement-4ould be waived-'for demonstrated hardship

De
dent'.

tier, of_ dependent student. and_Indepen

nt

In order" to ensure that.parents continue to assume

ome:re:spendlbilityfor their children's college coate.
R.;':Adminiatration4propotes that

11 individuaLA

he,

ndei the age

-of_22 will be regarded as dependent students -- whether
4'claimed on theit parent's income tax fora. or not-- unless
,,'these

lrinafic
,.:Iameeet4

timususl

udentslare married or have dependents of their own.
fleet's would reiain the ability to waive the
mily'coniribution for dependent, 4t dents unde

Molly circumstances.
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'

The Adm riistrationjias searched for the most

and "least intrusive,mechanisms -to ensure that the

inst tutions which benefit from Federal student.ald
are

n fact Meeting 4,F.Utipp

needs

Our accreditation proposal:f ecru
2
4P
institutions applyintLfor all higher EduChtion Act print
Accreditation.
_

.

.

not just the student, n& proirams.
Let me ciarify the changes we Are proposing to' he e

isting statute. 'Under the eelsting statute, an inetItution
seeking eligibility,for.a program authorized by -the Higher
EdUe.a

Acr,muet go through a tWOvstep process. first,

..0

must meet a number of *pecifiett.threshold eligibility'..
requireMents.

The institution must be le __ y'authorfzed by

the'. State in which It is located and must be accredited by a

nationally recognized accrediting Agency litted by the
ioner.

t ales must meet statutory requirement!

related to'level of program offerings; 4ype of student.
admitted; type of control (Public, private nonprofit',

proprietary); and -- for proprietary institutions
Of existence.

The'inafltution also must meet the'det

statutory and regulatory..requirements of the specific
!gram. fo

which it is applying.

6tth--

41
The Administrat

proposW4 would change the first

of this process.

-ould

imlna: e the statutory re-

ntjor accreditation and the related statutory reuirement for the Commissioner

creditinagenotes.

to publisW A list of appreved

The orher threshold eligibility re'-

quirements and the specific program maricrequireMents
aid unchanged in

the fa

new iltatUtory requir

-for State involvement are included in the Adminstraii6

result of our proposed changesi we expect/that
accrediting agencies not only

tinlie to exist.

botallo will,dincoVer new vitality and effectiveness in at
eat two important ways.

pre_

Oa on theAr central

Oducstion.

/
will free a ccrediAing-agencies
to

_saiowassessing the quality of.

Currently, accrediting ageAcies ae deflected

this important task by intrusive Federal regulations
bleb require them to take, on activities that are unrelated

o the,assesemant of quality.

Second'.' the proposal makes ftyensier.for accrediting

nciea to withhold accreditation stnto0 from::poOk quality

institutions.: Under the current sy
agencies Are reluctant to.vithhold.

adcieditin
dltation from an

Institution. bectute -the agency.'s 3C

-the institution

receiving Federal funus..

believe that the specific program §vatic eligib

ulrements that Congress has added to the law over
last decade a eadequate meant.to ensure responsible:
Uilonal.mariagemen

Ftdetal ;undo.

ith the. continued and enhanced activities of private
[ting.agcn'ciaa= and xon14dued Feders14,enforcement-Taf

existing programmatic eligibility requirement
neither _

we expect

dentne in quality noran increase

ud and

abuse .to result from the Administration proposal.

want

emphaa.ice that our proposal recognize.

eveial essential facts;

The present system
participation,in,Fed

determining eligibility,for
_

programs based on ac--

credltation' does nat 0054e the quality

f educa-..

n at aoMmissioner certified institutions.
.

The system cannot be reformed to actually:assure
quality' without, significantly extending the'Fedetal

ruding into areas
institutions and the
.

Our .prop

.,

al to sever the link between eligitii

Y

for Federal assistance and private accreditation
-engthens the ability of accrediting agencies to

make careful,honett..judgments

hciut,"quslity" of

education at onstirecoodery institutions by
threat that accrediting egenctes'.r preient to
Institut/la-nal access to Federal education funds,
.

pecially student ;financial assistance,

udent information.

The Adalnist

sting student information requ
ion 493A a prerequisite

s-,

,

.

n proposes

0

ants found

institutional eligibility.
say ...1

Wadi

talons .receiving adminstrativo cost allowances must
se-these funds).

in addition to those information items

ntly required, all_ institutions will. have to provide
_n40rmation about-meivices and teal].

Ludents.. Thoje institutions

-

or han'dicapped.
-

hat prepare student
a'l

r_ mployment'in specific fields
tdata on:recent grA"duate"e.
Pe

for.

have to provide placement

The Administration recommends

Fraud and:Abusec

e,1Y clearly AnumerAte standards of administrative And

scartesponsiblJity as a prerequisite forinstitutional
student aid funds.

ibility

These Standards would

include reqUirements for a fair and equitable refund policy
And institutional cooptratiori in providing vaiiascion and
7record-keeping'suppo

for student financial Aid programs

Admnistr

ve coat ai

cable source of

uld be available to,.

help institutions whict meet the eligibility requirements

coyer expenses associated with the administration of Federstudent aid funds.
lion recommends that

To accomplish this goal, the Aipinistran-

each Tittc4V - nand

Our losn;pr

utions should receive $10 for
ald,reclptent per academ C'year.'

oaal addresses the problems that have plagued

our current- loan system.

In summary, the Administration

piopAsals

Ensures student access to need -baae'd loam ayld 4aken

loans of convenience available to most

21aTil*

tudents and

CoMP _aments the Federal need- based -grant and

work-study programs.
RedticOs complexity and confusion for students.

Improves loan program administfation at the
Federal and institutional leyels..
Re, ucea the long-tcrli Federal costs of

providing student 'loan°.

Reduceajhe'ltkollhoud of

ult.

ur approach to preparing legislative proposals fdr the
gram

preCgramswas quite different from the restructuring we

; undertook with the loan programs.

Me.

The grant programs have

!,worked well and do not require consolidation, elimination

other,m4joT changes.

Addit ional-ly, any proposals for changes in Basic Grant#

.1fould'An.Cnsidered against the backdrop of the important.
and substantial changes made in.

his prigram,inithe Middle

Tilcome.Gtudent. Assistant_ Act

.

Through' this Act,: this Commutes working closely with

the House and the Administration, expanded eligibility. tot
lissic:Grants and
,program.
1#25i.000'

Students
now

ade-aeveral structuralim'provements in the
ith family income-0 between $18.090 and
for

sncl the total costa'o
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the program have been increased by about $1.36 billion.
Given these changed -- and the increased benefits of

the

-provam 3S it is our view that only minor further changes
sic Grants should be made in this reauthorization.

As

a

Ault, we have concentrated on clarifying purpoSe and
proving administration in our proposals.

Basic Educational

n-

-an

s

The Basic Graht,should remain the foundation of student
We propose changes in the following areas.

id.

-

Award maximum and-reduction schedule.

We propos,.

that the basic Grant maximum award should be set at

the

level required to exhaust appropriations while fully funding
all entitled students -7 unless this level
.800
_

is less than

(or the previous year's maximum award). in which

reduction language would come kat') play. This redu7tion

nguge would be significantly simplified while

retaining

/46

the current principle that the needles

Id

1,

Cliost'prOttCt041.

Treatment of Veterans Education Benefits and_Socia

60cur

Benefits to Students.

aaaic Grant recipients

also receive education benefits from the Veterans
Adminis't'ration awd /or the Social Security Administration

frequently alind up with combined financial assistance that

47
Axceed- their coat of education.

To remedy Chris situation,

we propose to reduce a student's BBUG award by an amount
'equal to half of V.A. education benefits plus half of, the

Social Security benefits received by the student.

Av

costs.

To reduce the admin

v

r

burden on institutions and student aid officers, the
'Administration proposes to permit them to use a schoolwide-average of tuition and room and board char -S

intaead

of the actual charges for sari~ student, in calculating basic
Grant awards.

Our proposals

nclude no recommendations for changes in

the soicalled -half-cost" rule in Basic Grants.

We have re-

viewed this issue thoroughly and reached the conclusion that
its elimination would be'costly, would create other
inequities in the distribution of grants,

and could have

inflationary effect on tuition.

We were not persuaded that.the benefits
the "Inequities"

correcting

created by this provision outweigh

other negative effeCts

thes,e

While we are aware that the higher

education community has proposed a gradual elimination of
the provision, we should point out that their proposed,,

changes would not only require very large increana;u in
budget of this program,

much as 51 billion by our es-

he.
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timates, but maintain the " nequ

es

Their-proposal,

together wii;h,other change3 Incorporated in the Nouse re-

authorization br.14 would increase costs by almost 52 bitlion, an stook'

t

is unrealistic in the face of

which we

overall budget constraints.
Suplemeri

Educ_ iory'tunit- Gran_

The Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Program
should continue to r
be con
p

special 'financial needs which cannot

d in making awards under a formula driven'

ram like Basic (:rants.

The Administration proposes four

modifications to the Supplemeutat Grant Program=

Annual_andIggregate_ma!timum award=

In

recognition of the increased costs borne by
today's students, the Administration proposes
to increase the maximum annual SEOG -award from

51,500 to $2,000 and'the aggregate
maximum from

SEOG

,000 to 58,000.

DiAtinetion between initial year
continuing year funds.

To ease'

the administrative burden for institutions_

and student aid officers, the Administration.
proposes to eliminate the separate funding

Jor)nitial and Continuing Year SEOG
awards.

49
Five

ercent cart over.

As another step

to make lice easier for aid officers and
institutions, the Administrat on
propose s. to allow institutions to carry

up to 5 porcent of their

G,

funds from one funding year to the next.
Procedures
costs.

o

de

min

The GAG has dis

off-cam-uslivirkg
Ve ed vide, often

unexplainable variations among schools
in tike

_

vingcostS, allowed for off- campus

students In calculating award amounts under
the campus-based programs
-event less
.scrupulous schools from obtaining an

unwarranted share of the campus-based funds,

Administration seeks statutory authority
t specific procedures for schools to,
follow

,determining living costs for

off-campus

students.

They will

include,data gathering,proedures to

determfne reasonable

costs for transporation,

books, room, board, and miscellaneous Hein
expenses.

udent Incentive Grants.

The State

Student Incentive Grant program has stimulated,

the developoent of need -based student aid

PrOgrans in all States.

However, the program

provides insufficient incentives for States
to increase the site of these programs.

The

Administration proposals for this program are
designed to increase dncentives for new 5
he

investment in student aid and to simplify
administration

the program.

Increased State matchin

requirements.

The

administration proposes that only State funds

in excess oftheamount contributed b
SI

in the
74.ot-do

rest of the State's

a

-a

The

sr Federal match.

contribution will be
_

matched at HO percent the first year this
proposal takes effeet,and,by a rate that dearefses'20 percent the subsequent year

until

there is no Federal match of "old" fund's.

0

51

0

ptgttnctton between

and comity.

ear.

We

propose to eliminate the distinction between initial
and continuing year funds in the SSIG program as well
as the SEOG program.

1)1101EINtt

hike the grant programs, the College Work-Study Program
.(CWS)

is working well and requires few-legislative changes.
We propose two modifications to the program.

o

Five

ercent carry-over.

-

We propose the same 5 per-

cent carry-Over provision to CWS'that we proposed for
the SEOG program.

n ua-e encouragin. new uses of CWS... The

Administration proposes'to include language in the
CWS statute encouraging institutions to:

,

- Send CWS participants into junior and senior high
schools to inform secondary school students and
their parents about Federal student aid and to

52.

provide tutoring to needy students.

7

glace more handicapped students in CWS jobs.

Create CWS jobs that provide Aervices needed by
'hand.th-pped students such as resding for the blind,

deaf, and pushing wheelchairs.

6

The Special Servi

-programs Are an essential, comple-

Ment to ,the financial, aidprograms.

The.inc;rporstion of

these programs in, Title Iv with the various linsntisl aid

pregrams.stresseg the imtSrdependence.

We are pleased with

-the overall - accomplishments -of the-Special Services Pro_

grams. -The-proposals below are deatgned-to simplify the
-mdelivery system and to.clarify-.the target population of
A

,these programs.

Consolidation'of.Talent Search (TS).and Education 1'

Opportunity Centers jOCs).

Talent Search and

Educational Opportunity Centers perform similar
vices.

The Administration proposes to merge them'

into a single program targeted on geographical locations
with high concentrations of few-income residents.
Although all residents of the targeted area may apply to
the new program, first priority for service ail

be

giVerh to the lowest incomeFstudents.

cation of elitibilit
Special Services program.
need to clarify the

There is also a significant
language for mach oc the

Special 'Services -- programs.'
-6

requirements fdr each

To that end, ,the Administr6-

tlon bill has incorporated introductory language fol-

loweeby specific eligibility requirements for each of
the programs., The following pregramsare included to
atu.ent service proposal.

Thellpward Bound (03) program serves _only .secondary

school students from families with incomes not
ceeding 150'percent of the orevailinq poverty index

The Special Services programs serve both economically
and educationally disadvantaged students -- with at
least two-thirds of the Students being bothr

educationally disadvantaged and from families with
incomes not exceeding 150 percent of the poverty,

index.

Up. to one-thi

the students may possess

only one of theke two characteristics..

The new program combining Talent Search and
Educational opportunity Centers requires all applicanta to come from designated geographic 'areas
with high concentrations of low -income residents,

with highest priority for service being given to the
lowest income applicants.

We are convinced that. the Administration proposals for

the Special Services programs will improve the
eidministration of these programs and will remove

confusion relative to thWeligibility of the various,

populations to be served.

It should be noted that

Careful consideration has been given to requiring that
those to be'served should be first generation college

students, as well as coming from lowincome
It is our conviction

after careful study, that the

eligibility criteria in the A4ministration bill clearly

delineate the poPaation to be served by each of the
programs and that the introduction of the first

genet$tion requirementereates unnecessary admtnistrative complexity for both project managers and

the clientele to be served.

In addition, the Administration proposes the elimination
the ServiCe Learning Center authority.. This aUthor-

itywas established by the Education Amendments of 1976,
hut'it has never been funded.
tions

The lack of appropria-

activity stems from the fact that it

would signif-dantly duplicate services authorized and
provided under the Special Services for Disadvantaged
Students Program.

.

The Gad ate and Prof ssiohal
.POP) and the

EC) Pro ram.

ortunities pro =ram

The-Administration will

6continue =its _philosopbical and budgetary commitment to

the Graduate and Professional QpportUnities,Program
6LE0 Oto4ram.

a

These programs require no legislative

changes.

AO

SALS:

IMPROVEMENT oP QUALITY

fi

These proposals address sped

concerns which will

ensure that the intended audience for each program is
reached and that efforts to equip and retain students are
efficiently continued.

To that extent, the Administration

proposals will help to assure a fundamental level of quality
in educational programs and the opportunitYf to explore new
approaches-to integrating work and education:

Together with

the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education and
the proposals addressing national needs in the ,next sect.on,

they have considerable impact on all of the nation's higher,
education institutions.'

Title.III:

This

Htren.thening Developing Institutions

m has pla-ed an important role in.Atrengthen-

ing this Nation's &mall public:andprivate colleges which
serve students from diverse -economic, racial, and ethnic
bickgroUnds.-

Historically-black institutions have participated
actively in this program.

Institutions serving Hispanic and

57
Indian students also have benefited signifiCantly.
=

Community colleges and four-year baccalaureate institut ins,
both public and private, have benefited from the funds
awarded over the last 14 years since the program's
inception.

In keeping with the Administration's commitment

to`-assist and strengthen these developing institutions, we

are proposing a $250 million dollar program for developing
institutions -- more than double the current authorization
level.

Unfortunately, neither.the original legislation nor
subsequent. reauthorizationsdefined either a clear purpose
or a focused Clientele -for this program.
-as--ttm-aubccIrmk

sharp competition for t

In recent years,

e-has-been
gated funds available.

This

inpreased'demand from a wide variety of institutions has
shown even more dramatically the need to Itartfy the purpose
of ari the clientele for the Title

program.

To this

end-, we are proposing that a new and more precise definittofi

of developing institutions be included in the law.

Our experience,withadmtnistering the Title III program
over the past decade has highlighted several weaknesses
Which our proposal addresses.

Many institutions have

-received Title lififUnde for over a decade without

demonstrably becoming stronger.

hing in theCurrent

legislation encourages recipien

Title IXT funds to

develop or implement long-range plans which will promote
their economic self-sufficiency.

Th0 general Accounting

Office has been especially critical of this situation.

cover, the existing low did not encourage States to
assume concurrent responsibility for strengthening publ c
developing collecies through careful planning.

Close

'cooperation from the States is necessary in order for many
of these institutions to move toward academic and fiscal
self-sufficiency.

The Administration's recommend
weaknesses.

edy these

Out propOsals;

Clarify Ltile.__p.Ireose of T

eligible for assistnce.

and

he

nstitutions

We are proposing that this

program be dtrected4toward strengthening those co4eges'
which provide higher education opportunities for subetantial percentage of low-income, disadvantaged
students, and Which are able to spend only modeSt amounts
to educa 6 these stodents.

Also, the Administration's

Proposed legislation indicates that this program is
intended to. help these institutions

66
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become self - sufficient.

We also propose. that the 24'per-

cent set-aside for community colleges be retained.

Our pro -sals,.then, are-con2istent with the program
regulations developed last year, and will not alter the
present group of eligible institutions.

Increase:Substantially the authorization level for the
current program, from $120 million to $200 million
/

annually, with a separate. $50 million authorization
for Challenge Grants.

-

Ness prbotram resources on meetin
which the'inst tution'det

measurable -oals

mines

itself and

describes in an'Linstikutional longrange_plan.

The

AdMinistratibn's proposal continues our current``

practice of requiring all applicant

r Title III

funds to develop and, submit a long-range plan'Which

descrAbes a strategy.for moving the college toward
self-sufficiency.

Grants would be made only for those

activities which' would work toward achievement of the
goals specified in the long -range plan.

We would con-

'tinue to permit, but would not require, a Title III

institution to form cooperative arrangements

60
5

-with other institutions or assisting agencies to
achieve specific'gOals.

The Institution may choose to

apply for a one-to-three year grant or a long term,_
(four-to-seven year) grant.

While institutions re-

ceiving a one -to -three year grant would be permitted

to receive a subsequent grant, institutions which opt
for the long-term grant would be limited. to one-time
funding.

Encou -a

e State and

vete sector investment 'Inde-

veloping institutions

p9T0-rarT.onent.

-ou h a new "Challenge Grant"

We propose. to' add to the estab-,

lished TitleJIl'program a new initiative -- with a
separate annual authorization of $50 million -over and

'above the proposed $200 million authoOzatton for the
regul.ar progr:im.-- -that .round-gTiMuTwUWapArtnership

between the Federal goVernment and the States in the
case of public-,
- nstitutiorfe, and the Federal govern-

ment and the private sector in the case of-private
institutions.

DtveloPing institutions with graduate

schools are eligible to participate in'this program.

As we

A to a future of financial pressure,cm-all

institutions of higher education, the public interest
requires that all parties with a stake in tht survival

and fture development of these institutions accept
fair share of the responsibility for
sent and support.

a

heir encourage

Under the proposed

Challenge Grant Program, available Federal funds
flow only to public and private institutions when
stAte and private sources, respectively1 are
to provide 50 percent of the requested supplemental
Title

Title

grant.

St en thenin- Libraries

Strong and up-todate library collections are the hallmark of high quality institutions.

The rapidly, expanding

number of books and journals, together with decreasing
financial resources, have .in recent years made it difficult
for oollege's and iuniversities to maintain the quality pf

their libraries

Title II has aided the institutions considerabiy, but it
is a blunt instrument.

Its core support program does not

distinguish between the needs of Harvard'and a small strug
gling college; the research and development proTraMa are

awkward and tied together with formulas and a setaside
which do not allow careful targeting of funds.

Furtheti the

language of the title does not encourage active use of new

technology 0

ecnie

to bring efficiency.to library

retrieval or to provide access to

octant but esoteric

voluMes'.

T. glee: these needs, we have worked very closely

with all

emb, rs.of the library com.w...nity to develop a

simple but siOificantprepoSal.

Targetigenal libr.!EyiLdpporttb need

inatitu ions

We propoSe to target the basic library support
-authdrity on .college librLcies that are mast in need
of support to improve- thei't resources.

Rather than

'giVe $3,900.: to every applicant nstitution. (inclUding

Harvard, Berkley, and ,Yale) as we did this year,

this new provision would allow us to give greater

aminta-o( money t
:c

institutions with the-weakest

ottons,

Over theapast years, we have neen more a...I more av den e

the'effectiveness of carefully structured education and
work experiences.

O'eCent evaluation of Title

indAPOIRB_staDng positiVe_effects On_re600tion of students
in college.

Clearly effective, cooperative.education.

programs .require substantial front -end !fivestments from'

institutions.'

In a t meof fiscal restraint, this: impedes

the adoptton of these programs.'

Inaddition

the present .

Title VIII :has an arbitrary maximum grant level which makes

tt necessary for an institution to focus the use. of:Yederal
,CooperativeEdlicatton funda on a, single program or school
within- the'inatttution and impedes the development of
cooperative- education thromphout'the -entire institution.

To

address these problems, we are making aoodest proposalto:

Promote

on-wide co

ve:educationprogyAms.

The Administration Prop6ses to eliminate the current
limit on the size of institutional awards.

This will

permit lamer awards to those institutions that want to
establish cooperative'educationin1mor

than one 'part of:..;

the institution.

LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS:.

NA

AL NEEDSi

'4

In addition to legislative changes.to enhance access and

quality, the. Administration is also proposinganumbpr

of.

statutory changes to address special national leecis. These
needs Include strengthening the nation's research Capabtl-'
ity,.stimulating first-rate international education
programs, and harnessing university resources in the SO1Ution of socia=l problems.

Assuring Strong Basic. Research Cercity,

The President has.expressed a st ong commitment to
ensuring that our nation's principal universities maintain a
high quality ree,earch:daebility.1 This nation if heavily

dependeht on the research performedby these universities,
for this research has increased Amerida's industrial
productivity, fought diseate, and kept cur country secure.

The researeh,likewise has affected the knowledge taughtin

our schools, as wells the method by,which it-is taught.
In additiOn to performing this valbablejervice, these
universities also train the researchetS who will strive
find answers to the problems which-r main to be snlved.

1jnfortunarely, a number

:sure.s have converged

reran =t =years which make =i °r

reere-e-a-liWry-

or

,universities to provide Lho supporting resourceejlecessery
to,suatain the reearch. anyerpTise already in placeouch
less

existineatrength.s.

Equipment costs Ilave.

increased and old equipment hac brrken down.

Facilities

.bUilt20.years ago have aged and decayed; and costs of
maintaining adequate research libray4es have greatly
4
Increased:

The 'higher Lduca ion Act program

of these problems.
governmental effort.
e,demand your a

Many require a coordinated
Nonetheless two in:itiativee inch

ntion:

grade seselrchfaclli
-propose to Include inTitle VII a coherent authority
to addreas the rea arch facility and equipment needs

of Ameelca's major reaeeech uevoralties.
Strengthening Research Libreria

Title

propose to maintain the research:Ifbraey authority
Titles

both of these proposals were high'on the 1
mendations by a group of the Natiot06 major,and prestigious
univeelties in a 197d 'report.
.

Together Wite the improved
-

availability of loan capital made posa,ible for Araaate
students by our loan

commendationsi these two -proposals%

represent.A
sterc to
represent

research

rd melting criti- al`natiena

needs,

national Edecetion:

Title Vl'of the Na

enal,Defense

Educati'dn.Act

The current International

u ation programs have

:

effectively served the funetio
intertAti-nal'Atud es
throughout',,the Natiot.

toll
These HEW programs bave:.not reached
-

_

wever, to:professional schools in buain,ess and other, -.

Ott.

nor have they:,lee to thp development of :aerate

field

_

for meeting the foreign language and international study
needs Ad teachers in elementary and secondary sehooloh
throUghout the Nation.

To- meet those needs, the

Administration proposes to

EX and thcauthorit;, 'Tbe b
area and training authority of NDEA Title VI w_
'retained.

c-language
1 be

We propose new legi*latlon trait will consolidt

the 'authority to foster comparative cross-rcultural. study' in

par''tleular Areas such as.tnergy or transportation;

etucitipn eiChatgei of professionals in a variety
Perticularly exchanges. of elementary, and seqndaty school
v

r

teachers; -promote cOoperative study and research between
ersities and private: industry;

tlate foreign

language training in elementary and setondery'schools,.

This proposal incorpogates into NDEA-VI the strongest

.7f

erejsents- of the Internationa
ere - repeals ,the ISA-

Community_ bervice a.nd

Lduc

we recommend that, Tit e I be restructured into two

sections. devoted,

to the tarlieeity and

ervLee and.,iecond.

the u

edueatiott activi.tiee.

We also recommend that

er.i-t1 and

early limited' undsavallable to support-the community
service 'program
rant coo petition

awarded througha pioject
the natirnal level

LEGISE

FROPOSALSp

-IFicAaotANp EFFICIENCY

Beyond the abbelan ive purpo!iee ara previsions that f
-.have discubsed

want to make ,a major contriiution to

Katreamiining alnd siMr4ifying Federal higher education
-,programs

As reautherizatIon effort.

Student's should

,knot be faced with complicated abd burdensome Nrms and
.

eittribelAlne.=,7les

judgment without the inordinate amount of iwer,r
that so -often
4.

tie

ccompeniee Federal aeslstance.

nent'should

c

The

standing-of their reepertive respona1bl1itiee.
legrsiation
a't

itnneceSsaiy

lim7nated -r °

bureaucracy and fired tape should-b

levels of- the goeernMent.

te-cl'ose.by

hlightin

proposals that reflect these adminis

our most important
ve.goAl

of

simplicity and reform:

For studILEELUILEER=
-- A single needanalyuis eye em which ippliel to all-f
'eeeral need-based rstudent

p o

ams and which

to the student.

-- An obligation upon ineCdXutionn Co provide
inforn,ntion to Students and 'parents.nbout aye

able financier aid, institutional cbets. refUnd:_
policrei4 academic programs, and special servicee

to-MaUdiuspPed studentsi

A coher_b
sistance

'approach to packaging studen
C

as-.

-74

For
For_inntitutlona yg

ligee.th--

-- To retain.thoi

the reapon

b_

y for c

freedom to .package euplemen

grant funds, work-study funds, and basic,loanfund

to meet theparticular and unique needs of

atUden

To consolidate yerts of the
we

ro °se?:

giep Education Act

=

Elimination of .Title

and XI, a

simplifictetion-of Titles

IT, IV, VII, and IX.

_CEPS NG:.

Together

Congress, this
this.Admi

anon

.successfully meet the education challenge
challenge of the hour--

'theresuthor
doing, we

stiOn of the :Higher Education Act.

In 60

have succeeded in enhancipg the Federal ro

in ensuring that'allAmerichns'have the.opyortunity and
training--fhosithg elementary to the college level-.

.0 better life for themselves while helping to bUild
stronger and greater Nation.

Thank

-

AEAUTUORIZ
3LATIVE-O4OPOSAL5
_THE HIPHSR EOUCAT2OR ACT (REA)

SER14

CON TINUT ,EDUCATIOn,..

Aa mER EmcAT;ot
Overview of the p,tertm

-

Sebarate:COmmbn'ty Service and ContinuinCEducat%on.
These two tunbtions wou.doe separately autnoriaed '
The purpOSeS Ot the,
in. .two diStimea Parts, A and SS
pretent P6rt 3, LifelOng Learning.would be incorporated'.
into-Ithe'new Continuing Education pat wn1Ch wbularemain
The Community SerVici Program
a State fOrMula program.
Would cc a Federal discretionary prOgraM targeted to ataist
univeraitta and their,local communittis
1

overview Of the Procram
antsab Imar*We Collect Library Resources. \
proposal establisnes criteria to aetter target
the basic library support program on college Woraries

most inneed.
Coordinate LOT' ar,

ra tin

aasearan std -p

i

special
stratton Autnortves. atllpi _f-ee
Grants for7FFrrlitribraries in Part A, and th
Library Research and Demonstration Programin
in Order..to brtate4aaystematia-set of library
tion and. development authorities.
'

STRENGTHENIMG DEVELOPING INSTITUTIONSg

EA-TITLE

the rogram
The purpose
is to aid institutions whiChprOvide SCCU3s, Which-

Peliration_ Of ,iirbose.

lack- resources., and which are takidg step
improve institutional management and distal
inc -Aanoe Planning.
As part of the application,
institutions Would- -ne-regUired to deve100 a compre**naive plan.
1

Institutions Could apply ,'or a
Curetion *f Grants.
Arent Of :One to tree years, atter which they can
reapp:77 or inStitutions could apply-foea =Moltaunt of up t seven years', With an agreement that.
Seven years:
thty..cou4 not reapply
The aUthoritatiOn level ;fter t'neat 4rants.is 3200

q/,111i*

segarate au 4crirati.n -ur
orov,dwu' for

,

in:whlohthe inetituticn

do omits i`

.;rants

add

.al !.!ndino-to-matbh-the
red4raltfUndsidollac for, dollar;

STUU=T

TZTLZ !V

ve the fol

n; chars

aible norrowers; :La
bi'MAde to underJuates end greauats itudente,-(exclusive Of
duate studInts in medicinei'laW and fusineas
are attemdlag,half-time or more:

Loan Amounte fmdi1idual loanvwillbe limited
to net need- leducational costs:minim family
contribution RECG3, etner grants and a set` -help
comOdnent of S700/4 in edditionthere would'be.
'annual linits'of S3,732 fbC undecgraditates. U;(20
for ;raduate-stUdenti And-copulative limits of
S12,5.00 for undergraduates to a total of S25,0,11
for.both'undergraduatt tnd gradLiate.
Interest r.hartas to Students.
Students
be:
charged seWen oerdent or the TreasuCy bill rate
minus-ons-iercent-whAchsver is less.
In-fn'odl
interest gaymenta will to forgiven for underoradUates but deferred for iraduate itudents.

SourctrOf Caoital:

Loan capital will be provide,'

EFiFi307eaV;WFont Student LoanrAssocietion
(whiCh:would'be a Federal adenoy)..from
collectionsand-:borrowing ftop the Treasury;
o

O

Yakinjg_of-taan;'.

he financial aid offiCer at
the inetttUtiOn of attendance would mete the:The
deterOlination of eligibility and loan -amount.
institution would then disburse the fuods'drswing
on A 'Line of credit frdo the new Association,

ColleCtiOne. :The. Association would crovide
centraliticsettticing and collection of Leans,
:and"WOuld have authority to contract out these
funetions.
Li.

laaas '41 ne ctnsa,,taa__
lantan ot rna retaymen; teract

Ter74a,t.tr

:or re7.aymen:

aepend tttn ane saot at an4 satdens tooal
loan. ooll4am,:n.. 4a an 4 Snorter term aar-amaller
years.
oans and_s maxamum aertad af

.e tollvdr.7

anal:, ;arenas-

a --Loan AMou

ea e;agiale;
ua,

-;md sa

orrtwng w;,.

=re' =anttnar
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TITLE

OEUrRAL PROkit

.

view Mf the. PrOdrart

paceemln

Eliminate Accreditation for Institutional Elio litv.
prhats actreditation as mitt
requireor stitsitional elicioility while reinforcing
t. re
nsintlity: to ensure that hint:sum standards,

gent

-

-- Stand rda r Administrative
Peicons 7 -Y ant Recutretients or Provision
of -A tugren
-nation recO' re-7aants j,n Section 439A and standards of administrative

ant 'iaC

and diidal responsioility as criteria for eligici ity
participate in Title EY ;rocreos.

,-S000lemental Grants and College ±fork- Stuov' -= give
Percent ,Garrv-Over. Pe emits institutions to-carry
forward on- to a rsent C hetr SEOG or GWS funds

from one fiscal year to
spent in the next.
AdminiserAliowanosa to Institutions. Pays the
inatitirtion aft roc Gaon 9tauasnt aid recipient.
Aonlication Form. Processed at No Fee to the
`.?.e

.

Student. Legillatively mandate continued .use,-ot a
sinqbe form. The Federal government instead-of the

student .wodld ;a processinc=.costs.
4 Single Needs Analvsis Svstem= Provides the o_h
to dev .Ti:oo and impienent a common needs analysis for
all Federal reed -cased aid programs.
Ike$ini tior
caoendent and Independent Student., la to
d d as dependent unieas
Y
=

they of

.

..-/ar

Socolemente
Soot/le:sent
C_emou $ -iv

d .Or nave dependants- of their own.r :0Worx-Study and Basic and
- roc ores for Determining/ Ott-

wool_ set s pacing troceedres

tor schooia to .o
-in determining living costs for
of d
4,3 .dents apply or SEEN, CWS. and BaSic
and Supp.emental Loan
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GUAGE DEVELOPMEW:I

-ORE :Ga ST.DIES AJD L
(REPLAC-- iA TIONA:

MEA 'ITLE VI

CEEZUCAIONACT,JDEA

73_

A.

eorate.

tonal_ Education Act of
,
a New
A '

wi-n

Inc
vane
ternarionastu
undergraduate instruction in international
Add cooperative education oo those
studies.
activities allowed.
Remove requirements that
activities he locally designed. and stimulate
- elementary and' Secondary projects in languages
critical to intirnational relations.
l

CONSTRVCTLON
AZAEEAIC FACIL_
A.

RENOVATION OF

OVerVeW 04 theProcram__
Raises
current

or

R.

9

long-term rate

cr construction.

Authorize program for renovation of research facilities.

Modify Part's .
XI.

CGDPERATIVE ET,UCA:ICNI

HEA TITLE

A.

Overview of the Program

B.

Eliminate Grant Ceilings. The maximum grant
of $175-,000 or an individual insti-'
tution and 8125.000 for each institution in
a consortium are removed.

GRACUATE PROGRAMS:
A.
S.

HE?. TITLE IX

Overview of the Program
peal the Mining and_Public Service Fellowshios
tne General- Assistance Authorities for Graduate
5cnoois.

84

86

77
EnCCAl'IVI Z,*1:4

V

IT:ZS

Rezeal

Tne
z.te &w c=:,
1.176.

Sas
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PrOgamPurdosee
There are tnree purposes to ta.a Title.
The first purpose
is to egillt in the IOLLItICh Of dom=untty proolems cw
ptoviding grants to strengthen commilnity.airvice prdi rams
oc cOt.leges and aniversttles. The second purpose-1S
Support
the expenaion of continuing adcattun in colleges and in.versittes. The third purpose ts to,support lifelong learning
for the adult population of the Gnited States.
Program Coverage and Funding
first two purposes tcommun
ice and contini
education) are included In Part A. Funds tor_this Pact ate
allocated to"5tates an the basis of tne proportion of the
total ,pdpulation o the United States residing in that State.
The'saciption to era., allocation is that 10 percent of the
funds are set.aside for discretionary. .grants wnirr are Made
oy the COmMissiOner. In 1979, tn. program .ii `funded at $1C
million.
Of that $14.25 million ts dissrio0ted to the States
using the allocation formula. Trite supports proS'eCts serving
_

an -estimated 400,00U 700 participating tolleges
$1.5 million
and universities.
available fOrldiacretionary
grants whiCh are awarded to fhsritutions for prc]acts related
'to.,national and regional oroolems.
The remaindinfurids are
used for tagnnical assistance at =AO discretion of the
Commissioner.

The fnfrd purpose,.lifeldng learning, which i, in Par
has never been funded.
Program_Cceration and 7

3

flee,

The State Grant program is administered by agencies designated
oy the State governments." sac? of =ale agencies,devrlops a
state plan, estaorishes priorities among problem areas and is
responstole for reviewing and.aporoving inseitutiohal proocsall
for, support,
The Federal governMent prOvides two dollars for
every dollar provtdea from non-Federal sources.
evaluations suggest tnat tne program has resulted infteightening
tne awareness of instituttons litth regard to community ordolera
.1r.d nal lad ta"3=1.2:aallacat;an al
to -oiling with
such proolems.

79

The Prooceal

.

The-Administration proposes_ tt seParat
-mmunity Service and
Cohiinliing 'Education into two diatinot partam and z; remove
tne two 1U percent e?-asides ftr spetial pro-,-eft; and tednnio
algiatanti. The current Part 3, Lifelong learning would oe
inOorporated-into trie new Zontinoing E4-1-ZetiOn ?ett, wnl-tA
woulo prOvice a tocuO tOr cerlitea to toe growing souls
nontraditional student RoPulal'on in n-Yner 4duCalcm- r'--"IdLng
tgr tneContinuing Edutatton Fartwbilld to to a State formula
-taSIS acOording to trie adult population.Ortne State. InstihUtions will oac required co ma ton one collar for every two
dorlSrs of Federal grant cid. Tne Community Servce: part wou1h
be a Federol liscritionary graft prtgram. It incorporates
the locos of tea legislatirn aimed it moollistAg uroan
ur iveroiies. tor tne solution -f aroah problems tut extendO
=41 SCOpe of the prograp to al_ settings.
Present Law

Title I presently is di'Itdad into A Stitt formula program
(par's A ComMonity Sa=ilor and Continuing Edufationl and a
Mixed discretionary and Stee Ornu=.4 prtgram i Part 3
Lifelong learning),
Reasons for Pecomm
proposed chchgcs
MAAe
the differenoe
tdeen toe Commun _1 Service and Continuing Education
programs, The-Continuing Education Part would respond
to the needs of the growing adult pOpulation and.remith
.4 StAkte program.
In addition. tne zontusion between
Continuing education and lifelong education would oe
Itliminated oy consolidating the two.

Tne present setwasides are not neened. sinew fh4
posed distrecionary grants tore.the Cfmmuniv, Service
Part WO6.4 et:ect:.vely allOw tne .Ctrai :solonel' to ,ante

grants for special pro3ects of national or repiona
problems. or for tichnill sasistende tO StateS or
pOetsecondary
The'new'Corimunity ArItte program establishes
.discretionary- au tnorty wnitn will Allow tne
-9W/ern:tent to nelp roster productive relations
taPpween iin,-,ersitits and -tne=

noat cOmMun:.t1,4

OVERVIM4 or 75E ?5c

s

Pro ram Purposes
There Lre tnese purposes 'to tn, prIcirac;
psis~ elcgiole
InetttutLOns Lh the acqulslmi,nn of lorsr? resources i2sr! A);
tB provcds. support
or eSearcn 3nd demonscraston proleots
to rIpro+F
13orarcss anal td support tralhIntrsnd'retrsInIng
o4 ,LLorAitans and 1h2nrMatiOn eCtentqatS (nOtn of these are
Inolodsrl In Paf 511 to nsip rsasaFon
prat es mncncsta'

snd'strengtnen Enecr tbIscocoms and maks mnen mews
awailsole (5Art Cl. All of toss* purposes art Intended cc
improve Llovsries. toscr admcnIstrstcon snd-Anformattan
-ode is.

hllswards sre atte StscretIon of tele Commissioner,
of tne 'purposes descrczed scous ;a included in I separste
program
to total, 2662 awards were =ads In FY I978# 6.4
whion 2564 Wore dor Part A.
Awards under tne Tttls totalled,.
almoUt flu million. 4979 awards will oe apptcstmately the
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TS 'TC
s

t14)

7qW11212
%h*.i.14M1htetZtt5h itZ;0$41 t7. tAZttt tr
ZNSLZ ..1htat7
suppfdrt-I.roltet, to tol.egt.
.Z44Z-d3
are moat .n neett
of at:pport tt tm ortee tnetr teSZ,.4Ze4.
-satner -t:an
sc'tt otery 4pr.
z.ht tnst.t,Ittch
th',..ttdotn; Inst.v.t.ont
lixt hs,ver'," 'fait ant 3erse-teyi 4a
;one thla yearo
.m6t. ;totcsn
3;1.t14 49 tnereast tn tne 4Lrece ;rants

atttut:dns wttm'he w4akeit
of ett2rt ;rovtal:r

oteosttns. The matd,tenanse

tISZ Z4 4tre7t;tnentd,

Present
de

rmrrent 1st

ecatiett.: .netl-tott:

accredIt
qua;tly !ttr das1; Itnrary ;ran

t.tortions reoeti

tne same amountano tne stst of tre
rl La oe!ermteed.ty tht no.mmer tr epoltrantaand tne
stst nt the 40ftroprtatton, wt:n a naxtm4m =raft of $500J,-

-11 )rah
art not perttoolerly
t
for _.trier tne v.
or the effl4ent InstttottOns.
oroposal tould
co ts:;et Lcm.ced resoutdem to tne th.scItot4ons
,,Mtned to re tri need of.saststante tn tiogradtng :ett'
Ittery rest-or:es and, ry targettn7, to Cr:crease :ne ieve
'even w!.411 approprtsttons re'11tH ronsrant.
The measores t-td
to masa...the need of the. tnattt4tons,u-itiald to developto
Ln ctrounocton-wtth tne .torary rtmmuntty. Some needy
tnecttotconawiduld receive autstanttalty ;reel-ter awards tnen
%11?e:' n8-le .fl be .pastk
The strehgthentng of tne tatntenance
:-

-0? tefort proetston ts .3 tmare tnat the thr;ot Anstttq;tdna
cont.nwe c0 reretve rnetr share tt Int Lgst.totdons:
.oer-resonetes
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CGI.;n:NA7E :3P.AR:=

AZSZ.,,,XCH

ZSMCNSTPAgIN AUTEGRITIES (PART 3)
roocsdl
lify
Tha Admihistratinn proposes In strengthen,
Special Purpose (Jr ants fnr
three autnoricatidnat
college licfacieS to sPort rtoperatiet efforta.and dee
mental prbects designed tb inccease linrary e'==tniency;
dgram tna,
(2) tni Linrary Researnn Inc Zemonsbrstidn
promotes innovatidn and deetInpment nf more effective
library And infnrmation
aervires; and (3J tne Linrarianship
t.
Training ?rograms.
i

Present Law

Autnorityfor these 3CtI7tZ.Idi is now round in Title 11,
Sectinns'203 and 204 (,,autnOtttV
on Sudplemental
,Part
Grants and Special Purpose. c;raata)) and Part 3, Seocions
221 and U2 (authority fnr 'training and Xeseeren Zrograms).
.

n-

ar Recommends ion

Coordinate the innovative strategies
The propose
for linrary researon and cevdlopmenr. .Ir.would
provide incentives for libearieS to increase their
*ifeCtiveness And efficidncy ty snaring'reaourcls and
developing r.iew technoldgies for processing, scoring and
Researdn and demonstration in
distributing inbrmaticn,
these arias and dissemination of effective }project 'designs
would he funded. The. proposal gAll also eliminatte the
awawerd legislative aet-asines that redUce the opportunity
for a careful targeting ol funds, The successfpl library
1 Part 3
,training programs would -°a -rtalhtd

GTME:::NG DZVELp-

d.

;:=,

yverv.taw of .he P7dArA

The_

t Prdorsm

Title 22I aufnortdes A PrPqran of dladretionari pra-7s to
atren4mhen zne adadenlo ci,alttv di ievedping Instioafidos,
ni are defined as
wcn

struidlhs :or 3U%

and :isdated

rrtm tne
dUpred-rcdi di ada,'eni, Uift:
7nese terns arc
defined dy.re7ulations as leanlag
AZ-tr.A
1s
3 i r St.L'*:-AS
tarie Peroentsgis- do tdw-in=one students and nas a ralaf;veUy
10w.aalary and elpense ouddet. 171ne ;rants are a%arded dompetitvely in tneocasts
*ritten applizattons and nay de
dp to 3 years ddration..Adoivittes 4or 4nIdn
uppd
es provided indlade Cadu.vodmenn
urrtdulam Cevl opnent
administrattie and nanapemeh.t inprovener
and istuden: servides.
wo-and-rodr-year, pu.nlic and. private .instituti.crareanded,
'and 24 ;ardent p! ea C-.
appropriatton is set-as fde fdr
two-year c o l

e s -

T r * Stattit* requir es cooperative a_ ar gehenti be

the

.grandee developing 13StItAL'AR Arid Ar.er:,c0:14yea and
Linieer3ipt4s,' dustnea*a !,.rMsf dr oilanloattons. 12 *lac
autnorthes, Nattonal Tearhingiellowsnips and
rdfessOrsntps
6-tvarttt, a'n8 waitqa certain 4dcreditation requirtMents for
institutions on --iddian reservations or those servingsur-sranttal populations ot4iative kmerddans or 9panish-ipeaiting

people

The ,prOgran h,A3 deer fully sanded at S120 million in ftsc
.years 1929 and 1990; 304 inattoutidns are receiving grants.
The progvam is ronitderld as a major institutional aid supple-,
Mont to tne student aid programs funded y Title 2V, since
thst institUrtOna aerie larde nunders of minority studen=s#
and,educatiohally and economically deprived studenta,

1

_he Proeceel

'hd Administration trn? s
be clarified tn the atatur
strengthen institJtirna an_

of

atudants -Irto lmw*thcome
a'tin
areas

and ntoh are

:end and !La0a1 stantlity
iZOO maition.

the ou;oseof tt e o -gram
he stated ournoae wcisld ee to
enroll a sunstantial peroentag
-lits. wnion ler% rteources.
qtrele tnatituttonal
^a e=
-

aurnar Irat

?resent La
Title
Sections
iT2(a).. strlcizy only
hat
develooring institutionh,
those tnat
uogling
for survival' and " ablated !rem the main cur-_ s of
academic life."
Reeson for ;lac

,

on

Thdftdministratton of this program has Orlin
the current language which is 'iery broad end. contains

termssuch as 'out of the academic mainstream"-which are
Odth outoOdAO 3O diftionit tb define Administratively.
The ?reposed language would 'eliminate confusion and
direct the ,funds to the neediest institutions.
.

The ;ro;cisal languak also confdrMa with existing
regulatien and therefore will maintain the exiating
set of institut.tons eligible or the program.

Oe

'
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C.

T

ILI. LONG R.X:4GE PLAAn:NO,

11

]74ai

The
propoiee tpac applicants
par
coMprehoneive alivolopment plan As part of their application for Tttie /IL grents
Very small, one-year grants
'would be availaole to supporrt dradting sc.= a piano
Witnin this plan, institutions wOuld be required to address
.their needs in tgprot/Lng their academic program as well as
their fiscal management.
The plan would hi,le to state
mossuraole oblectvea gor use in sonLtorIng progress 'finder
the Title IL' grant.
7rOlent Lay

The current statute dnea not

uire

ran for R commenda

Some Title II: institution* lack a comprehensive development
gion end consequently activities funded by the program may not fit Into an overall strategy tor institutional growtn.
Funds_can-be used 'moSt'eggeettvely when devoted to . activities
.41-1cE'arts componenis of a .:omprehensive plan. Such plans will
4110 be useful in making future-year funding decisions.

9)

B.

TLTLP I1Iz

0IJUTIO4 OF

415z

(SE

304 C)

ThOPFOOOSAI
The Adma
dmv4910Pm

tOn pr
applicants
gran Cs be offered.two options:

=

o

A grant of one to three years after which the
inattuttOn could recOmpete for a Title 1'1
grant: or

o

A larger one -time

11
for up to seven years,
the'sCh001 recetvtng aucn a grant could not reapply.

Under t'oth options schools would ne required to specify
measurable oojectives to be achieved each year in order
to continue to receive funding:
,
9reeent__.E.4!

Current law does not specify =e duration or a grant.
present regulattormalloW grants lasting up to five
years.
Reason for ? ecomme+ dattPn

This proposal provides tnst tutions the Option of a
long -term tommitMent whten would lead the tnstitutions
to self-sufficlept status,.

W seven year commitment from the TitletZti program would
Allow a school to devote itself to a more extensive
plan of dovelopment.'If the institution does not believe
that seven years would be sufficient it would tie able
to compete for a shorter-term grant under the one - o -three
year grant authority.

clIALLENGZ

Th! erocosel

The Administration proposes theestaolishmeet of an additional
new authority tOr;Challene c5ranta.:
These grants.wolid

offer funding on a 50-50 an casts to the sane i;tetitutions

eligiola for other Title If: granta.
powever, 011g..LLe
programs would be .expanded to include :nose to graduate and
professional schools. :nstitutiona would compete for mess
'funds according tck the Same criteria used in the regular
PrO4ram. There w1.11 00 a 350,000,00_arinua1 autoorica,ticn
for Challenge :rants.
Trseent Law

This would oe a now authortty.
ROASQ113 fOr,ROCOlttritet144 clan

Thia Proposal is Intended to encourage States to bear a
Share of the tesponsioility for
tie development of public
Title 11L institutions. LI addition, privets inszitutions
eligtele for Title III would also to encouraged to offer
Oleic evidence of their4commitment to self-sufficienBy.
p ;aims of the matching_ feature.
the,Chellenge Grants are
deSignedeto bring more revenues. into ':tole -III SohoOla and
accelerate movement toward an institution:
pals. At the same time, nowever, the greaterdevelopment
portion of
appropriated funds will remain availaolt for the regular
;rant program.
sligicle triatitutiona would still be able
CO compete for regular ifunds as they currently dO without
the need to Match and Will therefore ride be penalized by
1,possiole inability to acquire the required matching funds.

e
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II)

o

alit =Vs Borrowers.
Loans Are made to financialiy needy
Stuaents, aotn undergraduates and graduates, oy
tidtPating Schools.

o

Source of Funds.
Son els met up revolving loan =ends
maintathed oyFedarei and ins itutiOnai contrioutions
(zo a 9 to i ratio):

o

Loan Ltmtts
Loans are limited to 574,500 for the first
two years Al postsecondary study, a total of 55,000
for undergraduate study, and a total of 510,000
through-graduate school. .
3

Terms'or aeoevment.
leoayment may he over a ten year
perto4 (lepeyment schedule Set by schools) W.,th
3 percent interest, beginning 9 months atter leaving

school, with deCements tnd canOellatonsfor speoitiO
kinds of puolic .service.
o

FrUcra ManAoement.
Each institution is respon8LbleTar manegtng the funds, caking loan awards and datermin
.tiona Of Student need, And servicing and collecting
the loans;
P
During academic-year 1977-78, 794,000
rall'Date.
students wars aided fith Over 5600 million in lean*.
Over ),400 schoOls participate. The average loan
vas abOUt 57E5. Over the programs history, sine r ,
1958, &pout 88 pillion has Dean loaned to some'5.2
million students.

Loa.Fr°
ram (OR) h
Loan . program

.2.) The Guaranteed St
provistOns$
o

Eligible Borrowers. Al 1 students attending more. than
-time are eligible
loan, without regard tor
artily, income.
.,-

Source of FundsLoans are made S
Shnoele and-Stare agencies uttitair.

mostly prtvateoapital.

lenders,
some puolic and

89

o

o

Loan Limits.
Loan limits are 52,500 per academic
year .Or undergraduates with a 57,500 aggregate
limit, .35,000 annually for graduate and prOfeaSIOna
etudints with a 515,000 aggregate beximum inclusive
Of earlier loans.
Lenders often set their own
limits And criteria :or eligibility.
Terms Of _kegavment.

angayment

ncec=.ann- ma.,

interest cnrged at 7 percent aete- Leavir
o

pro ram OperatiOns,

sat ty the
itA
school.

;0 OSL, the Federal government:'

--

insures or reinsures the loans against student
default losSesr,

-=

subsidites the lender' ov paying a special
allowance above the 1-...percent charged the
student;

pays.the full interest on "e loan while the
student is in college and during periods of
deferment)

L.

providesrtthrougn the Federal Financing Sank,percent of the capital which the Student
Loan Marketing Association (51i.4A) has used
to purchase loans and make low cost advaates
to lertders;

supports guarantee agencies b9 reinsuring Student
loans and by providing Federal advances and administrative allowances.
o

3.

Pronrnm_Dat4.
In fiscal year 1978, an estimated 1.05
million students received 52 billion to attend 8,120
schools. The average loan was about 51,900. Over $13
billion has been loaned atnce the incePtIon of the
program in 1905-

The Student Loan Marketing- Association (SLMA) chartered
in this Act, is .also an Important element to the operation
of 08Lt
o

In 1972. SLMA was established as a Federally- sponsored;
priVate'for-proeit corporation to expand the availability Of lean capital to O31 lenders.

al SRO 0 - SO -
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:t aces tnis ty =7?VLLT11 a sttndafv' market ftr 12Ls
in wreitn lenders :an sell !neit stUdent ltans 00
offatn advances tt make student loans. --7recifically,
SL-SA ourchasas student ,ltans at full face value
from lenders
:t tan alst advance to the lender
funds tn an amount up to, 30 permene of tne lender's
outstanding studeff
makes advance commitments to purchase loans dram
tanks.
has otntratt agreere..ts with 4,1: of tne
total LBS.' active S'S: lenders.

a

Crigtnelly, :!,:!A was intended to raise private os000sL
to support- loan purchases and advances by issuing
stackS and tomds:Sowever, in 1974. SLMS was given
the t4ility to borroW money ftc6 the Federal government

noon ;he Federal Financing 25nk,

0-

o

SL:!S now nas total purtnases and advances of about
S1.1 billitn. about ninety-eieft oettent financed
4itn Federal funds.

O

SLMA4s income (before :axes) has increased from
$0.6 million in 1974 to 511.4 million in 1973-

The Procceed 'csn ?rocraom

The Adninistratitn troposes the astaclisnia.ent of a CoV-ernment
Student Loan Association wnion will adTinister the major Federalstodent loan programs.
This Association will t
a separate
agency within the Cepartment.
The chief officer of the
Association will be appointed by and will report to the
Secretary.

The C.St m--7-am will bc transformed into a need-based Sasic
Loan orcgram. The Basic Laera would be' the final elementTRThe
Ft7a3ent's aid package. The vackage would te comprised of
expected family tontritutioniFWderal. State. and private
grants': student earnings or other 3e of self=help in the
minimum amount of t700; and :finally the Sasic Loan up to the,
total ftstof edutatltn as determined under. the proposed single
needs analysis system.
.

r

ir)

.

°a.

orteram w,ul4 have the following
tharatteristios;
t

31L:101$ attroweca
Loans will `de made to under3raduames and greduate students (exclusive of
graduate students in medicine, law and business
prmiassions) who rre attending 'Alf-time Pr more.
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loan Amounts.
Individual .sans
to net need (educational coStS

tribution, 3ECGs, otner steno and
component of S7U1 ). 'LI addition tn
-,

y conip
pe;

!annual ls of $3,750 for undergraduates_

_ant-graduate students.

Cumulative limits of $1 2,500 for undergraduates
-,:rnarrtir3T6 on !or tetn undergraduate
and graduate.

Cnircesto Student
Students will oe
charged seven percento t.e Treasury bill rate
minus one -percent, whiCneVer is less.'

In-school

.merest payments will to forgiven for undergraduates
hut.deferred for graduate students.
Loan capital will be provided

by _ge naW A
on (which would be a Federal
agency) from ptOAL c lections and borrowing from:
the Treasury.i

Mak'ne
The financialVaid officer az
the m atitution Of attendance. would:m-ake the deter.'
minat on of eligibility and loan amount. Tne
institution would then disburse the funds, drawing
on a line. of credit from the new Association.
.

o

.

Collections(.

The AssociatiOn would provide centrtilal
servicing and oollection"ot loans, and would have
authority Ito contract for these functions.

b. Terms of
All loan* will be consolidated
for repayment. The iengtn of the repayment period
would depend upon the size of the student:artotal loan
Obligation, with a shorter term for smaller loans and
a maximitra period of 20years
The ;grace peried7
before:repayment begins will oe Set at four months.
.

The QAL piCgram would be changed into a Sucblementel Loan
program whose purpose would be to provide parenta and students
with a way to spread out some or all of zneir shere.04
educational costs. This Supplemental Loan program is for
parents as well as for students receiving Title LV assistance
who would use this program only to supplement the aid package.
For example this loan could oeused to help meet the expected
family contrioution or the self-help component, or it might
oe needed in the Case where the remaining cost Of attenaande
e*ceeded the Basic Loan limits. Families who cnose not to
apply for ether `financial aid could uae tnis supplemental
Loan to meet educational costa.
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orsgram wrula
O

30tr0wers.

Zit

All 1 rde-- -rscuate an6
wno ere, 4-t-teno ing n4-:

parcnt4 will ce eligible.

Lean Amou-

Annual =crowing will ne
ar 1,1 assistance is not to

tnta

tna t

the cost of 4
--

In add

Annual limits as 5,000 for undergraduate
and 512,300 for graduate students for the n.711
of the Lazio and ine Supplemental ;.oana.
its at 520,000 for undergrad-

Camtil
__..e, a,
'

tns.-

ion there. wo.,ild

graduate year

over nof undergraduate yrs
3r noth Basic and SupplesXxl

cans.
_

ers
Borrowers will te
e rate a tne Treasury Bill pluS one
__t payments".dill be made while

Interest L

carted a
percent,

in scnoc4
o

Source.of 'Dealt al.

ided by private lenders

(banks#- institutions
-=.1 with increased feliance
on State Agencies or non-profi-, agencies .appointed
by a, State or the Association to assure aufficient
capital.

Soloial Allowance Payments
Federal government
would pay lenders-a ocnstant npecial alloWance of
2,3 peroent above the borrower; 0 interest rate.
Coliections.
Primary or secpndary lenderswould
oe respcnsiole for callections prior to default
and the Association or State Agencies would ne
"responsihle sucsequent to default {as in current
GSL proorami,
A

Repayment terms wiji he sat by
0 - a maximum of 2D years.
Lenders
will me encouraged :0 take total mar Indeatedneaa
;3;0 ac _countr.n settin'g repayment schedules and to
make gradvated repaYment options a7ttlanie. The

to

ende

:grace nertnd: nefne renanen: aegtna re 1 ne se:
A; four

entna.

)
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Secondacv

rket.
necandary marcet will oe
thoe Association which administers
the Sasic Wales program.
It would be authorized
to aesitme_the_loan,_paper,._Lia_til_ities_ho mho
.

hantaine
_

Federal Financing Bank, and other liabilities
of SLMA arising from BLMA's purchase or commitments
to purcnase atudent loans.
The assumption would
Occur after Bectemter 3n. 1981, and prior to=
January 1, 922.
C.

Rationale.

The loan proposals are intended to =acccmpiinh two major
objectives:
to clarity the dis tinct ourposeu of the twc
programs. And to ensure access to Irene for those students
whO have the greatest needs.
The ;TSL program was designed
students.
It:accomplishes th
____c_

o assist the need
objective but no

aKe adze_ o_toan- or- rnieh- a- atucent = =is_y?i- :ble -- -- = ° ° - °.-

is set aroitrarilv, not on toe taxis o
the remaining
nc7FEIT57 the stiin3t after other sources of support
-: including a reasOnahle family contribution -- are
taken into account.
ianv toor students who need loans do not receive
),Mited#
71.:fi=1---nutberc_ reasons. '(SL funds

nOtonYbecasee__aCkargrowth of Federal
contributions !silt also because of the high default

rate in the programAcdrrently about 17 percent);
the amount of ?)UL funds available to a given
campus is not related to the aggregate need of
students on that campua@
nCOme Students who do not receive tIOSLs often cannot
Genders in GBG setmany of their own criteria

Obtain Ms.

for making loans.
often poor students -T who have no banking
relationship with the lenders and Who firs seen as poor, credit

risks (in site of the underlying Federal guarantee) -- oannbt
obtain Gns.
The loan probasal addresses the access objective through
a Basic Loan program which would.ensure access to loans
up to the 'remaining need.but only aster other sources of
support are taken into account. With this purpose for
Basic Loans, the other =ogre= n3 Supp1emental Loans -logically becOmes a program to help families soread out
-their contributOn tO the student's needs.

10
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In 4.,.rtaer detail, tne proposeO Bas=r. Loan p.og,

would
Cifter in otner respects drom tne existing NUL progranu
=_

_

,

b--Tculcable-access-7t_ Ioans-wold-be-ssmurrl oe-ca ua4.t woula oe rully capitalized ny tne Fede:al govern
tent (tnrrugh borroWing ratner than appropriations).
Furtner, =t would re modeled on tne concept of the
Basic Educational Bppor=utiv_, Grant program wnicn
uses a national system to distrioute avatlarle funds
ecuitaoly am r,
studenms reCarglasn ct wnera
tney iive or go to school,

a6mtnistrat
oroura) wcu, Qe tmoroved
ras :_y
collar:inns from
tne =nstitution:s and transferrIng it to tne new and
However,
national lender.
)10 responsiti=tY,for
by- removing

Owaging the Basic Lran wIth other aid, and
late- mining (w -n the student) the amount of ins
loan would remain wimn m,
oammusen to ensure that
tne total gacxage meets
needs Of specific
students.

under tne proposed aril..
an program, interest rates
charged the. student would re set at 7.perrent or btipercent oilow tne treasury Bill rate, wnichever is

We propose updating the.interestrates
charged students for several.reasons:

.lower.

The original concert od NDSL was to eatablish
revolving funds which would eventually be Caintai.ned
by collections and require no additional capital
cohtrthutons.
Given the increase in general
interest rates, the 3 percent rate means that
inflation 'constantly erOdes the value or the
revolving fund'(even tf collections are at an
acceptable level), thus requiring continuing
Federal contributions=
The 3 ;errant interest rate was set-at a time
(in 195a) at whicn Treasury rates were 3.3 percent
ana home 'mortgages were at atout 5 percent, providing
a signitioant Out not overly large subsi dy.
Thts rate wan also set at a ttme,when the Basic
Grant program 41a not exist, and thus a surstdired
loan program was the only assistance by tne Federal
government to poor students.
Now, Federal grant
assiatance approaches 53.5 billion per year.

95
la
age proposed 7 perren- would still represent a
significant suostdy* 4tsren that consumer loans
presently cost as much as ld percept,
:t is
also proposed Is
ir general tntorest
=

decilbethe-intertentbr-B-abrd-L-Tai
also be reduced=

1_

The program would also ran another surstantial
source of suostdy for tne undergraduate student
interest wnlie oh
stucent.,la tnacncol woo=d
be forgiven.
current loan
na

ot_Nohl. for

ston - u"

time tuts croviaion °des enacted,
amentarY and secondary enrollments were
ing
and =ere was a shortage of teacners=
Now, witn
declining enrollments, the provision is no longer
needed.
In 1975-76,tt is estimated that there
was a surplus-of over 90,000 quellfish teacners,
and demand for newly qualified teacherate_not.
_ expeoteh,-t0-*ncreese-unt11-thA-Mid-1980:e when
elementary 'and secondary enrollments may aegin
to rise Qlatn.

Trough the Supplemental Loan program parents will he Able
lo horro4 their expected family contribution and students
--hen borrow their expected salt -help 0: educational expenses
that exceed the borrowing limits -in the :Basic Loan program.,
Essentially, thin program represents only a modest Change
fromthe current CiL programs; however, there are several
crucial dirferences;
The Supplemental Loan program would nave as its clear
nuroose supplying liquidity to families and students,
provtdIng them with a means to spread out the costs
Of education, whtcn t
can reasonably be expected

-to meet=
o

Parents -- as well as stuhmt
would
oorrowirs, in seeping with thia purpose.

o

It is also appropriat
Interest rates for the
Supplemental program he htgher tnah for -tae Basic
program since it serves as S substitute for a legitimate family contrttuttom=
However, that rate -Treasury bill plus one percent
still represents'a
substantial subsidy in comparison with the family:a
alternative forms of torrowIng.

eliglble,
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a

r-e
-Frehis reason it i3 7;1-1=,
etner loans
intS rest raze ce.131. 7-15t
t-and-tnsumer Itahs=main,

otaa

S'ecendaol 7)er'ket
.

A new Federal agency--tne Cevern-ent Student ).aan .),ssootation
-- will tperate she ?asio loan crogran and utli also oonduct
the secondary merdet ogeretcons !or th.e SuceleL.ental loan
sne r!z.dant
i=
:n tn_is :atter =AZ2:L=
:Lean ))er',:eting t.ssociation -- the nrivate
for orofitPoor7oration
wniah currently acts as-secondary narks% !or the 131 orocram.
pro:rose these changes fer several reasons:
,

c

or,7'4.-ra Atng. ste.us of .11))A Ls inaeorocriete.

EL:)A relies on mne 7remsury for E'9 rer,!antofits
artratinq tacitel and tears no risk et loss unetscever,
since its tortfolto ts fully guaranteed, cy the Federal..
risk tt- the inVestor.
involve
case !or Sr.
secured against loga .
0

-e

`:isis not the
ecle andfully

2ecaust it Is troftt-rAking, ics incentives -- quite
acorooriately--are to raximite that ;rofts.not necessarily
has relatively
ensure the widest eveilatility of T3Ls.
eonservhtive curing oclietes and oicks only lewrrisk
Cne
result
of
this--te
that
stall
einXs
'end
oaner:
tanks. that lend-to high risk borrowers are often
-.
'a secondary.market activities.
efit
lonsole to
SL:IA must talance a higher yield to its shareholders
wirth ;rester lean hviilamility for student torrewers.
It is inevicaole tram often the latter suffers.
of lean 7,rocoes_l

'

_

_
Ue ;hased-in" over tree
Lean ;ro,gram
The !a
requireI5
1 nereeht of estiTAted full-fundi
n the
eernent the second yar;
rents'utli :e r.ade
anr113 percent the third.

.

In tr.- first year of elsereticn, estimated losn volu-ls under
1
11
toth' 2acio and SaOnler,ental :can nrograme.will te
nillion students. :
sJiscorsrloans for acct
7his

thasdin ard loan volume
sne ;rooters
ce
socuz
Ls estt7hted at al.-ost CE zillion, with loans rade
2.

7.11lien 5zuc!ents-.

1L)4

..)

31)
Students Ai-e- and Avera t 'ao

Amounts__

The total number of students aided would increase
from :.5 million in' 1910 under the turrent program
to 3.3 million in 1933 under the Basic and Supplemental programs.

inane under the mask
.-Loans averaoinc 3T20 wi
1.:10,.7.00 students in

provided to

When.the,program is fully funded in 1912,
loan, av;iraging $1.405 will be provided to
1,352.500 students and by 1985, loans
averaging $1,831' will be provided to
1,40-0,000.stUdents.

--The average anount of the 9a
'Loans when
fully phaaed-in is signifiosntly higher than
the'0irect LOan.
The !este [.tan provides
the funding required to Meet student need'
after taking into-consideration other Federa,
State, local and institutional aid, family
contributions, and Student self-help.
The
Direct Loan was 'constrained' by the funds
available at the institution=
s:
o

Loan, Under tie Supplemsntal orogram:

-Loans averaging 81,100 willbe provided to
1,350;000 students in 11P1, and by 1 ?5,
loans averaging S3,178
be provied to
1,347,000 students,

.-The reduction in the average Supplemental
Loan from tha current Guarantsed'Loan is
possible because student need ill,e net
through the 9A3ia program withcthe Supplemental ,Loan substituting for the expected
family contribution and tht self-nel5requirement.
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In addition ti c the maor changes (e;g., loan limits, parent
loans, interest and special allowance rates) which sharpen
tne 'SL program:s Supplemental character, the Administration
proposes
following seconcary amendments to Part B of
iY.
ese amend:dents are designed to simplidy and
improve administration of the program, eliminate unnecessary
paperwork and regulatory ourcep, and improve kart accessipility to all iligiCle Sorrowers.
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uo6leme_

Loans -

acta in- Beouirement

Proposal

The Administration proposes that Supplemental Loans be
limited to educational costs minus other financial aid
which has been awarded or io expected for the period of
the loan.
The Administration.also proposes that if the
student is also applying for a Sasic Loan for this
.enrollment period, the Basic Loan must be awarded Oefore
tie school can certify the aoplicant4hs eligiole for a
Supplemental 40an. (Application for a'Basic Loan would
entail assessment of exp)cted family contrioution,. selfhelp component, etc.)
?resent Law

There are no such requirements in the current GSL law.

(PrOposed,.bat not yet-final, program regulations
would limit loan amounts to educational costs leas
other aid.)
Reasons forftecommendation

These provisions will help implement our general
:packaging': concept, curtail overaward situations inwhich a student receives, duplicative aid' to cover the
same costs, and, reduce student indebtedness (and
potential for default).

Leman:al -ca °s -

ce

Tne Administration ordpcses tnat tne G _,oupplemtal
Loan repayment period limit oe extended from l0 to 20
years, and tnat tne serarate turrentiv 15 year)
od tne

itml: oe ellm.nated.

:omens dondittifus oe Fide
require reraymen\witnin l
are reculred to tegin and
promiseory note is exec.4ted.

42ol( l)(D) add

surance 14,d relnsun.nce
s of tne date oevments
gar= of mne date tne
Sections 427a)(3);

7,))

Tne longer
r- tertOd ltatt is belleyd
necessar7 to
spreadtng out of poesto.iy ntgner
total ceot on
ine Oroposed aggregate loan limits.
(A oorrower ineltzlole tor Basic Leans might accumulate
a total of 5-;0,00Q
deuts.)
Lenders
would
enrouragedato'Orovide corrowers wttn repayment
pertdds
:aKe'total dent level intb account, as
well as. to provide graduated repayMent scnedille options.

The existence of a second
of tne
Ilmit has
0e-en found to te.Ourdenscite to lenders,,inegoitaole to
oorrowers, and diffloolt for 07.17 to enforce.
Lenders
ouservtnr tnts rule -es (cep a:separate 7c1oox': running
on earn corrower:s acorsnt,
0tudent who -s4- nd lore
tnan 4 years In sonool -e-ore oeginning to,repay are
penalized oy having thetrteneyment period Shortened
a attoattOn wnicd-Oan lead to 4nneoessary defaorts,
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::117 L SS

:me Azmi'.nLarran or:poses :net e;.gLotitty to
_
retrn to sunool ne crass &rw
-!_..-n-e' -_o 'A:
stucent status

guarantee agency

r20L-r:We1'

xoz ass
:-7,73q

71

17-2.!

17

u; epee= »@A any

m.

3

LS puranIng a fu,i-nrne
(SectLOns

17 saoa :natIm4rIon.
L,

3

,m-scnue:
tme oorrower _n__
71.16= na'-r-tme stat.As ;n order to
mna 31,57,e. an.n repaymenn ner!_Ods.
Moe,
stanon--esty

Lending

Proposal

The Administration Oroposes.to simplify
,.a -=one and procedural iminatinc tne
for school lending and -orfginatron: comas
_

33. 425(a)il.;(A) and (i; and 42,0A0)(1)(A)C3.

which were oart of tne 1976 amendments to the A9t
Prt$.en7..LAW

Dpfines institutional :ctfgination: of a la an as kattuatfon
in which tne school performs :a suostans..
portiOn'of tae
functions anG resconsioilitias normally performed pya
lender praor to
mak%ng of a loan' such as Intervi,
the sP9licsnt, extlainano rasconsaniiatias,,etc;' ciao:
433(9)0Schools
Fe uirac to rater an gre,ement
:originat
'0313 =0 .lor a than 5G percent of their
011.ment, or to any
-n; wh-Q does not provide a letta. of

'loan refusal from a commercial lender or a sworn-stateent
& tnis effect.
Graduate and professional students are
.

, 'excluded from'cotnt

(Sec. 433(a).)

Further,. a school may not make or :originate: a
n of
more than-SL, 500 to a student in nas first year:9=
Postsecondary education:..; unless it is,disburaad n
multiopa lnstallments in a specified fashion. And
finally, 5.t-ate and nonprofit agenCylandera as-well as
Schrrol lenders and ':originators: day ndbprovide loris
ceyond half the cost ot attendance tor suon first tixs
ocstsecandary studenta.
(SactiOns 47.5Ja)(L)(A) and tR)i'

42S(b)(1)(A)(i) and (V00
Raascr.s for Recommendation

These ;rovisions,are extrem
for thNOffice
ducatich to intertret a ^d enfOrce,
=bore for schools.
and students to understand and comoly, with. Thesa
significant tacord-kaapinT and preeedural burdens cn
schools.
And le they are adpcuately indersttod and
enforced, troy can reSiLt an unwarranted andtineguitaole
loan access.
restriction

103
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d in tne,law

-Otnatibtil( is ram adequately

wnere elseleaving schools-

a at whether these provisions, should or. will oe.
appli d to them;. (It is'asSPmed that tnte CdnCept
was
intended to include Scnoole which perform !unctions on
danalf of State lentiers;)/ The required iestitottbnal
agreementerphder SeCtiCh 433 have never been implemented
--in part' because of.tnis dss
diffioult-

The 50'percent o erirollment limitation not-only involges
serious record-kaeping, and monitoring prociems,\it!e
nequ,itapleand,;erottrary to those dented loans stmply
oedause tote i enroll later than their classmates;
The commerptal-lender refusal- requitement is not only
ourdensometo students and-schools, It :.an further

alienateommercial lenders, and the genuinese
etudent:e search cant oe easily established;

-

0-E.-the

`Some apparent objectives of these provistons--tb limit
the GsL indebtedness of first year'etudents and to
AiMit!the ektent Of school lending :under GSL--are being
:met through greater availability of other Federal aid
;'uncle, MISAA, anduaold be met further. under our other
reautnorization proposals (e.g, 3asic Loans, se117
nelp 'component, parents/ Porrowingof Supplemental
Loans);
The apparent general intentiOns to curtail
lending by schools which abuse consumers or mishandle
their lending and collection responsibilities can be
(and are being) Addressed mOre directly through program
reviews and regulatory enforcement;

Proposal

The Administritton proPoses to eltmtnate t
provision suspending tne
lindtng
soneol lenders wnton have :default rates:
percentlor tWo ccnsecuaave veers.

Oresen
Section 415(g!(..

the
nates lending
eltgtotlity far one year faiim
the year tn %inter,
vie Commisaloner determines (aster due process-and
opporeunity for hardship waiver} that for each of two
consecutive years 15 percent or. more of tne Amount 04
std lospa repayaale in those years were In default.

Reaionsfer Re

mmendatl:

This provtsion is 'extremely difficult co. interpret,
admintstir andenforce, .and is ta d'uotous value. Ituses an e9 }rely new :default rite: rAtiO, tnus raoj

new record-keeping.. Andlifimplenented, It could re
In-unwarranted restrIctton.of loan access.

nq

It

The denomintnator of this particular default ratio, loan
amountsii:repayanli in earn such year:, cannot be arived
fram'Zafm currently retorted to the Offitte of EdudatIon=
Tnwsi this proviston cannot be (and has not Oeen) mplemented until new accounting and reporting systems 'ire
deveroped.- The unique due process and hardship waiver
procedures'are cumterSome.
And if a "determination; is
pevefmade, the :suspension: may not take effect for
several months and would then last for only one year.

one apparent oozectives of to ts provIsioncurtailment
ut abuSea, mismanagement and failures in colledston
diligence om rne part of school lendersare adequately
net in otner,:more=dleact ways, -In fact, many,proolem
school lenders have oeen recently eltmtnated from the
'program-through tne regular kde' revIew procedures and
enforcement a
fiacal atabLlIty., :due dIllgence: ano
and ita7ntdry reqUIrements..
.

AdoUlistration Wises the ;re rw Federal-aaolnistratIve allowances
into aairgle allowance equal to 1 percent
to guarantee agencies oe tom=
Of rew insured Iman-vol are.aLopd at meettnp to Xinos or costs mow
and'dIstri=tioa reOulrements.
=mart
,-'4ed out wt,olt
oe greatly reduced.
l
Report.ng any 4titration re i're:men
!

_

Zresent :aw
Acencies recel;e a prtmary allowance (L'2 percent c new wolure) mo meet
eta ot default ctlleeOlon. ereeleio =Sista-nee and oefaulm orevention,
re -cal lender orfloctionf Yana other SdmtniStrative =e.t.a related to
the pregram. 'They must =end thts allowance under a preserited,tennlia,
,establishing relationships among cat categories. They 4S0 receive a
se_ntr4 allowance (1/1 percent mf new volcre) if they agree to teet a
'mr non-state residenteattending
milcder of condtticns including hsuranc
tou-a does not apply to the second
school or-state. The drstritution
allowance. To'receive either allcuence, an agency must summit- certain
(:- ections 42Str);;42da
prescrieed estioatesf recarts, and apalloatihrs.

0)(2) and -0)1
aaCnPa for ReCCIrEMP.

prtmary allowence is very complicated and
The sl.coaticn .ormWs -or
'-confusirsg.ereates. accounting Prociemsf is diffiollt to-monitor,- and LS
at Cubioun ;.alit;. value. Agencies rust sPend the allowance in exactly the
way prescriheOf 'or else nave the allowance reduced aceordinclw. This
.

creates in treentl-e-to aura; money in unnecessary ways tan der to
en eormercial.ender
maximize the allomnee. The require at
gromotien Is unfair to agenctes ,.Inca-, either rely On Sta.te/ncndrciit

lendirn cr Aial already have manmazed ccmmercial lender darticitatial

Agencies ancold re allows to use their on Mgment in
(The Associatidn:a General eve"alleca=w tnis allowance amcmq mtsts.
W.Mt eltncritv can a used to influence anagency,:s use of these
shojld wry sertes deficiencies te found.)
the State.

reporting requirements Ire of di4oicust
Severe:. et tOe current estimate
valse amd are ourdenseme to all invelved. Wi propose that the reqctremerA
=tiinr.ce. ter ron-resadents attending school ..n -state to made a
o trditial of reinsurers:a generally.
,

6148

istraticn proposes
-oacans ee agent,/ cured loans tat
rally reinsurftl at 1.00 pendent only; that reinsurance ;triggers;

-tad te eetault experience re alirahacidu and'tat inerder to%sualify
insUranee an agenr/rust ingare lears to parents wIderthe este,
fcr stcScnta, insure 14,8115-%.1 oat-of-state'rrsidents

attending
_
-scats, esuell a meet all earns condi:lois' for ICO peif!er
reinsurance; ate additional aligioility and loan limfr cdtteria Oust Le
identict. to tna current Federal Insured Stoecnt W4n preczam.

Present Law
mviaeo eu Percent reinviranee Syr age.,icies.'.nlen mest'a nusrer cf
conditions, including theWnecessa
rer C.
Federal interear.sutsidy
(dection 428(b)).
It also provides 100:parcent reinsurance fer'agenciS
unidi meet all ocr4iiiens 2t
4) percent reinsurance plus prevVe.loan:
1.1mils similar eD those efF1SL, and agree to several other =rxiitiens,
inClatilnvirmarsnee ter scnoal lenders and 4er in-suts reaidentaLattending
Scheel eft -cf -state 1Secticns 428(e) and q28 A(a)f1).).
airrentrif4 also
provides for autaratie reduction frem 100 percent-refhSurance'to 90 percent.
And CO BO percent tamed en the agencyfi-OSfiiilt
claims paid in a'partieular
tiscal year as a'pereenragle-or-t6iii loans
:in repaymenr' as ef the arc
of the preosSing_year-13ecticn 42d(c1(1)(3) and (C)).
Federal insurance
and ''fer parent leans is not prvtded under present' law.
Reasons tor Reomseneaticris

'Me requirement of 100 percent reinpuranee
ander prescribd Co).
e
will
Impreve.rne-equity and"access.aellity at the programts tenetits, CT.O.y t4O.

ref t7E 40 current guarantee agencies have- dO rather t=in 101,1.percent'
reinsurance -- oWdause-theyhave,lovn-lidits-and-eertain-el'Igilailit:t

Ccikeeia =re 3cringene thmrcguL.:

-gencies %nioh are akrest
v
Suhsidizec cy the FedeoNltaXpayerS (OtCugh'teinS4rance,
reserM fund
;advances`, Fro adrinistsratiye allOwences of $everal kincia) sheuld"ft
ce- alley& m deny significarit oeherits ielidn are avail:idle to borrowers
alder
cc in other guarantee agency States. The .equirtvent that.
agencies insure loans both f Cr
rasidenu going cut-tlf-stat.4 to wheal. and
or non-residenta attending sdlcol in-state is imparunt -n assurirag wideaccesa,to lenders and to loan capital.

'its provisien of. loans to parents is aalievee filet dirscrly and simply.
hy. requiring guarantee agencies CO insure leans CO larenti-as a =lattice
Of rainAurance.
(irovtd.ing. Parent loan insurance through 'let with
agcncies possiely tftwelm only sradent loans 1,0414 ce tudoersere:).
wculd'allowcuarantet agent-ass enou51 times to rnargethelr State ataruts
and rigulaticns, %rote necasaArl.
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The curt _A
_Amnm ;default ;riggers: are of durncus vaiue are
eariMely tPitplicatd and aifticalt cs administer, and Create a
disincentice
the-Ormidenirq of Iran, access,
'he .;ratio used is
ASpecially meaningful- The nurerator'ii annual and ate dedocanate _
is =naulstive
which keeps we ratio small ark gives older agencies
advultage." y a eau( agencies have yet ocre_close-fo reaching cul
first :trigger; threshold (5 pargehtfr--Mereover, since the rollirq
;trigger; ratio
ire anode:. year,'sn agency 4l_
s creak the
thresnold_has-a-Viry snort lived eaposure th lasa chart 'CO percent

.111

_AeinsCifince.

Tto very existence cc
"t=iqge
seems co have avelillingAffact 01
the interest at eche State agent es in taking steps a =prow Iran
across or
alit; students.

Tr

cuLginal ries= tcr tni tuneor&noe ':default trLggers7 was in
enocurage guarAntee egevies
require adequate lender ':due diligencs.
in loan collecticn, noeto encpurage conservative lending poliCies,
Pe believe that this orlective can and shOuld he pursued 'care direPtly -my requirtm agencies to astaralisLy and enforce standards cf lender
collectich diligence, snin;ect to oversight PE tne Assodiatitn.,'Tte
Association uculd also reView guarantee agencies for adequate loast
collectihnefforts-of their cun (SucsecuentAo'default)MayrenL)
an
equally important aspect of ItaJ1 collecticn, *enia is not taken into
acctunt My rIVI current reinsurance trigger grolhaicns.

The Adminis=aticn pie sea that the current 7default trigers: cn dirett
Federal. i:1-t 11es toe State and desL7lated tprofit lee,ders
allathated.
Present

Federal ifieurance fo lenders ct tnia raze is sioject to psible
riWuctien froa ISUpetctnt to 90 cr 80 percent in a partimilar year Cased
en the
of dAfault claim payments to erne a=alt in rerayeant7 at
tma,end of the previMmi fiscal year -Very similar
guirantee agency
reinsurance triggers (Section 425 (0)).'

SaCA reaSals as stited:tcr

eliminating guarantee. agency reinshlrance

triggers.

focaulklabf dubious value.. and May hurt loan access.
Se State The
lendera have .*en forced cut oCtlns prcqtam because of this
proyisicn == mat because Of their default records. tut becauSe they could
mac'maise capital as
these conditicna can their. 100 percent
Federal insariim.
Tbe-criginal-raticmele for tnis '7:a17=lt Of FISL State lenders %ma that
such lenders provided, :unfair ocmpecition: for guarantee agencies
which were leSathaa 100 percent Fedetslly reinsi2ted.Lnus slowl.mpthe
growth-cf-guaribtei agencies. Our proposal tt- provide only 100 percent
reinsurance far grantee aqeselet wo4.14 elimlate this dcbitus rationale
for- the restrictien en FISL State lenders.
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sT.Bra7rN ArlA..Zrr er.CI-A2Tt

Tte. kdainistratien cregnsea extending

tO pal rant

die prehisititn agairsteKuirteg-seoarity or endo-

mhical Loans.

PSZ.EVe

gene;!.
atleht

Present law

Taandera 1z4er direct Penl insurance
are prrhibized fraa muir-Lhg secar
enderftment en 3 W., unless tee corrower'is a miror ',Sew signatire

...told mat negate a blarafteg Maligeticn

(dad=dy! 4k7(a)(2)(A).)
this way.

with.= parental endormmht

Olarancee agency ler4ers ate not restricted Ln

Reasons 40r PaeOrrendaticrt

"'The requirement of tem.

went often asoisits-to discricineticn
therm cackgroandst.as- well as agairs t thole
wen simply Mee ms living cr willing
parent.tn :endorse a GmL. Moreover,
the 10 percent guaranteefrageinst default
',me Intended (nd anculd be
Sufficient) to recline the need
mach s
witty'.

'against-Mesas frmf

Tricusanda of lenders in thefl`SI,

program,haVe-be.mh aole to live' with
.1.mpasieicn of this r...teictnn tn Clem mat not en
.goarantee et,encv lenders is unreescar's
as we,I.es usfeicto etude is
in-agency -dtates-dam
are denied loan access on teese grounds.

. this resbriction

Zn prividiamp 'incentives forAhe
deveirgvent'uf guarantee, ageurift
throughput the maticn,
'aloof met Le unintentionally ht-cadentng the
'use of this form of.discrtmleaticn.
Mat guarantee Agencies permit their
lenders .o require Shdorsoant cc Security.
At least one agency itself
requires ewlorsaSent.
S.Mae.agenoies provide for the attacts*nt of
?arsenal Frrreerrt th tee' cc default.
Ten agencieS (irc7odieg smhe with
sign lender participaticn and Iran voices) fniloa-the
olic?: Of
pmMhiciting
rs.-putement of socaricy er er4ursemeat.

SLIMMED=

mzimitricti.cF l

Grkl = PRE-41,--4.4

co Orcpcses to eliminate't`e
GSL

ilect on of

1.

ranee

Present Lau
are ;not excessive:
Warantee agencies :ay dtarge-imsirance possiamme,
ey regulatiosi up Cu 1.percant of.the levant of the Ican.CTrie ft St.
insurance premium Fat staratorily at at 1/4 percent of the Lean amoint
(Sectien 429(e) and 428(b)(1)-(4).1_ These deseare collected ft cm lenders,
=tut may me (and are) passed en to student traercwera.

Reasons for 14easomendetloo

insucince glum ctirges have Attie meaning or value
the current GSL
program,:involve eeritua adrianiscratave problems and erirmieSitietla
And impose Laeguimible andirtnecestary esters en Carrcwert.:The

system. is MO a orothicutorf incuthoce pt Lain suppOrted.ty
7prendurm7A 'nst,me'oU in etimice industry terrinelegy. is misleading.
ttudants, not lenderea bear-the burden of the '.ptintiiiM47, while lenders get
the tenefit of the Inzuraece. oefault ;Jaime ara,q:le ccurse, paid-alm-st _
entirely-ft
Fears1-approariaticss: Revenue true the collection Of
44 fiscal
Fin insuranCet premiums is cat Significant -- aunt 41 mi1.1i7

'1979, Wired to over 367 retinal in default dial= estimati: for the period.
.

The savant, mathsti of otileecies,'-and refunding of irtsuranea ;residues
varies greatly among guarantee agenetea -- resulting in ceoplosity,-,',
centuples and earroser-inequity. Calculating and collecting insurance

premiums and making retyrid.paymanW is &significant bardel en pamicipating
lender', and hap involved contituinTiender =minting and aceoUntabilicy- Proo

Naghi-nsuranee Premiums may ace hsve teen needed by guarantee agencies
in order in cover claims and administratiVe costs. TcdaY, Wdevere
guarantee Nancy insurance lessee are federally reimbursed at 100 percent,
ruse Federal :advancee:haye swelled agency reserve funds, and agency
,edmanietratiave its are large' Y'
threughserverel Federal

4.1pm:tees providear.in the 1976 ?,cents. We-propose

that

clatarit

clistrittitiatifiltatioos On the =I of the administrative ailei.artess be
lifted -a- uniol-anculd-further e-tance Agendy-solvency witheut the teed
for insurance 'premiums.
(Currently, fear agencies do.,not riquire'insurance
P eniume, ard.6nly four require premiums tv to tne 1 percent 1ait.),-

to

Adathistratipn proposes that direct Federal insurance xayfbe ;Toni:ea
ie Or mere lenders'in a State served ov a guarantee agency if or

any reason the amo&ation finds=loan access inadesiate Under agency
issurancei we also propo$4 broadening the definition of 7eligiole

lemdr,'.: to include nonprofit orwitations desiTnated Sy. the AsscOiation
Present 1-..s.4

Beet = 423 04 sarrent law crovthes ter: narrisi-grounds unOer shich FLSL
ineurence-rayre VS4a1 411 a guarantee ageroy State (e.g., et soiden
holding FIE,
Let earlier scidy, and these obtalifying for
ageloyinisurance because of residence tales .only). 'curreic law al;ws
a:nonprofit agency to re a lender only if,designated ov 4 State
(Siction 435(g)(1)(D))
.1.oaine

-Reasons :for ReComethation
.

.v.-

}The Association would review and encourage loan a
ssauility -nationwide.
with this prOviSion it cold provide losn insurance for sCidents who
-pre:dented lOans_ur4er -tie-State agency either ty
Or practice
(Sona agencies deny eligibility to vocatiOna-1, students, correspondence
students, atidents studying abroad,. bmse 4to already have taken,out
ldans under-anoUteragetcy:s or Federal ineurance6etc.) L. accereAs
f o u n d inadequate, willing emprOfit, ttriperoial o r s nool lenders (woo
ate Unable or unwilling to lend -under agency insurance) coild'be
,designated Dy the Association. 'leis
provision wtuld,encourage State
-agencies w'brcade their eligiblirY rules and tziprotnote loan access'
for all students arid Barents seeking Supplesiental'Coan assistance.

Further, this propel would allow the ASS6CiatiCt to' meet epergency
,situations celich =mot be met under the current law. . =or- sample, tf
a guarantee agency is oiseanaged or or any. teas= loses the Confidence
of enders, the Association =Id provide Federal -thsurance without
havingAtd wait for. the agency to declan 'itself legally dead -- as was
necessary in g C. a fewyears ago. -In -e rasa oi the Several guagantee
agencies uenthi rely largely oe_exclusively on single lenderse.this
'- pro-Vision woad allow the'use of Federal insurance, it that lender.
withdraws Cries- capits1 is exhausted. ('*iris is, th fact, -the cirrent
aituatiOn in, tied :lexica
',.hich the State lender 'oas exhausted Its
capitalsupplv,rerriercial lenders ate denied agent/ insurance= by
State law, and. no bans canon :ede order Federal- insurancs.i.

V.

St dent

s-istancei

A. ,Ov rviewof the Program
1.

a :siC Educational Opportunity .Grants
,

-

ramnase
ha .ourpoie of the Us' Educational Gopertunity Grant.,
?cog am is to provide undergraduate students with an assur
ante of grant Support to assist them in Linancing'postacon- dart' education.
Student eligibility is primarily based on
rmula determination of need.. This formula con5ider0 thi
n
me and assets of the student and -his ar her family as
well as other factors-such_ as the family size, the number
of 'family-members enrolled in postsecondary 'education, the.
a
unt of Federal Income Tax paid, whether or not bOth pa4
.:re is Are.workinglor if the family 151sUpported by a single
-

,

' h ad of 'household. and any unusual exOerises incurred by the
aaiily.
The formula is reviewed by'Copgress annually and
applied
tonsiitently10 all students
:).
_ in the-following ace-

deMit year.

Other student eligibility reduirements are:
1.

the-student must-be- enrolled lm-ad-eligible pro-

gram of ,study on It least a half time basis;

- -

the student must be a U.S. citizen or permanent
resident and in this country. for other than temporary purpose;
T.

the students-axist' be in good standing and making
'satisfactory academic progress according 'to the
standards:ant practices of ,his or her institution;
and,
.

a.

.

the student cannot owe a refund on t Title IV
grant or be in default ,on any Title IV:loan re -1
ceived for attendance at any .institution.

The amount of aid for which a student is entitled -Is
51800 less the expectad family contribution (as determined
by the annual formula) not to exceed one -half of the student's
Oast-xi( adOcation. Awards are also proportiooately reduted

.

for less than full -time or lass than full-year enrol

Program Coverate

In the 1979-80 academic yeArapprOximattly Z.7 mil
stUdents attending ovte'8000 postaetondary institutions_
receive Basic Educe:tonal Opoortunity.-Grent awarts tots
over_52.4 pillion with an average award
BB92.
Fundina

At "full-funding" every eligible student receives 31
s tie expected family contribution not to exceed onc-nal,
of the cost of education. Should funds not be sufficient to
Fleet these award levels; all awards are reduced according to
a schedule included en the law.
The 19,79-80. aporooriation and
the 1980-81 request ,orPvIde for fullfunding.

Atudents apply to the lovernment to have their expected
family contribution calculated., All applicant; .receive a
Student ',Eligibility Report (SER) wniCh they can take to the
school of\their choice for calculation,and payment 'of their
sward.

I

Funds are diStributed to schdoll initally on .ha
basis of prior year expenditures, however, institutional funding-levels are adjusted to refect actual demand-at each school:
;Students attending schools that'. do not, agree to calculate

and disburse awards are paid directly by the Ooveehment.
Basic Prooram Reodirtments
Student'eligibilitY requirements are-described above.
Institutions that with to act as disbursing agents must be.
for 03 -rVwcipation and ?use ccrnoTy 41V%.prnrarri
regulations and reporting etquireMents*

approved

The purpose of the Supplemental F.ducational Opportunity
Vane Program is 'to provide undergraduate student% of excep-

tional:financial need with grant support to assist them in fi-

nancing their posf-sacondary education,
Frocram Covers e.

Approximately 873,009 students attending 3,800 inittutions
expected to rece.ive awards =ailing 5340 million in the 1979

/ 80 academic-year, awards range frcm 5230-to Stem annually ndt
to exceed Sa000 in total.
Funding

The appropriation is distributed among states according
to a legislatively prescribed state allotment formula. Atthin
States, institutions apply far funds according to their needs.
Ten percent of the appropriation May be distributed at the
.discretion of the Ommissioner of EducatIon.
Prot:ram Operation

Institutions apply for funds directly to the goverment.

The amount awarded to each school is based On the total_ alloted to the Mite, the school's prior year, expenditures,
and the aggregate need for SEOG funds at each institution.

Students apply directly : to their schodl

or ill

and

the

schoor-Selects the 'recipients and determines the amount of
the awards. This 7rogram provides for a, great deal of
discretion,, ac the part of She; institution and is intended

a provide Am flexibility- necessary to ,meet
inuividual
need., The Office of gduca tip establishes 'rather
for ,institutions to follow in -awarding

bread ..iuidetines
.

.

lasic Pro ram Reoui-epen

Students.

s

an- -lig Ai. :or
eddi ti on

e enrotleff on,'-at,rw i*; hal f-ti, 'basi

offered by A .par04ipatin
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9 tr otrer

aarT.anant r.sident And in :n10
tnan
zemporary auraosa;-

,

be
;COO Standing ano aaking satisfactory acaUlic oreg ess;

lot awe i
a, an a
fault an a 712t /
at inStitution.

!# wean me CQMQ
requi;itrItnts ln a#

vAnt Or Oe 1n len

e-

ved For attendance

FeCeral regulations and
*iiitate.
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State Student !nOentiYeGrant program
Program ?uroose

The purpose of the State Student Incentive Grant Program
is to encourage States ta establish or expand their own under=
graduate need.basediprogramS.
Elgram Caverace
Approximately 207,000 studenta from 57 States and territories will receive SS:3 awards averaging 5500 (525O In Fed-

eral funds) in the 079-80 academic year.
Funding

Funds are distributed to each State based On a legislatively prescribed fortula and the4t5tes' ability to
match the Federal dollars.
Prodram 00eratIon
The Federal government awards funds to States, an a formula basis, which must be matched 1:1 by State funds.
Each State

-deterMiheS the eligibility criteria to be net by recipients
and selects- the students to receive aid. The actual administration of the program (including eligibility criteria and
award levels) varies from State to State.
Basic Program Retuirements

Each State must designate an official agency to administer the program and MO Federal dollars can be used to support
admieaStnetive casts.
In any year when the appropriation ex.
$75 million, a third of the excess is used as a bonus to
.,..Jurage State operation of State student loan programs.
Effactiveness

the first year of operation (197a-75 ) only 41 States
had their awn grant programs.
Currently all States are participating in the
program.
In
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4.

Coiiege ..ort

ram 1uroose

The ouroone of toe :o'lede wori(-Stpdy lnogrsm is to
:nor
14ite financially neva., students witn part-time emoloyment to
assist them
in
financing their postsecondary
aducatiOn.
.

Dec9r3m :p/erase

In toe 137-ac academic year. approximately 090,200 StuOents attending 32C0 inatitations will receive SW5 assistance
totalling 9950 mi714th and averaging
Fundino

The aporapriation is distributed among States according
o a legisiatively prescribed State allotment formula. 41 'in
States. institutions apply for funds actOrring to their needs.

Ten percent or the aoprapriation may be distributed aethe
diScretion of the Commissioner of Education.
Prooren Ooeration
Institutions apply directly to the Federal
government
for CW5 runes which must be matched by the school's own funds
On an 30/20 oasis, The amount each school receives is cased
on its prior -year -estie*litureS.
the amount availaole within
each state. and theaggregate need of
its studentS.
Instiw
tations rust Iodate Jobs fort students either on-campus
or
public or -priyate nonrprofit snhoolar or

ofrwcampus with
agenCieS.,
S:udents are generally paid the Federal minimum wage rate.HOWeVpr, SC0001i
nay pay .less than that if they request a waiver.
Students
apply directly to their school Ina the school Selects the recipients as well as determines the amount of aid aeon is to
receive.
In this way the school is provided the flexibility
necessary to iev, inalvidualizeg student needs.

public or private non-profit

.

3ailn Pr7Cram 0e10,0mentS

--

Sradqate or undergraduate students with great financial
need who are enrolled on at least a half-time bash in a progrim .1f Study offered by t carticirating sCh001 are eligible
for CIS aid.
In addition. tney must:
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1.

be U.S citizen or lermanent retident and in this
for
other tnan a
teniporary
purpose;

country
2,

to

in good standing and making satisfactory 3C3.

derniC progressl

not owe a refund on a Title IV gran
fault on a Title IV Loan received
at any Institution.

r be in de.
attendance

Institutions must comply with Federal regulations and
reporting requirements in order to mtutdrett.
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IV:

ANB REDLCTI

bHEDULE
TheProodsal

The Basta crants
will
at the love'
required to exhaust aparopr=a,tians while Sully funding
all:entitled students, unless this level ts less tnan
41:800
(Or tneprevious year's MAXLMIM award). In this
_r
InstanCe sew reduction language- would Oe placed into effect.

The new reduction Language would nold harmless seudente wttn
$200 of the maximum award,. For otner
:students the reduction dormula is aeimplefot'mula where
the percentage reduction increases as tne entitlement
decreases. The minimum award would or 5200,
"Present Law

Currently the entitlement cellLng Li set tn statute and La
oegiiivalentto the medetmum award if the program is fully
funded.
ti the program is not folly funded a multistage reduction formbla goes' into effect.

The multi-3%0e reduction formula provides that a_
be reducedaccording to procedures specified in the statute,
First, awar/dWate reduced dY percentagesCetermined'in the
statute, with awards going to hign7neer students betng reduced
by the Smallest percentage.
second, ii appropriations are
higher or lower than this new level of funding, awards are
incteased or decteised prpporttonately until appropriations
Are exhausted.

Reasons for Recommendation

This proposal SiPpLiftes theproceSs which determines the
maximum award.
It eliminates the need for statutory language
each time the maximum award is to be changed.
The new reduction formula retains the important provision of
.protecting the moat :needyrstd.dents.
addItion,,it eliminates
the awXward and InequttablebtaircAse: In
schedule of reduction.
For example,under.the proposed' simple formula, approach a student;'
acheduled to receive an, awardunder- full funding of 41,189 will
.5e reduced only Very slightly'hore than a student scheduled to
receive 51201. Under current'lewl however/ the studert scheduled
to receive 51,199 would be reduCed to $895 in the first step of ,
the reduction while th'e-student.adneduled to receive 51,201
Would to reduCed to only 51,080. This results in a difference
In award of over 5180
two students with almost
exactly tne same need.
The new'farmula would eliminate tnia.
Inequity.
'

ceing,pati to
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KAUT

AvieA0evs, ACTUAL CoSTS.eUR
4iii)$t6ectiOn

41}

Toe Pr000sai
The Adoliotstratton proposes tnat LnatttotIons Oe perm
!:ed
to use a s{n001-wtdo average or taltIOn and rOoM and ooard
enarges.= ,calculate One oaSto Qrant award=
regent

Actual culcloo and room anc ucaro charged Oust currently de
1-154i,d
In cal -^.
basLc wraot award tor a student
living On campos
%easOns for Aecowaleooattoo

'ine current Law requires colleges to calculate each aw
cased on tne,reciplentls actual tuition and room and board}
costa,_ tOUS adoing to their adminiStrative burden. Using,
average rainer than actual coats will fediiCe the adminiatrative
wuroen On financial aid otticers without increasing costs
and wifnout .meeting awards for most students
For example,
some institutions nave more than 3d difterent student budgets.
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TITLE

A

/1

basal

The koministretion proposes
awArd oy an amount equal to.
education cenetits plas halt
education cenetite receiveo

to reduce
halt of any
et 'any Socia
ov tne stooen

alts

ecurity

,aw

deCtion411(J)(6)(lii) specifies toat in calculating
the expected tamtty contrtedtton tor dependent stuoents
education denetits and all or
any nocial
echication denerits received oy the
one-nait

studentkab4'COuntect as tamely 'income ancrsubsequently
taxea ,W-the rate at 10=5 percent.

neasons for ReCommendation

The current liberal treatment of V.A. and acraL aecurLty
Benetits,results in SOMe students receiv-ing
d t
exceeos
tneir cost Or education.
',it% Administration proposal waulo
pattially alleviate these 7overawatd: situatiOns.
tine
proposal would save money alto would provide for mere equitable
distribution of receral expenditures on Stooent tinanciel
aid.

.
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a,ji.PLENENTAL GkAoh AND STATE hTVUENT INLe,TIVE
'(ANTS--REMuviNtarTHE 01TIN'TION BLTAIEEN IN 'VIAL AND
XtAx FUNUS

TI','LE IV:

(7-CL.TT171ja 4111 AND 415A)

The.Prososal

Eitellsato the nratInctlon oorwoen InIttal Year and Continuing
roar rJscia-in tno awpplosenral tant and State Student Incentive
Srant erograaaRresent -aw
Tae 5Loii; and 5sfu statutes autnorife SeParate approptlauLons far
II) frrst-tune rec=prents of tnese grants and eoc (4) -students

continuing td rive :se grants in suuseauent academic tears,
eaSons tot AecommenaatIon
Inc prop05pro.gra..: administration at tne institutional,
State and Feceral levelsVie_pro)osal, maxes life easier for aid
officers 6y proVral.ng one funding pot, instead of two, for each. of
tnese programs-

IV:

aU

UEME_JTAL ,GANTS7-MAXIMUM_ AWARD_ ( SEcTIva

The Proposal.

Inc AdMinistration proposes to increase the maximum annual SLUG
award to 52000.
The aggregate NEOW tlaxImem will ae increase°
to $50J00 for stddects in'tour-year programs- For students
enrolled' in afive-yfa'' undergraduate program or determined by
inc institution to need tfve years to complete a course of
study normally requiring four years, the aggregate SEOU maximum
will de increased to siu,oao.
Present Law

'Present taw specifies that the maximum annualSEW award is
al SW)
The aggregate.SE015 maximum is currently 54,000 fOr
regular students and 55,000 for students enrolled in e'five
year undergraduate Progrm or determined ay the institution
to need a fifth year to complete a program that normally
requires four years.
Reason for rOacemmen'datvon

the proposal recognIses. the Increased college costs borne
oy tocay's students,

.

46)

The Pr000sal

The Administration --ommee
that tne Current matuhilg of
':e1d7 State Lunde Le phasedout.
The goal is to.increase
State contriouttons to tats program-oy providing a 100
dercent Fedetal aatch on.ty !or new State funds each year.
nUring the phase-in pert3d new Stat.: .1011arsmould oe matched
100 percent tie ftrst year tney are allocated whtle old
State doliAra Would be mato:led on a reclining rate=
The
first year new tends would 'de matched 103 1.rcent and old
funds matched at F,l dercent=
In the second year new funds
would be mat4;:d at 100 percent and )10 tends matOhd at
60 dercent=
By the eiA.th year only new funds would its
elIgtilt far =h= Federal matcn.

For Pxample, consider a Stat4 teat in 1940 contrthutes $00,000
to tie SSIG drOjeam and in 1981 contributes -4600,000=
In 1961,
the Atate would receive: A 1.701 Federal match on S130,000: on'
the temainut3 5500,000 it would receive am 801 Fed,ral match=
It tou Mate. increased Its investment in 4eTG to 6700,000
in 1942, It would receive a 1001 Federal match oh slu0,006
and a.601 Federal match on tee remaining 9400,000.
By 198i,
tne State would only xecetve-Federal matcntng for funds in
excee.4 af those contrtouted in 1964.
-Present Law
Section 4151

requires dollar-for-d4 lar matching of Stara
funds which represent an increase in schokarship expenditures over the base year -- deitned as the second year
1.efore the State entered the SSIG program.
These range.
from 1972 to 1975=
Reasons' for.

atioe

Some States viith mature scholarship programs increased their
scholarship expenditures at a rapid rate and now need incentives to vonttnue to increase their expenditures (rather than
be tempted tO retrench to a level-which barely meet maintenanoe of effort requirements)
At the same time, a. ut 20
Statal nave estaelisned wholly new scholarship programs in.
order to qualify for SSIG E nds: host of these States have
brely been aoleto Lncr,!,,se tneir State expenditures fast
'enoti.jh to quality for their S3IG allotments.
Four States

124

ma tu» m

olarshIp programs

1

pennsylvanta,

ornta, an
tnotts
togetner account toemore than
percent or ail State scnolarshIps wnereas 30 States wIth
newer and lessN advantaged

program depend prtmartly upon SthItJ,

and State mess and account rcr only d percent ot, tne
senotarsntps. The proposal Is designed

ihat ton !s total state

to .parttculaely ald ewe newer States.
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ITE.E IV;

H.

CQLLECE

K STunY.r-CREAT;V5 , :W Cs

The Fropoal
The Administration proposes
h
(CWS) statute encourage last

the College Work-Study
ens to

ca-- Send CWS participants into junior and senior high
schools to inform secondary school studentS and their
parents about Federal student aid and to provids
tutoring to needy students.
o

o

Place more handicapped students in CWS jobs.

Create CW5 jobs that provide services needed by
handicapped students such as reading for the
blind, interpreting for the deaf, and pushing
wheelchairs.

Presant)Law
These uses -of CWS funds would be possible, but are not
spec,ifically permitted 'brid encouraged, under the existing
statute.

Reasons far Recommendation
.,jhe proposal-provides tutorial services an much-needed
`information about Federal student financia kid to secondary
students and enhances educational oRportun ties for handicapped students while providing interestin and fulfilling,
work experiences'for C%- partici'pents.
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PRuvIn101;5:
A.

ALCHEA .,:uCCA1I0h ACT.

L'ITLE Iv

Uvervlew or. the 'eroarArt

Program Purpose
Earn of the TItle IV- student assistance programs has eligloll
regulrepents that LnStItutIons must meet In order to particlp
incti.cutinrC must conform wLtn the general provlslans In Section
.1201 of
xrz, as well as comply with the provi4IonS In
Oett F, 1%tle IY=
These Include,aeftnitIons, administrative
expenaes, student axe Information services, matntenance,ot
effort, ellgiotlIty for stuoent assistance, ana
ellgtotlity of InstLtutxons.

TITLE. fv:

A eACEACTNG FPM.

404)

TheProposel
PaCkaging of student aid Erograma for an individual
Student is nest handled at tne institutional level,:
and s,tudent finenciaf aid offiCers must oe able to
exercise miscretion in this prOcess.
For this reason,
we have resisted inflextole, lederally-imposeo'paCkeging
rules.
However, Administration proposals dO suggest a
trameworx into wnich most student aid paCages will fall.
This structure has three parameters:
_

0

0

The Basic irant remains the foundation of
package,
kneed -oased loan is t:ie Last layer of the-package -with the aMOunt of tnis Loan oeing tnat wnich remains
after the family contrioutiont all other agailsole
sources of financial aid, and a standard contribution
from student self-nelp are saotracted from the student's
cost of education.

To qualify for a need-oased loan, the student must
.contrioute i700 worth of salt -help, in the form of
.lark-Study, ansur,s,dited worik, or a1.0an that is not

needbased.

The student aid officer would have discretion to waive the
'self-here reguireMent in unusual circumstances and would
retain responsibility tar deCiding how much of what type Of
aid snould flesh out tnis basic framework of assistance
tor a given individual.
Current law
1

The law implies that the BaskC 3`rent should Oe the foundation
or first layer of a student's financial aid package.
HOwever,
tner4 Ls no overall packaging philosophy conta.ined in current
law.

KeaSOns for'Hecommeddation
Existing packaging practiges often produCe inequitaole
kesults.
btodents with *imilae needs often receive
different packages. A few institutions have gone so
far as to ourden students with large loans without
first fnvestigating their eligibility for Basic Grants..

12E,

pac4aging trai
wnen ,:ocpleu witn

s o ay tre Acministra
single needs analysi.s system, will

introduce more vnitornityand equity into stucent aid
pacKaqinT while at the sasie ctme maintaining tlexioility
tor tne student tinancial ail ofticer. Student% and
their paronta will nave greater aoiliCy to predict the
types ano amCuntS Ot Ail tney Are liitely to receive at
SchoolS in vieious cost rSnaeS.
The rederal gOvernoe-nt
will nave impraven ollity to estt:ate tne ataunt en.:
distrinution
secal stu.lect Aid ,Sollara re,goired
eacn year.
`

C.

TITI.0 IV (ANL, TITi.E 'XII):

CLIAINAqE ACCAEDLTATION
FUR INSTIVUTIONAL E4WIBILITY
FCtHMLHLY St TIONS 4

4g

ano 1201)

'w,Proposaj
1;fie AominiStratIonpreposal related to accreditation
affects institutions applying for .411 Higher Education,
. Agt4rqgrams, not just the Title lv prqgrams.

1,headministratiOn proposes to sever completely the
link between private accreditation and 'Institutional
eligibility for -higherEducation Act programa. The
proposal would:o

Eliminate accreditation as a statutory requireMent for institutional eligibility for Higher
Educatton Act programs.

o

M'einta in and place greaterreliance on the
existing statutory requtreMent that an institution must be legally authorized by'the state in which
it operates.

q

Continue administrative actions to enrOrce, at
the program level, requirements for reeponstrole

-IhSlIto ion management of Federal funds.
Strengthen student information requirements so
that .students and parent's can maXe more informed
decisions about where to speno their education
dollars.

ent Law

Accreditation
one of several requirements that a
pOstsecondary institution must meet to establish thres7
hold eligibilItyfor Higher Education Act programs.

(Beyond teis.tricesnole
an- institution
muipt".also meet the mecttic eligibility requirements
of individual programs.)
For tne pUrposes of this
threshold eligibility process, the Higher Education
Act xequires the Commissioner to 7PUblisti.A list of
nationally recognized_ accrediting agencies or asso0iatiorts:mhiCh he determines to bereliarole'authoeity as
to -the quality of training offered.: Over the years,
tee UtfiCe of Education teas developed elabocate,
,regulations:and review,proceduresto oetermrhe
accrilOitatton. 'agencies are soitaole for inclusion on
.the CommissiOner:s list. '
.
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JOasAns:forRecommenoation
Problems with the ex

Atter careful study, inc Administration has come
to the fir, conclusion that'.reliance on prtvate
accreditat_ln itar Federal: eli ibilit- ourboses
doeS not ensure, wise investfien_ of tedee
instead, tti
7

encourages the proliferatton ot.aeer editsti on

agencies (many of watch are superfluous
Federal eltgibiltty process):
-

the

creates needless .oaperwor4 thr instituttons
accredttlng agencies,' and the Feoeral governmeat;

Aost-Importantly
m Sleaos students and
tneir parents into belteviny that the Feder_
joverntent vouches :or the .duality of'any
educattonal InstItutton or program that
receives tunda under the hIgner Edocal..Ion Act.
he Adi.ttnatratvin prono

hese

Auninietratton proposal:
-

creevaccreditating_ agencies to do their job
The Acmtntstration proposal does not constItute
a stateMent of dissatisfaction with prii)ate
socreditatton.
un the contrary, the proposal
retleots our concern about inab no -Elate use of
accredittng agencies by tne Federa_ government;
Tnese sgnctes eentiered valuable service to the
postsecOndary eddcatloh community long before
the FeoerAL government becaMe involved in their
activities; we expect that they will continue
to do solinen their tie to the Federal government Is severed., in tact, we believe that our
propOsai wt11ennanCe t e vitality Of most
private accreotstrigagencies by-freeing them
from tntrustve-FeWiral regOlatlon and pressmres
to tae on InapPrdPrtati Activities that are
unrelated to thatr central- mission Of asseSsIhm
gdaltty of education.

1 38

Cute aden on bureaucrat
era a
ant
cc
An
utlons
e

ere b

and
n

k
ne

the

citizens to force_ the stet s
take
n 10
Or
e dum
o_'eudati
inetItutiona
brr

Does not mislead-students and parents

:.

The proposa_.-giVeS students, and ,Parents the ultimate

responsibility for the quality Of the educationthey,
imirchisei out inlorms-thein about' hoe to\exercise
that responsibility intelligently.

Saves money
The proposal frees for alternative and more productive
uses the roughly hall a million dollars currently went
.bythe Federal government to monitor -accrediting,
agencies.

7ne. Adrainisoration

*poses that
tle _
clearly
enumerate standards of,administrati- and fiscal
responsibility AS a prerequisite nor institutitnal'
eligibility for student'aid
7tese standards.
would Sntlude regOirements for sfair-and equitable
refUndpolioy and istitutiOnal sgreenent .o trovide
validation and record-keeming support for stoaent
inanoisi aid'prOgrams,
he qemartment intends to
u ndertab
s study of the drop QUA :ZASAdAM.'
uireme

-s'

f- went

The Adminierretionprpoeee to make the existing
etudebtinformation requirements found in $eq:elOn

493A a ;'temellII=4'7=fb-F-Itm-KAMILL.e_Sigibill-C1-or________
r-the et cd;mr-S173 programs (rather 'than simply a
use to which institutions receiving
administrative
cost allowances MUSA tut these funds). Further;
institutions would be required to provide information
to all students and potential students,: fri addition
to those infornation Items presently required, all
institutiOnsyill have to provide information about
Services and facilities dor handioapped-studentS,
and those institutions that claim to prepare students
for employhent inspecifiO fields will have to provide
placement fats on recent graduates.

Law

Present law does not reguiee
3A1AZ;CS to provide
information as a condition for eligibility.
Institutioni receiving sdministrative Cost allowanoes are
required to use these funds first to4provide, on
request, tne-tvpes-of student =if oration listed in
section S93, A, including indormation about fin-anmtaL
Slur' t-Jt:idn and other
scademit,-,::,mgmamas

costs-

policies, and-''

not Set apectfic standards 1 or
fiscal rekpensiaility.

T e Administration prOpesala ;would maXe is itutiona
receiving lediral stndent:financtal aid more account-

heleeal genMt.
Secfc sad&d ad rgrmns
will maXe enforce-7
014 cQ ,wdmts z parenta,'and
tent eeSiar.

Imoroved.acceaspro intormatien

iMptotedenta; anjAity.t0 !sake infOrmad deciSions
aLOOL_It ?ifiere.10 SPend trieducatl'on dollars,:tnecece

izprovingthe effectieenesa,ofathe Federal invest
Student atd.

'

Administrsticn proposes to a
institutions to
-tarry' lorward up to five portant of their Sup5leentalprant'and.7.orw.Study furr's from onf owl year
ttotho-next.
Law
taeRt law ;rovides rto =
programa.

er nroviSim for these'

for 7:eloormendatinn.

wiS sseiit finsncia
those programs moro..-olf

officers to area

`she:Pr000sel

Pay the institution 5L

student aid rec

.

Present Law

.

For aaiic Grants And .uaranteed Student Loans tnestatute
nuts:II-payment of $
_
each 'recipient in each,of_tnese
two programs also, for the Campus -oared programs -=
Supplemental
Giants,: Direct Student Loans and College Woht-Study
institutions are permitted to use up to 4' percept of their
cation under these three programs, not to exceed $326.00G.
asons_to -icoMmendation

the proposal makes-fife-easiertor student ald officers_ and
institutions by providing a single, reliaole source 9f funds
VO-11fftexpenses associated Mitt thiianTitration of student
aid funds.

TIT

PnC=g5=P
,3

e Proccasi

Lecislariyely mandate continued use of a-sinnle for
b*.i which a student may-agmly for aid. The Federal
levernment -- not the atialent -- would gay ter the
gtoteasing,ef the mandated fern!,
This nrogosal
Wculd not greclude disaggregited groce pini hy Rate
institutions or private firms.

:CurtentJaw
statutes flo.not manda

7easchs ter Recommendation
4Auden
arentS and inseitutionae have be'en glageed
Cy complexCty and COnfUeien resulting fturn the tultfple
application forMS required to obbain"Federal state,' and
Institutional aid.
.Nile the cost of prOceSsing ampliteticn. forms for the easig Brant Program is JcOrne hythe
Federal governMent, a student musipay to have private
agencies process his or her *colicaticn for campus-cased
financial aid,
tlith tHe support and cooperation of Congreaa and in full
consultation with the student financial aid community,
,the AdmiAstration-has ready !cf. implementation in academic
Tsar P0411 a Single forte by wnich a student may,apely for
feed-baead financial aid from Federal, Stste, And institutional sources.- While the implementation of this sinele
form clearly falls within the scope of the Tqpartmen0a
edminietrative authority, we oelieve that the,Concrels
. will want to enSure the continuation of the alngleform
for all need taxed aid in future eara by mandating it
in the $tatute. The single form will 33V6 hours of
paterwor for students, gar;nts, and instituties-end
will pre4ent students.frcm having to pay to find out'
the extent of their financial need.

Administration seeks statutory authority to develop
lhdimpleMent a:single needs analysii system for All
Federal need-baled atuden,Z assistance programs.

The

inglOYsem,would be .developed in,c1bie consultation
-with. representatives of colleges and universities and

the privetemtganizations that are cutrently involved in
The new 'system would be suo3cot to:
Analysis.
Congressional review as is the pre-ant Family Contribution
of course,
.Scneou'ie used for the Basic Grants Program.
aid administrators would dontinue to have flexibility to

makeadjAstment,tor unusual student circumstances in the
campus Wised programs.
Present "Law
0-

"'he two major methods burrently In use'forlhe calculation
expected contribution to a students -education
Grants PamilY Contribution Schedule and the
are --the Saab
In the BE' G program, award size is
uniform Methodology
determined througn tne Basic Grant Family Contribution
For the remaining Federal aid programs, either
scneoule.
the BZWAchedule or the privately developed Uniform',
Methodology or other methods approved by tne Commissioner
may be used to determine need.
.

_assns for Recommendation,,

-.Application of one method of determining afamily:s
expected Aontribution does not produce the same resul
The choice of the/
as. application of ano&her method.
method' influences the'hmowit of the students
and conseguent1K the amount of financial aid he or she
ss,
This use of dtfferent-cAlpilatiops to
recerved.
tdibute student aid results in complexity, confusion,
and inequity for students and parents,
Development and use of a singie aystem-Wbuld simplify
program administration and make the 'Federal award=
' 'malting 'process more consistent, predictableand equitable..

gl)
nTmEnceliT A"C
-N-7-6C

The Prop

All students under the age of 72 will he
derenoeno 'students -- whether claimed, on the
income vex form or not
unless these studen
married or have degendeoso.-7,--'ir own,

Students `ho are=
older dill to classified 33
in.legendentif they have not seen claied'on.thelr
arent

1.r.COMO

form for

r.

?resent law
An
.-enendent 5d'ertt i3 currently defined 33 Oltt
for,tn. vgar
r to -.the auard ParlOd -and for the

=slender years

n which the award gericd occurs 4B

o .ngt 01aimed.a3 a degenclent an his gaZAnts' tax
faro,

o

not residing with 4is 7.arents for tor=
wit%3 aeon year;

not receiving more t4an S7En in
fro® his parentis) during an

Students hr, do not meet those three cr
classified as decendint.

',Ivor in %ind

sr.'

are

fi

on

A stiplInt would often be tligibl
r larger;.
if he or she were eles3ified as ii
n en
:r 3h9 were classified 35 legenden
This .ay encourage
$0me stUdents,.particularly those f M. higher income
to declare themselves ind
ndenr, thereby
relieving .parents of (inenCial obli
for'collega
costs i.curred ,r1 the
children.

--7-thodgn the current

ition
independent student is
On.three0prit
_
only one can,actuAliy ce
vert'i
'whither ar not tne.stwdent was claimed as.a
:dependent on hti or her parent(s) Federal Indome Tax
return.
_

.

The Admt.h.latratkon prOposal would (1) reaffirm perental
sponsioiliry for financing a portion of postsecondary
education expenses, (2) previant students from 'declaring
independence solely tcr,the'sake of claiming Federal aid,

.4FaA3rprovide'smore enforceadle standard to determine
Independence.

e Administration
set
ific proCelures for
in determining
ing costs for off- caroua students srpl,,i 9 or SuppleF.mental Grahts, College orX-Study,' and Sasic and Supple
mental ,roans. The progedures'will include
data.hathering
requirements .to determine reasonable coats !or'
transportatkon, bookS, room, board, and miscellaneous
LLvj.ng expenses. ..
-

tutions full discist
_

ng

in

_

9 costs permitted for off - carpus'
students for the purposes of -calgulating eligibility for
the campus-based (5E0 C, CWS, And:yosL) progr,ms,

n- -on

rlec

ion

The GAO has discovered wlde,'often unexplainable.
variations amen"; schools in the living costs allo4ed
for off.casipus students in calculatingaward amounts'.
..under -the.lcampus-based progrsms.
The Administration
proposal will prevent less scrupulous schools from
obtaining an unwsrranted share of the campushLsed
funds.

TIT__

IVY

STANDARDS OF ACADthIc PROGUSS

N O-)
The-Prod°
_tiquire,:th

a student financi
ecipient must
successfully cOmplett at letat 50
ent of the
coUrsal.ead-undertaRen using Title' IV aid during a
OiVen-periCci of, enrollme nt
(usually the preCeding
.acadtMic year) ln 'order to be eligible for Federal
aid in-a.subsequont period of onrollment.
tudent
meeting this ruli would nc'.;

tui eligible'

-r\furthei- 'funding until ht or she had-made up the
.-aripropriato'number_of.tredit_hours-- not at Federal
expina..---Studints mtRing uo the credit hOilrs would
not'!havi .to be enrolled at least half-time.

This' roquirement would be waived lot demons
hardship.circUmstanceS.

__d

Present
indicates that to be eligible
Title IV
financial aaata;ah-ca, an enrolled student must be
good..autadingVand makingi1sagisftctory progress: --in
as definedliy the Institution -- toward completion of
his -orAler program of Study.
-r Recommend

Currant law permits institutions to define the'terma
:in good standing: and :satisfactory
Any
way they wish. The standards at some progress:
institutions are
Simply continued enrollment Some institutions carry
a 'Student on academic probation indefinitely
Others
allow tne:student to drop -odt and than be readmitted
upon request .:This situation created the potential
foe posSibIl fraud and abuse of financial aid funds
by,srudents and Institutions. Institutions facing
"attlining enrollments and budgetCut-btcks will be
tempted to define
in good standing and ;satisfactory
progress: very loosely in order to maintain, the flew
cif Fideral student aid dollars to their campgAes. The
Administratton ,prOpotal would curt thiS 'potential for

142

,

ail students to meet minimum scsotarls
oi academic prOgresS. 7aspayers will oe ensured ell Ine
andsi,ny, requ

Federal investment in swam= «a is not teing daezen.
,Student.,Aid recipients viii ne enCoUragen

o C2.4.2 5dr=s-15.,

their2responSioiiity co study end reap masmumaven
2rom theteducational-opportunities tney as retetvet
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Talent
The purport of. the-T?:;:. programs -- ':pward
Seamci (TS), Ipecial Services !or risadvantaged Students (1157'S'
-J 41Carlon Tocortunity :enters !:T-es!. and Service fearhing
pedtle, enter, :Clni7C,
Centers (Z%:a) -- is
wn.n
sasecodery adJcation oy 3upportn4
or resume

pro v!., d vArt,..C7 of needed SarV;CnS.

These's-iv/Ices incru.4e

formation actut rostseCondary opocrtunities, remediatien,
and coonseling
isle acclicants for crograms desilned
-a,fe
tries e services to vodth from tcw-income families who
iel iv @
-e academic notennial out who! lac% ede.oulate secondary school
canes
natation! are'thysicaly handicaoCed4 are disadvantaged'
ru-!al isolation! nave limited English-speaking ability:
cUltural,
or
economic
ieprimed
or are from a
background.
Orq2ram Coy

Funding

The individual orograms support activities
o

=and is.$ program for 7cuth from low-income
leave academic notential but lack
Through
:school preparationn3 Cr Saturday classes,
resident
remedial instructtono utorinq., .nn4 counseling is
tn
1976, about fO,C0C
proviied oaraioilants.
!studehts wirl participate in Coward eound'orcqrams,
ht
cost of $61 million.
I
=award

.

Talent Starch funA pretects,whic 'identify and
encourageklgqalified stadents with financial need tC
enroll In rtstsecondary _r rd.'s by providing
counseling and"information-about elucational careern
In l'a7t,, over
options' and available student ail,
20C,000 students will be served at a cost of Slf.3
million.

Studgnts
to enrolled -t
remedial and supportive .s
4no °3,'e educational, cultural or economic needs.
suoported in P73 rt 3
;loost r7n Prolects will
"1
They will serve about 1
million.
cosi,of
ar-4V1:3.
Soedial S_ r t_ee s%for,Disa
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'4111. a provLtie ««A

ing "to
kaie,e
prospectvte students prior
enrol_
tar earoltzents.' zn

3 ,enter3
.aa.Rae
t- and tutor.ne

1979.#3 mIllt
3ZOI-it 30 pro:acts and 1000300
st,udents.

-rted

.,e_Latantna renters' support sottvL
program

unde

m'ITT7-5c, nT7,cc'T A:'1"

,TlTL: f7:

tetc::;'

4

7he .?rocceel

Zhan.fe the language an 77.:T r5Oecial Vroorams for =toe-ants
from -7t3adv3ntager: 73 cirtnd1 to 'lescrite the orolrez.-7's 75issien
ind its oast': marlet 7cpulation, The 'lc/ lanIcace
exclicim:
o

ohet the overall misalon 'of 71:1 iS to rrovide
access to, retention in, anl successful comtletIon
of crocrams Of costsecondary elucation; ,
_that the tli5i3le oc.pulations are :7ri,arily, 'out
not esrlsively, economically ,lisaSvantele.
ECOROM1C lisadvantagerent is definel 33 a famil?

incoPe tf 130 orcent of the prevailing

clverty

index.
Present Le.,4

The proqram curpose and general Student eligihility language is
it is Nague, referring to a
Section 417.
located throughout
and
'academic potential', "lack adequate ... ,preparatiOn in
without regard to their ra,or
aPPlies to all fiVe=TPIO programs
describes
.clearly
program distinctions; There is no language. that
the:mission of the TR1C programa, :Or Specific language that
and
grantee
distinguishes PrograM services, target growls,
eligibility dn lige_with each program's, emphasis.
neascn !Or Recommendation
By clearly stating TflIO's miseign and general target populationconfusion caused by the current
in tne umbrella language, the
generali language (such.as academic potential, inadecuete
secondary sonar)1 preparation,- and 7physically handicaored)
Simplified eligibility criteria for each
4iii be removed.
(See
Program will be 4ritten into each respective section.
criteria will relate only to the ,
next peCtosa1,.) . These
caphasis of the individual program.
'
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The Procosal

The Administration Trogosts t
fOr zAcC orcorab category.
-1 Ttrend
.n
;overt!' index) .
o

.eac=ine

e _w

_

dcllovingcritoric

u!.r27T-eis

71t.selt

Id re'*Utr. C111

151 Sesatin` of tht ortom.

services (ss:E) ",t3

rtauirt econo mic

dVantagement
'escent of the revellIng
-)
and educagional disadvantagehent, usino
fcllcain,
Ind

43

17

7/1 of the 74ArtIcLIta

disadvantageoent
For 1/3 of the ;aro
sdvantagement

ecwsxmlt

n1 educational

educational

Talent

--n
(IS) and Zducation Qncortunitg :ehters
iarticianrs -rpra eal na a
eoranlc
areas characterized by masor concentrations c. economically
disadvantaged rtsidents. Priority would he given to rtsidents
of thee* areas with tht 1Cweet incomes.

lacjiul aerie

Current law dies not set s'eoific
econom.ie eli3ib ility.oriteria.
us Other eligibility qualifiers,
Such 1 .phveicalo
_ appel and rurally isolated ar8 included in the staiott.
Real ,n fcr

ecrofPendation

T.ere t3 a.nttd to Specify target crours .or ea e`. 'roorah.
Sstablishing ISO percent of the poverty Leve1 as tcommit
disadvantagtsent would oualify certain ogrgInal 1c' +-into oe
grouite who art currently turned away.
'sing this as tIle sole
crittrion for Upward found eligibility would alloweduoationall
disa4ventaiel ttodente as well as acadthically better
eoared
students to "articipate. ,Thts is irportano
sictolat ts,"hasis
wart Sound 5ro3tots tnat focus on such areasoras
science or
mathebatioa.
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Tor the 710

Leg ?7u am 7.:,e educational...
advantagem
sconomi criterion, cut are in soaderic
to ?art ipatt 'T-elt.i3e of the is- of t'e
ntaqement crittria. This would s,tirees
the serious ac it
rotlees facinl many minority ape. '
ethmatiOnally 1isa an aged Studemts.
'-/ho cannot t
need, 4oull'
e,lucatiMnal

rl

Taltet 544en ind\rducational Cp orta i-J renters programs
Ot misted in ariea -Jith osjOr cohcentr
one Of
restdents. They acid d me comrunitv
awed air eitlibilicy woU12 me letermined ty geogramhlt area
richer
an Oy individual%tharacteristims.
le ?riority
eel-' to l'iven to the Lmwe
incon-e '.ersrnia, all resients
witni,n the mrO7.emt areas would :le elioiele for services. This
eii.otate the seerrinity -lisorimina;tory prictioe of turning
away het-iy residents .ieci+isemg minor
rcor'.
-JIEferences.
economitaill ..itsaCvants4e

149

-2)

na

.The FrotCeal
T-he A.dministration 1;rotcass collect
an.
TOJcational Toecrtumi t'.. lentem

3tI
Talent fearch. (TS)
into :he
tarletei to 7eosrao.li, locations
9
9 zoncentrair
1e'4=inCoeJa -residents.
ttnov3h
rmsilInta_of.tne.
a4_ e.,
tlr;Cte2 3rt3
;roeram.. first uriority
sorw.ce Joule. Oe 3ive9 m= tne 12eet income ;arsons.
The 1r0;0s3l -.0-uld.a'At medium size irsmte availaCle Ant!,
toroulcut the .zountry.

resent
Talent'learoa
Tducation
,ortJnlare seearatell authorize-I dy Sectioes 7
to the 7i3her :Jdostion Adt.

:enters curiently
^f hl( !)

end' 41-7(t.

nesson for mecommendation
The two prograns
rform similar services 4M,= in snme cases
tney o7eraEe in the same jtsdra7ht4 sros. Talent FearOPI, however,
concentrates 6m youth while 24ucation31 T7oortun
Centers
tends tb'focus on adults

Consolidation WOUid 7.47i44t.
dutlication Of servicesiand o

liCtiOnSf
t

Sii:arch 'budgets,

(Average StiE 3rants forte 1 are h
ith consol
4ou1d 044JE in 4 ret4 artas

Costsevings'aSecoLateC

1 CO

ere, S2F
an
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73)

'TP.104

E SERVICE LEARNING CENTER

A

Y SECTION 41.7(B)10

5))

rho Pro- sal
Repeal the Service Lee -Ming Center (SLC) euthOrLty;

P4sent Lau
- -'[he SIX authority is contained Ls

on 417(3)(o)(5).

commendation,

The SLC program category Va3 estaolished by the Education
amendments of 1975.
tt ha's never received an appropriation.
It is an On-cacPus pr0grao-callin9 for remediatton. and other
retention services. whtch"duplicete Spacial Services for
OiSedventaged Students (SSOS) actkvities.

151

74)

c.

TITLE

' /LT ;A.)

-1.0c11.1017Ci?

The PrObosal
.

The Administration proposes to give new empnest to tne
proOlems Of handicapped and incarcerated veterans. it
ProPoses to expand the category of veterans for wnion
institutions raceivo oonws payments Ander rne Veterans
'Cost or InstrUction Program to. tnClude tnese grdupe.
Aoreover, tne AdmIntatracton propoaes to extend tnstltutional cooperation and -the efficient anocation of
resources .under VCIP Oy-sllowing formation of consortia
ihv,ILving any InstItuttonewhackarw independently ellgiole
for participation in the Orecrsm.
'

Present Lew

Payments to institutions under the Veterans'Cost of.
Instruction Program ace Currently calculated on the oasts
of two categortma: (1) enrollment of undsrgradvate veterans
Who are 'Log tole for VA, oened ta t (2) enrollment of veterans
who received special VA henettts for tie educationally disadvantaged. .This latter Category is tne basis for bonus
paymehts in Section 420(0)(1)), under the Admintstration)S
proposal, handicapped and incarcerated veterans would be
added to this cstegory.Present law allows inetitUtiona to form conaor a for participation in the Veterans; Coat of Instruction Program
only if the institutions forming the consortia have enroll-:,
manta under 2500.
(Section 420(c)(1)). This sine
would he ,removed fOr'institutions which are independently_
eligible to participate in the program.

Reason fo0(ecommendatton
The special,noeds OthaildicaPPed and incarcerated veterans
have received' increased recognition. Sy including tne nandtcapped and tne incarcerated, in the category of veterans
counted 'for Obrita payments tVadet the veterans Coat of Instruction
Program, the,Administration:s proposal. will focus special
new attention on espoCially needy 'veterans.
Allowing larger
institutions to also fora consortia for participatioh in
the Veterans; .Cost of instruotion,Prograd will enaole such
inetttuttons to engage in greater cooperation, and tnereoy
allocate their resources more efficiently and target necessary
--Ices more specifically.
.
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VII:.

Teacher Cr ocs An

-aver 7rani71-1±UlmT's-:

HEA

0 !-7

A.

Overview

oro ram,Purocse
tw
Title '/ authorim
developoent:
T2IC

_

Federal progras for proftisiOnal
and Teacher Csnters.
.

.

.

I.)

Teacher 7orps provides assistance through competitive
woes
grants to-teacher training institutions t
with local education agencies in jointly providing
training in schools with substantial portions of
economically disadvantaged youngsters.

2.)

Tne Teacher Centers program sunplies,_funds for teacher
controlled centers located in Local school OstriOts.
These Centers offer inservice aupport and training
for the- teachers.-

Program nveraie ana22nliaa.
FT 79
Teacher Corps has been funded .at 837.9 million for
elv 120 continuation
and F8 79.
In FY 1979) appros .
grants were awarded in 90 cities and 167 new grants tO.91
The Teacher Center program receives about 810 million,
cities.
In F8 1978.'61 grants- were. awarded to.support 100
per year.
centers.

76)

TITLE V ,= TECHNICALNCE1f/CAT

T6

ANO TEACHER CE-HTERs

The Proposal (Section S13(

(

The-Administration proposes sb change the local community
councils under Teacher Corps to schoolicommunt
'councils,
present

ew

The legislation currently provides Cescher Corp$ projects
sitth local community councils.
Reasons for RecOmmendatton

Community Councils control the direction and nature of Local
TeacherCorps projects. As. TeecnerCorps increasingly
become an'tn-service program, local educators are needed to
help define individual project characteristics.
Including
teachers and school administrators on community councils '4t11nelp'co create feasiole programs responsive to both .community
and professional needs.

TheProweal (Section 530
Eliminate the 10 percent'set-asides for both Teacher Ce
and Training .for Higher. Education Personnel.

en
3eCtierw531 currently designates that not less than 10 percent of the funds appropitated to any fiscal year be used for both
Teacher Centers and Training for Higher Education Personnel.
Reasons for Recommendation
41,

10 PerCent,,set=aside for Training for Higher Education
Personnel has 'never been tunded or requested and a Set-aside,
for Teacher Centers is not needed.

6i -660 0 - 6

(Section

531)

77)

The Administration proposes that the stetut_ regui
geograpnic distrioution in awarding grants under Teach
Centers.

able`

Ptssent

Geographic distribution
current legislation.

not addressed in the

Reasons far eecompenasii-n
In order to reach a broader nopuLstaon as
Ls necessary to orovioe professions refs°
throughout the vlUntrl.

of ;eachers,
tea more egult___ y

78)

LilZimfA4C4taOr Act:
rOt31111. StOdte3,IMd LAn4U33

VI

DeveiQM303;

(PeOLaces Na_ziona1._ Defense =ducat -Ott Acts- .Title vi)
A.

.

OVOrVlow

Program purnOae1

14tignal :efansa Zducaticn Act 7
(NOLA VI ) programs are
ned
teltrengtnen the Nation:s rapacity lerresearon,ih, and t.
teaching at modern foreign languages, :foreign area studies,
and international education.
'neat programs fund activities
which train or update the skills at specialists in foreign
languages and world studies, wnicn broduce'new knowledge about
other nations and culttires, and wnich,ihorove curricula and
instruCtiOnal materials in these areas. Major features Of
trie NDEA VI programs include support for highly Specialized
area studies renters, fellowship support 4r foreign language
studies and faculty and doctoral diasertationsreUartn grants.
Pro ram'Coverage and Funding
The total appropriation In 1979 was 617,000,000. O this,
66,000,000 provided for 80 area centers, and $4i.601,000
supported 790 fellowships.
The remaining funds supported
research, consortia programs, and cultural understanding
projects. 'The 1980 budget request i3 5180000:100.

1G3

79)

TITLE

S4

ATIONAL DEFENSE-EDUCATION

ACTLTr_

Et TIrON 1

PARTS

tTE

ACT= CHAN4

AT

The Procotal
Fold together
if the Internati onal Education Act with
ID
Vt and create a new SEA Title It
Replace Section
602 of NDEA VI with Section 101 and parts (a) and (c) of
Section.lEC of the expired International Education Act (IEA)
of 1966 Also modify Section .60d to encourage the development
of State' and national prograMs an
to stimulate the development
of foreign language pro]ects in eleMentary and secondary
schools.
.

e

n

section 601 of toe NDEA vI authorizes the language and area
study centers. Section 101 of the International Education
Act authorize$ tte Seeretary to -.fund activities in advanced
International sta ies that may he concentrated either on
specifiC.geographical areas of the world or on particular
fields or issues, Or on both. It also allow$ the Secretary
to make grants to Public And private nonprofit agencies
for activities that will contribute to irmprOving international
underatanding4
Section 102 (a) of the IE authorizes the Sehretary to make
grants-10r undergraduate Instruction in international studieS.
Section102(c) legiolate$ equitable geographic distribution
of grants ,throughout the country and preference in funding
to those institutions most in need of funds for programs
in" international studies.

section 602 of the National Defense Education Act authorises
thcComMissioner to make Studies of the need for language
and area studies, to conduct research on more effective
methods of teach-rag ,those fields, and to develop specialized
materials for such teachih':=
Section 973 currently authorises
grants to atimul4te'10,Cally designed programs for understanding
other nations.
nd-

Incorporating tne provisions of the International Oducation
Act Into :IDEA VI Section 602 4111 strengthen that international education authority

A.

.:yerYlew

7riqraA .4rtoSt

7itlo 'II aatnEritee pernrans of vrants, loans, interest
lr.an insarnes AF:,Z. disaster 4S3iatanat fOr
a.Idergradoate and jraauate

stritIon and t:4rOwerent
rants

r :onstruction of,Undetpraduate Academic Faciit_
and Srangy 3 !or ,Zonstruotio
Craduate Facilities
cent of projeot
.iardsd fhr u? to
3)

.-)

-en"i7n

ler 3tor7_n
lirect loans are authorized for the constioc
tin And ItirivAmant of academic facilities at a rate -not to
'lac, nder Section C, the Annual Interest
3
p,ercent

e-t--!ee-1

riata Fri,bra's neiis pcsiataoadary Inatif9tiOna with lOarla
s, td
ttA trtuatA oarifai tarter=
tt makes giants which
=L!!trInCe ittwtAn interest paid on I private
Ail inar
in a loan whose interest rate is 3 percent.
Cliit-

alas ;tvlidts for an academic Facilities Loan Insurance
Settle,. Cnauthoritos
has never teen imolemented,

719aStqr 'AS%.37.3nel PrO.grarT

C aJtnOrI3es grants And direct loans for reconstruction
-tion prolects designed primarily tostonser,e
rtt,iva
ri .ti
u
terriers, or bring EacilitLes into coot
wl.n
saftEy, or tnvironmental 'protectiOm requirements,

to tht.States on the basis
010,0
Stot,:in A is authorized a
s,atitery
fin
were 35PrhOriated in 1978 And 1979, or recuest d
Upon
StttLon 1 Is luthorited at 170,nnn,100.
initiative it was funded for $0,7an,mph in

was se !urdsno for 1979 nor any reoueste for
'-rv:lots have or renutated
rAct-t 1143.

tnem 021,610,110 in F7e 1970
=r;Atins.
:1", -37t neer for previously approved p
-is
-en
Itorovel
for Parts 0 or S,
h.f

,ec,t;
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TITLE VII:
INTEPg'
1PART C, SECT/ON ;4
- .0541

niitritlon-Proposes that
_
interest :ate c.S rged_
n1ti _ ions fOr facilities losna be raised-from the
current l'percent tO.An aiipropriate lOng-tern rate for
construW...c. pro3ects it by the Siaitary wi=ll the approval
of .the SeCretar4 of the Treaeury.
present L
The loan inte

et rate is in Pert, C., section 742(bI.

ReaSonsfor Recommer-iation
.

.

hee.prcasal wmuld bring on r tee. in Title VII -more into
line with current market condi tionm for long-tern financing.
The rates would fluctuate with market conditions,

_Mini,etratiOn proposei that. fuels under pare E
authOriled.fOr the reconstrucbion.ard renovation of
esearct.facilities in addition to cthet specified.hs pUrqiese or upgradiftg of equipment
atti'vities.
would alscr,i3e alloyed under the research facilities
authority...

Fund's' under 't.his part may 'be distributed cy means

of need- besed.State forMula 4rents, discretionar .
grants to Anstitutions,.and loana (direct,'subsid
guaranteed),

ant lard
Currently,Ihe legislat_
in Part C be unded throu
funded grants, or Part C,
actesons_for RecomMen

ui ei that ac vities authcriz
Part A, which provides formuia
'oh provides several loan programs.

on

.

own funding
The proposal would give ,Part C activities
mechenisms.'''' This wouldprovic7, the flexibility to fund
rants on either a formulkor discretionary basis or to
and direcr, subsidized.orguaranteed loahs. The purposes
of Part C-would be expanded to better enable the federal'
government to assist research institutions to upgyade their
facilities and equipmenEto state-of-the-art levels.

The primary purpose of thee, changes is trrenoure that
our nation!s princiOal universities maintain their high
quality research ceoacity- The nation isdepencient upon
these major research unive rsities for the bulX.of the basic,
research conducted in this country. These institutions
account 7for:.more. than 50 percent of the estimated S4_billion
0 basic riesearch-funded by the Federal government,

Thcquality,0! research conducted at these universities is
directly related to the aVailatillty of sophiati4eted
equigment and,modern facilities in their laboratories- In
recent years, however, the combined` effect of a number of
pressures have made it increasingly difficult for them t3
Maintain up-to-date research facilities. These 'pressures
include!

peclining Federal suppOrt for faailitiea and equipment..
from -an.equivalent of 5126.2 million.in q965
million to L976 (current dOilars)

skyrocketing costs of,eseenlial Supplies and:equ
outfitting a cheiistry laboratory required 510,0
worth. of heavy equiPment in 1960now
require
$L million worth.
:40

years especial
An cCelerat
in technology

there haSbeent

obsolescence due to advontes

Rising maintenance
a :a of-aging facilitiesmonk
which mere,orgihally cOnstructed during the early 60
with Federal funds
New Federal requ.irementsi_in the areas o
health and eafetv.

Without timely Federal 43314t3MCC for m
lacilitiesi this nation ic threatened w.
research -capacity.

ccdpeton

Bing researchn erosion of Its

4.2

Hien

Coederati.ve Education
.

.

?retrain:17 rtose

Vitle-V1.11 Authorizes granra to'poataecondary,.in
cutitns
.We ttrobidAtion af- auri nstitutions for the plannihg,
ettablishment- !-expansion, or-omolementation 'of cooterative
-,etication -programs. 'in-which employer, pay students for
perioc14.0d:.wOrit Alternated with study and Attempt .to bring to
the worldi of, ed6cation and work.
Inatitutione:are'eigitle
Co receive grants 'kit' decreasing Federal percentage contri-

tUtitneOr

Te,mAximum award per institution

is $179N00,or .5125 000 Per-each inatitution'in.a consortium..
A separate ailthoritk'allOws,the 4ommfasionee to make training,
demonatratiOnr reseArdh',grants to institutibns or, putlic,
nonprofit-iagendies-And.organizations; In pract.ce, these
0 grant, have beep,uied to eugment-the size of the .institution
opeeative,edutatiOn grant.
PrograM_COverege an4 Funding.

Funding leveli !te FY 1979 and ,1980:are $13 million; a total
of 90o000 students are expected to participate in tnese,programs in Acedethjc year-1970.. -Progeem.eveluAtions indicate
that coo0erativeedubation program are effective ih increas,
ing the retention of students.

-
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TITLE

E

'NATE GRAUT

OECTI0N-8 2

irate statutory ceilings on ranta.to,iaatitutions
eoepera Live edutati01 programs.

SeettOn 502,
cifie. that a grant to
iosEitOelen Oayr1
__ceed.4175,00 and that
CO arcinetitUtion perticiPating in a toOcerstiv
'40nstirtivm,may not exceed $125,000
.

.

.-

Ant ,'
education

.

easona -ter eacomMendatiOn
_.
Tye; grant- C
pgs,in the existing statUte'
it necessary
for an- institution to focUs Federao0perative Education

Lunde on. a,single program:or achool within trie'inatitUtion.
The Administration proposal ..would permit larger gtants .to.

toititUtiohs, thereby encouagiqg the developmint of coon
arativi education throughoot the entire institution:-

ovnrvre

rIL

Program Purocses
rt
Title.Irk,Cpntatria: 4 0
.

_

Alenarsl authOsitylfor

the, development.,

of targeted graduate student assistance pr_ograms In Parts A
Tia successful Graduate and ProfasidnaI.OpportunitiOe'
and a.
Program XOPOP) 42,-authcirIzed under` these two ?arta. It'serv.ee
members of groups,: particularly-minotitial And women, that
have traditionall:rbeen undarrepresented.among'che recipients
of grapuate androfessional dedrees,in-Ameripah aociety.,. Part. 3
.provides lelloW0hips ;anq PartA provides institutional grants.
Part'rB 14140404 allocatiobs arergiven only to thoie Insti6utions
elected lo msUpport wit: Per A funds.
-

,

.

.

Tltle'1R also contsini a variety of other abtnorit es:'
Part.-C'authorizes Puolic Service pellowshiPs;Part 0, Sections
962-961 authorizes fellowships in domestic mining andmineral
tuer-cariservation: Part
'required an annual report to Congress:
,.abd Partj.'aiktnoriset. general formula'assittance to.graduate
schools
Finally, Pare D; SeCtion966 authorizes Assistance
jpe..Trairling-in
Legal profession (often referred to as
'-'CLEpi' for Ihe CnunCil en LegalSdocational Opportunity).
1-

Program'Ccverag44nd Funding
.

rs

.

a (GPOP) mave'iMen funded at
n for FY 1979,
..515 million rtqueited for 2Y 1980.
During FY 79 GPOP'wiil
aWard'AiSb fellowships and SO institutional It-ants.",CLDO is
-r-fUnded.at-11',v111iOn in .both fiscal years providing servicee

V

foreppsOxiMatOlyS5studenta. PublicIServIce Fellowships'
and Mining fellowships have 000n funded at $4 million and
$4'.5-'respectively-in 1979. Roughly 260 Public1Service and
462 Mining fellowships wart awarded (luting FY 79'.

.

L

7,EPEAt !

The Proposal--

!

FIC 5E17.-

,

.

Part 5 and .those

c
na,of Oart 0 Of Title.IM vh h
Authorize public aervtre and mining fellowships,
respectively,-Vould he eliminated from the legislat ion.
Part 1', which authcrizea general aid to graduate sc_ools
would alsc,be etimi

C specifically au
:1,1 a Somewhat more
:

2.6 aubliC 5ervic4 Fellowstiiplf
eneral!autho
which includes

an auporized program

The brOar1

language of Part 5, Title 4X, authorizes fe owshipa fOr.
,Vide variety 'of purposes and is currently used triaukort
, the Graduate 4* Professional OppOrtunities Program. Pitt
F,authorizesgeneral asststanee for graduate schools;
Railsgna for ieCommenddt16;
Part' B,(which ia.retaimed):haa adequate author
graduate stUdinti in mining as van' as other a

y to fund

Part P;hii boyar been fundld,'' Other parts'of the Higher
Education AcCithole that Prdvide'lOr the suPPort of
research facilltias andAradOlte ellovaKips)'-prOvide
adequati. authorityto casts* .graduate education.

Loner .EdUcation act;
-

Title-Eli

.

ction-1202 and 12031

Scat

Postsecondary Education

ZERBitticIfli
a.

_Overview

PrOoreiraiPurpds_
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1.

(1""ANI

Ptoorasi Purpose

The PrO4 'am awards grants to accredited law sonools for
estaolishing or expanding demonstration oroects to provide
clinical experience to law students in the practice of law.
Preference is given to prozects,;:aviding experience to the
extent practioaole in tne oreparatiOn and trial of oases.
Federal funds,-whion are limited to 90 perdent or total
costs, may me used for planning, preparation of teanning
Materials, administratiOn, to training of faculty memoers,
supervision, and travel.
No Law sonOol may receive more
than 575,000.
Grants are allowed to assure equitaole
dis,trioutiOn thrOugnout tne United States. Grants were
awaroed for the tiret time on Aeptedoer I, 1973,

Prooram-Coverade aneFundin
51.0 millibn was appropriated in fY 1978 to he useo for
academic year 1976-75 protects. Awards went to 29 institutions in 24 States and toe District of Colomoia. Support
ranged frOm 529,000 to $86,000
52.0 million was appropriated for FY 1979=
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Senator PELL Thank you very much.

I think yqu have pretty well n'ow achieved theobjecti4, we had
of making higher education available to any person who has the
capacity to absorb it and the desire to do' so. It may not be at a
very expensive higher education institution, but with the present
grant and loan programs I think it can be worked out.
What I am concerned about is this while we have achieved
access we have lost a good deal in excellence. I have noticedI am sure you are as aware of this as I amthat there is a growing
inability of so many of our graduates to speak properly, to add
properly, and to communicate properly.
I /6otice in your whole statement there is no emphasis on excellence. Your focus is-essentially one of increased access. You can
have access carried. to a point where quality goes down and therefore access means very little.
If that happens you have a lot of college people with high expec-tations and an education that will not carry them anywheie near
as far as their aspirations wish. I think this is very dangerous. It is
similar to the situation in Germany prior to World War II. It is a
-,situation that causes unrest in the Nrition, for you I,Ind that many
people possess a theoretical degree and are utterly incompetent
I'm a little worried. In connection with title III, developing institutions, what I see with the decline of the baby-boom curve is the
need for more institutions to be closed, not opened. There will be
smaller student bodies. I' not sure that I agree_ with you on title
III. However, I assure you vve will have a very fair hearing on all
viewpoints and on your propos-1h We have introduced at `yourrequest your bill. We have introduced at Congressman Ford's request the House bill and we have introduced a straight 5-year
extension f existing law.

As a ge eral rule, I am one of those who believe in straight
cause as years go on the legislation that is in place
\becomes better and better as the kinks are wor ed out When we
extensions

`Make major changes, everything gets unsettled. would be interest
ed if you_would\explain to me in simple terms w at you are trying

to do with the loan programs. You claim you are knocking out the
present loan prokrams, but what are you putting in instead, one,'
two, three, or four \ ew programs?
Dr. BERRy. I will explain that/ and then if you will I will explain
the improvement in quality.
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Senator PELL. There is no word about quality or excellence in
your whole statement and that in my opinion, at this point, is more
important to the Nation than access.
Dr. BERRY. Perhaps in terms of priorities I should answer that
and then describe simply the loan programs, if you do not mind.
We do emphasize quality in our proposal. We have several items.

The first is that because so many of low-income students who

receive Federal student financial aid do indeed go to,the developing
institutions and community colleges, we propose to strengthen and

increase funding in title III which can be used for curricula and

teachers--

Senator PELL. Excuse me.

You would agree that some colleges will have to be closed over
the next few years. Which colleges do you think will be closed?
Dr. Beatty. While I might agree that some will close and will
more hkely close, I_think that will be determined by the fact that
the students do not attend them. I would hate to point my finger at
_ some particular institution:
The second part of the administration's proposals relating to
quality is our proposal to provide funds for research facilities. We
have a proposal to assist research institutions improve =their re.

search facilities.

The other' quality initiative has to do with international educaLion to which we think not enough education has been aimed.
The fourth thing we have done to insure the quality of the

Available 7.ducation is to put some standards in for the student aid

progranis in terms of academic progress and thelike for institutions which will have to be followed. Those, are all in the statement

and I did not mention them all though they are in my written

statement.

Senator PELL. When you say standard, I V ink that is a good
idea, that _the students will have to maintain decent grades in

order to receive the !'unds.

Dr. BERRY. If they do not do well in at least 50 percent. of the

courses they--

Senator PELL.- Why should it nct be 100 percent of their courses?
Dr. BERRY. That is a good point.

Senator PELL. What you are saying is exactly what is wrong. You

have people grad,oating 50 percent successful, and with the idea
that this little college degree is the door to Utopia which you and I

know is not so:

Dr. BERRY. I understand.

On the loan programs, quite simply what we proposed to do is

et rid of the national direct student program, to eliminate it

edause the interest rate is too low. It is 3 percent. It is too low and

costly.
"Senator PELL. It used to be a good rate.

Dr. BERRY. It no longer relates to current economic conditions or
other available Federal student assistance. It ia.rather Costly.

The second thing we decided to do was sort up a guaranteed

strident loan association within the Department of Education. with
a
son reporting to the Secretary and not an outside profitmakin enterprise.
nator PELL. What would be the acronym for this?
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Dr. BERRY. We came up with GSLA.

We raised the interest rate to 7 percent, which we do not think is

exhorbitant, and will maintain costs at a reasonable level, and,

unlike the other. NDSL, where collections are made by people on
campus and later they are turned over to us if there is a default,
and we-would collect this in the first place, and the loan would be
-available ondhe campus to take care of all needs that all students
have after the BEOG process and after the self-help requirement
which we think is a very important part, $700.
That is the first thing we du, restructure the NDSL.

The second thing we do is to simply get rid ofresti ucture the
guaranteed student loan program, restructure it because we are
not proposing to get rid of State agencies that have been set up or
operating for management purposes. We are proposingja the first
plaee,to raise the interest rate from 7 percent to T-bill rate plus 1,
and we are calling this a supplemental loan program.

The second thing we do is to pay the banks and the lender a
standard 2.5 allowance rate instead of having to go and da it as
today, continue to have the State agencies administer it but the

Government will act as the lender of last resort-because right now
there are a number of students that cannot get guaranteed student
loans from banks. Now they would be able to obtain them and if
not, then the Federal Government would come through. That. is a
substantial improvement over the current system. The interest rate
is higher in any supplemental because it is a loan of coi.venier.ce.
It would replace the family contribution, nr the work study or the
self-help, or -whatever else the student did not want to do. Mat is

what we . are proposing and bring ;t within thn Department of

.Education and not as-an outside agency.

Senator PELL. I have a better mind when, things an! written
down and I look forward to seeing the structure u thin when it is
in table form and then figuring out what the cost is -You say the

1%., cost to the Treasury would be about the same'?
Dr.-BERRY. At first, we thin% the cost will be about the same. In

t met it will be less. As we phase out the i;ational direr' student

loan program and restructure GSJ, that in time

Senator PELL. I have a tab?-' al all of the different loans and

requirements, seven different loan programs now, and I must say,
if your proposal Is inazted, you reduce that tom: to six? '
'Dr. BERRY. We would replace NDSL with an expanded basic loari
program.

SeDatOr PELL. YOU are going from seven programs to six. The

national direct student loan, the guaranteed student loan, the
HEAL loan, the health prufessicaal student loan, the basic student
loan, the law enforcement loans, veterans assistance, education
assistance loan.
Dr.

BERRY.

are just--

The non-FEW loans, we are not touching them: We

Senator PELL. But the poor kid is-still in-iblved. with- all of these
different programs.
I have occupied too much time.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I think

I am going to have more questions in -detail as we go along, Dr:
Berry, but one or two come to me right now.
.
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One is with the 7-percent-interest rate that you mentioned would

that accrue from the beginning of the loan or after education?
Dr. BERRY. It would b_ e forgiven for undergraduates and deferred

for graduate students until after they graduate, plus the grace

period which is 4 months after that.
Senator STAFFORD: Under your proposal would you expeft that

, the repayment rate would be improved over that which we
experienccdin the past?

Dr. BERRY. We expect a substantial reduction because the, collec-

tions would be made directly by the new agency and not by the
individual colleges.

Second, by starting the grace period at 4 months instead of 9
monthsour experience with lenders indicate that the sooner the
arson. begins repayment, the more likely they are to pay the loan

ack.

So we expect that.
Senator StafrIrd. Thank you very much.
I think these are all. the questions I have.
Senator PELL. I was looking at the table and I

iiE. I misread.

What you are doing is going from seven program:, i :,_even programs.= The national direct student loan program will .rnme the

basic program and the guaranteed student ,loan p

-73

will

become the supplemental program.
Isn't that correct?
Dr. BERRY. The GSL will be called the supplement,. i '0..1n program. The national direct student loan program will be
the
basic loan program, and the idea is over time to try to ;n:-)i.:mrat-3

, all of the other things that you have listed into the G.x.e -irrsnt
k Student Loan AsSociation, if we create it as an entity so there
Would be just one place.

Senator 13ELL. Now, to get through my dense head, what is the
difference between rile NDSL and your basic loan program?

,Dr. BERRY. NDSL interest rate is 3 percent. Ours would be 7

percent.

NDSL collections are first mad. )n the campus. The campusesare required to collect ,.or engage
due diligence to collect the

loans. Later- on, if they can't, th,,

n turn them ,over to us.

Collections would be made from the is
instance by the Government Student Loan Association and not by the. campus.
All the campus would do is have-the money available. No con.tribution would be required or capital. Itighk nc,,v they ,must contrib- '1
ute about one-ninth of what is made available in the ftinds. A lot of
institutions don't participate because of that. It would take care of
all of the need a student
once you had p. BEOG ;award, the
$700 -equirement and any ...Ler money that was around.
.ator PELL. And the (7-- i,, and the supplemental?
Dr. BERRY. One difference is the intere5t rate Would-be higher on
the supplemental.
Senator PELL. It is now 7.nercent?

Dr. BERRY. It would be 'r-bill plus one The other major difference would be it .would be operated by this new ari.2acy. But the-.
State agency would still' play- a role. Unlike the situation now iF a
student could not obtain a loan from the lender, the Government:
Student Limn Association would b_e a iender\ of last resort and
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would, in facts make sure that a loan was available
no rele,.F.-;aship with the lender.
Senator PELL. Thank you.

student had

-I look forward to discussing this proposal. I think the existing
programs are working well, and that is why I am a little leery of
changing something that is working very well. It takes a year or
two to understand any changes, and a lot of younvsters get lost in
the cracks.
Now, I have a few specific questions.

First is on a totally different subject. I am very interested in the
In titute of Museum Services. ALI understand it this is one cc the
m ny programs to be transferred to the new Department of Educai e--where the priyilege will remain' with the new Secretary to
pe it out.
Is there any intention of this prpgram being wiped out?
/ Dr. BERRY. No.

Senator PELL. So this is a straw than, the article in the Evenin

Star with the headline "Museum Institute Fights For Its Life.
Dr. BERRY. I don't know TI am not aware of any effort

the

/ part 'of anybne to wipe out the Institute for Museum Services.

Senator Pima_ What was the reason for the prov islet' that permitted 14 different programs to be wiped out at the discretion of the
new Secretary?
Refresh my memory:
Dr. BERRY. As. Ic understand it, the notion was to give Cie Secre-

tary some flexibility in terms of reorganization of the curry Brit
Education Division structure within the Department, and calling
the officers by different names. In cases of units that are already in

existence! we would consult--this committee and the House Fducation and Labor Committee, which has the responsibility for educa
tion, would-be advised of any changes that were about to be made,
if there were any.
Senator PELL. Then I can assume as the father of this legislation
that it is, not fighting for its life: Its life in your mind is absoluttily I
solid.
Dr. BERRY. As long as I am alive it is alitle.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.
That reassures me. That headline worried me.
Dr, BERRY. Senator Pell, may I please comment on the last point

that you made about the loan program and the reluctance that all
of us have in changing something that works pretty well CAIr
major concern in this whc.le thing is the cost and accessibility to
loans.

The higher education budget is rapidly achieving 50 percent of

the money we %have to spend on education within HEW. So, when
one balances priorities between elementary, secondary education,
things like the Institute for Museum Services, and you look : the
amounts we are spending for OSL, and that these costs are essentially uncontrollable, it is rather frightening.

We try to serve the elementary and secondary students as wall
aLthose in higher education.
.
Simator PELL. I am aware of the amounts and the. percentages

Senator Eagleton has been conducting an excellent series of

hearings on basic educational skills:-He is.going after this Program
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very harr!(- We had a hearing in my own State 2 days ago. I am
very concerned, as I say, that we are opening up access in higher
education to young people whb still have not mastered the basics.
I do not want to see the.. amount of money going to .higher
education expanding until we make sure that the product of our
effort; :s able to handle ill 1 of the educational skills it can That
means in my mind not doing well in 50 percent of the courses. I
think a youngster ought +o be getting passing grades 100 percent of
the -time. However, I unk;;Istand there are problems But certainly,
a young student should pass three out of the four courses. If the
youngster` is only doing half well that is a great big red flag that
that, child should not be there: If you have a child flunking half of
his or her courses, -ft might be best that you say to the child go off
and join the Navy and then come back and try college.
I think my own recommendation would be to increase that right

now to 7q percent. What would be your reaction?
Dr. BERRY-. Mr reaction would be dictated by what 0M13 told me
to say.

Senator FELL It would .save OMB money. In this case OMB

would probably say yes.

Most of your legislative proposals have a"such sums provision.'
Why do you not recommend specific authorization?
Dr. BEERY. That is a budgetary decision and the Office of Management and Budget prefers to go with such sums," and then to
decide on. specific amounts in the President's budget each year
The other one is political, partly a political reason; to have
authorizations that are available, and on the bOoks and that are
not funded or at the maximum levels as sort of a red 'flag;' $500
million and your budget is $50 million, so I think it is important to
avoid that.
"'senator FELL. We in Congress, in our wisdom, or lack of wisdom,
wll hopefully put those specifics in
/ I do notice that in title III you do have a specific authorization
level. That is the one prdgram that to my mind might well be
dropped. Why is that the one program that is specific?
Dr. BEERY. Frankly, there was a lot of concern in some sectors of
higher education communities about a particular set-aside that

That is a little bit of a red flag to the authorizing committees.

they have in that program, The notion wasand it was specifically
increased, in that case- -that we should indicate to community and
junior colleges that they would have more dollars 'available even
though we do not recommend increasing the let-aside.
Also, because there are tremendous pressutes within that program to increase it We have been recommending a budget at the
authorization level for the last d years. There was no way to
increase. it Because_ of all the pressures we want to have some
flexibilitSr to go that way. A "such sums" would solve that. But not
the first problem of those with the set-aside that are concerned
with more dollars for themselves.
Senator FELL. Why do -you not recommend a specific target level
for an increase in the maximum basic grant because, as I understand the administration's proposal, it seems to rrie you are leaving
this proposal to the whims of the budget process rather than actuly reflectiag on What real college costs are?
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Dr. BERRY.- The reason why we do not propOse a higher level is

simply because we did not want to increase the cost. That is a
simple i.-iswer, to that The reason we did not propose specific levels
is because we thought we had maximum flexibility if each yeqr we

set it in the appropriations process and that that made more logical sense and it can be adminiStered more easily. That was ra

judgment call.
Senator FELL. Why do you eliminate the threshold `or the appro-

priation level for the supplemental education, oppu,cunity grant,

work study, and direct student loans?
.;
-Aren't the existing levels essential?
Dr. BERRY. Because we do not want to be quite simply, put, in
the position of having to recommend a budget request at a certain

level to trigger a certain funding that we might in a given "year.
Kaye which was administratively within the program of the prece:
dent. It was to preserve our executive responsibility for making,
budget requests if at all possible.
It is our attempt to do that.
Senator PELL_ Going back to the discussion of the excellence, I

am concerned about the administration's proposals to remove the
requirement of accreditation for institutions to be eligible for finan
cial aid programs. As you know, State licensing procedures vary__
widely. We went through this in our hearings several years ago
when we saw that some of the least responsible colleges were
having 50 percent default rate in their student repayment. I would
have thought that-the, administration's proposal would- have gone

in the opposite direction for tighter. accreditation rather than

.knocking out the requirement.
Why did you go in the direction you did?"
Dr. BERRY. Many of the institutions that had high default rates
lately and that have been having repayment agreements with us_have -been accredited. 'We looked at the institutions an_ d discovered

we had a problem. It is accredited and it is not any guarantee of
their ability to manage funds. Many people 'in the public believe
and have said,.to us that when an institution is accredited and we
accept that and we are putting a stamp of approval on that institution and saying that everything is fine with it managerially and /
academicallyI don't think-- we are saying that The accreditation
htandarda that arD established by the regional associations do not
include or look_ very carefully into financial management-- in the
way we require and as the Congress has required in the student aid
le islation.
We have a program review. We have to look specifically at how
they are handling those funds. That would continue and in fact be
tightened. So we don't believe that accrc-iitation told us what we,
need to know.

We also believe that. institutions will continue to be accredited
and seek accreditation whether or 'not we have a proposal Lintrig
eligibility' for Federal funds because the, masons for doing that are
unrelated. We face increased pressure to require those institutions
to eliminate fraud and muse.
Senator FELL. Senator Stafford?
Senator STAFroan. Mr. Chairman, if I understand the Secretary,

she le telling-us, and I would like to be. corrected, that an institu-

_
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tion which has good financial management but absolutely deplorable academic records still -could be in this program.
Dr. BERRY. If it were licensed to operate in a State.

What we would be doing is placing the burden on the State
which is where we think it ought to be on the State, because

people now think that when we say it is accredited, that it is fine
academically. We can't mean that We don't intrude to find out
ourselves if they are very good. Just look at the list. We would be
saying, look to your Stztte and your- State's accreditation lists will
still. be available, but we will not be saying that by virtue of that
accreditation that institution is marvelous. We have found the
opposite of what your question implies. We have institutions that
are accredited that have absolutely rotten fiscal management and
haVe abused Federal funds and-we are going after them on program abuse.
That disturbs us very much.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much for clarifying the question.
As a general rule we could agree that accreditation, while not
being a sure filter, is something of a filter, _a first-stage filter, to get
responsible and adequate institutions into the program.
But as I understand, you currently could have a 4/ear bachelor
degree in cosmetology, eye, hair, and makeup, all that sort of thing.
That would be accredited, even- though it should not be a 4-year
course.
Dr. BERRY. That is right.

Even though thethe way the law is currently writtenas long
as an accreditation agency that is nationally recognized tells us
that institution is accredited we have to put them on the list.
So,the legislation obviously needs some work. Whether it is our

proposal or some other proposal, it needs work.
Senator PELL. Speaking for the committee, at least one member
of it I would like to see a tightening up. How it is done remains to
be seen.
You recommend a payment of $10 Tor each student aid recipient,
to cover the institution's.administrative costs.
How does this figure compare with =the allowances institutions
currently receive under the college based program?
Dr., BERRY. They will get about the same amount or perhaps
Slightly more. But the idea is there is more flexibility in the use of

the funds than the amount they get now The amount they get
now ,Vhich is associated with the campus-based programs, are used
for" specific purposes. They could use the $10 to help them fund
financial aid offices depending on local need. it. is an insured allowante because it is assured each time for each student aid recipient.
Senator PELL. In the e.trly day_ s of basic grants, social security

payment4 were counted ,against the amount of a student's grant.

This was changed because of the extreme inequity this caused some
of our neediest families. ,:Vow we are going in the reverse direction.
It is like the old pendulum. Doesn't your proposal to deduct half of

a seudent's social security benefits put us back in that situation
where our poorest students will have their grants artificially
reduced?

_

Is this going against the direction we swung out to before?

.
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Dr. BERRY. We found that under the direction that currently
exists many of the students receiving VA benefits and because of
social security benefits added to the basic grant, were getting more
than the cost of their education. When you added the tuition and
the books, the fees they were getting were more We didn't think
that made any sense.
We also think that with the various programs, the basic loan
guaranteed'at the campus to take care of any need that remained,
the SEG and the BEOG, that we have enough money available to
take care of that.

It was swinging the pendulum in that people were receiving

_more than the actual cost of their education.
Senator PELL. Having headed this subcommittee as chairman for

10 years, this is about the only instance where you see it swing

back. I congratulate you on the other administration proposals.

Doesn't your SSIG proposal change the format, in essence, penal-

izing those States with tong-established .and sizable grant programs?
Dr._ BERRY. I would not like to use the word "penalize," if I can

avoid it Wha4it does, it introduces a sound principle which is that
we would like more dollars in State funds than there are now and
not any neir dollars that a State puts in It helps the new States to
match dollar for dollar.

We would expect the old States to continue them at current

levels despite the fact that we request a declining rate. The reason
was to keep classes down and to get more new dollars into the
program:
Senator FELL I notice that the administration recommends a

$700 self-help contribution from every youngster before he's eligi-

ble to apply for assistance. I think the idea of some self-help
contribution is necessary. I am wondering if that is not a high
.

contribution at this time of high youth unemployment. Won't this
strike hardest at the inert city youngsters, black youngsters with
the highest unemployment rates?
What is our present self-help?

Dr. BERRY. There is none.
Senator FELL. $700 is a little high.

Dr. BERRY. You raise the very question I raised when someone

brought this proposal first to me. My response is that we think
that work is good for people and that they ought to work and that
self-help is absolutely necessary. There are a number of ways to
satisfy the requirement.
One is that it can be 'waived, of course, under unusual circum-

stances. If the student aid officer sitting on the campus who has
the-money decides to he can-waive this, he can look at the student
an'Zi rook-- at the local circumstances,-anci that student aid officer
can say, this ought to be waived in this case, and we will go with
that on the basic loan.
That is in our proposal.

The other thing _is, when it is not waived it 'can be handled
through college work study or it can be handled by getting a
supplemental loan. In the circumstances you describe we believe it
could be waived, and there are provisions to have it waivedby the
student aid officer because of those circumstances.
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Senator PELL. Thank you.
What would be the cost of the House bill, H.R. 5192, compared to
what is the Cost of the existing law?

Dr. BERRY. We can't say exactly what the cost of the House bill
would be We did some estimates on the BFOG 'changes and we
came up with $2 billion mor than what we were asking for in our
proposals That was primarily duo to the fact that they raised the
maximum award on the Bg0G's every year, year by year They

also first decided they would change the intention to use the
Bureau of-Labor Statistics standard for poverty and not the Social
Security. That was changed back.
So it is $3 billion more than what we are proposing.
We don't know what the cost would be under the loan program.
It is bard to figure out Under GSL it is almost in the nature of an
entitlement. But about $:3 billion more, at least.
Senator PELL. Thank you.

You do, not mention the Natierral Institute of Education in yourtestimony. What are your views on that and when will the administration havesome recommendations concerning it
Dr. BERRY. I think that I did quickly in passing mention the fact

that we wanted NIE to continue its 'Strong role as part of, our

quality proposal; doing the research that would improve the quality. It has an automatic extension for a year and we will have a
proposal on NIE in the next few weeks.
But I did mention it in passing.
Senator PELL. I differ 'with you about continuing the strong role
it occupies.
We hope it would occupy a strong role.

Dr. BERRY. We will have to strengthen it then, Mr. Chairman'.
Senator PELL. Why do you recommend -.repealing public service
and mining fellowship and the law school clinical experience program which are useful in these times?
The latter is just now getting started.
Dr. BERRY. On the law school clinical program, our understand=
ing was that that was done-time-only or a short-time demonstration in order to illustrate the=effectiveness of having law school

experimental- prograMs. We think- that LlPt can be adequately
demonstrated and it is clear that these schools that want them can
operate them. There is a wide' difference of opinion in the field

about the efficacy of law school clinics.
Some of the deans of the law 'School disagree. But we think they

could be demonstrated effectively, and we don't need to demonstrateanymore that the law school clinical'` experience makes
sense. 'That is why we have not proposed anything.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.

Dr. BERRY. I didn't finish the answer on public service and

mining fellowships.
We, did not propose to authorize that because under the graduate

program in title IX and the authority that is already there, if

,-mining and public service are seen to be national need and are
determined to be, we Could have some fellowships under the proI gram without having/ a separate line item appropriation. That is
the only reason we proposed it that way.
Senator-YELL. I thank you very much.
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In the 10 years I have been chairing these hearings, I have seen
no other witness come forward from the administration with more
backup and support than you and you really have a mastery of the
bill.
As we study it and begin to comprehend it better we look forwardio engaging in a dialog with yo
I think my personal view is shown by the tenor of my remarks at
the beginning. I hope we get out of this hearing process and out of
.

the conference with the Flou.e with a bill wit1 not too much

changes so that we don!t upset the programs that are doing well
However, I hope we can patch up some of the cracks that people
are falling through at this point.
Thank you very much, Madam Secretary. Maybe you will be
Madam Secretary, which would delight me. Thank you.

The subcommittee will recess for 15 minutes while we await
Father Healy, who will be with us at that time
--.
We will reconvene at half past 11.
[A brief recess was taken.]

Senator PELI The meeting of the Subcommittee on Education,
Arta, and Humanities will resume.
I welcOme Father Healy, president of Georgetown University, my
next door neighbor as well.
--,
I am delighted that you are here.
Your statement will be inserted in total in the record.
.

.

STATEMENT OF FATHER TIMOTHY S. HEALY, 5J., PRESIDENT,
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY, ACCOMPANIED BY J. W. PELTASON, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION, AND
CHARLES B. SAUNDERS. JR.; VICE PRESIDENT FOR GOVERNMENT RELATIONS, ACE

Father HEAL ?. Thank you very mu for letting me testify on
behalf of the ACE and far acknowledging the fact that I am stir- rounded by people that can help me out of some tigZit spots if I get
myself into them.
It is nice' to be back _here because in this chamteer the g; and

daddy of all iof the legislation that we are talking about bringing
up to date and continuing was started. We used to call them Pell
grants. They have much fancier names now.

What I would like to do, is put our extensive written testimony,
into the record, and give a brief statement summarizing the very-

- CO r- alex issues.

am spetiking on behalf of the American Council on Education
and' 14 other organizations which have beer listed in RA: in my
testimony.

Our statement represents a historic compromise in that this is

something we are all
on
Senator PE .L. Isn't this uni9ue?

Father HEAL?. This word 'unique always worries!
think this IA.Senator PELL. Do you Charlie, renirimber?
Mr. SAurquEits. This haJ not happened before.

Bile I

Father HEALY. I think. this program and Mother Nature we are,
sir, agreed upon. Also,'of course,!I am vice president of the Nation-

_
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al Association of Incrependent Colleges and Universities. We are
very pleased to be here together. We know that there are essential
two bills on the ground. With your own and not having had a

chance to look at it--

Senator PELL. Ours is a simple extension. My general view is the
less legislation the better for people get used to a program.
We are however, open-minded to the changes you' recommend,
the House recommends, and the administration recommends.
Father HEALy. We are con_ scious of the administration bill and

the House bill, H.R. 5192,-

we know they have much in

common. But essentially these 15 organizations support the House
bill, H.R. 5192.

I would like to go over the principal areas where we come

,together as one voice.

First of all, the basic grants insure we are on the most solid base

for student aid, and we ask essentially that this base not be allowed to erode further.
In the last nine years the basic opportunity grants have gone up
almost 30 percent and the consumer price index has risen by 90
percent. Whereas we spell out the full details in our statement,

essentially what we are asking is to have a basic opportunity grant
expanded over a three -step probess.
Part of that request includes thp historic half-cost limitation as it
has come to be known and what we are asking here is essentially a

compromise gilpported !73, all our groups. But the compromise is
based on a full package, not just on this one items.
W are asking that the half cost limitation be modified in three
stages corresponding to our three steps in the basic opportunity
grant improvement.
All of those -steps are worked out in the ,witten
r
statement.

An essential thrust in H.R. 5192 is the acknowledgment that
what the Nation accepts as its purpose, its desire, its goal, is that
counting all of the resources available to a student, particularly
the public resources, that 75 percent of his tuition costs would be
met by a combination of- family income, basic opportunity grants
and supplemental grants.
Getting this philosophical point in the legislation'is,: for some of
our .meMber organizations, extraordinarily important. We feel it
does offer to all Americans a chance to get a university education
in a reasonable manner where and how they can take it
oth the administration's bill and the House bill increase' the
supplemental grants and extend the time that they are usable and
eliminate theiatching requirement. But the House bill looks
that 75-percent goal that we spoke of just now for all And thus
'raises the threshold funding level for SEQG'S as basic grants are
increased, and authorizes SEOG apprcipriations up to a total of
$800 million by 41985. I should point out to you, sir, that this is
really the heart of the compromise among the various groups that
speak to you today
at least as far as the private institutions are
r
concerned.

It is of single and momentous importance to private higher edu'cation.
The other details in the supplemental grants are included in our
testimony. I would like to pluck one of them out
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That is a question of the difference in the law as it now stands
between the initial funding and continuing grants. We in the 4:
year colleges, both public and private, feel that this is a very
important distinction and we would like to see it held until further
study, until we can get some kind of measure of the impact that
putting the entire supplemental grant package onto the national
grant basis would, have on 4-year colleges.

The third classic part oOthe student aid package is the State
student incentive grant. This has been a modest and successful

program and the House bill looks to strengthen it in several ways_ .
These are spelled out in the testimony.
Essentially, they reduce themselves to two purposes: That what

all of us want to do is not to penalize the State which has been
generous in the allocation afforded to students and at the same

time not lose,our capacity to encourage States that have been slow
in the help they have given.
Passing to the student loan program, the bill that the administration has proposed would call for substantial changes. The higher
education community feels that the national direct student loans
and the guaranteed student loans, while not perfect, have. served
well ancrshould not be changed except, incrementally.
We propose a national commission on student financial assistance and ask it report to the Congress by July of 1983, ao.i it would

be in a better position then to spell out the basic changes that

could and perhaps should be made in the loan programs.
But arthe moment, we feel that changing structurally is prema-

ture and could have unforeseen and unfortunate effects. In the

House' bill thei.e are many good things and I have detailed then:
the testimony.
But in summary, they increase levels for GSL, adds authority for
parent loansostrengthen Sallie Mae and especially hold the interest rate down to 3 rather than 7 percent, which the administration
bill asks for.

The problem is, Senator, that expanding or raising the limiton
the interest rate is in-direct proportion to ihe amount of money
you raise: It is an enormous encouragement to youngsters who
come from poor families to continue especially into graduate
schools and into advanced training. By the time a boy or girl has
gone through college, having had to borrow substantially through 4

undergraduate years and then takes professional training at an

enormous expense and indebtedness, there is really-a chilling effect
that is bound to limit the access of minority group members to the
higher levels of',our professional and graduate schools and,., second,
in other waysI think you limit the access of women..

As °to those parts of the legislation that look to institutional
eligibility, we are in a set of fine. lines since all of us in higher
education acknowledge- that we have to protect the Government's

interest and, accountability on Our part.
The difficulty is that in many parts of the adminiStration's bill it

k,c ks as thougn what is a reporting machinery couldbecome a

Larriculum mechanism. That has a lot of us worried.
The second point is the question of eligibility and accreditation---,

which ic also n thorny and difficult' area for the colleges and
universities. There does not seem to be any kind of significant

support- in the higher education community for the ddministra-tion s proivsal.
We urge not that it bedropped_but that_ _furth-er_study--and
hearings be held on it so we can understand precisely what it
means. Like all college and university presidents, I feel I am being
nibbled away by various accreditation bodies, each looking to its
own good and not looking to the good of the whole. But I am not
that sudden change, particularly sudden and drastic change's,
(.t.,aiire
--/Viould be, more of help than a harm.
WY We wbuld vigo roausly oppose the administration's proposal that
rgironlYitthe neediest libraries receive any kind of assistance.' The
libra-yy'is the h\eart and soul 9f any higher education institution.
It is of classic importance. It is difficult for us to say how strongly all of us feel, particularly those of us involved in graduate and
__professional vvork_bilt, also everyone involved in undergraduate

education. No part of the university mix is hurting more In no
place has the whip been felt more with the one excepti4n of energy
and any Federal help that we can get ought to be given to the
whole system.

For that reason we support the creation of a national periodical
center, which would attack a key and highly expensive area of
!ibrary costs.

We'fully support the administration and the House bill in their
,`mart to aid developing colleges. Here again is the question of
quality and mainstreaming, particularly the minority populations.
The job done by the developing colleges, those colleges which
look principally to minority students, is mammoth and classic and
this Nation cannot afford to do without it
Finally, I wear a double hat. We support both bills on international studies. I have been participating in the President's Commission, which, at the moment, is in the final throes of preparing its
report and it will address with vigor and solid rhetoric our Nation's
-illiteracy in a multitude of foreign languages.
We propose greater access- to graduate education. There is a
growing problem and a Serious problem in that the system as now
structured provides so little assistance in meeting the high costs of
graduate and professional study that here again there is a chilling
effect on the access of both women and minority group members.
Two final items on the bill: All of us' supportthe--proposedauthority to make further grants to help us renew our physical
plant and keep us good users. .I think that really higher education,
with its -total lack of depreciation accounting deserves a kind of
thanks from the Nation in that a lot of our institutions could be

described by the famous title, "These Ruins Are Inhabited."
I can take a, homegrown example. In defiance ofrall laws of use of
efficiency, we are still using part of a hoUse which George Washington built in 1795. Having done that for all of these years when
we try to get it to work it leaks our precious filet all over the
landscape. -A little Federal help would gb a long way.
Senator PELL. My house was built in 1719.
Father HEAt.v. Finally, we would all like to support the restrueturing which occurs in the legislation for the urban grant university program, supporting the tremendous symbiotic work that the
urban,grant universities do on behalf of those cities,,
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I would like to point Jut that this is one city which is trying to

do that.

We hope the extension of the Higher Education Act for 1985 is
completed ir-itififefUr the fiscal -year 1981 appropriation process.--

Again, we would like to thank you for the major steps that the

Congress is contemplating taking,
If we can come up with k compromise such as we have we hope

that the realization of this will increase the Congress chance of
also making history_ .
Thank you
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, indeed.
Probably you gentlemen were listening, when I was talking with

the,Assistant Secretary, Dr. Berry. I find a certain concern on my
part with this question about lack of excellence. We are now doing
pretty well in the access area and we now have good_access to a
liberal education.

I agree with you, graduate education is a real problem. But any
youngster who really wants to-get ,a college degree and really has
the moxy to do it and the tenacity to do it the ability to absorb it,
provided they are not insisting on a Georgetown University degree,

but a degree, can get that degree. What this means is that more
and more people are emerging into the world with college educations. These young people have very high aspirations. I have interviewed many, many young people who have that AB and they feel

they should be getting a start. But that AB does not put them on
the rung to a job.

I am wondering if we are not doing more harm sometimes by
introducing this large group of ill-prepared college graduates. As I
say, I am reminded of Germany before the;, Second World War
where there was a large group of people with high expectations,
good educations, and no jobs. I was just curious what your reaction
was concerning whether we shouldn't start concentrating on excellence as opposed to access.
Father HEALY. I think the quality question is always a problem.

It is particularly a wrestle for the one nation on the face of the

Earth-which has tried to talk about generalized access. Our models

in quality analysis tend to be nations which have not have ex-

tended the educational franchise nearly as largely as we have We
are_engaged on wholly new ground. There is no question that at
times there has been an ex,aggeration. There is no question that
colleges are seriously at fault in trying to market their wares on
the notion that they are immediately marketable.
The fact that you do have a degree does not translate into the
thousands of dollars that you would make in the market. That has
been a lie that higher education has in some cases fostered and in
other cases put up with and which we can no longer tolerate. I
have been struck by one hard marketplace fact. One of our most
powerful sister states having to remake, for accidental or crazy
reasons, its scientific establishment, and having the entire world to
shop for, has,. with absolutely no hesitation, entrusted the remelt:

ing of that to the higher education institutions of the United
States. I am referring to the Chinese..
It is really an extraordinarily national tribute to the skill and

competenCe of top level people in what this Nation is able to do in
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science, mathematics, and higher technology, that an enormous
nation, when it comes to picking colleges, hands over to us, lock,
stock, and barrel. the summation of their entire scientific community_ for the next 30 to 50 years- because it is perfectly clear that
this is the range of young people
a are now training.
That is a tribute that we can all teasily forget because we sit
inside the tapestry and don't see hat it looks like from the outside.
The great thrust is the design of graduate studies and the fact
that we are getting fewer and fewer of our best minds pulled into
this profession because it does need a critical mass in order to

achieve this kind of excellence.

There are fewer faculty jobs to fill. This is a basic threat to the
quality of the entire enterprise.
Mr. PELTAS9N. If I may add a word.

--I-think-it is perhaps wrong to ever argue that a degree, a college
degree, is sufficient. In fact, it is not even essential. But certainly
the absence of a degree is a handicap, especially to the poor and to
the minorities. Many people tell me too many people are going to
college, but when I ask if their sons and daughters ought to be able
to go to college they have those aspirations.
I think there is still a feeling in the United State, that although
a college degree is not a guarantee of riches or even happiness, it is
one of the most desired goods :that people want for their children,
As to the quality question, I fully agree with ,..au that we need to
continue to give attentionI think we
always have I only warn of
the danger of our trying to define quality in any one mode. One of
the problems is that that definition is going to be made by 3,000
different faculties. There are different ways to approach that question.Too often we tend to think of quality education as teaching the
already bright and already academically prepared. But the real
challenge is to take those who have suffered economic deprivation
or racial discrimination and give them a high quality education. I
think we have to be careful that we don't try to prescribe from a
national forum what that is.
The greatest safeguard in the United States is that those deci
sions are being made at 3,000 different places.
Senator Pw.. Thank you very much.
Senator Stafford?

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very Much.

This may be in a little different area but I would like to ask both
Father Healy and Mr. Peltason if they would respond, if they care
to, to this question: Do either of you have any perspectives for our
contemplation with regard to the wisdom of moving NDEA, title
VI, into the Higher Education
Act?

Mr. PELTASON. I think there are, like everything, some advan-

tages and disadvantages. I don't want to make a firm decision. I
speak only for myself in this I have not had a chance to talk to my
colleagues.

think it would be advantageous if we could do it right. I think
the closer we can integrate our concerns with matters internationally, with the general concerns, both at the national level, at the
campus; and at the national association level, the more likely it is
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attention of the

to get attention. What we want is

nstream of higher

academic community by bringing it uk;-Q

education. The risk is that it gets ovc-

number of dollars in other titles. ;

.e...ause of the large.

,re, _I- think it is a

good idea.
Father HEALY. With the President's

seen the first draft of the final report, on
way through our hearings nationwid t is t?o
We recognize the difficulty of hewing

and I have only
raplaints all the
e is responsible.

in the larger

and it and have
recommended a private citizens' commission no: .;overnment supported. The last time I saw the draft it recommnided the relocamultimillion dollar appropriation- that wou_1.

tion.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you both wry muoh.

Thank you, Mi. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Several years ago I sponsored tile Emel.gency__Edu
c5tion Assistance Act, otherwise known as the school' energy bill.
This is '..he largest single conservation measure that is going on in
the Federal Government, to lielp schools and college and hospitals
to conserve energy. It was developed to help public institutions and
nonpublic institutions.
1 was curious if it has had any impact and if it had what was the
impact for colleges?
You spoke for qeorgetown specifically and where you thought it
might be improved.
Father Healy. We have had several Federal grants for energy. I
cannot right at this moment unscramble them except that I know.,
like most colleges, we reduced energy on three campuses over 30

percent and have watched energy costs go up 400 percent in the
same 5-year period.

The exact dollar amount outside the gross amount I cannot

unscramble for you
Senator PELL. You might want to supplement this in the record.

But I had understood one of the problems you were facing was

getting the money out of the Department of Energy.
Father Healy. I don't think that much has showed.
Mr. SAUNDERS. I know the Department of Energy has not begun

to fund project grants under the act. As you hay, the purpose of
that legislation is broad. Those energy grants are shared not only
with higher education but elementary and secondary_schools_and___
hospitals. There are very large needs for addressing 06 energy
problems at the postsecondary level and for that reason we feel it
is very important to fund the authority already on the books in
title VII to help the postsecondary community.
Senator PELL. The money is not the problem, but the problem is
the inertia of the bureaucracy to spend this money.
Mr. SAUNDERS. There has been money appropriated but not
spent.
Senator PELL. You can be sure I will follow through on it because

it is the largest conservation program in place at this time I need
help in trying to wrench it out. Maybe you can help me in this
regard.

What percentage of your budget s now going- for energy related

costs?
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I irvould direct this to Father Healy who has a specific institution
in mind.
You can submit it for the record.

--Father-Hway. I-cannordo that now I am aTiaid it I gR it wrong,
they will tell me back home. At Georgetown University, $3.451
million was spent last year on energy; this is 3.6 percent of the
institution's educational and general budget.

Senator PELL. And break it down, the percentage for heating and
the percentage for cooling.
[No TE.No breakdown available.]
Mr. PELTASON. Generally speaking, across the Nation, the cost of

energy has heen one of the largest single factors contributing to
the financial distress of American colleges and Universities.

-

They have done a- magnificent job. They nave cut out lights
overhead, They have readjusted the academic _calendar. But that -in is one of the most difficult ones for them to manage.
Senator PELL. I agree it is difficult, but I am interested in the
percentages. Maybe you could submit that for the record- on a
national level.
[The information follows:]

Nationally, colleges and universities are spending 3 to 6 percent of their total
budgets on energy, up from an average 2.7 percent in 1972-73. Higher education's
total cost of energy is, estimated at $1.7 billion for 1978-79.

Father HEALY. The two runaway items are fuel and book. Books
are every bit as difficult. The purchase of a hardcover book is every

bit as bad as energy. The pressures are driving librarians, wild.
Senator PELL. I have seen the price of those books go soaring in
the last few years.

You do not mention the NIE, the National Institute of Educa-

tion, in your testimony.
Is that intentional, do you have any comment or do you think it
has done a zero job?

Father HEALY. I left out about three-quarters of what is in the
statement. I-was trying to hit the highlights. For the ACE, I think
Charlie can speak to that.
Senator PELL. I don't think it is in the full statement.
Mr. SAUNDERS., We don't mention it We have yet to get the
administration's proposal. I would ray the higher education corn
ity- shares- the -concern- you- expressed earlier-this-ramming
about the inability of NIE to address the problem of higher education and there is a general feeling in the community that NIE has
not addressed those problems sufficiently.
Senator PELL. Has it addressed it at all?
Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes, it has, but very much of the total funding
that NIE has put into higher education has been for a number of
continuing projects which were ongoing before NIE was established. There has been very little new money, although we met
with Pat Graham before she left the directorship last spring and
expressed our concerns to her, and she gave us information that
NIL was stepping up its emphasis on research and higher educa-tion and I believe her figures are that NIE was spending about 26

or 27 percent of its budget in areas it considered problems of
higher education.
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This represented a substantial increase over 3 or 4 years ago. We
thought this was encouraging but we still feel NIE has not dealt
with some of the problems it can.
Mr-PEurAsom,We-feel-it-is=moving_in_the_right direction
Senator FELL. From here to ther.i.

Have you been able to make a cost estimate of the proposal to
remove the half cost limitation in the basic grant program?
What will be the cost of that?
Mr. SALITIDERS. Mr. Chairman, the provisions of the House bill do

not remove, they modify the half cost limitation. Our estimates are
that that element of the total cost is in the neighborhood of $200
million. The major cost is in the increase in the _basic grant maximum. I think going.,to the $2,160 basic grant and 60 percent cost
limitation would cost an additional $900 million, of which approximately $269 million would be attributed to the modification of half

cost. Thereafter, the further increases in basic-grants-would-not
add much to the total cost of the bill, only in the neighborhood of

$100 million or between $100 and $200 million overall because- of
the annual fallout from the program.
Under the present pragram about 200,000 students become ineligible every year as family incomes edge up over the level of eligi-

bility now established. Because of that attrition factor, the out

costs of increases in the basic grants, would not be very substantial
once you made that initial jump.
Senator PELL. I am sure you are as concerned as I am aboi,' the
.

nonrepayment of student loans and the rather late ripoff that is
facing the American taxpayer.,One simple-approach to this problem is to require that default information be giveri to the credit

card and credit rating agencies. This would automatically filter out
those youngsters who are not in a position to repay, because if they
can't pay their loans they should not be getting credit cards.
But on the other hand if a man or wo?nan is to get a new car, a
new refrigerator, new this or that or even a very expensive meal,

they ought to start, thinking about repaying those student loans.

What do you think of this as a very simle
p approach to the

problem of loan defaults

Mr. SAUNDERS- I would say that the House bill moves in the
direction with the authority it provides for skip tracing and giving
the_ Commissioner the authority to exchange information with
credit agencies and I think that would be possible under H.R. 5192.
Also, another interesting thing we feel is very _desirable, is the
provision for a new parent loan program, to give parents an opportunity to borrow. Basically, it provides that the loan check goes

directly to the institution- and that is in direct response to the
criticism that has been made in re ent Months of the possibility

that was opened to families tak
advantage of the Middle-Income
Student Assistance Act's remo , of the income eligibility ceiling
from the guaranteedloan program. So, a family would-ma be able
tri barrow from this progrrkin at loW interest and take advantage in

that way. The Money under the parent loan program would go

.directly to the institution.
Senator PELL. You do not mention the teaching corps in your
remarks. Is there any reason for that?
.

-
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Mr. SAUNDERS. In our testimony, we endorse very strongly the
restructuring of teacher centers with H.R. 5192
Senator PELL. But that is not the teacher corps.
Mr. SAUNDERS. Part of title_V_under=both the administration's
H.R. 5192 would stimulate closer Coop ration between
institutions of higher education a.-id elementary and secondary
schools.

Senator FELL. I am talking about the specific teacher corps program.
Mr. SAUNDERS. We are supporting the amendments,_ made in the

teacher corps program by the admirtistration and the Hous bill.
We also indicate our support for the provisions of title V-in that
bill -which embodies Senator Williams bill, the Schools of Education Assistance Act. We feel that is a very useful new authority.
Senator FELL. The question comes up of making-facilities available to the handicapped. You have to balance the cost against the
benefits. I recognize that you cannot spend $100,000 for one`handicapped student to have a ramp. On the other hand, there has to be
some _way to make sure that the handicapped students do have
access to higher education. What is being done in your institutions
to help, the handicapped and where are they getting the money to
d_ o this?
Father HEALY. Our estimates are for one university, $2,300,000 of
total cost of which we have already expended $600,900 and it is our

money. There really is no resource or help forthcoming for this
particular purpose. We rearranged class schedules rather than
build elevators. But building ramps and changing switches and
controls, and so forth, just over the one large university for 10,000.
students, will be more than $2 million. At the moment this is
something that the university has to pay for itself.
Mr. PELTASON. Senator, there are a variety of problems in connection with the national commitment to make education available
to the handicapped, and we have been working with other educational associations and with the Office of Education in trying to get
information out to our colleges as to the most effective and efficient way to do that We have had training sessions and manuals
on how to make accommodations in academic programs, admission
problems.
We are working on that The areas where the institutions are in

desperate need, of help is in facilities. Father Healy mentioned
that You have whole buildings where changes have to be made.

We are trying to avoid having to change them to-come into compliance for one agency and then making them energy efficient and
then changing them again to meet an OSHA requirement.
Therefore, we have asked for broad authority for Federal help.
According to the educational associations, we believe it would take
about $900 million to $1 billion for this requirement. The Office of
Education orone of the Federal age-cies-has made its own study
and it came up with a figure of $. 60 million required to bring
buildings on campus into compliance with the 504 requirements.
Senator PELL: Do you support the change in title III included' in
both the House and the administration bill, becamie this program
provides for a large amount of institutional assistance yet these
proposed changes focus on student body characteristics rather than
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institutional characteristics? I am wondering what your view is in
this regard?
Mr. SAurvneas. I would say that we are in general support of the
substantial increase in the programs recommended by the adminiswould=have-to say that there is disagreement-within-the

community on the very point you mention, to what extent the

criteria for eligibility for the program should include other institu-

tional fabtors other than the number of basic grant recipients.

I would simply say there are different views on this and I understand those will be communicated to the committee in the hearings
you will be having in the subsequent days.
Senator PELL. Thank yt_a

On a more philosophical question, as you know, with the baby

boom curve going down it is probable that ti-.ere will be a decline in
t!,e number of educational institutions. Where dp you spe, from the .
viewpoint of the national association, the decline in colleges occurring?
Mr.. PELTASON. I mentioned earlier, Senator, the great national
asset that we have in the pluralistic diverse system. It is one of the

greatest safeguards we have to quality. We have independent colleges and public colleges, different sources of funding, no-one of

them totally dependent. As we face the 1980's all colleges and
universities will be in distress. The ones that we feel need special
attention so we don't lose this diversity or -Senator PELL. That is riot my question.
My question is Where will the impact fall?

As you and I both know, there will be fewer institutions of

higher education 5 or 10 years from today.

Mr. PELTASON. I thought I was being responsive.
I

think the impact will tall everywhere. But the independent

colleges without big endowments are in the greatest jeopardy. But
all colleges and universities have difficulty because of inflation and
increased costs of which declining enrollment is only one factor.

Father HEAL':. It is fairly clear in the cards tha the impact of
this will fall on private or independent colleges, rather than on
State colleges. For that reason, this compromise position which was

preSented to you was difficult to reach precisely because of the

empowerment that it can be seen to give very, low priced community colleges in competition with private colleges.

What has bedeviled the private sector all along is that question
of costI have never seen any evidence that it costs less to educate
a student at Berkeley than at Harvard. It is true, Harvard cannot
draw on the taxpayers of the State of California to pay for their

costs. But the cost is roughly the same. We paid very richly to
know this in medical education. We are not merely a $13,500-a-

year school. We look at the very diverse forces rrthe States of New
York, California, you name it.
We are a disenfranchised body in the District of Columbia. We

like that. extra $600 per student. But .-re are not able to charge

-$6,000 or $7,000. But clearly it puts a heavy squeeze on the entire
system. The small independent colleges are most likely to go down
and I think to the Nation's loss.

ti
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Senator PELL. As vou know, there will be la White House Confer,ence on Libraries this NoveL-,ber to discuss! the future -role of the
Federal Government in the whole library area
Don't you think w_e should wait until that Conference is held and
ithrecommendations made before we consider any new programs
such as the ational Periodical Center?
Mr. PELT SON. I think the library costs are so urgent and the
need is so e ident that I can't-believe that that Conference will do
anything b reaffirm that This national center has been developed after any hours and weeks of discussion by the most knowledgeable pe ple we can find.
I think it a very high priority
Mr. SAUN §Rs. The proposal for a National Periodical Center has
been discusSed for some years with the community and I think
there is a very broad consensus.
I will be glad to submit a list of 15 national organizations which
endorse the National Periodical Center, library groups as well as
education groups.
Father HEALY. On this one issue, I think what the Congress has
before it in this recommendation is the preview of the same voices
that will, be heard in the Conference.

- [The prepared statement of Father Healy and additional infor-

mation supplied for the record follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee,
As reauthorization hearings begin this morning, we are honored to appear
__Jaefore_this-genata -Subcommittee-which- has-originated-so-much historic education

legialation

On behalf of the American Council on Education and its member colleges

and universities, and the Other national associations joining in this testimony,

we will summarize our views on the priorities And problems we hope you will deal

with in reauthorizing the Vigher:Wucation Act,
All institutions of higher education face a difficult decade ahead.
a period of increasing fiscal stringencies and anticipated decline

In

in traditional

enrollments, they must expand educational opportunities for all citizens,
new ways to serve the broader community, and strengthen their eapecitiea to advance
the frontiers of gnowledge

nevertheless we are confident that our national highet

education system, with all of -its diversity, will meet the challenge with appropriate

support from the federal government, from

state and local governmenta, and from the

private sector.
Irte are hopeful that the
.

_elation this Subcommittee reports vi-il provide

.

a sound basis for such support afte
before you, the comprehensive

__aidaration of the several bills already
reported by the House CoMmittee.on Education

And Labor last week (H.R. 5192), and thi Adminisrratien's
today.

propoaals presented here

H.R. 5192 is the result of extensive hearings and consultation with the

higher education OOmmunit:, for which we are deeply appreciative.
In substance and detail we strongly support ktR, 5192. which differs
nificantly from the Administration bill.
a gr

n common=

nt the same time, both proposals have

Both call for:

--Expansion of ,federal grant assistance to arlarger population

of needy students, with a simplified administrative structure
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and a more equitable basis for determination of student need;

as continuing emphasis on work-study and cooperative
education.

--Strengthening of the loon programs to provide greater aasuranee
of Capital availability to close the gap between total Student
expenses and the combination of family contribution and grant
assistance. including a new parent loan program to help finance

familyenntributiona, improved administration. and more flexible
terma to encourage repayment and discourage defaults.
Streamlined authority to address one of higher education's most
serious prablema of the 1980e: the renovation of academics
facilities to make them more energy efficient, to improve
access for the handicapped, and to meet federal, state and

local requirements for health and safetyincluding new
authority for the improvement of research facilities and
equipment.

--New focus on the needs of ndntraditional students, and new
incentives for community service and institutional commitment

to the solution of urban problema.c

=Major expansion of assistance to deveing institutions
--Increased support for needy college libraries
In addition. N.R. 5192 would provide important new assistance for le
than-half-time students. and direct attention to the special needs of graduate
students.

7
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amprehenoive _response to the needs of higher education for

red

ed the administration's proposals.

,aamitifee will hOld separate hearings On each of the principal- argil
ppartunity to offer an overview of the legislation
m the

it

oiht -f the

Ati0q411 associations joining in this testimony.

4,400crl Aoslotanre: ,-rants
5alic tgrants!

As thin 5uheommirtee *harts the cause of student aid

:mmeatater, ahead,

it

is =ital to make certain that the Basic Grant

rhcamoittee originated ea the foundation of all other grant

.archer treaton.
,rhateoo raereased the authorised maximum in 1976, this Increaser

nt ta maintaid the value of the award relative to inflation,
Igiarau will have risen 29 percent between 1972 and 1981,r4q

t.rv

mar Vrite rode*

r the same period oil

.,.et i -ave 5VVII inhreasing only slightly less than the CFI, it 1.8

a rtg.d.0 to protect the value of the Basic Granci.,ing 4 .rrn

iller

n

inflation rate, we

that by 1905 the

9ddn=9 maY aNareach $4,200 for putaicorto-es,
gar

.iCtea, and i8,7Qi7 for

Vate fottY;ftuslafaltMilie2W

rha ,r,Ithihg the value of the award 'against future inflation. raising
,,.tea-k, ;rants CO most current recipients, retain many

are at the margin of eligibility, and make
,50

just MIAS qualifying for a iinimum grant.
I such en increase in the maximum

04

heLp
ea

I

rt a large group of the neediest students-r

c ti tut ions

whose families have an little
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income they cannot make any contribution to mneting,college costi--unless,some
ation is made in the Hasid Grant half -cosh limitation.

For example, a

student attending,en institution costing42.400'whose parents can contribute
nothing currently-receives a 51%200 Basic Grant.' If the maximum were raised, that

student's grant would at increase unless the.co

d, even though needy

.-.

students with somewhat higher family incomesAt the came institution would-robeive
inereased'awards.

Althoukh the half-cost limitation has divided the community in the past.'

.

the associations joining in this testimony (repreSanting bOth'the.public-and,

independent sectors) allsupport.the compromiseeMbodied in H.R. 5192: that the
Basic Grant award be raised in three stages, accompanied by parallel modifications
s

of the half-cost limitation.

Thus, the Authuriked_BD

maximum would increase Ne

20 percent.. from $1,800 to $2,160 for AY 81-82, and the perCentagerof-cost limitation
0.perdent

would s

from 50 to 60. pa

-84 the makimu

nt _

Marion to7

_a__ mould rise to $2,400.'the p

$2,700 and

percent, and for AT 85 -86 the
ion At 75

el

An equally ianortantelement of nu
.

consensus is the declaration of,

A

.

(

.

policy contained LOJVA,'5192 that, just: ad 3g:dents at lower-priced institutions
0

..

.

are

.
.

.

eked that Basic Grants in combination with family contribution eventually
.
.

.

will meet 75 percent of their costa up to a maximum'of $2,700, students at higherPriced institutions-may hitve the opportuniiy to obtAio 75 percent of their costs
through a combination of family contributions, Basic Grants, and supplemental
grant assistance.

-

All of thd associations joining in glia testimony beliejthat theie,
changes, together with Other changes whictril.R. 5192 would make in the supplemental
grant programs, would provide balanced growth in federal ashistance fpr needy-

IStudents in both the public

n

independent Sectors.

To make one see of changes

,withdut the others would tip the balance of grant desistance in,favor of students
in one sector -at the expense

students in the other, and such circumstanced could

indermine\the strong but deli, ete consensui which we haVe just expressed,

we strongly support-H.R.

Therefore,

'in preference to the Administration bill which would

,authorize increases in the MG, maximum without specifying any target levels; make
4itlohange in the half-coat l&itatian, and none of the. other important changes in
,

the 0,upplemental grauelftsrama which balance and complement the expansion of
6

6.

IBEOG benefits,

also support a number of other changes H.R. 5192 would make in the
Basic Grant program. 69ome ocithaae'changas--such as, extending grant eligibility
to fiwe'yearsI increasing allowances for room and board coats and for books, and

and improved benefits for independent students with dependentsare
gsupplies,
P
al.':*oontained, in-the administration's bill.

However, we oppose the AdMinistratioa

41rovisiOns which would change the treatment of social security and veterans
.educational benefits, revise the definition of independent student, and eliminate
the-ttirestioliC appropriation levels for otWer eaSistance programs am a pre-condition

'for funding Basic Grants.

Both bills wduld.make important improvements to simplify the grant
proirnml by establishing uniform need analysis criteria for' eli

hility and, by

mandating a.single application form for federal aasistance wr oh would be proceamed
without coat to the.studtnt.- However.

OrovidinS

provisions of H.R. 5192 are superior in.

--uranoe that the N.Sher education community will be consulted in the

process of determining such a uniforp System. and in specifying more clearly the
.
process of congressional reivew.

..

We are concerned that the Adminiatratidn'a

.
,

.

recommendationS may vest too much authority in federal. education officials

for

determinations witch require the participation of the financial aid community.

B. Supplentary Grants.

While the Basic Grants program provides the

foundation of desistance for all students. the Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grant (SEOG) an `State Student 'iricentive Grant (35IG) Programs are essential

complements to BEOGs, providing flexible assistance to help low- and middle-income
students attend institutions of their choice.

It is critically important to

maintain an appropriate balance between these two pregrama and the BEOG program,
in order to provide freedom of choice as well as access.

Institutions themselves,

both public and independent, already provide more than $1.5 billion in grant and
work funds, but the inatitutions are hard-pressed to sestain this level of spending,
over three - quarters of which comes from thelr'unrostrieted funds.
I. Su

lemental Educational 0 =iortunit

Grants

SEOG).

Both H.R. 5192

and the Administration would increase the SEOG maximum to $2,000, extend eligibility
for five years, and eliminate the - requirement for matching institutional or federal
funds.

However, HA. 5192 includes several critically important- provisions to

assure that students have a balanced package of linancial assis
of the policy goal that combined federal-grant assistance.and

-_ce.

In support

amily contribution

provide 71.percent of costs--which we previously cited as essential for a Warmed,
set of federal grant programs the bill would assure increased SEOG appropriations
by raising the threshold funding level' from $370 million to 5400 million and to
5480 million when Beale Grants are faided at the $2,160 maximum,. and by raising,
-the authorization for SEOG appropriations to $000-Million by FY 85.

We believe

theae steps are vital to assure inerdhsed assistance for students at higher-priced
p.

institutions simultaneously with the Basic Grant increases and modification of the
percentage -of -cost limitation.

H.R. 5192 also contains two provisions which we especially endorm'.0ne
,

would prohibit regulations for allocating SEW funds from penalizing state or
institutional efforts to provide need-based grant assistance.

The current USOE

.-,diatrihation procedures impose a penalty on states, and institutions which haVe

made relatively greater commitments to student. assistance.

The other provision

would permit institutions to use 10 percent of their StOC allocation, at their
dfscretIln, to meet the cads of loss-trap-half-time students.

This recognizes

thalact that a growing majority of enrollments in higher education are older.
'nontraditional, part-rime students whose needs are not addressed:by current federal
assistance programs=

The provision would make important progress, yet.it would not

add to the coat Of the legislation.

Both Was alsomould eliminate the distinction in mAreent law between
.

initial and continuing year grants.

.

While this step will simplify institutional

and federal di/ministration 'of the program, it would have the effect of penalizing
f-oliX-year institutions who have the great preponderance of continuing studenta,

because-their allocations would become wubjact to the same formula whigh governs
the distribution of initial year awards.

We urge the Subcommittee to review the

implications of this change, and either to provide a hold-harmless,Maahenism to
avoid penalizing these-institutions or to ddfei action on this proposal until its
ramifications can be fully analyzed.
2. State Student Incentive Grants (SSIG).
funded at modest levers, -has

This program. although

been successful in stimulating the creation and

expansion of state need-based student grant programs.

H.R. 5192 contains provisions

designed to increase appropriations and strengthen the effectiveness of this program.
It would establish alfundine threshold at the current level of $76.75 million,
increase the authorizatitin to $250 million. and allocate appropriations in excess
of 576.75 million by a new formula with incentives 4or over-matching states and

for other Votes to increase their SSW funding.
maximum grant to $2,600.

It would also increase the

These are important steps to help this program begin to

its full potenti

Howevrr, va believe it would be highlydesirable to-

ablish a threshold level. of $100 million. if that ie feasible legislatively'.
In addition, the bill would make less - than - half -tine etudents eligible

for' SIG award's at the discretion of participating states0and.eliminate the
diabinction between initial-ansl Continuing SSIC awards, both of which ace desirable,
thadges.

The latter change, which the administration eleo recommends, would

simplify program administratien without the problems referred tt in the SlOG program. ,
II.

pelf -Hal

or

rams of Work and Loan

A. Ceile a Work- Study.

The Administration bill would emend 014 to. encourage

work assignments in elementary and secondary schools, and providing
for handicapped Students.

We prefer the broader language

Special services

of H.R. 5192. whith

expends Incentives for job development banks. raises the idthorizationfor the
program to 5990 million. and, mproves administrative flexibility by allowing

10

percent of an institution's CRS funds to be either carried over to the following

yearor drawn back to the current year.
We also support the provisions of H.R. 3192 .for consolidation and

p

ve-

.

ment of the TRIO programs of special services for disadvantaged'studenrS.
B. Student Assistance: Loans.

A -great deal" of attention has been fotused

on the p °blame of the student loan pro

$ of Title IV. -These problems center
0
on euesZions of how to provide Adequate capital for-loans to lowincome and middle income students and their families; how to assure equitable allocation of available
loan capital; how to improve collection procedures and further reduce-the default
- ,
.

rate; how to improve the coordiretion and administration of the programs; and how..
to provide more flexible repayment arrangements without encouraging students to
ume.en undue debt burden.
Despite these problem

_ieve that both the'Hational Direct Student

n program and the Guaranteed Student Loan program have served the nation well.,-

acremental improvement is preferable to radical change.

Thar

on ly support-'the incremental changes contained in H.R. 5192.

Theldminiiiration bill and S, 1600 would make major structural changes.
y would recognize: the need for two distinct lean,programs:

other to provide losni

one,needbasid,

f,convefience for students and -.their

ts.' They would

establigh"a new financing agency to provide the capital and Assure access to loans.
L They would reduce the federal subsidy for current programs to make substantial
baying* in on-budget coats.
,

At the came time, they would add to the cost of

;,burrowing for studentsend their,families.

They would remove the responsibility for collections from the colleges.
although institutions could continua to make collections on a contract basis
if they so desired, and responsibility for determining the loan amount would
be retained at the campus level.

Debt burdens would be limited by providing

need -paced loans on a "last resort" basis_(after all other federal, state-or-

tutional grant and/or work asiintance ie exhausted)t requiring thatthe
total of all essietance may not exceed the total coat of,education. and (in the
team of the Administration bill),-stated annual 8.0d aggregate loan limits.

Adminiitration of both programs would be simplified. and mote realistic deferment
provisions and more flexible terms would encourage. repayment.
.

H.R. 5192 continues the present loan programs with acne changes.

it

horit3irfor parent loans through GSL. broadens the authority of the Student

n Harketing association to obtain capital and consolidate loans, tightebs
collection procedures, liberalizes deferment and-tepayment provisions, and increases

s for MI and CR, but not as much as the other two billa.

NDSL

authorlaat ions would be increased to $625 million in yerognition of anticipated=

::larger on-budget costa, although the availability of funds could not he guaranteed

theuicirtainty,of

prior ationr *

nneertaiefY about the Amounts which would

tion process.

(There

available under the Administration

bill and S. MO. Since funding would depend on a combination orapproprintions.,
NOSL collections, and boric:wing from the Federal FinaScittg Sank.) RA.
and S. .1610) would else retain the current:NOW, loan fCritS

°features which .

the Adminietret-ion-would eliminate ea a coat-sal:Ana meam.4e.

H.R. 5192 mould maintain the current 3 percent =St interest
S. 1600 and the Administration would raise to 7, percent.
debt burden that a change to 7 percent would

inich

The substantially increased

.nnose on needy students and their .

families is a matter of deep concern to the higher. education coMmunity.

Such en

increase would' be particularly onorous in the case of needy etuJonieitansidering
graduate seloel.

increased indebtedness

might adversely effect:the choice of future careers for

such students=the very,arudents for whom federal programs shotildheOpenin the 2
door* of equal opportunity-.
, Other. queStiona arise in considering any "entitlement".7program-designed

to assure the availability of loans: could the guaranteed availability of,etndent
:loans
,

.

The questiOn is raised as to whether the prospect Of substantially

to undermine funding of federal:grentpregrime.nr-redocestat-effort

in- support of higher education?

What would be the impact of increased loan

availability on college costs? Wbet is the appropriate level of public subsidy.
.

- for the 4.st of capital for.s tudent

.5192-would obtain-theernswers to these

_ other questions by

establishing a National Commission on Student4inancialAssistance to report its
findings and recommendations by July 1. 1965. We believe more definitive answerswould be desirable before existing programs eke fundamentally restructured.
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Institutional Eligibility and Other-Provisions.--

Both bills Would modify the student information provisions in current

e support the provisions:of WA. 5112,\which would make appropriate
information a condition of institutional eligibility but would reject undea
minlstration ptoposals that Would requite institution's to provide data on
retention and platement

authorize the Commissioner to regulate institutional

policies for'refund of tuition and fees, and impose limitations on tie institution's
right, to establish its own criteria far satisfactory academic progreso; These=

recomuendations are objectionable to the community as unwarranted interventione
o institutional

policies and practices.

We stress the isportanei of the increased administrative cost allowance
for campuo-bast.i program

H.R. 5192.

This would provide vital assistance to

institutions which already bear significant costs per.stedent for administeri4

-

decal

This provision is preferable to the allowance proposed in tho
ration bill.

5192 wisely omits the Ad ministrationq controversial proposal-to
remove private voluntaryaccreditaeiomas a factor in determining institutional
eligibility fotprogrameunder the Higher Education Act.

While there is merit_ to

the Administration's contention that the current link between accreditation and

eligibilitris-ovsrin_cumbersome, there is no corAnsus in the community on What
.

.

.

.

changes- should be.made,

We helievethto issue dederves thorough study and hearings

before Congress mandate a change.,

Following 14 a brief summary of our views on the recommendations for changs'in other

itles of the Higher Education Act contained in W.R. 5192 and the

Administration bill:

Education Outreach.Pro

The provisionsof H.R. 5192 areidesigne4 to provide a more dohetent

loan for the federal-stateinstitutional

partnership in meeting the continuing

(scilicet/on needs of adults. .Part A of the Administration hill also deserves

serious consideration.

Since it itoths;riras OA to institutina. cities and

other jurisdictions not-eligible for assistance under the Urban Grant pro+ieione
of Title XI of H.R. 5192, 'it would be a valuable companion measure.

Both bills'would repeal the current euthOrity for acquisition of equipment

to Improve undergraduate instruction (TitleNT), altlaugh there in continuing.
and inCreesing need to apply technology for this purpose. ,Tnerefore we welcome
the language in H.R. 5I92 authorizing the use-oi:fitle I funds ,for innovative
Applications of technology,'' ncloding telecommunications, to oaercoma barriers

to postsaeondsryopportunitiee.
Title II (College Libreriee)
ugly disagree
old

th the Administration's proposal

tonne libiatita having spacial needs.

Taken ac a totality;= all college

and university librarian contribute to our national assets in this field, and ill
should he maintained and strengthened es 'a knowledge estvork,'not selentivelyeT
supported,

There are no college libraries that are not esperienting.majet

difficulties maintaining their collections in the face of staggering coat int
in the price of books and materia/i%

Although Part A grentsare small, they are

significant and worthwhile-for all institutions.
.Therefore we enthusiastically support `title
double Part A grants for, ell college libraries and broaden

5192, which would
their purpose to include

networking.
,-

o support the new authority
odical Center.

Title II of 11.R. 5192-te-establish

This independent, nonprofit corporation would-provide
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or puhlic.and private libraries throughout the United Stet
comprehendive collectiOn of,neriodical literaturewhich they could not provide
to their own users=

The concept of such a Center has been discussed for many

.:_yeara,and is broadly supported in the library and higher education. communities
Act __ to specialized

eriodicali has become a serious problem for all librar

,-as the number of important periodicals has grown with the knowledge explosion
and the average cost of subscriptions has increased 192 percent since 1970.

The Developing Institutions program is a vital means of strengthening the
academic and administrative quality of- colleges which-serve gignifinant'numbere of
.

minoriiy and disad;antaged atzdents--colleges which are an important national
zeaource..ibut Which are struggling for survival.

.

We fully Support the Administra

recommendations tot more than doubling ita authorization from $120 million to $250
million. which H.H. 5192 proposes.
Title V,(Teacher training)
We endorse the restructuring of the Teacher Cant4 r which H.R. 5192 would

Affect, with as,provisions.to atimulatu closer collaboration between postaecondary
inatituriona

and elementary and secondary schools:

in addition. H.R. 5192

incorporates the provisiOns of S. 360,,Senator Williams' Schools of Education

Assistance Act, to help schools of education better serve teachers in emerging
areas of need such as adult and community education, bilingual and handicapped

7

-

education, and to strengthen their capability to'provide inservice training to

-practicing teachers.
Title VI (Foreign Studies and Language Development)
Data collected by the President's=Commiaaion on Foreign Language and
tional Studies. and Other recent.studies, demonstrate that the emphasis, nd
ow given to

diicatfon,training, and researqh in international !Undies and

on'a
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Itforeign Lingua es will not-sufficiently sor4e the- national interest for the
.

coming decedee

t.W welcome the efforts of the AdmiraotratioruAOA the Congress
_

redirect atten ion to international education through a,consolidation and siren
of existing au horities in Title VI.
provisions of
.

We believe that

5192, improves on the

he Administration bill.

Titio vu iii =her E u

on

institutions face large costs in the years just ahead to.maintain and
renovate Our physical plant to meet inportait national purposes such es improving
-

energy effic ency, improving access for.ths,handicapped, meeting new health andsafety etsodards, mod equipping our laboratories.to advance basic research.
_ estidate that a systameticeffo4 to improve the energy effi
/

of higher education.faeilitiee.vould cost 54 billion4,end that a similar amount

All be needed to meet federal, state, and local requirements for health end
,

s-

HEM.'s own studies have eatimated=a coat of over $500 million-to scconpiishthe
minimum plant changes necessary to achieve full program access for the handicapped.
Thereforli

funding. of the Title.NITzauthorization is crucial for higher-

arkicitiofrt the MOS=

We arei.-gretified that both bills proyide a sharper focus

on this priority,

WO commend the Administration for propoilOg a new authority to renOvat
academie research facilities.

The growing obsolescence of college and university

research laboratories in 'e matter of serious concern in the light di the Admanistr

Lion's importentgoal of expanding'the nation's basic research effort.
for renovation of research

The authority

aboratoiies and equipment is embodied-in HA. 5192.

Eeeauseof the special'importance of this.programi we believe that it warrants-an
appropriation Authorisation separate from the other facilities_ provisions of Title VII,:

Otherwise, we_stranily prefer H.R. 519
ricOmmendatIoal for Title VII.

It retains the existing state allocation formula.

.

rather,tharrgranting authority for the Secretary, tn establish a new means of
distributing funds.

In view of the large facilities'needs which exist at all

inatitotions in every state, the existing population -based formuln.aeems to us Co.
provide an equitable means-for distributing funds;

We also oppose raising the'

interest rate on facilities loans,'which the Administration proposes and which
H.R. 5192 rejects,,

.7fitpmamrative Selttlott
Both the Administration bill and H.R. 5192 seek to stimulate greater.
-

instftutional.commitment
to cooperative education programs by removing the current
,
nwtimum\ol $175,000 for grants to institutions and 9125,000 for participants
in
consortia.

.R. 5192 would estabrish new maximums of '92.50,000 and $200.000.

Pectiyely.
Title_IX (Cradl.ate Education)

We support.the provisions of
nodes
.

Able and unjustified proposals

R. 5192, which reject the Admini.strati_

repeal tbe Public Service and Mining

penOwship programs.' H.R. 51i2 would also include within Title IX the current\Title'RI
w School Clinical Experience }, 'another useful program which the Administration

would repeal.

:

ji.R. 5192 would call attention to the unme

needajorfinaAcial cuppo

graduate stodenta-by ordering a two-Year study tofie submitted to Congress withommandationse

We believe that a comprehensive study of this issue Is badly needed.

Access to graduate education 1$-becoming Increasingly,diffiCult Car lowincome students.

Although the costs of graduate school hav&,risan as fast as any

other_sectbr in recent years, aources of 'support.continne to be more limieed.
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444 private: aid to greduate.students hes-tharply declinad,

while

assistance to uh4ergradnites has experienced remarkable growth.

The limitad funds available to graduate studen0 are primarily reserved
for doctordtee in the sciencaa, through:research granta awetled to, faculty.
Assistance under Title IX.,HEAis targeted to racially and ethnically underrepregented populations, and only 350.awards were made. in 1578-79, 'Although the
;'---.

Administration-is seeking.to expand this program to $15 million, thi$ would

represent only one-half of one percent of Tile IV grant aid--yet graduate students
make,up 10 pertent.of total higher education enrollment.'

With Title IX aid so severely restricted. with fed
deWoted primarily to undergraduates,

with federal grant aid

/
-,-;-,--*4-them

Ily.unavailabl

graduate students have increasingly turned to the loan programs'as their

t important source for financing their education.
-

work ann loan funds

T

It is a source of great

concern that graduate studenteart being expected, even encouraged, to incur debts.:.
bevend_theirmeens,-often in addition to sizeable undergraduate debts--whan, for

moat of thore Wthe.arts and-sciences, prozpoctive salaries in the traditional
profoision of teaphing a

holarship- are modest and well below those:of other,

Professions.
in-brief, the current system favora those who have the nedessary.tinancia

resources, while imposing a strong lsin4atiV4Jor taianced disadvantaged students
Oa enter graduate:stody'in all but the most highly-paid profeasioneo 4iderel
Programs Should prosida%batter assurance that those who havirthe abilitytto go _to

duate achoqi andwha,wiab'to do so deeiite uncertain employment proapeOte
highest aspirations because .they.lack-finanCial resource
tla l4

Tune for thetm tovement QV:Postsecondary gducation)::
miniatrailmn bill would both repeal the Title
%J::

X

,

community colleges'althoughtha community College unit:
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in the Office of Education would be retained.

Much of the substance of the current

title would be retained in H.R. 5192'a Title I authority designed to foster programa
to meet the needs of nontraditional students.

At the same time, we he the

Subcomm ittee will consider further amplification of this authority to provide

,specific encouragement for retention of students participating in such programs,
many of whom need substantial remedial work to achieve satisfactory completion.
We support the new statutory authority for FIBEE.$ National Board
contained in H.R. 5192.

,-4a

Urban Grant Liniversit= program)

This important newuthority in H.R. 51e2 would bring the akilla. talents
And knowledge of the urban universities more directly to bear on the ptoblems
facing the nation's urban centers.

a strongly Support thin auth2rity.

crisis of the cities is one of the nation's most urgent problems.
-

The

Many post=

econdary institutions have long been involved in trying to deal -with it, but they
need additional:support' And encouragement.

This need is 4140 _recognized in the

administration bill, which includes an urban Char in its recommendations for
Title i.

Title XII (General Provisions)

We endorse H.R. 5192's replacement of the current Section 1202 State
planningaelthorlzy with more flexible provisions to give the states greater
latitude to design the terms and conditions of their relationships with `-the federal

government under Title 1, the SSIG program in Title IV, And Title VII.

The agreement

woad include the designation of the agency or agencies responsible for administration
of theee programs, and for the conduct of Comprehensive statewide planning.

agreement woula also include assuranncLly the state that it will involve ail
a=ectora of higher education in statewide planning.
a

a

a

a

a

a

a

The
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Finally. both H.R. 5192 and the Administration bills would extend the
Higher Rducation.Act through FY 1985.

We believe this is an appropriate lenc.h

of time to provide stability for the programs and to establish a sound base of
experience before the reauthorization process begins again.
.

in summary, Mr. Chairman. the legislation before this

Many proposals which ha

Subcommittee containe

the enthusiastic endorsement of the community, and which

are vital to the needs of higher education in the 1980s.

We respectfully urge early

-consideration and action on those recommendations in the hope that final legislation

may be enacted at this sessiOn, and that the new authorities will be available to
govern the PI al appropriations process next spring.

On behalf of

American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
Amerrtan Association of Community and Junior College$
-American Association of State Colleges and Universities
American Council on Education
Association of American Colleges
Aseociation'of American Univers/tie
AisoCiation of Catholic Colleges and Universities
Committal of Urban Program Universities.
Council of Graduate Schools in the;United States
National Association-for Equal Woortunity in Higher Education
, final Association of College-and University Busioeas Officers
avelunal Aaaociation of indepandaut Colleges and Univers/tient
National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Collagen
National AmaociatIcn of Student Financial Aid Administrators
National University Extension Association

October 2, 1979
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Endori_

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF LAST LIE A
Members:

Periodical Cent-_

(AALL)

2700

A

Librarians who serve the legal profession; associate members are book
dealers, publiehers and other interested persons

-_iICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION (ALA)
Members:

H3,000

Librarians:libraries, trustees, friends of, libraries and oth
interested in the responsibilities or libraries in the educat
-.social and Cultural needs of society.

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN. UNIVERSITIES (AAU)
Members: 150
V

Executive heads of.ilsiversities

ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE AND RESEARCH LIBRARIES
Members:

AL)

9012

A division or the American Library Association consisting or librarians,
book dealers, archivists, library educators and others /aerated in
libraries'and librarianship. Represents research and special libraries
in institutions or post - secondary education.

ASSOCIATION OF.ORADUATE SCHOOLS In ASSOCIATION OF AMRERICAN UNIVERSITIES (ACS)

Members: 50
Deans of gradrato studies 41 the 50 universities comprising the
Association of American OniVersitiee.
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ASSOCIATION OF RESEARCH LIBRARI
Members:

CARL)

110 institutional

The principal association or the largest university
and research
libraries in the U.S. and Canada, including the
Library of Congress. the
National Library 'of Medicine, and the National
Agricultural Library.
ASSOCIATION OF SPECIALIZED AND COOPE RATIVE LIBRARY AGENCIES

Membera:
Represents the state library agencies, sp_ecialiaed lib
multi type library eopperativea.

agen

CALIFORNIA LIBRARY Amon= FOR SYSTEMS AND SERVICES
Members:

126 institutional

Organization of state, academic, public and special libraries in
California.

CHIEF OFFICERS OF STATE LIBRARY AGENCIES (COELA)
Members:

stte and territorial libraria
who head state and territorial
.

statewide library development.

directors, commissioners or of
noies which are responsible for

MEDICAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION (MLA)
Tmberst

4600

Professional aodiety of,librarians and others actively engaged in library
or bibliographical work in medical or allied.scientifiefields;
medical
librariea and allied scientific libraries.

NATIONAL FEDERATION QF ABSTRACTING AND INDEX :0 sag= (NFAIS)
Members:

41 institutional

Cofederation Or major abstracting and indexing service orga
HEW YORK LIBRARY A
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SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION (SLA)
Members:

11,000

International organization or professional librarians and intereation
experts who serve organizations In the fields of Wetness, medicine,
science, technology and the social sciences.

AKERIdIN SOCIETY_ FOR INFOHMAT _

Miebers:

ENCE: (ASIS)

3500

Information specialists, salentists, librarians, administrators, social
seientists and others interested in the use, organization, storage,
retrieval, evaluation and dissemination of recorded apeoialized
information.

UNIVERSAL SERIALS AND BOOK EXCHANGE

Mebors:

C)

1550.

Libraries and institutions
World.

with

library installation

aughout the

Senator PELL. I thank you very much indeed.

There will be further questions I will submit for the record and

my colleagues also would like to have that privilege.
I extend the regrets of Senator Javitts who was called up to New
York. Otherwise, he would have liked to have been here. I hope the

rson here from the executive branch will relay his apologies to

. Berry.
The hearing is recessed.
[Whereupon, at 12:1B the hearing was recessed.]

EIWHER EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1979
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1979
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCO

ITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS ArID HUMANITIES,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:12 a.m., in room
6226, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Claiborne Pell (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present Senators Pell, Stafford, Randolph, Williams and Javits.
Senator PELL. The Subcommittee on Education, Arts and, Hu-inanities will come to order.
I apologize for being late, but I was involve_ d in a floor debate
concerning the Cuban matter.
Our first witness, Gordon krnbach, has had his plane delayed, so

we will start out with a panel on continuing education, Paul

Kerschner, Dr. George Hanford, Dr. Wilbtir Cohen, Mr. Carroll
Hutton, Dr. Eileen Farley, Donald McNeil, Ms. Joan Goodin, and
Donald, Crawford. If they will come forward . as part of the panel,
and please identify themselves for the reporter.
As you gather, we have Auite a-heavy day, and to try to keep
things rolling along, we are _going to ask, on the panels, if the
.

witnesses could _limit themselves to 5 minutes of oral testimony, so
that we haire some time for questiona and answers.

In this regard, there are some lights here, and when 4 minutes

have gone by the yellow will go on, and in the fifth minute the red

one will go on These lights serve as a general reminder, because
we do have quite a few witnesses today.

So if you would like to start, and introduce yourselves for the

reporter.

STATEMENTS OF DR. GEORGE II. HANFORD, PRESIDENT, COL.
LEGE BOARD DR. PAUL A. KERSCHNER, ASSOCIATE DIREC.
TOR, LEGISLATION, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SERV.
ICES DIVISION, NATIONAL RETIRED TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
AND THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS;
DR. WILBUR COHEN., UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAIV CARROLL
HUTTON, EDUCATION DIRECTOR,. UNITED AUTO WORKERS;
DR. EILEEN FARLEY, PRESIDENT, BRISTOL.COMMUNITY COLLEGE, FALL RIVER, MASS.; DONALD McNEIL, COALITION FOR
ALTERNATIVES IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION; MS,, JOAN
GOODIN, NATIONAL COMMISSION ON WORKING WOMEN; AND
DONALD CRAWFORD. ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT, DIVISION
'(2i7)`
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OF CONTINUING EDUCATION. OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, A
PANEL

Dr. HANOORD. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
am George Hanford, president of the College Board. I also serve as
a trustee for Thomas A. Edison College, founded by the New Jersey

State. Board of Higher Education, which is in the forefront in

providing mid-career adults with the opportunity to translate their
relevant continuing educational and career experiences into college
this experience, I am also aware of the
credits And degrees_
impressive work being done by the States in serving adult learners.
It is a pleasure to testify before you today on the Federal role in

adult learning, in particular as it relates to title I of the Higher

Education Act. A copy of my full statement has been submitted for
the record, but I do want to take just a few minutes to make a few
points.

The College Beard, as you may know, is a nonprofit membership
association established in 1900, and today is comprised of more
than 2,500 memberscolleges and universities, secondary schools,

school systems, and educational associations throughout the United
States. As an advocate of the goal of equal opportunity to postsec-

ondary education for all individuals, the major piirpose of the

College Board has been to facilitate individual access to education
and to provide aid to those involved in-transitions at various educational levels.

--HiStorically, the adult learner has been the focus of several

major activities of the College Board, and in order to consolidate
our interests in the relationship between adult learners and insti-

tutions, we 2 years ago, established the future directions for a
learning society program supported by a grant from the Exxon
Education Foundation. FDLS is engaged in an active search for

strategies, services, and policies to gauge the needs of adult learners, help institutions solve the problems they face in meeting the
needs, and to increase public, professional, and political understanding in the field recurring adult education.
First a few words about growth. It has been dramatic.
Today more than twice as many colleges and universities offer
noncredit continuing education activities as did a decade ago.
Since 1972, adult male (35 and older) enrollment in college has

increased by 25 percent. During the same period of time adult
`female (35 and older) enrollment has doubled; while in contrast,
enrollment among youth (under age 25) has been proportionately
much smaller than that of both adult groups.
On college and university campuses this fall, there are approximately 15 million adults enrolled in part-time dbgree or noncredit
activities, whereas full-time enrollments total 7 million.
Current research conducted by the College Board shows that 40

million adults have career transition needs requiring additional

educational and training services.
Next, some observations about the nature and extent of partici-

pation. While adult participation in education may include those
with a wide range of backgrounds, it distinctly predominates
among those who are Better educated;_ younger, white; and moreaffluent.

The statistics indicate that those who are least likely to participate in some form of organized adult education are less well edu-
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cated, of lower family income, black, and 55 and over. MoreciVer,
the situation is becoming progressively worse. Between 1969 and
1975, the participatiorrin adult education of college-educated adults

increased nearly twice as fast as that of high school graduates;
white participation increased eight times as fast as that of blacks.
The growing educational gap between the participants and nonparticipants is troubling in that it echoes the national problem of
equal educational opportunity of a decade ago. We can no longer
assume that the problem of equal educational opportunity is limited to youth alone.
Now, just a few words about the causes of noninvolvement. Many
-

adults who are not now participating in education are those who
did not, attend school or perform well in school when they were

children. They are reluctant to return to the scene of former
failures.
Others face logistical barriersworkers and homemakers find
the times, places, and instructional formats of much traditional
postsecondary education incompatible with the demands; of their

daily lives.

Because-they have been out of the educational system for years;
many adults lack even the most basic information on where to find

educational opportunities suited to their needs and the financial
assistance to pay for it
Voin need major focus in Federal policy to relieve the disparities

and the participation of adults in postsecondary education. The
Federal role is extensive. My suggestions do not require the estal
lishment of a new objective, just a few priorities.

Title I can assert that the fundamental goal of Federal policy is
to assure that learning opportunities be made available to those
most in need of recurrent adult education.
Title I can generate information, counseling, and brokerage service for adult learners. While information and guidance services are
required by all learners, the need is particularly acute for nonparticipating adults.
Title I funds can be used to promote institutional experimentation and to encourage the innovation of new means of adult access
to education, strengthening our Nation's institutions in the process.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Hanford followsd

Statement by George H. Hanford.
President of the College Board

before the

Subcomnittee oriEducation.
Arts and Humanities

Committee on Labor and
Human Resources
.

U.S. Senate

ober 3, 1979
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Introduction

Mr. Chairman and metiers of
president -of the College Board.

he subcommittee,

I am George Hanford.

I also serve as a trustee for Thomas A.

Edison College, founded by the New Jersey State Board of Higher Education,
.which is in the forefront in providing mid-career adults with the oppor-

tunity to translate their relevant continuing educational and career
experiences into college credits and degrees.

From this experience,

em

also aware of the impressive work being done by the states in serving

adult learners.

It is a pleasure to testify before you today on the federal role
in adult learning, in particular as it relates to Title_l of the Higher
Education Act.

The College Board, as you may know. is a nonprofit_Membership
association established in 1900, and today is comprised of more than
2,500 members -- colleges and:universitieS, secondary schools, school
systems, and educational associations throughout the United States.
'As an advocate of-the'goal of equal opportunity to Postsecondary education for all individuals, the major purpose of the, College Board has

been to facilitate-individual access to education and to provide aid
to those involved in transitions at'various educational levelS.

Hisibrically, the adult learner has been the focusof several
maimr activities of the College Board.

In the mid-1900s, the Board

developed the College -Level Examination Program (CLEF), which provides

a systemby which adults may acquire college credit for both life and
career experiences.

In the early 1970s, the Board spontered the Commission

on Non-Traditional Study The:Commission developed more than 50 recom-
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mendations for new activities by which colleges and universities could
better serve the learning needs of adults.

The Board also Conducted'a

model project to train professional librarians to provide learning. advisory
services to adults seeking self-directed independent loarning'opportunities.

In order to consolidate:ItS concern with the relationship between
adult learners and institutions, the College Board founded the Future
Directions for a Learning Society ,(FOLS) program, which is supported by
a grant from the Exxon Education Foundation.

SpecifiCally, FDLS is

engaged in an active search for strategies, services, and policies to
gauge the needs of:adult-learners; to solve the problems institutions

.

face in meeting these needs; and to increase public, professional, and
political understanding of the field of adult learning.

Growth of Adult_ Learning

Adult learning has undergone dramatic growth An the 1970s.

Let

me sketch briefly the parameters of this growth:

-o Today more than twice as many.colleges and .universities offer
noncredit continuing education activities as did a decade agd.
o

SInde 1972, adult male (35 and older). enrollment in college has
increased by 25 percent.

During theiame period of time, adult

female (35 and older) enrollment has doubled; while in Contrast,

enrollment among youth (under age 25) has been proportionate'y
much smaller than that of both adult groups.
o

On college and university campuses this fall, there are approxi-_.

mately 15 million adults enrolled' in part-time degree or noncredit activities, whereas full -time enrollments total 7 million.
o

Current research conducted by the College Board shows that 40

.

million adults have career transition needs requiring additional
educational:and training services.

-Participation in Adult Learning
While adult participation in education may include those with a

wide range of backgrounds, it distinctly predominates among those who
are:

better educated.

The less prior education, the less likely

someone is to participate in adult, continuing education.
28.3 percent of those with 4 years of college or more participate,
while 11.9 percent of those with 4 years of high school do, and
only 3.3 percent of those with less than a'high school diploma do.
oulge±'..

Only 4 percent of those over the age of 54 participate

in adulteducation.
white.

12.1 percen

hite adults participate in adult education,

whereas 6.9 percent of Blacks participate.

Between 1969 and 1975,

the participation of Black adults increased 5 percent, while their
number in the populatiOn increased 18 percent.

At the same time.

participation of white adults increased 32 percent

while their

number in the population increased 11.3 percent.
more affluent.

The lower one's faMily lucome, the less likely

one is toi; participate in adult education.

17.7 percent of

those with annual family incomes of 525.000 or more participate,
`while only 9,8'percent of those. whose income is between $5,000

and $10,00O. and only 6 percent of those with incomes below
55.000 participate (1976 data).
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The statistics, therefore.rdanonstrate that those who are least likel
to participate in some form of organized adult education are less we

educated, of lower family income, Black, and 55 and over.
the situation is becoming progreSsively worse.

Moreover.

Between 1969 and 1975,

the participation in adult education of college-educatedradults increased

nearly twice as fast as that of high school graduates; white participation
increased eight times as fast as that of Blacks.

Although there was

substantial growth in the participation of women, most of the growth

was

accounted for by white women holding college degrees with family
incomes of $25,000 or more.

The growing educational gap between the participants and

non-

participants is troubling in that it echoes the national problem of
equal educational opportunity of a decade ago.

In other words, we

can no longer assume that the problem of equal:educational opportunity
is limited to youth alone.

Having identified the characteristics of nonparticipants in adult
education, I 'would now like to

examine the causes for this problem.

College Board research and experience indicate several reasons:
o

Many adults who are not now participating in education are those
who did not attend school or perform well in schdol when they
e children.

They are reluctant to return to the scene of

former failures.
o

Others face logistical barriers -- workers and homemakers find
the times, places, and instructional formats of much traditional
POStsecondary education incompatible with the demands of their

daily lives.
o

1

BecauSe they have been out of the educational system for years,
many adults lack even the most basic information on where to
find educational opportunities Suited to their needs and the
ancial assistance to pay for it.

Federal Pnliey

Mr. Chairman

think it is clear at this point that future federal

.policy must focuS on programs to relieve the disparities in participation
of adults in postsecondary education.

Specifically, the College Board

recommends new initiatives in state planning,

implementation of reentry

programsi infOrmatiOn and.counseling activities, local comunity-Support

programs, and programs run in partnership amcngeducational
labor unions, and/or employers.

institutions,

It should be noted that there are success-

ful ongoing.models of these programs in current practice.

However, they

are merely models. 1 AM, therefore, suggesting the specific implementation
and adaptation Of

se programs to nonparticipating adhlts on a national

level.

Reentry programs serve to assist persons in'transition between Wee,
work, and education.

Some reentry programs focus on groups of nonpartici-

pating adults, such:as 'displaced homemakers (persons who haVe been doing

unpaid laber,in.the home, and who were dependent on the income of'another
family member);

A number of programs around the country provide coun-

seling and support servicesfor displaced homemakers to enable them to
fihd appropriate training and employment opportun1ties. One example
JU
is the Telephone Counseling for Home-Based AdUlts
project, which
resulted in the Career C

n eling Service located in Providence,

.226
I

Rhode

land.

(I have enclosed the College Board study of this.innovative

programAsall appendix, to my testimony).
Information and counseling activities to serve the learningneeds -'
of adults have become Alp important activity.
several unique programs in this area..,

New'York State has had,

The Regional Learning Service

f.Ceetral New York brought to national attention the concept of
"'brokering" educational resources to potential learners.

The state

is qlso eitablisWleg..after several years of successful pilot projects,
-

a comprehensive library educational information and referral network for
1

adult learners.

Programs which utilize. the resources of ideal communities and help
,

nonparticipating adults are also-important in previding access to educatioN,
An example is the pilot internstlip program for Hispanic students at

\/

Boricua College in New York City. NThis program is designed to integrate
the practicial experience and theoretical learning of more than.200
low-income adult students by providing paid employmeht,.in the hum man

Service and business administration fields.
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The fourth type of activity is a collaboration among educational
institutions, labor unions, and employers.. Studies have shown that
industrial worker participation in education is- very low and that

Worker utilization of,negotiated tuitionaefund benefits is estimated
than five percent.

TWO-College Board's.FOLS Pro0aM, with a,

grant from the U.S. Office of Education, has worked with the United
Auto Workers Iliternational,'Mack Trucks'1.6cals 171 and-1247i and

,

2

Hagerstown Community Collegein training workers as peer counselors
to inform fellow workers about the use of existing;

and training

benefits.

As yoU know, Mr. Chairman, the federal

n 'recUrrent adult

education is extensive, ocompasiing 271/programs in 29" cabinet -level
:departments and agencies.
in adult:learn'ing 'do

My:suggestions for the future federal role

not require the establishment of a new objective.

Rather, we'shOuld'extend the domain of current federal policy -- equal;
.-educational opportunity-- to encompass and define the _federal role
oward recurrent adult education.

Alridri ieSlor'Title I
Within the context of Title 1, federal policy-'should focus on those
areas'af greatest need where others

state and/or private employers)

unwilling or unable to respond, by promoting"policies and programs
which:respond to the needs of those adutts"with -the greatest educational
deficits.

should

those-of the

rivate,:sec or toward

participating adults.
o

ct its own efforts, those of the states, and
the educational
needs of non,

This can be accomplished in several ways:

Title 1 can assert that the fundamental goal of federal policy
is to assure that learning opportunities be made available to
those most in need of recurrent adult'klucation.

o

Title I can genera.e information, counseling, and brokerage
services for adult learners.

While informatfah and guidance

services are required-by. all learners, the peed is particularly

A

acute forAonparticipating adults:
o

Title 1 funds can be used to.promote institutional experimentation
and to encourage the Innovation of new means of adult, access
to education,'strengthening our'nation's institutions in the proCess.
.

o

,

Finally, some Title I funds should, be allocated for fUrther policy

research on issues such as nonparticipation in recurrent adult
education.

.

Thank yt,, Mr. Chaff man,and members of the subcommittee, for this

. "

,opportunity to share ourlAifts with you-concerning the needs ,of nonpartici,

pating adults in recurre4\edUcation, the future federal role, and Title I.
Id be pleaSed to respond to any questions and look forward to-the
comments of my fellow witnesses,

SenatorTELL. Thank you very much indeed.
Now, who would like to go next?
Dector Kerschner, we will go forward with your testimony.
Senator STAFiORD. Mr. Chairman; I would suggest that since we

are ,rushing their- testimony a bit, that we would have their full
statements in the record as though read.
Senator; PELli Oh, absolutely.
KEriscriirsiOThank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman, I am Dr. Paul Kerschner,- and I am the associate
director for the Division of Legislation, Research, and Developmental Services of the National Retired Teachers Association and the
AMerican Association of Retired Persons. We thank the committee
for the opportunity to testify on title I of the Higher Education
Act Before JOining the associations last year, I was the director of
.

,

community programs and ea professor at the Andrus Gerontolo6
Center on the campus of the University of Southern California.,
Both personally and on behalf of the two associations I represen
here today I bring a firm commitment to the concept of adult
learnin.
NRTA--AARP are affiliated, nonprofit membership organizations
representing over ,12 million older Americans. As organizations
responsive to the needs of older persons, NRTA and AARP have
leng been committed to the concept of.adult learning. In-our opinion, education and continued learning opportunities are critical to
the quality of life and the mental and physical well being of all
older persons.
The organizations founder, Dr. -Ethel Percy Andrils, <a retired
schoolteacher, believed that older persons should not be denied an
opportunity to remain mentally fit She established the Institute of

Lifetime Learning, to provide adult education programs specifically
designed for older persons.. Fifteen years ago, there were few programs of this kind in the United States.
Today, we can say that the concept of adult learning has "come
of age'
great numbers of people are living into their seven -'
ties, eighties, and nineties. This means also that many more, people
today can anticipate 20, 25, or 30 years of retirement. In a rapidly
'changing society, -citizens of all agesand particularly the elder
13,must acquire the skills necessary to allow them to cope with
rapid technological ,and social advances to be qualified for employ-n----rent--and-reemployment-and-to offer-service to-their-communities
as volunteers.

I have attached to this statement a portion of 'a larger statement
SenateCommittee on. Aging last fall
during hearings on Retirement Employment and Lifelong Learning I have clone so because this-section on lifelong learning provides the historical. perspectives from which we must view the

presented to the

-

evolution of the concept. It further sets out the importance of

learning opportunities in_the lives of older adults. From this per.spective we-gain significant insights into the issues we must ad-

dress in our efforts to strengthen public policy in the area of
lifelong learning Among these are the need to develop innovative
and 'creative approaches which will break, down barriers which
block,access of adults to educational and training opportunities; a
need to coordinate and to plan lifelong learning progrards to utilize
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more effectively current and new adult' learning resources frorn
both- Government and private sources; a need to bridge the aware
ness gap which exists between learning that takes place within the
traditional institutional setting, and' that which takes place in nontraditional settings, through organizations outside the 'formal education structure; the need for flexibility in program design so that
program offerings can shift with changing adult student needs; and
finally a need to assess, on an ongoing babis,-the evolving lilacational and training needs of adult students and to evaluate the
effectiveness of lifelong learning programs. in -meeting those needs:

We are particularly pleased to be here today to testify on title I
of the Higher Educatibn Act and to reinforce our strong support
for lifelong learning which is embodied as a concept in part B ofcurrent law. We were active participants in 1976 in the legislative
effort to-add lifelong learning to the act:In the current debate over
the reauthorization of the act, we are particularly concerned, that
lifelong learning activities be strengthened and given a stronger. --*n
focus within title I of the act. To fail to addreSs the problems which
have resulted in no moneys being appropriated for this part, or to
lose, the concept froin the act entirely, would be a critical loss -at a
time when the importance of learning opportunities for training or

..

retraining adults for continued or new employment is being ernphasized. Additionally, part A, the corn iunity service and continuing education programs, has suffered from a confusion of-purposes
and a State allotment -formula which distributes small amounts of
money to _institutions of higher education without significant
.
regard to national priorities or quality of programs.
In assessing the problems of title I to arrive at a practical, ap--- proach for solving them, we believed it essential to restructure the
title entirely. Working closely with the College Board, the National

Advieory Council on Extension and Continuing Education, the

United Auto Workers and the Education Commission of the States,
NRTA-AARP took the 'lead- in developing a revised title 'I. This .
proposal, which was introduced by Congressman William Ratchford, gave full recognition:, to the role that States, institutions, the
priVate sector,, and the Federal Governr,ont, must all play in adult
learning. The RatchfiAl legislaticin was ...ribodied within the House,
Committee on Education and Labor's recently passed reauthorizaz
Lion of the Higher Education Act which we strongly support.
I would like to outline briefly three issues regarding title I which
---should-be-carefully-examined by the-Senate- in- the-discussions of
reauthorization of the act.
First, the, Senate must reco ize that adult learning occurs in a
variety of settings: traditional 'restitutions, certainly, but also in a
growing number of other locati ns. Research has shown that adults

are more likely to learn in places that are convenient to where
they live or work. The older adult has a median educational level
of the eiglitkArade and therefore may be quite unfamiliar with the
traditional eMicational institutions. This same person may be receiving valuable educational material at the local senior center or
at union meetings. We .are pleased that the House recognized not
only the valuable contribution of 'traditional educational institutions, but also the importance of the nontraditional providers of
education.
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ond,-,the.'problem of access, needs_ to be addrestiM. 111the face

hung.aumbers "traditionarstudenis, we tneed to develop
creatii4APproabhes to facilitate the acmes of adults into educationiiriiitranis.-.Addlta require flexibility,-Atipport services and infor
atianabOut programs
[The prepared statement of Dr. Kerichner follows;]
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the:traditional institutional setting and that which takes place in
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1
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and finally a need to asses

-on an Ongoing'basis,-the evolving-
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r

art B of,current law.
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We were active participants in 1976 in

the-legislative effort to add lifelong learning to the Aet.

In

the current debate over the reauthorization of the Act, we

P4rticularly.concerned'that lifelong learning activities be strengtb:
=:Laried and giVen a stronger focus within Title i of the Act.

To fail

0 address the problems which have resulted in no monies being

appropriated for this part, orto lose the concept from the Act

entiey would be a critical loss at a time when the importance
Of,leerning opportunities for training or retraining adults for
continued or new employment is being emphasized.

Additionally,

rt "A, the Community Service and Continuing Education programs,

has suffered from a confusionof purposes and,e state allotment
,formula which'-distributes small amounts of money to institutions

Of higher education without significant regard to national priers or quality of programs.
.

In-assessing the problems of Title I'to aitirilegilirat a practical

approach for nblving them, we believed it essential to restructure
"the Title entirely.

Working closaly. With the College Board, the

National Advisory Council on Extensioniand Continuing Education',

the United Auto Workers and the Education Commission of the States,

TNRTA-PARP took the lead

li.d0Volopiog a revised Title I.

This

posal

which was introduccd by Congressmanchford.

:gave full recognition to the role that States. i atitutiona, the
private sector and the federal government. must
rning.

ill play in adult,

The Ratchford legislation was embodied within the House

Committee on Education and labor 't recently passed reauthorization

of the Higher Edecation Act which we strongly support.
"` -z would like to outline briefly three issues regarding Tit.

which should be carefully
reauthorization of

examined by the Senate in the discussions

he Act.

.the Senate must recognize that adult learning occurs
tk of:settings;

gm

traditional-inatitutiensr-ce_

number of other locations.

adults are more likely to learn

they liveof work=

The older ad

Research has.shown that

places that are convenient to who
has a median educational level

of the eighth grade and therefore may be quite .unfamiliar with-the
traditional ,educational insitutions,

This same person may be-receiv-

ing valuable educational material at the local senior center or at
Unien meetings.

We are pleased that the House recognized not only

_the valuable contribution of traditional educational-Institutions,
but also the importance of the non-traditional-providers of eduCation.
-7-Sbcondly, the problem of accost' needs to addrussed.

In the feeds

of declining numbers of traditional studenta, we need to develop
-

creative approaches. to_ facilitate the-Accessof adults into educational
programs.
t

.

Adults require flexibility, support services'and informa-

-n about Programs.

One of the principal providers of oducatiOn

to adults are the7--community colleges. which'have facilitated access

n a variety of ways. lion-tradition

eduda

be:encouraged.to-davelop,inneVetive

on provider

leo must

to foster access and to

reach those Parsons who are undeToorVed.

We feel that:a redirection:

,of Title f to foster accest, to thdse adults whose educati

needs

have been inadequately served will strengthen the Act.
Finally,

would like to

state categorically our support for a

derea role in adult learning.

While we would basically' agree with

those who argue that education is a state responsibility, we feel
that some educational activities can best be carried out by the
eddral government.

For, example, dissemination of model projects,

°grams which are multi-st

-r regional in nature, and the

examination of the future trends in adult learning could all be
components of a federal role.

By targeting its' efforts. on specific

areas of concern, tfie'money and energy of'ihe'federal goVernment
could be focused.

The House Committee on Education and Labor supported the con
of a federal role in adult learning.

We would strongly

'Eenatristt consider, not only a federal role,. but also the al

cation

higher percent of funds than was allocated under the House
`provisions.

,

We are sensitive to the concerns which have been raised by a
ty-of grOups during the debate on reauthorization. 'However':'

aditional'and non-traditional providere and' the small and
large statea,ilhave all worked together and, as-a result, the Rouse
1140.5bl-ea A balance.

Pt

a the

The organizations which I represent

be please

the S

-

:.authorization,

In closing, 3 would like to r inyorce NATA-_
arning.

ooMmitmont

Monk you for your attention to my comments=

Appendix A
LIFELOR0?LEARNIN0:

To paraphrase:and expend on a comment made by Secretary
of Commerce,Juanita Kreps at°,a conference on lifecycle planning,

e press and the publiccleerly appreciate stories of 80 and
90 yenr.old individuals returning to school, graduating, takino
on new jobs and other 'life engaging' activi

"

is

?coat

not,eo clear, however, is our universal understanding of the
dimensions of the iifetime learning issue.

A brief histo

-r view of education, learning and the older adult may provide
'-ue- With the inform4tion base necessary to promuicate future puh 10

policy

n.this area,

0.14aa
Durini the decades, 1900 to 1930, educational opportunit
for vhe older. Adult (ages 39-50) were limited indeed.

This
(1)

tuationwad dueto a combination of factors including:

high degrec%of employment resulting in little "perceived need"

r

"leisure tithe";

(2) a J,Lsor societal commitment to the notion

universal access to education -end (3)

lee): of inst,.tutienal

urces available to the "pon7tradl
The advent of the Great Depression while reMoving

we

From RTA/AARP, statement on Retirement, Employment an
ming, 0.9. Senate Special Committee on Agin 'tgashin
September 8, 1978..

17--Ruth Weg,

m griip

of Aging, Summer Institute, UsC,
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'of then

impediments, high employment and lack of time, added

yet another barrier, nAmely a lack of income for those employed
individuala desiring 'to "purchase" learning opportunities.

Depreskion had an even -greater impact, however.

The

For the, first

time thete,surfaced What was to become an on-going national problemthe need for career retraining and relearning.

As Industry rec7

ognized the need to "lay off" workdra,in ordet to reduce cats.
_

the first to go were the meddle -aged and older workers.

.

Rather

than move vigorously to organize retraining opportunities, we as
a society set out exclusively on the road of income maintenance,
ignoring "service" (education),

Tie passage'of the Social Security

.

A6t represented a decision upon the part.Of government to "disemploy"
older workers by using a.monetary carrot rather than engage'in
mpioyment. through an educational vehicle.
151

This procesh remained in place until the late 1940's when yet
another societal upheavel
lifelong Learning.

Nvilian

signaled a change in the history...of

'the return of World War II veterans to ci-

life'required massive monetary intervention upon the
°

part of the federal government to provide educat4onal and,%training.
opportunities.

While many of these returning soldiers were young.

men, a significant proportion were middle aged and older neces-t
sitating "learning" programs which had a heavy flavor of .retrainin0
or at least retreading.

Thus throughout the 1950's we were witness_

to a Subtle but steady alteration of curricula in universities and
junior colleges with an increasing "tilt" toward courses and
programs in the professional areas aimed at the "older" student.

?,
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The advent.pf the Viet dam War combined

or resulting

it., ferment on the college campus, significantly altered. the
deMogt:..phic profile of student bod ges.

As universities and

community colleges became less ate active and perhaps loss inviting
the older student, secondary s_ ools stepped into the brooch.
saw the growth of adult education (A-asses offered at nights,on

weekends and based geographically where caderfadults would have
easy access (e. j. shopping centers, union halls, senior centers,
etc.).

The Modern Era

The passage of the eider Americans Act in 1965 marked
the first time that the federal government took an abiding
interest in the i.,Jue.

The genesis of any program has consid-

,

arable bearing upon Its future direction and lifelong learning
is no excoption.

The reasons behind this interest were multiple;

Urge sums of money, being placed in education/training titles:
a growing awareness of the implications of the "graying" of
America;

and pressures by management and labor for the federal

government to intervene pn a variety of levels in the employment/
unemployment arena.

From 1965 to 1976, the government moved

carefullY As it sought to put into operation the concept articulated by the.Education Task Force of the 1971 White House Conference
to Aging.
r.
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"Education is a basic right forall persons of
It is continuous and henceforth
one of the ways of enabling older people to have
a full and meaningful lire and a means of helping
them develop their potential-as a resource for the
betterment of society."
ail age groups.-

During, the intervening eleven years between the passage of

the Older Americans Act and the 1976 Lifolenn Learning Actr
a variety of programs and program definitiolis were tried in

an attempt to fulfill this "basic right."

A brief review

of these attempts may result in durlping what we see as our
future role.

Learning as an

Here we were witness to classes run by secondary school
districts which focused on subjects which would enable older

adults to function in society, e.g English as a second
language; income tax assistance; driver education, etc.
The majority of these classes were operated at night in
schools and community centers.
(2)

Lea'rnin

for LeatnirlLa1aal2

.1n an attempt to eliminate the notion that learning must
have immediate and direct life utility, classes were 'developed

-which would broaden:the interests and experiences of older adults.,'
(It is important to note that over SO percent of today's 0+,
generation have had less than an eighth grade education).

These

offerings included:

Senior

centers,

Art History, Civics, Languages, etc.

-rches and local .senior citizens clubs served as the

71 White Manse Con eU. g. GPQ, 1972.

n

n Aging. Washington, D.C.

conveners of these classes.
(3)

Learning_ as Skill_Development

As unemployment increased and the older worker became
increasingly vulnerable to early "retirement" it-became clear
that retraining opportunities were required.

Thus we saw the

rise of classes in job-related fields such as
ing, peer counseling and child 'care.

paralegal train-

Interestingly, the rise

in the number and type of these classes accompanied the increase
in age-related employment programs such as

Foster Grandparents,,

the Retired Senior Volunteer Provam, TitleIX,now Title V of
the Older Americans Act and the like.

In the main, however,

thse "jobs" have been for the post-retired and involve a relatively small percentage of older individuals.
__

The skill develop-

meet options have, however, involved the use of community colleges
and universities in terms,of both faculty and sites.
(C)

Current and Future Develo ments

events of the past two ,years have necessita ed yet another

shift in lifelong learning programs.

The Specter of high

long term inflation is likely to cause, older workers to cling
tenaciously to their jobs.

i;repsures,from trade unions to:open

positions for younger. employees combined with the desire of manage.,

ment to bring in new knowledge has placed older workers in a
situation requiring retraining,- retreading and job redefinition,

The passage of the 1Y76 Welon yearning Act was in many
. ways as much an economic document as a social statement.
recognizes

It

the need to "attack" the issue on a variety of fronts,.

while placing heavy emphasis .roe the development of the individual
within the work nystlm.

"Policymakers with a lifelong learning perspective can
help to close the gap between the learning and work lives of
individuals by improving the work-related experience available
through the educational system, by improving the learning
opportunities,available at the workplac;, and by encouraging
linkages between both systems to support continual human development and life transitions. "`

The Associations have consistently supported a multifaceted
approach to lifelong learning issues.

Our experience with our

Institute ')f lifetime Learning clearly indicated .the aforementioned

trend toward work-related learning.

In the early years of the

Institute the bulk :of our efforts was aimed at providing general
educational opportunities (see earlier description of
for learning's sake)for older adults.

;.

learning

As community colleges and

secondary schools assumed greater and greater responsibility'
*

.

`in this area, our Institute began to alter its role and function.
In the coming year

the Institute of Lifetime Learning will

te assessing the work/edadation field to identify realistic options
for the re-education and retraining of the employed middle-aged
and older worker.

These options might include:-

job sharing;

job transitions; returning to earlier careers; job reclassification;,and skill renewal.

Once the various options have been-

assessed7-the Institute, in:cooperation with various educational
and corporata institutions, will assist in the development' and
implementation of training materials and curricula..

Lifelen
-%ic
*

ning and-Public Policy, HEW, Febvuary, 1978

25

.-
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It is our

the Department of

belief that Dongressin.cooperation- with
alth, Education and Welfare must assist in

the redirection of lifelong learning into the new areas of work-,

retiremeut, and contindous learning.

To do anything less would

be to develop policy in a\vacuum, ignoring the direct impact
that the economy and work setterns have upon the educational

needs of older adults 1Vco\operative thrust at all levels aimed
at opening new opportunities for America's older worker will have
significantly beneficial effects for the society in general and
the work environment in.particula

We fully support the Lifelong

Learning Act and trust its implementation will incorporate the
societal realities mentioned throughput this statement.'
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Senator PELL. Thank you very much.

I do not mean to hurry you here this way. It is just the nature of
the hearing.,

As I say, your full statement will appear, as Senator Stafford

sug ested, in the record and will be studied by the staff.
hat would help us partiCularly is if there are any points that
you want to make, that you think should stay in Senat r Stafford's
and my mind, one two three; bang, bang, bang. Those uggestions
should,be made now.

The full statement will be studied, and analyzed by the aff and

by us, as time goeS on.
OK, who would be the next witness ?.
Ms. GOODIN. Mr. Chairman and members ©f the subcommittee, I
am Joan Goodin, executive director of the National Commission on

Working ,Women whose secretariat, the Center for Women and
Work, is a unit of the private, nonprofit National Manpower Insti,1
tute, headed by Willard Wirtz. Mr. Wirtz, who also serves on our
commission, regrets he could not be here today, but did testify
before the full committee during the hearings on The Coming
Decade: American Woman and Human Resources Policies and Pro-

grams." I take this opportunity to ask that our testimony from
those hearings be made a part of the record here.
Senator PELL. Certainly, without objection.
'Ms. Gomm. Thank you.
[The prepared statements referred to follow
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en Goodin

Chairman and Members of

Executive Director
ore

he Committee, I am Joan Goodin, EXiC4

Director of the National Commlaaion on Working Women whose secretariat,

the

Center for Women and Work, is a unit of the 'private, nonprofit National
Manpower Institilte.

Tice Cnmmiusion is a two-year, nongovernmental body funded

principally by a grant from the National institute of Education (HEW), with
special project funds from private' foundations and corporations,

Our Chair

is Elizabeth Duncan Koontz, former Director of the Department of Labor Women's
Suruso And currently Assistant State Ecoorintendent of Public Instruction in
Horth,Carolina.

The other 25 N

Commissioners are from business, labor,

academia, the media, the Congress and the grass roots,

The inclusion of

these sectors, of oursociety in the designation of Commissioners was purposeful.

It is our firm belief that until,these kny groups understand

and become seniltive to a problem, solutions can neither be effectively
'

designed nor implemented.
The Commission WAS created in answer to an unmet need in our

ciety

the need to recogeiss one of.this country's greatest human resources:

those

33 million women in the labor force vho bold low-paying, low-status jobs in
clerical occupations, service industries, retail stores, factories and plants.
They represent about SO percent of all employed females.
jobs so critical to the economic survival of this

Theme women are in

nation, and yet as a group

they are so isolated and underrepresented - even exploited - in the labor
market that they are not only seriously disadvantaged but also discouraged.

:
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The work of the Commission has a firm foundation in the grassroots,

We have planned and carried out field research through a series of Regional
Dialogues with women, with a national magazine survey which not only brought

us 150000 responses from women, but over 1,000 accompanying letters which
describe eloquently the plight of'women workers in non-professional, nontechnical jobs, as well as homemakers whose lack of opportunity and economic
=

independence puts them at great risk in this time of family disruptions and
unchecked inflation.

We come before.you today, not with intellectual analyses,

nor with. political rhetoric, but with the raw problems of working women.

Working women do not have equal pay for equal work 16 years after legia-

__

lation provided for it=

Further, women are doing work comparable to work

done by men bt a significantly reduced wage, thus opening wider gaps in the
wage system. °Nor do they have adequate health and pensionbenefits.
Working women do not have accessible, affordable child care while on,,the
sob=

This is difficult to,,accept in a nation which purports to set the

family as the foundation of our society=
king women have little access to or opportunity for the education and
=training they need to either support their desire to enrich their work lives
or to have the credentials needed to demand higher status and-wages.
The value of the work women do is consistently ignored and unrewarded,
The traditions of American society,. so firmly support the role of women as

second class and temporary workers that they have been drained of their natural

self-confidence and self-esteem, thus lea-ing them with little energy to'solve
these work- related problems.
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The National COmmission on Working Women has aubmitted=to this Committee
additional written testimony which will further support our oral presentation
here today.

I also take this opportunity to submit for the record the COmmiaaion'n

Annualiisport to NIE,.docusents describing our Regional Dialogues, a copy of
our nationalTiurvey questionnaire and other pertinent documents.
I em especially pleased .to be joined today by Mr. Willard Wir,,x, Chair of

the board of the iintiOnoi Manpower Institute, and member of the li.ional
Commission on Working Women.

At the conclusion of our panel, Mr. Wirt

1.111

summarise our testimony and make a Keconmendation for action.
Now it is my privilege to introduce to this Committee four woman whoan
work experience reflect the Liven of the more than 30 million vorseri,eiwyed
in female- intensive occupations.

But mach is unique in her approach to,

and awareness of, the problems of working women.

They are all members of the

National Comnission' on -Working Women.

en McKinnon is a household technician at Virginia Union Univeraity in
RiMileond---stia-ham,eleaned--domitorien=and-campos-houseaLfor_2D__yeers,_ _Her pay
-

was substantially below minimum wage -until 1975.

The most progrgeeive oppor,

tunity afforded by her job was 4 training program to improveroductivity on the
job, plea a new title to replace 'maid'.
changes.

No extra wages came with those

Ms. McKinnon is now tangled in a disability; worltan's compensation

-web,vbich-threatens her present lifestyle, her future work opportunities and
her deugh'ter's ability to continue her College education=

.
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Betty

from Alamosa. Colorado is unemployed.

orried about their economic fvture.
supervisoein a local garment factory.

She and her huaband,

Betty was a highly respected

Having been pro*oted to 'management'

by the company (which provFdes one of the few aourcea of employment in that
small, rural community). ahe made less than the unionized sewing machine
operators ahe was training and supervising.

After months of serious effort

to change this unfair economic situation; ahe yam Tarred to quit when her
request for a transfer back to the line was rejected by the boors on the
grounds that she would probably become a troublemaker.

Day Creamer from Chicago. Illinoia

is a clerical worker organla

Benefiting fromIler own experience as an undervalued and underpaid office
worker. Day has become an Attie/at in the growinj office worker movement.
Her,,group'a latest outreach to Chicago clerical workers. through which a

modest career advisement program was offered,brought forth many times more
-

.

women desiring counseling than they can possibly accommodate with available
funding and staff.,

BOhni-e-Vaughq da-the-head=eashier- -a_Jackaon,Alchigan supermarket,
and the mother of 5 teenagers.

For 20 years she-has combined paid work and

homemaking chores, but not without feeling the guilt and frustration which
society places on the dual - career woman... Bonnie maintains that lawmakers and

the leaderahip of this country do a great disservice to workers when they
expect their famillea to .survive and,thrive in the absence of adequate support,

systems, such am child care, to help them alon
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litIRTHER TEST IliONY

Currently, some 42 1 million
pay.

men work outside the home for

Thie Le nearly triple the number of women that were

n the labor force

in 1949.

Approxisietaly ROZ of thene woman workers are concentrated in lobs-at
the low end of the pa

scale in aervi e industries
.Cants.

organization at the national level.
represented.

clerical occupations.,

These working women have no advocacy
ha a group, they are isolated and under- -

Traditionally their needs have been neglected.-

It is not only working women, bet also theit families and society a

whols.that suffer5because Of this lack-of attention.

The National Commissien

on Working Women was' created to:
I.

Explore and publicize the problems and needs of working
women concentrated in above-mentioned occupations,

2.

Design and carry out action research to document the

p

concerns perceived by working women themselves.
3.

Raise Public awerenese about the status of these women.

4.

Improve federal, state end corporate policy concerns-. +g the

conditions of working-women.
Recent

,

tudles not only show that more women than ever before are working

for pay, but that they will probably Continuo to work -- whether they are

carried, single, widow4d or divorced, and whether or not they have children.
Why?

the 'Mir reason men work:

economic necessity; Yet women are

concentrated ia a few occupations and are fureher segregated into certain

0 jobs within those occooaons,

They are warning less than their male:

counterparts for the same Or similar work,

hareover, many of them are

underemployed in relation to years of educat,ion completed.,

In 10H
for pay,

04'of hil wbmen,li and over worked full-time. year-round

If women whb worked part of theyear are included, that figure

rises to 56Z

THE PhESENT SETUATION:
President of the Carnegie Corporation of

York said

his 1976 Annual Report that "Social policies have not yet caught up with

changing aacial ordt ce,

Nowhere is thiedisOcrity between reality and

myth 48 the'fnndation for 80C144 poly more evident than in regard to the
large-seals movement of women into the labor force - a phenomenon that could

Wave consequences of immense magnit do for the nation."
Alexia_Herman. Director, Department of Labor Women'e Bureau. cautions

against viewing the influx of women into the labor force as a sign of progress,
Women "are still. for the most part. going into the same kinds of low - status,
cw-paying lobs in ,Clerics1 and service occupations."
the &al occupatiorutlisted

Herman notes that of

_ Census Occurctional Classification System,

the majority of women are found-in only Min a sperdal report to its members tited "Women at Work ". The Conference

Board noted that while women have made breakthroughi into new fields, the
_

changes have been modest.

.

"Should this .slow pace of change continue for
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another decade,

generate

It

continuing gap between women's career

aaptrations and reality in the labor market."

MINOR: -1 WOMEN WORKERS

DISTR

UT ON AND SPECIALCHARACTERISTICSi

According to garioua ecObtAists, minority m.snen suffer the most in times

of economic downturn because of the higher w'oportion of them who have depen
dents and because of their low level of median earnings.

Though the median

earnings of ALL men are higher than the median laminae of all women as a
group, bob-white women have a greater economic need because micrity male .
heads of household earn en average income that is lover. chan white male

In

ISIb, minority women accounted for 12% of all -women M the pOuiation:,

Then were II? of all women workers (about five million, of whom
Fort herm

women headed

lint of all black families and 21% of Hispanic families,

,ompared with lit of white female- headed families.
by women who worked full-time the year round,
most

were black).

Among those families headed

,-he incidence of poverty Was al-.

foot- times greater for minority families than for white families (1?% and

.t renserively).

IS% of minority women workers are high school graduates,

ompitrod to :b7 or white women workers.

filly employed minority women continue
heir

Fho

has flarr

ectablv.

earn lean than white women,,

For dxample, in 1977 black females

armed '37.599, while white women earned S8,870.

OTMER FACTS THAT DESERVE THIS COMMITTEE'S ATT:NTION:
fiefore beginning to concentrate on policies and directions, it might be

helpful far OW MQMber4 of this Committee to take a look at the fAlmting data
roneerntng women workers in the United States:

A+,
4ing

197A, 43% of all women in the labor force were
ed, separated or divolced. and worked to support

and

h

dependents.

In 19.75. 84% of women

.1-111 the laber force either supported themselves

mewled to
,',ccording

or were

whose annual income was under 815.000.
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, ari'income

level of 825,000 Wee 81,236 below the amount needed by
a family of four to achiev, a "modest but adequate"
andard of living in 1976.
Women

4nt ter:

982 of a

secretaries:

942 of all typists;
782 of all clerical workers;
952

all private

household workers;

less than 102.of skilled,workers: and
less than 5t of .top manage menCjoba=

Jaz

ga rn trio

e

-

Relative to nen= women fared best in professional and technical
occupations, where they larned

732 of men's pay.

They fared

=

worst in sales. where they earned only 45%-as much as men.

In

other categories, women's earnings compared to men's were:.
clerical workers, 642;

operatives 602;

service workers=

642; craft workers. 61Z.*
e

Overall,

;i earnings gap between can and woman is significant

and has actually widened in recent years=

In 1077, women earned only

58.92 ofthe median earnings of men for year-r6und, fill =time work;
in 195$, they earned 642 of what men earned.

* May 1975 figures, BLS pets Bcdc

Working Women.

-

Familx Reaponsibi
*

ties

50.5% (15.5 million) of all mothers with child

n the labor force in March l977.:This c
n 1840: 27% in 1955; and 15X in.l965.

5.4 million

ing mothers had children under six years of age.

There were

only about one million Spaces available in licensed daycare
Stegraiks

No one yet knows how many of the rematning'child-

.sen have been adequately _provided for; and how many are.

actually left to their own devices out of sheer necessity.
Since 1966. women's part-time employment has grown almost
twice as fast as their full-time employment -- ofreo.at a
cost to their Careers since part-time jobs are the lowest
.,

paying 14 many occupational categories (e.g.. office tempoearies. .sales clerks. Waitreases.'etc.).

Approximately

one-third of working mothers have taken !tart -time emploympit,

apparently in an effort to balance home and work rcepouslbllilties

Education and Training
Post-high school vocational training undertaken by women has
followed traditional patterns of sex segregation: 95

of health

courses; and 79% of business /commercial courses in vocational

technical schools are taken he women.

Meanwhile, 98Z of technical,

industrial and trade subjects are taken-. by men;

aaria Ante 1976, women comprised only About IX of all registered
apprentices (1.545 out of a total of 267.645).

bf the

4l5 soprenticeable trades 3a crafts. only the barber/
beautician trade has Mot-women than men - 45-6 or 54.5Z.

Ti

:L975. only eight 'groupings listed more than 100 women apprenr
ticea:

barbers and beauticians, hookt:;laders and bindery workers.
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carpeptera, typesetteru, cooks and bakers. electr cians,
,

and tool and diemakers.

Only O.-36% 0

ruction trades apprentices were wome47.

National tests indicate that 17-year-old girls have a It
realistic

of'careers and working'than do boys

of that age.

A recent Gallup Poll shoved that 'secretary'

vas the moat popular career choice amoiig teenage girls.

At

the adult Ievel, lack of career- oriented educa tion and

training ibconsidered to be one 04 the strong rgot causes
of' women's

billty to establish .themselves in upwatdly

Moble occupations.
It

_ reported that Tit

hid) prohibits sex di

n in any-school program or activ

imina-

that receivesifederal

funds, is not being fully implemented in the atate,

and is

not being properly entoeced by the Office of CIA1 Rights at
HEW,

Four states (Georgia, Indiana.. South Dakota and Vermont)

were in violation 0'311 the requirements of Title IN In a
1976 study by the Project on Fqnal Education Rights.

wilivr ABOUT AWL If

D SOCIAL CONOtTIONING
/

What the foregoing facts and figures du /no show
the job- related
.
/
attitud n
problems faced by working women= Neither do statistics show how
I

dr

certain traditional b'eliefs and prattle
hardships

working women.

actually translate into on-the-job

the folioving attitudinal

ueatignss.

The.avarage employed woman puts at least twenty-s

hoUra per week

-4

intollousihold duties, in addition to herlob.

Working mothers ere often

criticised for not being at home with their children...whereas working
1

.

ether/fare not subject to theasme rebuk,
How.can policy makers be more sensitive to the need

relaxation and recreation amongall Working
people, and for sharlOg home/child care r

ponsi-

bilities?.

The blue-cellar

an is often perceived as "unfeminine

a man's world.

How can'oolicy makers work to remove these stereotypes that
create barriers "for women?

A licensed practicalnurse whose duties include technical as well, as in
perennel akilla earns less than's hospital custodian.

How can policy mak

ellroaden-existing legislation to

encompass the, concept oi"euual pay for work of\cOmPerehle

value?"

A perttin!e mica woman is at the mercy nf tha.company's work schedulei
which keeps workers' on late night, weekend, and holiday. shiftse(regardless'

of c,ployee preference, and eliminatee the benefit System.

Whet can policy makers 'do to eliminate

and fear of=these unptotectad workers?

A woman writes,

_ hays a daap=.Caatad fear of reapaneibility -uhich int

on some hesic level with my ptometion 10 a betterAob.Ohe kind o
confidence I lack is probably the mme thing many women complain about - early
-childhood conditioning to stayhome, to accept the guidance of others, leave
decision

king up to others

stay out'of the limelight, avoid being noticed

by others.°
How can ialicy'makers bring the edacation, training and

counagling

ofwoi;en end, girls into alignment with the

realities of their,trobable work life of 24 yearn.

labor static

dhow that there will be a surplus of mire

han one

'million ralleWgradUares between now and ISM Technological innovation
A changing the personnel need" of 1,o dusfLy.

:Eounollio trends are creating

a long-range need for,two*earner familiesAu

sustain e-mpdest lifesty

e

What,can-policy makers do to support

more productive

ationahip between education and work,.and to provide

edutetional programewhich Channel girls and women into
occupations that will be'in demand in the next ten years?

CONCLUSION:

The National Commission on Working Woman Is grateful fot the opportunity

to bring theeeliportent meetions before this Committee.

It is our hope' that
.

4

future human resource policy will reflect a new sensitivity to the'probleoe
of pink and blue'coller working women shared with you today.

It la our bells:

-thatewhen,dectsion makersuoderstand the problems and the same of urgency
menacing from the grassroots level, solutions can be designed which w
truly c

nge.

Thai* yOu=

em

m

-t b

Matioral C
en

-Comm t e

Willard Wirtz kevher
h
on on Wtirki_ci_
n before t
on Human :It

h a ton

January 3

Chairman' and

D

1979,

berg of the CoWeitteet.

AdY.appserance Here today is es another membersof che.National
on

,uY.as

n

lkingliomin.:. It is en unfortunate,Consequence from the Committ!e'i

standpoint, and_ the Commission

6f a conflicting commiteent which
of

a acludes

s-,

the participati h in this hearing of Commitiion_ChairElirebath
le 6 v

an much of herself and accomplishing so much In promoting

pur-

Poies'You are pursuing.

It had heen

uggeated -that I summarise what my four4gues

National Commlision on Narking Women have said to you.

iataka.
'voidee,o

That Wu'uld

the

a'

at critical question in,this area to how the:ifuthentid

million people llke Day Creamer, Helen Hainnon

and Donn
,

Vaughn

the gnawer

to that - .question may be

are going to get heard in a way that courts

Eitty Hamer
Wharsve,.

it Is not by putting what t

to word of those of ua.who think we share theit convictions, bet who a
w that we lack dependable understanding

not just

because of ealeeesk,

.

but because
_ writ,
_

Washington, DX., are welt paid profersionals, at";

hafie let Ourselves get nanditioned to accepting the world and

end people throtzb thealways dietot n
tat'. e

often opaque,qookin

coMntry

'
,

I

like, instead, to talk about this communication gap
clearest inetruction!from the 10 -months of the NCWWYs operation i

that

an far as the situation of working women is concernechl especially that of
the C102'

talking about today, ideas aren't getting through.

The

--democracy seems to have here both a speech defect and a bad ear, -SO
ael going to cry to describe very briefly 'what we have learned in this year j.

and a half about this problem and What we are trying to do about it« and
than make what may seem a VtATy small suggestion.

Joan Goodin, Executive Director of the NCWW, has alraldy

ported to

you on 'the Commission's principal effort to meet this problem, 'Each of the

five regional meetings arranged by the NCWWhaa brought togetheej150 to 200
women who are in occupations most likely to be lower, paid, to have inadequate"'
.fringe benefits, to offer few avenues of promotion, and to be pa
en,

ormed'by

Tneie clerical. sales, service, factory and croft workerofhave

spoken out at these meeting' With unmistakable authority.
only been heard, they.have been listened to

And they have not

by ataff and members:of the

NCWW« by those who came to these regional. meetings from corporations,
unions, schoo ls,-federal and stdie,end iocel_agencies and by the.loca
_ommunities at large,. for these regional meetings have ,attracted extr

media coverage. beyond talking and liaterang, there hem been new and
and in some cilises, the caking of new steps. toward solutions.

labor

Partly as a=by- product of these regional meet inge,' but' also as a

consequence of other ectivitLes, the'Commission
correspondonci

on Almost a pettena?, basis

a thousand women around the Country.

haa devoluted en active
with what are now over

We don't initiate these exchanges,

but we do read end listen, and we do respond as fully as our facilities
'permit.

Some typical 'excerpts from a-few of these letters are attached

to this statement. Here again, it would mute or diminiah their mesiage
to presume trusummarire'thed.

Thei Committee members will read them, knowing

the importance., to democracy's process that those who have written these
know, that you have read then.

W has pureued.thisoommunication purpose further by developing
a queeeionnaire which was included in the September, 1975 issue of e_ b
national women's magapines ad% a number of,iabot union publications.
the'150,000 women who responded to this questionnairea're
sample of all

While

not a scientific

women, they represent a large number who had the

desire to ruapond to the 00 ttanna re and in many cases wrote lettere
.

elaborate on theit'.responses.

42,000

Tabulations have been cOmpleted,for about

ofthese'questionnairee (referred to as "the magazine survey").

We have also studied the very

recently_completedualityof7Employment

.Survey, conducted by the University Of'Hinigan's Inaticute'=for Social
Reseaich (referred to as "the TSR survey").
these few minutes, I can only try to augnest what emerge as the

major messages contained in this mountain of information from the regional

meetings, amp the Commission's.correspondenZe. from
the magazine survey, and in the' LSR adtvey.

the preliminary data on

One has3o do with the job 4
combined with a histery of

Expansion of the service sector
yping,in assigning jobs among nen,

and women, has herded women into

ke Jobe.. behind typewriters. in,

tont of-filor.cabinets, over sales counter_

or _beside others

'nimble_fingere,assembling smell electronic gadgets '.

Among those wholiaVe haivanyyroblems with their. jo

±14 there ItSZIAtEX..

of every ten

women in'the,80% name XaCk of Oportunity toadvande.11SA problem.

IThen

she wee Anterviewed for a'slide presentation the FICWW;has developed

Ms.-Tina Wilson fut it-with simple eloquence:

"I've ,never had any trouble

getting a job.; juat getting ahead"'.,

'
iame,thinilets said a.lot of different ,ways

Early return

the magazine surrey find four. out of every ten workers, in "the 80Z" -say

theirlobe.don'Cuse the skills they already have!' Nearlybalf.,of.theesay,.
they have no chance to train for a batter job. Three out of ten report a
lack of, counseling about alternative job opportunity and training.

The

failure to advance, coupled with cultural indoctrination about women's
occupational capabiiitiea, results in one out of four saying they lack the-7ilinfideoce to get ahead:

You realize from ;hale answers and letters what should have been'clear

------b-itori-iburs-mneway-dian'ttihit

in:

that for a great many women, taking a job

outside the home isn't a matter of substituting one kind of work for another.
C means is double duty ---moonlighting, or perhaps "star-lighting" except
chi better than it is.

Only 14Z of women in the LEE survey-

hat job and family-life don't interfere with each other. Among the

,

442

d working

only 52-report the husband's apending as

ae3 /2-hours:a day on home chores'.

if limited, opportunities on'the--neo:.

job away from home are part,ofthe problem, the rear of it-is the unchanging,'
nly alowlychanging -"tame and/conditions" of the job at hotie.

when

all -the old,dutiesetill have to/be ierformed,.bodi'and- Mind Sag ander the
double burdad.

(If I may interJectn personal note here, Mr. Chairman', it-

,

Would be to point -out how we color and distort our thinking 'about, thin

situation by using the,term 'working women" to include only thole who wprk
outeide the home.-

Waage Conceals the ."double dety"latt.)

The doubleaduty ha
.

double-dii;advantagea.

it means. !according to the

..

preliminary data on the magazine survey,. that 392 of the

women working -

both athode and outside report-no time te'pursue their. education; -502
thole in clerical, sales and blue collar jobs ("the 902") any they have ne
time,for-leisure.

lightened, there
should have been.

The other part of it is, that when't14 home duty is
often a peraistent hangover of doubt as to whether it
A nurse's aid in Denver sums .it up:

"It's hard not to

. feel bad about what you can't do for your family".

For women with 'Youngchildren. the responsibility for their care is '
-

particularly hard

deal. with

ZWen. among those mothers now.working.

nresumablY having made some:arrangements for the children's care, aliost'
.

three out of ten in the magazine survey say they still have to work-out ,

bettor child care arrangements.

7,

Data now being,tabulated,inditate-that

_ tll.be much higher for women who are not wofkingoutsieethe

home, but who

want to

The 13g- survey confirms what is,general knowledge

o.

nonetheless sobering: 'whenyarents,.both of whom are working,Oome to'
a-day when one of them must stay-home from work to take care of the children

7
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four eases

every five.

here only to suggest briefly the three d
at come through from the,e'variou

ant types

ources of information:

regional dialogoea,-corrispondence, breeder aurvoyn.
These implications include the importance of equal pay,

opportunity,

- .adequate child care provisions, and a dozen other specifics.

They inclUde-, at another level, the importane of fuller

alization

hat

most of these aren't duet-"women's problems ", presenting "women's issu
but a

have

ether huMan problems in Which-women and men have -- or ought to.
equal stakes.

Aniessumption that adequate, provision for children's

is less important to fathers than to mothera only makes you want to g

that fallacy out of oUrrhinking And oursystem as fast as posaihia., It is
only part of thia_point that there are growing numbers of ghi7.dren in homes
with only isfattiet preashr.

Men's jobs and employment are going to be affected strongly by any
-4cAle change in the shape of women'a employment,opportnnities.

The

fact that a large number of-women are Idcked into a broad lower band of
jobs in t

of pay, advancement, and fringe benefits is a Comment otLthe

'forces.in'the economy that generate such large numbers of such jobs. 7Looking
at the question of how they are to be distribdted between men and women only
do into the underlying problem of
scale beats.

ow to upgrade these jobs on a large-

ady amergiag that the damned for aqual pay for egual.work
Leh may be a "women's

is a.preface to insistence on coMparable,

pay for work ofcomarable value which to not}.
The Current agenda of what are-beingtalked about am women'

problems

actually an agenda of human concerns that it is high time we put in the

Urethane instead of someplace else on down the line.
As I have indicated. earlier,- hovever,, our strongest shared fe__In

::the National Commission is that the undeilying,Message here i4 that deoncricy'

essenttal.policy-making process just isn't working effectively yet in this
area -- AG that while there is unileitionably a new national purpose to "do
I
.'!ng 'sleet woman's rights ", no sufficieni-consensoa has developed, yet
/-

about what the right and sufficient answers are -- or even what the real root,
Problems are

This' ts especially, true with respect to

the 80Z",

It isn't

Just a matter of.remedles to be propounded by government, for these problems
are embedded in the dynamics of private institutions and in the inertial,

There wouldretj4 agreement aboutilew:i

forces that affect people's thinking,
E

billion should be spent in this area even if the Congress were

another
:

willing to appropriate such 'a sum, which it isn't.

: la not a COunnel of despair or delay,

:Someone acid at one of these-

,
ass toots regional meetings that "this is like a young moplelust breaking
through the ground,
proper

You See only a little, but enough Co.promise whit, with.
come..

what was said at'those m etings made sense.-and

said without Ancor. There is manifest willingness to listen
,
Someone else will too. Th'ere'ire all the makings of'constructive:accord

7- But theraeliso gorlo b4 some bet

effe

providing.effective hearing

to thesevoices

..,
.

-_
,-

k

.

.

The only suggestion I can make 4s- going to sound mockingly ina
_.....

Tua :.

Hevartheleae, we feel Unmoor experience that one of'the best inve tments
in this Area right now

be to provide.on a much. broader basis the
..
o
kind,of,feruss
and
the
communication
pattern the NCWW has been experimenting
,
.

.

.

'

-Three

key. elements..

One is metinga at the, ocal community

broad participation by working women themselves, with
ton, too, by those who can respond to their constructive
roposals through concrete action.. Where we have held five such meetings An,
the past ;ear, there. should be 500 in the next three years

The other key element is a central group, within the,priyate sector,
n Which a ,true and honest and- full partnership is developed between peep

such as the four you have heard here today and

hers who

be e

v
.

g

nks.to the established agencies r.£ responsible community and state and

Atinnal aetion public and pri,eate alike!
The NCWW has been enabled to carry out what is in effect a pilot prejoet

by a ameliLbor,critically important grant from the National In

Edueerion7- by'relying.on a-smell but totallydedicated staff,-

drawing owshatswe-have found to be gratifying support sources available
'.throughout the mantel.
'-deed money Which could b

about 510

estimate the cost .of what we propose

tie

many times over in a variety of ways --

--
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There Sant time here for the detailed development of this suggestion
which would give it more substance.

We would welccle the opportunity to

talk with the CoMmittec staff about what we have in mind.

t.., _if this.

should sound in any .ay self-serving an far as the commission is concerned,
that would have to be because we haven't been able here to convey the spirit
that has inapired the NCWW.)
Once more

in closing.

I note the realization that what has been said

here risks the reaction that what is needed is not more talking but more
doing.

We 411 agree on this'.

We know at the same time that we face a job

here of firming up a foundation in broad understanding and in consenaus
upon which we can build our ttpes and even a dream or two.

The problem is

we are dealing not with some new crisis that has developed suddenly.

but with a serious flaw and fault which has been tp our system and our .thinking'
for an long that it in very hard to root it out.

We are trying to change

,

what we have always taken for granted.
So we have come here to may, before the legislature of the oldest. truest
living democracy that our experience seems to us to commend this extension of
the authentic American gamble:

that if the right communication channels are

established the right answers are going to come through them, that citizens
can create the society they want.

The women in this country who are working

both at home and outside the hort, especially "the 80Z" who in some ways
realize the sMailesr returns on their human investment in democracy's labors,
want very much to have a chanCe to help prove this.
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EXCERPTS OF LETTERS FROM WORKING WOMEN

"There is a definite lack of concern by my employer to expose minorities and
women to other aspects of our industry,
One must threaten to leave to get the
kind of attention chat leads to more competitive job Skills.
This is one tactic used to keep us in 'nowhere' positions.
Career counseling should be a
larger part of training.
And above all, one needs to know when to change Jobs.
be it fo'r money, responsibility. power, or just pleasure."
(MASSACHUSETTS)
"I want to break out of my highly skilled but low paying Job.
I
tried search
ing for other forms of employment I could handle but found that personnel directors would say, 'Well, you've been in that business' for 8 years and that's really
too long to make a break and try something new.' ,I have news for them.
With 35
or more working years ahead of me. 1 00 intend to makes a break.
Personnel,directOrS should change their attitudes.
They might just find themselves with new
excitedi interested workers, instead of the same old bored people who no longer
put 100% into a Job because they just don't care anymore."
(CALIFORNIA)
ft

Thoughts from a woman whose Children 'ai.e crown but who worked throughout their
formative years ,.. "Curing my years as a working mother. 1 Often wandered if
the boys were aWright.
I wished so often there was some agency that would
prOvide supervised play or activity between school closing and my return from
work.
Summers were difficult.
There were structured. activities but still much
'free' time
The constant, nagging worry didn't do much for my efficiency or
disposition.
see this pattern being repeated in whole or in part in many areas
of life today.
One of my sons has-custody and care of hiS four children.
I think
he, too, will te old before his time."
(STATE UNKNOWN)
I

On the 'ouble standard existing in offices ... "I have been here 15 years and
ambecoming more and more aware of the lowly status I have even though I run
the whole office for the men.
Liko, (the men) take the afternoon off to play
,golf but I stay in the office because (they might need me); (The men) pick up
the new car in the afternoon but (I) take a vacation day (to pick up mine).
The problems the men have with their children and-wives is alSo handled in a
different manner.
One employee lost more work because of his wife'S drinking
problem than I did when my husband died of cancer."
(MICHIGAN)

I

"I am 26, mother of 2 children whom I have to leave to the care of my parents..
Their father left me at 17, pregnant,, without even a tigh school educatiOh.
I
still carry the dream that someday 111make enough money to care for my:children.
I have had Jobs turned down to me because I was very young and may remarry
and have'more children (I can't).
I cold write yOu a boos on how distrusted
young divorced women are.",,
(TEXAS)
"I'm on sick leave froM'my Job and my problems are directly related-to (having
to) Work, run a household and care for children.
I get only two weeks vacation
and there'are certain times when I must use vacation days for field trips at my
-Childron'S school, sick children, Parent-teacher conferences, school enrollment days, doctor's appointments for children. etc,
(many of my coworkers and I are) tired, don't have time to express ourselves, or-time to
be alone."
(MICHIGAN)
.

.

.
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Excerpts

"Cam you enlighten me as to my rights as a part-time sales clerk in a department
store?
I object to the term 'flexible' when It comes to getting a lob since
the word seems to mean availability any time of the day or night. Sundays and
holidays.
No benefits are given.
'Me store has had a 64% turnover of employeesin the last Year."
-(KENTUCKY)
"The area of education for women who are the head of their households is so lacking I could go on for pages, but (here are) a few points:
1.
Because of the needs
Of their children, mothers who support families.should be allowed financial aid
for part-time schooling.
2. Trade schools and junior colleges should offer courses
In the:evenings which could be spread out to meet the needs of.working motherS.
3.
This country should someday realize that education pays off and should be
willing to,assist really motivated and capable students no matter what their
family circumstances are."
(FLORIDA)
"I have been out there - in the male world of corporate non-equality - and. I have
been at the kitchen sink.
Both positions need realigning. Just let's make sure
there is a SO% female voice in the new rules."
(PENNSYLVANIA)
"I work two Jobs, one full-time as a secretary and one part-time as a sales clerk.
I work two jobs to help me and my husband net by
He works full-time and overtime when possible. We are paying two mortgages: my mother-in-law's and our
own."
(MARYLAND)
"I work in a private nursing home and have been there almost 11 years.
I make
52.85 an hour (no benefits either). Talk about earnings gap!"
(PENNSYLVANIA)
.(the county) has not reclassified anyone In my unit since 1975.
So here
sit, still making S4-.79 an hour."
(WISCONSIN)

I

I hate interviewing!
I'd rather go over Niagra calls in a barrel. Women
have to be taught from an early age that it's not wrong to SELL their strong
points, or cover up their weak ones."
(NEW YORK)
"41:

"I believe the principal problenm women in th working world have are
1, having
to hold down-2 jobs, i.e. working for pay plus keepiny a household running and
caring for thildreni". and 2. women are not given serious career counseling early
enough for it to make any difference irr what ca'eers they choose.
The greateSt
need is COUNSELING, COUNSELING AND ORE COUNSELING,;.
(STATE UNKNOWN)
"Single parents like myself (experience) great frustration in not being able to
advance because of educational deficiencies.
I have tried to attend school
at night while working full-time and raising mo, children, but have been
forced to postpone my education, until the time when my chtldreu are older.
Without further education I cannot hope t4 Progress to a more responsib'e job.
I am representativ6 of many divorced mothers in the 70's - enjoy vorkin but
find child care'difficulties,and impossibility' of furthering my education
definite drawbacks."
(NEW YORK)
The orimary'rroblem I find today is that employers are priJudiced against women
I am .very presentable:. my qualifications are excellent, I all very
conscientiocs..Yet I have found, especially in the past several years, that many
bosses today are that,In name onlythey are not qualified for their various positions.
I
find that the more
show what I am capable of doing, the,more work
Is piled on me. That is being taken advantage of and what can one do about
it ?!.
(CALIFORNIA)
over 35.

I

Excerpts

"I work fulKlme and love it.
But I am now at an age when I have to decide about
having children.
I.. want them desperately.
Yet I feel trapped.
I would need to
work for financial and professional reasons.
How much easier it would -be if child
_care facilities were available in or near (where I work).'
(MARYLAND)
"I live in a small rural community. There is NO public transportation available.
I am a widow with 5 children (and work). All goverement good es are for children
whose parent(s) are home to act as taxi drivers.
Nothing afte 5430 or 6 pm for
children or myself. My children suffer because I work to support them.
The
children on welfare get all the free things."
(0e,.AHORA)
"A major need Is before and after school care for early grade school
years."
(WISCONSIN)
"All my education did not prepare me for the pressures of 24-hour-a-day care of
small children."
(NE4 YORK)
"What I want in a job:

1. challenge; 2. satisfaction of helping someone; 3, rorm
to grow as a person and as e'professional; 4. flexible enough hours not to make
myfamlly suffer; 5, recognition for what is done; 6.,evaluation of how it is
done
(NEW YORK)

"Why would (1) like a job outside the hone? In my case, (it's) the fact that a
job can provide far more than a salary:
competition, achievement, praise -no one is here writing up terrific evaluations on how well I change a
diaper,"
(STATE UNKNOWN)
'Someday I'm in hopes our government will- see fit to live people credit for their
hours spent in volunteer work.
It would encourage more of it and oerhaes give
POOR a chance to see just how it can improve their Own lives as well as cheer
up or bring joy to those they serve."
(CALIFORNIA).
+

"Retirement income 's a function of earnings (and) THIS is where the working
woman is hurt.
The day I stop working it the day that my home Of 30 years goes
on the market.
It frightens me."
(MASSACHUSETTS)
"Traveling time to reach my job (is my problem).
It adds A to 5 ours a day to
my.8 hour day. 'Limited flexitime has helped because we can lea%a a little before
the. rush hour begins. however, if we caul I work our 40 hours in 4 days, one day's
traveling time Would'be el1mineted."
(NEW YORK)
.

,

"J think I have a deep-seated fear of responsibility which interferes on some
basic lorel with my development into more lucrativo, cavers.
The "nd of selfConficiefice I lack is probably the same thirl many women complain about;
earl)"
childhood conditioning to stay home, to accept the guidance of Others.-leave
decision making up to others, star out of the lime-light, avoid being noticed
by others."
(STATE UNKNOWN)

"After a 28 year marriage, my husband wanted out, and I returned to the world of
mirk, outside !he'home. Well
from being 'just a housewife,' I became, 'just' the
matron for the,Police department, then 'Just" a clerk and today I am 'just' the
recertionist, and ',1C.t' the mail girl.
One day I shall write a book about being
I am a little people, but I know that I am needed and do a very good
job.".
(CALIFORNIA)
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Ms. Goomrsr. Just a few words of background, and I do have a
statement which has already been presented to you
The National Commission on Working Women is a nongovernmental body, funded principally by the National Institute of Education (HEW), with sPecial project funds from private foundations,
corporations, arid unions. So it is a great combination of funding.
Also

the commission members are corporate executives, labor

union, people from the media, the Congress and very impoMrintly,
from the grassroots. Real working women_ The Chair of

mission is Elizabeth Duncan Koontz, who at one time
Director of Labor Women's Bureau.

The -Department of Labor has focused on what we call the
percent, and I was talking with women from your State, Sena,
Senator FELL, Could you move a little closer to the microphori.-

Ms. GOODIN. I am sorry. The 80 percent actually is shorthand for

women in the paid labor force who are in clerical, -sales, service,
factory and: plant jobs. These are the lower paying dead end kinds
of obs So it is that population that we would like to draw your

ilattent ,n to in terms of the Higher EducE :ion Act.

We were delighted when we were i.

women, and talking with some of our gracf,

for the hearings on

commissioners; to

hear Senator Harrison Williams, the distil p-hed chairman of
the full Senate committee,-say the EEOC his Jt enforced such
important and necessary comparable work pti
This was

part of a discussion of pay equity, and so forth
...i.--ntinued to says
-that, "I hope that now we will be able to build a h,.,ct
persuasive
opinion and impression and experience that can 1,rezi, :'trough and
implement that kind of comparability test in t)-i.. sr at pay siea."

Now, I mention that only to say that as pact of our outreach

effort we have held regional dialogs with these *eyeing women all

over the country. We have also conducted a national survey of
working women, which resulted in 150,000 responses, accompanied

by several thousand letters. We have as a result, identified- four
major areas of concern.

One is pay. The reedit, we are- here today has to do with the
question of education an -raining. The women are very aware
that this it; a great need U. they have as yet unrnt'ltogether. it
is this concern which, as- I v, brings us here today. It is perhaps
partly the fault of a s'r'ir
hich still does not recognize the
female work force as perinane. 'hat women find themselves 'n a
Struggle to gain access to the ski, training and education that will
result in personal growth and adv;mcement on the job.
The old saying, women have jobs,, and men have, cowers, still;
unfortunately, describes Societal"-tturies toward women's work.
I -want to just mention one of the,letfei.,, that came in with our
,

questionnaires: The woman said:

I !blind myself faced
.nany problems dealing frith fur! her education. I ha-iie
reached the conclusion ...a. if a woman is not given a chuno:, to prove herself on the
job and seek advaocen,
in that field, than is thore,really any room for a working
Woman to continue to ,telve for her goal"'

That is the

in,.

that mom. ols.these women find -themselves.

Of the 150,001) rovonses to our survey_' with' regard. to the questions concerning potential problems,
that Should
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be corrects c' in the o.;:iginal statement-46 percent of the woolen in
'

the 80 peicent responded that they had no chance to train for a
better job; 40 percent also said that they had no time to continue

their .-e-kacation. It is the whole question of the douLle burden, the

work that women must do at home, as well as on the job, that
leaves them very lacking of time.
Now the major points I want to address are in two parts. First,

the.aystemic need. Women in the 80 percent must tle recognized as
a special needs constituency in the area of educatiLn, by educators,
by employers; by union leaders, and by legislators.
Child care provisions must become standard to edu-ational crelivsystems policy,
ere are some other concerns here about counseling, about all
the ograma outlined in the Higher Education Act, which ,Eire in
irnony,.but I want to get to the second area of needa, and to

say hat, as Willard Wirtz brought out so vividly during the antiary hearings,
bredgearreed ttoaawdoma evneryin btande
7rHceericta, ::adiedmeramrtabcayt
speech
ear."
corninunication, or the lack of it is at the base of the problem, and
lasts that while the Federal Government should not be expecto fund the entire solution; it can "yeast" the process by 'timeluting collaborative efforts at the community level
[The prepared statement of Ms. Goodin follows:1

1

-Statement by Joan M. Goodin,
Executive Director
National Commission on Working Women
before the
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_ Members of the Subcommittee:

I am Joan Goodin. Executive Director of the National Commission on Working.
Women whose secretariat. the Center for Women and Work. is a unit of the private.
non-profit National Manpower Institute, headed by Willard Wirtz.

Mr. Wirtz, who

also serves on our Commission, regrets he could not be here,todayi but did testify
before the full Committee during the hearings on "The Coming Decade: American:
Women and Human Resources Policies and Programs."

1 take this opportunity to ask

that our testimony from those hearings be made a part of the record here.
The Natioral CommisSion on Working Women is a nongovernmental body, funded

principally by the National institute of Education KWh with special project
funds from private foundations, corporations, and unions.

Our Chiir is Elizabeth

Duncan KOontz..former Director of the Department of laborWomen's Bureau, and
Currently Assistant State Superintendent of Public Instruction in North Carolina.
The other 25 Commissioners are from business, labor, the education World. the
media, the Congress and the grassroots.
on the Commission was purpoieful.

The inclusion of these sectors of society

It is our firm belief that until all of these

,key grouos understand and become sensitive to a problem, solutions can neither be
effectively designed nor successfully implemented.
The work of the Cemmiksion is focussed on the concerns of what we. call "the 80%.!
This

shorthand for that approximate 80% of the female work force concentrated in

low-pay,ing, dead-end jobs in clerical occuPations.'serviceinduStries, retail' stores,
factories and plants.

unfortunately, the traditions of our society have supported

a kind of second-class citizenship for these women workers.

Conditions fpr women
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concentrated to these occupations with low,wages and few oppbrtunitie- for
- advancement have not been satisfactorily corrected by such legislatioa as the
1963 Equal Pay Act.

Now. there is the queStion of Title yil of the Civil Rit;ts

and the concept of equal pay for work of comparable value.

Senator Harrison

isms. the distinguished Chair of the full Senate Committee on LI dr and Human
Resources commented in January 1979 at the CoMmittee's hearings o
EEOC has req enforced this
ho == that now we

r

n

and necess

c.-- 'arable work

The

?raen:

nc

1-

11 be able __to build a 6 of -ersuasive o inion and

lipressionand experience that can

reek

th -u-h

comparability test inthe equal pay area.'

nd i -lement that kind o

It is both gratifying and encouraging

to hear statements of that nature; especially at the level of a Senate Committee.
omen in the 80% work mostly out of economic need.

But. while pay equity is a

highly desired goal. it is only one of the prime concerns expressed by this group.
Our Commission has met with and listened to literally hundreds of women across
the entire country through a series of Regional Dialogues designed specifically for
that purpose.

As a result, we have been able to identify the Major areas of concern

to women in the 80%.

They have told us that they lack personal support- systems to

even begin twee beyond coping with day-to-day life.

They have told us that the

double burden of Job and family is too great for them to consider activities beyond
the immediate needs of children, husband and boss.

They have expressed frustration
ze

e

and distress over the lack of priority given to quality, affordable child care for
working parents.

Another major concern to these pink and blue collar women workers is the lack
of opportunities for further education and training.

it is._this concern which

..

brings us here today:

It is perhaps pArtly the fault of a society which still

does not recognize the female workforce as permanent and integrated that women find
it a struggle to gain access to'the skill training and education that will result in
personal growth and advancement on the Job,

The old saying. "women have Jobs; men
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have careers." s
work."

11 unfortunately describes societal attitudes toward "women's

Working women themselves. however. are now beginning to recognize that

they will be working almost 27 years of their lives regardless of whether or not
they have'a family.

'They want and need to advance in their jobs, both with

respect to responsibility,and to wages.

To do this, however, they need more

educational opportunities.
Another dly in which our Commiss-ion has studied the concerns. of these women

was through a National Survey which was published In eight national magazines and
the labor press.
and analyzed.

150,000 women responded; these responses have now been tabulai.M

To questions concerning potential problems, 40% of the women in the

80% responded that they had no chance to train for'a better job.
_11,1so said they had no time to continue their education.

a woman froweDil City, Pa. wrote,
deelIn
not

with...further education.

In an accompanying letter

self faced with man

'robl

I have reached the conclusion that if a woman

von a chance tO ve herself on the 40,and seek -- advancement in that
then is there rea11

field

found

Forty percent

an

room for a workin

n.to continue-to strive fo

her noaq"
This, is the kind of situation In which women find themselves.

To escape the

low wages and stet,_ of their present jobs, they must somehow overcome the burden.
of having little time left over after their paid and unpaid work is done, having
no:extra financial resources. and

third and very serious barrier, no Information

or counseling to guide them toward some solution to the problems.
The National Advisory Council On Women's Educational Programs studied the
needs of women in the 80% by ".piggybacking" on our llegional Dialogues, :The Council

isjobout to publish a report of its findings in a docUment titled "Working Women
Speak."

One of the Council's recommendations, addressed to the Departments of Labor

and NEW. Is that those agencies'undertake,a Joint effort_to_provide funds and

technical assistance, under exisllagagoillalipgatomomtot local counillig.
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he

mark

n-

tcluotionArld_trainn-ortigancial aid
hild care aod.other; su-

settirial

e resources

and individual goal-

.11th your permission. Mr. Chairman,

I should like

to request that the record be left open in order to inchide the full report of
the Council., I understand It is due from the Government Printing Office around

"October 15.

As stated, the'report is entitled "Working Women Speak.'

Our Commission believes there are two major areas that must be addressed if
,we are-to successfully resolVe the educational needs of women in the 80%:
1.

The systemic need
Women insthe 80% must be recognized as a "special needs" constituency
in the area of education - by educators, by employers, by union leaders.

and by legAlators.
Child care provisions must become standard toeducational delivery
iittems policy.

Counsellors and guidance personnel must become broadly,sensitized to
gender-based stereotyping, as well as sex bias in employment and education

programs, and be alert 0 the low self-esteem and motivation of the women /
workers who have developed attitudes.and behaviors within such a system.
We believe it is important that all of the programs outlined in the

Higher Education Act serve the needs of women in the 80%. Therefore, we
believe that the renewal evaluation reports and the annual evaluation
reports (required by Sections 417 A 4l8 of the General Education Provisions
Act) should require information about hoW effectively, these programs are
serving women - particularly working women. ',While we are here today

:testifying mainly about TKle1:of the Act, we want to emphasize that if
higher education is to meet the needs of the 80%. every Title of the
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Statute will have to address these concerns.

for example, the way in

which needs are anal ,zed for student financial aid, and the support

services provided In Trio and other programs should be carefully drawn to

encourage these omen to pursue higher education.

While the largest

Portion of the At goes to student financial aid provisions, many of the
women in the 80%',Who are eligible for substantial student assistance have

no ready access to information about what assistance is Available or how
to apply.

We believe a special consumer information p=rogram should be
.

undertaken to reach these women.
a All educational strategies for improving the conditions of women in the
Work force must be based on a realistic assessment of the labor.morket
trends for the 1980's and beiond (e.g., the technolOgical assault on

clericarwork may change,personn0 needs in that female-intensive occupation.)
2

Personal needs: Includin- financial supoarts

,

As Willard Wirtz brought out so vivedly during the@January hearings, with
regard to women In the 80%,"democrac
very_bad ear."

has a_serious s eech defect and a

He considers that communication (or the lack of it) is at

the base of the/problem, and suggests that while the Federal Government
should not be'exPected to fund the entire solution. it can "yeast" the
Process by stimulating collaboratiVe efforts at the community level.
regard, we would like to see the establishment of
resource centers, working'in

concert

cizmunity

In

educational

with a state or local entity similar'

to our 'Commission (e.g., with, officials from business, labor, education,
cal'government, and working wcvnen).

Incentives could also be

provided so that educational instit :Ions could,avail themselves of the
expertise developed by organizaticns Willing with women in the 80%
special population,

In essence, Mr. Chairman, we see the experience orour Commission as a
worthy pilot test of a private sector

approach to enlisting the best efforts of

Institutions and localities In resolving problems connected with the
needs of,women in the 80 %.

It Is meeting with Success.

educational

We believe that this

kind of effort shoulo be put on a Systematic basis, so that such private sector
efforts can be :spread to all States and Communities.

opportunity to offer the assistance of
as a resource.

in that regard,

I

take this

the National,Commission on Working Women

We would like to be helpful in any way possible.

delighted to work with your staff In developing

We would-be

appropriate language or. in

general, to think through the various facets of this important legislation in
light of our findings on women in the 105.
Thank you for this opportunity to communicate our point

view
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Senator PELL. Thank you. I am sorry that the bell moves that
way but that is our fate.

All right, who is next?
Senator STAFFORD. I hope nobody is diverted by the Senate's
water program that seems to be going on over there.
Dr. FARLEy. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I
urn Eileen Farley, president of Bristol Community College in FalL
River, Mass. and a member of the American Association of Community and ,kinior CnIleges Commission on Governmental Affairs.
`I am pleased to present the views of the American Association of
Community and Junic-:. Colleges, an organization representing this.

Nation's 1,200 2-year colleges which collectively enroll over 4.3

million credit students.
The growth of community and junior colleges has been the most

significant educational phenomenon over the past two decades.
Today community and junior colleges enroll one out of every two
freshmen students and about 40 percent of all undergraduate students. Students at 2-year colleges, however, tend to enroll part-time

and tend to be older titian their counterpartS attending 4-year
colleges. The average age among community and junior college
students is :30 nationally, and 35 for women students. In addition,
about 60 percent of the community college students are enrolled in
vocationaltechnical curricula.
Many of our students are bilingual, and about 59 percent of all
recipients of Pell grants at community and junior colleges are
members, of minority graups. I stress. this, because I think it is
iniportant fr.r the members of this subcommittee to understand
why we in the community college movement sometimes advocate
policies that are somewhat different from representatives of tradi-

tional collegiate interests.
Our experience tells us that the postsecondary education population is growing older, more part time and more desirous 'of learning,
experienees related to their career and lifetime goalp.
The American Association of Community and Junior 'Colleges is
very pleased with some of the provisionSrof H.R. 5192 that would

treat independent and part-time students with more equity in the
awarding of student assistance, including the Fell grants which we
believe are the foundation of all Federal assistance. We hope the
Senate will follow suit in its bill to include _aid for less-than-halftime' students under the supplemental educational opportunity
grant program, the modifying of the half cost provision'in the Fell
grants, which, unfortunately, harms the poorest of college students
(those with zero family contribution) the most and making the
commuter allowance more reflective of reasonable costs occurred
by students who must buy dollar-a-gallon gasoline to commute to

c LISS. We also like the House provision that would allow child care
expenses to be reflected in a student's aid budget. This provision is

especially important to the growing majority of community _,and
junior college students who are women.

Important as complements to Federal student assistance, however, are the categorical grant programs in the Higher Education.
Act. Title I. the':continuing education and community service provi-

sion, althdugh small in funds; has beed important to us at Bristol
Community: College. We have participated in a consortium with,:
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other poipecondary institutions in the Commohwealth of Massachusetts to provide programs for undersei-ved adults. We understand, however, that the history of title I has been uneven nationally in allowing participation by community and junior colleges. In
11 States, where funds were not administered by the chief State
planning office, comniunitry and junior colleges were bypassed com-

pletely. We therefore, support provisions in the House bill which
would require that States make efforts th insure equal treatment of
applicants in the evaluationaf grant proposals.
e are not wedded to theburrent provisions of title I and think
that the changes made in the House bill to target the program to
serve nontraditional and adult students is a desirable direction. We
are somewhat concerned-that information services might eat up too
much of the State program budget in the House version, however.
In our opinion,e the very necessary information and counseling
centers should receive 25 percent of the State program funds' the
first year, 20 percent the second year and no more than 15 percent
of the State program funds in the remaining years of the reauthortzation. We feel that after the initial year, information and counseling centers shoald be well established; and their ongoing 'operation
should _cost less. States, of course, would be free to increase their.
share of the funding to expand the information focus to the level
desired by the State.
We are somewhat reluctant as well to us up to 20 tiPrcent of the
title:I appropriation for State planning. We recognize"'-ite necessity
of State planning for postsecondary education, anti welcome the
emphasis placed on State planning for nontraditional postsecondary activities; however; we doubt the wisdom is:if using the title I
ap ropriation 1:o fund with activities
me olthese-costs could be borne by States thernielves.
Another arms of concern lies with the problem of eligibility to
participate in title I 'orograms. As mentioned earlier, the current
program exCludes participation by community and junior colleges

in 11 States; however, the House bill permits grants to go to

community-based organikations, business, industry and labor, as
well as postsecondary educaticibal institutions. A potential problem
exists .if community-based organizatkins are to award_ "college
credit" when they are not licensed by the State to perform such
activities. We think that-title I language sho:Ald clearly state that
grants are to go to the nonprofit sector and contracts to the private
sector.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Farley follows:]
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Chairman and Members o

he Subcommittee;

I am Eileen Farley, President of Bristol Community College in fall River,

Massachusetts, and a mdmber of the American Association of community and Junior
Colleges 'Comaission on Governmental Affairs.

L am pleased to present the views

of the A5eriran AssorTariOn-or-Communl,y aun--Jund.-or-06-1-1-dges

an -organisation-

representing this nation's 1200 two-year colleges which collectively enroll over
4.3 million credit students.
The growth of community and junior colleges has been the most sign
educational phenomenon over the past two decades.

Today community and junior

collages enroll one out of every two freshmen students and about forty percent
1 undergtaduate students.. Students at two -year colleges, however, tend to

'

enroll part-time and tend to he older than their counterparts attending four"year colleges.

The average age among community and junior college students is

now 30 nationally, and 35 for women studsnts.

In addition, about 60 percent of

the community college Students are cnroi1ed in vocational - technical curricula.

Community and junior colleges are often called the "poor person's college."
Indeed, many of our students come from families which are economically and/or
culturally disadvantaged.

Attachment A represents the best estimate of the

racial charaeterianica of community and, junior college Students.

According

data released by the AACJG, two-year collegeS enroll about 4'0 percent ofrhe full
time minority undergraduate students and about 91 percent of all the part-time
minority undergraduate students.

Many of our students are bilingual ind about

99 percent of all recipients of Pell grants at community -Ind junior colleges are
members of minority groups.
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ommunity

;v Junior college ataUftta ',vcavav I think if is important for the membera or

this Subcommittee to understand why u<

the commuelty college movement sometimea

advocate policies that are somewhat differ n
collegiate interests.

from representatives of traditional

Our.experience tells u$ that the postsecondary education

population it growing elder,- more part-time and more desirmus-of-learning-ex-----

periencga related to their career and lifetime gnala,
Center for Education itatistits (Attachment 11)

Data from the National

indicate that the alder. port-time

students are also increasing in number at four -year public and independent colleges
and universities as well.

While the enrollment at two-year colleges la about 61

percent part-time, approximately 32 percent of the enrollment at four-year colleges

is now pert-time, and the'pert-timt enrollment at universities fe slightly
less at 26 percent.

Additionally, Attachment C developed from data gupplied by

the dureeu of the Census indicated that approximately 44 percent of all collage
students are heads of households and/or their spouses.

Only 51 percent of all

college students are 1S-24 dependents, and yet so much of our higher education
policy at the federal level has been predicated on the traditional college age,
dependent student.
The American AssociatiOn of DoMMunity and Junior Colleges is very pleased

with some of the provisions of H,g

5192 that would treat independent and part-

time students with more equity in the awarding of student aaaistanCe, including
the Poll grants which ve believe are the foundation of all federal aaalatance.
We hope the Senate will follow Suit in its bill to include)aid for lest-thanhalf-time students under the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant program,

tht modifying of the half-cost previsee in the Pal grants which, unfortunately.
harms the poorest of college students (those with zero family contribution) the
most,

and making the communter allowance more rerleetive of reasonable costs
a
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unturned ry students who must buy dol- __ar- a=gallon gasoline to to auce to c;ye

He also like the House provision that would allow child care expenses to h,
reflected in e student's aid budget.
the growing majority of community

This provision Is especially iloport
u

students who are women.

_Important as co4loments to federal student assistance, however. are
categorical grant programs in the Higher Edo:.ation Act.

he

Title I. the Cont.nully

Education and Community Service provision,.although, small in feting, has been

Latent to us et 5tiSt01 Community Collage.

We have participated in a consortium

with other postsecondary institutions 'n,the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to provide programs for underserved adults.

We understand;. however, that the history of

Title I bee been uneven nationally in allowing partieastion by community
junior colleges.

and

In eleven statea, wire funds were net administered by the chiif

state planning office. community and junior foliages were by-passed completely.

We, therefore, support provieiOns.in the Hoes= bill whOAh Would require that
states make efforts to ensure equal treatment of applicants in the evaluation of
grant proposals..

lie are not wadded to the current provisions of Title I and think that the.
.changes made in the Hourie bill to target the program to serve nontraditional and
adult students is a desirable directiOn.

We are somewhat concerned that information

services night eat up too much of the state program budget in the House'veraion.
however.

In our Opinion the very necessary Information and counseling centers

cehould receive 25 percent of the state program funda the first year. 20 percent the
second year. and no more thfu 15 percent of the state prOgram funds in the remaining
Years of the reauthorization. We feel that after the initial year, information ani
tounsaling centers should be well established and their ongoing operation should
coat less.

States, of coUrSe. Would be frac to increase their

bt

to expand the information focus to the level desired by the state.

funding
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We are somewhat reluctant as well to use up to twenty percent of the Title
I Appropriation tot state planning.

Wedrecognize the necessity of state planning

`for postsecondary education and welcome the emphasis placed on state planning for
, nontraditional postsecondary activities; however, we doubt the wisdom of using the

Title I appropriation to fund such activities.
have its on

feel that state planning Should

separate authorization'and appropriation

the set-aside for

stars ?leaning should be related LO sone base funding amount and not a flat percentany future Title

appropriation.

The Administration also made some den irab

recommendationn for Title I.

They

propose a program of grants to collages and universities (including Goa unity colleges) To asSiat in the solution of comiunity problems,

The Administration's pre-

posal is somewhat Similar to the Urban Grant Title (Title xi of H.R. 51H2), except
that all postsecondary educational institutions. net Juat,research universities',

would be eligible c5 assist their communitiee, whether they be urban, rural or
suburban.

Community and junior colleges have o,strong -tradition in helping their

communities and municipal governments in the solving of local problems.

In.the

City of San Franclaco,'for example, community and junior colleges contract with-

the city government to train municipal workers and-to upgrade their Skilla.

We

affirm that research universitires have no monopoly on providing eerice to their
communities.

Another area of concern"
in Title I programs.

with the problem of eligibility to participate

As mentioned earlier, the current program excludes pattici-

Wien by community and junior c011eges in eleven states; however, the House bill
permits grantato go'to community -barred organizations, business, industry and labor,
as well as postsecondary eddcational inatitutlons.

A potential problem exists if

communit-bane d organizations are Co award "college credit" when they are not
licensed by the state to perform such activities.

We think that title

language
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should clearly stet. that grantS are to go to the non-profit s

to the private eactv.

and contras__

',Mile we have av problem with'non-penesee_dary educational

institutiona providing informatiOn and counseling services, and offering .ontinuing
education courses, we

that Stich entities should form arrangements with pent-

aeceodary educational institute one to award any academic credit.

'We support the continuation of the Rational AdVisory Council on ixtcnsior and
ncontinuihs Education, end think: that it should be:renamed the Sationel Advisory
Council on Education Outreach Programa.

We would hope that the Advisory Council would

help the Chastens and Adminietratioa evaluate the auccesa trt any new Title

program-

: for instance, the State programs are Indeed targeted on undernerved adults,

and whatherAha quality and nsape of the instruction and support offered is "postaocendary" in nature.

Activitide authorized by the Higher Education Act should net

be confused with those offered through the Adult Education Act, where the focus is
clearly on helping adults obtain the equivalent of elementary and secondary educations.
The American_Aaseelation of Community and Junior Colleges would hope that the Senate.
would preserve the post-14g&I school nature of programs authorized by the Higher Education Ast. although we support stavieeti, including remediation In reading, writing
and mathematics, to help adults ;ersisr'im their postsecondary educational careers.'
One of the worst problems of comMunitY and Junior colleges is the retention
of students who aspire to postsecondary education,

who lack the basic skills

to stay in school. Many of these students have high School diplomas, but have
been failed by -their secondary Saimaa.

They need support services to be retained

in school, but because they are older than 19 or attend part-time are largely byvisaed by the existing TRIO programs.

Our experience Cella us that very few adults-

are served by the federal TRIO programs, yet their need for such programs is considerable.

Since many of these students are parents themselves, their frustration

-
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in meeting the academic standards of their postsecondary institutions and their
Loss of self - confidence when they fail are transmitted negetivelv to their nffspring.

We, therefore. suggest that the RETENTION OF NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS be made
more of a focus in Title 1 than is currently the case in P.I

9o-a82 or is pro-

posed by the Administration or in the House bill. H.R. 5192.

Although-my-comments7koday Were Co a mainly orf-TitleI-Of the Higher Education
Act, I feel it la important to discuss other related titles.

TheAmericen Association

of Community and )unior Colleges strongly endorses the concept of a "floor" rather
than a "ceiling" set-aside for two-year colleges in Title III, Aid to Developing
Institutions.

As mentioned earlier, many of the students served.by community and

junior colleges are low-income and minority group members, yet two-year collapse
have had a diffiLuit fundiug history in Office of Education programa.

Unfortunately,

there seems to be a bias operating against two-year colleges - that somehow our
programs are lead "good," leas "desirable," and less"deserving" of receiving
federal funds.

We feel that removal of the twO-yeir college set-aside woad be

disastrous for two' -year colleges.

The changing of the set-asido to a floor rather

than a ceiling acknowledges the "right" of two-year colleges to participate in the
Title Ill, program at the same time allowing for a reaSonable competition among all
all
of institutions.

If the set-aside were removed. two-year colleges, however

deserving, would have a difficult tine competing, since under the newly approved
regulations, eligibility to participate is determined by points acquired on two
criteria:

(1) the average MOO Award per FTE and (2) the average general fund

expenditure per FTE.
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Since

, community and junior
,

students attend part -time and since

equity for independent students is a rather now concept in need analyst's. the
average RE0i7 p-r FTE at two-year colleges is artificially low.

The half-cost

limitation ALSO contributes 1 a depressed average BEDC award per ETE.

the act-

aside for two-year cAleges allows the more deserving colleges Iderrmined by

points

on tha two criteria) to compete against the entire pool of two-year colleges.
Until inequities in the dtOC program against part-time and independent students and
against those who attend low-tuition colleges are elLminatedi a set-aside for two-

Year colleges must remain to ensure a reasonable participation rate by
our.
sector.
Lastly, .et r..

CVIleges."

comment on the current Title X, t: e "Expansion of Community

'Je view deletion of Title X in the Administration's bill and in

H.R. 5192 with much chagrin.

No hearings were held on Title X on the House side,

yet House members were Confident that the community college

d have

little interest, given that the Title ham failed to receive appropriations since
its enactment in 1972.

However, that i5 not the case.

The AACJC has been bombarded .

with mail from our con tituency that deletion of Title k in net acceptable to thin
:.scion's community and junior colleges.

We .ask that a community and junior col-

.

lege titre be retained in the Nigher Education Act and the American Association of
CoMmunity nod Junior C Ileges.pledges its help to work with staff to
current Title X and to make it a title for realistic funding.

1',ova the

tie would ask that

the program authority in Title X be oriented to help community colleges educate
and train the structurally unemployed and that the construction and planning sections
fiom the title be deleted.

quest that authority for the Community College Unit be retained.
The Community College Unit assists public and independent two-year colleges s

2g0
through the maze o
source that the two=
referral.

Retention

in the wake of the ore

programs and.reoalations.

Lt

is a very vu

e sector has grown dependent,upon for guidance and
Community College Unit is especially Important to us
On of the Department of Education.

Thank you for this opportunity to present our views.
answer any questions you might have.

L would be pleased to
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!-,,enator

\lr Ilutton''

Th.ink you very much, Doctor Farley.

'kir Ili rroN

illisrn is Carroll M. Hutton, I am the directo'K o

Educution Depariment of the Intanational Union, United

Ii

Vorkers.
Iii PE LL. Can you hear in the back of the room?
Mi I l i -rmN. The American labor movement, of course;Thas long
supported the cLiuse of increased educational opportunities As
ii

working men's parties were demanding free taxupported sehook Since then, organized labor has continued to
,a000rt public education by word, by resolutiort; and by action,
j.duL.at ion has become a primary State function, and
has helped rmike our society more democratic and more just. pduinn today has become the majorroute to social mobility.
1111:11eIV, the benefits of education have not been accessible

I istorically, educational programs-have served

lii

otim4 who could devote their full time and attention to the

1,11,-Int

if

Iii educition. Those who have been unable toifollow this

havi frequently found themselves denied access to further

liii

hi

d thus barred from many occupational opportunities.
dis,idv.intaged iidults today are now serving lifetime sem,:
Income :Ind unemployment because they were unable

t,,

1,1k,, Advantage of educational opportunities when they were
for in, rezised educational opportunities for these disad-,,The Heed
if
oVf.n more compelling because of the changes
I

iii eurring ru Ameriezin society. The nature and pace of economic,
social change require access tcediferonglearning

lii

;ill our citizens. but especially for those disadvantaged adults
h" hii" been historic;illy underserved by o.ur,.educational system.

hi

1e have learned. however that more is required than to win
collective bargaining tuition refund- benefits. This is re-iii the f,ict thin less than 4 percent of the workers covered

these benefits. Much more,needs to be done if vie
1/1,11n. the promise which these benefits represent.
certan!). our colleges and universities must develop new an
Flo,. at ive programs which take into account the special needs
d

lihtvies of workers. This is especially true of our urban institulll- It in our urban areas, after all, where most of our mem-

and their 1;imilies live and work.
l)et roll we him. worked closely with Wayne State University
ii I iir (it.,.1()pment of a program specially designed to -meet the
.,,Incntleil:d needs if workers. This program, university studies and
weekeini coll, ge. is currently serving over 1,500 working aduIts-het

ii

ii

thew union members, and with an average age of .37.
think, three important features to this program: RS
sssiciu, its curriculum, and :its approach to student serv,,..- file delivery system enables workers to earn their bachelor's
degree through a combination of TV courses, once-a-week workThere are.

I

unit woekend conferences. The TV courses pre shown at
if times in t hat workers can watch them at home, at their
.00ollience Ito workshops meet once a week.at times and 'locoIi

,111\1.711(Mt

i

1,,,

ix.iiirplt

:IS

possible for the stbdents, At our UAW

chtsses are scheduled around shift changes.
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The curriculum takes a problem-oriented, interdisciPlinal-y
grouch to issues. directly relevant to the lives of working people.
The social science curriculum, for example, is organiZed around
such_ issues as culture, community and identity, work and labor,
and conflict and social change.

Especially important to the success of this program has been its
approach to student services: Counselors from the university work
closely with lose union officers to hold orientation and registration

sessions right at the locals. Worker* then, are admitted to the
university and registered for classes, in their own union halls.

Usually, they take their classes there as well
The success of this program has demonstrated that it is possi ble
to overcome many of the obstacles that have traditionally denied
workers access to higher education.
The need for increased edUcational opportunities for worke- rs is
paralleled by the need for expanded opportjaities in labor educetiolk. Many of the changes which` have ma-We lifelong learning im-

perative_ for our entire society have placed new and increased

demands on union leadership. The complexity-of contract language
today places an ever increasing burden of responsibility upon the

shop steward, committeeperson and local union officer charged
with making the contract work. The education and training reuired for effective local union leadership has become an awesome
challenge for all unions.
Especially, important is the need to provide leadership, training
for women and minority members who are becoming an increasing

rt, of the trade union membership. In. Michigan, with title I
assistance, we have been able to develop a statewide leadership
training program for union minorities and women. Operated by a
consortium of six Michigan' universities and Michigan labor organi-

zations, We hope this program will serve as a model for other
States as well.
Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Hutton.
[The, prepared -statement of Mr. Hutton follows:]
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HIGHER EDUCATION ACT, EDUCATION OUTREACH PROGRAMS

Statement of
CARROLL M. HUilON, DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENt OF EDUCATION
INTERNATIONAL UNION, UAW

Before the Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Human'
Committee on Labor and Human Resources

U.S. Senate
Washington, D. C.
October 3, 1979

Thank you for the cpportunity to testify today on behalf
of the "Higher Education,Act Education Outreach P
rcg rams. "
As you may know, it is an issue of great concern to
the UAW,

and to me personally.

The American Labor Movement of course, has long
sup=
ported the cause.of increased

educational opportunities. As early.f.as,I828 working men's parties were demanding free tax supported
schools.

Sinte then, organized labor has continued to support
public education by word, by resolution, and by action. Today,
formal education has liecome a primary state function, and has
helped make our society more democratic and more just.
Educalion
today has become the major route. to social mobility.-

.

Unfortunately, the benefits of education have not been accessible to all our citizens. 'Historically, educational prograras

have

.served the young who could devote their full time and attention to the
pursuit of-an education. Those who have been unable to follow

this

route have frequently found themselves denied access,t6 further
education, and thus barred from Many occupational
opportun Met.
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Many disadvantaged adults tc4day are now serving lifetime sentences
of iCIN income and nnemployment because they were unable to take

ntage of educational opportuniti4 when they were young.
The need for-increased educational opiiortunities for these
disadvantaged adults is even more compelling because of the changes

occurring in American society.'

The nature and pace of economic,

technological and social change require access to lifelong learning
for all our citizens, but especially for those disadvantaged adults who
have been historically underserved by our educational system.
_

.

Organized labor, representinglover22 million members, has
long been concerned with reducing the many barriers to educational_

opportunity that affect many of our members. Many unions, for
example, have negotiated tuition refund benefits for thei members
to help defray the high cost of education. Most UAW mem ers are now
.

entitled to. 1, 000 a year in tuition 'refund benefits. Nationwide,
negotiated tuition aid benefits cover workers under 198 different plans..
It has been estimated that more than $200 000, 000 is potentially avail\

able for employee education benefits

with the.n umbers covered by

such contract clauses multiplying each year.
In the UAW, we believe that in future bargaining-we

fOrther iMprove our tuition refund prcgram. We look forward, as well,
to winning paid educational leave for our members. In-Canada, as of
June 5, 1979, 172 UAW collective bargaining agreements covering

44, 338 members have paid educational leave provisions., We expect to

2-
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gain similar provisions for our members in the United States. We
look forward to the day when all workers will haVe the
right to paid
educational' leave.
We have learned, however, that more is -required than
to

win tuition refund benefits. This is reflected in the
fact that less
than four percent of the workers covered take advant3ge"of
these

benefits. MUch more needsto be done if we are to
which these benefits represent.

the pro

Certainly our colleges and universities must develop'
new and
innovative programs which take into account the Special
needs and

lifestyles of workers. This is especially true of
our .irban institutions.
It is in our urban areas, after all, where most of
our members and

'their families live and work.
in Detroit, we have worked closely with Wayne State
Universi
In the development of a program specially designed to meet
the educational needs of workers. This program, University
Studies and
Weekend College, is currently serving over 1, 500 working

adults --

most of them union members, and with an average age-of-37.
There are, I think, three important
features to this prog ram:
Its delivery system, its curriculum, and its approach to
student service
The delivery system enables workers to earn their bachelor's

agree

through a cdmbiriation of TV courses, once-a-week workshops, and
s,
weekend 'conferences. The TV courses are shown at a Variety of time
so that workers can watch them at home, at their convenience.
The

9

workshops meet onca-a wect at times and locations as convenient

..as possible for the students, At our UAW locals, for example,
classei are sched: led around' shift changes.

The curd,. Hum takes a problem-oriented. interdisciplinary
approach to issues directly relevant to the lives of working people.

The social science curriculum. for example, is organized around

such issues as culture, community and identity, wort and labor.
And conflict and social change.

Especially important to the success of this program has been
s approach to student services. Counselors from the university

closely with local union officers to hold orientation and rogis-_

tration sessions tht at the locals. Worters,thenrare4dmifted to
--the university and registered

in their own union halls.

Usuallythey take their classes theie as well.
The success of this program has demonstrated that it is
possible to overcome many of the obstacles that have traditionally

denied workers access to higher education. We hope for similar

results from our demonstration project with the Collegi Beard. With
support from the U. S. Office of Career Education; we are attempting
o see if the Swedish concept of "study organizer" can be adapted to
he American .setting.

In.Sweden, these union education- recruiters/

counselors have been extremely successful in increasing wormer
rk..
.
.

participation in adult echication and training proirams. We-anticipate
similar results in our experiment at Haggerstown, Maryland. Cleatly,

-4-

we need to support imaginative demonstration projects which will
address ,the many.barders which have traditionally denied worker's
(and others) equal educational OOPerlunities.

The need for increased educational opportunities for

workers is-paralleled by the need for epanded opportunities in labor
education. Many of the changes which have made lifelohg_learningImperative for our entire society-have-pladd new and increased demands

on_uniorrleatership. The complexity of contract language today places
-

an ever increasing burden of responsibility. Upon the shop steward,

committeeperson ancilocal union officer charged with making the

contract work. The education and training required for effective local
union leadership has become an awesome challenge for all unions.,
UAW president Douglas A. Fraserkdescribed the problem in
his way:

The role of a union leader is-an enormously complicated
and responsible one.

It requires a deep understanding

of the philosophy and the nature of the organized labor

:movement. And it requires knowledge and training in
a great many fields.

" In today's complex bargaining, a union leader needs'at
least a working knowledge of time studygnd job evalua-

tion; of pension, health; and welfare plans, of economic
dale and haw to interpret it; -of preparing cases for

arbitratioh. The leader needs to know something

about labor lavAnd its administration, and about the

-5
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,

operation of government agencies with -which hr; or

she must dear.--Theleader should be trained in

organizing techniques, and in ways of teaching
groups of workers who have traditionally considered
Themselves outside the labor Movement

"Union leaders need a thorough understanding of the
operation and the politics of thpir democratic union,
and of the necessity for actions taken by.the union.

As important as technical !raining and the so-called
ool subjects are, they alone are not enough. There
is a need for broader programs to develop greater

understanding of how laboh unions relate to the rest

of oar society, and'of thelrends which are working

in that scciety. Technital proficiency alone-is not
enough."
Especially important is the need to provide leadership training

for women and minority members'who are becoming an increasing
part of the trade union membei-ship.
,

i_n Michigan, with Title I assis-

tance, we have been able to develop a statewide leadership training

program for union minorities and women. Operated by a consortium
.

of six Michigan universities and Michigan labor organizations, we hope..
this will .serve as a model for other states as well

Our eperience in Michigan has confirmed the need for federal

islation supporting the expansion of labor education;training
traininTar d
chnical assistancesprcgrams. As society grows more complex, the
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new generation of labor leaders must be educationally equipped to

deal with the complexities 'of modern society and the increasing

Intricacy of trade union Organization and aciministratitm.
Unfortunately, the expansion 'Of labor education in the
last decades has been small compared to rural extension programs

and business education. This has been especially true in those
"right-to-work" states where powerful interest groups have long
opposed the right of workers to organize for decent wages and safe

working conditions. Not surprisingly, labor education services

have been eager or non-existent in these states. As recently a
1978 ,

the University of North Carolina was forced to cancel its

plans for a labor education center because of opposition from groups
opposed to the very existence of unions. Sadly, the rich promise

of the Morrill and Grant College Act of 1862 has remained just
that when it comes to the educational needs of workers and their .
labor organizations.
Almost 200 years ago coal miners, weavers, and the earliest

metalworkers met in their Sunday schools in England to learn to
read-and write and count, so they could read the Bible to find their
way to Cod and organize unions to find their way to economic ju5ice..

Thisconcept was brought to our country.
Today, we must extend that education concept so we can make

science and technology, and our vast industrial structureshelp us
0

move into a democratic society where all the people, fully informed.
with complete access to the entire culture, have equal voices in present `E

-7-
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pplitical dedsions, so that we have an equal opportunity to share in

the future, its material benefits, its spiritual rewards, and its education
4

and cultural richness.
The Federal Government is on record in support of
leacning as a concept and as-the right of every American.

elong

It is time

to make this a right as well for those disadvantaged adults_who have

been prevented from obtaining equal educational opportunities.- In
the Words of ViCe P resident:Walter Mondale,
.

we must now return to the job of providing

greater access to learning for all Americans,
_regardless of age Or social and economic position."

Thank you, -Mr. Chairman.

opeiu494 /imu
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Senator FELL.' Ms. Goodin?

Ms. GOOD. May I ask one question?
As part of my testimony, I was inquiring and requesting that the

'record, if possible, be left open until abopt mid-October for theinsertion of an important report from the -National Advisory-Council on Women's educational programs:
Senator FELL. Absolutely. The record will remain open longer
Than that.
The following was received for the record:]
.
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NOTE:

All statferical data in this report used to
describe the female labor force dome from
publfeations of the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
the National Center for Education Statistics,
,the Women's: Doreau. Department of Labor or the
National Commission on Working Women.
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INTRODUCTIOU

The Oa
-1 Advisory Council on Women's,Educational programs
wee es blished by Congress through the Women', Educational Equity
Act to advise lederal ',Motile on howto achieve educational
equity for,womenite the Council has carried out this mandate,
it hasszemined:the,cducational needs of a variety of,special
groupsOnCluding rural,: Native American, black, end older women,
dieplaced:homemakers and single mothers.
The Council became increasingly aware of the plight of -the eightypercent-of working women who hold blue and pink collar (service work)
Jobe.
Working women from every background,repeatedry told the Council
about the barriers they face in their.etruggle forupward mobility.

Four out of five Ametinan women who work outside the home hold low
paying. low.,status positions-., They work in service industries,
clerical occupations, retail stores end lactorien. Opportunities for
advancement are remote.
Education and training offer the p_opaiblity of advancing into other
kindrof positione, but often the women who need helpmeet have'least
accesi to it.

As the Council was.considering whether-to conduct an independent
inveetigation into the specific educational and training needs of
"the aighty-percent,"-e fortunate coincidence entaxled it to Join
forces withthe-National'CommIselon-on-Werkleg Women ln- a significan

-`and hoOk1 antiVityThe }Vatic/nail-Commission en Working Women is a nongovertiiintal

organization atested'tononcentrate attention .on_"the.eightvi_
percent."*; In 1978 the 6mmission was holding A series of regional
meatinga or "Dialakuen" with working women to explore antlpubliniat
their proble*Nna'neade.:71teCommisaion agread:tgat`Couneil-topre
aentativis.UoulaWittand these mWit1nge to gather .iformabion on:the,
educationeisniaas_A-working-mmien..:;Therdouneil'ancythe.cozmisaion.,-,'
alstr-jointl*/dilialoped a_questionnsite-for-pattleipants,Whith the
Commission..distributid-at'the Dialogues.' Observations,of-,Council
eprisentatiVas at the Dialogues and data from the, questionnaires:
make up the bulk of this report.-

*

For a more doteiled eXplanation of the Como asio
Boa page 7.

BACKGROUND

Workin

omen in Profile
_es and Clerical Workers

'

.

The largest group of working women (approximately 14 million or
4
percent of the female labor force) performa clerical duties.*'
They comprise .78 percent of all such workers. Over one-third of
411 working women who head families are employed In these Jobs.
Of the four million secretaries and typists, 98 percent are,women.
Poor pay, lack of Job security, inadequate opportunities for advancement and poor working conditions characterize three clerical
positions. The income of women clerks has been falling in relation to their male counterparts: in 1956, the median income Of
women clerical workers was 72 pdrcent that of male clerks; by 1962,
this figure had dropped to 69 percent and in May, 1977, to 64 percent.
111

Service Workers

Almost one-fifth (19.1 percent) of all women workers have service
Jobs.
Service workers include private and industrial cleaning
people; food servers, cooks, dishwashers, bartenders and waiters
health workers such as dental assistants, nursing *idea. orderlies,.,' practical nursem and personal. service providers such as child care
attendants and hairdressers.

,

The largest group of women service workers are in food. service;
most of theae are waitresses.
Private household workers comprise
.2.8 percent of working women and that in 97 percent of all who are
employed in this field. (The number of women in private house
hold work hae decreased since 1960. Possibly because fewer women
have been willing to accept these low paying Jobs.
In 1975, the
median wage of full-time.:year-round hOusehold workers was 82,556.)

In 1977, women
men service workers.

workers earned 65-percent of the wages of

Factory Opkratives
More than four million women (10.5 percent of all working women)
work in factories. These Jobs include assembling or inspecting
goods, operating sewing machines and other equipment, packing, wrapping,
laundering and dry cleaning.

+1,

Unless otherwise noted.
of February, 1979.

gu4s in this section are current as
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In 1977, these women earned 59 percent of
counterparts.
.4

wages of their male

Saleswomen

Some 2,6 million working women (6.6 'percent} hold sales Sobs.
The
majority are in retail trade; the rest are largely in insurance and
real estate, still overwhelmingly male-dominated fields. In 1977.
full-time, year-round saleswomen earned 45 cents for every dollar
earned by saliamen.
Graft and Technical Workers'

Only 1.8 percent of the female labor force (713,000 wemen) hold
craft or similar jobs.
About one-third of these women work in
jobs closely related to homemaking skills, such as upholstering.
decorating, baking and sawing.
In 1974, women craft workers earned
only 54 percent of the income of men in their field.Apprenticeship
'Aithough-apprenticeahita is'a key-route to non-tradit
a_ craft
'in June, 1977. only two percent of apprentices were
en.
Sex
diacrimination, lack of preparation in high schoo
to sex st _ 0typing and age ceilings often bar women from apprenticeship programs.

In February. 1979, Wider Opportunities for Women, an advocacy group,
criticized the Department of Labor for its lack of commitment to
training programs for women. It pointed.. out that in fiscal
year 1978, only 1.4 percent of the budget of DOL's Office of National
Programs was spent on women's programs. Ae.the same time, the
Ahaociated General contractors were notifying the Department of
Labor that they would fall to comply with Departmental guidelines
to'expand the number of women in construction trades,
affirMative action goals-and efforts can increase the percentage of
female apprentices dramatically. In Seattle. for example, a twelve
percent goal for women in city financed construction-projects was met
easily in the first two years=

_ icipation of Workin- Women in Vocational Educed
in 1976. young women had the highest participation rates of any groupin vocational education.*. For 18 to 21-year-olds; the number of
women participating in vocational education per 1,000 greatly exceed
that of men (43 compared to 33 for 18 to 19-year olds; 42 to 31 for
20 to 21-year olds).
For women aged 22 to 34, however. the rate was

*

Unless otherwise noted
as of 1976.-

the figures in this section are current
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considerably below that of men, possibly because of ht family reaponais
bilities.
Fur the age group 35 and over, women's participation rate
was the same as men's.

Sixty percent of female students in vocational education programs
held jobs,. compared to .83 percent of male students. 'A large proportion of the women also ran households.
In fiscal year 1976. 910,811 women participated in adult
secondary programs.

c and

in 1976, women earned 46.2 percent of all A.A. degrees.
Enrollment in vocational programs continues to be heavily sex stereotyped, despite recent changes in legislation and despite tremendous
increases in the numbers enrolled in postsecondary vocational education
institutions.
The following table, based on Office of Education data,
shows small, though encouraging, changes in the pattern of enrollment
according to sex between 1972 and 1977.

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF ENROLLMENTS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
BY SEX AND PROGRAM
.1972

1977

Female

Male

Femaljs,

Male,

84.7

15.3

78.8

21.2

86.1

13,9

83.9

16.1

Consumer homemaking

92.1

7.9

81.6

18.4

Office

76.4

23.6

75.1

24.9

9.8

90.2

17.0

83.0,

11.7

'88.3

14.4

85.6

94.6

14.8

lth

.Gainful home
economics

Technital
Trade 4 industry
Vocational
agriculture

5.4-

Enrollment dara'ahow that women take 95 percent of health courses and 79
percent ofAiusiness/commerial courses in vocational /technical schools.'
Hen take 98 percent of the technical, lnduatrial and trade subjects.
Of the 415 apprenticeable trades and crafts, only the barber/beautician
trade has more women than men:
54.5 percent.
In 1975, only 0.36 percent
of all construction trades apprentices were women.
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Use by women of negotiated tuition aid programs in the private
sector has been minimal. Reasons for this include lack of information,
discriminatory practices and, frequently, requirements that courses
be directly related to improving performance in the employee's present
job rather than providing skills for advancement.

Berrie

partt

on in Postseconda

Education

Although women are more likely than men to finish high school, fewer
continue their education.-. Except for programs such as nursing,. beauty
``culture and clerical trades -- the traditional women's fields -- women
are underrepresented in postsecondary schools especially in those
leading to degrees or certificates.
Five major seta of institutional factors tend to exclude women from
eudcatlon beyond high school:*
Admissioni.practices.
These include sex'quotas, age ceilings,
limitations on part-time study and credit transfer, and attitudea
of personnel.
Financial aid orsctices. These include °sex flied In awards.
restriction of aid to full-time students, witholding of aid due
to marital or parental status, inadequate plans for the deferral
of payment, inadequate aid for childcare, insufficient employment
opportunities for women students and differential charges for
vett-time study,
institutional re ulations.
These may concerncgaidency and course
load requirements, time limits and housing,
Curriculum Planning and student personnel _services. These affect
the location and scheduling of classes and the availability of
external degree programs. part-time field work, counseling and
childcare,
'

nallly and staff attitude!. These include the lack of encouragement or support for women, sex discrimination in job placement,
sex stereotyping and the absence of female role models,'

The lack of childcare ioraMong the most important institutional problems
facing women who wish to continue their education. Few educational
institutions offer the kind of childcare services that can help mothers
pursue further education and training, In 1977, the Center for Women's
Opportunities at,the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges

'This material is :based on National Center for Education Statistics
report ONCES 75-407, Barriers to Women's Participation in Postsecondary
Education:
A review of research and Commenta
as of 1973-74, by
Father Manning Westervelt,
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surveyed 1,200 two year and technical institutions and found only
132 with child care facilities on campus. according to a recent
-informal survey by Child care advocates, fewer than 100 of the 1,900 ,
four year institutions have developed.child_caie-facilities,for student's.
Most of the.facilities are locOtod at teacher education or early ghild___hood2Ogye4pmAnt progress or laboratories. Waiting liateIrequently are
.

long.

ei

THE DIALOGUES

National Commission on Working Women

TheNational Commission on Working Women was created to focus on
the needs and concerns of the BO percent of women in the workforce who are concentrated in low-paying,
-statue. jobs.
Commission members include women and men representing business,
labor,- Congress, media; academia and working womerL.women themselves. The Center for Women and Work serves as the secretariat
for the NCWW, implementing the Commission's programs and serving
as a clearinghouse for ideas, information and research __related.
to women in the workforce.

The Center is a neparateunit within the National Manpower Institute, I Private, nonprofit organization.
A grant from the
National Institute of Educntion'(Department'of Health, Education,
and Welfare) provides major funding, and there are special project funds from the Ford Foundation. the Rockefeller Family Fund
and private corporations,
The National Commission 'on Working Women hopea to help women in
the 89 percent by exploring and publicizing their problems, needs
and goals through regional meetings, proposing innovative programs and developing policy recommendations to improve the status
of women in the workforce,_

Activities

The centerpiece of the first year of the Commission's work was a
series of regional meetings to bring working women together.
These "Dial-ogee-am were held in 1978 in Seattleleashington (May 6)i.
Denver, Colorado (June 3). Madison. Wisconsin (June 24), and
Nashville, Tennessee (July 15). During the CommissiOn's second
year, 1979. meetings were held in Baltimore, Ma4land (January 20)
and Albany. New York (April 21).
Each Dialogue was co-sponsored
by an educational institution or' a women1a commission in the host
state.,

The meetings were invitational. NCWW and the co-sponsoring bodies
sought the assistarice of national, state and local groups In order
to find potential delegates and each meting drew several hundred
applications. The co-sponsoring group chose the women from their
city and s,
Lite
while the NW selected delegates from other states
in the area.

One hundred fifty'Wbmen were invited
eight to eleven states. The delegate

m each region comprising.
all currently employed
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is clerical, service. retail sates, operative
or craft categor
Selection took into account age, race and union membership in
order to achieve,a heterogeneous
group that would reflect the composition of "the eighty percent." Those delegates who could not
Othetwtse Afford to attend received full 'financial assistance, provided by a special grant from the Rockefeller Family Fund.

Seven hundred thirty women atted4d the nix meetings.
Sixty percent .of the delegates were white, :compared
with 86.6 percent of
the female labor-force an a whelet
minority representation at
.these meetings was heavy, Thin group was unusual also in
thst,a1most 43 percent of the partici 'ants belonged to unions, compared
with only eleven percent of wozking women In
general. In age,
,
14.9 percent were under 25 and 8.9 percent were over 56. The
occupational breakdown showed some differences when compared with
the universe of non-professional
ten workers:
OCCUPAT1ON

PERCENT OF
DELEGATES

PERCENT OF
SIONAL WOFfzN WORKERS

'clerical'

56.7%

40.0%

service

21.2%

26.5%

factoty

0.%

sales

craftitechnical

4.2%

14.9%,

8.8%
2.4%

For the National Omission on Working Women, the goal
the Dialogue*
was to listen to women in "the eighty percent," to talk to them about
the Commission and its goals, 'to-allow workers to meet with decision
makers in an unthreatening environment and to allow women to share
with each other both negative and positive aspects of their work
lives.

NCWW Chair Elizabeth Duncan Koontz opened each Dialogue with a call
to working women to organize for change. Then the Commission presented the NCWW slide show, "It's About Time," which illustrates
many of the problems of working women.
Afterward, the delegaten
separated into ten small groups. They spent the next two or three
hours together (with a facilitator and recorder in each group),
discussing and documenting the,problem of working women and litilposing possible solutions.

The mid-day break included a luncheon and talks by national and
state leaders. The afternoon wan devoted to a dialogue with
a
panel of decision makers selected to reflect the composition of
the Commission: business. labor, academia, state government and med
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(The Albany panel, for-example, included a vice-president of Cornell University, the Secretary of State of Connecticut, a vicepresident of Columbia Broadcaating.Syatem. a New York State Industrial Commiasioner and the head of the New Jersey State Employees
Association.
The Seattle panel-coMprised a vice president of
Northwestern Bell Telephone Company, an AFL -CIO officer, a television newswoman. the Director of Equal Opportunity for the Weyerhauler Corporation and a director of affirmative action at the
Univeraity of Washington.)
Each workshop synthesized the problems and solutions it had.dis' cussed. and the panelists added their views.
The floor was then
opened for a general exchange where the delegates questioned
panelists and commented upon their remarks.
Koontz closed pooh meeting With a warm message. of hope for a
inuing relationship among the women present. Plans for techni
assistance and leadership skills seminars are being developed
by NCtT ass follow -up'to the Dialogues.

The f .estionnaire

To help draw a profile of the women Who rtyresented the eighty
percent" at the Dialogues, the Commission distributOd.a qu'estionnaire to participants. The questionnaire inquired about their
ages,*,present and former occupations, educatinn, job training
and successful counseling. It asked whether training opportunities are currently available to them, what problems they have
confronted in their search for the education and job trainine they
need and what recommendations, they would make to improve their
situations. For every meeting except DenVer, it also requested,
'their race and Marital status, the number of children under IWand
other dependents.*
Three hundred seventy-four women (or 51.2 percent of the participants) completed the questionnaire Because of technical prob,jems, few questionnaires came back from Seattle and Nashv.ille, so
the sample comes primarily from the Denver. Madison. Baltimore
and Albany Dialogues.
Of those who recurred the questionnaire, 60.2 percent are clerical
workers, 16 percent sprvice'workerbc-5.3 percent factory operatives, 2.1 percent aaleswomen and 9.9 percent technical and'craft

*

The questionnaire (which was revived afte
and additional data can be found 'in Appen

he Denver teerin
B,
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10
workers. Thus, cierical worker, and craft Workers
are over-represented while factory workers, caleavomen and service workers
are under-represented,

Because 42 percent of the respondents are white, 21.9 percent
black and 7.5 percent Hispanic
or Native American, the sample also
over-represents minorities.* Bihgle and married people are
under-reprewted, while women who are separated pr divorced
are over-represanted. The age distribution is'similar
to that of
the Dialogue participants as a whole.
Clearly, thi '

at
.
actentifIlicallts:1/tedrone,
and data
igjrom
crertorairegre_j eluded only
'Is
instrative_ggrposea, However. many of the findings are ouggeative,
and a !commendation appears later concerning further research
needed in this area.
In the discussion that follows, &Ad and
comments from the questionnaires will accompany observations that
working women offered during the regional Dialogues.

blems and Racommeidetiona
The National Commission on Working= men sped. fi liy asked the
Conference participants to develop a list of Pro ems. which they<
felt aboulebe priority items. In each meeting, eduCation and
training opportunities Caulked high qo the list, In Seattle,,the
'lack of training, education and access to non-traditional jobs
appeared second on the list of problems, After low !rageS.
In
Denvats vocational education programs -- inadequate counseling,.
lack of financial assistance -- ranked fourth. Nashville women
listed the absence of apOopriate training first. Madison con-c- officials noted that_ "more and better education and
En
and counseling' are top concerns.'
The working women themselves, berth in the workshops and on the
queselonnaires, addressed educational problems with great specificity and eloquence., Among the difficulties they mentioned are
lack of time money and appar;arqty Co puraut educational goals,
poor preparation due tbses stereotyping in schools and lack of
adequate counseling at eery level. They also acknowledged defeatist attitudes among,themselvesi their families, employers,
teachers and counselors -.

The participants also were asked to propose solutions to the problem, they enunciated.
Their Tecommendationdconcerning educational
opportunities included provision of on- the -job training by employers,
formation of informationnetworks, enforcement of anti-discrimination live, development of publicly funded child case, tuition
*

The remainina 37.6 percen

p ndente did not indicate race=
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cimbureement for women workers, expansion of epprent eship programs, provision of good public school counseling for girls and
sponsorship of more cdnferences like the Dialogues.

Lack of Money

e

"I seemed to always have had to work to survive -- not much
chance to stop and grab the next rung of the ladder." This
statementby a secretary. of 24 years, the single parent of
four children, was echoed-by many others.
Of the 303 women who stated' on the,quest'ionnaire that they have
problems of any kind in getting education, 196 (64.7 percent)
said money is a problem. Of single mothers, 62.1 percent said
money-is a problem.

% WHO SAID
MONEY IS

RiN LE
PARENTS

SIN
NO CHILDREN

IED
PARENTS

MARRIED
NO CHILDREN

67.1%

44.0%

50.0%

26.5%

32.9%

56.0%

50-0%

73.5

79

41

66

49

APEMEN
% WHO DID NOT
SAY 'MONEY IS

a

A PROBLEM
-TOTAL,

NUNRERS

Women in non-traditional jobs complained lees often of money
problems than did women with traditional jobs (37.5% versus
55.3%) poesiLdy because non-treditional,jobs pay more or because
they often provide training.
It le not surprising that women would note money problems.. In
earnings of full -time women workers ,
Women accounted for 63 per-,
were $5,312 -- 60 percent of men's.
cent of those who.eirned4)etween 63,000 and $5,000, but only
five percent of those who made over $15,000. One-third of the
families'headed by women were poor.

.1976, the medlar

.

=,.4.Homeing and food were the problem; a Denver secretary listed.

'

.

She had Aix years oxporience'although she was lase than t5 years
She also mentioned the lack of money to pay for education
Old.
and child-care as obstacles On-getting-the job and training
she wants. A black mother of two, widowed, stressed that she
"cannot afford to go back to school; supporting children is main
responsibility." .Women are'reluctant to go to school at the expence of their children's well-being.
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Woman whose children have grown also, feel an economic pinch;
"Money would be the mein obstacle," said a sales clerk.
The
mother of'five.children, two under'18, wrote: "1 wanted to
complete my colleje with a degree in English and communicaUses: and go into the publishing business with a goal.of becoming an editor, After helping my husband through college
plus three years, and working to help tar older three children
complete.collage'. 1-have no money to gp,to.eollege, and_ can7
not afford to borrow because. at 46, 1 don't.vant the debt."'

The 32=yearold mother
eleven children, four of t
under
18, who La holding down two jobs, said: 71 would love
take
courseand.further education, even get a degree...My problem
at the moment-is time and money.
Are there scholarships available fore person my age?":

:

Clearly, money for the necessities and money to take care of
children.take precedence over money for education.
Older women
and, single women with children face situations which are particularly,difficult. Cad anything be done to widen their
options?
Blue and. pink collar women de-see ways in which financial sup-

port might benedeaveilable:
-

'e

They 'eked lor the assistance of employers in terms of
-aimed time tuition,payments and other incentives at
least at the game level enjoyed by other employees.
They advocated -aid from outside sources for older, women
who 4re so often closed out of finanbial aid opportunities.

From state and local governments, they caked for aid so
that. they can go back to school and support their.childr. n
at the same level as if they were. working.
In summary, working women want enough money so that they do not
have to attend classes 0114 working full-time and raising a
family, and they want money to provide adequate Fare for their
children in their absence. They do not consider any of .these.
demands unreasonable:'
Lack of Time
eV

Time is clearly a second major obstacle to the working woman trying to get an education. The problem of, time has two important.
facets. .For the working woman with-relatively minor household
responsibilities, the hours that Courses are offered often conflict with her job. For the'eingla working woman with reeponsibilitieilor job, children and a hole, it seems that no time
exists in her life for further education.
Of respondents who indicated problems, 39.7 percent said that
lack of time prevents them from getting education, and 29.1,percent noted the inconvenient- timing of courses. Only lack of

information and lackof money were :Irked more often as problems
Again, single mothers.folt the pinch moat acutely,
but one-third-of all respondents felt they lack time and 24 per

cent remarked abouttheAnconvenient timing of courses=

SINGLE
PARENTS

SINGLE
NO CHILDREN

MARRIED
PARENTS

MARRIED
NO CHILDREN :

44Z

291
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HO . '56%
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61.9%

85.72

62
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28
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: 50

COURSE

A Seattle woman noted that there is "no time for extras" for
women who head households= A Madison participant said that,
because She wants to use her time after work to be with her
children, she cannot get a degree in night school.
Another
Seattle woman declared that she has too many chores to do
after work to he -able to go to school.

As a formerly married mother of two children, now working as asales coordinator. p
it
"Time is my Worst enemy, being a
head of household; two - children, full -time career. Just a rew'
houra a week of outside training would be useful, but I'm paid
hourly."
..The single mother of four children, who has been a secretary
fdr twenty-lour years, described her altuatlon thus:
"I can
.hardly make it as it is, working one full -time and-one parttime Job as well as being coordinator of children..in chase of
food preparation, household maintenance,etc= School is out of
the question in this case." Another woman observed. "It cuts
me up in too many pieces" to get an education.

Women who are not single parents.also oumplained of time constraints on educational opportunity.
A young single woman with
two years of college noted "with the low wages I am getting,
I'm already 'donating' ciy time,-, and my employer expects me to
get additional In-house Veining .on my own time -- IMPOSSIBLE,"
,A young program coordinator for a Denver women's center cited-

.

'lack of tied, as a/problem and eeplained.;

'flf have to work days --

OChool.st night takes forever!" .A. married woman -with one child
Called attention,to:the "limited time to pursue education while
employed fulltima but fierce-competition with college degreed
applicants
dno dredit for eaperiance.".
There are some woman vhoae motivation
is'eufficiently4trong.
that they will "make
undeir Almost any circuestances to
get the eduCation they want so badly. .Others will undertake
fUrthereducetion only if the situation requires no sacrifice
all
flut'for $he middle group, competing demands of..job
uI family can be amelieratid by feasible changes, some of
which already haVe taken place.
Recomiandatiens concerning time took two forms.
Some advocated
that degree programs be available at night.
Others auggeeted
making time free during the day to permit workers to attend
school.. Three possibilities were brought forth:
e flexible-job-echedulwehich permit -workers -u choose
when to put in their full work weeks;
e released time with pay for education;
e
part-time employment.

.

The problem may be that, although these alternatives exist
to come work pladea, they are not:sufficiently wide-spread.
It
seeme that the people who could make the best use of such opportunities are unable to find them.
Lack of Child Care

Women who do have time to go to achool still face the problem
of arranging for the care of their children while attending
classes. 'Women's comments about child care were often cynical.
They clearly felt that this service could be provided if the
powers that be" desired to,doao. More than enc woman.ri7
ferred to the reported provision of day care during World War
II when "they" wanted women to acquire training and work.
A 1970 report by the Office of Education, Report.on Women and
Continuing Education, noted that the provision of childcare.
centers may be'a necessary condition for full female partici
pation'in edUcation. This surety affects:working women. 38;
percent of whom had children under 18 years of age in1970.
It affects minority women workera even more acutely, as 44
.percent of this steep had miltWr7ENLAdren;--The-treeident',a
Task Tore* on Women's Rights and Responsibilities reported in
1970 that "DepertMent of Labor experts cite lack of child care
as the moat serious single barrierrnAob training
employ-ment for low income mother."
The Dialogue participant clearly would agree with this asseas-.
ment. Many referred to the vagaries
elementary.schools, Which'

-
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give children days off withoutsufficient warning or insist that
children come home for lunch -- both of which present the woman
attending school with problems. Similarly, nick children require attention often not available, in day care centers or'publit schools, so the mother must give up her time at-work or
. school.
One woman noted that"if women had a structured
take their childrenothey would feel more relaxed about
going off to a Job or letting an education.'

.

Again, single parents. were the respondents'sloat likely to remark
that childcare is a problem: 39.2 percent did'so.',However, 25.8
percent of married mothers also cited childcare as en obstacle.-

The 1970 Task Force report recommended Fedeial support for
child care centers and;soid that a system of well-run child care
Centers available to all pre - school children should be a national
goal. Virtually all respondents urged similar action.
Most
advised that theie facilities Wiocated at the workplace. Some
.felt that the service Should be free; others that the users
should pay fees assessed according to income.
,

Even when women asked for fully subsidized prograMs, they stressed
the need for lecalcontrol, regardless of the source of the money.
Childcare for'children of night-shift Workers, care for children.during'the summer months when school is out care for sick children and care for,infants and toddlers represent important concerns for moat women with children.
Negative Attitudes

Discouragement in the face Of such obstacles is common.. Patticipants timed many negative attitudes which hinder women in the
- quest for eduhation and advancement. Lack of aelf-eateem, fear
of being thought,aggreargive or homosexual ("All independent
women are called lesbians," said a Seattle woman), jealousy,
inability to take criticism, insufficient desire to "get ahead'
all were pot 'forth-ea attieWinal problems hampering women.
Moat attributed these attiOdes to 'the way women are brought

A Madison participant noted'that some of the blame has to go
to the public schools. who make the contribution of women in,
visible. Women, deprived of their past and taught to behave
only in sex stereotyped ways, have to reclaim their history
by self - education to Compensate for "generations of denial of
our.hatitage;" she said.

,

Another woman noted the- problem f apathy : "It won't do any
good." A data procesaor, going back to school,- expressed another
"I'm 27 years old and starting school after nine
common anxiety:
years !.S storey."

,

The.phrase-"vomen are-thair.oun worstAanamies". Appeared repeatind.women-seemedullling.to-accept. this responsibility-.
'A blacklmomen,;-mldowed-with even- dependents, who-works eaa

cOok4orA:unfiversity,--Commanted-that "Uy-OVA NOOVILtiOP10 810g-b".
A-JUO9r colligivireduate-Cioteithat her Obstecle.had- been
traditional 'parttire' -philoeophy
No.-real-obstene.aince
identifying
personal, deeiroi and.goals." A divoreed mother of
anepointed out that "illv.lng to work two jobs and fitting in col-iecoursee'dreatexi a lotof emotional stress."
.

414Ont-one-quertet,ofthe -respondents -naLmeethat.their own in-

isiecurity .hindere than
Interestingly, this problem was mentioned
by'*114.,otie.WoMan over the sge.of,56.1--MinoritylinMen found in--'security to be less of a problem than did .whites.
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Women need isiiecenCe'in identifying desiree,and goals, and in
ovescomingAnsiety'so thattheycen achieve them.. Respondents
suggested_ ,that conferences, self -help netvorka04Omen'a.orgen.isatione end. community groups can help women build self-confidenceland-ihq assertiveneas they need to overcome destructive
:-attitudes which prevenb-ehem'frem getting 044...f.These same
groupsAlio.cen pese on infermaVion about local reqourceeand
4rogrees kor edocaiton and training. Future meetings, like thole
held by ,the NCWW.--cariprovide ''siaterreinforcement," as one woman-.
nailed it.
.

Many felt' that .in addition to counseling women, it is,imOortefit
ISIso_ to educate husbande, fathers, male employers and even women'

minsers-te-tha,nAds of blue and pink collar women.' Several noted
that convincing Winsersthat they are goingAo be working for the
seat of their-144*-cen help motivate them to seek.edvancement.

Kaild Chair Elizabeth Koonts observed that women's attitudes toward
themaelvesconstitute
arrinviSible shield against achievement.
a

1

Sha pointed out. however, that behind that invisibleehie d is
yet another problem: the brink wall of discrimination.

.

.

The participants agreed. Sexiam racism, ageism and claaaism
all were mentioned in t)e comments of delegatesA black ad-.
miniatrative clerk asserted that "being female and blade
whine
ma'as really don't take you seriously." ,"I was denied a management position due to my sex." declared a liedisoa bookkeeper.

there is a lot of 'silent' discrimination 6gainat woman who
aeeltmanagement levol-johs." commented a Denver college` graduate.
An Albany'cletical worker atated flatly, "women are not given
consideration for job advancement in my company."
.
A young single waitreis averred. "I was fired from a managerial
job after sir months of sexual harassment.". A young corrections
'officer commented,. An aiemile, less ia, ecpected of me regarding
promotion:and advancement,Training for.me le. seen ma entertainment rather than a,meana to a goal."
Women-are not only victimized on account-of their sex. howeve
4siep,lebiackw auf
Inot-willing and ready to give educated minorities ajair chance
in getting a responsible job." A Native American from Oklahomad
criticized poor counseling for Native American students.
A mothei of three reported encountering age discrimination. 'Many
workshopa,condemnad clasallim:' professionals Can use their experience and education to advance, but clericals must take tests.
.

About 152 of the sample cited discrimination as emblem. GUIlegeeducated women mentioned discrimination more often than
junior college graduates. who. cited it more often than high/
achool graduates. Separated and divorced women also encountered
discrimination more frequently than the average.
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several workers.expre sedthe opinion that the new anti-discrimination laws have helped their situations. A factory operative said that she had.had problema in the 'sixties.' but not
now with the new laws." A production Worker claimed: "I
wouldn't have gotten A lector% Job that paid well if it hadn't
bpah for affirmative action."
pat' the'

is not without pitfalls. 'A.Denver-woman acid.
"I. need knowledge of how to deal with a work situation where
ae hired only' because the Government said 'hire-women.t"
Inequality Of educational benefits, failure to admit women and
minorities to.apprenticeship programs,,and sexist counseling
Ograis-can.all be remedied by a forceful Application of antidiscrimination legislation. Women at every-conference strongly
advocated this action. They alao realized, however. that
they
need to be infprmed about their.rights under the law.

The various government jurisdictions thus have two teeponsibilities to the people: they must enforce the laws rigorously
and-they must make positive efforts to inform the citizenry Of
their rights and responsibilities under'the law.
Many women,...werelenthusiastiC about conferences And seminars such.es the
one they were attending. 'Television, newspapers, radio and
direct mall can also be Used to create a better informed public.
mited Cohrse Offerings

Most women agreed that all kinds of educatiorand training courses
should pa available at convenient times and at low cost. Several
Workers mentioned specific kinds of eoursi offerings that they
Would likito see. A pharmaceutical buyer recommended'fltyping.
,business English public apeaking
almost anything, to improve
Welf-esteem and stimulate interest."
A secretary suggested "a
program for unman to give background in marketing with jo p ace7
_slant after training." Another stated: "I feel that undergrad:late courses in the small towns offered by larger, colleges would
help. :Part of'the ono and one -half yeara I complated.were in an '
extension course by Tenneeeee Tech. Alsothe vocational schools.
at least in ohr town,' offer only office (secretarial) and nurse-'aide

for women. I'd like Co ode real estate. courses,'
ineuranCe Coursea,;Accounting, income tax preperAtion and other
auCh training offered in night courses."

Suggestions included management training, consumer education,
coutsawieading to certificates and degreeisin non-traditional
tilde, stAndatd degree ,programe and especially mathematics
courses.. Several participants complained that they cannot get
regular college or graduate degrees by attending at night.
They
stressed that suchtraining,must,be available in the evening hours.

fio-E1430' 0 --' 00
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Many women also called for courses concerning women's rights,
the legislative process; unionization and other worker selfhelp information. They suggested that, in view of falling
enrollments. colleges -could find a new constituency in working'
women if they were willing to amet,their needs.

tons" haven't Worked

Educe

In fits on the Job

Many'women,reported that-the assistance offered by employers
foreducation,or training is inadequate. Some employers limit
educational benefits to upper level. employees wWare more highly,'
paid and, more often than not., male.
The result, as one Seattle/
woman, expressed it, is that "the poor stay at this level and the
etch get smarter."
One employer recently took educational privileges away from/
lower-level employees. The woman -reporting this incident felt
t at t e employer, a university, feared to let lower level/rem'ployees enhance their skills. A Baltimore woman also remarked
on
the fear of employers that you are dangerous if you iprove
your skills rand job knowledge."
..-14

f
t

A clerk-typist observed that the competition for educational_
benefits favors those who ar' already better prepared, and who
therefore may nee them least. This view is reiterated by a
black scheol,Secretery, who explained: -"Teachera/nurses. at
cetera, are able to receive !points.'"for attendlakclasses whereas
secretaries are not. It's as if we haven't a need to better'
ourselves."
perhaps what they sense is the employer's recognition that. in
creased skills may lead to expectations in terms of advancemen
and pay that's/he does not-wish te, or cannet, meet for, lower
level employees.'

Many employers offer tuition asaistance/and/Or released time
only for job--related courses.
This may be because money spent
by employers on education is not tax deductible if the courses'
train employees, for new occupations.
X(
Jj

L

A worker familiar with this situation, pointed 'out, "Most cleri
people really know that it a not doing to help them too much to
learn to type better.". Such a policy also offers nothing *0 the
woman desiring to move out of thie traditionally female job' arena.
A Madison woman, referring to atfriend,remarked; "She doean't
want to bee secretary forever', but.they won't pay for anything
else."

20.
Other difficulties that the conference participants' mentioned
ihclude not being told about, educational benoita, or not being
permitted to use them-by unsympathetic supervisors or by superviSors who feel they cannot afford 657lose'the workers' time r,
An Albany technician Wrote.. The supervisor claims we are too
needed forthe job to be released for any absence for training.
The job is too demanding to have any energy, after hours to seek
other training. I have been in this stradeate for two years."
,Similarly, another women- noteethat mandatory overtlme 4t her
SW-prevents class attendance. .Thus, working women assert:,
that they have a great deal of trouble using employer- supported
educational benefits to enhance their knowledge or train for
better Jobe,
Oa-the-Jab 'Training

On -the -job training alio fails to supply women with a conduit into
non-traditional occupations. In too many places, on-the-job trains
ins programs just do not exist. ,In the pant, where such programs
were available, woman were not alloWed to participate, and many
ill suffer the effects of-that discrimination, being locked Into
lower - paying john.
A secretary related, "In our company, men
trained first, and managers before non-management, an programs
seldom work down to this level." Where on- the-joh treining is
available, many women don't know about it.

.A speaker at the Seattle program noted that women patticipate in
apprenticeship in very small numbers. A reason, aside from lack
of information.may be age limits which discriminate:against
women who haVe taken rime Out from their work careere'to'ralse
families or who have spent some years in thattredakenSaejobs to
which they wireinitially'directed.
But women clearly see on-the-job training as a good alternative'
to further formal education. A secretary whose job will-soon
end is specificelly looking for on-the-job training. Because she
is divorced and responsible for the care of a small child, she
doesn't want her-preparation for edvancementAo take additional
time away from her child.
Some women expreseed the belief that they should not have to
aciluire training"on their own. As oneput it, women have to be
''qualified already but mon.merelyhave to show potential. Women
,went the SUM treatment.
In fact, whenever training opportunities are available, and women
are aware4of them, their rate of use is very high. (See table on
next page.)
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within the community

A

sponsored by union

Many participants put question, arks in response to the question
of.whether training opportunities are'svailable in their tom.
unities. It may be that more opportunities for training are
available than Women are aware of. If they were'diratted to such
places by competent counselors, it seine likely that even more
women would use thechance toget'further training.

,

on- the -job training could be important in helping *unman into,nontraditional Jobs, Some 89;3 percent of non-traditional job holdera in the' group were trained on the'job, while 76% of-those
with tradit °nal jobs had received on-the-job'training. 'Conversely.
only 3.6% of hdoe'e with non-traditional jobs were trained in high:
school, compared to 38.7% of those with traditional Jobe.

Women who used on-the-job training to break into traditionally
sale fields reported severe hostility from mole co-workers. A
faaory,workertavers.thet-foremen and unions titers she
""resist-moving women into areas chat ere oot.traditional. 'A
carpenter' describes the "reluctance of men in this field to be
supportive-and helpful." A trine operator tilled attention to
the "rejection and ridicule from an including manage
which ehe'experienced.
.

I

110, Many women, however, do not think that they need further _i
nng.
What they observe is the need for credeetiel_end-the-leck-of
e,
respect for, at acknowledwimint.of, experience.. A Denver woman
declared:: "Iwoutc! like t6 bi able to go Out and take a teat
ii.fer a master's dupe.. I've,had many piddle tell me that IA*
just as qualified as all the master's degree people they know.
Ilcan't get it becausel-can't milord to go to school, to take
time Off from work ttrdo
1

A Seattle ! woesn exclaimed, "That piece of paper is so important!"
She.related the stbry of a bi-lingual language instructor earning
03.47 per hour while fier.eupervisor, who could not speak a second
language; was earning $10 par hour because. he has a degree. One
participant caged it "discrimination against people for not
having digress."

Clerical workers had two suggestions to help them break out of
dead end jobs: apprenticeship training:in skilled trades and
in-house management training. A few participants also sought
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panlah4anguage training cedtsea. Many women urged that employers
ecognixe.talent and, experience as well as credentials when-they
-Offer Promotions' to employees. Some maintained that Women Should
bie.aricouraged.to,form unions to fOrc,ieZplOy80 to grant aueh
hinifita.

Lack of Job Opportunities When Trained
Education and training are supposed to lead to a' career and more
money. This. La not elWays the case. Women training as parapro..', feasionale aometimes find that the resistance of professionals
makei their work difficult or impossible'. A trained paralegal,
workingin a factory, cited "resistance from lawyers to hiring a
paralegal"'Another paralegal was unable to find a job in
. Washington, D.C,, probably the best job market in the country
for law related professions.
An ophthalmic technician observed th;t'flthe ophthalmih-medical
profession is not progressive in terms of biting and training
,paramedic personnel." A dental paramedic complained of "getting
the education, but pot the career advancement and pay."
.rumen
living in email towns, company towns, areas of high unemployment
or large co
ntrations of highly educated people have additional
Problems finding -jobs even after training.

Women are very aware of this problem. A young secretary asked.,"Even if job training Is available, what good,would it do? 'There's
no place to move up." A bookkeeper from Albany obierved;
The
educationt part.is easy,' Geer.440,11?good Jab:is the difficulty."'
An older secretary etated:
_ieVe opportunUien-for-advancement are-lacking more than education opportunities."
To

1p women avoid being trained for jobs that do not esigt,
participant. euggeated better counseling and better training
.programs.
said a factory worker: "First the job market must be
reviewed to see where opportunities ate really available; then
SOPrentice.programs must be set up E4 specifically train and educats women." Or as another conferee put It "Training should be
'lured to existing jobs."
Ounseling
Good counseling can help to'answer many of tti'e questions women
ask: What jobs are available? Which pay well? Where is training
available? What kinds of aid are there? But only 29.7 percent of
respondents said they had received good counseling from any Source'.
The largest number of these (28.8 percent) had received help in
'atheol; the next Jargest group had found aaaistance in women-centered programs. Younger women reported help most often .from womencentered programa, while women 26 to 40 years old had received
counseling moat often in school.

23 .

Good counseling is. helpful in getting women into non-traditional
field!: 43.8 percent of the resizendente with non- traditional
jobs claimed to have received good counseling; only 31.3 percent
of those in traditional fields made this claim. Of non-traditional
job holder' who had received good counseling. almost.half received
it in women-centered programa.

---,
Another index of the need for good counseling is that lack of
Information about job, education and training opportunities ranked
second in the list of problems the respondents face in getting.
education and'training.
(Only lack of moneyranked-higher.)
Lack of information regarding joke wee mentioned by 41.7: percent
of the respondents, while 32.6 noted lack, of information about
educational opportunities. Theme kinds of informational needs
could be met by good counseling.

Lack of good counaeling is most sever
and the over 56 age groups.

AGE

25 OR LESS

HELPFUL
YES
COUNSELING
RECEIVED
NO
TOTAL NUMBERS,

44%

-

561
50

0

26 TO 40

amen In the 26 to 40

4

25.8%

39.1%

25%

74.2%

60=9%

, _15%

159

92

20

Slightly more black and Native`
woman than white and Hispanic
women reported having had helpful counseling.

RACE

HELPFUL

BLACK
YES

RECEIVED
NO
TOTAL NUMBERS

WHITE

HISPANIC

NATIVEAM

40.6%

31.7%

-11.1%

, -44.4%

59.42

68.i14
135

88.9%

55.6%

69

9

Many women expressed dissatisfaction with the counseling they
had received in high school. One woman felt it was oriented too
much toward college. Others found it sexist.. One bad tested,
high in mechanical aptitudes and wee directed to business machines.
A secretary with twenty years experience related how her taste
indicated that she could have -been a succesaful physicist. but
"the counselors guided me,into secretarial classes."
With her.daughter now grown, she is.going back to college.
About
the counseling received in a__Job training school, she aaid.="1
Iht.lair it was helpful --, now I know it was 'shuffling me into a
dead end job!" These women. and other. felt good high-achool
.
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counseling IS crucial badause "getting kids young is the bolo! ;on

Ica out of high sehOol,however, obtaining counseling of any kind
la unlikely. participants observed that counseling should be
.available off-campus because many women do not feel comfortable
visiting or Calling a two or four year college. Though college
-JO not the only cOunseling opportunity, many women do not know
whete to go to get a' more general kind of assistance.
_ en expressed a need for counseling to help you identify
al
After all, one can acquire a great deal of in-nation about available opportunities but "you're still lost'
if you don't know how .to choose a particular path. As one woman
put its
"I know I have to work for the rest of my life
what
do 'I do?
Whets can I go? What can l do with myself?
and objectives. ""

Women need to know, what kind Of jobs are available in thctr area,
in order to make good decisions about training. Many
that
homemakers, who have been out of the lobo,: force for
yearn, require special attention.
One final problem mentioned in relation to counseling Concerns
the absence of women counselors. Some of the participants fee-1
. that men are not sympathetic to nor inteteated in counseling
women. A Denver delegate related receiving very discouraging
treatment from a male college counselor when She went to-discuss
theixissibility Of. attaining a master's degree in psychology.
Good, easily attainable advocacy counseling for women continues
to be an .important deed.
Recommendatfona conce.ming counseling addressed both the nen,
of the women themselves and what they perceived to be needed lottheAr, children.
For themielves, the women workers requested
that specific information be available in 1II4Lr
: which schools in their areas grant certain degrees: which degrees
qualify one for nearby jobs; how to set career goals; how to b-cal
into one of the professions. To smooth the adjustment for the
.homemaket entering the labor force, participants suggested the
ion of centers at educational institutions, special reentry,programs, counseling and edutatiorial programs far the home
makers and theirjamilies,
Many women stressed the _cad for improving_ high school counseling
loco for their childt
A secretary asserted:
"Girls most
learn how far secretary -- ._itress --,etc. pay dues NOT goAnd
...,4W-dull it is
When fewer w en enter this field, salaries will
JIM! It's an 014- economic ImWoof supply and demand. Tell the
young girls where We at -- attack the system this way!"
.

These blue and pink collar workers called for more orientation
toward the professions for their daughters and a "more realtsti.
eparation of children at all levels of school for the working
world and life."' Finally, they emphasized the need for no,- sexist
.educations. "Remove sexism in the schools
starting in grade
school through college. Attitudes have to be changed starting In
'the formative years."

336
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Lack of money, lack of time, lack of adequate child care' facilities,
inadequate or non-existent counseling, few benefits, lack of on-the-job
training. failure to acknowledge experience in lieu of degrees, discrimination, lack of job opportunity, negative attitutdes
all these
obstacles prevent blue and pink collar working women from obtaining
the education and job training they need.

Thrum who overcome these obstacles often do so at very great sacrifice.
But many of the barriers can be lowered and education and training
thereby made accessible, This effort will require coMmicmenta from
the Ftderal, state and local overnments, priVateA.ndustry, academic
institutions and Individual women themselves
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The Coofiell 2ecommtinds to

ORS OF THE CON

I

esident and the Congress

hat:

Federal -anti-o.ttimination lJvs
i40. dim. 2riMindLi-0
laws) and regulations be erforced more thoroughly by all appropriate agencies to,ess-.re that women and girls are afforded
educational an well as Job eluitY. Such enforcement should
cover ca-,:er counseling, corelculum selection, classroom
traluing, and postsecondary preparation no that in the future
women can be 'better eipperi to avoid the problems of today's
working WURUM
eF.ective programs of public information concerning citizens'
rights and r,spensibilities ender anti-discrimination laws be
undertaken.
the Departmelts of Labor and Health, Education, and Welfare
undertake a demonstration prog,.-1 to establish the costs And
benefitg. of stimulating.-by taw and other incentives, employer
subsidies for.employees' education and training.
Such a
program should cover both Job-related and other edUcation,
should be designed to facilitate .,sage by lower level workera,
and shotild analyze the results in terms of productivity and
upward mobility.
-

the Nep.irrmentn of Labor and Health, Education, and Welfare
,undertake a Joint effort to provide funds and technical
assistance, under existing legislation, to augment local
counseling services for'womet,. within both educational and
community settings.
Such programs must offer information and
assistance concerning the Job market, non-traditional occupations,
education and training opportunities, financial aid possibilities,
childcare and other Supportive resources, and individual goalThettitig and career planning,
They should neck out both employed
women and homemakers needini their services.

the Federal government support with funds, tax incentives and
consultation' the eatablishmene of locally-controlled child care
centers for all Children, including night and summer services.
the Reatral government extend and publicize its programs for
flexible working hours and part -time employment, which tmuid
permitwomen to train for now fieldn pf
the Federal government vatabilsh a., policy of hiring paraprofemaionala whenever appropriate,
the beitartment of iainar encourage all employers to
and' distribute career pa'th manuals fur all employees.

me
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11.

The Council recommends to-,the Secretary of
and Welfare that:
1,

1

h

Education.

legislative definitions he Nought which would make leas-than
half -tine students ells bl' fur
,deral mtudmnt assistance
programa.
state education agencies and institutiona be encouraged to
publicize the possibilities for adult students to reoeitie
academic credit for lifelong learning experiences, including
academic credit based on demonstrated abilities acquired
at work.

educational. institutions be encouraged to make it possible for
all degrees to he earned in classes with flexible_ hours such
as evenings and weekends.
4.

li

funds be provided under discretionary. programs to support
additional efforts, such me the NCWW Regional Dialogues,
intended to foster self-confidence and networking and career=
planning skills among working women.

Finally, because the needs and problems disclosed by this limited
number of working women present major implications for society,
the Council urges that the Departments of Health. Education, and
Welfare and Labor. Allocate funds for more comprehensive rase:itch
on the "30 per cent,"
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Several women at the various Dialogues took exception to the idea
that further edatation represents a fruitful course for vorking
women.
"arfore additional educational programs, I. personally.
and maybe others, need more money, "" said one delegate.
Dr. Annette Flowers of Towson State University in Maryland said
women get
that education and training is often used as a byway:
more education than they need.
I

Helen Remmick of the University of'Washington pointed out that
women with bachelor's degrees earn less than men with eighth
grade educations. Women are more likely than men to have higb
school diplomas, as likely to have A.A. degrees and almost at a
However, women's educe
per for bachelor's and %eater's degrees:
rational attainment tends not to translate into job status and
pay as men's does.
On-the-job training, a characteristic of higher-paid men's employmodt..10 rarer in wqmen's jobs;, women tend to pay to train themSelves. But Remick believes that women's best chances for financial reward lay in getting on- the -job training.
A single mother,in Madison echoed her position: "I don't view
education (read schooling) as the problem or the solution=
women who work have learned more than enough, on the job to warrant
Making them go
promotions-and pay raises without more schooling.
beck to school first only provides the employer with yet another
After
worn have
method of not dealing with his women employees.
started rising in their work setting, then I think talk about
further education is applicable."
A woman who had been involved, in a WIN program criticized it for

initially implying Metll women need to get off welfare is trainBut, ahe added, "the program has grown up -- employment is
ing.
where it's'at."
Many of the women at the Dialogues expressed a fair level of skepand local g
tidisa about the-commitment-of-Che-Federal, st
"
omasos promises
eruments to providing equal opportunities:
said one woman.
"We have seen, in the
A.Sehttle woman declared with some emotion:
past few years, a downturn,in legislation, in court decisions and
in every kind of action on come of the gains made by the struggles
of the women's movement from the early 1970's." Pregnancy, seniority,
minority and basic human rights are being given short shrift, she said.
This Dialo&e, she-added, will lead to yet another report "that will
have all of the relevant information, have all of the sad plight. ""
But the "people in Warshington=.(will) pat us on our heads and say.
'you've really got a long ways e . go, =baby.but pull yourself up by
your socks and keep going., I think it's a sham!"
Future action will tell $f she is right.
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APPENDIX A

C

lid
I number .[ participants:

AGE
tinder 25

26 to 40
41.in 55
96 and over

130

NUHER

PERCENT

169

14.9%

362

49.611

194

26.6%

49

6.7Z

16

-2.277

9

1.2%

milon
Black

163

Caucasian

22.3Z
60.1%

Hispanic

47

6.4%

Native American

49

6.7X

Unknown

27

3.2%

312

42.8%

376

51.5%

UNION MEMBERSHIP
yen
no

unk awn

42

OCCUPATION
clerical

414

56.7%

service

195

21.2%

4.2%

(continued on next page)

30.

OCCUPATION (continued)

NUMBER

operativaa

95

craft

29

PERCENT

unknown

COMMUNITY

rural

L30

17.8%

urban

382

52.3;

suburban

unknown

26.02
3,8%

342

APPENDIX

mstionnaire end Reaponees

EDUCATION. TRAINING AND THE

The National Advisory Council on Women'a Educational
rams, which
advisee the Department.of Health,
Education and Welfare,-is cooper t.
ing with the National Commission
on Working Women with the hopi of t
improving educational opportunities for the 80 percent.
70 help us
gather information on this subject, we are asking that you
take a few
moments to fill out thin questionnaire
on your educations/ and training experiences and needs.
Your comments will be given careful consideration in the formulation
of policy recommendations which will be
made by the Council to the
Assistant Secretary fer Education.
Whet

your occupation?

Now long have you done this kind of work?
3.. If you formerly worked in other

cupatio

hat were they?

4a. Higheat educational level completed;
4 Year College `, Graduate ,Tra_
4b.

Junior College:

,

Where were you trained for your job ?' 'Check as many as apply.)
On the Job
In vocational high school
In regular high school '__
In post -high school vele-technical
or trade school
in community orjunior college
In 4 year college /university
In a government "manpower" program (CETA, WIN, ate).
if so, which one?
.

Did you ever receive counseling
which wan helpful to you concerning
jobs and job training? If se, where was it given?
(Far omample, job
training school, CETA cenrer,women's center, etc')
la education or graining available to you for career. advancement?

Within your company

Available

Thoae you have used

Supported by your employer
(tuition payments, released
time. etc.)
Within the community
Sponsorad by a union

1

343
32

7.

Have you encountere obstacles to getting the education and job
traininiyou'wanted?
If 40, what are the chief ones?
r,

Lock,of information about
possible jobs

Inconvenient time of courses
Lack of information about education
and training

Lack of money to pay for
education or training

Lack of transportation to education
and training

lack of affordable childcare during
education or training

-

Opposition of family to my getting
education or training or an unusual
Job

My own feeling of insecurity
Lack of time

Oiscrimina
_0,

on or other (apecify)

What...if.,any.,additional.educational_programa or mervicem.vould_
you recommend. to benefit yourself, your family or your co-workers?

p.

Ethnic background: Asian American Hispanic Native American

10

age:

Under 25

11. Marital status-

g

26 - 40

Never Married;

12.,Number of dependent children

Black

41 - 3S
Married

Caucaaian

56 end over
Separated /divorced

Number of other dapendenta

344

ousts from Responses to,Quastionnaire
1

Mumbv of Reanondantai

opera

ve

374
1+1_ _ER

PERCRNT

225

60.23

47.02

56

15.02

22.82

20

5.32

14,92

PERCENT OF NON-PROFESSIONAL FEMALE
WOREFOEC% 2/79

sales
8.82
domeat c
technical /craft

()nor

24

3.72

9.92

2.42

6.42

traditional jobs
non-traditional job,

1.13

.

83.72
56

15.02

45

12.0%

unknown

anneeviaory jobs

non-superviaory job
unknown ,

82.22_

326
3

0.82
- 7 --

__----- --- -

LENOn1 OF E1 L
2 years

82

21.92

2 - 5 years

121

32.A2

6 - 15 years

115

30.72

5 years or more
unknown

.

53.

14.22

3

0.82

34
NUMBER

pricKur

,clarleal

106

28.31

service

83

22.2

operative

24

6.4

salea

30

8.01

S

1.31

R

A;ION

domestic
technics

rote

14

housewife

3.71

S

1.31

professional

17

431

unknown

90

24.11

275

73.51

2

7.5%

traditional John

--nort,tmdirionarrobs
unknown

71

suporvishry

11:

non-supervisory

290

unknown

19.01

2.91
-

77.51
19,5%

'LEVEL OE EDUCATION COMPLETED
high school

66

44.4%

junior college

76

20.32

four year college

3.3

10.4%

graduate arhoo

unknown

61450 0 - 9p - 73

2.1%

22.8%

NUMBERS

PERCENT

293

78.

PLACE OF TRAINING

opthe Job
vocational high school
regular high school

post-h.a, trade school
Junior
foot year college

government manpower
CETA
WIN
Mther

24

123

6,45
32.9

55

I4,72

- 51

13.6%

49
40
(26)
( 9)
(5).

10.7%
(65.0% of manpower training)
(22,5% of manpower training)
(12.5% of manpower training)

HELPFUL COUNSELI

y00

29.7%

unknown

SOURCE Or AyliTCL COUNSEL

223

59.6%

40

10.7%

C (for 111 parsons whu had received ft)

job training

20

18.0% of use who re

school

32

28,8% "

ij

7.2%

wome0"m program

28

29.23

Other

23

20.22 "

CETA center

toed it.

'

AVAILABILITY OF EDUCATION /TRAINING

available in company
(used by respondent)

139

supported by employer
(used by respondent)

144

37.2%
(59.0% of those who reported
ayailnbility)
38.5%

(74)

(51.0% ")

126
(72)

33.7%
(57.0% ")

=

within community
by-respondent),
union - sponsored

(used by respondent)

79
(43)

21.2%
(45.0% ")

17

36

NUMBERS

PERCENT

303

81.02

71

19.0%

OBSTACLES TO
OBTAINING EDUCATION/
TRAINING
you
no

OBSTACLE

NUMBERS
(174)

PERCENT OF
WHOLE GROUP

PERCENT OF THOSE
WITH PROBLEM

lack of information
re: jobs

136

41.7%

51.5%

lack of Information,
rp: education

122

32.6%

0.3%

leek of money

196

52.4%

64.7%

lack of transportation

37

9.9%

12.2%

lock of child care

73

19.5%

24.0%

apposition of family

44

11.8%

14.5%

89

_23.8%

Z9.0%

31.7%

39'.7%

23.2%

29.1%

14.8%

18.5%

27.3%

33.7%

ling 6f insecurity
lack of time*
ipconyentent CI
courses*
_discrimination*

44
28-

,

il

other

102-

* thane three options were available to be checked to only 189 women;
those at-the Albany and Baltimore-meetings.
Percentages in column
two (for these three items) represent percentages of 189; those in
column 3,are percentages of 151, the number of women in Albany
and Waltimore who Indicated that they had_problems obtaining training
or education.

348
37

TIONS

Woman responding;

RECOHNENDATION

194 (51.9% of thou who

NUMBER

urned questionnaire)

PERCENT OF WHOLE
GROUP (3741

PERCENT OF THOSE
RESPONDING (194)

more education

32

13.9%

26.8%

job training

46

12.3%

23.7%

financial aid

27

7.2Z

13.9%

childcare

20

raise.conariouaneaa

10.3%

4.0%

7.7%

self-aaaertiveneaa

12

3.2%

6.2%

job opportunity

1

2.9%

5.7%

16.0%

30.9%

other
-ETHNIC-BREAKDOWN

i6o
-N1lPO ER_

,PERCENT

Asian

0

OZ

$lack

82

21.9%

157

42.0%

19

,5.1%

107

28.6%

Caucasian
Hispan_c

Native American
unknown

2.4%

AGE

under 25

55

14:72

40

175

46.8%

41 - 55

107

28.6%

56 and over

23

6.1%

unknown

14

3.7%

26

38

ITAL STATUS

PERCENT

=never. married

64

17.1%

115-

30.7%

94

25.1%

,witlow4

12

3.21

.:unknown

89

23.8%

146

39.0%

25

6.7%

married
divorced -operated

HAVE DEPENDENT CHILDREN

HAVE OTHER OLPFNANTS

OTHER DATA DRAWN 'FRO

4

E RETURNED QUESTIONNAIRES.

HIGHEST LEVEL -OF SCHOOL COMPLETED BY AGE

ACE

HIGH

JUNIOR

S,,11100L

COLLECT

COLLEGE

GRADUATE
SCHOOL

35.9%

25.6%

ol

0%

2.7%

.7%

4.3%

0%

25 or under
26 to 40

56.5%

27.2%

12.91

41 to 55

60,3%

26.0%

9.6%

56 and over

69.6%.

13AZ

13.0%

TOTAL
NIIXRR

23

HIIHENT LEVEL OF SCHOOL COMPLETED BY RACE/ETHNIC OEMIN
HIGH

sem624

JUNIOR
COLLEGE

COLLEGE

GRADUATE
SCHOOL

BLACK

15.1%

74,6%

12.8%

1.3%

0%

78

CAUCASIAN

57.7%

27.1%

14.7%

3,6%

.6%

156

nisrANIC

57.9%

71.6%

10.5%

0%

19

ACM

UNKNOWN

NATIVE
AMERICAN

44.41

11.1%

11.1%

OZ'

TOTAL
NUMBERS

OCCUPATION BY ACE

AGE

-

TOTAL
uumsrms

'LgtetcAL

75 or tostt

48.1;

26 to 40

62.6

41

65.4Z
60.91

13.0%

ti

i5

56 and over

20.4%

3.7%

20.4%

7.4%

54

5.2%

14.9%

2.3%

9.2%

5.7%

174

6.5%

'2.1%

.9%

56Z

9.3%

107

8.7Z

4.3%

8.7%

4.3%

23

TRADITIONAL VS. ION TRADITIONAL !UBS By AGE

25 OR {.ESS

26 TO 40

41 TO 55.

56 AND OVER

TOTAL
NUHRERS

TRADITIONAL
JOBS

73.6%

89.6%

91.3%

302

NON - TRADITIONAL

1085

26.4%

15.0%

110.4%

=53
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APPENDIX C
National CommiAion 07 Working_ W.,men

NatiOnaliLeoiership
Elizabeth D. Koontz
Raleigh, NC
.

.

Willard Wirtz
Washington, DC

Female-leteniive Grey attune
- Representation
Day Creamer
.Chicago, IL

Duncan
Las Vegas, NV

Con reasional Re reseir-ation

Edward-W. Brooke
Boston, HA

Henan McKinnonRed Oak, VA
Della Shuster

Barbara A. Mikulaki
Baltimore, JO
CeOrge Millar
Pleasant Hill, CA'

BOthe114. WA.

Betty Semora
Alamosa, CO
. Bonnie Vaughn

'Corporate Ae ressnta
Jo

ph'J. Famelaro
Yurk, NY

Jackson,
Labor Representation

.

.

Nancy L, sn

Patsy Lou Fryman
Washington. DC

Raritan, NJ

-

William.AcCaffroy

Gloria T. Johnson
Washington, DC

Na y York, tY

Richard D. McCormick

Odessa Komar
Detroit. MI

,

Baskinirige, NJ
C. Reid Riiariell

Cynthia McCaughan
Washiagthn, DC
.

Detroit; MI.
Media Re reaentation,

John Mack Carter

New YorkaNY
Dorothy Jerney
Wayne, PA

Joyce W. Hiller
New York. NY
Addle L. Wyett
Chicago. IL

Educational Research Re-reaent t on

1

Jan Miner
Bethei, CT

Pamela A. Roby
Santa Cruz, CA
But bare Mayer Werth
New York, NY

Absent Irem the
or
National ProJect
ah Committee, 1973.

WOrkin Class Women In America, by Nancy
n Ethnic
ca.
New York: American,

All the tivelon- Da
The Meanie
Gerson; New York: ,Doubleday, 19775
lack Women in White

d Demeanin

ica, Cerda-Ie n

ai work, Barbaro_

Ed.'; New York:

-Random

""a. 1972.
Born Female:
The Nigh Cost of Etlaias Women Down, by Cat line iiird;
New York:
McKay, 1974.

The Conditlone of Women in_Blue Collar- Indust
1 a_nd'Service J0138,
by Pamela Roby; New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1915
The EConoMica

by Carolyn Bell; New York:

Pegasus,

1970=

"Everybody's. Gal Friday'. by Mary Kathleen Benbt. Ms.
1973=

EvertlinY:ei Needs to Know to Cat Paid What She's Worth,' by
.Car-

New York:

ine.Bird;

McKay, 1973=

The Forgotten Five Million:

Women in PublJb_BMPloyment, by Catherine

Samuels{ WoManTTWaTuTialiance. 370 Lexington Avenue; Room 601r
New York.. NY

10017 ($5.00).

n ,Your
How [0 Make
by Letty Cottin Pogregin; N

The Good HouSek
Umlaut'. eds.. N

York

he' workin

tang. 1976.

Woman'
arbora' McDowell and Hand
Newspaper Enterprise Assn.= Inc - 1977.

1975 Handbook on Women Workers,-H.S. Department of Labor. Womhn'a
Oureau, Washington. DC 20210 (Bulletin 297.94':79).
House of Work When'Workers Can choona, Business and Professional'
Women a Foundation; 1975; 2012 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington.
DC 20036 ($2.00 prepaid).

"HoosehbldWorkera'A Challenge to Change". NeCall's Magazine:
1968, by Sylvia Potter
me

toWer.'

42

Khow Touritiahts: 'Whet You Should Know About Equal Employee
portuoity." (single copy free, U.S. UDC Publications, 2401 B St
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1:/r;7KeasenNea_I-hope-7we-noted-the-judicial-studentg that
the room.
SenaterTeu, Ares. .
r.-McNem... My name ispori'McNeil, and I am president of the
University pf:Mid-America. I am Speaking alEio for the Joint Council on Educational Telecommunications and the coalition for Alternatives in ,Postsecondary'Education.
The University of Mid - America is an experiment -started several

years ago, mainly at the sponsorship of Senator Eagleton, to put
together fuconsortium of land.grant and. State uniVorsities in seven

States: Minnesota, ,Miasouri, North and South Dakota,

Kansas, and Nebraska:
-Senate'. FELT. Ifitcould interrupt for a second. Senator. Eagleton

would be ,here,''buthe ia.leading this debate on the floor now in
connection withCuba and the SALT Treaty.
Mr. MerVerk"-Yes, thank you.

This consekiuin Was Tunded b_ y the National Institute of Educetien,'and bEiSically it stood for four or five major points. The first is
that it was' designed to improve access. It was deSigned to provide

-quality/instructional materials, and it was supposed to be .costeffeetive , because 'of the_ vast market put there.c

Furthermore, it was to use a nontraditional approach. It was to
use technology as the cornerstone, and it was to Ilse the consortional approach to pool the resources.

I have in my statement several facts backing up the needs that
have been outlined so well by this committee, and there are only
two or three points that I would like to make.
The first is that technology is outrunning the educational establishinent.With the advent of the Satellites, we can now send to _155
different public broadcastinCstations, programs for education, at
approxiMately like $90 an hour, to all the people in the UnitedStates. Cable television is rapidly taking over in the United States.
The computers are now with the nticrocomputers
teaching' devices,. going to turn around education before the .educators even
=know_itWe_also have__video_taPe_and the- video _disk, which are
going to.be, great things in education, and now we are talking
about interactive cable, such as the QUBE system in Ohio. This is
where the Federal government can help provide the impetus for
educational institutes to adapt these new technologies.1. would point, out that when we asked, in a study of 3.States, if
the UMA courses were.6f any impact to them, we got a reply that
9 out _of '10 thought it- was a good use of taxpayers ' money,-,and
approximately 750,000 people in those 3 States, by-our projections,
actually viewed those educational materials.
The Mouse version of title I has incorporated some of the suggestions we made back in February,,and we support that part of the
bill. However, I Am proposing to the committee tb,st they consider
more specific language, which I will supply tat_et in the day,
cause we have9 a little tonchup to do, in which we ask for a $10
millien grant system to be set up with the Secretary to provide
institutions of higher ethication, 'give them incentive grants, with
matching moneys, to move into the area (I: tee h n ology with con_ sor,.tin activities.
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This proposal does three'' or four things. In the first place, it,, is
based on incentiVes. It is based on consortia activity, either interstates &intrastate. It would be used for production, or dissemina-

tion, or utilization, or evaluation, to make sure that by pooling'
these resources a great number ofpeople got the use of the technol-beied-instructional packages. The institutions would have to
submit a plan to ,Say what barrieralt would overcome, and ;how`
would provide assistance for evaluation. Lastly, it would, have
matching principle built in

Ilook. at this committee today, I think for the first time
ginning to work together; and 'I see here a new title I alliance,
unlike the ones that were formed back in 1965, and I= think
realistic to feel that this group representing labor, and retired

ihigher.edueation and elementary and secondary education are bepertibos, and land-grant colleges, and State colleges, and community collegess,= and private colleges, that they, would be willing to go
out and help pass` this
Therefore, we respectfully suggest that the Senath consider nco
porating this 410 Million incentive system into the present title I.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McNeil follows: )
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PRESIDENT
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cNeil:and'I am president of the'University
Mid America, _ - nontraditional educetionalTrogram.of 1
ities in the states Of Minnesota,'Iowa, Missouri, Kant

,.Nebraska,

South Dakota and North Dakota;

_ e young assistant to the president of'the Universi
consin 15 years age,,I;w was one of several architects of' h

Title I of

he Higher. Education Act of 195.

I:can still -remember our

great expectations' as we appeareabefore_the congressional committee
what we thOUght would be a dynamic ptogram:for

underserved adults

4nthe ensuing .15years

our dreams.and hopes for Title I have

been fulfilled-, and for.a variety of reasons, including too little

the lackof coOmitment within institutions of higher education,
end tun many of thesci-oallad."regular" students to handle in the
decades of the '60e and '70s.

Even whewenrnliments began to dee

and the rtudent population began to changefrom the average high
school graduete to thasadult'learnerfederal and state interest in
this. new 4nderserved audience remained static.! -The'Mondale-Amendoent

on Lifeog Learning was. not fended, and the eatablishment -of the i
-1202 Commissions only tended to divide the house with few practical
A

programs inaugurated as a result.

Now, howavir, several

forces

are at

federal= gt lit-71-Start-A n

=iniriative-in-higher-7educr.tion-to,"hilp

In the first place, the steady state

the' nontraditional learner.

enrollments are causing increasing concerns'on themrt of the higher'
education establishment and underserved.audiencen are,becoMing a
legitimate concern of those institutions which once were not wedded to the

idea of extending their lia

ng opportunities beyond the Campuses ,In,.

In its last triennial survey, the National

new and innovative- w5 #a,,.

Center for Edueation StatiseieCreported that part- time enrollments
.

e increasing

.

-I

a faster pace than full-time enrollinents and thAt,

by 1975, part-time students:accounted for 62% of all participants in
postsecondary education.

In 1975, there were 17 million adults engaged

in education nationwide.

That, as 11.6% of the -total adult: population..

/

-s

Secondly, technology is developing so rapidly that there now are,
increasing numbers of new ways to serve learners economically and in
new settings.

The adVent of the satellite, the develeptent of cable

ayetems, the increasing effectiveness of computers as they.get smaller
and Smaller and carry more'and more information, the development-of
two -way interactive, systems such as QUBE, the widespread use oC

videotape and the video disc, which is just over the horizon.

6
host of new developments will provide new opportunities for that vast
segment of unnerved learners in the nation.
Furthermore.
learners,

_ are heginhing to learn a great deal more about these

In the University of Mid-America system, for example, we,

are finding that many --adults.simply will not choose. to go to a:campus
becailse

e inconvenience of giving hp a portion of the workday,

interferon

with the routine of family life, or,inability to meet

a regular s hedule because of other types of resPonsibilities.

In some

cases, as in icated by learner comments; fear of failure keeps an adult',
from.attending a traditional progr

:

One learneri. a middle -aged women', from a small town in South Dakota,

told us recently that she had always wanted to go to college, "bdt'w1th
the:children, there was noway. ',twee married tight after high school,
And then helped put my husband through college
was afraid' to gh myself.

could succeed,'W thout,f

the said.

But this way, I. could see whethe

"Late
not

ing-on the campus."

.After successfully completingseVerel college courses through a pr
gram which.uses broadcast'teliiliscon and printed meter als mailed to bar

home, she said her study had "been worth

billion dollars to me':

She

told us her "self-confidence has gond up tremendously, and
me my fimily's confidence in me has improved`.'-

In the University of Mid-America system we find that many of our
enrollees are very much like this resident of South Dakota, one:of the,,
ea

our consortium.

About 751 of those who enroll throughbut the,

UMA systec4re women, their average age is about 37, they tend to have
some college already.

Our recent study'of

institutions offering

television courses ih all parts of the country indicates that the

.

demographic date collected 'are aboUt the same across all'theee insti u-

tions--the averagiage was 34, some college in the background, about 601
female.

In one of the recent studies that we conducted at the University of

Mid-America we attempted to go back three or)four=yeers to the original
enrollees it Nebraska, the first'ofthe consortium members.

We'found:

(1) That of the students' who partiCipeted in the first three offerings
,

through this program, 491 have since continued their education in some
.

way.

(2)-0U,thOse who' did continue' their education, 441 credited the

program itself as having the major lmpact-bn their decision to continue

educatiOn

Only 37. % indicated they would have'entolled

7e classroom setting if the'mass;media programiwas not available to them;

And, 47% said a desirable occupational change has occurred in their
lives since their participation in the program and, of
third

those, more than one7

Credited the program itself for that occupational change.

A recent study. of instructional television viewers in South Dakota,
_

owh and Missouri indicated that 700,000 adults in the three-state

watched one or more of the

e

but chose not to enroll in

hem: When we asked why they viewed instruc-

segments of DMA,sponaored'eour

tional programs, 53% said for enjoyment, .41% wt
.

e4 to learn about the

.

tOpic and 6% said they were interested in increasing job skills.

Ninety

eight per centof the sample said it waca either very importait Or fairly
important'to have.a UMA- ponsortd program available to the public in their
area, and. about 9 out of 10 felt the prograM Was a good use of taxpayer
money.
The Congress 'May.

ours makes iAifference
in mid-AmeriCa.

ask if federal support to institutions such
We say that it has made a tremendous difference

Nine of the eleVen institutions inaugurated a delivery

system incorporating telecommunications as a result of participation in the
University of Mid - America..
I

We'beAieve other regions -- indeed the whole nation-can benefit from

our exp rien & We know that-the House had incorporatedsome_o_L_Our
'recommendations into Title I
that version.

especially in Section 106, and we support

But we suggest that the language.be made more specific and--

would,,like to reietroduce to this committee somelanguage we at fi
proposed to the Administration and the Mouse 'committee (Attached).
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oval_

includes the following features:

provided for incentive grants to coalitions or consortia of
AA

Second, the grants would be

nig institutions of higher education.

made for production or utilizati

or evaluation of alternative forms of

higher education through the use of educational technology.

Third, each

.,.-

consortia'weitiid prepare a plan stating which barriers to access it'WOUld
.overc

4 what the evaluation process would be.
propose that this specific program be attached to Sec-.

tion`106- as an additional part with a separate authorization to secure
thekinde:Of benefits which only interstate efforts can bring to Americanpostsecondary education and to vast numbers of presently unserved or

underservedjearners.
Thisprdppeal-auggests a oddest federal role. which would encourage
existing institutiens to develop and utilize alternative forms of educe_

tional.developMent and deliVery to benefit those learners who cannot
attend, a campus full time,'arid particularly those for whom attendance.on

a regularschedule is not possible.
It supports the contention that edUcation should be. made conveniently
-available to larger numbers of Americans on their terms
'places convenient to them.

at times and
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ment?

RANDOLPH. May I have the opportunity to make a com.

Mr. Chairman,' if you will give me the opportunity, because
,

must soon be at anothel- place.

Earlier today we were considering the needs of handicapped

children in our school system, under the recent law, where we have
had problems arise, but '.where progress is being. made. You speak
about .a computerized educational program. You do not use that
term, but that is What you stress, thatis very preValent, perhaps it
-is the educational procesaof today.

I am one that believes. that there has to to a human side to

teaching. I think this is very, very imp'brtant. I remember in my
college days, as I look back,- I remember, President McNeil, those,
professors whq were able to talk with me after class.- You cannot do
that with telaVision and you cannot do it with the profess- pr way

off there where you cannot see him, as I was in a University the
other day. with 300 in the class.

6

I do not Want to be a throwback to yesterkaars, but I think with

all of the modern techniqUes, -which I knoW have a very real

contribution'to make, that if we try to just rely upon a streamlined
form of education, through television, and so forth, why we are hot
meeting theiprqbjem, as I understand it completely.
Would you'discuss this just briefly, if that is agreea13Ie?

Mr. McNEu... Senator Randolph; I am delighled to fib that, because one of the problems of n 5-minute presentation is that we

have to cut back and cut back.
Let me tell, you that I. agree with you and one of the problems of

the technology pebple is that they wanted to substitute; in the
early days, for that, human. Interaction, the media, in whatever
form .1t7 took, whether it was computer or television, and it is.
simply not_right.

What -we are saying is Ulla the Standard 50-minute hour, 3 times
a-week, for 16 weeks, may be a thing of the past with the advent of
technology; that our human interacticin may be in quite differe
forms. It may be once a week, it may<be -once every 2 weeks We

know that technology can step up the learning process. With
human interactionI would in no way say that we should elimi-

nate that.
In all of our program'S that we-broadcast, these courses are given
by our 11 member institutions, in thoie 7 States. They havenrofessors who monitor `the courses, who are available, either-by telephone, or traveling around the State, or howakr theY work it out
But , I agree with you if we forget that human interaction in

education, then we do not deserve to be called educators: =It may
take new forms, however, that computerized instruction; for example, can relieve the professor of a lot of lecturing on basic information staff that; gars repetition and memorization, and then they
can use the prefessor in a good way_ .

I would like to say one other' thing. You talked about handi7
capped children. You talk about technologies being a means of
standardized informatioh for teachers and -school boards, and the

.

handicapped families, themselves. With the right use, of that at the
Jocal and the State level and with the interaction, we could provide

,
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streamlined training, if you will, mixed with human interaction

that would help the handicapped problem in this country.
Senator RANDoLaa. Well we do not have in our college programing, much in the way of instruction or frankly, training for teachers, to prepare them to move out into this new area of teaching the
handicapped individual as required by the law.
Mr. McNEIL. That is right.

Senator RANDoLam. We in West Virginia now are short 100
teachers in our special needg programing, in the 55 counties as a
whole. In our State alone we'have 30,000 handicapped children in

our schools, and we -re trying to serve them. It is difficult, and

there are many problems.
I did not want to detract from what you were saying, but only to
reiterate what you have expressed, in a very articulate, and I think

meaningful way, that this human interaction in education must

never be phased out. It has got to stand up there and be very much
a part of our program. I would appreciate time to make one other
comment, and it will only take 60 seconds or less.
I am a strong believer in our system of public schools, and in the
Federal support they receive, as well as funding that goes to support State institutions of higher learning. Of course, in _our State
there a7e two universities, and many colleges, including communi-

ty coil 'es. But I do want to put a word in here today, because
perhapb someone will forget it There is a great body of teaching

that is done by the independent colleges throughout this-country.
We never should forget that contribution being made on the campuses of independent colleges throughout the United States.
Independent colleges are having difficult days. They do not re-

ceive State aid; they do not have access to funding that others
have, and I would not deny to them. But what a tremendous
contribution they are making through dedicated and knowledgeable teaching staffs.

I know this is true of Salem College that means so much to me,
arid I know it is true of other independent cc.leges throughout the
country. So a mix of technology and human interaction between
teacher and student that you are describing will occur during these

broadcastsis that true?
Mr. McNEm. Yes.

Senator RANnot.m. Thank you very much.

Senator FELL. I think by the process of elimination, the next

witness is Mr. Donald Crawford, associate vice provost, the office of
continuing education. Ohio State University.
Mr. CaAwFwin. Thank you, Senator Pell
I am Don Crawford, associate vice provost, office of continuing
education, Ohio State University. I represent the National UniversitY Extension .Association. This association is the national organization representing university continuing education programs, and
the millions of adult parttime students that they serve.

We are pleased to have an opportunity to testify. In presenting
onr testimony, we should like very briefly to consider title I in the
context of other features of the Higher Education Act related toadult sludents, and these provisions are amendments to title IV, to

assure equitable treatment of adult students in student aid pro-

grams, title I itself, and the proposed. Urban Grant University Act.
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If I may, I might turn briefly, first to title IV regarding student
assistance. We fully support and strongly urge the Senate to approve amendments in the House bill that:
First, require the same treatment of dependent students and
independent students with dependents in determining expected
family contributions from income in computing entitlements for
BEOG and SEOG grants.

Second, authorize colleges and universities, if they so desire, to

use part of their SOEG funds for grants to students who are

studying less than half time.

The administration's bill does not deal with either of these im
iritant issues, although the administration's proposed family contribUtion schedule for fiscal years 1980 and 1981 does recognize
that independent students have been denied equity.- We would
therefore fully support the House approach to these needs
Who are these adult students with whom we are expreSsing our
concern? They are working men and women who, when they graduated from high school, were unable to go to college or were not
motivated to do so and who in later years, often with low incomes
and family responsibilities, want to prepare for better lives through
education as part-time students.
Divorced and widowed mothers who must support their families
and need education and training to get jobs and to escape a welfare
existence.

Women whose family responsibilities are at a stage permitting
them to enter the work force, but who need education to do so.

People in micicareer in field of declining employment who must
prepare for new careers.
People who seek new careers with greater opportunity in which
they can be:ifierikproductive and better citizens. These students are

inequitably and *adequately served by the present BEOG and

SEOG programs.

At the heart of the problem are the assessment rates applied to
discretionary income in determining expected family contribution.Clearly, in a given family a given expenditure for education has

the same effect on family living when a parent is a student as
when a child is a student. Yet if the dependent child is a student,

discretionary income is assessed at 10.5 percent and if the parent is

A student discretionary income is assessed at '40 percent or 50

percent depending on family size. The result of this is that
A widow with one or more children who wants to get an education to better support and educate her family.
A young man of 25 years with a wife and children who wants an
educatihn to escape a dead-end job, be more productive and better
support's his family.

Is deified student aid or provided very inadequate assistance

cornparetl to the aid given an 18-year-old dependent child.
In the 4rirne family a child may receive financial assistance while

either parent as a part-time working student may receive none.
Briefly, we suggest that assuring equitable treatment of all
needy students should be a top priority goal in amending the
Higher Education Act.
We-commend the committee for those actions. We urge that you

now provide fUll equity for dependent and independent students
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with dependent students by requir g equal treatment of income in

computing expected family contr. ticin.
Second, we support in principA the title I included in the House
Fill. We recommend its suppoyoy the Senate, but recommend that
the bill be amerded to: ,

First, assure that States use a major part of the State grant
Second, limit grants made by States to nonprofit institutions

program funds for support of continuing education programs, and

whose primary function is education.
We need title I, as has been testified by other people here, first of
all, to serve the special needs of adult learners.

Included are programs leading to baccalaureate degrees, asso-

ciate de ,frees, and certificates as well as programs designed to serve
needs of adults that do not offer credit.

However, the greatest need for funds is to help finance the
needstherefore our recommendation that States be required to
use a major portion of the State grant program funds for continudevelopment and delivery of programs to serve inadequately served
ing education programs.

We recommend limitation of grants made by the States to nonprofit educational institutions. We believe the Higher Education
Act should be limited to support of higher education institutions
and students.
If I -might have 30 seconds to make two additional points, Sena-

tor. On the Urban Grant Universities bill itself, we support and
urge the Senate to adopt title XI of the House bill to provide
support of Urban Grant Universities.

have only two concerns in this matter, and that is, first of

WI, cities, towns, and other areas outside of SMSA's of 500,000 or

more are authorized no assistance. These areas have the same

kinds of problems as the large SMSA's. They have the same needs
for assistance from universities.
We strongly recommend that part A of title I in the administration's bill be adopted to provide a companion program to title XP

I :think there are other matters discussed in

statement.
Thank you..

[The prepared St iterflent of Dr. Crawford follows:I
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cOntintling 'education programa and the million. of adult part -time rndent they

Whi I the testimony today is to be devoted to Tltl

I of the Hither Education

Act. we wish to telt. the opportunity to briefly discuee other Titles and proposed

Titles of the Act Which directly relate to the needs of adult pert-time students
and the collegea'and unit/It:attics that serve their needs.

We do not believe that

thee(' noticing portions of the Act should be viewed inla vacuum but as pietas of a

unified Whole which Milt serve the needs of people in an orgemited way.

We will

therefore discuss:

-- Amendments to Tltle IV to assure equitable treatment of adult studareA in
Student Aid programs,

Title I. and

.

The proposed Urban Grant University Act.
Title P.P7 SEudeat Ald

wefiilliort and strongly uric the Unary to_ipproeir_Amendeents in the
Hours hill that$
I.

Recteira the ate rreatmen

deeadset studen a end inda.andent- etudenta

adente_AA1Aetermin

with A

entitlements for 0103ergi_SEPG_Aregtat.
2.

SEHE

AutflorisetsmtAtIlVeMitice irthey_so deeire, to ors -pare of their

4nde formants to ptndent.

%s

tn.

1

less-then.hert-tiee.

The Administration's bill does not deal wit`i either

although the Administration'* propueed fenny conttibgti
does recognixo that Independent students have been denied
fully support the House approach to these needs.

' these important (mance,

-hodxle for FY 8O-01
ity,

ile would therefore
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Ra4eona tat the Recommendations
'independent," .:non-traditlonal," adult part -time students
11.--d- ark

are dedicated.

InW nittkAA6 trying to Advance in their work. prepare for

r jobs. b 2onn morn productive citirena and enjoy more satisfying lives.

h-

They

see education an an important means of achieving these objective'.
Included among these students and-potential students are-such people as these;
-- Working men and women who, when they graduated from high school, were
Unable to go to college or were not motivated to do so and who, In later
years, often with low Incomes and family reeponsibilities, want to prepare
for better .lives through education an pa=t -time etudenta.

Divorced 4n4; WtSownd MOthern who noel support- their families and'need

education and training to get lobs and to escape a velure Ant4tienne
-- Women who're family responsibilities Are at a stage Permitting them to

enter the work force but who need education to do
People in mid-career in field of declining employment

ho moat prepare for

new careers.

People who asak_new career

with greater opportunity in which they can be

Productive and better citixents.

Theme studente are inequitably *ri inedenuately served by the present DEG and

f
At the hee'rt of the problem

the aaiaaasC

ineume in determiffin; expected tamily cqntributi

given exttendlture Or
parent

Mostly. in a given family 0

filacaticri hen the seem affect on the family living when-a

a student as when,4 child iv a student.

retionary income

is applied to discretionary

Yet it

4enesned at 10.52 and if the parent

income to AMLigtided At e0i ur 50Z depending on family Cite.

he chi d. in a student,

student discretionary
The result of thin is that:

A widow w!th one or more children who wants to get an education to
better support and educate her family.
A young man of 25 voice with a wife and childeen who wante An
education to vlicape a dead-nod Job. be more productive and better
family

dented student aid

nylded very inadequate assiatnnce

compared to the aid given ao Ea year old dependent child.

F

in the same family a child may receive financial twaiatance while
cithor parent\ ac a pert -tie

working student May receive none.

These nrovisLono may that it is the public policy to support the education of
.

ig . 22 year olds Out not -the education of people a few yearn Older who are working

canes and Who have found a real purpoee for obtaining education.

These

pruviaisna slam to day that it 10 more in the public intereat to support the education'
of la

22_yelar olds than the education ofpeople a few -years older. motivated

working adults.
We

that

n

Alltes4/Atudonts should b

t.lt,Orirtamandirtiliar_EducationACt.
in the Middle Worm Student Aseletence Act tha Congress took important atapa
fin providing greater equity of treatment fOr independent etudents.
COmMittei for those eCtione.

We command that.

We urge that'you now provide Coll equity for deiendeni

and independent students with dependent tudente by requiring equal treatment of
.Income in computing eapected family contribution.

In th'e came of the single indepeadentstudent your 'recent action in ranting than

stenceallowancehas wide [WISE programs toward eqUitabla treatment.

Wa b

1

bowsver, that furilwar improvement s needed through a lOwering'Of the 25Z aelhilasmarii
rate on- income.

We do. not Kay a data to tell us Plat how single independent studente

should hi treated to provide equity.

We behave the Secretary should make s special

study of this issue and then develop en appropriate "expected family contribution
schedule" for these. students.

Not all adult atudentL are able to_ arrange their work and familY

to take half of a full-course load every semester.
needy. lust 4M PaiiVated and dedicate

hililieu
E

They mey, however, he just as

49 those who are students half-time or more.

Equity of treatment demenda that these needy Students be able to receive assistance
Lit liChiWYWK their aducationel goal,.

The Rouse provisions that, permit use of SLOG

fends for this purpose will provide this equity of treatment.

WO urge your support

of .those provialoini.

Adult and Pert -Time Studenta Described

According to NOES data in 1975. 3,6 million people enrolled to couraea for credit
SS Part-Elise atudenta at two-Year and four-year educational institutions.
About 1.6 mi

had comeisted 4 years of college.

incoeti of less than 515.000.

Of those.

Half of thin group had family

About three fourths were Wee than 35 Years did.

A

high proportion of the pert-time students are "independent" according to °Elite of
Education Criteria,

Preliminary NOES-enrollment data fur 1979

dicate that of 11.1 mi=llion students,

enrolled at all inatitutiOns, about 4l percent are enrolled on a part-time basis.
Other dace indicate that approaimataly 601 of the part-time students are
.half-Ilme or more.

Assuming that in 1979, 35Z of the tudente are at the undergraduate
as in 1955 and that 601 Are half-time or more. the 1979 population of part-time
undergraduate students who are half-time of mar* would eppesieto be about 1,6 Million.
'or 14 percent of the undergraduate tUdent population.
Unpublished cenaus data for 1975 indicate that of the titudents who were heads
of houmeholds or setinties, 43 percent had family 4ncomea of- leas than $15,000.

compared to 21 9NiCOW01 the dependent atudenta.

that about mono students, are heeds o
of lemethen 515.000.

Combining these data it appears

hotaaholda or spouses with family incomes
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office of ValueatIon data mhed Home light on the size

independent students and their incomes.
applied fur

grmritm.

the families of

The data describe. thume'atudents who

Of course many did nut apply.

about ...re and A half nilltun full-time students

The applicant.' Included/

and 900,000 part-time students.

About 60 percent of the pert floe and /5 percent of the full-time independent
students who applied had incomes of less than 515.000.
of 411 tha independent .,rodents who ,oiled 20
students.

percent were mingle indpendent

About 25 percent had a family size of 2 and 55 percent a familyHize of

thiee or more. -The applicants with a family size of three Or more and fatally income
below 115.000 were in percent (600.000 applicants) Of all aPhIlcdntm.
Theme data, of coerse. ore not enough to tell on the extent of financial need.
But they do Indicate the mdgnitude of it.

No one knows how Many more adult§ would becnne students if they had more adequate
help with their costs of education.

'Mors have been several Studies that Indicate

that the tont of education is the major deterrent for many people who want to study,
as part-time students.

you example. the Vice Provost at the University of Cfnelhnatt reports that "our
records indicate that over M.% of the students restatmiinit through continuing

edueetion at the University of Cincinnati for the first time request financial
asetatance. 'Winter quarter. of 1979, the only p,wpie who did not complete enrollm

(who were seen by a counselor) were theeewhonould not so to college without
financial assistance." . He also reported that In a recent survey in Cincinnati, 35Z
of the people who wonted lo enroll did bc.t do so for financial reason.''.

A study of

prospective adult students In Youngstown. Ohio, a city with heavy unemplovment,
Indicated that 5b% did not enroll because of the costs of education.

No one knows

how many of these people would actually become etudents if more adequate student
aid were available.

A

Titlei
Ott leleleciple the Title 1 included in Willie.
b

Werecommend LtH Hoppe r

the Senate but recommend that the bill be emended to
L.

&Saute ktat_atatea use A major Part of the

epp_eit: of mitt inning edop t
2.

Grunt PrtAr3m

unds_

21LASjAnal, and

diadt groutu snide by states to non7pLeilt inadtutions

whossprimary fueettpn

is education.

Reasons for the Recommended:oda

Continuing education programs are conducted by colleges and unlvr r.LtLuu at times
and places convenient for adults who study to a part-time basis while working and
maintaining family reaponaibliltlee.
of adult Learners.

included are programs leading to baccalaueeate dagraaa, aliadaidte

degrees anti certificates as Watt AA program deafened to serve needa of adults that
do not offer credit.

Such programs frequently involve cost* not invnlvgd In regular on-campus
inetruction and require smell ciasaei. particularly In aparsely settled graaa.
Moat continuing aducution programer are financed with fame paid-by the
participants.

With this constraint many needs of potential students are unnerved.

perticelerly_need of the p9Or end,people in,ermali of sparse population.
Small amount(' of greet fund, can anabli inititutions of higher education to
fully nerve the needy bi providing 'Untie for program development. Paying

a ,

parr of the coats of programs that cannot enroll enough paying students to cover
_k

the program Coate, and in other. ways. such es providing l'rlak capital" for pilot

projetita. and innovetive programa to serve high priority needs.
rartICAtArtY AN Nikalaat Aid programs sore equitably support ndulta. hero L
an important need for expanded edui'ational andhcounneling HervIren'-- to help people
knlew shout opportunities and select among them In light ,
,itnacions.

-

Programs are deaigned to naive the special needs

their on special
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Support of otate planning that heipd educational gnat tutions

rosette

lnadequateiy served needs for education and to plan to'derve these needs ran
contribute to the .overall effectiveness of the

lucational Syntaa.

AO a matter

of tact. much al...nine is already taking place on 4)1tate-tde bases and several
.atatea have groups already established for,lhat purpose.
Hoever, the Iveatest need for funds is to help finance the d- -veto meet and

deTiverYSkTellgfam to serve inadequately nerved needs -- therefore our recommendation
that mates he required to UNt, a major portion of the State Grant Program funds for
continuing education programs.
We recommend

lint tat ion

of

not inAlmed.ggAgauutirgwad,LAe_ the _or_s_ess

non-prujiteducatienal institutions.

We believe the Higher Education Act should be

limited to support of education programa. conducted by higher education tnstitutions
and to students.

Information and counseling services conducted with ntate Grant

funds-MTght well be conducted by a variety of types of organizations.
Urban Crant UnivereitieWesupv.Irt and urge the Senate to adott Title XI of the House hill to provide
lyhan a. rangy Lei ve tr. i t les.

pcerever..WQ
1.

havn two

authorized no assistance.
SMSA's.

concerti:7

With Chin.

Tlitles, towns and other area! outside of SliSA's of 500,000 or more are
The

areas have the ease kinds of problems es the large

They have the same needs for assistance from
Many univeralcies, particularly state univeraittee and land-grant colleges,

serve all areas ul their'states'but are inadequately funded in their public service.
problem -solving roles.

We Selieve these institutions andtheirrols should be

recognized and sopposted along w!th.the urban uniVersttleS.

We artoogly recommend that Part A OT TitTe_TAn_the_Administration's pill be
adopted tOsprovide a cntmlantOn nrOETAllto Title_ ST.

Part A would provide for services

to all areas. including areas nor s ligible for assistance under the proposed Title

and enable estiblighed public aerate* univereiliee to ss*t 444d4 of thou. jurisdictions'
*Ore Adequately.

Part A of the Administration's bill shoUld be included 40 a "Part" in

the neui Title

While we recommend adoption of Pert A 4f the Admintatratidn'a bill. we have

identified a number of technical changes ;hat v,1 aubetantially Imnreve th

part,

Theca changes ara'atteched to this test irony.

Adviahr- Council

Wo

c

d thur.;he Ul her Ea

AdytsoY Council ue_Continuluo.,Pdocatlen.

Act

chid

National

We believe such a CO44411. to advise 1;lth.

reel/act to the administration ef all Federal 'programs providing support to higher

'Continuing education can make loportant contributions to coordination among these
progre*e and te OffOetiVO 4004 of Federal funds.

Such an Advisory Council should

include representatives of educational inatitutions, state education agencies and

Oa adult populations nerved by continuing aducation progroms.
IllentEX

The previsions ve recommend for Title I. Title IV and Title XI anould be aeon as

a coordinated approach to legislation to serve educational eeed of adults.

It to of

perameupt important* that adults be provided equitable treatment in acbdent old
ttrogritlom.

This need* to 44 accumpenied by support for.educationel institutions to

_.help them provide program* serving the needs of adults and by information and
counseling services.

Problem-solving university service* should be provided to all

government entities on en equitable bases.
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Amman

TO TITLE I OF THE
TITLE I -HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965
Community Service and
Continuing Education Prograeo

Sec. 101.

Title I of the Act entitled "An Act to strengthen the

eudcationel resources of our college. end-uml-wersitie. and to provide
financial assistance for student,: in Postsecandery Ind higher education".
aPProVed November B. .1965,

(P.L. B9329). es amended. also known as the

Higher'Educetion Act of 1965, is amended to read as follows:

"TITLE I " ,B6MMUNIT9 COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY PUBLIC SERVICE
AND CONTINUING; DUCATION PROGRAMS
"Pert A -

emssunityCOLLECE AND UNIVERSITY PUBLIC Service Programa
"Appropriations Authorised

"Sec. 101.

For the purpose of assisting the people of the United

Stet es In the solution of emerserrity PUBLIC problemo reiseing-te-hemiAng,
.

0

-emeveetienv-amp-le7manev-yeeth-eppereunielesy-trenspereatien.
hee4tha-end -{set -nee

IN sumriaLss As ENERGY CONSERVATION, HOUSING.

TRANSPORTATION, imam ENvIRONMINTAL PROTECTION. NATURAL RESOURCE
CONSERVATION AO USE
Secretary to"mak

. mcmIc DEVELOPMENT A11 mrummur by enabling the
_under this title to establish end etrergthen

temervaity PUBLIC eervice programs of colleges end uniVersities. there,

are authorised to be appropriated such gums u oaY be neceseery for each
of the fiscel years ending prior to October 4, 1985.
"Definition of gemmuotey COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY_ PUBLIC Service Programs
"Sec. 102.

for purpowtevof this part. the term 'caomenity COLLEGE AND-

UNIVERSITY PUBLIC aervice program' mean* an educeilonal program

4.,
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vtty, or service. Including reeeerch which is designed to &moist

hr solution of mommunity runic problems in rural, urban, or
suburban areas, with particular emphasis on the problems of the
m,

Netiorev,urban centars, where the'inatitution offering such ptw
41:

activity, or e,,rvice determin

that the proposed program. activity, or service

NI)

t utherviae available, and
.

that the conduct of the program or performance

of the activity or servies le consistent with

u

u

on'a

'overall educational program and is of such a nature ae is

appropriate to the effective utilization of the institdtlon's
speciel resourcu and rho competencies of ire faculty.
-:-effeitings-mear-inverinniy-ench-spiveou-meet -be

u4, --4e4ly-secept _

-teeeed-sereeldemic

nisi-by-the

ineeitetion--

-ser4N-renews.

"Project Again
"Sec. 103.

The Secretary Is authorised to make grants to

ins itetione of higher education and to coabinations 04 such in-

ktitutione:(INCLUDINO INTERSTATE a0NBIRATIONS) tosseist them to
eetablleh or strengthen community PUBLIC service programs that are
designated to seetat in the solution of community PUBLIC problems.
The Secretary mar designate the solution of one orMoore problems
elated with rural, urban or suburban communities to be a

4 1=680 0 =

25
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"(b) *Any inatitut

of higher education d erring to receive

ender this part shall. aubmit to the Secretary an application

therefor, in such manner; and containing such information as the
Secretary may by regulation require.

An:application submitted under

this Section most shoe that the chief executive of the local' agency

nr agencies of general government within whose jurisdiction fall
the needs to be addressed by the project or projects described has
been afforded a reasonable opportunity to review and comment upon
the propesed project or projects.

In making grants. the Secretary

shall consider whether (1) the proposed program addresaesa problem
whose solution ham-. been designcted a national priolity. (2) WHETHER

THE PROPOSED PROGRAM WILL PROVIDE KNOWLEDGE TO IMPROVE UNDERSTANDING
OF A PUBLIC PROBLEM OR PROBLEMS. POSSIBLE .SOLUTIONS TO THESE PROBLEMS,

AND SKILLS USEF

DEVILOPING.ANO APPLYING CONSTRUCTIVE ACTION AND/OR

WILL ENCOURAGE APPLILATION OF SUCH KNOWLEDGE, (3) THE COLLEGE OR
UNIVERSITY HAS THE RANGE OF SUBJECT MATTER AND PROGRAM DELIVERY
COMPETENCIES REQUIRED FOR EFFECTIVELY EXECUTING THE PROPOSED PROGRAM,
(4) THE PROPOSED PROGRAM IS OF SUFFICIENT SCOPE AND IS PLANNED TO HAVE
_SUFFICIENT DURATION AND CONTINUITY TO MAKE IMPORTANT IMPACTS ON
AMELIORATING THE PROBLEM OR PROBLEMS AT WHICH IT IS DIRECTED. (5) THE
PROPOSED PROGRAM IS CONSISTENT WITH ANY APPLICABLE STATE PLAN PROVIDING
ROLES Of INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, and (6) there is evidence
in the application of .,44/ (I) the participetlan of such local agency or

agencies of general government in the development of the projects for
which amalatance is rermiested under this section; iR) (I

local government
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and community participation in the implementation of the proposed

.project or projects: and 414 (tit) a commitment by such local agency or
agencies of. general goverhment to pay a portion of the non-Federal share

of the cost of such project or projects required by sectlen 104(a).
"(e) The Secretary may request the advice of any Federal agency
he considers appropriate before approving an application for project
assistance under this Section.
"Limitations
"Sec.-104.- (a) No-gra

-under-this-part-shall- x

ed=66-

p

of thecost of the project for which assistance is granted.

"(b)

In allocating assistance'under section 103, the Sec-

shall endeavor to Achieve broad and equitable geogr

ry

hiCal distribution

throughout the Nation.
"(C)

THE SECRETARY SHALL ESTABLISH PROCEDURES TO AID DUPLICATION

BETWEEN PROGRAMS PROVIDED UNDER THIS PART AND PROGRAMS P

VIDED:UNDER

TITLE XII AND UNDER THE-SMITH LEVER /.CT OF-1914 AND TO PROVIDE NEEDED

COORDINATION WITH TWA PROGRAMS.
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Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.

We will go over the very specific suggestions that you have.
I was struck, Dr. McNeil, in connection with your talk about
computers. With all these new learning devices, we still have not
been able to improve the
in man's mind to enable us to
transfer the body of knowle_
to the person's mind. It is still
being done the same way it was with Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle
a few years ago.
DO you think there have been an- improvements made?
Mr. MCNEIL. I am sorry, Senator?

senator FELL. Do you think there. have been any improvements
made in getting a body of knowledge into a person's mind?

Mr. McNEIL. Yes, I think there is. You say have there been?

Senator PELL. Have there been?

--Mr.-MeNEn7.-NVs,-t hetV have been.

Senator DELL. You really believe that?

Mr. McNEIL. Yes, I do. I think, again, coming bark to Senator

Randolph's point, that without that interaction in the learning

process it is not going to be very effective, but I think that a lot of
the material we get in undergraduate and in some training programs would permit a standardized transmission of information
that can be done with technology, and then saving the professor or
the' teacher or instructor, whatever you call them, to really talk

about concepts and theories, and all of the other things that go

with that.
.But; you know, you take the videodisc, which is coming over the
horizOn very shortly, that is connecting the computer with video,
and that means that you have instant playback facilities, like you
do with a book, if you will that is-going to have visual as well as
being able to read on your television screen, your learning center
television screen, or campus television screen, back and forth, and
you can learn by yourself, in self-paced instruction. After you-have
that basic knowledge, you then need to have what Senator Ran-

dolph calls that interaction between the professor, but I think a

great many improvements have been made by the computer people,
and ti.e video people, in instructional design, and trying to transmit that knowledge in an effective way.
The University of Mid America has a two-semester course called
the history of.Japan, and you could read all you want about Japan,

and Edmund Reischauer, who headed up this particular project

and is the narrator on part of it. But the fact is, you cannot

capture modern Japan in any other way than seeing some of the
scenes that were photographed in Japan, or come out of the Japanese archives.
Now, that is supplementary. There is a lot of transmitted material that still has to be done by the person.

The last point I would make is that if you are suggesting that we
want to do away with books, I do not agree, because the fact is that
most of the mediated instructional packages that are in the world
today, including the British Open University. The transmission of

--knowledge is still by opening a book, or a study manual, and we
support that. But it can be terribly good in a supplementary way.
Senator FELL.

you.
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As you know, in the administration's bill, the authorizatq'e
part 13 of the new title I would be such sums, which is an
term.

Do any of you have any suggestions as to what an spin
authorization figure should be? I am sure you would like it ;large as it can be.
Do you think that the proposals before us today, the administir.
tion and the House proposals, basically satisfy the Federal oomn.i,
ment to lifelong learning?
Would any of you care to comment on that thought?
Dr, KERSCHNER. We think, Senator, that the House version goes
a long way toward doing this, yes. We feel that the questions that
you have raised this morning, of where learning takes place, and

under what conditions, that the House version recognizes that
learning takes place in nontraditional settings, as well as in non-

traditional methods, also recognizing that the Federal Government
has a specific role to play in providing moneys tc innovative and
creative projects that may tc.ke place both within the traditional
university or 2-year setting, or on the nontraditional setting. We
are supportive of the House version.

Senator PELL. Ms.,Goodin?
Ms. GOODIN. Yes, I just wanted to mention, of course, we are here

trying to gain recognition of a. particular population, as a special
needs population, to be integrated throughout the statute.
One thing in particular. I would like to mention that we fad is
very important, that is that the annual evaluation report, and the
renewal evaluation report, which are required by sections 417 and
418 of the General Education Provisions Act, also require looking
at this by sex. We understand now that that is not a part of that
provision, and we think it is very important, in order to be able tc
assess the progress, and to evaluate the results, that that he included. and particularly with regard to working women.
Thank you.
Senator PELL. Mr. Hanford?
Dr. HANFORD. I would just like to say, Senator Pell, that it seems
to me a number of us have spoken on behalf of special groups, and

I think there is some concern that in serving special groups the

quality of education itself may be put second.
I just want to say that I do not think that service to women, or to

disadvantaged nonparticipants in adult education, means that the
quality of education has to suffer.
Mr. HurroN. Senator Pell, the House bill did not contain every

thing that we hoped it would. We certainly support the House
version.
have one reser-ration about the procedures that labor
unions must go through in order to get labor studies programs
from various tax supported State institutions.

We feel that in the 18 or 19 right to -work States that we may
again have the experience that we, had recently in North Carolina,

where North Carolina, the University of North Carolina was

blocked from providing a rather standard labor education program
to the unionists in that State. We are greatly concerned about that
We would hope that maybe you would take a look at that. In the

House bill, it save that they may, labor educationbe provided,
but if we have a repeat of the 1978 North Carolina experience, they
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may not, and I would hope that your committee could take a hard
look at that.
Senator FELL Thank you very much_
Did you want to say something?
Mr. CRAWFORD. If I might. Perhaps they can hear me without the
microphone. At NUEA, we would like to commend Senator Pell for

his commitment as a pioneer in support of student financial aid.
We would hope that when the, provisions for student financial

aid are considered this time we are able to close the loop in

providing access to the part-time students and to the adult student
who is less than a part-time student. I think that when we get to
the point of providing support for women with the responsibility
for sole support of the family, who has difficulty attending college
and can only do so part time while working full time at a menial
task, that, when we provide access for such students, we will have
indeed rounded out a superb program of financial assistance:

Second, on the issue of quality. L think those of us who are
teachers in higher education, or administrators in higher education, recognize the unusual dimension that the adult student, lends
to the classes they attend. Time and time again our professors at
the university commend the adult students for their enthusiasm,
their commitment, their hard work in coming to classes at unusual
hours, and unusual times, and giving the professor and the instri_ctor a real run for their money. I think the adult part-time student
lends, a great deal to the classroom. I think they add an extraordinary dimension to the perspectives of the 18- and 2I-year-old Stu-

dents who can see then the span of concern, knowledge, and experience of many gerierations that the adult student can provide.
Senator PELL. I appreciate those i'emarks very much. We have to
consider everything from the national interest viewpoint as well I
agree that older students add a great deal to a ,class, but when you-,

consider the amount of useful years that the youngster will contribute to the community, as a whole, you have to weigh that in

the decisionmaking process.
For instance, is one justified in using taxpayers' money to have a
man get a degree, when he is 50 or 60, when if he is 20 he would be
able to add to the wealth of our Nation by :11-1 additional 30 years
orso? This is a question that we have to consider.
Some segments of education, such as medical schools, do not like

to take in students who are in their late thirties:

Dr. KgascitNER. I would be remiss if I did not react.
The issue of the .contribution of older individuals to the society,
first of all people are retiring in their midfifties, especially women,

have at least 30 years to contribute to the society. The Age and
Discrimination Act, recently passed, was an attempt to not only
insure that older people were not discriminated against, but to tell

the society that these are working, contributing members.
Senator PELF.. Excuse me, you are turning the thing around. I am
all for continuing education. I am just saying that it is taxpayers'
money that-is being used. You yourself said that they might retire
when they are 50 or 60 years, and that is a factor that you have to
weigh in.

Senator Javits?

_=
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Senator JA.vtrs I came this morning, Mr. Chairman, to weep. All

these fine vitnesses representing great organizations are talking
about $10 million, of which $5 million will go for planning and
administration, to every State, whether it wants it or needs it and
the other $5 million we can all fight about, and formulas, and so
on.

With all respect to all of you I think if you took your time at
home, and beat the drum with the Congressmen and Senators who
represent your constituencies, that this ought to be at least $100

million we are talking -about, you would be using your time to
much greater advantage, because this to me is one of the key
problems with our country. It affects everything, and I am sup

posed to know something about international economics.

You see, Old is going wild, and the dollar being discounted
outrageously. This is one reason for it, and that we are stupid
about our priorities. I have no quarrels with any of you You are
all right. The young, as Senator Pell says, and the older. We are
dealing now with the union people, we are dealing with the quality
of human life. We all argue about what is wrong with this country,

but we are not doing much about it We are not doing anything
about it.

Sp we have got a program which is 20 times this in size, called

the oath Employment and Demonstration Project Act, which I
am des lrconcerned with because of my concern with CETA, and

that egetting around $220 million a year That is more like it
And what I hope is that everybody here today, who is on this

wicket, will band together in a big lobbying organization, and beat
the drum for appropriations, which is appropriate. I think the bill
should'be targeted, but if I have anything to do with its writing, I
would hope to write it so that it is a comprehensive framework for
a big program, and then we will fight for the money, but let us not
join the pipsqueaks with the way in which we draft this legislation.
So I would welcome very much, myself, any pragmatic su4ges
tions which will tie work and study together for adults, as we are
trying to tie them together for youth, which need it very badly in
this YEDPA program which I have just discussed; which will crank
in an element of day care to respond to the needs of. the adults;
there is no reason why industrial plants in this country, like industrial plants in the Soviet Unionit is not being pro-Communist, to
realize that they may ba doing some things better than we, even
though basically they are all wrongcan't do this
I would like to see you all make us suggestions, pragmatic suggestions, for what ought to be a program for adult education, not
what you have got, and forget about the money, what it ought to
be and then we will at least I will hope to write a bill which will
be worthy of Mondale's dream, and Senator Pell's, and mine.
It will interest you to know that my mother learnedto read and
write in adult public schools in Brooklyn, when she was 55 years of
age. That is what you are up orfainst.
Mr. Chairman,-I would ,ask unanimous consent that along these
lines, members of each of these .panels may have, if the Chair
would be Willing, a week or 10 days, if that is not too long, to make

us practical suggestions as to what ought to be written in this bill
as a program _"for adult education. -postsecondary- adult education:
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Whether or not the money will stand, but what is needed, and then
we can decide what we want to write into the bill. If that will fit in
with the Chair's position.
Senator FELL. We would be delighted.

What we need are more specific suggestions, one two three,
four, that sort. I agree with what Senator Javits said frorri the
financing viewpoint.

While we authorized $100 million for this program only $16

million was appropriated last year and this year $10 million. Also,
we understand there is very little effort by the community that is
interested in this program in lobbying the Appropriations

Committee.

I would jike to ask anyone here in this room, who either apored--as- a -witness; or was in -tlfe appropriations hearing last
spring, in connection with this program, to hold up their hand.
[Show of handa.1

Senator FELL. It is very interesting, because the Appropriations
Committee staff told us that they had not heard from the continuing education community_ So I think we ought to report that back
.

to them.

Senatol. JAvrrs. I _think we politicians understand that you can
spend $ million on television, and they still do not hear you and

one day you come up with an idea that everybody lost, and then
they begin to hear you And that is, I think, what is tht answer
with appropriations.
-Dr. KERSCHNER. I do not disagree with anything that you- are

saying. I think one bright light is the groups represented around
this table, represent the first time that a disparity of groups have
come together tr agree, and generally, on the philosophy. I tl,c-k
now you are right.
Now, we need to move to the details, and then to appropriation. I

think we may have made a large step in at least talking to one

another, and agreeing on what w aA e talking about when we say
offering education to the older adults and the disadvantaged.
,Senator JAVITS. I think you are right, and that is why I said it I

hope you will get together and see that it gets done, to give us

either pooled or individual suggestions to specificity.
May I direct you to the fact that in one of our education bills we

had a basket, we tried out a basket theory of programs, and we
gave each 5 years, if it proved up in 5 years, it was in If it did not
prove up it was out. That may be .a way in which to handle this, as
well within the limitations of money, which probably will r,ersist
for awhile anyhow.
So, if you would give Ls details, we might conceivably adopt such

an idea in this particular bill, but I think the main thing I would

urge you to do, especially the unions, because you have got a lot of
clout around here, is_to get together and decide how Au are going

to get this thing moving, and how you are going to, up this, the

priority for this program, which it richly deserves, out which it has
not had I will be glad to hear any comments.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator FELL. Thank you very much indeed, all of you for giving
your time.
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The- -next witness is Mr. Gordon AmbaCh, commissioner oreduca-

tion,. New York State, who I am sure Senator Javits would like to
introduce.
.Senator JAVITS.

I have a great honor in introducing on old

friend, Goi don Ambach, who is the commissioner of education of
the-State of New York. He has au illustrious record in the field of
education at all levels in our State.
Senator FELL. Senator Stafford?
Senator STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, before the next witness begins,

might I ask that we be by unanimous consent, allowed to submit
questions in writing to the various panelists who may appear, if
that seems to be the most expeditious way of handling the matter?
Senator PPLIAboolutely,without-objection-ThiF goes-to-any-of--

our colleagues who are not here, too.

STATEMENT OF GORDON M. AMBACH, PRESIDENT, THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW 1ORK, AND COMMISSIONER
OF EDUCATION, NEW YORK STATE

Commissioner Ambach. Mr. Chairman; Senator Stafford, Senator

Javits, I thank you for the opportuniry to be here this morning.

I have submitted a statement to you and in addition to the

statement, have submitted a copy of a brochure which has been
prepared by the Board of Regents of the University of the State of
New York and our department. That brochure, in fact, represents a
comprehensive set of recommendations for the extension and the
revision of the Higher Education Act.

It is indeed so comprehensive that it is impossible to deal with
most of he major provisions included in the document at this time

I would like this morning, very briefly, to focus or three key
Moints, each of them having to do with the general theme of the
tate-Federai relations in the administration, the planning and the
implementation of Federal programs.

To provide a context for my remarks; it is important to note
something -abotit the structure of education in my own State of
New York., We have a consolidated and comprehensive system of
education.

I am the commissioner of education, and also the president ofthe

University of the State of New York, which includes all of the
postsecondary institutions, both independent and public within
that State, some 250 in number, and also the elementary and
secondary schools, museums, libraries, and other institutions. But
most important for your consideration here today it includes the
institutions of higher education. So we have a stress on comprehensiveness in the State, and that is the firgt key point I would like to
make with respect to your consideration of the Higher Education
act.

-

I urge there be an important role for the State3 in comp-rehen-sive planning throughout this Act.
Senator Javits and you have just been commenting about- the

_coricern_,or adults and the relationship of the prograins-for ado.:cs-

that might be funded under the Higher Education Act, the pro,
grams such-as the Comprehensive Employment Act or the Youth
Employment Act. He has also made reference to providing services

to parents under social security provisions. As we look at this
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comprehensive array of programs, it is very important to think
about the actual delivery of services of the combined programs
such as CETA, youth employment, activities through higher educa-

tion and how we can through the States,- focus these programs

together with State interests to maximize use of the funds.
Point one then, on planning, is a strong stress on the comprehen-

siveness that ought to be in place for planning under the Higher
Education Act.
We recommend continuation of the 1202 Commission provision.

In the alternative, we would support the proposal in the House

reported bill, which would provide for an agreement to be reached
between the Secretary and a given State designating an agency to
handle comprehensive planning.
With respect to the points that you have just been talking about
on adults, we do support the inclusion of concerns for planning for
adult' learning_ , together with the concerns for the 1202 Commissions, as they have had them in the past. We would urge one item,
having to do with the formula. That is that the formula be based
primarily on the population distribution within the several States,
The second point that I would make has to do with the consolidation of programs. That is consolidation both with respect to linking
together different Federal titles as they now exist, and also connecting Federal titles with the various State programs having the
same purpose._

I have in my statement, and we have in our brochure, made

certain recommendations about connecting the 30 programs together. We have niade a recommendation that there be an added focus

of urban grants for urban institutions. What is most important is
that these separate funds be considered together and linked with
State resources where the onjectives are the same.

The third point that I would turn to again having to do with

Federal-State relations, is on the very difficult issue of eligibility.
To this point, there has been a reliance on nationally recognized
accrediting agencies to make determinations of institutional eligibility within separate States. There is a great concern as to whether in fact accreditation using those procedures genuinely is suitable
to the demands and the needs for accounting providing for surveil-

lance of the use Dr Federal funds in the separate institutions.
We are suggesting an alternative that will not at all diminish
the role of national accrediting associations, but keep their role as
it originally was We are suggesting as an alternative that there be

a provision for a designation by the Secretary of certain State
agencies which can make expert judgments indicating where institutional eligibility is sound.

In the State of New Y- ork, this is in fact already done. We
register programs, we charter, we do everything that is necessary
to insure quality programs, Were this concept extended to several
other States, indeed seven others, you would have 51 percent of the
enrollments If it were extended beyond to the liirger States, you
would begin to get a very .significant portion of the enrollment in
the Nation.
I suggest serious consideration of this plan. The alternative ofsomehow centralizing .a program review responsibility in Washing,
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ton is one which I think should not be taken, and yet there is a

very great need to strengthen the capacity here.
Those, in brief, Mr. Chairman, are my three points on State=
Federal relations. I suggest that we have many other points which
are in the brochure.
I thank you.
[The prepared statement of Commissioner Ambach and brochure
referred to follow:]
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President, The University of the State of New York
nd Commis sionei of Educ

Before the

Subcommittee on Education, Arts and the Hirmanities

Committee on Labor and Human Resources
U.S. Senate

10;00 A. M.

October 3, 1979

Washington, DC

I am Gordon M. Ambiich, President of the University of the State

of New York act] Corru-niesioner of Education,

It is with appreciation

and a sense of Urgency that I appear before you today to address a most
pressing issue.

That issue is the coordination of federal and State efforts

for the future of posteecondary education in the United Sta

The outlook for postsecondary education in the next decade is
troubleeorr,e.

Enrollments wilt decline.

Resources wilt be more scarce..

To assure in,ality and provide for new demands presents a tremendous
challenge.

Comprehensive statewide planning for postsecondary education

is essential. . Such planning requires close coordination of federal and
state efforts.
New York State
education.

long history of leadership in postsecondary

The University §f the State of New York, ezqablisited in 1784,

is the 'oldest criiacatioral agency in the United States.

It includes all public

and independent colleges and universitieS, elementary and secondary schools,

libraries, museums, Educational Television Councils, historical societies

and all other educational agencies in the state.
The governing board of the University is the Board of Regents.
The Regents lead New York Site's coordinated long-range planning efforts
in postsecondary education.

The Board establishes general policy and

assures the quality of postsecondary education through registration of
some 18,000 programs of study.

Because of its extensive experience in

the evaluation of postsecondary institutions and their curricula, the Board
of Regents is recognized as an official accrediting agency by the U. S.
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Ctifire e;f Education.

The Slats Education Department servo as the

adolLnIstrAitiv,- staff f,,r the Ploard of Regents.
Si ri e I n,

Next Y r

long range planning fur postsecondary education in

I

Si. hr been guided by a statutory provision which assures

rOc,rri ina red effort by the state's 250 degree-granting instinations As
the NA11,,t, .-v1

or state cop-. with postsecondary changes in the 198O,s.

Mat the capability and Strengths of the states, he us4d,f0
ft,Ix
!;;;;;,; I

`;

r

Act l.a aerved the Nation well,

1,1.1

its

1.4.1j0.1,r i !aF.ri orov Oleg a valuable opportunity to refocus this' statute

on fore,.
dr vi rahh

le nr es .

,

A Ithntigh g0FrIP provisions of the House hill are

a. rr ice tie F i(}kt6 questions about others
.1 Federal and State Plannin
;he

r it

Mad .

,,f

Lir

I lo

Ian

t.

etvi

orning decade, more -rather than, less--coordination
tilorional efforts ta needed.

rii.I it
Flt Slate

We must assure

ta,rditi.t thm auth ac illustrated in the following *examples.

d,r

l. improv,.rnent ot Postsecondary Education (FIPSE)

ope,

-nfltiling a non-traditional institution operating in

,St.k

1 qh

branch campus in New York State.

calicited from New York.
act,

ales

No comment

Presu. '3Iy, comments

ru thr ..tate in which the parent instiuttion was located.

requireg that institutions operating in the state be

4

authorized by the Board
statewide roaster plan.
law.

Regents and Inobided in our comprehensive

The Fund,. action unintentionally violated state

The branch campus activities were stopped.

Another example is pr

by the relationship of the Till0"

programsTalent Search

and SpUcial Services for the

Disadvantaged: -to New York State'

programs.

Services provided

by the TRIO programs also are provided, hod nay he duplicated, by
services offered through New York's own postsecondary opportunity
programs or ,Through various community agencies. Such state programs

are operated under a statewide planning pre-case coordinated by the Board
of Regents.

Unfortunately, the. federal projects are not incorporated- in

the planning process..
Our New York State. Board of Regents advances a comprehensive

proposal for revising Title III to rernjdy the difficlalties described.
would incorporate the TRIO and Economic Opportunity Center progra
Title III.

The ./=louse reported bill contains important initial steps to

consolidate statewide_ planning.

offer* a pa

emeay.

The 1-10e43

ibilIPS Title III, Sec. 306.

It prohibit. funding under Title III of any

tictivity inconsistent with a state plan applicable to the recipient institution.
We support this provision and encourage the adoption of similar limitations

with respect to all federal nrograrns which provide direct assistance
postsecondary institutions.
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We ask also that the Congress consider a further- Regents'
recommendation to aernonstrate efficiency of coordina ori and to serve
.additional students.

The statute should provide that the U.S. Cptrltnissio per

of Education be required to contract with not less than two, or more than
four, states for experimental pilot operation of consolidated Special Services
for Disadvantaged Students.
Consolidation of Statewide Planning1

Stakes currently have a limited role in planning for and administration
of programs under the Higher Education Act (Table 2).

State efforts

currently provide between 30 and 40 percent of the total federal, state,
and local expenditures for posteecondarry education.

11^

However, states

have a significant role in the administration of only 1Z percent of the
federal funds appropriated for the Higher Education Act in FY 1979.
Mutual federal -state objectives of effectiveness aild efficiency will

be realized only if federal requirements for state Planning a

connected

to comprehensive postsecondary planning of the states.

illustrate.

In FY 1979, New York State made a number of

Title I grant awards to institutions and groups for programs. linking
education and work (Appendix A).

such p

continue.

We believe that the pressing need for

These projects must be coordinated with

CETA programs operating in our state: 'Effective operational. planning

could be carried out if CETA funds and funds of other federal programs
such as those under the Library Services and Construction Act could be
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used as matching with Title I funds.
e

recagn ae the importance of
U.S. Commissionees discretionat-y funds in underwriting multi-state
regional programs

is important that even with these funds the

t.ateS have a role to coordinate and avoid &Tile
Role of the "1202" Commission

Statewide postsecondary planning has been the function of the State
Postsecondary Education ("1202") Commissions.

New York State's 1202

4. Commission is the Board of Regents which has had the key role in
coordinating federal, state, and institutional programs in New York State.
We recommend that The functions now performed 'by 1202 Commissions
r

be continued.

A solution to the difficulties described above would b'e to

consolidate basic provisions for the relationship between the states and
the federal government in planning for the adrninistration of highs

education programs by consolidating the present Tit'
Title VII, and Sections 1202 and 1201.

Title VI,

Funding for 1202 Commissions

or postsecondary agencies should be increased substantially.
Advante es of the House Re

ted

Rill

The Rouse reported bill offers a partial solution to consolidatiOg
statewide planning.

Although FIR 5192 eliminates 1202 Commissions as

such, it replaces the Commissions with a system of agreements between

the statee and the Secretary under new Section 1203.

Under the House

plan. states would have flexibility in establishing a planning mechanism.
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would designate

state agency responsible under stat

for Comprehensive statewide postsecondary planning.

This system would allow each -state to formulate an agreement with
.

-

thefederal government to accotrfinodate both the planning function and the

state's particular statutory atructure_and special circumstances.

The

provision has the advantage of opening the planning procss to all types
of postsecondary institutions and to a variety of posstsecondry constituenc
The concept of flexible agreements also permits cooperation among the

several.state agencies responsible for student assistance, governance.
and cooidination of postsecondary functions within the state.

Through

these agreemcnts,
HR 5192 establishes a framework for states to under._
take statewide planning.

Because the House version offers substantial

benefits for effective planning, we urge that the Senate adopt similar
provisions as an alternative to continuation of 1202 Coinrrdssions.
Difficulties with the House R
Urdortunately,

orted Bill

-

or difficult s wi th the consolidation

plan outlined in the House reported bill.

First, the proposed funding

of the consolidatedTitle t falls far short of the amount needed.
for planning under that Title is vital for the years ahead.

Funding

The authorized

amount contained in the House version fails to reflect either the need
for planning or the combination of prokrarns which the consolidated Title

is expected to support.

No administrative funds for program operation

are provided.- Without sufficient funding, the effectiveness o
consolidation will he I

Cs
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difficulty with the House vets n is the 'structure of the

Title I foruiula which provides that education information centers be
unclad equally in all tater'.

The House bill r Ikea a. major 'change by including more agencies
0 eligible for .assistance.
ere eligible.

Previously only postsecondary institutions

Now the delivery system is expanded to support a variety

of other agencies and organizations.

This would be done under the bills

funding provislons at the expense of fu ling for postsecondary instibiticim.
The House reported bill would reduce substantially the' flexibility

necessary to ensure tficient use .of resources for both traditional and
traditional learners.

The formula in HR. 5192

first introduced,

that flexibility and is preferable.
ao

prebensive statewide planning activitiesdata collection,

program review, and assistance in institutional planningShould not make
distinction between efforts for adults and for others. Adults are
b corning a larger percentage of the clientele of all postsecondary.-instibi-

,

Hons. -.The base allocation for each state and territory 'should be eliminated.

Allocations lhould tie glade solely on the basis of the target population of

adults (18 or over) in each state.
Urban Grnt.Univ

a

Another effort to improve service

postsecondary institution's to

the community is the proposed Urban Grant University program. The

Howie rapoited bill would add the. Urban GrarProorarri as a new Title

establish a system of grants for .e.rban universities:
would authorize funding to certain higher education institutions

cipSeity to help find, answers is urban problems. These
institutions would make educational. research.: and service capabilities
re readily
-sr and effedtively- available to urban communities.

legislation supports our emphasis on greater cooperation
postsecondary -institutio

and the communitte

This type
between

which they are located.

Suck*. provision would be more -effective and efficient if it were tied to..
.

-

and coordinated with, existing state-wide planning efforts serving urban
populations.

-Financing Fosteecondary

duc

Student:aesistenee is both a state and a, federa

:An

eguatst student' aid system, cannot be developed withoui, an effective
edaraltinatitutional, pa r trio r ship in both funding and delivery:

The Regents -are -conierned Ant federal, stag, and institutional
ace programs, together with family contributions, fit together to
achieve clearly defined long-range objectives.. Federal programs shouldi.,
be shaped by these guidelines.

Federal grants to studenta,in-conshination

with direct payments by. students And families should equal -half the cost
oV.postsecondary attendance.

Other federal.assistance-prdgrams, such as

loans and work study, together- with state and institutional student aids 'anti

family or student loan obligations. siluld..provide the remaining hall of
ry student attendance costa.

-1..

York State -Asid Fro

Federal funding formulas must recognize state and 1-..glon.s1

differences in tax effort, fiscal capacity, and fiscal commitoient to
public servic
New York State has 250 of the approximately 3000 postseconda

institutions listed it the U. S. 0. E. Iair.tstasi.

It has both ahighly

developed public postsecondary. education system and a large and-vigoroui
*pendent sector.

During.1978-79_ _our postsecondary institutions enrolled

snore -than 93p.000 students, more than eight percent- of the national
More than 43. percent of our students were .s-nr,ened in
public institutions.

These students constituted about 17 percent of

independent postsecondary enrollments nationwide.

New York State has made a heavy financial commitment to
postsecondary education,

`Total expenditures for postsecondary education

in 1978-39 were approximately 4.5 billion, including state fund, of more

ban $1.5 billion for direct

t of institutions.

:twelve and one half

.percent of the state's total operating budget is onunitted to postsecondary
-education. 'Table Z displays New York State appropriations for poitsecondary

education for the years 1975 through :929,

New York State's program of student financial assistance is broad,
omprehenilve and the_largest in the nation.

We have an extensive net

work of low tuition patine postsecondary institutions. tuition assistance
grants' for students at public. and independent postsecondary institutions,
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_lips for certain high school

duatis. professional and.'

graduate students, and state uaranteed student loans for postsecondary
students.

In support of tbese%;rogra

New York State's student financial

aid programs for 1977-78 totaled $604.5 million. including 220.5 million

for tuition assistance. and $361.9 million for loans.

New York State

.

provided scholarshipand grant assistance to more than 400,000 student
Tables 4,

and 6 Indicate the magnitude of our

income tax burden and spending compared with national

n relation to
gu

More

than 208.000 student. loans were approved.,

scope and size of tese programs Indicates that New York Stat
is committed together with the federal government to support postsecondary,
education and provide student financial aid.

Since student assistance is

a shared responsibility, an adequate aid system must have effective
state/federal/institutional partnership ill student aid planning.

hility of-Awards
New York State has traditionally ',exported"' college student'.
_enter

Education Statistics (WES) data.for the years- 1968,

and 1975 indicate that in each of/these years. the number of
New York State residents enrolled in degree programs in other states

was greater than'the number of out-of:state residents enrolled in
New York's degree programs.

In 1975. the net out-migration was about

60,.000 undergraduate students,

The tact of out-migration has serioul

implications for studen

aid policy.

99
New York State citizens tax themselves heavily to provide pr
for postsecondary stadents.

New York State's, Tuition Assistance - Program

.(TAP) provided S238.2 million to students in 1978-79.

award for tbat year was, approximately $700.
$1809.

We do not permit portability of thee

The average TAP

The maximum avairewas
awards and oppose

vigorously any attempt to force portability.
Present federal law permits only the states offering -portable awards

10 contract with the U.S. Offici of Education to process BEoc- applications.
New. York cannot do so.

If New York had portability, permitting students

to take. their awards with them, we would add $42,M, a ZO percent increase,
spending.

That oroviston-of law should be changed.

the past; proposals Piave been made to require that acceptance
of funds under the State Student Incentive Grant Program (SSIG) should be
linked to portability. In New York State. SSIG underwrites `two percent
TAP.

This is important aid-for New York, but anyfatterupt to link it

with portability would probably require our withdrawal 'from the program._
As competition for enrollments among institutions becomes more intense in

the 1980's, we

'strengthen our opposition to any policy that would

provide incentivee to additional out-migration.
Institutional Eligibility for Federal Programs_ ms

Two major purposes of planning are to assure program. consistency
and to assure administrative efficiency.

A new federal-state partnership
t_

is needed to manage evaluation of the quality of postsecAdary institutions,
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the adequacy of institutional practices and procedure-4; and institutional

eligibility (or participation in various federal programs.

Such a

partuerehip is essential to confirm

all inektutions' participating in
federal programs meet federal standards:'
o

be eligible for fediral postsecondary assistance, institutions

currently must be accredited by an accrediting agency recognized by'
the U. S. Conn-nig s loner of. Education.
ss

'The use of this ,r;.etice, particu

1p

with respect' to assuring the federal government of program operation and
institutional quality in the expenditure of -federal funds, has come under
-increasing attach,
Pressures for changing thl practice are rising.
.

We recommend that an alternative to the current use of a creditatioir
by a nationally- recognized accrediting agency be enacted./ We propose that

-each state hay e the option of designating an appropriate state agency, to
a

ipprove postsecondary and vocational institutions, or their programs, as

one of the threshhold criteria for eligibility to participate in federal
programs.

The popular percePtion that all nationally - recognized accrediting

agencies' are voluntary, non-governinental organizations is incorrect.
The New-York State Board of Regents is ricognized by the United States
Office of Education as a nationally-recognized accrediting agency. The

\Board has held that status since the 1950's.
on the
cool

The recognition s based'

e criteria that are applied to all nationally-reeognized accrediting
ncluding voluntary. non -gone

egional associat one,

For

degree-gran

g !net'

n

in New York, the registration of programs

of study by th Stme Education Department confers eligibility foi
participation

Federal programs.

Such registration is required by State

law.

We agre

ith.th Administration's position, expr seed_with the

Administratio bill, that voluntary. non-governmental accrediting associaho

re being us d inappropriately by the federal government and should be
eed "frogs intrusive federal regulation and pressures 'to take on- inappropriate
t t are unrelated to the_ ir central-1-rd
on of assessing the
.

activities

-

quality o

ducation."

Regional and.national accrediting agencies have an important role.
We_support

their eentral purpose.

We urge; however, that the .federal

.

government consider different vehicles for accomplishing its purpoees.

We recommend that an appropriate existing state agency. such a
a 1202 Commiseio'n. be designated in each state as a federally recognized
approving agency.

The U.S. commissioner. of Educatign would promulgate

for agency recognition is an authority regarding both the quality

ducationor training offered and the integrity of institutions or programs,'
This, recognition alsb could be accomplished by expanding the provisio

Title IV, Sec. 497k(4) to

i clue)

all postsecondary Institutions.

Such an agency would appiositf postsecondary educational institutions

and eligible vocational institutions. or the programs of such institutions.
Deeisions of the agency would be used by federal officers and agencies in

402
connection.wjtit participation in any program of Jederal assistance to

postsecondary or vocational educational institutions or to their students.
In addition, thA U. S, Corn

n r. should be authorized to make

grants to a designated state agency or comiission, recognized or
provisionally recognized, to assist it in carrying out its duties.
We believe that many other states are capable of evaluating
institutions oe programs as New York dues now.

If such a system

now in place in 30 other states, New York's nyetem Would provide strong

assurances of quality and integrity- for institutions that enroll 90 percale
of all the postsecondary students, in the United States.
states

Indeed; U seven

a, Illinois, latassachusetts, Michigan, Pennsylvania,

and Texas =- in addition to New York had such a system for determining
eligibility, SI percent of all the students, in the nation would be covered.
The Re ents proposal concerning det

tion of institutional

eligibility for participation in federal programs would effect no change
on New York's ,coliegelt and universities.

to the provisions already.

These institutions Are subject,

The system would, however, significamtly

improve determinations of.eligibility of the institutions

the rest of the

nation to receive a share of the S3.7 billion dollars currently appropriated
by Congress-in support of higher education,
Our 'recOmrnended action reinforces.. the constitutional and trad _o

role of the states in postsecondary education.

It offers substantial,-

-403
proposals centralizing eligibility determinations in
single federal agency.

Plane to centralized the system in Washing ion

would disrupt the state and federal reletionships in education and might
to accommodate substantial differendes among the

states-

and Education

Our brochure Federal
.

an, example of a productftlait a coordinated statewide 131arkning process
j

can produce.. Major concepts were reviewed initially by the leaders of

The draft teL of

11 sectors of postsecondary education in New York.

tee brochure. Was circulated for comment to representatives of all 'sectors

of postsecondary education in New York.

repreientatives during this prone

Several meetings were held with
not conaensus

While there

take Jilto account

are assured
.. that the interests of all sectors
in preparing dur recommendations.

Attached to my statement

a copy

of our brochure which inclades additional and specis4. recommendations

or the .,, zus titles of the Higher Education Act and suggests authorize
level.

On.

a appropriate

list, be -made this year regarding' the direction of the

Key dec.

federal action td ihipe the Xtitii;e.of higher education, 'The decisions
.

.

include both'What, is to he provided a id:°how it should be delivered.
submit. that the

oat efficient delivery of federal resources can be.

accomplished i; state education agencies are

d more

t

1

7

ctively to

=

404
provide in

odium level services in planning,
administering, and
evaluating federal programs. This will assure

even a greater result

than can be measured from the federal resource
alone.
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At tirr,t

Th

t'to-tseettethtry Edu.-4110o coluthittstutt, the Regents today

't

o.11111-

r!1/C1F=11 hinds lifter th,. liteht

kervict projet-ts

propolsala are for comomeity

n A,

Fetal, paNtia,cohdary education anti work; four are con.

oth,cathin j?raKrattl,

erye elderly and handicapped adults; and

axle r, ,t restuiree Male rIala

Mg project destgued to improve the way in which

.stating istattituttathjty

11r, bk. in

The tatai anioalat of Federal !.aralb availableAo the State under this program
iseal 197'. is SO -1d, 77;

tirie(desc riyations of each of the approved pr
1-itthliel Institute-ins

ram (allows;

Relatintl Education .ieti Work

STATE; 11141VLIZSITY COTLECiii-ArT Litikil'A

-- "Career and Interpersonal

'y rattlitta r,,,,grairl for 8irigia, tiriampluyad, Women Head
Fu ,1,15 ,re ee-etttuiptitithiti to proeide

unda.rufilployed single

wonwn h,aa.: of hottaeliold 5 an jraillAisp- eight- en week peri_

th.,4trad t u t vercoma tav efire s of
with the klaa,l.aige anti

I

f kieuttehold,"

training and a5Nigt-

role koeialiaatiott and provide them

made suet-es:Tully is the job market,
lover)

$SZ 000.

412
flfcili t. EnecATioN
d.

Pagg Z

STATE- UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT fi

-Critical Skill-

FAL-0

Upgrading Program.
poet- r,_ondary in st ttulionn in Weeiern

ace recommender! to assist fo

t nnul delivery

pleFiittet hew, erriplrq,er reiipniistee

h sd5 adult% for eati.itng work ad--aneement app tonitien.

nynIen.5 An I

$43,000.

SUN' AGRICILL URAL b TECHNICAL COLLEGE AT MORRItiVILLE

'Pilot

i

rtiom fur CorenomIty ReaponeiVo Postsecondary Education.'
.

Funds are r etitIC stet! to provide Chen- ngo County residents with linking gergiCee
in help the i:f our .unity to retain existing employers, akIrask

w employers, and help

adults to fulfill their individual eilucation o--ti career aspirations. $20.000.
4. STATE illi;IVERSITY COLLEGE AT OSWEGO -- "Program to Intervene
in th Cycle of Inter-Generational
,
enr-al of Nlath and Reading Skill

osipinyrttent and Underemployment by Improve-

Funds are recommended t o t rain unemployed high school graduates to work
with Z50 ar1111In onkasic reading and math skills. and the deelopment of job-seeking
..kilt +.
S.

Sir., 000.

STATE UNI

Inr Underenlploynd Vino,
al,.

ADMINISTRATION

"Continuing Education

'ek-Cerkthg fur New York gate-

are requested to provide carver skiff seminars to ISO women

in the totteat State Ira,/ gradeg who seek to improve their job statu

egpittre Career

up and belrvidual of raiegitta for athie,ing

and

ea rite r coal

pluyett

I0. 000.

(morel

413
111611E0 KLBJCATIOr=1 =
b. _STALL, UNIVLItSITY COL

T

=

"Prograill in

Itring !lack Olympic Tonrists,
V.Withi aro, recommended for a series of training programs for 300 omaik

1, 000 New 'fora Slate Police. and itio tool ti't industry vorkern

bosiness

to suable them to heroine better artleamin and promoters of tooristri
Adirondaeh/Labt Chao-frit:tin 1-,2 ion of New York Stat.,.
7.

$35,000.

MOHAWK VALLEY COMMUNITY COLL.E.O.:-- "Coopvra

0 Training

to Facilitate Job lh.-elopment and Economic Recovery in C.mtral Nev. York."
pre =,nipl.yntenT training r, prepare 4
workfori_e for new t laana

nS and indastrtes entering the Mohowk Valley region

and establish a fortiM for owners and rilarialerri of intuit businesses to discuss
their most pressing prnbhr14,
B.

530, 000,

ItROOKIrYbi COLLEGE CLJNY

"4.thic..tir.n Program for }Inffi

allCr

health Aides.
FUntiS a re r rotntnrntled to provide home to Aker borne health training to 220
women in the Broivn

I

Ant! East Now York geettong of Brooklyn to enabie them

to provide conipetent care for the sicknri elderly within their own homes.
9.

yoK-K COLLEGE. CIINY

$35,000.

Orientation Training blrogran

Foreign Born/Cultured
Funds are vecomovitied to levelop and implement a see ie

core

seminar* to help 700 newly arriverf.foreign boriikultaired itidivifhils to develop
the basic langoage and coonvinnicationa skills iteresaary for survival in the nr.INIn
world of woe

000.

(over)
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Fvntl, tir recurunielpterlIo
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12,
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Skilin needed th t.l.rttn new pottiiiiit
13.

Z11, 000#
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te
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Foreword
mportant statutory revisions, appropriations jtems and proposed
rescissions must be addressed, by the 96th Congress. The solutions
will shape education programs, particularly at the postsecondary
level, well into the 1980's.
In.this. paper, we have described a number of issues of central
concern in our State and across the nation.
-.

'First, we are concerned that Federal and state assistance programs serving the same students fit together in coherent plans which
ensure that fun& provide access and choice-` p- postsecondary Students. Effective planning must be promoted by-linking Federal and
state funds targeted for students with special needs. Complernenfaryhvoil
assistance in the form of tax deferment accounts and tuition tax credits should We provided to assist middle-income families struggling to-provide postsecondary educational opportunities for their children.
Second, issues of institutional integrity and program quality must

be given careful legislative attention by adjusting accreditation
processes and institutional eligibility requirements for Federal pro
grams.

_

Th;rl the Fe de ral_government-olust-increasupport-fo
ies, museums-, and historical records projects.

Finally, the Federal role in child health and nutrition must be expanded to include prOventive health care through the schools.
The'se points and other recommendations are advanced in this
year's edition of the Regents' series Federal Legislation and Education in New York State. I join with the Regents in urging review and
consideration of these recommendations.by the Congressional Delegation of New York-and other States, the President, and the Ex.-:utive agencies concerned with education.
,

Sincerely,

I. Guidelines for Federal Education Programs
Postsecondary Education
Major Issues
. ..
.
.. .........
Higher Education Act or 1965
Community Service and Continuing Education
'Title. I
.College'Llbrary Assistance and Library

Training and ResearchTitle II
Disadvantaged Students and the Institutions that
Serve Them
Student-Finaricial Aid ProgramsTitle IV
Complementary-Assistance for Postsecondary
Students

StaffDevelopmentTitle V

11

15

37
42

.Financial Assistance for the Purchase of
Instructional Equipment forimprovement of

Undergraduate, histructionTitle 'TI
Construetion-rReirovatiurandAtuden-rizattwof
Acadeinic FacilitiesTitle VII
Graduate Education=Title IX
Staie Posbecondary Education Commissions
Title XII
Accreditailon and Institutional Eligibility
IV. Health Mania:Aver Legislation
Hedlth Profesions Educational Assistance
Act 011976
Nurse Training Act
V. Child FIeaaltFi, ASs ance Program
Publications and
VLNratidr4-:Records
oor

VII. Librarytrvices and Construction Act

45
49

52
56
58

62'
64
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INTRODUCTION
The Federal tole in assisting state and local educational agencies,

postsecondary institutions and other educational institutions has
grown significantly in the last two decades. As Federal support of
'education has increased,, Federal legislation and regulations have become more_prescriptive, and the Federal "presences' has had ,a significant impact on state and local educational policy and practice.
The _receipt of. Federal funds remains contingent upon compliance
with Federal requireMents. We believe, however, that requirements
upon state, and local agencies Live become excessive for the proportionor Federal: assistance available. Morelimpiortant, we believe recent-Federal initiatives have intruded improperly on state and local
.

authority- and threaten to upset the constitutional division of local,
state, and7F'ederatresPOnsibility for education.
In the Ist session of the 96th Congress it is important to be
mindful of basic assignments for 'educational responsibility in the
United States. As the President and the Congress consider proposals
0
Supreme Court Decisions on State Authority for Education
.A number of historic Urdjed States Supreme Court decisions support t reserved
powers of states, in the field of public education. In Brown us. Board of Education
(1954), the U.S. Supreme Court stated that "education is perhaps the most important
function of state and local governments.- In 1972, the Court recognized that -provid.
yinoo
gdrpillie- schorils ranks at the very apex of the function of a state 7, (Wisconsin vs.

The provision of a free public education for all citizens Is a state constitutional
priority. Public education iernandaied by state constitution in 48 of the 50 states, and
49 states have compulsory attendance laws.
While the U S Constitution does not guarantee the right ofspublie education (San
Antonio us. Rodriguez,- 1973) it does address the Federal state relationship. In 1941,
the Supreme Court stated the followi4 on the Tenth Amer Irma: 'The Amendment
states but a 'truism' that all Is retained (by the states and the people). which has'not
been surrendered"" (United States vs. Darby). In Fry vs. !rated States, the -Court
fuither recognized that the Amendment expresily deelares the constitutional
that Congress may not exercise power in-a fashion that impairs the States-integrity or
thilr ability to function effectively In a federal system."
However, It is widely interpreted that Congrers'has the k .hority to legislate. for
education programs pursuant to the spending power conferred by An. I. Seca 8, of
the U.S. Constitution, and pursuant to the Equal Protecdon Muse of the Founeenth
Amendment. By the former authority, it hns been established that Congi:ess may setconditions upon which money and goods art dfitributed. "fh, 9v,.reme Court held in
Oklahosna'vs. Civil Service Commission (1947) that the.Feclo: pvernment may "fix
the terms on which Federal funds .
;oe,disbursed.
States and localities are not required in aecopt
twice or Federal funds.
If they do so voluntarily, they enter into a conif
;i .,.'ionshici_ and accept the
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for new -enactments or renewal .of existing acts, the
tne Issue of proper
be
i-eviewed.
We
include,
in
this intriduction a
jurisdiction
brief notion "Supreme Court- Decisions on State Authority for Eduz
cation." Weurge review of that summary.
Responsibility: 'for providing public education constitutionally and
traditionally has rested with the states and their local jurisdictions.
As states have accepted Federal assistance, a contractual relationship
.

has developed between state and Fedei;l partners. The Congress
has recognized the Federal government's limited authority in education. In 1970, the General Education Provisions Act was amended to
include a -Prohibition Against Federal Control of Education.- This
amendinent prohibits the Federal government from exercising any
-direction,, supervision, or control over the curriculum; program of
.instruction, administration or ,personnel of any educational institution, school, or school system. The EdUca'tion Amendm-easof 1976
extend this prevision to all programs- in the Education DivisiOn of
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
Federal legislation in edtication, however, includes provisions that
-displace state choices -in-structuring governinental operations and.in
requirements of educational service. The Federal partner appears to
have. stepped beyond-constitutional-bounds
conditions upon 'which the assistance is offered. In July 1974, the U.S.- District Court
for New Jersey found with respect to Federal education programs that -research . .
--indicates that all the programs are voluntary on the part of the state of New Jersey,
and may be terminated at will by the state" (New Jersey School Boards vs. Supreme
Court of the. State of New Jersey),
There are limits to this reasoning. however. If we assume that Congress has the

authority to provide for. education programs. certainly this authority should not be
construed as an unliniitecl prescriptive license.
In a 1976-clexisionon :Vatic/ail League of Cities vs. Usery. the Supreme Court ad- .
dressed this very issue. The Court said it had "repeatedly recognized that there are

attributes of sovereignty attaching 'to every state government that may not be
paired by Congress. not because -Congress- may lack an affirmative grant of legislative
b'ecause the Constitution prohibits it from exercis.
authority to reach the matter-

ing the authority in that matter." Although Its ruling in that case was directed strictly
to authority granted Congress under the Commerce ,Clause (Art. 1, Sec. 8), and specifically by footnote expressed no view on the Spending Power or the Equal Froliclion Clause, the reasoning is applicable to Federal-state relations in education.
At stake here is 'the questIOn whether "attributes of state sovereignty" are impaired
by increasing Federal prescription affecting the states provision of a free public education. Again, in National League of Cities. the Supreme Court warned, If COngres'i
may withdraw from the- states the authority to make those . ...decisions upon which
service) funCtions must rest, we think there would be little left of the
.
The Court stated decisively that
states 'svirarable. And independence existence.'
-Congress may nut exercise that power so as to fq_.rce directly upon the States its
choices as to haw essential decisions regarding the condOct of integral governmental
functions are to la, made.- Then the Court coneRided that such assertions ofpower,
if unchecked, wool(' indeed . .. allow 'the national government (to) devour the essential 5 of mote sovereignty.
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The Administration Will address .this year issues related to the mplementation of recently amended Federal -statutes impacting directly on elementary and secondary education, adult education,, voy
cational rehabilitation, and youth employment and training programs. The.Congress will consider issues related to the reauthoriza-/
tion of Federal statutes which 'affect postsecondary education /As
these issues are reviewed, we urge increased recognition of/the
State role in planning, coordinating and financing education, and in

licensing and_ accreditation. There must also be a greater recognition
of interstate diversitylfi fiscal'capacity and effort as well as/than-ging
economic and demographiC trends
key decisions must be made regarding the directiOn of the Fed/ education..
era) government's involvement in shapibg the structure,, of
The national concern traditionally has been one of providing for special needs. This Federal effort must be coordinated at the state level
with
and local initiatives serving special needs populations.
More efficient delivery, of Federal education resources can be accomplished if state .education agencies are used' more effectively to
provide the intermediate levelservices of Manning, administering,
and evaluating Federal programs in locaLeduCation agencies and institutions. A major Federal-objective should/be attainment of greater
educational efficiency and effectivenes-s through the expansion of
state education agency responsibility in Federal programs.

IL

GUIDELINES FOR FEDERAL
EDUCATION PROGRAMS)

We urge these principles for/Federal education programs:

I. Education, is the responsibility of the states and the major por-

tion of funding for eduCation is from state and local resources.
Federal funding should supplement-these -resources and should
be directed toward particular needs in accordance with Federal
purposes. Federal legislation should- riot direct the expenditure
of state and local resources.
2,- Federal programs,//should provide services to particular popplation groups -such/.as the economically and educationally disadvantaged, the Mentally .and physically.'handicappell, the gifted
and talented, and persons requiring programs of ocoupational
education. ,/
-.3. Federal programs -with. similar purposes serving the same -popu
lation should be consolidated to assure program consistency -and
to provide/adininistrative efficiency .Where programsare con-,
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solidated, state and local administrative agencies should hie

flexibility to use funds within the broad purposes of "the consoli'dated -act and not be constrained by provisions for each 'former
separato program.
4 Although Federal funds should assist in equalizing educational
opportunities and outcomes for individuals among the states,

this does not necessarily mean equal dollars: per pupil .to all
Ames. Regional differences in cost of Services,- as well as in
state tax effort, and fiscal capacity, related to the states overall
Commitment stti expenditure for social programs, must be consid-ered in the Federal distribution of funds.

In addition to support of educational operations as indicated
above, Federal hinds should be used for research and,development activities W-hich require 'a critical mass of resources not
available to a_single _state or institution; ancl-for educational per-

sonnel development through aid to the states; and in turn, to
local -districts, for both.preservice and inservice training in 'educational. institutions--and -in teacher centers.
Educational research and development-ftirrded-By--the Federal,

government should be conducted cooperatively between-Federal agencies and state agencies with demonstrated capacity.
Research and development program efforts must link Federal,

state, local schwl.findelassrocersonnel_in_avertical-rela-

tionship to assure that these efforts';will have a ditect impact on
instruction.
6 .Once appropriation levels for Federal education programs are
set-for a fiscal 'year, they should not be altered by administra:,
tine deferrals or re-scissions.

7 The Federal gayernment should not tirrm the state and local
agencies and institutions legislative mandates which create expectations not readily achievable without the commitment of
-substantial resources. At this time of fiscal crisis, if such mandates are-to be legislated and-enforced, the Federal government

should proVide assistance to staterand local agencies and institu.tions to help meet the expressed needs.
8. Federal funds should be administered through State education
agencies so that these funds can be linked with state and local
resources for coordinated_supportof education. A _larger per
centage of Federal funds should be used to develop state' plans
for the_use.of funds, administration of funds, monitoting of proms, and evaluation of,progams. Federal regional services of=
ces should be discontinued in otder, to proyide a-direct relationship between-the states and the U.S. Office of Educatiorvkit
the administration of Federal programs..
9. Federal programs administered by agencies oiler than the Department of Health, Edueation and Welfare and having direct
impact on education should be coordinated with existing educa.

.

.tion programs at both the Federal and state levels. Federal
funds should not be used to establish duplicative or competing
education or training programs.
_

.

Federal Support of Nonpublic .Education

The critical fiscal plight of public edu ation- is shared by the non-public sector.` In recent tinies,'Parents of children attending riohput
lie schools and the administrators and teachers in those institutions
have sought assistance from Federal and state governments by way
of funds and services. The.Regents of New York State have overall
responsibilitylor the education ofall children. In fulfillment of that
obligation, we have endorsed governmental assistance to the pupils
in nonpublic schools-within certain guidelines.

LegiSlation to aid children in nonpublic education- should not
jeopardize the welfare, stability, and adequacy of support for -Public
schools.
.
Such legislation should be effective in providing meaningful opportunities to children of lower-income families who of all groups,
have the least choice about when and where their children are to be
educated, and to middle-income -families whose resources are
trained by high tuition costs.
Kibbe support of.nonpublic education must be sufficient to main:tam a pluralistic system aderivate
qua
an economical in oper.ation, but not so large as-to jeopardize the independence of nonpublie schnols,-to dry up sources of, private and philanthropic Support
or to encourage organization of new schools with the purpose or effect of increasing racial separatiim.
Such legislation should require accountability for public funds received, contain salegiiards against racial and social class isolation in
the -nonpublic schools,. prohibit use of public funds for any sectarian
purpose-or function, and provide for nondiscriminatory admission
policies except where permittedby law on the basis of creed.'
All nonpublic schools receiving public funds should meet standards of quality prescribed by state and local authority. The _Federal
government should not intervene in setting such standards.
Finally, such legislation must conform toonstitUtional principles
enunciated by the court
reasonable prospeCtiof-being approved by the courts in the event of a challenge.
We commend the Federal government on the programs and ser-:
vices which bring education -benefits to children in nonpublic
-

schools.

Belief From the Paper Blizzard
A continuing task of the regulatory process analysis of existing
regulations to determine how they can be simplified to reduce paperwork. The paper-work burden imposed by Federal regulations

--.
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fate and local education agencies, and institutions of postsecondary education continues_ to grow. Requirements for data collec
tion and recordkeeping as part of state -and local--adminjsttation of
Federal programs constitute a blizzard of paperwork. The problem is
especially acute for small and poorer institutions and in modest pro*. _grams in which the administrative work overwhelms the projects.

There is an urgent need to simplify regulations to minimize -paperwork.

We were instrumental in bringing about enactment of the -Control of. Paperwork- amendment to Title IV, General Education Provisions of the Education Amendments of 1976 (Sec. 406 (g)).
The Education Amendments of 1978 took a further step in ex
parling on this notion by providing a more comprehensive approach
to the control of paperwork. We look forward to the rapid development:of regulations in this area and urge that continued dforts be

directed toward minimizing or eliminating burdensome requireMolts for Collecting and reporting data. The following principles

,

should be considered:
ins should provide Ear multiyear state anThY7aTca
fans and applications with annual updates required only to re-,
ect significant changes. Repetitive annual state and local plans
and applications create volumes of unnecessary paperwork since
few substantive changes occur from, year to year ,

2. The Federal administration of programs aimed at the same
populations should be consolidated within agencies; and coordi-

nated among agencies. The lack of a centralized system of

,

giants and program management at the Federal level intensifies
problems of communication and administration laced by state
and local education agencies.
Whenever possible, state .and Federal data collection activities
and-deadlines should tie coordinated. The U.S. Office of Education should be allowed to negotiate agreements with individual

states where state law and Federal data requirements are not
compatible.

4. A stronger Federal-state cooperatiVe system of data collection
should be-develored-in-education_similar-to_exitting_systems-in±:
other Federal agencies such as the Department of Labor, the
Bureau of the Census, the Law Enforcement Assistance Admin =-

istration, find the Department of Agriculture. Building streamlined information systems in state education agencies will ,4ubstantially improve, the reliability and timeliness of educational
statistics at both the state and Federal levels while redu6ng.the_
data burden_placeo Qn local education agencies.
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III. POSTgECONDARY EDUCATION`
Major Issues

With the impending reauthorization of the Higher Education Act

as amended, a number of major postsecondary education issues

await-action by the 96th Congress. Policy choices regarding statutes

and appropriations will determine the effectiveness of the state/
Federal institutional partnership in postsecondary education in the
1980s, as well as the degree of access and choice available to postsecondary students. A number of major postsecondary issues and
concerns flow from the experience of the 1970 s in postsecondary
policymaking at the state, Federal, and institutional levels. While
other issues and problem areas are worthy of consideration, the
Regents believe that those discussed below are of highest priority. in
determining the quality and direction of the state and Federal roles
in assisting postsecondary institutions and their students.

fa Federal legislation should recognize the expanding roles, responsibilities and efforts of states,in planning,,coordinating, and
financing postsecondary education. Federal programs of poste
secondary assistance should-,achieve maximum efficiency and
cost- effectiveness by building upon and being coordinated with
-state programs and administrative procedures_ serving the same
populations. Allocation formulas providing Federal postsecondary assistance should recognize the diversity among states with
respect to fiscal capacity, effort, and economic conditions such
as costs. The diversity of postsecondary institutions among And
'thin states also should be recoknized.

The patchwork of Federal requirements for state planning in
many areas of postsecondary education shouldbe interrelated
and coordinated with coprehensifee
postsecond.4-ry planning' at
m
the state level to ensure effective use of Federal and state resources. Federal legislation should require that state planning
done in the context of Federal pOstseeondary education programs be relalid to comprehensive state planning-for-postsecondary education.

a' As inflation continues to Impact on postsecondary education
costs and ag enrollments decline, Federal programs of postsecl
ondaiy assistance must be reassessed and new initiatives
explored to preserve quality, halance, and diversity in postsecondary education.
hi all sectors of postsecondary education, inflation has increased
postsecondary.,costs significantly over the last several years. The
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need for expansion of Federal initiatives providing student financial assistance is critical. The Basic Educational ()pportunitd
Grant; Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant. and State
Student Incentive Grant programs are of major significance in
providing access and choice to disadvantaged and middle
income students. In expanding these programs, empliasn,
should be placed-on clearer definitions of prognirir objecto.es
and refinement of program administration. as well as simplification and coordination of programs. State, Federal. ,inil =t=ail
Banal programs should fit together in a coherent package
more effective state/Federal/institutional partnership in the op,eratiOn of these,-

should be developed.
Federal programs of postsecondary assistance are targeted to
nationwide problems which are, in many respects, unique at
state.and local levels. States can best respond to the particular
eiremenstances. Consolidation and simplification of program.,
should he accompanied by decentralization of administration of
postsecondary assistance programs to the state level. student

aid programs, as well as programs for outreach, guidance. cminseling,_ remedial serviLes, testing, and referral services for de=
advantaged students lend themselves to decent :ozcd
tal
ai.num,tration when they are structured to accommodate interstate %at-iations in postsecondary, needs. Federal law should establish the

pliblie policy objectives to be achieved by such programs
Within broad guidelines, states should be authorized to estab=
lisp apprOpriate structures and procedures tai (am out the yc
jectives in the context of their own circumstances and organizational patterns.
Federal postsecondary education programs should respond to
the needs expressed by large numbers of adults currently seeking postsecondary education. Postsecondary educational oppor-

tunities for adult learners provide itiKreased workplace

apabiliti6s for_those already employed. 4 well as career re-- trainin-g'and -personal enrichment. Business and industry have
made- substantial financial commitments to support the further
dUcatiott' 4 adult learners. The Federal - government should
under-write that commitment by expanding support to institn=
titans and adult learners for full- and part-time study. Eligibility
limitations which are based solely on age and preclude Federal
postseondary assistance should be eliminated.
:Ebonarnie, -Social, and political trends of the hue
1980 s, indicate that the demand for highly trout
traine I
decision - makers and technicians will he substantial in the In
(81
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tore. State and local tax bases already are subjected to a

number of constraints which preclude dramatic increases in
funding from these sources to provide the graduate level train"ing necessary to meet this national need. More Federal assistance for graduate institutions should be a national priority.
In order to pinvide postsecondary education which is relevant
and meaningful in the context of the 1970's and 1980's, increased interaction is needed betweep systems of education and
Work. Federal programs of postsecondary assistance should provide incentives for such cooperation. A national priority for increased partnership between postsecondary education and'work
should include expansion of existing work study programs to
enhance students' career experience and to provide student financial assistance.

The Regents urge attention to these postsecondary educational
priorities on a national level to ensure a comprehensive and effective
program of postsecondary assistance.

Higher Education Act of 1965

Community Service and Continuing EducationTitle
The Regents recognize the important contribution, of postsecondry institutions in -developing'solutions for community problems and
in _providing lifelong learning opportunities to meet the challenges
facing American society..
The Regents encourage postsecondary institutions to work in
cooperation with labor, industry, government and all other elements
of society in order to address economic and other major issues. Title
1-A of the Higher Education Act provides funds for community service programs to -.ssist in the solution of a variety of urban, suburban and rural problems. During the 1978-79 acadeMic year, more
than 30 colleges and universities in New York State were awarded
funds under this program. Howevir, the FY 1979 appropriations bill
provided 11 percent less funding for Title I-A than the preceding
year

Title 1-B contributes to the support of lifelong learning opportunities for the adult population. The urgent need for lifelong learning opportunities provided by Title 1 is increased by accelerated
rates of social and technological change. Social changes have made
new roles av ii ihle to minorities, women, and older Americans. The
[91
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explosion of academic and echnical knowledge has Contributed to
educational obsolescence in every discipline and in every '.occupaton. In the 1970's contert"of rapid change, education cannot serve
society if it terminates with the acqu:sition of entry -level skills for
employment. Lifelong learning is essential
to meet changing social
.

and technical, as well as physical and psychological, needs.
A major form of lifelong learning contained in the Higher Education Act's Title I is the upgrading end expansion of adult workplace
skills. :".'articularlv in times of high unemPloy:nent lifelong learning
offers a low-z2ost alternative to the traditional ad hoc expansion of
the unclnployment insurance system, or to creation of Innited public
service jobs in order to improve the quality of work and the condition of the labor force. Used in this fashion, lifelong learning can re-

duce underemployment, welfare costs and structural inequities in
the educational system. Despite the intensity of this need and the
program's potential utility in contli'-iting to the solution of major
national problems, no ,appropriation for Title I-B has ever been
made.

The Federal govern ent already has made a significant investment in lifelong learnin , but potential economic benefits are not
being realized. Education- and Training opportunities (particularly for

the older worker) stand virtually at prerecesgon levels. One reason
for this low investment return is tl..e lack of compreh'ensive postsecondary planning caused by statutory separation of the Higher Educa-.
tion Act's Title I programs and allocations- Another reason for reduced returns is that the partnership between education and work
has not been adequately defined. Too often, these sectors have operaled as separate and independent systems. The passage of the new
Youth Title of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act
has improved local-level cooperation between manpower authorities
and educational institutions. The Act also establishes an initial and
necessary link between echication and work. This link can provide a
basis for a system of lifelong education for-American workers.

Another effort at improving the partnership has been the Urban
Grant University Act proposed in the 95th Congress. That legislation
would have added a part authorizing the designation of certain post-

secondary institutions as Urban Grant Universities to Title I. The
Act would have aldhorized funding to support efforts of such institu-

tions to aid in seeking answers to urban problems and in making
their educational, research, and service capabilities- more readily
available to urban communities. This type of legislation supports the
Regents' emphasis on greater cooperation enriching institutions and
other elements of society.
[10]
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Iteeommendations:
1.

In order to maximize returns on the Federal investment in
lifelong learning, Title I -A' and Title I-B should be consolidated
into a single lifelong learning program. Coodination among effective institutional and community programs that complement
one another (especially programs funded under the Comprehen-

sive Employment and Training Act) should be emphasized.
Combining the two authorizations should also make planning for

lifelong learning an integral part of state comprehensive postsecondary planning.
2. With the consolidation of Title 1 -A and I-B, funding for Title I
should be increased significantly over the FY 1979 appropriation.

3. The intent of Title I is to serve an adult target population which
is not uniformly distributed across states. The base allocations
for each state and territory should be eliminated. Allocations
should be made solely on the basis of the target population of
adults (18 or over) in each state.
4. Discretionary grunts should be made available to states to assist
them in evaluating both the state plan for. the Title I programs
and all state Title I projects.
5. Discretionary grants should be made available to states to enable them to examide how continuing education and lifelong
learning activities can be combined.
6. The United States Commissioner of EducatiGn should be authorized to waive the requirement that postsecondary instituions match from non-Federal sources funds, provided for thesupport of projects specifically designed to complement CETAfunded projects ard, similar projects providing training and retraining for out-of-work adults.
7

A program of support for Urban Grant Universities similar to
that proposed in the 95th Congress should be enacted as a new
part of Title I'. The provision should assist public and independent institutions in urban areas in making their resources more
available to urban communities,
College Library Assistimce and

Library Training and ResearchTitle U
College and university libraries provide vital enices not only to
researchers, educators, and students in every field, but also to the

networks which enable libraries of all types to serve their users,
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Federal assistance is important to these libraries and to those who
pursue professions in library science and who wish to promote research and innovation improving public library services.

r Education Act Title H-A

Acquisition programs in college and university libraries are especially important. Colleges and universities are the cutting edge in
developing new kriowledge through research in every field..In order
to produce the best possible research, higher education professionals
and students must have the most current knowledge available. Institutions also need to acquire materials in new fields of knowledge
to keep pace with curriculum changes. Unfortunately, as postsecondary institutions face declining enrollments, retrenchment, and
economic pressures, acquisition programs often are the first reduced
in order to preserve positions and academic programs.
Simultaneously, acquisitions are feeling the pinch of inflation. The
average cost of a book has increased 114 percent since 1967. Prices
of periodical and serial publications, the most current information
sources, have increased 207 percent since 1967.
Federal-assistance for college and university library acquisitions, in
the past,has been "provided through Title II-A of the .Higher Education Act. The Act establishes basic grants up to $5,000 for library
resources such as .books. periodicals, documents, magnetic tapes,
records, and audiovisual -materials. As inflation has continued_ to
raise the price of library books and periodicals by 100 and 200 percent respectively since 1967, the appropriation level for Title H-A
has dropped by more than half. In FY 1977 and again in FY 1978,
the appropriation for Title II-A was insufficient to fund wants at the
$5,000 level. In FY 1977, grants not exceeding $3,855 each were
made to-201 eligible institutions in New York State. Fiscal year 1977
sawno administration request for Title II-A, although both House
and Senate versions of FY -1979 provide for the same funding levels
as in 1977.
Recommendations:
1. As New York State continues to suffer from both- inflation and
economic hardships, its poStsecondary institutions will face even
greater financial constraints. Because postsecondary library ac-

quisitions axe of central -importance to development of new

knowledge and to the educatibn of future professionals in every
field. the Regents-recommend the reauthorization of this program to strengthen postsecondary library resources in the State.
[121
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2. Supplemental and special pur se grants under this pro am
which have been unavailable in recent years should be
reinstated. These grants are high priorities for institutions needing new materials to keep pace with curriculum changes.

3.

Eligibility requirements for Title II-A have been expanded to
include the Reference and Research Libraries Resources Councils (3F1's). This revision makes Title II-A resources available to
all students. Further action is needed to increase the availability

of Title II,A resources to_ more adult learners. This should be
accomplished by providing similar eligibility to public libraries
which have educational brokering centers, to other adult independent learning-centers, and to educational counseling services

such as those provided by the New York State Higher Education Learning Advisory Service.
Higher Education Act Title LI.B
Postsecondary library and information science. programs are vital
to the training of library professionals, and 'paraprofessionals. This ac-

tivity has been supported by Title II-B of the Higher Education Act
which provides grants to postsecondary institutions or library agencies tp support such training through fellowships, traineeships, and
trainee institutes. Both fellowships and institute grants make it pos-

sible to target training efforts upon clearly identified need. -For
example, minorities are underrepresented in library and information
science. There is a strong continuing demand for minority librarians,
community outreach librarians,' media specialists, and library automation specialists as projected by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. As-

sistance to minority students has been a high priority under Title
II-B in recent years. Training institutes provided by Title II-B fund-_
ing are an important and cost-effective way to share specialized skills

with increased numbers of professionals. The institutes provide an
efficient way to update skills as patrons' needs, library services, and
library technology change. One institute held this-year at the New
York State Library brought together representatives of statewide library association, consultants and library school educators to develop
state-level progams1 for continuing education. Title II-B fellowship

and institute funding in' New York 'State for FY 1977 'totaled
$329.000. Training monies also were received.
A' second important activity funded by Title II-J3 is the demonstration grant subprogram. A 1978 study commissioned by the U.S. Office of Education points out that "This is the -only federal program

for innovative library research and demonstration that supports a
wide range of research to improve public library services. It has
generated new knowledge about innovative approaches to network.,

[13]
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ing, serving
.ial target groups, utilizing community resources and
new technolo
In FY 197, New York State institutions received
demonstration riding totaling $141,000. These ,grants can be used
to enable librarie and consortia to accelerate developMent of cornputerized data bas
These will facilitate the establishment...uf a national bibliographic base.
.

Recommendations:

1. To better meet t e library service and information needs of
biling
ethnic and bilingual
mmunities, and to train library professionals and paraprofessionals to use technological innovations in
library science, the Re ents recommend that Title 11-B of the

Higher Education Act be reauthorized and funding be in-

creased.

.

2. To promote flexibility in funding for institutional needs, the
specific percentage division `of the Title II-B allocation by activity should be eliminated from\the Title 11-B formula.
3. Legislation should provide for rultiyear hindihg of apprdpriate
demonstration projects.
-

4. The U.S. Office of Education should broaden its program for
making the results of these demonstration projects available- to
library administrators.

-Higher Education Act Title
The work of scholars students and researchers who add to the
available' knowledge in all fields is sustained, by major research libraries. These include _academic, state, and public, or indePendent
research libraries. Their collections make a _significant:contribution
to higher education and to research. These collections also are used
by others outside the library's primary clientele.

Research libraries-have received support from Title II-C of the
Higher Education Act, That title was firstAnded in. FY 1978. New
York State received three grants of the 20 national grants including a
substantial amount of funding to assist the-New York State Library
and other libraries in incorporating their monographic collections
into 'a national data base.
Recommendation:
As research libraries face increased financial difficulties, -Federal
support should be given for the expansion. of knowledge in all dis .
ciplines by extending Title II-C.

New Program for Employing New Technologies

The New York State Governor's Conference on Libraries pointed
out that technical developments can -significantly affect the manner
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in which such information
resources could become accessible to the
citizen, the economic enterprise of New York.
State and to state and
local "governing bodies." The Conference
stated that state and notional, networlcing of information
resources cannot, reach full effectiveness without "further development
and applicon of teehnology.7-Similar conclusions are being reached in White
`'cause Confert4ices in other states. Computer and
other technologies `are de-. eloping rapidly. The application of:these
technologies to libitry and laformation sciences has great potential, but these
designed for other uses. Libraries must develop technologies were
and test new systems to meet institutional and patron needs
more
efficiently and to
provide entirely- new services. Satellite.
microtansmission.
the
"electronic mailbox,- and video disc hold
ing library services, while reducing cost major promise for improvincreases in providing such
services.
Recommendation:

Federal demonstration funds should he
mar available for projects
applying new technoloOes, such as telecommunications,
to libraiy
communications, to library administration, and
to
bibtiogaphielnstorage and retrieval, Participation in the
program shoUld
be open to all types of libraries. This
program should. be established
by, adding a new Part. D to Title II.
Disadvantaged Students and the Institutions
that Serve Them
Assistance to institutions serving significant
numbers of educationally and economically
disadvantaged students is authorized under

several portions of the Higher Education
Act, These portions are
'title III ,and Title IV. Part A. Subparts
4 and 6.
The first of these, Title III provides
Federal assistance for "developing institutions."-These
institutions, suffering under financial
and_peademic handicaps, perform an important
service by enabling
large number of economically and
educationally disadvantaged students to pursue postsecondary education.
phasis to aid for applicants when such Title III gives special emassistance contributes to
eilualized postsecondary educational opportunities
for Native American and Spanish speaking
students.

Title IV, Part' A, Subpart 4 also aids
institutions in assisting pos
secondary students from disadvantaged .backgrounds.
This subpart
authorizes grants and contracts to support the
"TRIO"
-programs:
Talent Search. Upward Bound, and Special'
for the Disadvantaged. AU of these programs are designedServices
to support institutions
[151
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in assisting disadvantaged postsecondary students. Their purposes
are as follows:

Talent Searchidentifying in- school and out-of-school youths

of financial or cultural need with an exceptional potential for

postsecondary educational training" to encourage them to complete secondary and enter postsecondary education.
to
Upward Bound providing' skills training and motivation

high school students from low-income backgrounds with in
uate secondary - school preparation" to enable them to sue.

in postsecondary pursuits.
Disadvantaged
Studentsproviding remego Special Services for

cee

dial and support services for enrolled college students of "deprived education-al, cultural, or economic background, or physical handicap,- or of limited English-speaking ability.

Subpart 4 also offers three additional programs which provide services to disadvantaged students seeking postsecondary educational
opportunities. Twn of these programs 'authorize Federal assistance to
establish service centers for disadvantaged persons seeking or pursu.
Opportuing postsecondary education. The first is the Educational
support'
for
nity Center (EOC) program. This prog6ini offers Federal

up to 75 percent of the cost of establishing and operating E0Cs
serving areas with high concentrations of low- income 'persons.

admisE0Cs assist the disadvantaged in applying for postsecondary
financial
assistance.
They
also
provide
tusion and for postsecondary
postsecondary
s'-dents.
Centers
serve
torial helP for disadvantaged
postsecondary institutions .by acting as rcii,iting and counseling...
pools to coordinate resources and staff assistance efforts of instituof the
s in admitting educationally disadvantaged persons. One
22 E0Cs established nationally is the Computer Based Educational
Opportunity Center of The City University of New York.
is the
The secOnd.Subpart 4 program serving a similar purpose
offers
Federal
support
for
postService Learning Center prograM.- It
numbers
of
disadvantaged
secondary institutions serving substantial
institustudents. This authorization .underwrites 90 percent of. the
clisadtions' cost of providing remedial and other special services to
receive
modest
vantaged students. Participating students would
Federal stipends. This authorization has never been funded.
III:provides
A final Title IV program, related in purpose to Title
will specialize-in deleadership
personnel
who
training for "staff and
previously de.
livery of services to students" in the five programs
and nonscribed. Higher education institutions, public agencies,
insti/Profit private organizations may conduct short-term training
tutes or inservice training for such personnel.
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The goals of Title IV, Part A, Subpart 6 also are similar to those of
Title III and to Subpart-4. Subpart 6 authorizes direct

ost-of-

education payments to institutions of higher education under a formula. This formula is based on enrollment and on the number of
students at each institution receiving Basic Educational Opportunity..
Grants. It also takes into consideration the amount of Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant, College Work Study, and National
Direct Student Loan funds received by the institution. Such payments may be as much as $500 for each Basic Grant recipient plus

an amount equal to 50 percent of the institutions' Supplemental
Grant, College Work Study and National' Direct Student Loan
funds.

..

The program authorized by Title III and Title IV, Subparts 4 and
6 aim at expanding access to, and enhancing success -in, postsecond-

ary education for the dis-advantaged: Yet they overlap with one
another and with many 'New York State- programs. For instance,
Upward Bound, Talent Search, and E0Cs all can provide services
to disadvantaged youth with college potential. The fully State-funded.

Educational Opportunity Centers of the .State University of New
York provide similar services. Numerous community agencies, especially in major urban areas, provide such, services as well The services available through Special Services to Disadvantaged Students
also are providgd through New York State's ownpostsecondary opportunity programs. Many of the activities of the proposed Service
Learning Centers already are partially subsidized through the State's
opportunity programs, and many more are supported by regular institutional sources. Occasionally improper duplication, such as dou.

hie counting of students, results. Clearly, greater coordination is'
needed if the available Federal and state resources are to be used
with maximum effectiveness to increase postsecondary-access for disadvantaged students.
Areas of overlap offer starting points for state-level coordination of

these similar state and Federal programs. For example, costeffective delivery of both state and Federal services to the disadvantaged would he achieved by coordinating Upward Bound's post-12th
year summer program and the New-York State Higher Education
Opportunity Program's prefreshman summer assistance to disadvan-,
taged students.
Consolidation

The authorizations contained in the Higher Education Aces Title
III and Title IV, Subparts 4 and 6 serve similar purposes and are
[171
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targeted to the same population of disadvantaged students.-Because

education of the disadvantaged, is a national policy, priority, the
Regents urge consolidation of these authorizations under a new Title
to provide the most efficient and cost-effective aid extending post-

secondary educational opportunity to the disadvantaged. The authorizations from these programs should be combined in a dollarfor-dollar incentive program of state-Federal matching. In consolidat-

ing these Titles., the new authorization should be no less than the
previous total authorization for each categorical program. Appropriations for the new Title should equal the combined level of the previous year's appropriation for the categorical programs to be consolidated.
Consolidation of these programs would provide more flexibility for
states which fund .similar programs and maximize opportunities for
the disadvantaged: This would be accomplishdd by providing statelevel coordination of both state and Federal programs offering such
services. Administration through a state planning process assures the

use of Federal Special Services funds in an equitable, ordJrly, and
nonduplicative way. A state plan should be required, to enhance the
impact of Federal andstate funds. State planning will assure that all
existing referral and service agencies, such as New York's Statefunded EOCs or Community agencies, are identified,:strengthened.
and taken into account in the planning procPss. Additional resources
should be used to create new entities only:Where no existing con,
.stitution adequately performs such tasks.

.Consolidation of these Titles should ensure' reauthorization and
expansion of the Upward Bound- program. Once considered a prototype, Upward Bound has proved its effectiveness. Economic constraints on states and localitips .make it impossible to provide resources fcem ..their narrower tax bases to replicate Upward Bound's
success. in,N-eased Federal assistance is required if the program's ob,
jmtives arf; to be widely achieved. To ensure more effective pro' grain administration, the new Title"should allow flexibility for states
which have established their own criteria to define educationally andeconomically disadvantaged populations.
Recommendations:

i. The Regents recommend that aid to institutions now authorized
by Title III and by Title IV, Fart A, Subparts 4 and 6 be placed
in a new revised Title III. That new Title should focus on aid
to institutions enrolling substantial numbers of students, of all
ages, who are both educationally and economically disadvan-taged. The new-Title would assist such institutions in serving

9
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the present academic and cultural needs of these students and
in planning to adapt to meet their future needs.
2. The Fiegents recommend that the revised Title III have three
parts:

(a) Part A would authorize a program of aid to states that estate

lisp programs to assist public and independent institutions in

serving educationally and economically disadvantaged students.
Such an incentive program, similar to the State Student Incentive Grant program, -would require states to, match Federal
funds on a dollar-for-dollar basis. This new program would relace the program of cost-of-instruction grants now authorized

y Subpart 6 of 'Part A of Title IV at the authorization level
rovided in the 1972 Education Amendments.

h) Part B would authorize the programs now authorized by
Subpart 4 of Part A of Title IV, in the following format:

E0Cs would be combined with Talent Search and administered under a state plan adopted by the state 1202
commission.

Upward' Bound would be continued and strengthened.

The U.S. Commissioner of Education should have the ability
to adjust program eligibility criteria under certain conditions.
The Commissioner would have discretionary power to adjust.
eligibility criteria in states having established criteria to define the educationally and economically disadvantaged for potential postsecondary. populations.
iii. To devise procedures proViding maximum cost-efficiency
for-the new Title; the U.S. Commissioner of Education would

he required to contract with not lesetithan two or more than
four state 1202 commissions to conduct pilot projects for the
iidiriinistration of Special Services for Disadvantaged Students
activities.

iv. Because the activities of Service Learning Centers are

part of the mainstream services higher education institutions
provide and are used by many students who are not disadvantaged, that program should not he reauthorized. The authorivation should be transferred to Special Services for the Dis
advantaged and-Talent Search/Educational Opportunity Centers.

v. The authorized training activities should be continued and
funded. Eligibility for these activities- should be expanded to
include not only those working in federally funded programs,
but also thoie in state of institutional programs which (in the
judgment of the U.S. Commissioner of Ethicatibn,' with the
advice of the state 1202 commission) have essentially similar
missions and serve essentially the same clientele.

(c) Part C would replace the present program authorized by

Tide III. This new program would assist and strengthen institutions enrolling significant numbers of educationally and economically disadvantaged _students, and participating in state pro[191
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grams for such students eligible frr support authorized in Fart
A. The present authorization for Title III would be retained for
Part C.

Student Financial Aid ProgramsTide IV
Student assistance is one of the most effective ways to meet the
state and national goals of expanding access and choice to ensure
that no student is barred from 'postsecondary education for economic
reasons. Student assistance is both a state and a Federal responsibility: An adequate student aid system cannot be developed without an
effective state/Federal/institutienal partnership in both student aid
funding and delivery.
The Regents are concerned especially that Federal, state, and institutional assistance programs, together with family contributions, fit
into a set of clearly defined long-range. objectives. Federal programs
should be shaped by these guidelines. Federal grants to students in
combination with direct payments by students and families should
equal half the cost of Postsecondary attendance. Other Federal assistance programs, such as loans and work study, together with state
and institutional student aids and family or student loan obligations,
should provide the remaining half of postsecondary student attendance costs.
Although programs of, postsecondary financial assistance are the
primary way in which the Federal government'provides postsecond-

ary support, states haVe an important role to- play, Even though

most states now have some form of student-assistance program and
Federal funding has increased, the concept of a Federal/state/
institutional partnership to provide student aid ensuring access and
choice to economically disadvantaged students remains unfulfilled.
For FY 1979. Federal-appropriations for six major Title IV pro grarnss (Basic Opportunity Grants, Supplemental Educational OpportunityCrants, State Student Incentive GralltS, Cuararkteed Student
Loans, National- D: -.t Student loans, and College Work Study) exceed $5 billion and will serve approximately 5 million students.
State student aid programi will provide another $810 million and institutionally funded programs will provide another $1 billion. The
magnitude of these programs, in both expenditures and numbers of
students served, necessitates a closer relationship and understanding
of the program and the roles of govern. lents and institutions.
A continuing need exists for improvements-in administration and
coordination of di f programs of student financial assistance contained
In Title IV of the higher Education Act and broadened, by the Edu
cation Amendments of 1976 and the Middle Income Student Assis[20]
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twice Act-of 1978. National reviews conducted in 1977 revealed significant problems and weaknesses in the administration of aid under
these programs.: For example, students must file multiple applications for Federal financial assistance. The various types of Federal
programs serve defined needs, but they must be more effectively related to each other and more effectively provided to the students.
The development of policy and a growing portion of student assis-

tance for postsecondary education occurs at the state level. States
arc more closely involved with institutions and students than is the
Federal government, and are able to assist a wider range of citizens
and students. Because of the state's role in the support of education
and the provision of educational opportunity, states need to have a
major role incoordinating student aid. Accordingly, where feasible,
information dissemination and collection, processing, and program
administration for student aid should be decentralized to the state
In operating student assistance programs, the Federal government
should respect the diversity of state structures and laws for providing educational opportunity. Federal laws and guideline for student
assistance should not limit different state approaches to achievement,
of national goals of educational opportunity.
Recommendations:

The Regents urge that priority be given to support of increased
funding for the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant program,

which is a national entitlement program. The Regents also urge that
the .other, student assistance programs authorized in Title IV (the
Supplemental _Educational Opportunity Grant program, the State
Student Incentive Grant program, the College Work Study program,
and the Guaranteed Student Loan Program) he expanded. Specificrecommendations for each of these programs follow.

Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program
Subpart.I. Part A
The Basic Educational Opportunity Grant program (BEOG) is the
primary need-based student iissistance program through which the
Federal government -fulfills its responsibility to ensure access to
postsecdnchiry education,, The BEOG program is 100 percent -federally funded. It is based on the concept that all students who need
financial aid to attend an eligible postsecondar'y institution are entifled to, receive grant assistance. Student eligibility is determined by
L,

[21]
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the Federal government through a contractor, using an "eligibility
index." The index is based on standard allowances as well as on income and asset expectations, Eligibility index figures are made available to the applicant, who is then free to arrange with any eligible
institution for receipt of the Basic Grant. The amount of such a grant
is subject to limits based on allowable costs of attendance at the chosen institution and on the eligibility index. The law provides for certain restrictions on student' eligibility and for ratable reduction in
years of less than full funding. Basic Grants are currently limited to
$1,600 or one-half of the allowable costs of attendance, whichever is
less. The Office of Education publishes a Schedule of Payments
which relates the eligibility index allowable costs to arrive at indi-

vidual grant amounts. In FY 1979, the maximum grant will be
$1,800. Total appropsiations,will be $2.6 billion.

The 1978 Middle Income Student Assistance Art altered the
BEOG program. significantly. It is anticipated that in academic
1979-80, the average Basic Grant will be $944 nationally compared
to $820 for academic 1976-77. Two of the most important improvements made by that Act are:
1. Extension, of Basic Grant eligibility from a maximum familyadjusted. gross income of $15,000 to $25,0001 This expanded
eligibility is accomplished by lowering the income assessment

rate- from the current 20 percent on the first $5,000 of

cretionary
onary income (and 30 percent of all incomes over that level)
to an across-the-board 10.5 pereert rate.
2. Expansion of Basic Grant eligibility for independent -students.
This is accomplished by treating their assets like thos4 of

families with dependent children and by treating the income of
the single_ independent student (for purposes of subsistence) like
that of all other students.

Despite these hnpro.verrients in the BEOG program, several further revisions are needed. First, eligibility should be expanded to
-provide further access. This should be achieved by simplifying the
eligibility index. Calculation of assets should be excluded from the
index. and allowances for other family members in postsecondary
education should be increased.

.

There are a number of reasons for excluding the asset lest from
the eligibility -index. Assets cannot be equated with wealth as measured by disposable income. To' include the value of nonliquid assets, particularly a home, in the calculation is inequitable. Such an
asset test is nonverifiable and home values often are misrepresented,

intentionally and unintentionally. It is also difficult to gaup the current Market value of a home against the purchase price from a previous decade or earlier. Ownership of a home is more often related
[221
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holler a family lives in an urban or nonurban area than to fainily financial strength. Similarly, little relationship may exist between
home ownership and ability to pay posts'econdary education costs in
the case of the single-parent family. Moreoever, assets do not alwayr
produce disposable income. The.proprietor of a small business may
have substantial assets, yet realize little disposable income. In response to this inequity, the U.S. Office of Education in recent Years'
has increased the rortian of excluded assets for BLOC eligibility.
This initiative has expanded BEOG eligibility not only in such cases,
but also for middle-income families. More action in this area is essential.
Postsecondary assistance to middle-income families should also be

broadened by increasing allovances for other family members enrolled in postsecondary ,education. Middle-income' families are .those
most likely to suffer financially under periods of "sibling overlap" in
which more than one child is enrolled in postsecondary education.
A st'coi ;.l necessary revision in the Basic Grant program relates to
the ii1,800 ceiling on the grant award to each student:, Although this
maximum amount appears adequate for 1979-80, the law prevides
fur no increase in the maximum in subsequent years. In an era of

double-digit inflation, the intent of the law will not be realized if
awards fail to reflect the effects of inflation on -college-going costs.

Such a percentage increase ranges from 48 to 87 percent in the
iwridid from academic 1972-73 to academic 1978-79. across all. postsecondary sectors.

third c.ate gory of revisions in the Basic Grants program is
needed to bring student aid into the statewide picture of.postseeonary educational finance. Planning for student aid should be an integral part of statewide postsecondary planning in order to extend
,tccss and choice of institutions to students.
Use of a single application for both state and Federal grant programs will facilitate this planning process.=as..._well=as_reducepa-perburden and turnaround time. However, present law permits only
n few states which offer portable state awards to contract with the
of Education to process applications. Because thJir are Current variations in, and lack of parity among, state student aid programs. portability creates inequities in the treatment of similarlysituated students. Portability can also permit, or even encourage,
-ape their responsibilities .for providing adequate access
to postsecondary education. States which tax themselves to provide
lionport able programs to fulfill postsecondary responsibilities to their
residents should not be denied the_benefits of participation as contractors in processing BEOG
[231
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ReeomMendations:

1. Be Cause assets do not provide equitable measure of ability' to
pay, the eligibility indei.should be sii,Inlified -to exclude them.
Jo-expand assistance= for middle -income families the index
should be revises t© in1-7ease allowances for other family ine
mhould

bers in rstseeondary education.

2. The maximum BEOG :.ward Should be $1,800 in .1979-80 as au4
thorized. Subsequently the maximum awArd should be adjusted
periodically to respond to .be effect of inflation on costs; of, attendance
3. To increase efficient and effectiv,-.: postsecondary planning at the
1

state level and to avoid penalties to states providing nonportable programs, the legislation would be amended to rmit
states with nonportable awards to ontract with the 0 c
Education to process BrAc Grant application.

Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Program
Subpart 2, Part A

The changes which the Regents recommend for the ,BEOG pro-.
gram would ie-nrove access to postseconduy education. But equal
postsecondar) lucationat orportunity has two dimensions; access
and choice. Access to the postsecondary system, without regard to
the type of access, implies that clors status rather. than indivithial
abilities, needs and career goals determines opportunities for higher
education.

Through the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant
(SEOG) proOam, the Federal government ensures eligible students
access to a range of institutional choices and protects institutional
versity. The SEOG program is a 100 percent federally funded prO-.
gram. to aid "qualified students, who for lack of financial means,'
would be unable to attend postsecondary institutions. Supplemental
Grants are awarded to those students who qualify for little or no as:
sistance from the Basic Grant program or who noed- assistance to attend a relatively highost institution.
To be eligible to receive a Supplemental Grant, a student must be
determined by an institution to:
1, Be accepted for enrollment as an undergraduate or he an un
dergrlduaie in good academic standing(
2, Show evidence of academic and creative promise and capability of maintaining good academic standing;
Be of exceptional financial need;, and
4. Be unable to attend the institution without sucei a grant.
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Grants must not exceed one-half of the total amount of financial,assistance awarded a student iri an academic year (including Basic
Grants, College Work Study, National Direct Student Loans, and
statetand private scholarships)- er $1,500, whichever is less.
For FY 1979, $340 million has been appropriated for Supplemen-

tal Grants. This is an -increase of $79 million over the FY 1978 appropmition. The growth of the Basic'Grant program has resulted in
a'shfft of an increasing number of Supplemental Grants to students
from middle-ineome families. During 1974-75, 5.3 percent of Sup'plemental Grant recipients were from families with incomes exceeding $12,000. During 197.6-77, 18.6 percent of the awards were to
students-from families over $12,000. SEOG ensures choice for these
middle-income students -unable-to_attend higher tuition public and
independent institutions- without Federal -assistance. Many of these
higher cost institutions require students to assume a sizable self help
responsibility beforeany institutional grant funds, including SEOG,
.

are awarded.
Several revisions in t1-.,e. SEOG progiam should be made to

equalize its effectiveness and broaden eligibility. Despite the intent
of the Supplemental Grant
ensure postsecondary educational
choice for students in financial need, variations in thcost of attendance among the states have a disequaliziog effect on the opportunities which SEOG funds provide.' Changes should be Made iii the SEOG formula to reduce the substantial impact Of interstate variaOwls in attendance costs on the target population of undergraduates.
_SEOG funds should be allocated tb the states based on the number;
of undergraduates in the state multiplied by the average cast of at-.
tendance at all institutions in the state. Within these state -allocarff
dons, the 'Federal government should apportion funds directly to,
euch eligible institution on the basis of insteitutional applications.:i
Because the type of student enrolled in postsecondary education,js:.:!7.-chaniOng, eligibility for SEOG assistance should be broadened.

There are significant numbers of adults-who-can-benefit from postsecondary education. Society would benefit from their increased 'paricipation. The Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant pro.
in ;requires that participating institutions -make rigorous efforts''.
!o seek out and aid qualified youths of exceptional financial need and
encourage them -to continue their -education at -the postsecondary
level. PostseconcliarY institutions cooperate with secondary schools
and make conditional Commitments of financial aid to qualified secondary school studenis_ In order to expand 'postsecondary educational opportunity foi' adult:, a provision. should be added to the
Supplemental Grant program, paralleling that for qualified secondary
[25]

=

school students. Such a provision, should require institutio- ns to

-make rigorous efforts!' to identify, and aid qualified persons, of any
age; who are of-exceptional financial need, and to encourage them to
continue their education at the postsecondary level.

To '' accommodate new types-of Sthdents, institntional flexibility and:

pacity to treat differently situated students must be increased.

This could be.accomplished by authorizing institutions to make Supplemenial Gnints to less than halftime students. These Students,
icularly adult learners with other responsibilities, are unable to
commit larger -Shares of their time to education.. These persons
might be denied postsecondary educational opportunity if Federal
assistance were, not provided.
Recommendations:.

L To equalize the effectiveness of the Supplemental Grant program among states that vary in their costs of/attendance, the
.Regents recommend that the SEOG funds be allecated by
state based on the number of undergraduates in the state multiplied by the average cost of attendance at all postsecnn
institutions in the state. The Federal government should ap,

'portion funds within that allocation directly to each eligible institution:
2. To expand eduentional opportunities for adults and to broaden.
their participation-in society, a provision should be' added to

the Supplemental Grant program to require institutions to
"make rigordu; efforts- to identify and aid qualified persons of
any age who are of exceptional financial need, and to encour-

age them to continue their education at the postsecondary
3. The Regents also recomrriend that institutions be authorized to
make Supplemental Grants to -students who are studying less
than half-time.
State Student Incenti

rant Program

Subpart.3, ran A
Like SEOG, the g. -ls. of theState Student Incentive Grant pro-.

gram (SSIG) are

.'ensure equalized educational opportunity

through choice and t encourage postsecondary diversity. SSIG is a
highly successful F deral program which encourages states to..develop or expand assistance. to "substantially needy'. students attend
ing.eligjble postsecondary institutions. SSIG assistance is provided
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on a 50-50 state/Federal cost-sharing basis to stimulate states
commit-resources to postsecondary student
The Federal initiative throukh .SSIG has had a significant impact
on the growth of state efforts,--particialaily where states'had-minirnal
piogams or none at all. Before SSIG was authorized in FY 1972; 23-..
states had grant. programs.- In FY 1979;a11 states and territories are
participating in the SSIG-. program. Including state overmatch, state
programs will appropriate approximaiely $810 million in student assistance. These state grants will assist over 1 million students, man)
of whom are from middle-income families. I ndividual student: grants
are limited to`z$1,500.($750 Federal share) per academic year In
NeW York State, SSIG funds parvide partial support for theTuition
Assistance Program.
Many positive features of the program are related to its SUCCeZ5.
For example, states have- flexibility to administer the program under
broad Federal parameters. Legislation provides that the. states use

the funds for students on the basis of financial need. In doing so,
states may comply' with state policy within Federal criteria. States
are responsible for awarding grants, subject to review of selection
criteria by the U.S. Commissioner of Education. Efficient program
administration is provided because Federal- and state funds can be
handled jointly. Moreover, aid is distributed equitably among the
states on the basis of student enrollment. Because of SSIG's
ity and past success, increased funding for the -program should gen -,crate additional state matching money.
Despite these improvements in the prograrri the ceiling on
victual grants has not been raised since SSIG was first authorized in
1972. The impak of inflation on postsecondary education costs has
been substantial in this six-year period (See Table A). Percentage
increases in costs of .postsecondary -attendance for both resident and
commuting students in all ,postsecondary sectors ranged from 48

_

percent to 87 percent in the period from aeademic972-73_to....
academic 1978-79. Greatest increases-were- for attendance costs to
such students attending private two-year postsecondary Institutions.
The mean percentage increase in these costs to both types of studen6
alL sectors was 65 percent during this period. Given these .
feet4of---inflation on -costs of postsecOndary attendance, it appears
incongruauw-6 FY 1979 that the SSIG, ceiling amount-wilLbe_lower
than The maximum. Basic Grant. Without adjustments to reflect:
nationwide economic trends, the goals of the SS1G program cannot
.

he met:-
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Recommendation:

In order to, reflect the effect of inflation on postsecondary education costs over the last six_ yearsthe_Regents_recommend-that-the
ceiling omMdividual student SSIG grants be raised to $1,800.
.

The College Work Study'progyamPart C
The Collige WorkThtudy program (CWS) originated in 1964 as
part of the poverty program's 'Economic Opportunity Act. The. U.S.Commissioner of Education received formal authoritY for the pro--."--

gram in 1965 and CWS was reconstituted as part of the Higher

.

EdUcation AM's Title IV in 1968. The 1972 Education Amendments
deleted the 'original. low-ineome eligibility requirement, from the
program. Replacing that low-income requirement was preferred assistance for students in -"greatest financial, need- as determined by
the institution. Also included was an avowed intent to increase
bait)/ for middle-income students, particularly those enrolled. in
high -cost postsecondary programs..
The College Work .Study program is an 80 percent Federal and 20
percent Iinstitutional . cost-sharing program of institutional-support.
CWS provides Part-time and vacation period 'employment for students.' Students-eligible for this self-help program -work their way"
through postsecondary educatkin with Federal and institutional'assis:
anee Postsecondary institutions make work assignments available to
,

their students. These jobi include, where possible, edUcationally
ifieant work. All earmIngs from this employment must be; applied

toward the students' cost- of attendance to supplement available aid
froin the Basic Grant program and other sources. Distribution of aid

is similar to that for' the Supplemental Educational Opportunity:,
.

Grant program, Wages are paid to students by the institution (Or 1-pY'
participating off -campus employers)based on current hourly rates:
The institution_ or- agenqy contributes 20 perceot_oLthe_wages_patd
and arrangements are made for withholding of income taxes. InStituHens must matntain.,,their previous overall level of student assistance
in order to Participate.
CWS has advantages both for students and institutions. Student's

needing assistance ire spaied the difficulty of a job search and me
provided with work schedules which accommodate their academic
schedules. Through CVVS, they are able to contribute to their own
academic support. Often through work assignments related to their
eer goals. 'Work Study also is form of institutional aid; Postsecondary institutions receive -Substaw ial amounts of needed work per
at a fraction of its market Value.
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Demand for this program has grown significantly. This is espeincially true since the 1972 Education Amendments expanded''.
students
stitutional and student eligibility: The newly
-eluded -those--attending-a1--least half-time: The 1972 leOslatqn. also
redefined the test of 'need to include more middle-income students.
With college costs at some campuses approximatag $7,000 annually;
CWS las assisted a large number of middle-income students..in re--

cent -years. In 1976-77, about 28 percent of CWS funds went to

studentswhoie family income exceeded $12,000.
Although the FY. 1979 appropriation of.$550 million for College

Work Study represents a $115 million increase over the FY 1978
amount, the Regents urge further expansion of this highly successful
self-help program. Costs of attendance at a four -year public and independent- institution in academic 1978,79 are $3,273 and $5,298,

respectively. The Regents stress the importance oforoviding Federal assistance which allows students, particularly-Tiddle-class students with entry level skills, to support theiiii postsecondary
academic experience through useful work of benefit to postsecondary

institutions. In order effectively to target funds to eligible studints
and to accommodate interstate
cost variations, the Regents recom..
-mend that CWS funds be distributed to institutions on the same
familia as recommended' for Supplemental Grants.
Recommendation:

The Regents recommend that the College Work Study \program
be expanded and that the same procedure used for distribis,tiori to
institutions of Supplemental Grant funds be used to distribute College Work Study funds.

Student Loan ProgramsGSLP and NDSL
Two Jmajor Federal student loan programs are authorized by
Higher' Education Act, Thise are the Guaranteed Student. Lo. n
Program (GSLP) and the National Direct Student Loan (NDSL) pr

Guaranteed Student Loan ProgramPart B
Created by the Higher Education Act of 1965, the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program is the larger student loan, program. CSLP re=
furs to both state and private nonprofit guaranteed programs and to
the Federal ingured Student Loan program (FISL).

Through the GSLP, capital is provided by participating lending
institutions such as banks, credit unions, and insurance companies.
[30]

For students who qualify, interest. under GS LP is paid by the Federal government 'during in7school, grace and specified deferment
periods. Federal loan funds are available to pay -reinsurance _claims
on student loans insured under Federal criteria a d guaranteed by 11
state agency against death, disability and default.
GSLP provides more assistance, to middle-income fdffiliei-than
miy other program.: During 197&-77, 23.8 percent of borrowers were

from families with incomes of $15,000 or more The Education
Arnendments of 1976 increased the loan interest subsidy ceiling from
a family_ -adjusted gross ,income of $15,000
to $25,000. The 1978
Middle Income Student Assistance Act-completely removed the CO'cept of an income ceiling for the interest subsidy.
The EducationAmendments of 1976 als6 made significant changes .

in the administration of the Guaranted Student Loan- Program.These changes were designed both to enhance its attractiveness to
students and .to lenders. Stronger controls were provided to limit defaults and minimize abuse. For example, three levels of loan rein,
'surance for state gUarantee agencies were authoHied. States may
qualify for higher reinsurance levels if they meet specific Federal_
ositeria through_ supplemental guarantee ageements. One of the re, '.
cmirements for such an agreement is the insurance of loans Made by
eligible postsecondary institutions. Further, as the Regents recommended in 1976, the Education Amendments of 1976 prohibited the
discharge of Guaranteed Loans through-hankruptcy.for 'five years fol-'
lowing the commencement of a repayMent obligation..
Nat onal Direct Student Loan ProgramPait E
The National Defense Education Actof 1958 created the National
Defense Student than program .(NDSL).. NDSL was Transferred to

Title IV. Part E, of the Higher Education Act and renamed the Na--.
tional Direct Student Loan prograM in 1972. Under NDSL, the Fedend government contributes 90 percent of the principal for a revolv-'
ink loan fund at each participating institution. Institutional fundsc(kmprise the remaining 10 percent. About 40 percent of all funds
cu featly being loaned are drawn from Collections. Student need for
such a loan is determined by campus financial aid officers. Needs:
ana ysis measures approved by the U.S.- Commissioner of Education
are ised to make such determinations. These- measures are similar
to those used in other "college -based" progams (Supplemental Edunal Opportunity 'Grant and College -Work Study programs).
Loans; in an aggregate amount-not, to exceed $10,000, are made
available on a low-interest, incremental repayment basis. Repayment
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of principal is deferred until the completion of the student's course
of study. Deferrals also are allowed during certain forms of public
service empleymentPrincipal may be forgiven up to 100 percent of
the . amount borroWed if the student elects to enter certain
fields of teaching for specified periods of time
'Since, its inception, NDSL has undergone a number of changea
Originally it was designed to encourage students to enter teaching.
As educational cireumstanees changed,' so-did NDSL. Currently, the
program offers Special encouragement through loan cancellation onlyto those teaching in economically deprived areas or to those teaching
the handicapped. Concern for the student with, financial need always
.

has been a hallmark of the program, but the definition-of need has
cbangedOver time In the late 1960i, NDS1..; funds were targeted to
low-income. Later, Congress directed that
Lunds be
made- available to any student with -special financial need. In 1972,
Congress affitined that any student who needed a loan,to pursue his

or her Course- of study would be eligible for a NDSL. NDSL has
evolved over the years to become a general purpose loan prograin
serving a student population similar, to that served by- the larger
CSLP,
Unfortunately_ , 'abn'se controls similar ta those established
GSLP in 1976 do not' exist for NDSL. High default 'rates occur in
that program.. National reviews conducted. in 1977 revealed .signifiant levels of improper administration and abuse. It is imperative.
that loans as a significant form of student aid not be imperiled by
abuse and poor administration.
.

Consolidation
.

_

'Both GSLP and NDSL provide, or have' evolved to provide, gen -.
eral- purpose assistance to similar populations. There are, however,
some differences in these programs- including some criteria for student ellObility,- provisions for loan cancellation, and interest rates:
These differences 'may result- in unequal treatment 'for students in
similar economic circumstances depending on the loan program
available ,ta 'them. The patchwork of -complex student credit pro-.
grams causes. confusion for students' who ultimately must repay the
loans. The current system of multiple Federal loan programs serving_
similar populations alio contributes to ineffective administration.
In order to eliminate confusion, inequities, and 'ineffective admin
istration, the Regents- recommend consolidation of the. Guaranteed
Student Loan Program- and the campus-based National Direct Student. 'Loan program' as outlined below. The recommended consolida-
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tion syStem provides simplification for students. Past loans may be
consolidated and interest rates -equalized. The system assures that
those most in need will receive loan assistance'-while it permits the

program to accommodate, adult learners unable to commit large
shares of their lime to postsecondary education. This consolidation
system also allows for expansion of loan funds by. making the full
marketed''value of notes available to institutions. Institutional capital
now tied up in the NDSL fund would .beireed under the plan since

the Federal share of that' fund would operate as a one-time re-

strictecl grant to the institution. The postsecondary institution then
would determine whether to use such funds in its loan program or
that of a financial institution ar state loan agency. More effective
administration would be achieved through. consolidation_ by retaining"
the, GSLP administrative powers for state loan agencies, financial institntiOns, and postsecondary institutions and by restricting the mar7
keting of notes to the amount needed for new loans for the current

academic year.

Current relationships between demand for teachers and the supply of new teachers indicate no need for the current NDSL cancellation provisions in consolidating these programs. If cancellation of
loans for specified kinds of employment is deemed by Congress to
be in' the national interest, the present NDSL provisions relating tP
aching should, be replaced-by provisions for cancellation for service
in programs such as the Peace Corps or VISTA.

There are a number of other categorical student loan programs
which are authorized by Federal law. An example is the Health
Education Assistance Loan program authorized by the Health Professions Educational Assistance Act. If NDSL and GSLP are consolidated in a new guaranteed loan program, other categorical higher

ucation student loan programs ultimately should be included in
/that program.
Recommendation:

The Regents 'recommend that the Guaranteed Student Loan Pro--..
gram and the National Direct Student Loan `program be consolidated
into a new Federal guaranteed loan program. The new guaranteed
loan program would he based on the following piinciples:
A. Students requiring loans of necessity (includirig-those studying

less than half time) should have subsidized'
and guaranteed
.
loans available to supplement grant funds. Such students;
however, should be able-to rely on grants to the maximum extent possible during their first two years of study.

State lean agencies, financial institutions, and postsecondary institutions should each have a substantial role in the administration ©f the pregram and be provided with the means to recover
their -appropriate costs of administration.'
C.:Funds available for student leans-should be expanded.

The proposed guaranteed loan p o am would have the following
leatures:=

1) National 'Direct Student Loan notes will be marketable throu
an agency similar to the Student Loan Marketing AssociatiOn.
and the full marketed value will be available to the institution

marketing the note' The postsecondary institution will determine whether such funds will be used in its own loanprograni

or in that of a financial institution or the state loan agency.
2) An institution would be authorized to market NDSL and other
notes only to an amount needed to make new loans for the current.academic year.
3) If an institution were unable to receive, sufficient capital: by
marketing NDSL or other notes to make new loans at the level
'needed, - Federal appropriations -.would: make up the ,short-fall.
This. probably would not require Federal contributions greater
than the present NDSL level of $310.5 million,' and p_ osiibly
significantly less.

4) The market value of notes held by an institution that closes

would be made available to the state loan agency of the state in
which it is located.
5) Existing loan cancellation provisions.of the NationM Direct student Loan -program for students who enter teaching would be
eliminated and cancellation would be authorized only for death
or disability as currently provided under the .Guaranteed Student Loan Program:
6) Borrowers would' be --permitted to consolidate, current NDSL

and Guiranteed'i,Loan notes despite the programs different

interest rates. This would be accomplished by _replacing NDSL

notes with notes .under the new guaranteed loan prograrfT.
equalize interest rates, d-le U.S. Commissioner of Ediacation
would require- that a .botiower pay only a podion of r, Direct
---Loan- in converting it to a new guaranteed loan program. The
balance of the-Direct Loan

buld bb cancelled.

Administrative Costs Mlowances
Sections- 411(d), 428(e), and 493

o institutions are authorized
Payment of administrative allowar
by three sections of Tide IV. Section 4110) refers to payments made
to institutions umier the Basic .Educa;Aolal,Opportunity Grant pro-

[34)-
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gram _Section 428(e) refers to -payments made under the GuaranteedStudent Loan Program. Section 493 refers to payments made to an
institution participating in the -Supplemental Educational.,Opportu*-

nity Grant, College Work Study, or National _Direct
programs.

t--Lident

.-

During 1977, national reviews of the administration of student
nancial aid provided under Title IV revealed significant levels of im
proper use sof funds, and in some cases, allegations of fraud. A major
- problem identified in these reviews is inadequate-student financial
aid/accounting systems and procedures at postsecondary institutions;
Inadequ icy of institutional procedures and controls has
made
possibleand even encouragedabuse and fraud.
It is essential that Federal student aid fends be used
to support
those students who need the aid which these programs provide and
who are eligible for it under statute and regulation-. Misuie of funds

not only leads to unnecessarily high expenditures of
taxpayers'

funds, but also deprives those who should receive aid of.theirtproper
assistance. The Regents are convinced that mechanisms mist' be established to assiire that postsecondary institutional-systems-and
pro-

cedures :promote the proper use of student aid and discourage
abuse.

A basis for such mechanisms-currently exists in the administrative
cost allowances authorized to _be. paid to institutions by sections
411(d), 428(e), and 493; There 'also is
a precedent that may be used
to guide. the development of such mechanisms. The'1976 Education

Amendments changed the provisions of Federal reinsurance of

Guaranteed Student Loans guaranteed by a state guaranteed agency.
This amendment established 80 percent reinsurance as a floor, and
set standards under which an agency qualified for 90 percent of 100
percent reinsurance.

Recommendation:
The Regents recommend that a concept now used with the reinsurance of loans be applied to payment of administrative cost allowances to institutions under sections 41I(d), 428(c), and 493: The
allowa6ab level should be set ;Ls a reinsurance fk$or. Provisions
should be made. for two or more higher levels of allowance
for institutions installing and operating student aid and accounting sys
terns and procedures that meet Federal standards to promote the
I
proper use of such aid and to discourage abuse. The est4blishment
of such a system of allowances will help ensure accountability
for the
proper use of student institutional operationi will_be ninimized.

Educational Information Centers
Subpart 5 of Part A
Subpart 5-of Part A of Title IV authorizes Educational Information

Centers to be conducted by states under an approved state plan.
The Centers provide "information, guidance, counseling: and referral services for all persons.' in order to identify poitsecondary and
training opportunities. This `service includes the identification- of fiT7
nancial aid, competency-based learning, -and remedial, opportunities,
For FY 1970, $3 million has been appropriated.,
.

:Recommendation:-

The Regentssecommend that Subpart a be continued and that the
state plan for-Educational Information Centers be coordinated with
that for Talent Search and Educational Opportunity Centers, CoT-_
%funnily Services and Continuing EducatiOn,._ind other similar-programs; and administered through state 1202 commission.
Education and the World of Work
So:erfil.programi- of the Higher Educationai Ave. are designed to
bring together education and the world of work, including, the Col
lege' Work Study program (Part C of Title IV) and-the Cooperative
-Education Program (Title -VIII), In addition, in Subpart 3,of Part A
of Title la the Vocational Education Act authorizes support for- progrinns,of vocational guidance and counseling. \
The Regents believe,AeTroparns to acquaint postsecondary `stu-

dentith. the world of,--,work Cannot be fully effective unless a
specific mechanism -is --s.Put--,in place to coordinate the efforts- au-thorized. We urge,- that such a mechanism in the .form of umbrella
programs be provided in statute to improve the effectiveness of such
1

efforts.

Reaomthendatiom
The Regents recommend amenclinen Ai! Higher Education Act
toiiiithorize po9tsesonclary institutions to create umbrelli programs.
Thege-prograrriswbbld coordinate activities under the College Wor/c
.and Coopc-rative Education prograins- and under the Voca-,
tional Guidanee and Counseling provisions of the Vocatiofial:Education Act. Under this-Mithorization, an institution or a consortium.of
institUtions:'-would sign in ageeinent with the U.S. Cothmissioner, bf
Education to establisIva coordinating office: That -Mike, in conjunction -,with the institution's faculty and students and with perspective
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employers, would he responsible Go- the coordinated planning and
utilization of funds tinder the three programs. Institutions would re,
ce ive-sin administrative allowance for partial funding of
such offices,
Complementary Assistance for Postsecondary Students

Overview
During the past 20 years, the cost of postsecondary education has
spiraled upward. Recognition of this trend has led to state and Federal progams which help to defray education costs for low-income
shidents..As economic conditions have changed, middle-incorrke
families have lost larger shares of their spendable income to inflation. These families also carry a heayy tax burden to provide public
services. Parents in the middle-income braCket now face great dif
ficulties in financing postsecondary education, particularly if more
than one clad is attending a postsecondary institution. At present,
students fr
rniddle-incov families receive few, if any, benefits
from entitlement, programs such as BEOG and New York State's
Tuition Assistance Prop-am which they help to finance.

Tax Deferment
Middle-income parents maybe assisted in providing postsecondary education for their children through a. system of tax deferment.
New York State has displayed initiative in this are The State tax
law has been changed -to authorize Parents and Students Savings
(PASS) plan accoynts. Under this plan, taxpayers may establish a
tax-sheltered account to pay for their dependents' future postsecondary education, contribute to it up to $750 per year, and,exclude the
yearly contribUtion from their gross income, for State tax purposes.
Disbursements from the fund are taxed as part of the income of the
recipient student at the time he or she attends- college.
Recommendation:

Since the PASS plan has been established under state tax law, it is
essential that it be ibcorporated in the Federal personal income tax
law. The Regents recommend that the PASS plan be authorized in
Federal legislation at a contribution level indexed to the amount of
tie Federal income tax exemption so that it can be truly workable.
The Regents have urged Congress to include PASS as part of its tax
relief legislation.
[37]
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Tuition Tax Credit
Interest has been growing in prtoviel n tax relief in the form of tax
credits fOr middle-income parents with children enrolled in postsecondary education. During the 95th Congress, a compromise Tuition
Tax Credit Act of 1978 was reported out by a House-Senate Conference Committee but subsequently rejected by the House. That bill
allowed a tax credit equal to :35 percent of tuition paid up to a celllug of $100 in 1978, $150 in 1979, $250 in 1980 and 1981. -Tuition
paid", was defined as tuition acttially pal d, net of ;My aid not induct,

'able in gross income, Such credit was not to exceed the total tax
due, Tuitien tax credit under this proposal was ;wadable for full-time
underjgaduate sttid,, in 1978 and 1979, and for full- or half-time un-

dergraduate study in subsi4ent years.' Persons eligible for tuition
tax :credit included relatives or nonrelatives paying undergraduate
tuitiou'or self-sUpporting student, with 'such tuition expehses. If two
persons contributed to the undergraduate tuition payments of astu-

dent, the credit Was prorated. No credit was allowed for graduate
study. Credit for undergraduate study terminated in 1981.
'Despite the number of tuition tax relief proposals made, the 95th
Congress was unable to reach agreement on a compromise measure.
ever, enactment of a tax reform package underscored tax relief
as 41 major Maio' nal priority. The Regents urge the 96th Congress to
pass an amendment which would include the cost of postsecondary
ion services as 'a part of' tax relief. The benefits from tax relief
for xistsecondary education costs will accrue both to families and to
nu:Minions of higher education.
Several variations of tax relief have been' advanced. The most..
prominent are tax deductions, tax credits, tax deferments, amortized
tax credits, and tax credit/deduction options.

A tax deduction, which lowers the amount of taxable income,
would provide some relief for middle-income taxpayers. No recent
hills incorporating a tax deduction have generated widespreadsupport.

A tax credit, on the other hand, is a credit ag.iinst tax liability.
.r an individual's t;ixes
calculated, nix credits are subtracted
from the amount owed. Credits can be targeted on. middle-income
gr
by graduating the amount of credit at the higher income
. Tax credit pi ms are simple and involve almost no administrative costs. The major disadvantage of a tax credit is that it offers nothing
low-income families with little or no tax liability. However,
these students already have access to many forms of aid.
Amortized tax credits are not considered seriously because- the
administrative costs would be high for relatively little 'benefit. Like
ley
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ledUction. the tax credit or deduction option, one of which a
taxpayer could choose, has not generated widespread support in recent years. The tat _deferment concept has been endorsed by the
Regents in the form of the New York State Parents and Students
Savings Plan and would he a suitable supplement to a tuition tax
credit.
The tax credit has great potential for meeting the needs of parents
I institutions. It would serve these goals:
I. Assisting middle-income families to finance the education of
their children;
2. Aiding postsecondary institutions to recruit students from
middle-income families: and
3.

Promoting economic stability.

These goals are interrelated. Most middle-income families hop_ e to
educate their children. but the- costs are increasingly high at both
public and independent institutions. The burden is greater than ever
because rising educational costs are coinciding with a period of -sibling overlap" in which children tend to be closer in age and many
families have more than one childAn college at the same time. A tax'
credit would help alleviate this burden. For example, in the 1978
the estirifated Median latnily income in New York State was about
$18.000. A 'child, who..e family's gross income is $18,000 would be

eligible for teTuition Assistance Program (TAP) grant from New York
State of $1,100 against a tuition bill of $3,500 at an independent

stitution. -Parents would need to provide $2,400 .for tuition, plus
support of the other expenses of attendance, At a public institution
the .student would get $200 from TAP, leaving a tuition mill of KM
plus support of the other expen.es of -atteadance, Median income
families have difficulty affording the tuition at both public and inde-

pendent institutions without further assistance. A student from a
family with an income of $18,000 would be eligible for a BEOG
award of no more than about $700 against cost of attendance.

The tuition differential between independent and Public institutions now approaches about fiver to one. Nationwide, this has tesultedin fewer choices for most students. If imlependent institutions
are firced to close, the cost to the public will he great because of
the large 'taxpayer subsidy of the education of students at public institutions.
A higher education tuition. tax credit would also assist in promot-

ing economic stability m several ways. It wonld help protect and in
some instances create jobs within postsecondary education; a significant factor itr New 'York State where there are Over 75.000 faculty
members and where two percent of the work force. is .employed by
[39]
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postsecondary institutions. More important, it would give students,
spouses, and displaced workers the opportunity to prepare or retrain
for employment.

To have any real impact, a higher education tuition tax credit
would have to be close to $500, the sum previously proposed in the
95th Congress. To targe this -credit on middle-income families, the
amount of credit would be reduced by 5.6 percent of income in exCess of $31,000 adjusted gross income. Thus, the credit would decrease to zero at an adjusted gross income of $40,000.
Recommendation:

The Regents urge the 96th Congress to enact a tuition tax credit
for postsecondary education (See Table B). A $500 maximtun tuition
tax credit should be structured in the following manner: 20 percent

credit on the first $1,000 of tuition expenses and 100 percent of all
tuition expenses over $1.000'up to in additional $300, for a total
credit of $500. The $500 maximum should be reconsidered filler
diree years to reflect inflation.
The 'percentages are calculated not. only to aid middle - income

families, but also to support families sending students to independent institutions. Nationwide, undergraduate tuition at public institutions is $587 for in-state residents; at independent institutions it
is about $2,500. Under this tax credit plan, a family with New York's
estimated median income of $18,000 and one student at such a public institution, would get a 8117 credit, while such a .family with a
student at an independent institution would get a $500 credit. In
New York, where lower-division tuition at the State University of
New YorVis $750. a full-time student from such a family wou1,1 receive $200 from the Tuition Assistance Prograka, but probably no
Basic Educational' Opportunity Grant; tie tax credit would provide
an additional $150. At an independent institution in New York with
ai tuition of $3,500, such a hill-time student would get a TAP award

of $1.100, and a Basic Educational Onortunity Grant of about $
The tas credit would provide an additional $500.
This credit Would be for tuition exrenses net of grants for tuition:
Expenses such as fees, books, transportation, meals, and lodging are

excluded.

The tax credit approach advanced here would not lx limited to
colleges and univeiiities, but would also apply to business, trade,
technical, and vocational institutions dilly chartered or certified
within the.ir respective states. It would be applicable to both fulltime and part-time attendance. Multiple credits would-be allowed
based on

the number of persons from a family attending Postsecondlz
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ary institutions. Additionally, the tax credit would accrue to anyone
paying for a dependent's ei:fiation whether a relative or not The
tax credit could not be claimed both by a self-supporting student
and by that student's parents.; however. If more than one taxpayer
shared costs, each could claim a prorated amount of the tax credit.

Staff DevelopmentTitle V
Title.V of the Higher Education Act includes three sections which
authorize staff development programs: 1) Section-53,1, continuing the

National Teiicher Corps; 2) Section 532, establishing the Teacher
Centers Program: and 3) Section 533: authorizing grants for certain
higher education members. For fiscal 1978 and fiscal 1979 the National Teacher Corps has been allocated $37.5 million; the National
Teacher Corps has been allocated $37.5 million; the Teacher Centers Prograins was allocated $8.25 million in FY 1978, and $12.6 million for FY 1979 no- appropriation was provided for grant foi collegiate faculty.
Sections 531 and 532 address the recognized need for continued

education of the staff of the public schools. New and improved
teaching Methods and inaterials, modiication in curi=iculum and
school organization; and the rapid changes brought about by economic, technological, cultural, and social forces are just, some of the
factors that present a continuing challenge to maintaining the curreney'of school personnel.

Because of limited market for teacher services- has stabilized
school staffs, schools can no longer rely on art infusion of new ideas
from recently'prepared teachers-. In the five years between 197172
and 197677, the number of New York public school teachers under

years old dropped by 12;2 percent. Yet 56.3 percent of allteachers in 1976 17 were forty years old or less. From 1971-72 to
197C 77, the proportion of public school teachers with permanent
teaching certificates rose from 54 percent to 84.6 percent in New
York. State. A consequence of these trends is that, over the next ten
years, the majority of the public school teaching force in the State
will be individuals who ;iresf currently in the da.smomand who are
no longer required to pursue additional study for certification, Local
districts suffering under financial constraints increasingly are unable
to provide financial reimbursement for staff who continue their educations.
.

Title V encompasses only a fraction of the Federal support addres
stall development. Support for staff development also is in-

cluded in inch legislation as Title

1

of the Elementary and Sec-
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nclary Education .Act, Metric Education, Consumer Education; and
Vocational Education. While the Federal initiative and support for
staff development is significant, it is also scattered and uncoordinated. Funds are appropriated on a categorical basis and have varY:
ing time schedules for making application, obtaining approval, and
expendtrig the funds. In New York '7r:tate:the Education Department
.atterripting
identify efficient a-- ' effective ways to organize staff
developrn,,Int. To do so would provide an opportunity to better address Federal, State, and local objectives. Federal programs should
be planned and implemented _in a way that takes into consideration
their impact on state policies.

The negents are aware of the constraints placed on the use of
Federal staff development funds by the categorical nature of the
fu rids and by the restrictions on the commingling of funds.. However, neither constraint need adversely affect a more orderly approach co the more systematic and comprehensive provision of staff
development programs derived_ from the needs of pupils in the
schools

The enactment of a National Staff Development Act would serve
thr,i na(lonal interest by coordinating the use of Federal funds and
maintaining the purpose for which the funds are appropriated. The
recommended legislation would support present planning efforts of
many states and stimulate others to provide adequate plans for the
use of such funds and to be held accountable for achieving the proposed results.
Recommendation:

The Regents recommend enactment of a National Staff Development Act which would:
1.

Establish Federal policy on the need for staff
staff development to
meet Federal priorities..
Create a National Staff Development Fund to marshal all 'Federal hinds apprnpriated to staff development through categorical
-programs, formula awards, and other sources. The fond would
coordinate the awarding of Federal staff development funds
through designated state agencies upon presentation by the
states of comprehensive plans to insure that staff development
programs are consistent with Federal and state priorities derived from pupil, needs.

Financial Assistance for the Purchase of Ingtructional Equipment

for the Improvement of Undergraduate InstructionTitle VI -A.
The Higher Education Act's VI-A authorizes matching grants
for the purchase of instructional equipment to improve under[43]
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graduate instruction in public and independent higher education institutions. Purchases may fall into two categories. Category I is for
the purchase of laboratory al.d other special equipment and materialsi- Category II is for the purchase of television equipment and
materials for closed-circuit direct instruction.

The program is intended to help meet the increasing financial
needs of postsecondary institutions for the purchase of equipment to

improve undergradtiate instruction in both new and existing programs. Funds appropriated by Congress are allotted by formula to
the states and territories and subsequently distributed to their respeetive colleges and universities in accordance with application
ranking procedures set forth in each state plan and administered by
a state commission.
Since 1966, Title VI-A has assisted New York postsecondary institutions with the, acquisition of instructional equipment costing
$22.5 million. Federal grants represent one-half of this amount. Our
institutions' willing_ ess to match Federal monies is evident in the
fact that the total grant' requests each year always" have been More

than twice the amount of the State allotment. Each year total grant
requests have exceeded $1.5 million.
Continued funding for Title VI-A is essential to enable institutions
to purchase the instruction equipment they need to keep pace with
'rapidly changing instructional technologies and obsolescence of existing equipment. These needs- often cannot be met fully from current
operating budgets. For the past four years funding has been at the
$7.6 million level ,-6i one-half of what it was at the start of the prod
gram in 1966. Taking inflation into account, the 1976 appropriation
was .able to fund only about 20 percent' as much equipment as the
1966 appropriation did.

Recorrim. idations:

1. The Education Amendments of 1976 (PL 9482) reauthorized
Title VI -A through FY 1979 at existing authorization levels of
$60 million per year for laboratory and special equipment and
$10 million per year for television equipment and instructional
materials. Legislation should reauthorize this prog= beywrd
1.979.

2. The Regents recommend for Title VI-A an appropriation of at
least $15 million. This level is essential to keep the progrun
viable. Increases to adjust for inflation should be made periodically.

[4-11
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Construction, Renovation and Modernization
of Academic Faci l ties T de V1<1
The Education Amendments of 1976 extended Title VII through
FY 1979 at the existing authorization level: $300 million for each fiscal year fur grants for undergraduate facilities under Part A $89 million for grants for graduate facilities under Part B; and $200 million
for loans under Part C. The purposes of the Title were altered to
include renovation and modemizatL.,n along with construction. Atithorization is given for use of Title VII funds for reconstruction and
renovation projects if the primary purpose of the project is to
economize in the use of energy or to conform to the requirements of
the Architectural Barriers Act of 1968. Title VII funds also may be
Used to enable institutions tomeet the costs and requirements of
environmental protection, safety: and health programs mandated by
Federal. state, or loxal law.
Approximately $5,75 billion has been invested in higher education
facilities in New York State. It would cost :almost twice that amount
to replace these facilitieS today. Federal grant and loan programs
have made a substantial contribution to this investment between
1965 and 1973. In spite of this impressive sum and projected declining enrollments: the postseccindary institutions fn our State still have
capital needs for academic space. For example, the senior colleges of
The City University of New York need $250- million in new construction to -alleyiate serious overcrois:"ng of existing space.. All
postsecondary institutions, public and independent, require an estimated $852 million for compliance with the requirements of Section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act, renovation, rehabilitation, and modernization of existing space. If deferral of maintenance is extended too
long, the cost of rehabilitating facilities will hevome prohibitive. It
may exceed their value.
With the exception of Part A, for which no funds have been appropriated since 1973, no part of this Title has been funded since
.

1968.

Construction of Academic FacilitiesTitle.V

Part A

Part A of this Title (formerly-Title I of Higher Education Facilities
Act of 1963) authorizes grants of up to 40 percent of the eligible cost
of construction and renovation of undergraduate academic facilities
and student health care facilities for hij,her education institutions.
This program is administered at th4 state level. ,Yearly allotments
are made-- to the states mul territories by ,formula. Applications are
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recommended for grants in accordance with provisions contained in
the state OA for Title VILA. As the New York State Postsecondary
Education Cominission, the Regents administer this program in New
York.

Between 1965 and 1974 grants totaling $148 million were awarded
to 105 public and independent restitutions. Thirty-two million idolwas reserved lor Public Community Colleges and Technical 1n-stances while the remaining $115 million went to all other institutions. The total facilities development cost for these projects is esti7
mated as $863 million; the Federal grants, provided about 17 percent
of this total. Fifty-three percent of the projects funded were science
and library buildings.
Fifty-three percent of the Public Com nunity College grant funds
went to institutions enrolling less than 3,000 full-time 'equivalent
students; the remaining 47' percent went to larger institutions.
Fifty-one percent of the total grant funds for all other institutions
went to those enrolling less than 4,000 full-time equivalent students.
The remaining 49 percent went to larger institutions.
Forty-three percent of the total grant funds went to institutions in
the Metropolitan New York and Long Island regions, where population pressures for increasing enrollments predominated. The remaining-57 percent was distributed generally throughout (he State.,
Fifty-two percent of-the total want funds went to independent institutions; 48 percent went to public institutions.

Grants for Construction of Graduate Academic FacilitiesTitle
VII, Part B
Part 13 of this Title (formerly Title-11 of the Higher Education Facilities
Act of 1963) authorizes grants to institutions of higher education to assist
them in improving existing graduate schools and cooperative graduate
centers, and in establishing graduate schnols and cooperative graduate
centers of excellence. These schools and centers increase the supply of

highly qualified personnel needed_ by communities, industries, and
governments and for teaching and research. This program is adminisecl directly by the 1T.S. Office of Education.
Between 1975 ant: 1969, New York institutions received 24 grants for
total development cost of
graduate facilities totaling, $24.5 million.
these fiicilities was about $200 million.The progra has not been funded
since 1969.

Many icaclemic facilities are designed for both undergraduate and
Linde programs and would be eligible now for grants limier both Part

A and Part B. The needs of both underwaduate.and graduate facilities
[461
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for renovation, rehabilitation, and conversion to meet the requirements
of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act or the Architectural Barriers Act

are probably equal, and are great. Where new construction can be
justified, there are great economies in the design and operation of
multipurpose buildings.
Recommendations,

1. The Regents recommend that Parts A, and 0 of Title VII be
consolidated into a single program that authorizes the renovation, modernization, and construction of undergraduate and,

graduate academic facilities. That program should he authorized beyond 1979.

2. The Regents recommend that projects to replace, renovate,
and rehabilitate existing facilities be given highest priority.
New construction would be eligible for aid only to complete
building program; planned by institutions no later than 1978_
for current enrollment levels.

Loans for Construction of Academic FacilitiesTitle VII, Part C,
Section 741

Part C, Section 741 of the Title (formerly Title III of the :Iigher
Education Facilities Act of 1963) authorizes loans to institutions of
higher education and to higher education building agencies for construction and renovation of academic facilities.
Between 1965 and 1968, New York institutions received 36 loans
totaling nearly $58.6 million. No loans have been made since 1968.
Twenty million dollars has been released from the loan- insurance
fund for FY 1978. Current loan interest is expected to be at the cur
rent rate for short-term .S. Treasury' borrowing.
Both public and independent institutions in recent years
found it
difficult, if not impossible, to borrow funds from conventional sources.
Even if these sources become available again interest rates are increas,in Band in most instances will exceed the rate charged for Federal funds.
Recommendations:

The Regents recommend that:

Legislation authorizing this program beyond.I979 be enacted.
2. Full funding be provided at the authorized level
of $200 million for
FY 1979 and beyond. It is difficult to estimate what New York
State's share of this amount would be; however, 7 to 8 percent
1.

-seems reasonable,

1471
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Annual Interest Grants for Construction of Academic Facilities
Tide VII, Part C, Section 745
Part C. Section 745 of this Title (formerly Title III of the Higher
Education Facilities Act of 1963) is intended to maximize the participation of private lenders in proviCing postsecondary institutions
or building agencies with long-term financing, -needed to construct
academic facilities. Section 745 also assists such institutions or building agencies in reducing the cost of borrowing from private sources
by making Federal grants during the life of the loan. This grant as-

sistance cannot exceed the diflerencc between the average annual
debt service required on a loan from a non-Federal source and the
average annual debt service if the Joan were obtained at 3 percent.
Under this program, state allotments are not made, but no state may
receive more than 12.5 percent of the ayailable funds.

in, period of high interest rates, this prop-am has been of great
benefit to institutions in substanti reducing debt service for the
constriction and rehabilitation of academie facilities.
Recommendatiore

The Regents strongly urge that appropriations of $620 minion
under this program he reinstated at the FY 1972 level,

Academic Facilities Loan Insurance
Tide VII. Part C. Section 746
Part C, Section 746 of this Title authorizes the Commissioner to
ire the payment of interest and principal on loans for the construction of academie facilities. Such loans must be obtained by nonprofit independent institutions of higher education and nonprofit
private higher education building agencies. This program would
greatly assist nonprofit independent institutions, of higher education
in securing v-ademic facility construction loans from private sources
at 'most favorable .terms and interest rates. It also would ease the
burdens of debt service.
RecoMkiendation:

The_Regcnts recommend that his program be impleme

Assistance in Major Disaster- AreasTitle VII, Part D

Part D of this Titlq authorizes the Commissioner tc carry out a
program of assistance to public institutions of lrigher education when the
[48]
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Office of Emergency Planning determines that n institution is within an
area which has suffered a major disaster.
Nonprofit independent institutions are excluded from Part D benefits. Nevertheless, disasters in New York State caused hy tropical storms
in July 1972 and in October 1975 found several independent institutions
suffering major damages and losses,
Recommendation;

The Regents recommend that nonprofit independent institutions of
higher education be included.

Graduate EducationTitle IX
Support of excellence in graduate education -,as a national resource

should be given a very high priority because the nation's need for
cultivation of the highest level of scholarship cannot be minimized. In
additionto the support of research to graduate institutions, it is important that excellence be fostered in graduate education. Title IX is intended to pursue such excellence. Its provisions are consistent with
New York's policies toward graduate education. While the Regents urge

certain amendments to Title LX, its orogramsespecially Parts A and

Fshould be funded.
Part A of Title LX authorizes grants of up to 66 2/3 percent of the cost of

prow-arris to strengthen, improve, and, where necessary, expand the
quality of graduatP: and professional Programs leading to advanced degrees.(other than medical degrees).
Recommendation:

1. The Regents recommend that Parts A, C, D, and F of Title IX-he
reauthorized and funded.

2. The authorization in Section 903 should be broadened to include the use of funds for the development of proposed or

existing graudate- and professional programs of high quality and

nee 1, offered by single institutions or by consortia of instituIn the selection of institutions or individuals to receive aid, the
state 1202 commission should have a mandated role to assure
consistzncy between proposals for funding and state policy.
4. Part B should not be reauthorized in its present form. In its place,

the Regents recommend that authorization and funding of a
Federal/state partnership to support graduate programs. This
partnership should take the form of a program to provide Yederal

st-of instruction grants to doctoral institutions in those statei
dfat establish state doctoral felloWship programs, based on Merit,
of up to $6,000 per year for tuition and maintenance, to no more
[49]
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than 20 percent of the full-time doctoral students enrolled at
institutions in the state. Such cost of education grants would be
made to institutions on the basis of the number of such fellowship
holders enrolled multiplied by $2,500, or the rate of the maintenance payment, whichever should be available only to instit&ions
'shed such Merit-based doctoral fellowship
in states that es
programs.

.

.

State Postsecondary Edlication CommissionsTitle'
State Postsecondiary Education Commissions C 1 26 2 Commission ")
ection 1202 of the Higher Education Act. The
were established by Section_
Commissions provide a comprehensive State-level planning board for
postsecondary educatiora; policy. Membership of the 1202 Commission
is broadly and equitabl y representative of the-States citizens as well as of

-

punk: and private nonprofit and proprietary postsecondary institutions
-- in the State: The 1202 Commissions are empowered to establish committees and task forces and to utilize existing agencies and organizations
in gathering expertise from institutions, interest groups and segments of
1,iciety most concurrent with the Commissions ones.
These Commissions playa pivotal role in pr9viding necessary coordination of State; Federal. and institutional prokrams in the State. This
includes cOmprehensive planning necessary for improved coordination
of resources and resource e...pansion to provide postsecondary educational opportunity for all who can benefit from such further education.
New York state's 1202 Commission, the Hoard of Regents, has a significant record of success. At a time when more, rather than less, coordination among Federal, State, and institutional postsecondary programs is
necessary, elimination of the 1202 Commission would be
counterproductive. Instead, Federal incentives should be provided to
build the coordination capacities of these Commissions in all states.
mendation:
The Regents recommend that the 1202 Commission be retained and

that Federal incentives be provided to strengthen the CoMmission's
coordinating capabilities for. State, Federal, and institutional programs.

Aeo=editation and Institutional Eligibility

There is-a gi,iwing need tin a close Federal- state partnership in
evaluatingthe iivality Of 7-)G-Asecondary institutions, the adequacy of,
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institutional practices and procedures, and institutional eligibility for
participation in various Federal programs. Such a partnership is essential to assure that all institutions participating in Federal programs meet
Federal eligibility standards and operate programs in accordance with

public policy.
TO he eligible for Federal postsecondary assistance. institutions currentlycmust be accredited by an accrediting agency recognized by the
U.S, COmmissioner of Education or must generate credit accepted for
transfer bYsthree or more accredited institutions. The Regents believe
that an alternative accreditation process must be considered. That alternative should 'Make available stronger' assurances about institutional
quality and integrity in determining eligibility andgso that students in
legitimate nontraditional programs can participate in Federal programs.
.1t is significant that in New York where the Regents are a nationally
recognized accrediting agency, Bear's Guide-to Non-Trig-ditto-nal De-grecs states tip :t there are no' degree mills,'diploma mills, and questionable institutio.,
operation.
.

Recommendation:

The Regents recommend that the eligibility system described below
be adopted as an alternative that would exist in parallel with the present
accreditation requirements. Such a revision would give institutions an
optional way of achieving eligibility and, therefore, reduce pressures for
mandatory- accreditation by voluntary agencies, and create a better
determination mechanism than the present option of acceptance of
transfer ,credits.
An appropriate state agency would be designated in each state as a
federally recognized approving agency to approve (or accredit) postsecondary educational institutions (as defined in Section 435 of the Higher
Education Act of 1965, as amended) and eligible vocational institutions,

or the programs (courses of study or curricula) of such institution.
Decisions of the agency would be relied upon by a Federal officer or
agency in connection with participation in any program of Federal
assistance to postsecondary or vocational educational institutions or'

their students, by way of grants, contracts, loans, or loan insurance or
guarantee administered by any agency of the Federal government; and
any program under which continuation r,f Federal payment is conditioned on attendance at a postsecondary or vocational institution. 42
Each state (as defined in Section.1201 of the Higher Education Act of
1965, as amended) would designate an existing state agency or commis
sion to be the federally recognized approving agency for this purpose in
the state./The. agency to be designated would be either:
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(a) a-state-approving Agency for the Veterans Administration; or
(b) a state agency determined by the U.S. Commissioner of Education

to be a reliable authority as to the quality of public postsecondary
vocational education, pursuant to Section 438 (b) of the Higher Educa-----tion---Art-of-i96r -asamen-cled;- or

(c) a state commission established or designated pursuant to Section
1202 bf the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended.
The U.S. Commissioner of Education would promulgate criteria for
`the recognition as a reliable authority as to the quality of the education or
training offered and as to the integrity of the institution or program, of
the agency or commission designated by each state.
The U.8. Commissioner of Education would recognize-each designated state agency or commission which is a reliable authority with

respect to quality and integrity in accordance with the criteria pro
'recognition to each designated state
agency or commission which the Commissioner believes is making
substantial progress toward meeting such criteria. The Commissioner

--naulpted:arid grail

would annually publish in the Federal Register a list of those designated
state agencies which are recognized as meeting the criteria and a list of
those designated state agencies which are provisionally recognized.
At any time a designated state agency or compifssion is recognized by

the U.S. Commissioner of Education as substantially meeting the
criteria promulgated, a state may designate that agency or commission
as the state-approving agency for theAieterans Administration.
The Federal Trade Commission -Would have no jurisdiction over any
postsecondary educational or vocational institution which is approved
(or accredited) (or whose programs, courses of study, or curricula are so
approved or accredited) by a designated state agency or commission
recognized by the U.E;'; Commissioner of Education as substantially
meeting the criteria he protnulgates.
The U.S. Compissioner would be authorized to make grants to any
designated state agency or commission which is recognized or provisionally recognized to assist in carrying out its duties. Such grants would
not exceed'the appropriation made by the state for the support of such
activities.

IV. HEALTH MANPOWER LEGISLATION
The Health Professions Educational Assistance Act of 1976
The Health Professions Educational Assistance Act (HPEAA) of 1976
represented a major policy departure for the Federal government and a
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broad set of opportunities and challenges for students and institutions in
health-related fields. Many the programs for which the Act provides
carry initial authorizations w
expire in 1980.
From World War II to
the
I
1970's,the focus of Fcderallealth.______
---

manpower policy was on increasing the numbers of practitioners. In
addition to increasing places in professional schools for American stu-

dents, there were policies to encourage the immigration of foreigneducated physicians. The thrust of IIPEAA has to do with the distribution a health personnel rather than with increasing the number entering practice. The most intense debates and most difficult compromises
prior. to enactment had to do with issues of distribution and with public
need. The declaradon of policy set out at the beginning of the Act reveals
these concerns by focusing on the Federal responsibility in assuring the
availability and proper distribution of well:qualified_healthprofessionAs, particularly in the field of primary care.
To give effect to these policies, Congress authorized major new or

expanded programs of scholarship and loan assistance. These were of
suchipotential magnitude that they altered traditional patterm of financ;
ing education for medicine, osteopathy, dentistry, veterinary, inedir.Lne,
nursing, optometry, podiatry, public health, and pharmacy. The Act

established the National Health Service Corps, in which holders of
scholarships are obliged tp serve as commissioned officers of the U.S..
Piiblic Health Service. Through this program recipients of loans (or
volunteers) are encouraged to serve on assignment in health manpower
Shortage areas. These areas include public or nonprofit private inedical
facilities, service to specific population groups, and urban and rural

.

locations. Grants for the establishment of departments of family
medicine; for traineeships and fellOwships in primary care areas; for
preparation of physician's assistants, nurse practitionels, dental auxiliaries, and others were also provided for by the Act.
The potential of HPEAA for major impact upon the financing of
education for the health professions is suggested by factors such as the
following:-

National Health Service Corps Scholarship Program
Aid for tuition and other educational expenses is provided to eligible

students of medicine, dentistry, and nursing, and (if needed by the
National Health Service Corps) podiatry, optometry, pharmacy, veterinary medicine, public health, health administration and certain other
health fields. These students are also eligible for a stipend which currently exceeds $40o a month. In FY 1979, funding is provided for 2,500
new scholarships in medicine and osteopathy, 400 in dentistry, 385 in

4

[53]
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several areas and levels' of nursing, as well as 55 in pt .
nutrition, speech pathology and audiology, and medical

Guaranteed Loans
Under the Health Education Assistance Goan (HEAL) vogram,
dents of medicine, osteopathy, dentistry, veterinary medicine, opu.ry
try, pOdian-y, or public health may receive loans to a maximum al
$10,000 per year (gross total $50,000). Students of pharmacy may receive loans up to $7.500 per year (gross total $37,500). Rep_ ayment mug

be made over a 10- to-15-year period, beginning nine months after
completion of education (including internships or residency trainin
Capitation and Other Payments to; Institutions
Capitation_payments_are_provided for medicine, osteopathy, and
dentistry at $2,000 per stude,--it: veterinary medicine at $1,450; public
health at $1,400; podiatryat $985: optometry at $765; and pharmacy at
$695. These payments are ma& on the basis of the number of full-time
students enrolled at the beginning of the fiscal year, with the requirement that the number enrolled be not less than the number enrolled in
1976. S'art -all/assistance to medical, osteopathic, and dental schools is
available under the Act. Assistance to institutions undergoing serious
financial stress is available to these schools and also td schools in most
other health-related areas.
The potential of the legislation, or making an early and significant
impact on the distribution of physicians and other health professionals
among fields of specialization as well as geographically is indicated by
provisions such as the \ following:

Scholarship holders incur obligated services in the National Health
Service Corps, as -commissioned officers or civilian members. for a
pbriod of years equal to the years the scholarship is held. Failure to
complete the period of obligated service entitles the United States to
recover from the individual a sum -equal to three times the total amount
of money paid to or in behalf of the individual; plus interest, prorated
according to the portion otime served. ,A further inducement is pro
-_
vide
to remain in the shortage area after completiOn of
obligated service, however, through a Mechanisth for paying $12,500 for
one year and $25,000 for two years of continued- service in the under,

served area. In the initial yeari, many of the scholarships went to
upperclassmen and women who noware ready to enter obligated service. The -number of new scholarships available in fiscal 1978-79 in
medicine (2,500) is about 15 percent of the approximately 16,000 physicians graduating each year in the nationea significkit proportion of the
graduatiag class.
[54]
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Capitation grants are conditioned both upon maintenance of enrollment of first-year students aetlie level of 1976 and upon the attainment
by 1980 of acond ition in which 50 percent oldie filled first-year positions
itYCI irectoraffilia tcd7nerl icatre sid cricypwigni s are loth e primary care
areas of general internal medicine, family medicine, or general pediatrics.

Authorizaton and available funding permits the Secretary of
ifinilth,Educ;.ition and Welfare to underwrite the formation and development of new programs in family medicine and for preparation
of physicians' assistants, dental auxiliaries, occupational and Indus
trial health professionals. Similarly; authorization and funding is
available for creating and underwriting new traineeships and fellowships in primary care and certain other fields.
The Act requires tlw-Slicretary to establiSli-a-prOgram to Collect,
compile, and analyze data on health professions personnel, initially
to include all physicians and dentists but to be expanded at the Secretary's discretion to include information pertaining comprehensively
to other health professionals. Such data shall include d_ ata respecting the training, licensure status . . place or places of practice,
professional specialty, 'practice characteristics, place and date of
birth, sex, and socioeconomic background of health professions personnel a.id such other demographic inforMation regarding health
professions personnel as the Secretary may require." Such information is to come froin appropriate local, state, and Federal agencies

and sources; it may be produced under contract with appropriate
state agencies. When implemented, this program will significantly
assist state-level as well as national assessment and planning.

In March 1976, the Regents issued their comments and 'recommendations on health manpower programs and issues than in the
later stages of Congressional study and debate, prior to enactment of
the Health Professions Educational Assistance Act. The legislation
adopted reflects in major. degree the spirit and even, specific positions urged by the Regents. In some respects, HPEAA makes provi_sion for programs in a direction urged by the Regents but extending
even farther than the Regents proposed.
Yet, because of necessary start-up lime and because of apPropriation

levels well below the levels authorized, the programs en-

visioned in the Act remain to become fully operative and effective.
A significant illustration of this lag relates to the HEAL program of
guaranteed-loans for health professions student final-regulations for

which had not been published in late August P978. Despite the
.seeming generosity of provisions with respect to the borrowing that
is authorized by this program, evident factors that make the useful[55]
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ness and popularity of this program questionable include the facts
that (1) there is no interest subskly at any time. aft, r the loan is
made; -M there- is=no-lirrritatiorcon -the l rite reltrTifiTha rgelible short

of the 12 percent maximum provided by technical. an- endments
adopted in 1978, and the interest cost likely to be incurred by students will undoubtedly exceed 10 percent and may be as much as 12
percent; and (3) even at 10- to 12- percent interest, there are only
limited indications of readiness of banks to make these loans. Thus,
in spite of the seeming attractiveness of the proralir its effectiveness
remains to he seen.
Recommendation:
It seems essential that additional time be provided for the implementation awl-development of the many highly significant features of this
far-reaching legislation. Extension for at least two years of all of the
program authorizations of 1IPEAA is logical and, the Regents urge, in
the public interest.

Nurse Training Act

The veto of the Nurse Training Act represents a serious loss to
nursing students, to nut sing education, and ,to patient care in the
State. Thi'S Act was designed to maintain the supply of nurses, to
improve geographic distribution of nursing staff/power, and to increase the numbers of nurses with advanced training. In FY 1977,
this legislation provided $11.4' million of Federal support to New
York State students and nursing programs. A large share ',of: that
support went to students. Many of these students will be unable to
continue their -professional training without Federal assistance.'

New York State's major need for nurse training focuses on the
present training levels of nursing professionals and on problems of
staff-power distribution. The present training level of large numbers
of nurses is inadequate in New York 3tate's changing environment of
patient care. This State is placing an increased emphasis on alterna-

tives to highest institutional health care such as home care and
community outreach programs. Home me can be provided by the
family with the support of a visiting nurse. It may also be provided
by an unlicensed person or home health aid under the.supervision of
a registered nurse, Many nurses in the_State hold hospital diplomas
or associate. degrees which equip them for work in 'structured institutional 'environments. Insufficient numbers of our nurses have
[56]
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bachelor's degrees or higher degrees which equip them for commuservice_ In. New-York-State visiting nurse associations and rinklic health departments, which play a major role in providing alterna-

tive care, are required to hire nurses with bachelor's degrees in
nursing. These nurses have social science, leadership, and change
agent training .necessary for work with families and communities.
Moreover, nurses with advanced training are equipped for positions
as nursing supervisors, clinical nurse specialists, and nursing administrators in large nursing service settings or schools of nursing,
nurses with advanced degrees may become nurse practitioners,

capable of performing some aspects of the physician's role by
evaluating.the-complete-state of a-patients health Nursing research
can he undertaken only by nurses with advanced degrees.
The Nurse .Training Act provided funding for graduate nursing

programs u well as student loans for advanced study. The Act
granted capitation funds based on enrollment for the three types of
programs which prepare students for admission to the Z`registered
nursing examination. Additional funding within the Aet's special
projects supported development. of training programs for nurses'
upwaid _educational mobility and -for nurses' cpntinning education
necessary for high quality patient care. -Eliminating Federal support
for advanced nurse training limits the quality and quantity of home,
health care -..nd community health care available in New York State.
ThoSe most directly affected will be disadvantaged families, senior
citizens, and chronically disabled persOns in urban and rural areaswho rely- on .the visiting nurse or public health nurse to provide or
monitor health care.
A second nurse training problem faced by-New York State is distributional. Nurses are concentrated in some areas of the State while

other areas suffer from nursing staff shortages. Nurses tend to remain in the areas in which they, are educated. The Nurse Training'
Act improved the distribution of nursing staff power by providing
capitation grants to sustain enrollments in nursing programs across
the State. Many of these two-year colleges and bachelor's degree
programs counted heavily on capitation funds. Without Federal support, these programs may be too costly for institutions to retain. If
nurse`' training programs are eliminated, numbers of nurses will become concentrated around a few training cente, Nursing staffpower in shortage areas will deteriorate.
A- third consideration stemming from the veto of the Act is the
elimination of special projects which served the disadvantaged.
Under this program disadvantaged students with potential nursing
skills were recruited, provided with extra services (such as ,tutoring

S
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-----and-counsefirra --and given a stipend which sustained their profes-

sional training. Without Federal support, many disadvantaged stt
dents will be unable to continue their education. A door to equal
educational opportunity in the field of nursing will be closed.
Unemployment rates for new nursing graduates are surprisingly
low both nationally and in New York State. In both cases, the rates
are le'is than the 3 percent often considered n "full employment..
situation. Recent 'Changes in the immigration law will reduce the influx of internationally educated nurses which has made a significant
impact on nursing soff-power availability in our State in the past__
--Should-a riatintial- healthinsurance plan be enacted, the need for
nurses would increase dramatically. This is particularly true in New
York State which must proyide care for large concentrations of high
need-populations.
Recommendation:

The Regents support early reconsideration of the Nurse Training
Act as Passed by the 95th Congress to proiride uninterrupted, essen.
tial support to New York States nursing students and nursing pro;grams. Even without- increases in fUnding over previous law, this
-m.Aest support makes a significant contribution to sustaining oppor-,-.
tunities for students, the quality of health care, and low-cost health
cue options in the State.

V. CHILD HEALTH ASSURANCE PROGRAhi
protecting the he xlth of children helps to protect the educational

investment in children. The Regents dive high priority to child

health programs through which barriers to learning are removed or
reduced. Such progyams must be readily accessible to.all Children
and should focilus on all aspects of child health physical, dexelopmental, social and mental.
Several efforts are underway in New York State to improve child
health through better school health programs. A major related Fe.dere effort, however, still lies outside the school. This -is the child
Health Assurance Program (CHAP), Title XIX of the Social Security
"Act. 'CHAP ensures that children from birth to 21, who are eligible
Medicaid, receive periodic health 'appraisals, preventive inaintenance, referral, tracking, and adequate treatment When they are
CHAP's program of preventive child health care authorizes Federal
reimbursements to providers of such services. Schools are not ell07;
ble to become proiiiders of CHAP services.
--[58}
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The wisdom of preventive health care and maintenance is gaining
acceptance in the attempt to constrain health care costs. Investment
in preventive care for children reduces long-range 'dental and hospitalation costs to families, as well as opportunity cost of absenteeism for children and schools. There is a growing recognition that
schools can provide effective access to children for care providers
and greater access to care for children.
Problems of access to health care particularly affect children in
urban and rural areas. Some of these problems result from parents'
inability to afford costly_ preventive health careUnderconditions of
urban or rural poverty, the family's major financial commitment is
made to survival. Health care is-a luxury. Multiple dernancts 'on parents' time in single-parent families, or in families 'of two; working
Parents, also preclude access 'td health care for children. The problem of child care for sibling_ s while parents of, large families seek
health services for a single child also imposes barriers. likewise,

disadvantaged parents may be unwilling to endure the massprocessing atmosphere and lengthy waiting periods sometimes associated with 'clinic services. IL is. equally difficult fa 'them to undergo
the financial penalty and social discomfort of treatment in a physician's private office. Distance to health service sites precludes proper child health care particularly in areas lacking low-cost public
transportation.
Many of these access problems could be solved in a cost-effective
manner by making schools eligible to provide CHAP services. Large
populations of children are easily accessible at the school site Unserved children from outlying or disadvantaged areas are reached
easily at the school. Providing CHAP services to large populations of
youngsters at the school site will reduce'preventive health care costs
to parents. Costs of transporting children to another health service
Site and costs of broken appointments are eliminated.
Moreover, invaluable multiyearlrecords about each child are available at the school. Professionals who have worked with the child in a
variety of settings are available for consultation. School-site CHAP
services enrich education by incorporating relevant aspects of each
child's health status into -educational planning. Such a CHAP pro-

gram will apand the school's capacity to serve the whole child,
especially in the areas of development, and social and mental health.
Through the school-site health program, both educational and health
professionals can work cooperatively to achieve maximum educational opportunity for thechild.
New York State schools already provide a large number of health

rvices. These unreimbursed services are funded completely by
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local districts_In_the _1976-7-7 _school _ year, =NI ewYorkS tate's un--

reimbursed local district expenditures for school health totaled $61
million. A large portion, of that amount was spent by metropolitan
districts serving urban concentrations of high-need children. Many
of the LEA expenditures are made to comply with provisions of New
York State Education LAW; and other State and Federal statutes.
Current school health activities include assessment, referral,
recordkeeping, and emergency care, as well as provision of physical
examinations for fitness, working papers and school sports, If schools
were designated as CHAP providers, reimbursement for _many of
these services would be provided from-Federal sources.
In spite of the number and type of school health activities now
funded from local district budgets, the need for school health service
has increased sharply over the last several years. Parents are no
longer diligent in providing preventive immunization. Many parents
believe that immunization no Iiinger is a pressing concern becaUse
many childhoold diseases have been eliminated. Such diseases, holy,ever, cannot be eliminated and are merely held in check through
immunization. Because immunization is required for school attendancein New York State, this service can be offered most efficiently
by having an immunization clinic come to the school or by authorizing the school to immunize students.
A second factor increasing time need for school-site health services

is the reentry of large numbers of handicapped studints in New
York State's local districts. As school districts face budget reductions,
proViding special education services in the district may pose a least

cost alternative when compared to district expenses for private
schools' programs. More imp_ ortantly, reentry of handicapped students

into school districts is also the direct result of a Federal mandate.
The Education for All Handicapped Children Act (PL. 94-142) of
1975 prescribes that handicapped- students be educated in the least
restrictive environment possible. For many such. youngsters, that
mandate-means a return to the local district and/or placement in a
regular classroom. Not only supplementary educational services, but
also supplementary school-site medical services, ale required to provide for this wide variety of handicapping conditions. The influx of
handicapped students also creates a demand for greater numbers of
placement -assessments carried; `out through school health services.
There is no. Federal reimbursement currently available for these additional expenses which must be funded from local diibict budgets.
When a Federal mandate creates 'a demand for a -large number of
sophisticated school site medical services, the' Federal government

.
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must exercise responsibility by authorizing school districtfor programs providing Federal.assistanee in this area.

New York State's ultifacted -effbrt to improve child health

through the schools has not been rewarded. Many schools in the
State can now meet the Federal criteria for proVision of CHAP services In no case will schools provide
second-rate health services.
However, in a state suffering under simultaneous conditions 6f inflation and economic decline, changes in school health
services cannot
he supported solely by local property taxation. The Federal government should reward states which display concern for and effort in
providing child health care programs through the schools.-

Recommendations:
1. To provide a cost-effective response to the increasing need for
school-site health care, schools should be designated as pro- ,
eiders of child health care services under the CHAP program.
2 Because population and industry have shifted,
New York State
faces high concentrations of disadvantaged children
with
health care needs. This is particularly true in the State's many
large

metropolitan centers where the cost of living is highest. Current eligibility requireinents for CHAP services are based on
the child's income eligibility for Medicaid. Particularly in
high-cost urban areas, large numbers of disadvantaged children
whose family incomes fall just outside- Medicaid eequirements,
and whose parents cannot provide preventive cafe, would remain unserveci under the present . system. Income eligibility
for CHAP'should. take into consideration cost-of-living indexes
to provide equal health caA. opportunities for disadvantaged

children in high-cost .urban areas.

3. Current CHAP provisions allow a 50 percent Federal
with a respective 25 percent matching requirement for share
states
and locajities. Federal sharing for screening and follow-up
should be at the 75 percent level.
4. CHAP should include increased allowances for dental health
programs as part of a comprehensive program for child health.
5. The developmental portion of the CHAP
program should be
expanded to provide
6.

more intensive services in the areas of so-,
cial developmental and mental health.

Federal support for health education through the schools

should be expanded.

[611
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_VI. NATIONAL HISTORICAL
PUBLICATIONS AND RECORDS
COMMISSION

k

Recognizing the significance of state and local records in preserving American History, Congress created the National Historical Publications and Records Commission (NHPRC) in 1974. This Federal

agency evolved from the 1934 National Historical Publications
Commission. The NHPRC is authorized to make grants for gathering; arranging, describing and preserving important historical records, Applicants may be state and-local governmerits or nonprofit
organizations and institutions. Not only are records protected from
loss or destruction-, but they are organized to provide an irreplaceable information resource for governments, private organizations and
individuals. The records preserved through NHPRC 'grants include
minutes of meetings, tax records, court records, maps, photos, manuscripts, and historically significant petitions and protests.
\
Such records preserve 'American and New York State history in
both the publiciand private sectors. In- the public-sector, NHPRCpreserved records provide a rich source of policy precedent for State
and local governments. These documents trace the evolution of govl
ernment services as well as the geographic and architectural growth
of. the localities. In the private sector, the data reveal both -the
ethnic diversity of the localities and the contributions of immigrant
groups to the American political culture. Historical records preserved through NHPRC-funded projects also provide valuable information regarding the growth of business, education, labor, the
professions, religion, science, and minority and women's rights'.
The `NHPlit program has made a significant contribution to the
preservation of American and New York State history by local 'applicants. An initial 1976 NHPRC grant of $18,800 to the New York
State Education Departments State Archives sustained that office
clurin a critical period. The office then was instrumental in bringing
more than one half-million dollars to local applicants over the past
two years. These outright, matching and combined grants are made'
by the Commission directly to applicants. Although there are no
administrative set-asidesJor the Education Department in NHPRC
grants, the agency administers the program 'along with the Cover--nor's Historical Records Advisory Board and offers a variety of informal review and technical assistance functions to support local ap-.
plicants'
activities. In 1978, the New York StFtie Education DepartI
.
ment' received the largest NHPRC records grant to Iny applicant to
.date. The $155,344 grant will be administered by' the Education.
I

{

a
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) part nit.

n the admue of the Governor's Historical Records Adfile grant will support the New York Local_Govern---_,,,,,,,t ',m,. Project This pioneering project provides grants and.
pioh-ssional records :issistance to municipalities for the preservation
of signih, ant local and historical documents. It will serve as a na-,
model for reorganization quid preseriration of Municipal historj-.

1111%

14,1,ud

program also is having other important effects on the

1.11,

prttiects totaling $97,026 have been funded in

1,1,11xultial
HI

h;, 11

t

)(irk state. NHPHC has contributed on a shorfbasis to the viability Of the New York Public Libra y,

It MU. major 111Mitelid constraints. Some of New York-State-s

11

1,-1, ',midi-% institutions also have received` NHPRC
\ firm has .m,irded the international YIVO Institute fol'- Jewish
11.r.mt to collect and process 19th and 20th century ;rec,,d,
jv:Ish self-help organizations in New York City. These orjev,,Ish immigrants in making the dramatic transt,, \ek York City lite and to American culture. It is hoped that
[pies ui successful cultural accommodation and cultural preset-for groups iairrently undergoing these challenges can be dethrough these materials.
\
yr.ints ha% e Itr, !tied a number of new jobs in the State,.
t1 1uIb11,trt pitsitions !nay provide additional training to mdi-

-

,-10, then move on to similar jobs in other organizatiorC,
,h,

,

the

ti

project terminates. In some cases, positions for\'.111'liC are howled from applicants' budgets.uefim
I

of the 12,ront

NIIPM: fonds also have been awarded to New York State to build
pruwct,
iggregiaing papers of principal figures in
\ , ,c 1,als 'statiiInstorl. in tV;(;r forms: books Laid microfilth. Most of
ioodlog lor these documentary projects is directed toward
Lis 1, s t llrnnlultlt% participation is encouraged since matching office
prmided by a university or historical society,
bev.euts Illlly support this effort to ensure the survival and
r,,,-.Irch at of New Ybrk's official documentary heritage, The
in enhances understanding of New York State's unique.histortl p.e.t
the relevance of.its past to the present and future: The
in

\

r I.11111111.1)(htIMIS will expand:N HPRC Independence, in=.
\ I I I ' io fundin. and broaden its mandate to include imp= r-

il,.,.,111Y_!.

,t.

!

tic nits winch presently stand outside its authorized
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Recomrnend_ations:

1. The NHPRC has a distinct mission and serves a different clientele from that, of its parent agency,_ the National Archives and
Records- Service, General Services Administration. It warrants

its own Place within the GSA budget. Increases' in the
INIFIFRC appropriation, should not be made by taking funds
from the National Archives. and Records Service budget; as in
FY 1978.

To ensure the; widest accessibility of historical resources, the
'-'1%11-1PRO role should be expanded to include support of training activities-and educational --programs (including institutes,
publications,..fellowships and other appropriate projects) to as-

list ifidividlals' and institutions in collecting, preserving and
publishing significant historical records.
3. The ,NLIPRC should be empowered to support efforts to disseminate inform iation about historical records, including the
publication of guides, directories, and speciaiized technical materlals, as well as the creation'of computerized data

VII. 1..IBRARY SERVICES AND
CONSTRUCTIQN'ACT
Library services are an integral part of a full educational program
in New York State. Libriiries also play a central role in the literary,
cultural, historical and recreational liv.cs of New York State communities. Our libraries °ler free- services designed
for persons of all
e.
interests, ages, and socioeCon-okiic backgrounds. Special materials
are provided to assist the ,131tpd.and the visually handicapped. New
York Srate's growing system of library net-Works, spanning the State,
,.promotes sharing ora.range of lighiry resources among communities
and institutions in widely separafed geographic locations. This
cooperative rretWork.makes possible' economic, ecluational, cultural,
and social development. A.major portion of the research resources of
the State are held by privately supported universities and private
busines;1. ReCiprocal agreements and networks provide access to
these resources making them available to students, faculty and research personnel as well as other interested individuals.
New York State librkries also provide unusual_ and expanded services. The. Job Information Center program, conducted through libraries, assists unemployed and underemployed persons from many
training backgrounds in locating rewarding -employment -opportu[641

nities, Continuing educational. opportunities as well as services to
the Adult independent Learner and/to participants in nontraditional
educational programs are characteristic library services.
Because New- York State libraries take the initiative in providing
Hell resources and important services- to all people of the .State, the
Regents support the White House Conference on-Libraries in making library services a national policy priority. The Regents look to
the Conference to assist libraries in enriching and expanding current
`services and in developing new services responding to the needs of
the variety of patrons libraries serve.
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Senator PELL. Thank you

-I am sure there is much to be drawn from your testimony, which
Will appear in the record.
With the 'specific legislation before us, do you have any preferende for the House bill or the administration's bill?
Commissioner AmaActi. I would have to coma ant op separate
parts of it, rather than just a comprehensive statement of endorse-

ment either way. In some respects we would prefer one, and in

Some respects we would prefer the other.
Senator PELL. But as a basis from which to work, would you have
a_ preference?-

Commissioner AMBACH. I think I would take the preference that

4,

the committee has taken, and that is begin with an extension of

existent legislation, and, then building thereon.
Senator PELL. That is our present intent. Also as you know, the
administration has proposed no set sums, no specific authorization
amount. Do you have any thoughts there, as to what-the authorization amount should be?

Commissioner AmaAcH At this point, I do not have specific

figures. If there might be an opportunity to provide you with such,
I would be very pleased to do so.
Senator PELL. The record will stay open for t least 2 weeks, if
you care to submit any statements in this regar
Commissioner AlyBACH. I would appreciate the opportunity.
Senator,PELL. Thank you very. much.

Serator Javits?
Senator JAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Fii-st, let me welcome you personally, and also to call attention
to the magnitude of New York's commitment to higher education,
which is enormous, and represents as you point out on page 9 of
your statement, 12.5 percent of the State's total operating budget,

and runs to $4.5 billion, with $1.5 billion of direct support of
institutions of higher learning and student aid for 400,000 students.
Absolutely fabulous figures.

So, that when it comes tv bearing our share of the load, it seems
us very amply justifies what we are always fighting here, restria-.
Live formulas, which penalize New York, only because it is doing so
much really right out of its own blood and sinew, because our State
is not doing well, cobsidering the loss of employment and the high
rate of unemployment, unusually, and even. npw, and undoubtedly

going to get worse.
I gather those express your sentiments?
Commissioner AmsAcm. They certainly do,' Senator.

Senator JAV1TS. Also I call attention to the fact that we do not
drain other States. There is no -brain-drain to New York. On the
contrary, according to your figures, we have a net outflow of 0,000
students a year to postsecondary education outside of Nework.
Commissioner ArvulAdm That is correct.

Senator JAV1TS. And is most of that in the United States rather
than abroad?
Commissioner AMBACH. That is correct.

Senator JAVITS. What percentage would you say, of that 60,000,
studies abroad?
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Commissioner AMSACH. I would have to doublecheck it, Senator.
My estimate would be probably 10 percent.
Senator JAVITS. SO it is not material?
Commissioner AMBA'cm. No; it is not large.

.

Senator.JAVITS. Well, I just wish every member here, when we
fight these formula% and upper limits which are completely arbitrary, and penaliza us, because we try so hard, and sacrifice us,;/,
could read your statement. I am very proud of our State. I want
very much to .see it continue, considering its own' financial stria
gencies, it - certainly cannot take automatic repression when
comes to Federal legislation, especially in the allocation of funding.
Commissioner AMHACH. That is certainly correct.

Senator jAvits. Well. thank you very much. You have been very
helpful,-and again I say it fills me with pride for our-State tb have
you give us these figures.
Commissioner- AMBACH. Thank you Senator. My stress on, the
connection. between State and Federal interest, of course, is all

'focused exactly on the points OW you h ,e just been makink.
There must be a flexibility in the way that there are formulas set
and programs administered, so that there is an advantage taken of
a separate State capacity and a recognition of what the -separate
State capacity has been.
,
Senator JAvrrs. Thank you very much.

Senator PELL. Senator Williams, the chairman of our full

committee
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreci-

ate the opportunity to thank Commissioner Ambach. Time is not
sufficient_ right, now to have the benefit of further discussions.

So let me stop right there, again .,with appreciation for your

thoughtful contribution to the reauthorization program.
Commissioner AmnActi. Thank you very kindly.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed._

Now our next panel is a panel on/ planning, Dr. Edward Hollander, commissioner for higher education, New Jersey; Dr. John
C. Honey, professor, Maxwell School, Syracuse University, repre-

senting the education commission /of- the States; and Dr. Paul
Barton, Nice president, National Manpower Institute.
Senator Williams?
The CHAIRMAN. I am pleased to welcome the panel, and particu
larly,_of course, from New Jersey, the chancellor of the deportment

of higher education. Chancellor Hollander, we have run through'
the lights from red to amber to red. Dr. Hollander is recognized,as
a leader in the matters before-us.,

The State of New Jersey, under his leadership, has taken giant
stride's in the collaboration and /planning of resources to meet the
State's education needs. We could have no more experienced and
thoughtful witnqs.. on subjects that are before us, Mr. Chairman./
Welcome_Chaneellor.
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STATEMENTS OF DR. EDWARD HOLLANDER. COMMISSIONER
FOR-HIGHER EDUCATION, NEW JERSEY; DR. JOHN t. HONEY,
PROFESSOR, MAXWELL SCHOOL, SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY,
REPRESENTING EDUCATION COMMISSION OF THE STATES;
AND DR. 1,',UL BARTON, VICE. PRESIDENT, NATIONAL MAN',POWER .INS'i ,:TUTE, A PANEL

llr.-HoLLANnEk. Thank you Senator.

You have a statement for the record. I shall add to that s te-

ment, and not repeat it
I arri in favor of the Ford bill, and not the administration bill. If I
had to choose between the Forci bill and the adminiStration bill,
the Ford bill i:3 superior, if ore had to take it as a whole.

I would like to use ray tare to give you illustrations of the
advanthges of statewide "planning, and how they carry out the
Focleral purpose.

We are in the midst of a preparation of a statewide plan in Now

rsey now, and I would like to give you some very specific illustrations of some of the things that have come to light, and some of the
things that WE have done as a result of that process.
We have identified a rising demand in our State for- persons with
technological skills because of the nature of the industry in New
Jersey, but we found, coexisting with that demand, a high unem-

ployment rate among overschooled and undereducated urban

youth.

,

We-. have put in -place--a -WidtiSpread remedial program, if-sing

State funds. We have, expanded student aid for the poor, using

State and Federal SSIG funds, and established need teahhical_pro-grams_ using FederEd_vocational-education fun dS and CETA set--easide-furidS7We are in the _profess of establishing new programs in
operations technold'gies, machine .school technology, culinary arts,
and training individuals for new industries.
_

Through planning, our board of higher education identified an
imbalance in funding between the independent colleges and the

public sectors. We immediately proposed, And the legislature adopt-

ed, as new legislation overhauling institutional aid tdthe, private
Sector. We used increasing SSIG allocations to raise the tuition aid
ceiling for students attending private colleges so that they could
have greater freedom of choke. Through planning we are anticipat-,
ing shifts in enrollment' among institutions, aAid we are now in the

process of restructuring our budgetary process' to facilitate such
shifts, and to maintain institutional support where.enrollmentmay
decline.

Through planning we have identified unmet needs among special
,pulations:-among prison inmates, among servicemen, among the
handicapped, among State employees and other adult-conieituen,, cies, We have now put in place new programs in several of these

areas, and others are being developed as a part of the planning
process.

Through planning we have identified a growing proportion of our
college..age -population, will come from among the urban poor, and
Wersons With serious deficiencies in the Use of the English
language.
T
We are now in the process of evaluating our bilingual ecliwation-al programs, and upgrading our special support services.
d

_-
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Through planning and statewide, coordination, we are able to

respond to the. Bakke decision without any diminution in our out
'reach efforts, which are second to none in the Nation.
VasiCthat you support the provisions of title I included `in the
House bill; they contribute to statewide coordination within defined
boundaries. I do have some concerns about the systems of alloca-

tion 'among the States, and ..I think you ought to examine the
Minimum levels called for in the Ford bill.
I also asle that you increase the amount for the SSIG program;
we think it is too low compared to the levels provided- for in the
SEOG program.
I also ask that you consider language that will encourage and
proVide greater incentives for comprehensive statewide' planning
conducted in a way that makes it possible to receive institutional

input, and preserves institutional autonomy.
Finally, Senator; I would like to talk candidly about some of the

tensions thaboxist between institutions and statewide boards.
There is a deep concern, I think, and properly so, on the part of
institutions that statewide planning will somehow erode their_
autonomy, and overstep the boundaries that should separate Governinent from higher education.The Ford bill in the House represents a concerted effort among
the leadership of the colleges and universities, and leadership in
this State to set aside those differences and find a proper balance

in
--between institutional-accountability =which-prOtects-the-,-pUblic
tefeir -and institutional autonomy which is an essential value to
our higher education -system.
I think this committee and the Congress set the .right balance
between the Federal role and the State role in the 1972 and 1976

amendments, and I am hopeful, as you consider these amendments,
you will keep us moving in that direction. There are weaknesses in
look at the
some of the .States in the area of coordination,, but
States where effective coordination takes place as a model for the
Federal-State relationship, and the others will follow.
Let us move in the right direction.
Senator PELL. Thank you very .much indeed, Dr. Hollander.,Dr.
Honey?
Dr. HONEY. Thank you, Senator Pell.

The accomplishments of American education since 1956 nave
been notable. Indeed, education is the one domain within the

humane services that can be pointed to as having gone fa'r toward
achieving the goals society set for it This is perhaps especially true
of higher education where, in less than 15 years, we have made
available to virtually any qualified young person the opportunity to
pursue postsecilndary study under a wide variety of institiutional
arrangements. We too seldom note this achievement bemused as
we are with our continuing problems. The fact that, at this junc,
ture, as the new Congress pursues reauthorization of- the Higher
Education Act of 1965, no great new initiatives are being Urged, is
a clear sigh that we have a success on our hands.
It may be_indiscreet to note this situation to this subcommittee. I
once heard President Pusey of Harvard announce_ the siiccessfui
completion of aevery large fundraising -campaign. He was masterful
in expressing his satisfaction and in immediately inundating

.
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audience With r. 'full account of Harvard's urgent one,

needs. While we all realim that there are grave pre

to lie
dealt with by American higher education, these are ix .iaactable
and many of them are being worked at vigorously by the interested
parties in Wanhington, in the States and in education institutions.
themselves.

.

---

Consequently, at, this time reauthorization would seem to afford
the opportunity to take a solid look at the higher eclucatioi system
from, the viewpoint of making it function With maximum effective
ness. I use the phrase "higher education system" advisedly. Some
spokesmen for higher education lake fright at the term. They see it

as . implying a tightly meshed network, centrally controlled, in

which the autonomy_ of individual institutions is forfeited.
As I speak of the higher education system, I am referring to that

complex set of arrangements involving the Federal Government,
the States, and academic institutions which Ins much to do with
the conduct of the higher education enterprise. These are arrangerents built around shared goals; shared administration and shared
financing.

Postsecondary institutions, State and local governments and the
Federal-- Government have at least six-goals in amnion: To allow
qualified students to fulfill their postsecondary needs and interests;
_to _give students a choice of institutions so that their-educational

requirements will be well served; to satisfy society's need's for

knowledge, for cultural expression, and for an, educated citizenry;-

to deal with public service problems; to maintain a responsive,
pluralistic, high quality system of higher education; and to use

-education resources effectively and efficiently.

In my prepared statement I also cal: attention to the fact that
shared administration in the higher educatiomsystem is perhaps
best illustrated by student-aid funding where the Federal BEOG_ is

the base upon which increasingly State student aid is built with,.
packaging in individual institutions.

With respect to shared funding, I note that we do not always

realize the approximately equal, nature of the support: about one. third from the Federal Government, one-third from the States; and
one-third from parents and philantrophy and others.
.To look at higher or postsecondary education as a system has

Many utilities. _I go on to point out that this may increase the
sensitivity with which the Federal Government approaches its rela-

.

tionships to States and institutions. It may make the States more
responsive to -Federal initiatives and it may alleviate some of the
alarms which are so prevalent in institutions with respect to initiatives from the Federal and State governments.
We in institutions, always like the money; we are always fearful
\
of what may happen with respect to our autonomy.
I would like suggest three areas where Federal action during.
reauthlrization could be particularly helpful in strengthening the
postsecondary education system. In doing this, it is worth remembering that only the Federal Government has the capability to
influence the system as a whole. While individual States may
undertake activities that are illustrative for the. Nation, they Can
directly affect only their own constituencies. They can engenerifte
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ideas that are worth emulating, but the actual impact will be on
the individual institutions.
First is the area of planning and coordination of postsecondary
education.. Section 1202 of title XlI of the 1965 act, as amended,
called on the States to establish broad planning agencies for postsecondary education. Virthally all of the States have responded by

.; either designating existing agencies as their 1202 planning commissions or by creating new bodies 'for this purpose.- The question is

frequently asked as to why the Federal Government should be
concerned with State planning of postsecondary education. And
froM the institutional side, alarmslargely unfounded by experience I should notehave been expiessed that Federal encouragement of State planning will lead to intolerable requirements im
posed on individual colleges and universities and infringenientS of
their autonomy.

It seems apparent that with its heavy investment in postsecondary education, the Federal Government should be deeply con-

cerned with having a higher educatilm system which is well coordinated, algids excessive rluplication, weeds out poor quality, and
provides sufficiently varied array of opportunities so that citizens

needs are met There is need. to review the act in terms of the
kinds of fiscal and administrative assistance provided to institu-'
thins and to States. I note that there are iD different subsectiOns of
the act which provide such assistance to institutions and States
and I call attention to the fact that many of these are unfuncli.d, It
is in '-the. Federal interest to aid in the development of greaterinstitutional and State administrative capability. The cost of funding these or similar sorts of technical and fiscal assistance to
institutions and States is limited. I urge that the act be reviewed
carefully because the provisions are now of a hodgepodge nature.
Finally, I come back for a moment to the theme that,we do have
a success on our hands and that is a most opportune moment to
review the situation in terms of its system characteristic's. The
States and institutions, with Federal help can be strengthened and
made to function far more effectively.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Honey follows:)
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The accomplishments of American education sinew lD65 have been ratable.
Indeed. education Is the one domain within the humane services that can be pu
to es haying gone far toward achieving the goals soelety set for it.

This is

Pernans e4pelially true of higher education when in lensjhan fifteen years we
have made avallable'tO virtually any qualified young person the opportunity to
pursue Postsecondary study under' a wide varietY of institutional arrangements"
tad seldom note this achlevement.bemused as we areZI-alth our continuing prob

The fact tnat at this Juncture, as the Congress pursues reauthorizotion.of
the Higher Education Act of 19650 no great'naw InitiatIVei are being urged, is a
clear sign that we have a success'on.pur hands..
It may be indiscreet to note this situation to this subcommittee.

i

once

;..jheard nresident Pusey of Harvard announce the successfui,compietion'ef a very

largo fun&raillno campaign.

He Was,meiterfUl In expressing his satisfaction--

and in immediately Inundating his audience with a full account of Harvard's
-urgent. on -going unmet needs.

While we all realise that there are grave problem

be dealt. with13T.Americanhighee.eduC'atlen, those are not intractable and many
.ofthain are being worked at. vigorously by the,Interested parties in Washington,

In the states and In educational Institutions themselves.
Consequently' at this time reauthorization would seem to afford the opportunity

o take a SOW look at the higher adbealion system from the viewpoint ofmaking
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function with maximum effectiveness-.---1
=

use the phrase ',higher ethication

-

lystese advisedly..

Some spokesmen for higher education take fright at the term,

They see it as Implying a tightly"mashed
network, centrally controlled, in which
the autonomy
As

I

neividual Institutions is forfeited.

speak of the "higher education systeer. i a

arrangements Involving the federal government.

referring to that Steeples

the'states and academic

institutions which has much to do with the conduct of the higher education
`enterprise.:

These are arrangements built Around shared goals; shamed administr

I

nt.

and shared finant+ng.
PoStseconclary lestItutiOns

stete and

_41 goy*

government have aleast six goals In commons

Tents: and.tha federal

to allow qualified students

fulfill their postsecondary needs and Interg*ttI to give studentS
a choice of
institutions's° that their echicational

requirements will be well-served ;.,

sctisfy-society's needs for knowledge. for

cultural expression.. end jor an

educated. eitisenry. to driwith,public,servicaproblems;

to maintain.a responsiee.

pluralistic. high- quality System of higher edigation; and to use education
resource

effectively and efficiently.

The shared administration of many programs

=tend source of evidence'

pf a-highly interdependent education system.. We may
slmOly c
example, the student old OrodreMs.

The federal BEOG awarda,ar

is the hose on which additional student,ald Is built':

the most notable
ow widely accept

'State student,ald 'awards are

'Increasingly contingenton' whether students have applied forthe eidG.

in Individual Institutions, and the OPPlication.ef
throplcalli provided hinds Which

the PackagIng,

other Worally,aided or philan=

institutiOns,disburiee ere similarly centing061..

on the federal-EM end state student *Id awards,

The shareid funding of the higher education system is.self evideht.
Coo seldom realilize is that the proportions are approximately equal:

What we

about' one-thIxd ,

iomth fida41:-gdvernment; one-third from the states; and one -third from student;,
.parents, and pi ilanthropy% Institutional -and otheise
fO

_ =__.
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To look a ,lIgher or postsecondary education as andnterdependent system
has manly utilities.

assess whethe

Glen the fact of shared goals. it,thenbecoMes possible

each goal Is being adequately- pursued-by federal, state -and

1

Clonal endea ors,' Are new or modified measures called for to,better-accomplish
a partic

al?

becomes V

.Given the'fact of shared administration of many programs.

to assess the Impact of administretIve requirements that flow through

the system and variously affect the participating components.

Given the shared

tit
,L maintains higher education, It,houtd he poSsible periodically to
i

evaluate the appropriateness,and fairness of the division of fiscal responsibilities.
flsi our view, wider understanding of the partnership nature of the higher education
. enterprise Could lead the federal government to be more sensitive to state and
.Institutional interests and capabilities.

It could aid the states in responding to

'federal Initlat146s and in their expectations regarding Institutions. it might
allay some of the persistent

ears of Institutional

libders that governments will

'become tdo Intrusive.

We would like to suggest three areas where federal action during reauthorization could be particularly helpful in,strengtheolnd the higher-postsecondary education,
system.

In doing this it AS worth remembering that only the federal government has

the capability:to influcence the system as a whole. -While individual states may
.undertake activities that areilliu
only thelr..:pwn constituencies.

revive for the nation, the, can dfrectly. AffeCt

The efforts of individual institutions may also be
.
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for others.

Out it takes federal action for-natic... impact.

First is' the area of planning and coordination 'Of posCsecendary=edocation.
p

Section 1202Of Title xli of the ,I65 Act, as'aMendedA called on the states to.
bitch broad planning agencies for postsecondary education. Virtually all
of the states have responded by either'designntrng existing agencies as their

1202 planning comMIssions nrby creating new bodies-Ur-this purpose.. The,
question is_ frequently asked as to Why.the federai government should be concerned

With state planning of ppttsecondary education.
alarms (largely unfounded by experience,

1

And from the instituttonarsid

should:note) have been expretsed-that

federal encouragement of State planning will l'ead to intolerable requirements'

7Malted-on individual colleges and univarsities-and

infringements of their'

autonomy.
it Stems apparent

i ts_heavy,lnvestment in postsecondary education

the federal government should be deeply concerned With having a higher eduCation
system -which Is well-coordinated. :.av

excessive doplicationweids oul-poor

quality, and provides a syffiCiently varied array of opportunities to-that_citIcen
needs are met.. That concern can best be addressed by Irving each state pian,and--coordinate Its own postsecondary activities.- There IS too much- complexity across
the nation, and within each State'to have the federal government do the planning..

State planning 'permits the distinctive features of postsecondary' education to'be
assessed and addressed at a meaningful .level.

There 14 strong prettorte from institutional spokesmen, and from those who
retain a primarily Institutional outloog, against having the federal, government

encourage and sharein thetupport of state postsecondary planning agencies. JIlftp
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In'our view, is parochial. -Planning Is essential and:states can best accomplish
The federal government
government,hab a deep Interest In the effective planning- of the

It.

Idary.systeM.

it should continue'to encourage the states. under pro=

tons which take account of each - state's unique history and traditions.

The

PrePosed,stati agreements, to replace 1202 tamMissithis, as called for in HR 5192

wouleadmirably accomplish this.

The federal government should also continuo

to share,16 the cost of state planning since its interest,is to clearly buin
rved:

uring reauthori atlon the titles and parts of the '65 act,

amended.

,

uld be reexamined from the planning perspective. =Are there planning activities
required which should be related to the states'.cooprenensilm planning for

ndary education,,ferexample. community service and continuing education
(planning under iltie 17 ,Should such a.program. as the Cleviloping Institutions
Program under Title Ill, which now has only a federal-Institutional
be -subject to review by the state planning agency/

Is sufficient informatidb

aboutaccivities under. each title and part of the Act being provided to'the state

,planning agency so,that 11 can efft;vely,accomplish Its ;milt?
The second area- we-mIshto mention has to do with the fiscal and adminisa Ivo:Capabilities' of the states.
icier

can

n resides In the :A

ausue theJlational,lnie

5inceAheeonstitutionat resPonsibIlity for
14 appropriate that the states do all they
2-educatign,

but state efforts do not

ys add up to addressingche nitconal.AntereS0ecause oflimited4erspeetiVei;.
limited :resources and lima_ ad aOatinitTraiimoCapabllities." ifonetheleas-, as the

,federal government me

can properly expec

s-unattended hationiTYneddyin,Postsecondari education
the best posai'ble'perforrrende tromthe states coalmen-

urete with their cap billties.Sometimes -1t" -seeks to assist
.

through

providing tc t hill- 6 assist

ante And through meeting pert of the cost of joint

fedural-stdar programs.

Under the At of '65, as amended, seven different
Proulsious proTfer AdministratNe and technical
assistance to the states. We
believe the entire act should
be reviewed to determine whether such esluting
visions khould be continued or modified and to.consider whether

-

there are other

areas WOOf0 states might be
benefikted by offers of technical and fiscal assistance
from the federal government
to strengthen state performance. We further think
that the Secretary of Educationshoold
periodically have an assessment made of
the overall fiscal paultion of the states.

While their economies tendto'be

highly volatlie,'there will

undoubtedly be periods in which the skates, because

of relatively favorable financial

conditions, can assume a

rger share of the

Irjher education.

The third area we with to speak

to Is that of the administrafive and fiscal

apakillities of Individual Institutions.
state higher education dollars will

erratic feshion.

Is quite evident that federal and

be well utilized only If Institutions are

fiscally and administratively competent.

is diu very much at stake.

It

The health of individual institutions

The prestnt act rernan1401 thls,.if In a somewhat

Twelve different provisions,

many never funded, 8$11St institu-

tions to meet the -costs of

program administration and program planning, and to
carry out specific tasks.stich
as work study Job locetion . Subsidies are authorized
to defray Instructional costs in certain programs.
Two titles provide for the
ttalning of Institutional
administrators. Title VII provides funds to aid in
complying with federal construction'
and renovetion requirements. We recommrend
that all parts of the act be

reviewed thoroughly from the perspectiveucf

assisting institutions to strengthen

their administrative capabilities both .

through funding and technical aSsistance.
modest.

The paruff can be substantial.

The costs of such assistance are

finally, yiv n the permanent realit

secondary system, we urge a regular review of
bo' undertaken 45 t....e.J.J

the t45

iyhly interdependent post:
i

a the inter-g

rformance.
Enmen La I

This could perhaps

Advisory COWIE 11

on Education provided for under the hill creating the Department of Education.
fth noted at the beginning of this statement, the American post-secondary
system Is +a success. Alt is unique throughout the werld.

Our capacity to

at enythen it through using resources wisely and effectively will have much to
do with the kind of judgment we and the nation can make about our enterprise
a decade hence.
4-1
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Senator PELL. Thank you, Dr. Honey_ .

Mr. Paul Barton.
Mr. BARTON.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Paul E. Barton,

vice president for planning and policy development-of the National
Manpower Institute.
These remarks have to do less with the day-to-day concerns of

adjusting the Federal role in higher education than they do 'with
laying a base for a larger role for higher education in helping the
Nation grapple with some very large problems that are going to be

with us in the 1980's.

The specific recommendation is that the Higher Education Act
authorize a 4-year program of experimental and demonstration
efforts to bring about a better-relationship between education and
Work; planning, if you will on an action and experimental basis. I
will give a few examples of the kinds of policy possibilities that

could be piloted under such legislation.
One we need to put the processes in place which will get forward
movement- on education-work linkages at the local level, with a
minimum of Federal involvement.

The National Manpower Institute is in the third year of a pilot
project to develop 30 community educational work councils whieh
have cut their teeth- on the-problem of smoothing the youth transition from school to work. These councils are composed of representatives from education, business and industry, unions, voluntary
service organizations, and local government. An NMI survey Of 28

councils last spring found tfiey had 938 members working on a
collaborative basis, of which 286 are from the educational sector,
for an average of around 10 percent per council. They started on a
youth agenda and they are now ready to move on an -adult learning
agenda.

Two we are learning enough about how to provide adults with
education information and educational brokering services in cantral locations to adapt these services to where the adults live and
work.

,

Through funding by the National Institute of Education, NMI
has found that there are potentially $2 billion to $4 billion in
tuition aid funds alrailable for education of workers, However, only
from 3 to 5 percent of eligible workers are taking advantage of
these present opportunities, with even fewer blue-collar workers

signing up. Intensive surveys of workers, employers, and unions, by
NMI have established that one of the cheapest and most effective
measures for worker participation is to get information and counseling to them where they Work.
Three, in recessions, we can do better than only provide income
support for those who lose their jobs. It is ironical that a Nation
with such a strong. Work ethic should choose to meet recessions
almost wholly with policies to support income rather than to corn=
Nine that with increasing productive roles for people thrown- out of
work. The Nation will automatically spend an additionalo $20 billion to $30 billion in a serious recession for unemployment incuronce.. welfare, and food stamps, but it has no policies for helping
people ::se that downtime better, in their own interests and those
of the economy.
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When the employment system fails, we can take up some of the
slack by providing productive opportunity in the education system
while workers are drawing unemployment insurance and by keep-

ing workers in education and training status rather than laying
them off.
Fourth, the inner-city youth employment situation continues to
deteriorate, and pilot programs might show how postsecondary
education institutions can help.

If resources were available, a number of community colleges'
could try their effectiveness at creating combination -work and
study 'programs for inner-city youth who have been out of the
regular school system for a specified period of time Many such
youth may find it attractive to go to college when they would not
return to high school.
Fifth, there is the possibility of substantial trial runs of a partial
and practical approach to adult educational entitlements, by removing the fine print in the existing-social contract which says we
provide 12 years of free public educatiOn. This is true only if you
take it straight through at one sitting. So if we remove that fine
print adults who dropped out of school could use those credits later
in life.

.

Sixth, we could try creating a revolving fund for advancing
money to workeri to take advantage of inudstry tuition-aid programs. We find many of them saying they cannot afford the up.
front. costs to wait for the reimbursement. The revolving fund

would be paid back when the employee completes the course and is
reimbursed by his or her employer.
Seventh, we could experiment with ne 'W ways to use higher
education to help narrow +he occupational diSparity between men
and women.
In brief, the proposition here advanced is that we should get a
number of policy trial runs underway now which would create .a

more mutually beneficial relationship between work institutions
and postsecondary education institutions, and which would provide
a base for practical starts on a policy of recurrent education.
Thank you, sir.
..[The prepared statement of Mr. Barton follows:]
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TestiMony of Paul E, Barton,
Vice President for Planning and Policy Develop
National Manpower Institute
'

Before the Senate Subcommittee

on Education, Arts, and Num
October 3, 1979

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
I appreciate the opportunity

to testify with regard to the extension of"

the Higher Education Act.

These remarks have to do less with the day-to-day concerns of adjusting
the Federal role in higher education

than they do with laying abase for a

larger role,for higher education in helping the Nation grapple with
some very
large pioblema that are going to he with us in the 1980s.
note those problems, to suggest how linkages
and other key institutions

I briefly wish. to

between postsecondary education

may help resolve those problem*, and to suggest

one form in which modest amounts of venture

capital might beused to good

advantage over the next few years.
Americans are entering the 198ds

with leas optimismand confidenie

'the human prospect than they have had since entering the 19405.

while periods of American pessimism are usually brief, i
a some very difficult problems now upon us and lurkln-

b out

And

is a fact that there
our future.

The

soundest basis for optimism about solving those problem, lies in taking aenaib
steps now to provide practical alternatives

to the passive acceptance of

trends some believe will establish "limits to growth."1
The probleis, I refer to are;

/ntracr.ble inner-city andsrural youth unempl?yment and the
related fact that a growing number of youth are leaving
school without a basic education;

se
Trustee*

ecessarily represent tho
ational Manpower Institute.
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The severe pressures .,,r1 the job market coming from women.
minorities, older people, and the new immigrants...and the
needs these people have for skills that will enable them

to-enter regular,-wellPayidg jobs;

-

-- College graduates and college dropouts who are not finding
jobs;

Inflationary pressures'which force fiscal and monetary
responses that idle hundreds of tyousands in e'recession;
Declines in economic productivfty and an increasing
inability to compete in world markets;
The shortage of fossil fuel that throws us back on the
development of the human resource.
In one way or another. these problems can be lessened if not solved

.

through a better interface between education institutions and work institutiens. and through a more conscious use of the primary knowledge institutions
of the Nation. our colleges and universities.

The proposition here advanced

is to find out. With modest expenditures, how much help we can get, from this
quarter.

The specific recommendation is that the Nigher Education.Act authorize
a four-year program of experimental and demonstration efforts to bring about
ji better relationship between education and work.

The basic principles which

would guide these demonstrations are:
-- the need to get started on a practical basis toward meeting
reel needs of adults and the Nation, as opposed to simple.rhatoric,around the phrase "life long learning".%.a. phiase
which has a pretty face, butso far a reality that is only
skin deep;
-* the need for the community and the Nation to draw upon the
creativity, andlitnowledge'hawof postaecondary institutions;
-- the need for education institutions to work collaboratively
with employers, labor unions, and local government in, ex'pending worklife learning opportunities for workers and in
facing the problems that we will be carrying into the 1980s;

6
the need for adults to have'adequate information abolt
their educational opportunities, and how they avail thsmaelvee
of them, nareowing_the difference between paper opportunitieS.,
and real ones;
.

-- the need for trial runs of nev'venturaa, in an era when we can
ill afford expensive mistakea.
An Education-Work Demonstration Projects Title or Section would permit
uc to etart now, on a variety of fronts. and in an affordable vay, on a
practical approach to recurrent education and to the development. of some

mutually beneficial relationships between %ark, education, and government
ihstitutions.

As for content of such legislation, a few illustrative examples are
provided of developmental work which needs to be performed as we enter the
80a.

1.

11e_ need to put the proceaaea in place which
will' et forward movement on education-work
lieka es at the local level with a oinimteg
of Federal Involvement.

The National Manpower Inatitute'iain the third year of a pilot project
to develop 30 Community Education Work Councils which have cut their teeth

on the problem of amooehingthe youth transition from school to woriC(see
Attachment for additional information).

These Councils are composed of

representatives from education. business and industry, unions, voluntary
'service organirationa, and local government.

They have been local, private,

collaborative' efforts, with seed money to defray secretariat costs coming

through ma froM the Department of Labor's Office of Youth Programs.

Among

them. they have generated over ZOO specific progrems to help youth.
--With aimiliar eneouregment, most of, these councils, or new ones formed

around new issues. can,initiate collebbrative efforts toward using all
ennpUnity rea0Urces to expand learning opportunities for adults.

-

111-ere is now sufficient successful experience with these Councils

warrant creation of a new effort around an, adult and recurrent education

focus for a modest outside inveatment of only about $40 to $50 thousand
per community, for each of two or three years.

After that time, theme

.0uncils could be expected to run under their own steam, as has been demonstrated in the t*

pilot program, and verified by Abt Asaoclates,' which is

under contract with the National Institute of Education to evaluate the
performance of the Work Education Consortium Project.
The experience with existing Councils demonstrates conclusively that
educators will join in and

An NMI aurvey of 28 Councils last Spring found they had 938

Councils.

membets.

an Important role in tsmmunity Education Work

Of.these, 266 were from education institutions, or an average-of

about ten on each Council (there, were 343 from business, 58 from labor

unions, 125 frem.localgovernment, 9 from.the media, and'27 from servicerelated organisationS).

Postsecondary education is already very substanti*ly

represented on the Councils, even though most activities have dealt with
transition to work- iHaUta for aecondary school studnts:-

26 members are

from technical and community colleges, 44 -are from four-year,c4leges and

universities (23 ate college,presidents),and 6
Community education.

are from adult.and

Six are chaired by college presidents.

These kinds of collaborative approaches'could be tried around adult
educatioh-work issues.

They would represent a truly community approach to 4

adult learning.
2

are learnin- enou h about how to irovide
-4duita with education_information and,educatiohal
brokerin- services in central locations toada
these services to where the adults live and work.

A most critical link between edUCation and work for adults is in get
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information to them about educational opportunities, brokering for them in
gaining access to those opportunities, and helping them connect career and
skill upgrading goals with appropriate course work.

The National Center for

Educational Brokoring (NCEN)* has pioneered thin effort and over 300 brokering
centers now exist throughout the country.

That center is now developing

ideas for outstationing such services where even more adults can be reached.
One such idea Tor outstationing devhloped by the Center is the ineor-

'oration of educational information services into the offerings of neighborhoodbased community organizations, and NCEB has worked with the National Association
of Neighborhooda and three of its member organizations to develop the idea.
Another critical place to reach adults is at the workplace.

Through

Minding by the National Institute of Education, Mat has found that there are
potentially' 2 to 4 billion in tuition-aid funds available for. education.

However; only from 3 to 5 percent of eligible workers are taking advantage
of these present opportunities, with even fewer blue collar workers'aigning up...
Intensive surveys of workers, employers, and unions by Nth have
established that
(1)' workers don't know enough about these't __ion,aid
programs;
(2)

workers receive very little counseling_ on how to
use-these educational'opportunities;,

(3)

workers frequently feel that the community's
educational institutions do not offer the.cournes
they want,-or at the time and place they want to
take,

One of the cheapest and most affective measures for increasing educational

opportunity 18.0 get information and counseling to adults where they work and

*A part of the Nationa

anpower Institute.

it is a prospect that could benefit

live.

m a dozen or so pilot projects

at the workplace.*
3.

In recessions we can do better than only provide
ineomm suuport for those who lose their °be.

It is ironical that a Nation with such a strong work ethic should ihooaa
to meet recessionsalmoat wholly with policies to support income rather then to
combine that with increasing productive roles for people thrown out of work.
The Nation will. automatically spend an additional $20 billion to $30 billion
-srl,

in a serious recession for unemployment insurance, welfare, and food stamps,
but it has no policies for helping people use that downtime better, in their
awn interests and those of the economy.
It is exactly when adults are idled, anyway that the costs of education
and training are least.
a

The workers are not giving -up wages to go to school,

they being -idled when the economy needs them.

Is this not the time

to educate adults and upgrade the skills of the labor force?
There are three approaches that could begiv'en trial in this rec
The first is that workers drawing Unemployment insurance and judged by

Employment Service counselors as unlikely to be reemployed

austin

benefitti1.76WItibe able to enroll in educationinatitutions.

This means that

for workers so certified the "available for work" test in unemployment
insurance would be waived=

The second is that there could be

xp

between worker and employer would not be severed,

n which the connection
ad

El*ITESiliorker Education and Training Project is now running

three experiments at the workplace, which will provide a
basis for larger scale trials,

woritera. ho would

otherwise be laid off would be put in education and training statue.

They

would be paid stipends with costs shared between employers and government.
Workers would maintain a.connection with their employers and unions.

.

Employers-

Would not incur the expense of rehiring and training new workers and would
hews the akille of their workforce upgraded.

and government would pay lase

in income maintenance.

The third approach would he to shelter inner-city youth employment
programs in a recession by giVing those leaving programs or losing their
jobs a chance' to go to school and upgrade their education; as an alternative
to idleness on the streets.

When the employment system fails, why not take up some of the slack

by providingproductive opportunities in the education system?
The inner -city youth em

-nt- situation continu

to deteriorate and pilot programs_might show hopostsecondsryeducatioo instltutions can help.
The 19 year-old inner-city youth who began dealing with the realities of
life by age 12 and dropped out of school by age 16 is in a position
similar to
market.

the adult with insufficient basic education for the employment,

Like the older edult,ha isn't going to go back to the high school he

t, and he needs to work to establish an independent household and to
begin a family (if he has not already done so).
Inner-city educational achievement is slipping.
dropout rate hasn't improved since about 1967.

The general high school

Tooth are getting diplomas

they can't seed, and the real absentee rate climbs; we are told. as youth show

up for tbemorning count (by which the schools compote their Average Daily
endance) and then take to the,streets._

We need hack-up systems for those who have cut their ties with regular
public schools.

One possibility is the community and Junior college system
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whIO: remains generally flexible and responsive

o community needs

-About

half of community colleges now no longer require 4 high school diploma for
entry.

vallabfe, a number of community colleges could try
their elfectiveneas at creating combination work and, study programs for

Inner-city youth who

been out of the regular school system for a

specified period of time.

Many such youth may find it attractive to

to

college" when they would not return to high school.
There is the iossibilits of substantial trial runs
of a partial and practical__ap romch to adult
educational entitlements...b removin- the fine
print in the existing_soclal contract which s&ya
we rovide 12 ears of free ublic education.
While we say that every citizen 1$ provided 12 years for 13 including
kindergartdh)
straight through at

public schooling, this is true only if you

take it

ne sitting.

A 35-year'old who had to drop out of school after the ninth grade,to
support the family does not have three years of free public education left
in the bank, which would be equivalent to about $4,500 in today's prices.
The achievements of equality in school-gOing rates of teenage blacks and whites
does little about the fact that 32% of blacks 30 to 34 years old did not
finish high school; compared with 19% of whites of that age.

The population

groups most frequently dislocated by a changing economy are those with the
highest percentage of school dropouts.

Working women, trapped in low-paying,

sex-stereotyped jobs, need to get out of them.

Of course, an education

renewal effort of this nature would rely on the whole of the educational
system and not on putting adults back into the schools they left.
The honoring of this. existing social contract is a good place to at art

on the road to a broader system of recur:ent education.

it could be done on a
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trial basis to determine coat and the degree5of respansiveneaa xe can expect
from adults who bave not used all their exist ng 12 or 13 years of public
education.

ate

lu

_

n

and possiblitles.

There are others:

-- We could try creating a revolving fund for advancing
money to workers to take advantage of industry'tuitionaid programs.
(Many may they can't afford the up front
costa). The revolving fund would be paid back when the
employee completes the course and is reimbursed by his
or her employer;
-- We could.got some interchanges of'staff between
industrial and higher education institutions to promote
'better understanding;*
We could exp6riment with new ways to use higher
education to help narrow the occupational diSparity
between men and vixen (Possil,Ilities in this area are
more thoroughly explored by iran Doodin.'Director of
the Center for Women and Work, testifying before ydur
committee today);
-- We could encourage a variety of creative efforts on a
Joint basis between industry and higher education toralee productivity.
.

In brief, the proposition here advanced As that we should get a number
of policy trial runs underway new which would create a more mutally beneficial
relationship between work institutions and postsecondary education institutions.,

and which would provide a base for practical starts on a policy of recurrent
education.

*A proposition advanced by Robert Craig
Society for Training and Development.

the American
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-'Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, Mr. Barton

I would defer to the chairman of the full committee at this time

Senator Williams?
The CHAIRMAN. I just wonder with many of these suggestions of

things that could be done, whether you have formulated these in
your full statement so that we could consider them in terms of
legislative effort?

Mr. BARTeN. I have Mr. Chairman, in somewhat more detail.
Many of them exist other places recently published by the institute
or in our policy position papers which would help move that forward very quickly.
Senator PELL. If I might interrupt.
The staff has been instructed to take all of these miggestions as
they are made, either through written or oral testimony, and make
sure each one is collected so that we move ahead. Obviously, we do
not want any of thew to slip between the cracks.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not have anything further except to promise
myself that I will study the statements that are all going to be part

of the record and thank all of the witnesses. We have a vote at
no_ on.

Senatcr PELL. Under the administration's bill, the authorization
would be for such suins. This I think, is not a good idea.
Do you have a thought as to what an appropriate authorization
level might be for this bill? This portion?
.

Dr. HoNey..I am sorry, Senator, I do not understand the ques-

tion.

Senator PELL. The administration asked for an elastic amount,
such sums as may be necessary.
Do you have a suggestion as to what the specific amount should
be to make this program work?Dr. HONEY. I would like to provide a judgment on this at a later
time if I may
Senator ,PELL. Certainly. The record will stay,open for at least 2
weeks in that regard.
Dr. Hot.LANDRa. I think what you have in the Ford bill makes a
great deal of sense in that it establishes well defined authorization
levels, and also it links the funding of the various prdgram§ that
comprise and come together in the student aid package, like BEOG,

SSIG and SEOG. I think the bill permits a coordination of loans
and student aid,. something that we do in the State of New Jersey
throw a single board, and we think that is an effective approach
too.

Senator PELL. How detailed do you think the Federal Government programs for higher education planning should be and to
what extent should the Federal Government mandate a structure
for the States? DP you have a feeling in this regard?
Maybe Dr-. Hollander, as a commissioner of education, you could?
Dr. HOLLANDER. I think the original 1202 legislation was deficient in that it imposed a coordinRting structure on the States. The
present legislation provides for the Federal Government to contract

with the State and permits the State to designate the appropriate
agency.

In our judgment, that makes a lot more sense.
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I can also say that the executive officers support that approach
as well.. We think a mandate is inappropriate and by the contract

route the Federal Government can influence structure, to the
extent that it needs.

Dr. HONEY. The flexibility provided in the House bill would seem

to be the wisest route to go. Obviously, the Federal Government is

Unable to plan in detail. It needs to take account of the wide

variety of patterns of higher education administration existing in
the States and the greatest flexibility possible in the Federal ap,proach to working, out arrangements with the States seems to be
.the, part of wisdom.

Senator PEI L. Do you think the iproper Federal role should be
one Of assuring that planning takes place and then that the States
should move ahead and do the planning, or do you" hink there
should be more of a pattern set by the Federal Government?
Dr. HONEY. I think the planning has to be left to the States. The
Federal- Government has an interest in seeing that planning is
done.

In our view, the E'ederal Government shouldisssist the States

financially and, perhaps should provide technical- assistance if this
is desired. But planning, should-tallace under th roaaest kirid
of prescription.
Senator PELL.. Would you give'? us a couple of examples of the
kinds of things; the types- of things in higher edlication plannink
that a& taking. place at the State levels with the use of Federal

funds?

Dr. HONEY. It is difficult to identify, for New, York State, for
example, the planning effort directly related to Federal funding
because in New,,York there is heavy state investment in planning.
Thy review of graduate programs carried on by,theState Department of Education in New York has been a source of cOnsiderable

controversy. In my judgment, it is absolutely essential and has.:
been a Planning effort leading to advice to institutions to modify
their prograrns, trop certain prog-rams, and to strengthen Others.
This approach in New York State has been invaluable and undoubtedly the Federal interest in planning has been source of
encouragement,
Dr. HOLLANDER. I offer an example of how state planning implements Federal policy.
The Board. of Higher Education in New Jerky has responsibility

for all of the Federal titles that flows through' State boards. We
have a coordinated student aid. systve\which takes into account
basic opportunity grants, and grants awarged institutions, and tops
it off with the -State student aid award. Loans are available to
every eligible ,Student. Through these programs, we cover aljnost
. 100 percent of student need in the public sector and something
approaching 50 to 60 percent of the need' in the private sector.
Now, it is through a long-term program for planning and the
bffinging together within a single board of a program that,cembinei

Federal funds, with the State funds, that we are able to reduce
economic barriers. We know the income distribution of our students, we can anticipate .what they are likely to be 5 or 10 years
from now thus we cii set in place our own student aid program to
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comPlement the Federal effort. Thuf we,provide access rind remove

economic barriers which is the intent of the 'Federal legislation.
Senator PILL.. Thank you very much, Dr.'Holland6r, Dr. Honey,
and Dr. Barton, for being with us.

As I sail, your statements and any remarks which you wish to

send in-later-on
will be inserted
.

full in the record.
is a rollcall vote going on We obViously
; cannot get 4hroug the rest of the witnesses thisl'morning sq we
will Meet against at 2 o'clock this afternoon, but in room 4232, the
regular meeting, place of the Committee on Labor and Human

At thiS point, t

Resources Room 4232'at 2 o'clock this afternoon.
The:meeting will recess.
ereupon, at 12 noon, the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 2 plm., the same day.]
AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator Pau. The- subcommittee on Education, Arts and lid-

manities' will come to order.

The witnesses this afternoon; after this break, will be_
old
friend of the -committee, Dr. leaner McMahon, vice president
Rhode Island College, and Daniel Griffiths, dean; School of Educetion, NYU.

I welcome yod and am' delighted that-you mere.[
,

1

-

'STATEMENT§ OF DR.- DANIEL E. GRIFFITHS, ,iiEAN, SCHOOL OF
EDUCATION, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY; DR. ELEANOR McMA.
HON, VICE PRESIDENT, RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE; AND DR..
JAMES L.- ;CANT, DEAN, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, FLORIDA
STATE UNIVERSITY; A PANEL

Dr. GRIFFITHS. Thiink you very mud', Senator Pell. We are ve
pleasid to have this opportunity to talk with you
I am dean of education, health, nursing and the arts professions
t ew York UniversIty.
_ want to talk about two things.' They are somewhat apart from
the document which has been filed with you
.

First, we 1want to say that there is great potential and signift,
cance in the Senator Williams' Schools of Education Assistance
Act, and I encourage your subcommittee to 'report it .as a part of
the reatithoriiation of the Higher, Education Act.

However, we do want to urge you to include the entire act that
has been submitted by. Senator Williams and not merely-the. part
that is now in the House bill. We are particularly:interested in the
research and evaluation sections that were deleted from the House
measure. We also are somewhat concerned that the planning at the
State level be coordinated through the State agency that'issespon-

sible for higher education, not necessarily the State education

department.
Now, what I would like to do is to talk with you about, the thrust
of the act, aid to schools of, education. Schools of education have
had a very hard time for the last 15 years. The school in which
am now the head was a school of education and I think ou`r history
typifies the woblern,
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.

In 4963, our School of Education pt New York University had

7,000 students. We

,

d. 3,500 undergraduates and 3,500 graduates.

te1/4.4...

Of the undergradu to , we had 3,300 in teacher education. At
present we have 400 undergraduate students in teacher education.

However; our overall enrollment has grown to-8,000.
Now, what we have done is to convert a-school of education to Et'-,
,

school of education, health, at .sing and the arts professions. This

has come about because what was done was to retrain certain
factilty members and as the older faculty members retired their

replacements were assigned-to new growing altos. A few examples
of what I am talking aoout will illustrate this process.
We have converted a social studies professor to professor.of Community health education, one in physical education to the field of
occupational health aud safety, an educational sociologist to higher
educatibn, one-in educational administration to higher education, a
professor of early childhood education to special education, and a
psychologist to occupational therapy.
Of course, we have also done other kinds of in-service education
including sending professors to seminars, workthops, conferences

and so on In other words, what we have done is not allow .the
school to die but rather to take the talent that we had and through

extra training and incentives and judicious use of replacements to
Move people into areas where there was considerable public need.
Now you might ask if we did this without the School of. Educa,

tion Assistance Act, why is it needed? I think there are three

reasons. First of all we have not done all that we should have done
by any means, because we simply were not able to
Second, we did have funding from the Federal Government for
health education. physical therapy, occupational therapy, nursing,
and this money nabled us to make some changes, but ,this, money

is now running out These appropriatiOns hovel been cut. We are
finding it exceedingly 'difficult to find money to cpntinue to do
these kinds of .things even though they are needed very badly.
So I would like now to introdute Eleanor McMahon of the Rhode
Island College, who will speak to the problem& of teacher corps.
[The joint prepared statement of Dr. Griffiths, Dr. McMahon, and
Dr. Gant follows:]
.
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Chairman and members of the Committee. thank you,for this opportunity

to testify regarding the reauthorization of Title V.
Training Programs).

My name is Deliel Griffiths.
.

(Teaelier Corps and.Teacher

I am dean of education, health,

,

nursing and the arts professions at New York University.

My colleaguW Eleanor

McMahon, vice peesident for academic affairs at Rhode Island College. J.L. Gant,
dean, college of education, Florida State University, and F. will be speaking on.

behalf of the three national associations of deans of edOcation which represent the
combined interest of, the nation's 1240 schools, colleges anddepartments of
education.

Mr. Chairman, our recommendations to the Committee are these:
suggest that there is great-potential and significance in Sen.

Williams' Schools of Education Assistance Act (5. 360) and encourage
_o-report-,it a

rpar

reati

on o

Higher Education Act;
(2)

we suggest that the Teacher Corps program, with its new orientation
and mandate

hat great potential to benefit the inservice needs of

School populations in areas of economic disadvantage;
we, suggest that the Teacher Centers program has had impact upon the

ration's 2 million school personnel and needs 6 be expanded;
4)

we recommend that the Senate look carefully at the need to coordinate
existing categorical programs, which have educational personnel,
development components, with.those that are included in Title V of

-thfiigher Education AM and
5)_

we.beTiieve that considerable attention needs to bt iiiven to

the professional development of educational administrators.

Our statement today will focus primarily on the need for these programs as
relLiteAo the nation's schools, colleges and departments of education.

m.'!"..041

Since 1917 the Federal government has invested resources in the development of
a successful teacher education system in the

States.

We believe that

.those interventions in the form of fellowships, summer training institutes,

curriculum development and.reform movements. faculty development investments
and awards- for management training have been enormously successful in training
the nation's teachers, counselors, administrators, supervisors and other`
support personnel,

In the 1950s and 60s,'there were significant investments

by,thefederal government:

(a) in a'relatively large-scale educational research

and development program through the Cooperative Research Act and the'National
Institute Of EducatiOnt (b) there were significant investments through &OA In
the development, demonstration and testing of different models of teacher
.

training; (c) there were substantial investments. through NOEA and NSF in

summer,nstitutes and faculty development programs% and (d) there were relatively.
large-scale investments in fellowships and loans for prospective.teachert,
ParticUlarly through NMI..
,

These Federal investments wereparalleled by state

and'Iocal government resources and:private philanthropy which helped to erect.

buildings, expand library collections, develop faculties and expand student
enrollments.

Two decades of Federal government initiatives resulted in an ,

.enermous investment in the physical,and human capacity of schools of edutatiOn

toprepare-school personnel for the nation's schools.
Recently.-however, eithyr consciously or through erroneous over generalizations'.

of teacher over supply, there has been a significant decline in Federal support for
One interest in, the nation's Schools, colleges and departments of education.

This

hisoccurred at exactly the tiMe that a national assessment and many other studies .
on children and youth achievement scores have indicated p higher decline percentage
in achievement ofielementary and:secondary students in the United States.

Many
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teachers' have.felt insecure and unable ocopewith-the effective beha'Yior of
..

students anti--the pressures of organizational requirements.

While many have

'ieeri content to accept the assumption that categorical investments in training
awards fur preservice teacher education and state grant programs with percentage

setasides for inservice training would suffice, such monies have not addressed
the problems of discipline, new technologies, psychometric. techniques.and
application, competency-based programs, or the increased involvementcof parents

in the
teaching
process, etc.
.
.
In light of the enormous desegregation, special education, compensatory
education and compulsory education problems that exist today, along

with th

.financial crisis from property tax reassessments, we would assert that the
Federal government hias,an important role to play in strengthening the capacity

. of educational personnel in the present and future societal context.- We assert
that the nation's schools, colleges and departments-Of education should be, as a

result of past inyeStments, at the core of any such strengthening efforts and

,

that Federal, intervention strategies for developing an educational. personnel
development system need to be both maintained and-strengthened.

We believe the

system of personrfel development made bp of a host of federally supported activitie
and agencies _needs to be better coordinated to achieve the,purposes of quality

school improvement and that a rational strategy--' ,if.ving schools, colleges
and departments of education, the various resource centers funded through the

.tategbrical programs, the National Disseminatinn Nethorn. the Educational
Reeeirch and Development Laboratories and Center:; a.,d the host of training p
grams offered through St;te.Education.AgencieS__must be eximined as to their,

eapacity'and efficiency in meeting tie personnel de 'ops,ent needs of teachers
and others who serve the nation's children and youth..
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TEACHERITEMMIER CENTERS,"
--Over the past few years a variety of different research and demonstration

-

studies funded by the Federal gbvernment.have begun to paint direttiohs for the
conduct, of effective inService teacher training.

Time after time

the'se studies

have-shown that:training administered to-individual teachers for the, purposes of
.

:increasing. their rank Or-salary or even for,letting them know about some new

technique, has:very little bearing on their classroom effe4tiveness or on student
learhing outcomes.

-In contrast. the research of Shep White and his colleagues at

Harvard indicates that a critical variable in program effectiveness is the training
as

of teachers in the purpose and strategies of the project. Training administered
This 16ilies'a

-to the school staff in project goals turns out to be significant.

-partnership between teachers. the school system. the trainers and the conduct of
the project.

The one Federal program for staff development that most demonstrates this
strategy is'that of the federally' funded Teacher Corps program.

While that pro=__.

m was originally developed with an emphasis upon preservice, it is currently
completing two years of transformation.

In essence, It provides assistance

through competitive grants-to enable teacher training institutions to work with
-cal education agencies to provide school staff improvement programs.
school in this case is the unit of improvement.
improve sehoOls

The

The project purpose is to

or children from economically disadvantaged backgroOnds.

It

As premised on the belief that the support mechanisms are needed to help the
eacher, the'principal and theParent work together in meeting the..changing
and - organizational needs of the local community,- A major study by-the Stanford

Research Institute is currently underway whiCh we would predict would demonstrate
program effectiveness for this strategy for personnel

development.

We believe,

that Federal support for this type of local staff develoPMent provides leverage

6139k0_7:110
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for Other Federal efforts to improve

educational effectiveness and urge its

reauthorization and continuation.
;rr

,

.

The Tea her. Corps, with its focus

Paralleled by.a complimentary

on'Sthool-staff inrservice education, As

program which has commanded the attention o

teacher organizatlons and the Congress

since its authorization in 1976.

TeathorCenters programOs a complimentary
--HdevelOpment opportunities;

/frthe
The

way of.providing school staff

It 1$ premised on the belief that - individual

teether's needs nm helmet by-service units immediately accesiTible(toAeachers.
-

These units are designed to provide
a time as possible:
strengthened.

/

help on ©a one-to-one basis within as short

We believe that this program needs to be'r/etained and

We do suggest, however, that in the near fut re a federally

funded evaluation of this strategy for

staff development,needs to be mounted

relative to the most effective and efficient way of deliv/
ering inservite help:
to the classroom teacher
We have specific recommendations

prograL

to make relative to the teacher centers

We would hope that the legislation

this/Subcommittee reports would
that. offered by the House Committee on/Education
and Labor last week
,4Pt
(HA. 5192),. In substance anclodetail we strongly support H.R. 5192'S
reauthor.

, parallel

/

'ization of.the Teachers Center's program.

We believe that the efforts to

strengthen-46e relationship hetheen institutions of higher education and local
education agencies relative to Teacher Centers is imperatir.
Having higher
/
education as a partner in the grant 1Uplication reflects
ie reality of the
program in its first two years.

ADMINISTRATOR TRAINING
While neither the Teacher.Center nor the

Corps program explic

excludes-the training of pri-opals and other School administrators we are
'aware that few, if any, programs exist

or the professiOal development of
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eduCatiOnal adminis_rators. .As noted by'my colleague, the principal ha's been
isolated as the most important contributor to the successful operation of the

schoolf'Therefore, we urge this Subcommittecto:add a.discretionary authority
to Title V of the Higher Education Act to ',Milt training to'facilitate both
the entry and the mid-career professional updating so vitally important for

prinapals

superintendents anCotheeschool managers*

We believe that such

authority shoUld beleneral -in nature to allow for the development of skills 16
management, budgeting, staffing, organizational planning and, mast important,
-instructional leadership.

Wfuwould urge that a program be enactedo provide

fonds to combinations nf-local education agencies and schools offeducation, to
provide the kinds of mid-career and entry -level teeining programs that would
be most beneficial to the principal, the school and the local community.

;_COORDINATION OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
e Titles IV and V of,the Elementary and Secondary Education Act,.

(PL 95661 ) mandated comprehensive plans for personnel development in each of
the 'states no resources were made available to the state education agency to

undertake this role, and preliminary data would indicate that a great unevenness
,,exists in 'the types of planning activities-4nd

ti on efforts. Me propose

rat efforts need to be made to provide financial and technical assistance to
the State Education Agencies which desire to develop and implement those tom-.
prehensive state plans.

We believe that such resources -must serve as a link

between schools, school districts, teacher associations, State Education Agencies,
and schools of education.

;L At the Federal level.iwe would encourage the creation of a fedirarcound
n educational professions development, similar to that mandated for Educational
ResearchancrOevelopment through the last reauthorization of the Higher Education.

I

Act.

0 believe that such a atrategy.in Whichlthe Deputy Commissioner for the

.Bureau of School Improvement identifies_ inCOnaistencies, overlaps and

redundancies

In professional development programs administered by the DepartMent, makes legisla
tive recommendations 'and reports to.the Congress Offers a better approach than
the procedure suggested bynthe Kramer 'amendment to the House version of the re-:

authorization of the Higher Educed& Act (HR. 5192). The creation of a new
bureaucratic entity, to be known as-the "Office of Education professional
Oevelopme6t" would seem less advisable than the Federal CounCil-made u

Tepresentatives of the,Federel-agencies engaged impersOnnel development ref
to education'.

This proposal would enable State and local authorities and the

Federal government to attain an effectiveness of administrative.coordination of
programs designed to train-school personnel.

It would leave whatever consolidat

of training monies neediJo be achieved to State and local agenciea.

SCHOOLS OF'COUCATION ASSISTANCE_ACT (5. 360)

Thejsurisoseasen..williaraa.tml,thaschuomEducation Assistance Act
of 19795is to improve the education of teachers in our higher education institutionsthrough a program,of retraining existing staff to work In areas of emerging
.-'national'need in the,schools, in job training agencies; In business and industrial

settings'and in a variety of new human services areas. .Part of this act is OM
directed toward the. development of alternate career programs for eletnentary.and..,;

secondary school teachers who are underemployed or who will be unemployed.asA
.

.

.

result of the demographit of a shrinking school-age POpulation.

The Williams'

bill anticipates the need to cut-back various teacher education programs and
strengthen the quality of smaller programs through the efforts of consortia._
Such consortia would enable institution's to emphasize Mission diversity; con-

solidate small programs, share resources-And personnel inorder.to work

.

:coOperativ ly and avoid the dangers'of wholesale competition for the scarce
pool of students:
iThere art 124071rograms in teacher education represented in. approximately

'72 percent of all of our four-year institutions of higher education.

Although

enrollments in preseryice programs have already decreased by some 40 percent,
isince the Peak years of 1971-72, it is apparent that enrollments may continue"to
!all by es much as 25 percent more in the next fed years.

The depression of the

:Job, nmrket, the relatively low pay and esteem held for teaching, the desire of
:many'Womento,,break the sterotype of education as a career, and the critical

Aeclineof college-age youth in the 1980i portend a bleak future for our nation's
schools,' colleges, and departments of education.

Because thu decline in enrollment

-,in=elementary and secondary'programs has been goinuan for some time, we have
Aoliabeyond the "reduction -im-force" effects of retirement and attrition. A
;good portion of our faculties were hired in the growth periqd of the late 60s.
They are currently in mid-career.
not go to waste.

Their social and intellectual resource

should

We know there will be further cut-backs and demands for cost-

`ttieg .operations in teacher education pronrams at our nation's public and
private universities.
will close.-

It is predidted that many'smaller privately run program%

This comes at the very time when the public is demanding excellence.

,relevance, and documentation that what goes on in schoolsof education matters in
e performance of teachers, the outcomes of schooling and the behaviors of
The expectations of the'public for a demonstration of quality in
teacher education programs are echoed in the Gallup polls, in the national media
and in the complaints and criticisms of its very graduates.

We currently witness

Ainunprecidented-attack by the public on the preparation of teachers.

There

no question that our teacher education programs need-to be improYed and soon,
and this is one purpose of the Williams' bill.

The Schools of Education Assistance Act

ge
Redundancy Planning.

elso.proposes What' Peter Drucker ter

It 'anticipates the impending obsolescence of a work forte and

.applies strategies of retraining and redefining
situation becomes destructiv0.

roles for personnel befOre the
*
Its intention is to puta limited amount of

dollars to work for a limited Aim to enable these important institutions to
--increase their quality and 'resPonsiviness to the present and future whtle

scaling down in teacher education size.
atonal

The legislation anticipates the etieca-.

nced^-f;m411.1-to thawM0-01TWO17trWtftinIfiTimenifiols

of youth

employmentobuman serviceagencies.
the training nee& of business and industry
=
.

and the special educational needs of our urban centers.

It capitalizes on the

potential of schools of education to meet these needs by providing supporting
resources.

If planned, implemented, studied and evaluated properly, the experiences
Of schools -of education in the management of decline and protection.of human

resources could be useful in the impending management of decline in other pro3
.

fessional,schools and departments of universities.

We Urge the Subcommittee to consider thb way that Congressman Fordiend

Weiss included portiorof the House's companion bill for S. 360 in H.R. S192.
We believe.'however, that,there is need to look Seriously at Sen. Williams'

entire bill:Ybartiularly because of the research and evaluati6,sections
deleted from the House_ measure:

that were

This research and development pleCe,

chided under Section Viii of Sen.- Williamal,b111.

Would facilitate/ the examination of

"-the various types of.faculty developSlent and the ways that schools of education actec

to improWtheir programs, redirect their mftsions and managed program decline
constructively.

We would vote that H.R. 5I92 suggests the need for Thesp planning grants to
de thPough the appropriate 'State education agency

as a way, of enhancing
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re not adverse to the inclusion of this

We believe that one of the highlights of Sen. Williams' till

is

the mandate

for theAlssistant Secretary of Education to have FIPSE assist in planning for
the diversification and redirection of courses of study for elementary and

,-,

secondary school teachers to help them tse their teaching skills to provlie
social' Services from:emerging new social needs.

We_balievO thOt,the'authorization of appropriate levels given in S. 360 are
nominal and: .merit the attention of this Committee but do call to your att

tin, way that the Hous -has called for the funding of this provision under
H.R. 5192.

CONCLUSION

Finally,1eCinesreiterate:

We believe that the programs presently included

within Title V of the 1-1',,7,her Education Act are significant and need to be

7.

maintained, strengthened and expanded; that there is need for the coordination of
existing authorities within professional oevelopment components through a new

Federal Council; that an administrator training program needs to be addedond,
the Schools of Education Assistance Act should, be an integral part of Title v.

OW particular urgency that we point once again to the capacities and
.

capabilities,pf schools of education.

These institutions represent a past in-

.

r.,,_vestjent rby the public in terms Of programs. personnel, libraries and faculties

that can and must he called upon to respond to new social purposes.

The uncertain

challengeS of the 1980s and the changing demographic and social needs of that
decade portend serious problems if we further dismantle capacities of schools of
'',education to:respond.

tt is for this reason that we believe that there is great

potential and signtficance in the-pr6posed Schools of Education Assistance Art.
,This legislation provides institutional support, addressed at mission reorientation
P17

and is thetyPe_Of legislation needed to meet the alternative missions appropriate
to,a large segment of our higher education system.

Thank you for this opportunity to share these recommendations with you
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Senator PELL. Thank you.
Dr McMahon.

Dr McMAiioN. Thank you I would like to express my appreciation for your graciousness in having us here. I would also like to
reinforce what Dean Griffiths has said from the perspective of an
administrator of a school of education in support of the school of
education assistance component.

Rhode Island College, 7 years ago, had 70 percent of its undergraduates in teacher education. This year our freshman class has
20 percent. We have, largely by cutting and pasting and putting
things together, redirected the energies of our faculty in teacher
education. We have as great a, course enrollment and credit bour
production as we did when we had 70 percent in teacher education,
but we have done this because we have converted, for example, our
counselor education into rehabilitation training and agency counseling. We have added to our early childhood program, which was
largely school based, a day care prograin. In zoOperation- with the
Department of Social and Rehabilitative Services, we have trained

day care mothers, and we plan to train foster parents, In special
education, we have redirected our energies toward inservice training so, at this point in Rhode Island, we have prepared 06 percent
of the teachers in the state for mainstreaming under 94-142. We
have gone heavily into bilingual education. This past semester, we
set up a reading academy to train teachers how to train illiterate.
adults. There is a redirection of our teacher education faculty, but
we need to do much more. We need to, for example, mainstream
our elementary education faculty in the direction of special education, and this is the kind of thing that could be done under the
School Assistance Act.

Our teachers have had experience with teacher corps and with
teacher centers. Rhode Island had a national model for teacher
centers. We at RIC have had two teacher corps projects.

From my expertise, these have been extremely effective and I

would argue in all of the legislation supporting, these activities that
what we should look for is collaboration between the various sectors of education: There has been a good deal of research done in
inservice training and on successful projects where pupils outcomes
are positive. Two of the six critical variables in inservice training
are that you train the teachers in, the strategies and objectives of a
particular project and that you train the staff of a school as a unit.
This is what is effective.
What this implies clearly is that what we need is a partnership,
a legislative pa -tnership, between teachers, the, school system, institutions of higher education, teacher organizations, the community and parents in the training of teachers.

One of the things

I

think we must not lose sight of is the

significance of research in inservice education. This is a problem
every field has Yesterday, Rhode Island College opened a new
school of social work, and the main speaker spoke about the problem of relating social policy, which is one part of the function of
social -work, to social practice. `The same problem exists in educa-,
although we are fortunate. We are an older profession and
therefore, we have made some of those transitions more effectively.
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We know a good deal Fram educational research. We know, for
example, what strategies .are effective in teaching primary children. We know what is effective in teaching-children. We know
obvious perhaps, is g
that time lo cipent in instruction; rather
critical variable in the effectiveness of instruction. So I would say
that in terms of ',nservice education, the role of the Federal Govtogether is critical. One project
ernment in bringing these rmrties ecumenical
characteristic to it is
that we se o which haft th;s kind of
the Teacher Corps project. We would argue for Support, continued

support, rtad,expansion of that project:
A complementary project is the teacher center project, which has
a different focus arid some different emphases, but again we would
argue that it performs, an important function. We commend to your
attention the language of H.R. 5192 which seeks collaboration in
the teacher center project between institutions of higher education,
teacher organizations, the community, and parents.
I would say in closing that prog-rains in teacher education and

inservice education will hr as effective as the links that exist
between the various partners. The Federal Government should
encourage the use of existing resources in, institutions of higher
education, teacher organizations, the community, school systems

and the like, and, in that way, we will be able to meet the inservice
heeds that exist.
Senator PELL-Thank you very much, Dr, McMahon.
Dr. MCMAHON. If I might introduce to you Dr. James Gant, who
will speak on administrative training.
Senator FELL. Dr. Gant, welcome here.

Dr. GAN:T. Thank you very much for having us. I am dean of
education at Florida State University in Tallahassee, Fla., and

those of us in the South cannot do as much with 5 minutes as my
eastern colleagues. We do not usually ...talk.as fast as they do, but I
-would try to see if I can make two points in support of the Wil.
liams bill.

The two points are administrative training, which` would add a
discretionary authority to title V to .permit training to facilitate
entry as an administratbr, and also training for administrators in
'rnidcareer. We can only do this however, if colleges of education
are able to gear up to be a part of this.
The second item that I would like to talk about is coordination. I

recommend that'we &mite a Federal council on educational profession, development. This council would be similar to the educational
council that was created- for R., & D. in the last reauthorization,
These are the two recommendationsadministrator training and
a Federal C6uncil on Educational Professions Development. Let me

talk just a bit about the administrator training and why I think it
is important that we develop a capacity such as proposed in the
Williams bill. Administrative training is p.,-hably the most crucial

factor in improving schools. We have had teacher edUcation centers
in Florida for the past 5 years. That means the schools of education
are involved with districts in teacher education centers. We have
had a Teacher Corps project at Florida State. We now have year
long internships that are mandated by-the State. Schools of educe=
tion are going to have to gear up to be a part of this effort. The
State Department in Florida has required technical assistance from
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colleges of education to districts. We are going to have to gear up
to provide technical assistance in a new way. An executive acad-

emy has been funded in Florida for administrator training. We
haye all of these demands in legislation, but we, at the college
level, do not have a way to adjust ourselves to meet the demands.
We have a kind of a growth technology with which we have been
working wherein we change by growth.
We are now declining, but we have the added responsibilities.
While we have declining resources, declining enrollments, and a
rather stable and older faculty_ , we have to do all of these new

things. That is the kind of a problem that we are faced with. I

think provisions in the Williams bill could help us with this problem.
I want to also talk just a bit about two things that I think would
improve schools, and why we have to do some things in colleges of
education in order to be able to do this.
A 4-year study was dohe in British schools of the good schools
andi,the poor schools, and it was found that there was not that
much difference in the personnel, there was not that much differ-

ence in the potential ability of the students, but there was a

difference in what they called the ethnos of the school. That ethnos

can be translated as the climate of that school, and that administrator is the key in that school. In order for us, as schools of
education, to do the kind of training that we would need to do with
administrators, we found that there are five things that are needed
in good training.

First, you have to know what it is that they are supposed to do,
so' there has to be some knowledge transmission or theory. Second,
there has to be a way that you demonstrate that so that people can
see it done. Third, the people themselves have to have`a chance to

try to do it themselves. Fourth, they have to practice it in a real
situation, and fifth, they ha-va..to do it on the actual job in their
role. In order for us to do a good job with this we, as a school,of
education, would need to be with them each step along the way.,
Right now we can only be in the first two phases of it, and we'd°
not have the technology and cannot develop the technology alone
to be in the other three phases. This is the part that Dean Griffiths
has talked about, that he has been able to do some of, on his own.
We have not been able to do this across the countfy.
I think that if we could have the kind of provisions that are in
the Williams bill, we may be able to gear ourselves up to be the
kind of service to the Nation's schools that we would like to be,`but
we find ourselves in a plight that we cannot do this at the present
time It is very, very frustrating to those bf us who are deans. We
would like your assistance.
For a Southern boy, I did get through on time did I not?
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Dr. Gant,
What the --three of you are really saying is that your institutions
should continue to be supported but your functions might change.
Is that really what you are saying?
Dr. mcmAIION, That is correct.
Senator PF.1,1.. What sort of things would S. 360 enable you to do
which you cannot da now? Would'you give us an example or two?
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Dr. Mc MmoN. There are two aspects: One would enable us to
respond to new demands within the field of education. One thing
that I think is very obvious is the need for schools of education to
give in service training to teachers in techniques in dealing with
the handicapped, particularly the classroom teacher in dealingwith mainstreaming, so it would sallow for that redirection to new
needs within the field which is fairly static in terms of personnel,
that is, there are few personnel coming into the field.
The other thing it would enable us to do, is take the educational
resources that we have and apply them in other fields, such as the

things that I mentioned where we took a counselor, education
department, and redirected so that the faculty is now largely
working in agency and, rehabilitation counseling. The only way we
were able,to do that was through Federal, funding_ .

feel that
Dr. GRIFFITHS. Another illustration of that is that
the basic education that takes place in the school of education is
applicable to a number of other settings,. and we are calling this
education in nonschool settings. One of the major areas in which
there are great social needs now is- in the aging We have many
resources with which to train_people to work with the aging, but
we do not have enough to make the commitment of this sort that
we-need. This bill would provide us with the aid to euble us to
move in this direction.

Senator FELL. Why do you think that the Federal Government
ought to step in and help yogi do what you will have to do yourself
in order to survive?
Dr. MCMAHON. Well, many of us are in institutions where our
_

funding is formula funding so that as there is a decline in the

traditional neects for teachers, thefe is a concomitant decline in the
support for our units. That is one .of the realities under which we
exist.

In order to redirect and retrain, we need resources that are not

coming to us through the traditional supply line.
GANT. I think one of the reasons that it would be a responsi-

bility of the Federal Government to help us with this, because I
think it is not only helping those of us in schools of educationI do
not think this is something that will just. happen to schools of
education. I think that in time all professional schools will have to
face the same kinds.of problems that we have now to face, and we
are saying, that we would be glad to be the pilot group to see if we
to do it each time
could le,lea from this so that you would nota school, whether it be dentistry, pharmacy, or whatever school we
have that would go through this kind of problem because
think' that this will not be the only professional school that will
'might
fate this kind of problem. vveare the first.
If we could learn from this now and the Federal Government
could learn from this now we nay have a technology for helping
with this kind of decline when it happens in other professional
schools, and I think that is forward planning for the Federal Government.
Senator PELL. Thank you We are very lucky in having both the

chairman of the full committee and the author of the bill here,
Senator Williams.
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The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate that editorial comment. I do not

know how lucky we are but fortunately for me, even with the

change of schedule, I was able to be here even briefly for at least
this panel.
It seems, to me that your situation is somewhat analogous to an
industry faced with changes needing capital investment and a declining income. There is no way for reinvestment when you do not
have that income, and you are really in a change situation here,
are you not? There are great needs out there that you can meet if
you can get the capital investment to make it real.

I had written out a question earlier. Do you discern in our

schools of education an interest in converting faculty and student
effort to respond-to new areas?
Then, when you mentioned the response.to teaching for ,special

education for the handicapped, I would gather that this is exactly
the answer?

Dr. MCMAHON. Oh, yes. I think that our faculties have a natural
disposition toward human services and they are extremely responsive, I have found, to a redirection in nonschool setting_s as well as
to new needs within the schools.
Dr. GRIFFITHS. The beginnings have been made in several schools
of education, St. John's, Vermont, I believe Maryland, so that there

is an awareness that our professors can work in these areas. I do
not think it has gone anywhere near the extent that it ahould go,
but there is a sensitivity to these problems and the knowledge that
we can do something about them.
The CHAIRMAN. Well

I think we, with our opportunity here,

certainly responded to a great unmet educational demand and that
is the education of all handicapped youngsters, and that created
the demand for diversified education of teachers.
Dr. McMAnoN. That is right.

The CHAIRMAN. And you have responded?
Dr. MCMAHON. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other areas that you could cite to

us in support, of the ideas contained in S. 360. We have to be

persuasive with our colleagues. It is an expenditure program and,
you know,--it is not taken for granted that it Must be established.
We- have to prove it and it is harder and harder around here to
prove anything when there is an expenditure involved.
Dr. McMAnoN. I could fink or expand on one of the areas that I
mentioned, and that is the training of day-care mothers. That is
one of the greatest social problems that we have-45 pereent-of_our
children who are six or below school age have no parents at home.
In Rhode Island, we have a massive 'day care program, but the
social and rehabilitative agency was really only able to insure that
those day care -mothers meet minimal health and safety requirements. There was no training of those mothers going on.
We have taken our early childhood faculty and worked with the
Department of Social and Rehabilitative Services. We have run a-_
program first on television and then through the creation of .satellite training centers in existing day care centers. We have trained
500 day care mothers. We have trained some of them to be trainers
of eihel
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Now, w are going to move into the foster parent area in the

same way, nd our faculty, in answer to your earlier question, is
extremely excited about this redirection of their basic professional
skills.
Dr. GRIFFITE-1%, A number of other areas, for instance, in the arts

that' have not been mentioned yet. In each of the major art areas,

we are developing therapists so we have art therapists, music

therapists, dance therapists, who -work in homes -for the ,aged and
indigent -people. In doing this we have opened up new professions
to alleviate human needs in these areas. We are also attempting to
meet, in part, the need, for various kinds of specialized administra.

tors in museums, perfOrming art centers, and other types of arts
institutions.

I would also mention in terms of the day care centers that we
have for a number of years now had a resource center for day
care administratorsin Brooklyn. We fund that through the Social
-Security Act, title XX, but these other areas do not receive aid.
The CHAIRMAN.- Another 4ample,.Dean Gant, you mentioned
1
administrators.,
Now you mentioned administrators in two connections. You had
a third, did you not, Dr. Gant?

Dr. GANT. Yes, not only with the administratore; I was, also

thinking about the problems of public schools. The _recent Gallup
on -public education found that the number. one problem in
schools is still discipline. If you find .real discipline problems in
school, you can go back to the climate of the school, you can go
back to the administration of the school, you-can go back td the
community support of the school, Those three things, you can find
where those problems start:
We could help with disCipline, climate, parent support through

administrator training, If we could redirect ourselves so that we
did not have:to use the reSeurces just to maintain Programs
were on_.carnpus, and we were able to get out to work in schools
with administrators while they are on the jobs, we could improve
id

discipline.

One of the problem's that we fee right now is trying, to train

administrators before_ they becomes administrators. We attempt to

train teachers to become:administrators. They then go ,.hack to
school in the role of the reacher and start trying to learn. about
becoming a principal. Bu'_' live do not have a way in which we can
give traMing once they are in the role-of principal and on the job.
Those five steps in the training process.that I talked about, it is
only when you can iget to that fifth step of training while the
person is in the role that you can get 90 percent of the people to do
that, which they have been trained to do. When you go through
only the other four steps, the research shows then although people
will know it, they; will know, how to do it,Iess than 50-percent of
--them will actually do what they have been trained to do. So we
haye to fi-ntra-way_to_redirect ourselves in such a way that we can
work with administrators in schools:

Another tremendously important problem to-America today is

unemployment of youth. Youth unemployment.
We are not' in, a position that we can help CETA in the way that
and competence to do. We have the- compewe have the.
/
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fence, not the capacity to help at the present time. This is a

national problem of unemployment for youth. If we could find ways
of redirecting ourselves we could be able to help with those problems., We may be saving money in that we .may spend the money

on training rather than spending it on delinquencies and prison
sentences. These are the kind of things that wotdd be exciting for
s to do if we could sort of unshackle ourselves\priough to do
We are in sort of a position like an industry thht wants to put
out a new model car. They stop, put the research rnmey in recast
all of the machines. In humari-services, we can never stop. We
must continuously work, and we are sort of in that bind right now

,

in that we would like to sort of change around, but there is no time

or resource in which to stop, and recast the machine so that we
could put. out a new model, and that is the frustration that we
experience.
The CHAIRMAN. Excellent. Thank you.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, Dr. McMahon and
gentlemen, for being with us.
Our next panel is a panel on tea: her training, and we have with

us 'Mrs. Patricia Weiler, American Federation of Teachers;
Irwin Polishook, American Federation of Teachers; and President

.

James McCormick, Bloomsburg State College; Pa.

I would like to relay Senator SchWeiker s regrets that he cannot

be here at this time He is in a markup session, or otherwise he

most certainly would be here with you
Let us now carry on.

STATEMENTS OF DR. IRWIN POLISHOOK, VICE PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS, AFL-CIO; AND PATRICIA WEILER. AMERICAN FEDERATION- OF TEACHERS; AND
JAMES McCORMICK, PRESIDENT, BLOOMSBURG STATE' COLLEGE, PA., A PANEL -

Dr. Pousnoox. I am Irwin Polishook, vice president, of the
American Federation of Teachers, also president of the faculty

union a_ t the City University where we represent 14,000 instructors.

and 'a professor of history at Lehman College at City University.
I would like to present some testimony about the Higher Education Act, and Pat Weiler, on my right, will speak specifically to the
matter of the teacher centers.
Mr. Chairman the American Federation, of Teachers, AFL-CIO,
welcomes the opportunity to present our views on the Higher Education Act. As you know, the AFT is the largest representative of
college faculty members in the United States, More than 75,000
AFT members teach in our Nation's colleges and universities and
the AFT is the exclusive representative for the faculties of public
systems in New York, Illinois, Florida, Pennsylvania; New Jersey,
Vermont, as well as representing individual colleges all over the

'-

Nation.

The actions contemplated by this subcommitteerfiind_the actions
taken in the past have profound effect on the health and effectiveness of our 'higher education system. We Incite with appreciation
and respect the landmarks in higher education already achieved by
your legislative work.
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The basic education opportunity grants program, which we call
in our office sometimes the Pell grants, has made a college education affordable for thousands of students who might not otherwise
be able to pursue higher educatiori, and has eased the burden of
middle-income families faced with choices between necessities and
higher education. Other grants and the loan program have clearlY,
provided the means for a college education to many. And while we
are not in favor of all aspects of the loan program, we do acknowledge continuing necessity for loans in financing higher education,
and especially higher education.
We also commend the fine work by this subcommittee in 1976
_

with the establishment of the teacher center program. The AFT
has many higher education concerns, and it would be impossible to

spell them all out at this hearing. I have presented a larger statement of our interest in the written testimony and I will try -to
-capenlizathat, if I may and I would be pleased, and Pat would be
pleased, to respond to any specific questions you might have

In the, matter of title I, we believe that title I should become
More active with respect to its educational service, especially to
adult learners, _workers, to women, and to minorities. It is essential

,that this title be fully funded' and that its approach become more
useful with respect to populations of people that are prepaced and
ready for higher education.
With regard to the student loan provisions of this legislation, we

_want to make clear that while we endorse most of the content of
the current legislation, as well as its intent which_ is to increase
educational opportunities for students, we do so with some reluc

,--:!tance and with one general set of reservations that I would like to
present

These reservations are based on the extent to which these proarns, the loan programs, offer incentives to the States and to
institutions of higher learning to increase their-cost, to pass along,
in effect, or transfer to the student or to tk. State, the advantages
gairied by different loan progiams of the .:.ideral Government. It
also encourages the notion that students should bear even greater
-,,responsibility for their higher education expenses than is now the
.

.

We think this program is a significant investment in human

cap_ ital with profit to the society at large as well as to the individu-

al, We also think higher tuition and costs drive down enrollment
among those portions of our population which are most in need of
higher education; namely, the minorities and the poor.
The American Federation of Teachers support the full funding of
thastudent aid programs, particularly the BEOG grants, the SEOG

grants., national direct student loans, State student incentive

-grants, college work study, and guaranteed student loans. These,
we think, are essential. We are especially pleased to support the
proposal for phasing out the half-cost provisions of BEOG which we
think discriminates against low-income students attending relatively low cost public institutions.

We are also pleased to support especially the Urban University
Act or that portion of the proposed legislation in the House that' giVes support for urban grant universities, and we strongly support
with the AFL-CIO the elimination of the subminimum wage which
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is now payable 'to students.- We think, and here we have a differ-

ence with the current administration, that categorical program

should be extended and not cut back.
I want to conclude my brief capsuled version of our te timony, at
least my part, by calling attention to title. VI,. and it might serve as
an indication of our whole approach to the Higher Education Act
and Its many provisions.
_

Title VI, refers to foreign studies and language development.

This, we think, is essential, and this, we think, should be expanded.
There are two approaches which we suggest in our testimony, in

the larger written testimony with respct to foreign studies and
language development. In both cases we think that these approaches would be best achievod within the schools, within the
public institution. With regard to encouraging foreign languages
and foreign language development, there is a perception abroad
that our country is declining as a world power. We believe one of
the reasons_ this perception is because our students have less and
less competence in foreign languages, and we think that the atmos-

phere is right here in this particular provision as well as other

provisions to make investments in human capital, in People, which
will make our country greater and greater.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.

I would add that your statement will be entered in the record.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Polishook

TESTIMONY OF
Or. Irwin folinhook. Vice President
American Federation of Teachers, AFL-G10
Before the Senate Subcommittee on Education
On The Higher- Education Act.
/

Mr. Chairman-and Members of the Committee;

The American Federation of TeacherC AFL-GIO, welcomes the opportunity
tO present our vfews on the Hirlher Education Act= An you know, the AFT in
the largest representative of college faculty members in the united States.
More than 75,000 AFT members teach in our Nation's colleges and universities
and the AFT 4$ the oXOlusive representative for the faculties of nubile aystema
in New York, Illinois, Florida, Pennsylvania, New Jersey. Vermont. an well aa,
representing individual colleges all over the Nation.

The actions contemplated by this Subcommittee and the actions taken 4
the past have profound effect on the health and effectiveness of our higher
We note with appreciation and respect the landmarks in
education system.
higher education already achieved by your legislative work.
This Batiip Education Opportunity Grants program has made a college education
affordable for thousands of students who might not otherwise be able to pursue
higher education and has eased the burden of middle-income families faced with
choices between neceaaitiea and. higher education.
Other Grants and theLoan
program have clearly provided the means for a college education to-many. And,
while we are not in favor of all aspects of the loan program, we do acknowledge
a continuing necessity for loans in financing higher educatioU.

We also commend the fine work by this Subcommittee In 1976 with the catchliehment of the teacher center program.
While teacher center programs are
still a small struggling federal program. the concept is now established and
it is our hope that in time these benefits can be extended to teachers all
over the country.' We know that this Subcemutittee shares that goal.
TITLE

The AFT.has many higher education interests; it would be impossible to apell
them all out ao matter how much time we had.
For example. Life-Long Learning.
The program, that is currently on the books, has simply not attracted enough
support in its current foil in
because, of the massive pressures on the
federal budget.
We believe that en effeetiVe response to these pressures would
be to create a program that would reach -out and tap the funds already available
nation-wide for continuing education. Many programs have been negotiated by
:intone to Cover their members educational COnen. Testimony given t4 the
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Rouge Education and Labor Committee indicated that there are at leant IWO current
plans In existence with more being negotiated each year and that Eh_
`plans
'Provide a 0051E/41 of more than $200 million for into purpose. It La our belief
that.channelling this large amount of private sector dollars into A cob
-Plan will du more to advance life-long dearning opportunities than anything current's
on the hookm.
It can be raper Lally significan% if such piano were uncovered and
publicized in eonlunction with progragia offered by existing edueational institutions.
A small amount of federal seed money could be used to coordinate the putting
together of programs, adllarn and students.
As with many other federal programs, a relatively smail aheunt of federal
money can trigger benefits far out-of-proportion to the amount of federal inventment.
Thin in Just a concept but we believe the Subcommittee should examine it
seriously an it begins its Reauthorization of Title i of the Higher Efhlration Ac,.
With regard to the student loan provi-sions of this LegiHlation. we would
Liku to Make it clear that while we support most of the content of the currentlegislation as well an its intent (which we bOli4V4 IN to increase educational
`- opportunities for utudente) we do so with mos'e' r-1 dance and one major orinciple
objection.

This ohjection is based in the extent to which such loan programs
er
incentives to the states and the institutions to increase their runts; encourage
the nation that Studentn hear roan greater responsibility for their education
expenses than is now the case; and therefore, drive down enrollments among
thine portions of our population` which are in moat need of higher education,
nameiy, the minoritius,and the poor.
There has been such contradictory and often confusing data offered as
to the real, Impact of federal student aid dollars on the aehievemept of the
Rotas of equality of access and opportunity *lthln higher education.
Because of
this, we fully endorse the eatablishmant of a "National Commission on Student
Lonna" and urge that the utmoat care be given to assure that appointees to thin
body he 'representative of those conatituencies moat effected by the spectre
Of spiraling increases in college COSIES. We would ansume that the first
order of businenn of thin COmmission would he to make an annessment of the
effect of this legislation upon students from families of all income brackets,
as well as to develop a realistic definition of what it constitutes to be a
"needy'-' student in theme inflationary times.
We would also expect.the Commisaloo to develop mechanisms which would
encourage both the institutions and the states to maintain their current
levels ofsuppore-of atudent anniatanee programs no an to insure that the entire
hurdee of a atudent's edubatlonal COME do not become transferred to the student
or the federal government in this entirety.
In the interim. we Support the
maintenance of current programa an provided in this hill.
We oppose atone
to increase interest rates to loan unere AS a step toward student loans out of the
reach of lower-and middle -income families.
The American Federation of Teachera supports the full funding of student
aid programs; the Basic Educational Opportunity Grants, Supplemental Educational

Opportunity Cbants, National Dirdit Student Loans. State Atudent Incentive
Grants. College Work Study sad Gueranteed. Student Loans aTe essential. We
especially- support the phasing out of the-"helf-cost" provision of the BEOG
ncomm students attending relatively
which we feel'discriminetesragelnet 1_
Luttrell* in size of the
IOW-Cost public institutions as veil is
maximum BKOG grant` to $2700 by 1980.
he most promising federal
one
The urban Grent'pniversity Act
laitlatimee in higher education --erid in solving the Nation's urban problems.
It would encourage colleges and universities to become Intricately involved
in assisting_ cities by applying their human and knowledge resouries to the
solution of urban problem' and to tilt proffering of urban public services.
.

-

Categorical aid should be extended rather than eliminted. we also
support the categorical aid program for colleges and universities depending,
on federal support: college library grant*, library training and research.
7:--C-00104nity-terviciW-and:cootinuinueducation,public-survice fellowships,
minine fellowship', law school clinic experience, education information centere.
state post-secondary cosmieeiOne and career education.
.

We oleo strongly support the recommendations that the minimum wage be
paid to students working under the College Work Study Act. Students now
working in colleges and universities for such private.businesses as fastfood establishments and the like are paid eubminimum wages and have no protection
In addition.-the AFT opposes the
against such exploitation under the law.
eitanslon'of college work study jobs to.the Private. sector. Such a development
would inevitably result in the displacement of full. time workers and e
windfall to private sector employers who would receive a federal subsidy for
their payroll.
TITLE V:
`Teacher Center Pro ram

trongly endorse legislative provisions that guarantee teachers
Worley WILCO on teacher center policy boards. We are supportive
of the criteria for proposal selection these gives weight to evidence of
teacher involvement In teacher center design and Implementation.
It ls!our
firm conviction that this emerging program ntads stability during this first
[(mains-cycle.
Therefore, we suggest that changes that would significantly
elter the legislation should be scrutinized to determine their long-range
effects.

We propose a five-year funding-cyelefor-leacher-Center projects
that would include a one-year planning period.
This recommendation it based
on the evidence collected from the teacher centers funded by the Teacher Center
Progrem,:The planning year will provide time for policy board members and
the director of the project to develop a cooperative working relationship and
deeigla program Activities that realistically meet thi needs of the teachers
in the service area.
Many of the documented start -up problems thet%ereee
during the past yet
,uld have been *voided by this planning stage.
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We recommend
five-year cycle to insure the time fop inatitutiennligation
of the teacher Center after federal support heti emerged because of the O0118O01AtiVA efforts of teachers, administrators. university faculty and school board
member's.
This uniqde element that exists in the governance Structure of
teacher centers suet he given ties in order to achieve a significant impact
on teachers and students.
The exteeelon from three to five leers ie not without precedent in federal
We point to the Teacher Corps Program es Odd example. Historically.
district* have not placed in-service education on the list of prioritiea
in the education budget. co we reA001AA the fart that 0 shift In emphasis
must be given a rearmeable length of time to bring about .leeting results.
Coesitment to teacher in-service education and teacher centre will be tenure,/
If the positive effects are evident within:a district and schools are turned
around because of this !excess factor.
Progress*.

In line with these objectives, we also recommend that the five-year
'funding period eply to the teacher center projects presently funded
by the U.S. Office of Education,'to inure the succeesful leatitutionnlirstion
of those projects elreedy In exi -stence.

Teacher CorjmThsatis
We applaud:the eignificent contribution of the Tischer Corps Program
to the Improvement of teacher preservice and in- service education. We nupport
the increased effort*. to diseeminate information and studies that focus on
successful project.. inetructioeal techniques and strategies that have been
generated by Teacher Corps specialists.
Communkte Gouncil,
We urge consideration of a more collaborative framework for the
community council which is elected "to amidst the local educational agency
or the institution of higher education or both in the planning., implementation
end *Valuation of projects..." Since the lanai School Boerd members are the
elected repreeentatives of the citizens in the district. School Board members
.should serve with other community representatives on the advisory group. We
reeadmend that the Community Council be replaced by a School Community
Advisory Croup.
Elementary and secondary teacher representative's would serve
with School Beard members in an advisory capacity to the local educational
agency. Itki$ group would not have veto power.
Beginning Teacher
During the past,decade. the American Federation of Teachers has supported_
the concept of areinternship program that,would.provide aselatence to new teachers.
It is in this same Spirit that we propose that a new section be added to the TeaCher
Corps legislation that would provide (undo for support for BEGINNING TEACHERS.
This support program should serve th* BEGINNING. TEACHUS Le the Teacher Corps
Schoola in particular because of the camels* pteblem* facing them in their
glow professional role. WO recommend Nether that this program be extended to
other eon-Teacher Corps Title I.SehoOls.
BEGINNING,TEACHERS in all Title I School('
Could be supported 10 their early professional development by such a program.
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Funding would be need for released time for
cvaultation, work with :=
O Sperieneold teachers in the teacher tenter and observation in el/tearooms
iinage4 by successful teachers.
The project would be guided by an Advisory
Board which would include represeotatives from the school board, the teacher
organisation and institutions of higher education=
Their function would be
to act in an advisory capacity.

During this time of declining ennllment and greater stability among
school staffs in elementary and secondary echools, we recommence that the
ratio of five experienced teachers to one should be changed to ten
experienced teachers to one new teacher.
We recnemend full funding for., both Teacher centers and the Teacher
Corps program. ,We congratulate this Subcommittee
for the time you have
put into this hearing and into the study of these iesues. On behalf of
the American Federation of Teachers,
t wish to thank you for this opportunity
to testify.

American Federation of Teachers believes that the kinds o
supported by Title VI -- Foreign,ptudies and Language Development,

esential

if we are'golng to build our national capability to deal effectively abroad
on a variety of problele.

There are two bailie approaches yhich vs feel must be

Included here if these progrenssreto have an impact=

One involves increasing

Await-We attitudeU, toward language study and international:40;0y by increasing
the capabilities of-elementary and seconder.), school teachers

in these areas.

The

second hem to do with expending the ettention given tO"the Avricon labor movescent with program.: for language and inrernatiotsi etudy.

The perception that out'sta us nil a world leader is declining should

meanthat the atmosphere ie right for initiation of a major legislative tkuat
emphe.ising international and language studies;

At the level of elementary and

secondary education, concern for educational orslity and atandarde should enable
UM to enrich the curriculum with language studies and solid subetentive toeeentration on issues that require international untiereLaeding.

-ode of the beat way. to begin wresting supo
.

knowledge and,repabilitiem of American teachers1

We believe that

these areas is to broaden the
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on a braid ricale to"
of
training
aii types of tachera. In order to create respect and
interest in the study of language, its pursuit Should not
Teaehore .
be restricted to the domain of language tee4ara
who know end appreciate foreign languages Mill serve as
role models to their pupils to do the Same Language

teachers who are currently faced with declining interear4 inLanguage study could be used to *tett such programs.;

We believe that if suet' programs were organized in relation to pro-

fessional exchange and other international program/. they would encourage
teachers to

would

about education And Other issues abroad..

ultimately have a carry-ovtr effect in clatsrooms, since international
lemming among teachers will tend to stimulate the treatment of international

Lone to classrooms.

The fact that teachere have summer tise!end tee

led to study make it likely that such programs would be used.

setts

Extiengeloftme$hrsbitaed on the teaching of
These exchanges would be one way to facilitate language.
teaching and at the same Ulm encourage international
Americen teachers could teach English in
educ,tton.
France. for ex.m.ple, and French teachers could teach
French here.
Exchanges could be for a specific amount
of time and on a one for one baste so that no Job losses

would our in either country.
Relating exchanges like these to broader pr

ye involving seminare

and YiRit% would enable American teachers and foriign-teachere to learn about
the edueattonal systems, institutions, political processes and history of thei
1,,p,,tii,

,uwFie,i.

Such exchange programs could be Open to language teachers,

since they know the techniques of language instruction, but they might inelode

some other teachers who were willing to develop language inatructionskille
turough inaervice courses. and who had facility in another language.

The valet of such programs would be in their many possible accomplish.

meats.

we could help raise an interest in language instruction here! promote

cr.,es -pr ofeasional understanding; encourage international relationships between

teachers 4nd thel, orSanitatiOne; generate an interest in the .ubstance of
international atudlea: and develop a group of teachers who could pursue all of

these

a.,,nee they cams hack to the U

b

ates.

LingWage training_mht to be offcre.i to labor lenders,
bunieffial ,A1Prementativte and the' foetal adult -o ulatlon. :Mee. longues* 'teachers are available.'rho-

ncho'le should *granted a
adainistering

a

retor4ority in terms of

programs.-.

We believi thit the sr

because they are communitbaiod.

an idnui,eite fnr such traillin
The feet that the actioole iade these

War nga wou).0 also bava,a carry-ova: ,Iipact on *shoal-aged children by
demonstrating the importance of language study.
leo hope chat ,the crucial roL of the American labor movement will
.veerianied in programs r ,,ensored through thin legialatiOn, and that labor

organization, will be' recognised as capable conveyors of the interests

America abroad whin it tomes to fathering language and lnutrontional study.

opelun
allele
October 3
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Senator PELL. Mrs. Weiler?

Mrs. WEILER. I would like to thank you for the opportunity to

testify today.

The American Federation of Teachers has been involved in

teacher center projects and in-service projects such as the in- serv-

ice program in Rhode Island through the AFT Teacher:Center
Resource Exchange.]

fi

We strongly endorse legislative provisions that guarantee teach
ers a majority.voice on teacher policy boards. We are supportiVe of
the criteria for proposal Selection that gives weight to evidence of
teacher involvement and teacher center design and implementation. It is lxir firm cohviction that this emerging program needs

stability during this 'first funding cyclb. Fiscal year 1980 is the
second year of funding for the Office of Education of:teacher

centers.
We propose a 5-year funding cycle for the teacher center projects
that would include a.1-year plaiming period. This recommendation .
is based on the evidence collected from the teacher centers funded

by the U.S, Office of Education, the teacher center program, and
especially the documentation by the teacher centers that received
planning grants.
The planning year will provide time for policy board members
and the directors of the projects to develop cooperative working
relationships:

We recommend a 5-year cyCle to insure the time for
institutionalization of the teacher centers after Federal support has
merged becai!se of the 'collaborative efforts of teachers, adrninis-,
trators, university faculty, and school board members. This unique
element, the collaboration that exists in the Government structure
di teacher centers must be given developmental time in order to
achieve a significant impact on teachers and students.
The extention, from 3 to 5 years is not without precedent in

Federal programs.
We pointAo the Teachers Corps program as one example. Histcri'

callydistricts have not placed in service education on the list of
priorities in the education budget, so we recognize the fact that ,a.
shift in emphasis must be giver, a reasonable. length of time to
bring about lasting results.
In line with these objectives, we'also recommend that the 5-year

funding period apply to the teacher r:enter : projects presently
funded by the U.S. Office of Education This is to insure their
successful, institutionaliiation. We, see teacher centers counteracting the negative atmosphere that presently surrounds the schools.

Through sharing successful practices,.teachers, together with other_
educators, can effect student- achievement. Research, that often has
been-out of the reach of classroom teachers, is one component of a
number of teacher 'center projects. Research results are also being
translated and distributed in teacher center publications.
In the Teachers'Corps program, we applaud the significant con-

tributioa of the Teacher Corps program to the iMprovement of
teacher preservice and in-service education. We urge consideration
of the change of che community council to a school advisory council. This would include school board members and also reprcsenta-

.

tives' from the school

ers.

.11 elementary and secondary teach-

We also urge beginning teacher components. During the past
decade, the Ainerican Federation of Teachers has supported the
concept of an internship program that would provide assistance to
the teachers. It is in the same spirit that we- propose that a, new
section be added to the Teachers Corps legislation that would provide funds for support for beginning teachers. This, support program should serve the beginning teachers in Teachers Corps
schools, in particular, but alio we ask that this be extended to all

,

title I schools.

Beginning teachers in all title I schools could be supported- in

their early professional development by such a program.
Funding would be used for released time for consultation, work
with experienced teachers in the district teacher center, and observations in classrooms_ managed by successful teachers. The\ project
would be guided by an advisory board which would include representatives from a school board, the teacher organization, and institutions of higher ed6cation.

We recommend full funding for both teacher centers and the'
Teachers Corps program. We congratulate the subcommittee for
the time you have put into this hearing and into the study of theSe
issues.

On behalf of the American Federation of Teachers, I. wish . to

thank you for this opportunity to testify.
Senator Pgi..L. Thank you very much.
President McCermick.

Dr. MCCORMICK. Good afternoon,;` Mr. Chairman, members of the

staff and guests. I am James McCormicks, president.of Bloomsburg,

State College, Bleomsburg, Pa. /
The testimony I shall present concerning titles V and IX' of the
Higher Edueation Act of 1965 is on behalf of the Pennsylvania
Association of Colleges. and/Universities---PACU--2which is tom,
prised of 116' public and pr?ivate institutions of higher education.
The recommendations in my testimony were developed by PACU
task force broadly representative of the public and private sectors.

I also would want- the record to show that in reviewing this
testimony last evening and today, I noticed that there are some
additional changes tha we would like to make within this 2 week
period,

I think I would s mmarize this 10 page paper very quickly by
suggesting that we would like to recommend a new section be
added which ,Woul be entitled "General Provisions." This new
section would be d signed primarily for coordination and it would

assist Federal, St te, and local education agencies to coordinate
and utilize the a' ailable resources. It would encourage State and
local education gencies to develop 'comprehensive and systematic

plans for impro ing the quality of school staff development programs; and it w, uld provide financial assistance to State and local
education agencies and institutions of higher education for the
implementation of such programs.

We have spelled out in our paper some additional details: The

point is to bring coordination to better serve the public.

_,4
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_INow,_specifically, with respect to section 513, we woetldlike-to-7,-,-.:,

add a section that would suggest that there bi arrangements_made_4
to provide some additional coordination among Teachers Corps,
teacher centem- and institutions of higher education. We believe
this will promote a closer collaboration of schools, teachers, teacher -1`,

organizations, and schools of eduCation in carrying out the objet-7
tives. Also in section 532,-_we would like to suggest that institutions

of higher education be included in _.the language, We have been

very specific in our paper.
ow, I would like to comment just briefly on the Williams bill. It
our view in Pennsylvania that we would encourage the passage.
of this bill because we believe that it will be beneficial to.the public

,

and private institutions in our States. Also, ih our testimony- we
J,
have a number of points with respect to graduate. Programs.
Now remembering. Senator Pell's admonition. this morning; that
we be very specific, undergirding all of Pennsylvania's testimony
would be the feeling or belief that the school should= be the unit of.,
improvement in any attempt to improve education
We also believe, as a basic principle, that personnel improvement
is a crucial component. The improvement and developmeht of our -;
people is critical. We believe that the needs of individuals must be
considered from a collaborative point of view.
We believe thai planning decisions should be made as cloiely as
they can be Made to the local situation. We believe that we need to
help our administrators 0-row in their ability to manage categorical
programs_ We believe .that wherever possible, we ought to deliver
the services of the Federal, State, and local government !through
the institutions and agencies that already exist rather thdri creating new ones.

We are pleased to have had an opportunity to testify in behalf of
the Pennsylvania Association of Colleges_ and Universities._ Thank
you.

Senator PELL. 'I hank you, very much. I appreciate the special
quality of the pointayou made.
The full:testimony will appear in the record.
[The prepared statement of Dr. McCormick follows:]
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Good.morning Mr. Chairmen, Distinguished beaters of the Subcommittee and.
I 6mArnes McCOrMiC14 President of Bloomsburg (Pennsylvania) -State

Guesta.

The:tistimony -1 shall.-present conceRing.Titles VandTX of thejligReFl.L.,

Education Act of 1965'is on behalf of.the Pennsylvania ASsociation of-Eolleges

--and-UnivensitieS,APAGO:whih)scomprised-of-116_public and private institutions
of higher education:

The recomTendatiena in my testimony were develOpedby

a

PACU Task Force broadly repretentative of the public and private sectors.'
=1EAEHER-E0 PS-AND :MAGNER TRAINING PROGRAMS

TITLE iY

Our suggestions for modifying Title V are the following:
Proposed Restructuring of Title V which.would:

I.

11,proVide for a new

General Provisions.- Part -A; 2)- move - Teacher Corps_to=Part_B4_414,1) mOvt,Teacher

Centers to Pant. ISuggistions regarding Part D .- see pg. a).
.

,

.

SPECIFIC CHANGES NEEDED IN THE LEGISLATION:
The Following proposed does not make provision for Federal aid to regional
or Intermediate teacher' support facilities.

We would argue that such facilities

.are repetitive of PreviousTitle liFefforts.ard would represent a further layer.:
ingof-bureaucracybetweeo;local education agenciet and State agencies and
institutions of higher, education.

The following PrinCiples undergird the proposed changes

The school should be the unit of improvement in any attempt to improve.
education
*

Personnel improvement is & crucial component of School improvement.
Fcrsonnel needs ere bath Individually perceived and organizational
(role within school unit);- institutions of higher education,assislIpv:,
should assess. :improve, evelbate needs of the school as'an entity, 4nd

enhance in- itutiona

hrough devolopmenkof the entire school,

*. Planning dep_islons should be made at the-level closest to students.:
*

_

Administratora need generalized training in areas of school management
,
.

which would be potentially applicable to any categorical program (but

netfledidirectlyito any one categorical-program).L_L-*

ri

There it- a needier coOrdination-orOisting-categerical-programs-whiCh
have edocatiooal personnelalevelopmene components,

*

Service should 1)4 delivered through existing agencies wherever possible
(with any intermediate agencies developed and fdnded through.state

not

federal, monies).
-1.

Add the following new "General Previsions - Part-41" to Title V.
Purpose::
a.

The purpose of
(1)

his Title is:

to assist Federal, State and local education agencies to

coordOlatethe utilization of all available resources for
the professional development of elementary and secondary'
school .personnel
(2),

to encourage State education pencies to develop comprehensive
and systematic plans for improving the quality of\chool staff
`development program$.

to encourage schools and local education agencies to develop

comprehensive and systematic plans for improving the4alitY'
of school staff development'programs.:
(4 )

to provide financial assistance to State and local educe ion
,,agencies and to institutions of higher edutation for the

development,and/or improvement of school staff developmen
programs.

-
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Definition::

Except as otherwise provided, for purposet of this part; school
development means the planning. implementation and evaluation
of a school based and focused school improvement program, designed
by classroom teachers, school principalst,and olher-participating
school personnel,/With technical assistance provided by institutioni

of high4reducationt and intended to train the entire tchool'staffas a'Onit,:group-or entitY.
Coordination' of Available Resources:

In order to achieve the porpOses of this Title and notwithstanding
any, other proVisio'n of law, all Federal education - related programs

will take into consideration the relationship and significance,of
their purposes with regard to the-preservice'and inservice training

and/or retrainingneedt,of school personnel, including but not

limited,tothe preparation of leadership personnel for the education
of teachers, counselors and administrators.

butareLnot limited to

Such programs include,.

the discretionary programs administered

by the U.S. Officeof Education which have a professional develop-

ment of educationalperionnel component.
(b ).

The Secretary shall 'provide financial and,techniCal assistance to
State education agencies which desire to develop and implement

comprehensive state-wideplahs for the coordination of Federal
and State funds for training activities, which are designed,to

foster generic competencies among school staffs through inservice
and preservice training and leadership deVelopment
The activities which Maysbe assisted under this section include
(1).

The development of a comprehensive statewide program providing
for the coordinition.of all Federil and State funds for training

'

activities for educational personnel, based on assessed need$

-3-

roil generic training among local schoo

AhludevelOpient,of tRaionstration or

personnel. .

local staffAeVe opment

progriMS,prOvide Opportunities for all school

(including

.

paraprofessionals and volunteers) to par tipipate in ongoing staff
development, needs at the school.

he design'and development of plans byrcolleges, schools and
departments of,education to expand and improve their dissemination:

ationeapabilities aS,well as their abilitylto provide
technical assistance to State and local.educatiOnagencfes.
the provision oUtechnical. assistance and the dissemination of
.

.

nformation relating,to Staff development planning and th

conduct

of staff development training activities by colleges, schools

nd

departmentsof education.
. Rationale: a.

Aside 'from the ,existing three pieces of legislation in Title V of the

Higher Education Act, a new general provisiont section would insure:
: (a)

(b)

more effective use of Federal personnel development,funds.'and
greater coordination of discretionary- legislation by Federal. State

and)oCal education agencies.

This general provision should.. give the

Secretary discretionary authority to urge the better coordination of
eduiatignal Personnel development programs at Federal, State, and Meal,
levels, thereby enhancing their effect on school improvement.

Jhe Higher

Education Act of 1955 makes-no provision for such coordination.
-State and Federal programs of teacher,- counselor and administrate
are now,fragmented among different categorical,authoritieS.

Dispara tp

training

According to a

'

preliminary report of the National4eacher Development Task Force each
eiistingcategortcal program trains school' personnel !interning to the

needs of its own specialty and uses training designs unique to that
specialty.. Schools, Colleges and Departments of Education, State Educetional Agencies and Local .Educational Agencies need authority to pUll

these.programs, together into a ceherent whole so

t

and4dMinistreters:caoletter master skills with

en ti al applicability_

eachers. counselor-s::

to ill. categorical.programs.

MPthe followin
Sec. 513 (h)

o Section 513

neW -Subsection

.Supplement the contract or grant with institutions of higher

'education or local educational agencies whenever such unit is the recipient

of both Teacher Corptand Teacher'Centers project funds by,suchsums as
necessary to promote tooperatiL,.

nd efficiency of operation 46men these

wo teacher training pro'gram4,
Rationale:

This will promote the closer collaboration of schools, teachers, teacher

,

Organizations and schools of education in carrying on Teacher'Corps and

Teacher Center programs:
Eliminate,thedual aspects of the

Centers

of,highfr education and local education agencies to be partners

ann

in the d

comment,

and conduct of teacher centers.

This involves theLf011oWin

SEC, 532'(a) (1)

Add an evaluation

chan es

The Commissioner is authorized to make.grants to local

education.agencies and-institutions'of higher education in accordance with
the provisions of this section to assist such agencies jointly to plan,
establish and operate teacher centers.
(2)

For the purpose of this section, the term "teacher center" means any
site operated by a local education agency (or a combination of such
agencies) in collaboration with one or more institutions of higher,

education which serves teachers, from public and nonpublic schoOls'of
the State. or an area or community within a State. In which teachers
and other
(A)

school personnel may --

-

e

proVide training to improve the skills of teachersto enable. such

teachers to better meet the special educational needa-of-persont-....

such. as teachers serve, and to familiarize such teachers with
developmentS,in curriculum development livid educational research,
including the -manner in which the-Tesearth can be ilseer to improve

their teaching skills; and
dovelog,and produce,turricula designed to meet the educational
needs of the persons in the community, area

or state beingSeeved.

including the use of educational research findings or new or
improved methods, practices, and techniques In the development of
such curricula.

The program, of each Teadier Center shall be,designed and implemented by

classroom teachers and,ether participating school personnel, including
the school principal, with aid of outside, personnel as necessary.

.

Such

program will allow for diversity in,staff development activities,
including, but not limited to

small groups, self-directed learning and

systematic obserVation,during visits to-other classrooms or schools':
Such program will be evaluated and modified on a continuing basis by
Participating school personnel with. the aid of outside personnel as
necesiary.

Each teacher center,shall be opeeated under - the supervision of a teacher

center policy board, the majority of which is yepresentative of eleMentary
and secondary classroom teaChers to be served by such center fairly reflecting

the mak6up of all schoolteachersincluding special education and vocational
education teachers.

of

Such board shall also include individualsl'epresentative

or designated b;, the school hoard of the local educational agenty served

BY such center, and At least one representative designated by Op institutions
of higher education (with department Or schools of educatiorj'located in or
near. the area.

The commissioner is authorized to enter into arrangements, through grants
or contracts, with local education agencies and/cr institutions of. higher
-6-

- ,

education to jointly plan; establish and operate teacher,centers.
agencies and

Such

-

desiring to receive a gront under this section

shall make application thfor at such time

insuch manner, andcontaining.

or accompanied by such information. as the Commissioner may reqdre.

Each

ipplication shall be submitted through the State educational agency'of the
State in which the applicant-is located.

Each such State agency shall

review the application. Mike Comments thereon, and recommend each applic
the State agency finds should be approved.

Only applications so recommended
_

.

shall be, transmitted to Ole Commissioner for his approval.
(2)

Any local education agenciand/or institution of higher education sub-

mitting an application in accordance -with paragraph (1) of this subsection
which is' dissatisfied with the action of the appropriate State educational
A
agency.
(d)

In approving any appliiation under this section. the Commissioner shall
Insure. that there-is adequate provision for the furnishing

of technical

assistance to, and disseMination of information derived from the proposed
teacher center by the appropriate State educational agency.

Such State

agency shall be adequately compensated by the,tommissioner for such review
of applications; recommendatiOns. submissions. technical assistance, and
dissemination services.
`Rationale:

tl

Virtually every Proposal submitted for FY 197$ funding was the result o
cooperative efforts among local education agencies, teacher associations
and institutions of higher education.

A substantial number of proposals

, from higher education institutlons were ranked ahead:of LEA'proposals
because of subsection (f).:restrictions.

should formalize an existing reality.

-7-

Consequently, this'recommendaiion

U. We

-Se thereP041 of Section 13, Higher Education ?erSonnel

DevelOpment and its replaaement-by Senator Williams! Schools of Education AsSistance
n addition. we belieVe that certain other provisions presently in Section-533
can be replaced by our-proposed Changes In, Title IX which will permit a. greater
on, opportunities for certain minority groups.

Sec. 533 now has pe.perpoSes: ,

to authorize grants to institutions of

higher education to train minority or economically deprived school personnel
to teach"-similar children; and (b) to authorize grants;to institutions of
higher edutation to train current school personnel with such backgrounds or
Sec. 533-limits such grants to the paying of costs for training-,

orientations.

or study courses. and.for fellowships and traineeships.

The National.Instituteof Education study (Educational Knowledge Dissemination
and litilization:

An Asiessment Of Current. and Potential Ca -acct

of Schools of

Education With Recommendations for Federal Support Strategies) documents

the

'existence and Viability of the networking that occurs 3,a,twcen LEAs -and SCOEs,

between clusters-of LEAs surrounding an SCOE and Orough c6nsortia of SCOEs
0

.

working; with State and/or inter -State groups of LEAs.

This would strengthen and

reinforce this linking and networking..

Persons trained would have skill to (a) respond to various planning mandates
established by rederal=lawv(b ) develop school capacity - building; programs for
both iddividual schools.-SCDEs and other institutions which make up the professional development delivery system. and (c) evaluate and modify Such procrams..
#

certifiotion officers. thosOliso provide technical assistance to the
teacher centers,

-

those who uneartake,ceeds assessmdnts for schools, leacher

trainers, staff development specialists. 'school

those Who would be served.

building;principals are among

The priority given to minority or economically

deprived candidates or school personnel wouldpirry out the original legislative

intentionto,provide special assistance to such persons

-8-

TX PROGRAMS

TI

ln regard to TX= IX

GRADVAT

RAMS, we propose that

you consider epecific Changes in Part C, Part D, and Pert. F.
These changes at

proposeeto increase Public Service Fellowships,

Fuel Conservation PrOgidn Fellowships, and fellowships for minor.:,
students.

Part C
SEC, 941 (a)

Avardiof Pub

c Service Fellowships

In line J change "Five Hundred" to "Seven Modred

and fifty" fellowshipe.

Five hundred averages out to ten persons

being trained as public ervants per year in each of the fifty
states'.

This io grossly inadequate and an increase in this number

needed.

Part 0 -- Fellowships For Other Purposes
SEC. 961 (b)

In. line 2 change "Five hundred" to eight

hundred" fellowshilia.

This program enables needy students, especial

minority and female students-, to prepare for careers working on
critical porblems related to the nation "s energy and mineral resources.

Our current energy crisis is in part due to the many years of
neglect of applied Science and teChnology in federal support for
education.

There is s severe shortage of personnel with advanced

:training in these fields.-

Part F 3= General Alaiatance Grants
SEC. 981 (b) Change to read "The amount of a grant to which an
institution shall be entitled for any final year shall be $300

557
qualified students in tulle -time enroll-

multiplied by the number

equivalent of the part -time enroll-

ment (Including the ful
meet for credit) on Oct b
.

of each year at such institutions who

era pursuing a program of post - baccalaureate study,-

Add "A qualified student i

SEC.
recogn'

one who is a member of

d minority group determined by the 6mmissioner of Edu-

cation to have been seriously underrepresented among students pursuing poat7becealeureape_ degrees for-the preceding five years,

A

seriously underrepresented minority group is one wWee proportioni

.

1

ate representation among post - baccalaureate degree candidates is

Jose than seventy-five percent of its proportional representation
in the total population of the United States,

The Commissioner of

Education shall publish annually a jist of minority groups determined
by him to be seriously underrepresented among post-baccalaureate
candidates. ""

These changes would redirect Part F from general support of
aduate education to recognition and encouragement of the need to
support minority students,

whereas $200/graduate student would cost

at least $100 million annually, $300 per minority graduate student,

would cost only about 00 million.

Rewarding universities for in

'creasing their minority graduate-student enrollment could be the
most effective stimulus to providing increased upportunity'for
graduate study to minority groups which the Congress could provide.
Reducing this program to a more limited goal would give it some chance
ofbeing 'funded.

The previous authorization for Part F expired

in 1.975, and .unless something drastic is done to make it more ap-

pealing to Congress, the whole part might as well be dropped.
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Senator PELL. In choosing
the House bill and the administration bill, would you havebetween
a preference in one direction
or the
Other ?..
Dr. McCown-7s. I have to confess that I am not
on
the House bill as I should be I have a copy of it, butasIprepared
really have
not analyzed it. I just receive the report of this.
Senator PELL. I understand.
What about the AFT witnesses?
Mr. POLISHOOK. The AFT would generally
support the House bill,
the Ford bill.
Senator PELL. Right.

And in the area of teacher centers, PreSident
McCormick, what
role do you think the higher education institutions
play or could
play?
Mr. McCos..micE. I would hope that they would play a very
significant, role, not to dominate that-process in
terms of the management. bat I think it is a team approach with the
teachers
very much involved but from a technical assistance point of being
view, I
would hope that the higher educational
institutions would be
woven into that process. And I might add that
I believe that the
educational institutions will have to be ressponsive to needs
schools and the teachers and cannot always feel that they of the
have all
of the answers on these problems, but I think
they have a great
deal to contribute.
Senator PELL. What
is addressed more to the
AFT panelcoold thererelationshipsthis
be between the States, the higher educa-

tion community and teacher groups in the whole area of teacher
training and professional development?
Mrs. WEILER. I believe that we see the teachers ,,As
a very vital
part of the planning and the governance in the in-service
of teach,
ers so that woula mean that we see teacher centers a ; being
apart
of an in-service program that would be organized
together
with
the ,'
higher education faculty as well at part of any planning
or any
,governance that would take place at the State level. So that
encourage in State plans, we encourage the participation of we
the
teacher organizations on advisory groups as well as on the continued governance and operational plans that would
ix implemented
in the State.
Senator PELL. Good.

Thank you and thank you Mrs. Weiler, Mr. Polishook, and

McCormick for being with us.

Mr.

Now if Dr. Thomas Bartlett, president, American
Universities, could come forward with his testimony. Association of
As I said Kis
full testimony will be inserted in the record and
ate any extemporaneous highlights he might wighwe would apprecito make.
STATEMENT OF DR. THOMAS A. BARTLETT, PRESIDENT,
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES
Dr. BARTLE-1-r. I shall make sure that the lights

blink with the
right colorsat the right time.
my name is Thomas Bartlett, and I am §peaking
on behalf of the
kqsociation of American Universities, the Association
of Graduate
loots; and the Council of Graduate Sc;iools,
My comments relate to title DC of the Higher
education Act.
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We are all familiar with the predictions of decreases in the 18- to
24-year-old population to take place in the coming decade. We can
'expect Li decline in college undergraduate enrollment and a larger

than proportionate drop in graduate enrollment. Particularly in

fields in the social sciences and humanities, but also -in the physical
sciences, academic career opportunities are already limited because

academe has entered a period of stability or retrenchment -fter
years of growth.

It should be added that the new retirement laws will further

reduce the numberof available academic positions.

It would be easy at this point to draw the wrong conclusions
from all of this Some might say that the fewer graduate students
this country has, the better, to redress the balance between job
seekers and available jobs is to reduce the number of thosein=
graduate education. But that conclusion. is -a trap which can only
have grave consequences for the qtudity of advanced learning and
scholarship in the Nation. America's ability to discover'hew knowledge and to translate that into improvements in the lives of our
Citizens,

is linked to our ability to enable gifted individuals to

pursue study as far as their abilities will take them, A shortsighted

the fewer the better approach" would -threaten the quality of

advimced learning and scholarship because the vitality of American scholarships requires a steady stream of the ablest young
scholars. That stream can get smaller than it is now but it mue
not be choked off. We cannot afford "a lost generation" of scholars
and researchers. Yet we seem to be creating, a condition in which
career and financial barriers to graduate edwation are high, while
attractions are low.
There is one aspect of this which stimild be partictear ominous in
this committee. We in higher education are committed to Iteeping.
our doors open to those with limited financial resources_ We ure
committed
to increasing the nurnhe>r of minority members and
women in our senior academic ranks.-But these objectives cannot
be achieved unless such- people can afford to prepare themselves
through graduate aduc,nion. i`ou, sir, and yo' r congressional co
leagues have dramatically lowered the financial barriers to undergraduate education. It would be ironic if a combination of market
forces and financial barriers now made advanced study prohibitive
for those who previously were unable to complete the undergraduate degrees.

There are indications that because of today's ppct. academic job
market and the lack of adequate financial aid available to graduate students, low-income students are being cut off from realizing
their potential. Financial aid opportuniies for graduate students
fellmvshin and traineeship support,
are severely limitedwhich was based on a manpower rationale, has ,largely disappeared. Universities and private foundations resources have also
dwindled. The present system still greatly favors those individuals
who have the necessary financial resources or who do not fear
heavy- borrowing, and that means heavy borrowing in the face of
the probability of relatively low future salaries. America may be
losing the talents of highly gifted people and cutting back in our
quest for educational opportunities for all at advanced Ibvels,irrespective of financial background.
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The challenge is to reduce the size! of
our advanced graduate
enrollment while retaining
vitality
and quality, _kind:
also retaining access to thoseintellectual
limited resources.
It is for these reasons, Mr.with
Chairman,
thilt
we believe that the
approach embodied in the House bill
authorizing a comprehensive
study, the collecting of data on all kinds
of sources during the next
2 years is an essential step for
us to take at this time We believe it
will identify clear, specific needs,
ate students from public sources for targeted assistance to graduessential to the national interest.
Therefore, we would urge you to
support title IX and to give the
Commissioner all the encouragement in
your committee's report on
the extension and the impact of that study.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Bartlett
roll
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am Thomas A. Da

President of the Association of
The AAV is composed of 48 universities
in the Unled States that arm affiliated
on the basis of their
commitment to basic reseero:i
and graduate study The Association
of radiate Schools is
an tl..,anisation of graduate schools
Prom thorn institutions.
I appreciate the opportunity to
pfeseri testimony on'Title IX of the Higher
Education Act today,
on behalf of the AAV-ACS
and the Council of Graduate Schools.
We aro all familiar with the predictions
of decreases in
the 18 to 24-year
old population to take place in the
coming
decade (estimates vary from 10 to 25
percent).
This demoP
w:aphic shift could have many implications
for higher education.
l, Jo logical, for example, to suppose
that there will be
American Universities.

,a de...

cline in college

enrollments and that

that,decline will be a conbuting factor to a drop in graduate,enroliMents.
We are also all aware that in many
fields there are not enough
jobs available for those trained to fill
them.
Particularly in
fields in the
soCial'sciences-and humanities, but also in some of
the physical sciences, academic career
opportunities
fewer
because cedemc has entered
a period of stability or retrenchment
after-years of growth.
New retirement, laws will further reduce
the number of available
academic positions,
It would be easy to draw the wrong conclu

ons from all of thin.
Some might soy that there is little" need
for federal assistance
to graduate students, that the fewer graduate
students this country
has, the better, for in this way the balance
between job seekers
and available jobs can be redressed.

But that conclurion is a trap which could only have grave.

Consequences for the quality of advanced learning and scholarship
in the nation.

There is a direct link between Americ-

ability,

.on.the one hand, to continue to make discoveries in all fields rw'
to translate these findings into ways of-improving the.lives of
its citizens, and the citizens of other countries, and its ability,
on the other hand, to enable gifted individuals to pursue study
as far as their abilities will take them.

A simplistic "the fewer, the better" approach threatens the
quality of advanced-learning and scholarship; it will also leave
our universities ill-equipped to provide the best instruction
possible to the students who,-`demographers tell us, will again be

enrolling in college in greater numbers in the last decade of
this century.

There are indications that because of today's poor academic
job market and the lack of adequate financial aid available to
graduate students, two things are happening:

.

increasing numbers

of intellectUally qualified, low-income students are being cut off
from realizing their potential, and some fields are tending to
become the province of those who are the most finahc ally-able
rather than necessarily the most intellectually-able.
The financial aid opportunities for graduate students today
are severely limited.

Federal fellowship and trainecship support,

which was based On a nampower rationale, has largely disappeared.
There are some federal funds available to doctoral students through
research grants awarded to faculty members, but these are mainly
limited to ad9fict_

tudents in scientific disciplines,

At the same time that federal funds

for graduate study have been

reduced, eniversity and priv,te

foundation resources have dwindled.
Currently, graduate students are not eligible for any grant

funds -under Title IV'Of the Higher- Education Act,

In spite of
their eligibility for work-study funds, the present
system favors.
those individuals who have the
necessary financial resources and
those who do mOt fear borrowing.
A statistic from the National
Research Council's Doctorate Records File illustrates this
increased dependence on loans:

the'percentage of graduate ntudents,

borrowing jumped froth 12% in 1971. to 23% in ,1976.

Your Committee has made access and opportunity the core of
federal purposes in blgher education.
The AAU-ACS and the CGS fear that
because of inadequacies in the current federal policy of graduate
student smpport, America may be losing the talents of highly
gifted
people and failing in its quest for genuine educational
opportunity
for ell, irrespective of their financialbckground.
We pre deeply
concerned about the ability of this
nation's universities to cone
tinue to attract and retain the most talented individuals for
scholarship, particularly in the humanities and social sciences.
We,believertt is less in the notional interest to-have large
numbers of students pursue study to the most advanced levels,
than to .assure that the fields themselves remain strong and

vigorous by attracting the most promising individuals and enabling
them to go as far- as -their abilities will take them, regardless

of their financial situation.
The present Title. IX allows for important
but

categorical programs,
does not adequatelYaddreas these concerns.

ohs should acknowledge that higher education is no
longer in a growth period.

They can make adjustments in the -total

number of graduate students they'admit, thereby freeing funds for
higher individual stiPends.

Similarly, some of the relatively

minor changes proposed for Title IX and included in H.R. 5192 are'
intended to reflect the changing environment of higher education,

away from expansion toward consolidation and maintenance of
quality.

These small modifications update the law in an important

way, tnat they do not go far enough in meeting the problems 'of
financial. assistance for graduate students.

WS means of addressing our concerns, we had suggested specific modifications to Titles ivand IX of the Higher
Educat _ri Act.

Ourproposals werea response to needs d

by a variety of institutions.

rribed

We proposed aaeparate authdrit

extending the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants.to f

at-'

Year graduate students enrolled at least half-time, with the
proviso that no funds betappropriated for graduate use until
predetermined amount was first appropriated for undergraduat
use.

We suggested-tha't one strategy toward relieving debt

burdens of graduate students might be through a loan fund to which
graduate students, after earning an appropriate terminar degree,
We proposed that Title IX include a

:could apply for relief;

portable national competitive fellowship program in the humanities
and social sciences (a counterpart to the fellowship program in
the National Science Foundation), with selection based on merit
and-award based on need.',

For understandable Treasons, thr House Committee on Education

and Labor has,taken another approach.

In a period of instability

andransition, predictions are - specially difficult.
thr.t without a systematic, comprehensive

graduate student financial assistance,
to modify existing federal support

It is true

nation-wide study of

data documenting the need

of graduate students can only

be anecdotal and partial.

H.R. 5192 recognizes the need to conduct
a study on graduate student assistance in order to determine the
inadequacies of current financial

aid opportunities available to

graduate students throughout the nation and: across disdiplines.
The scope of the study is outlines]

in Section 904(b) of H.R. 5192.
We believe that this approach to the problem is reasonable and

that the study will be a means of finding ways to deal with
our
es. corns.

We therefore urge MI to adopt theTitle IX proVisions

of g.u. 5192.

With respect to the special study on graduate stu'dent financial assistance, we would suggest that the Committee

report indicate thatthe study should

include' recommendations for-

Appropriate mechAnisms.for-determining financial need for graduate
students, who are in a situation different from that of under-

graduatea

so we believe that the study will require the
collection of new data, based on surveys of various types of

institutions, we further suggest that the; Committee report indicate
that in order toObtain-this data-At may be nece
for the
Comm
("nor to make contracts with universities,
research instltutions, foundations., and othr,competent public or pi'lvnte agencIes.
This study on graduate

student:financial assistance would be
an important component of the work of the National CommiSsion on
Student Finan,2ial Moisten& under Title ib of H.R. -5192.

We note that this Commission is required

pond to proposals

in the Commissioner's report on graduate aid.

Insofar4,as the

Commission is expected to consider thepossibility of recommendations that contemplate changes in federal legislation, we urge

Committee report direct the Commissioner-also to include

that

in his report recommendations,for" changes in federal legislation,
if such.are deemed necessary.
To sum -up, in the area of fed-

- l

°tudes

assistance

logiulation,Araduate student interests have been eclipsed by
undergraduate interests.

We are convinced that it is vitally

important that a comprehensive study of giaduate student financial
assistance be undertaken gu..a,- as we enter a- period that threatens

the caliber of advanced study, training, and research in the
nation.

We strongly urge the Committee to indicate the importance

of' this study as a first step toward ensuring that America does

provide full access to gradUate'education without respect to
financial background, thereby also ensuring that it will .not lose'
the talents of

ghiy gifted people.
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Senator FELL. Thank you very much, Dr. Bartlett.
In that regard and following up on your last point, what we are
proposing basically is a 5-year bill. I have long believed that what
the education community needs is time to make almost any program work, and given time it will work. But when we keep changing the signals on them, it is much more difficult.
As you know, this proposal for a study commission is to make a
study and report back in 2 years My experience from being here

quite awhile now is that very few people read the reports of the

commissions or are even, guided by thorn. You do feel this Commis
sion is a necessary course of action to follow?
Dr. BARTLETT Let me make two points, sir.
We have largely overlooked graduate education in our concentra-

tion on opening up access to undergraduates. The result of that is
that we are in an early stage of the process of developing policy
and consensus as to what our national pilot program should be for
graduate education, what our national., needs Are. Some of us believe that we have a pretty good idea o what the answers ought to
be but we,can only present particular bits of evidence or anecdotal
information or impressions.
The Commission should give us a generally accepted basis of
analysis.

My own view is that at the end of that time when that general
statement is before us, those of us who are particularly interested
in -graduate education will do everything we can to see that it is
not simply ignored or put on the shelf. I think we consider this an
essential stage in the development of a mandate for carrying forth
the health of graduate education.
Senator PELL. Is there not a conflict here, a contradiction to the
5-year bill containing a 2-year study commission?
Dr. Bart' Leer.
would have been better if in this, bill, adequate
provisions for graduate financial aid targeted to particular populations had been included. In fact, at the beginning of the session, we

actually submitted proposals which we thought would get us
through in that direction., But I think the response in the other'
was that the consensus and the factual basis for thoSe

conclusions were not yet in place, and.so we had to compromise in

the direction of the first stageof thestudywhich does; indeed,.
take us out of sequence of the,5-year process. And yet there seems
to be no other course.
-Let me-add one other case. It would be very awkward if 'we were

to wait 5 years to deal with this issue, because we are probably
going to be in the extreme part of the problem about 5 years from
now.

Senator Pei.L. Why did you not make those proposals to.us? As
you know, we are an equal body.

Dr. BART[ ETT% That is a reasonable challenge. I think it was
because we concluded that there were enough differences within
higher education that, while there might be a predominant voice,
there; would have been some controversy over the precise steps that
ought to be taken.
For example, there are differences between those who believe

that access should be zrnphasized by a very broad progeam of
financial aid _on a large scale, at a loi'ver point in the process,
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versus those who believe that more money should be concentrated

in taking more people all the way through to the Ph. D. degree.
The facts are going to have an important bearing on how that

issue is compromised.

There was another issue that arose, and that was'the question of
how to finance it One of the proposals that we made was expanding eligibility to. the SEOG program to graduate students. Now,
again there was concern, as to whether or not that was the right
mechanism.

fit

There is also concern among people who are specialists and

technical experts in this field on the question of accurately assessing financial reed for graduate students. It runs into the question
of independent 'students, how much loan should a student have to
carry, should loan be income-sensitive, how can one gage an accurate appraisal of
d about a career that has not happened yet?
There were enough ambiguities that we concluded it would be
better to drop back a stage and to go ahead with the Study Commission. We hope it will not be the end, that it is not a way to put
the issue away.
Senator PELL.

rather wish you had not because' I say my
ci great deal of work for a lot of people, but do not have much
I

experience with commissions and study reports-is that they create
impact.

4:,

The important thing is when you know there is a job to be done,
get on withit, and then gradually work out the wrinkles as you ;Yo

ahead. I think graduate education is particularly important because from the individual's satisfaction, you want as broad an
educational ease as possib;e, when it comes to the breakthroughs
in national well-being, those are rnade by. the summa cum laudes,
of which I was not one so I can say that with fairness. But they are
the ones who I think really shouid be encouraged and we do not

want to see any of those top scholars deprived of an education.

Dr. BARTLE-tr. It is quite clear that there is evidence coming in .
alr-.ady that particular fields are becoming increasingly only for
those who can afford'to go into them, and that does not seem right
at all.

,

Senator PELL. As you probably know, there is a difference in
structure in the House and the Senate. They have several Committees doing what this single committee does and in addition to that,
the Members have fewer committees on which they serve: Sn we
have perhaps a broader job to do.

According to the chronicle of higher education, the Danforth
Foundation plans to end its graduate fellowship program this

coming April. As you know, this program has done a great job, and

I am very glad to say that Jack Danforth, who is the Senator's

grandson, is one of my colleagues, and an excellent one. What will

the cessation of this program do to graduate opportunities in ths
..
,
country?
' DT :,mtn,Eis_Lt_is___jiist_ one more of a series of events. The Ford

Foundation has largely moved out orgractuate felloWships. That
was -` of ,. time a het y supporter of graduata_education. Now
the Dnr -c -ti as you say, his been one of the pioneers-affecting the
lives of housands of people. They are out of it.
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The Federal programs are now cut back. There are three Federal
programs, relatively minor, that still exist. People have, as I said at

the outset, gone from the proposition that there are few jobs for
Ph. D.'s, to the conclusion that therefore, the fewer Ph. D.'s, the
at is

y not an adequate ariitlysis.

On the other hand, it is not likely that the national interest is
going to be carried in the long run solely by private foundations

such as the Danlbrth Foundation. So we are almost certainly looking to a public program at some point.
Senator PEI I.. I appreciate that, and I particularly appreciate
your testimony. I did not mean to indicate earlier that there is not
room for people who are not summa cum laudes. There certainly is.
But the great movements that occur in our life, the biting edge,
the cutting edge of change, are usually done by those with a pretty
distinguished cerebral capacity, and these are the individuals that,_
from a national weal, we must always he aware of and look after.
I think, all too often, perhaps becauoe we are politicians, we
think of the impact on the individual and only the individual, and

we do not think of the impact on the NationA We think of the

impact on the individual from the viewpoint of satisfaction, about
how much money hf! earns and so forth.

But we also have' to crank into it that we are Senators in the
United States, and w.-9.t is the impact on the United States as a
nation?
I would like to thank 5 u very much, Dr, Bartlett.

I would put in the re.cc.rd at this point a letter from Senator

Gaylord Nelson, enclosing S. 1853 legislation to reauthorize Teach-1

er Corps through fiscal year 1983, and with the assurance to my
colleague that this, too, will be studied by the subcommittee.
IThe information referred to follows:]
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October 2,

1979

Senator
la borne Pell
Chairman
Su'ocommittee on bducation,
Arts and Humanities
Committee en Labor and Human ResouN:es
U.S. Senate
Washington, E.C.
2!)51E

Dear C

ihorne;

Senator Kennedy and I introduced S. 1S53 On'Octobur-2
legislation to reauthorize the Teacher Corps through

year 1988

cal

As your Subcomm ittee considers
the reauthori7.ation of the
Higher Edin.Nition Act, 1 would like to take this
opportunity
to bring the Terwfugr Corps_
legislation to your attention.
also ,would like to requeSt that a copy of the legislation
-'and the accompanying Statement which I submitted For the
Congreiaional Record he included at the appropriate point
in the hearing record.
1

let me know 'if-there is any other information that
would he helpful to sour Subcommittee's congideration
of
this bill.
Thank you for your, assistance

CAYLORP NELSON
U.S. Senate
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ILACHI:R CORPS

M(. NUMOS.

Mr. PcgAident, Senator tcirnodc

a hilll'today to reauthorize theliigaz

nd

I

are mit'roducing

r Corps through fiscal year 1981..,

This bill authorizes an attinlkTation
level of S100 million for
:
the Teacher. Corps in Fr 1081 and for each cf the two succeeding fircrl
years.

This IN

tire

ame appropriation that is authorizyd for the

current fiscal year.

The original lygislation, enacted an part
it of 1065 (PA. 1(9-A29), established

it

if thy Uighur Education

loilier Corps to strengthen

educational opportunities lot children in area, having concentrations
of low-income families, and to encourage colleges and universities to
broaden their tyaeher preparation programs accordingly.
this purpose, the Teacher Corps run

To achieve

to attract and train qualified

teachers And inexperienced teach-Jr interns, and make thee available
to loca.lieducation agencies for service in low-incpme areas.
Grants and

ntracts were authorized for institutions of higher

-..

education a.:d local etd.cation agencies for recruiting, selecting and

vaining.Tyacher Corps members and for the operational costs of Teacher
rps /projects.

Funding has been provided for projects designed tiimeet

the siwcial educaitonal:needs of children from migrant worker families,
juvenile delinquents, youth orfender4, and adult criminal offenders.
Initially. the Teacher Corps was regarded as a "service" program -somewhat similar Zo thy Peace Corps

=

in the sense that it proVided

additional education opportunties for low-income children through the
provision 0C ,operior teacher ttadning and certCfication formiany young
college gialud,toN who would not othiirwise have chosen to become teachers.

In sum, thc initial emphasis of the Teacher Carps wa,. on training new
teaiher-inteins,

colt- mimi

inn

1

prnviding "services" to local universitien and

1,,i,.tance_in rule.; pre:sorvicy teacher training programs.
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to the :'0.zher arp% ti-,;tclation :n

,P.L. 93-58W

1,,7t

espnited the resp.onsthtiitte, of the :eacher t%,rps by adding authority te
olcom.o,te

whi.4bor e6ototibe =MO lotOl

iit iii.

i

iftenclef,to

!rapt-use their programh fOr fratniny, and retraininv..cturcntty active ;.tither.

The on

ni

the ,:mrp%, therefore, shifted irom pre=servicetrainingof

tglebor imolai; to al. empJla..:; oa retraining experJunced teflOefl'S and

tedeher ald

that they :filittit

be hetter equipped to

0ocatf0n.1 Illuu_k of children in low -ifti,me ar10S.

Corr.

III u graduallt ,h1fted !rom an

Irumlt the

fhe purpose of the

OO tfirT(Wir ,:.

the

of

individual teachrs to an eraphasi!,; on lmptoving ontd,re schools ori

institutions of higher edu,-ation as the best moans for achieving lasting
'benefits from limited resources.

ather amentmeilts to tdo roacher Corps

i

1971

t

1

94,a82) enabled

a'shift from providing '2;ervip.Js'd to colleges-and unieersities in their

efforts to Tiovide prd.serviee toacher training t.o an emphasis on
showing

providing evidence to those who are'le:.00nsible,for individual

Teacher Corp% projects -- how-inStitotions of higher educOtion are
employing new teaching techniques in their efforts to pgepore or retrain

tooling personnel for NerViee in lowinceme areas.

In other words:.

each Teacher Corp; projoct must 'how evidence of staff .devolopment that

is responsive to stodonc needs, and furnish proof that participating

institutions will ceationo plolectachLvements ooce Teacher Corps
funding has ended.

Corp; staff nnist also document and evaluate the

ocplevements of projects. and information on prOjeet successes and
Voilores MU5f be made acaiinble to

ther local education agencies.
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Changes in the Anthoti.iing logintation also in:teased' thc
,=

length from three to (ice years, and the mandate of thi3 Corps was'eipanded
from l-acholo, only

at i.taani

I ,

1,.^

"

t lOt. a, T,IChvrS-,

lilut

scITOOT awminchtTators--- invOlve,1 witb thy ediatIon or

los-incomO children.

poet how 151-yd- all thv e,.locational Stiff of three or

A

four schools, all
coolie ra t

of which

ion lit imien

serve

10w- ii,

ins column ity.

an inst lilt I on or

ion

The hi'storic

Ana 11 to.:441

ilmsvear, nincv 191, An eloctyd

oducarion 1p,2[1V i, continued.

community council. consisting of pari-IttO ond other communitY mendicTsitsi.

has been added'to the governing structure.

This governing structure

determines the types of improvements or changes in tho schools and
educational person-nod that are to heachieved through the training ant1'

retraining offered by the Teachyr Corps program,
the project pxopO0a1
to detailed projr, r

is approved, the first year IF devoted

develivnent;

the last four years consist of

,the actual training, with an emphasis on disseminating information on
project snece%Aes and failures during that last two years.

All

information documented at the local level as to he- included in a large

national evaluation of the Teacher Corp0,
rho Teacher Corps if% often confused with another Office of

lidncation program ror thy training of educational personnel -- the Teacher
Centers program.

BecanSe there are -rle similarities'hetween the Teacher

Corps And the Teacher Centers-,

it has

icon suggosted that theA,e two

programs.are civerlanning, competing and even conflicting in their
Objvctivo

and J.'tivitiv,

5S
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But,

could re further tram the truth.

Despite

similarities, there are 'try iaTortant differences between the, two
programs:

in a sense, the Teacher Corps and Teacher Centers are

--0P:-eutentteY--tomaL ano,re_.
The reacher Centers an art concerned solely with the

training of teachers.

the Teacher Corps, on the

other hand, aims to train all educational personnel
in project schools -, teacher interns, teacher
aides and school administrator= as well an teachers.

The Teacher Corps has a specific focus an the
educational needs of some of society's most

disadvantagedstudents

--children from low- income

Teacher Centers make no distinction among
students.

Whereas Teacher Centers are designed to help teachers
become imore effective with their students, the

Teacher Corps i5 designed to imprhwe the n,:ture and
effectiveness of 'entire institutions (colleges and

universitities) no that their teacher preparation
programs are more responsive to student as well as
teacher needs.
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Responsibility for approving grant application:,
rests s.ith the Veachyi tuutur

uI iiy hoaroii, whore

teachers comprise thy majority 'of memhers.

In the

by c-empnrason, 4 P.IICy Council

----I

over'; projects;

tin, Caioncil includes the.

operiatendentof the local education agency, the
Dean of

n u n of the inotitution for higher

education, and the Chairperson of the elected
Community Council (composed of paronts and other
community memhers).

Ocee the past ton yearsa numb

of evaluative ntudles of the

Teacher Corps hove been conducted ,by ruch organizations as the U.S.

General Accounting office (GAO), the Center for Education Policy
Research or Harvard University i'971), and the Office of Tducotion
(1975).

These stie:ies have found that the Teacher Corps attracted

a special typo of perscn to teaching in low-income areaS -- persons
who tenOed to he, more effective than other teaching personnel in much
areas as the use of community resources, initiating 'contact with parents,
and the develop:i:at of .ethnically relevent curricula.

These.ltudies

also have suggested that more Teacher Corps interns remain in schools

solving low-incomepopulation$ ofter becoming teachers than teacher
interns prepared in traditional ways.

fi
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The comments of:current or former participants in the program
also attest to th

mpact of the Teacoer Corps program on 'individuals

and whole communities.

In a lettee to Dr. William Smith, Director of

--the Teoclive-Corps, the Chat rperson

the CommunftyTCOUneil

wrote the following:

The project has done many things to bring our school and
community closer together.
It has involved community
members in the school as volunteers and resource person,.
It has increased community support for services to
strengthen the school program, such as the Reading is
FONdamental Program and the Outdoor Education Center.
Throngh varintas_activities parents .h4Ve gained a better
d
nnerstanding
of the acadsmic prcgram and learned how
they can help their children at home. Teachers, parents,
and community_ representatives have been able to discuss
issuls and to unde. :tand each- others' points of viii.
hecause of our.Tea,ner Corps project we have been able
in two years, to progress to 4 point which otherwiSe
wmuid have taken us a decade.
Even though our project was lot refunded for a '=8
the Council plans to continue its activities.
In fact,
we have already taken steps to expand the Council to
include representatives from the primary school and the
high school.
We feel that we -have made a good start.
We intend to remain active -arid to work toward bringing
resources such as the Teacher Corps to our area.

The Teacher Corps remains a useful- and timely program for the

training of proressionaLs who are cyntrai to the education of some Of
this:i'society's most disadvantaged students.

It

is anticipated that

an average of 10.000 experienced educational personnel and 320 teacher
interns will lie trained each year through the Teacher Corps program.
This educational personnel

is located:in apprOximmtely 320 schools and

eighty school districts throughout the country,

An average.of eighty

o!!tptcp -upl univPritios are invelv.=! 1.ith the ativitie
Teacher Corps -each year.

of the

In my judgment, the Corps remainS.essen.ta

to the achievement of the goal that children from all sectors.of
tr, 1,1,

001k

pducation pf quality and'rel6vauce.
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Funding for reacher Corps project, is made on ii.n,netitive grant
hasis,

the Corps .follows standard Office of fAucation practices for the

administration of discretionary :rit programs:,-, ;r-ants are made

nu,Illinough,projeeta cover ii_vtd years.

lluiTeacher Corp, har

typically funded sixty nywproject starts in each of its first twelve
years.

In 1978, this number wan inCreaSUd to- eiehty hecause the first

yeal- costs of the new project,

planning and development

since they will he d(evoted to

will he lower than the full operational,

eosts.

The Administration leguested an appropriation of 537.5 million
for the reacher Corp: is fiscal year 1980i

dpployed only $30 million for the Corps.

Unfortunately, the Senate
This means that no funds

will he available for technical assistance contracts or new project
starts. and that grant awards to current program participants will
have to he reduced.

It

is my hope and exue7tation that these funds

will be rpstored.next year.

Teacher Corps authorization under the Higher Education Technical
Amendments of 1979 is scheduled to expire at the end of FY 1980. Since
4 new five-year cycle in the Teacher Corps 'program just started last
4

summer, and a major long-term evaluation of the program has just been
initiated in response'to current authorizing legislation,

are being proposed in the Teacher Corps at this time.

no revisions

Instead, this

'egislation would extend the Teacher Corps legislative language in

the Higher Education anthofitationfor FY 1981 and the two succeeding
Finoal years.
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The Senate Labor and

Rola-

tle *_.our4on Subcommittee on lithicationi

Arts and Humanities, chaired by the distinguished Senator from Rhode
Island, Senator Pell, has just initiated hearings on the reauthofir
zntion of the Higher Fducation Act,
-during the reauthorization of

The Subcommittee will be consi-

Teacher Corp- as part of the_.

Higherflducation Act, and will he reporting its recommendations fcr
the entire Act by May

IS,

Senator FELL. Before closing, I would like to particularly personally welcome an old friend and colleague, Dr. Francis Horn, who
first got our State university in the oceanographic sphere. He has
had a_distinguished career, and I am glad to see him in the back of
the room.
Any words of wisdom, Dr. Horn?
Dr. HORN. Thank you very much.

Senator FELL. It's very good to see you and your mind was the
mind that I was talking about that we need more like. We need
more minds like yours.

At 10 o'clock tomorrow morning in this room, this committee

will resume. The subcommittee will recess its hearing.
{Whereupon, at 3:10 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene at 10 a.m., Thursday, October 4, 1979.]

HIGHER EDUCATION AMENDMENT_ OF 1979
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1979
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10:05 a.m., in room 4232, Dirksen
Senate Office Building, Senator Claiborne Pell (chairman of the
subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Pell,Stafford, Schweiker, and Javits.
Senator PELL. The subcommittee will be in order. Today is our
third day of hearings on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, We will focus today on Federal higher education library
programs, foreign language studies, Federal programs in the area
of international education, and on two new proposed programs
first, the Taft Institute, and then the Urban University Grants.
Our first witnesses today will be a panel on the Taft Institute,
which will be led by Senator Henry Bellmon, including Senator
Taft, Senator Goldwater, and Marilyn. Chelstrom, the president.
-Senator -Bellmon, would you like to lead off?
STATEMENTS OF HON, HENRY BELLMON, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA; HON. BARRY GOLDWATER,

A

U-S, SENATOR FROM THE STAVE ARIZONA; SENATOR
ROBERT TAFT, JR., OHIO; AND MARILYN CHELSTROM, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, TAFT INSTITUTE, NEW YORK, A PANEL
Senator BELLMON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I am pleased to be a part of this panel this morning supporting

the Taft Institute, and I appreciate the opportunity to appear
before you in support of S. 378, which would establish the Robert
A. Taft Institute Government Trust Fund.

The committee's interest in this legislation, as evidenced by
today's hearing is most encouraging to not only myself, but to the
26 Senate cosponsors of S. 378, who view this bill as a proper
tribute to the late Senator Taft and a necessary step in furthering
the work of the Taft Institute of Government _which so far has
Carried on its activities with strictly private funds
1: Mr. Chairman; for some time, now, I 'aave been fortunate, as
others have to participate and observe firsthand the Taft Institute
Seminars for teachers. This program, directed toward elementary
and secondary school teachers is extremely successful in providing
educators practical knowledge and insight-into the operation of the
American political system.
(581)
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While these seminars are conducted on behalf of school teachers,

the ultimate goal of the institute's program is designed for the
benefit of our Nation's young people. By enhancing a teacher's'
understanding of American politics and gove.nment, particularly
the importance of our country's political system, they in turn can

develop in young people a commitment to participate in the process: Such broad citizen participation is critical to our democratic,'
form of government. In this connection, the Taft program has been
and will continue to be a constructive force in counteracting the
problem of growing insensitivity and disenchantment toward government., elected officials, and political parties.

To this end, Mr. Chairman, S. 378 is intended to assist the Taft
Institute in expanding its current program. By creating a trust

arrangement when

income generated by the trust is matched on

a 50-50 basis with the Taft Institute's private contributions, the
institute Will continue its efforts to raise private contributions
rather than \rely strictly on Federal assistance alone. In my opinion, this approach is a preferable means of providing such assist-

ance as opposed to annual Federal appropriations.
Mr. Chairman, American political history has been the story of a

two-party system in, action. Yet there is too litike understanding
among the majority of the country's citizens of the importance of
having strong political parties, forming our basic political arrangement. We have therefore, one party in poWer, and one party in
loyal opposition. The Taft Institute dedicates its work toward the
understanding of these principles in much the same manner as
they were exercised by former Senator Robert Taft.
There is Li great deal that is left to be done in helping understand how this process works. This legislation will emphasize the

importance of the Taft program and the work it performs: I am
convinced this is a valuable contribution to our political and' overnmental process, and a wise investment of our tax, dollars.

Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I urge the favorable consideration of
this legislation as part of the Higher Education Act which this

subcommittee has under cOnsideration.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
IThe prepared statement of Senator Bellmon follows:]
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government, elecled,officials, and political parties.

To this and Mr.Chairmap, S. 378 is intended to assist the
Taft/Instit6iP in expagding its current program,

By creating a

trust arrangementwhereby income generated-by the trust is matched.

on a50-50 basis with theTaftInstitute'syrivate contributions,
the Institute will continue i,ts effOrts to raise private contribu

tions rather than rely on Federal assistanceialone.

In mY;opinio#

this approach is a preferable means of providing such assistance.
as opposed to annual appropriations.

Mr. chairman, American political.history has been the story
of a two -party system in action;

yet/there is too little

understanding among the majority of the country's citizens of'
the importance of two strong political parties, forming our
basic political arrangement
in loyal opposition.

one party in pdwer and one party

The Taft Institute dedicates its work toward,.I

-understanding of these principles in much the game manner as
they were exercised by Senator Robert Taft.- There is a grelt deal

//,

P

left to be done.

This legislation will hplp emphasize the impor066

of 1_he Taft program and the work it perforMs.

I'm convinced this a

a vgivable contribution to our political' and governmental.process,
and

wic investment of dollars.
Therefore Mr. Chairman, I urge the favorable considerationo

this legislation as part of the Higher Education Act which this
subcommittLJ will consider in the coming months.
Thari'k 'you Mr. Chair--n,
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Senator FELL. Thank you very much, Senator Bellmon.-

What I would like to do is to go right through the panel before
asking any questions. On the other hand, if you have to leave right

now=

Senator BELLmc:4. I am in no hurry.
Senator FELL. All right, fine.
Senator Goldwater?'
. Senator GOLDWATER. Mr. Chairman, I thank you for allowing us
to come here today.

'

I have been connected with
Institate of Government ever
since its foundation. I think it isis the most effective thing we have

had in my State to acquaint- people with the need for political

activity, with the value of the two-party .system, and it has actually
shown results in some of our young people going into active politics.

The institute offers a graduate level course at participating universities, which is good for college credit. It offers very detailed
information about how a citizen can participate in the political

system, with courses offered to primary and secondary school *
.teachers, librarians, and administrators with responsibilities in
civics.and social studies_ .

And Mr. Chairman, to make my presentation as short as possible, I would like to ask that _there be inserted in .the record an
article from, the Christian Science Monitor of Monday, April 10,
1978, "Enlivening Civics with 'Live' Politicians."
Again, I want to thank you.
Senator FELL. Without objection, it will be included in the record.
I would add, too, that I have benefited and enjoyed from participat-

ing off and on in the Taft. Institute programs over the last good
many years.
- [The following was received for the record.]
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Senator Peu.Senator Taft?

Senator TAFT. Thank you very 'much, Mr. Chairman. It is a great
pleasure to be back in this committee room, and particularly with

such distiriguished company.
Senator PELL. Welcome. We miss you.

Senator TAFF. My role today is a very brief one, indeed.

I

thought' I would just like to apprise the committee of the origin of
the institute in connection with the memorial efforts for my father.
In 1954, a group of my father's friends and family joined together
in a united effort tc decide what ought to be done in the way of a
memorial, and at that time they decided and.pursued the course of
.raising private funds, raising about $1. million, which resulted in

the building of the Taft Carrillon Tower, its presentation to the

Congress, and the acceptance by the Congress of that tower.
Happily, at the conclusion of that effort, the was left some
-quarter of a million dollars or so, and in vies Of the feeling of
many of the trustees that they would like to see a living memorial
as well as the tower itself, it was decided to turn over the balance
of those funds to the institute, which had then been formed. There

was no desire to continue on the memorial foundation, and the
family felt they had pretty much done what they, had set on. to do
insofar as the memorial was concerned, in turning those funds

ovet%.

I would just like to emphasize that the institute is and has been
for many yers now an ongoing, private institution. The family has
been delighted with it,' have cooperated with it, but have not
Sought in any way to take over or participate actively in it, feeling
that those who were already embarked on that course were well
chosen and well able to do that job.
I have rejoined the board in the last year or two at the urging of
a\number of the trustees, to try to assist in any way that,I could.But I just want to say that we think there is no more appropriate
memorial to my father and the ideas for which he stood than =the
efforts the institute has carried on so successfully, and we welcome

the attempt to-broaden this effort and feel it is the most worth-

while thing for the country.
I \would now like to introduceI do not know whether he wants

to say anythingmy colleague, who is also a trustee, Hon. James
O'Hara, who served with me for many years in the House; and of
cctqse, you will hear very shortly from Marilyn Chelstrom, the
president of the institute for many years, who has done an out

:,standing job.

,

Senator PELL. Thank you very much. I think all of us in America
had a tremendous respect and_ regard for the character and integrity_ and honesty of your father, and I. think this idea has tremendour merit.
Congressman O'Hara?
Mr. O'HARA. Mr-. Chairman, I do not have any prepared remarks.
I am -here, teeny, to lend my support to Marilyn. Chelstrom, who

will be testifying and to others who have testified in sOpportrof.,,
Senator Bellmon s legislation.

I am a relatively recent member of the board of trustees of the
institute. My interest-was- inspired by experiences I had while a
member of the House of Representatives, which may be similar to
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your own experience. Wheu I was a member of the House I made it..

a habit each yehr to visit
high school in my district and to
meet with the seniors of 'each
each institution, who are required by
Michigan law to take a course in Arherican Government.,
I was dismayed over the years by the lack of understanding that
I fband;-both among the students and among many of their teach-

ersof the two -party s' tem,- the value of the parties the critical
role that the parties p: iy in our system. So I am and have been
very interested in the wLrk that the institute has been doing, and I
certainly commend that work to-the chairman and tcrthe 'commit-

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, and welcome back in these
education surrounding_ s.
Miss Chelstrorn?
Miss CuELSTROM. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
It is a privilege for me to be here tonay to speak on behalf of the

trustees of the Robert Taft Institute of Government. I appreciate
this opportunity. Their names are included at the back of our
testimony, so you can see that we have quite a prestigious group of
trustees who are active in p6litics and business and education and

civic affairs over the country.
The purpose of the in.3titute which we have been talking about is
that to which the late Senator. devoted so much of his time and his

talents: -The building of an understanding of our American free
society and the forms and principles of government that forwa.rd
and preserve that society.
The program of the institute is aimed at education on-the function of political parties. the two-party system, and the processes of
government n the United States.
,
The size and complexity of our government has grown so much,
that many individuals over the country are Overwhelmed with the

feeling that one persem cannot Make a difference. -Too many people
do not understand the role of political parties, and that by working.
with political parties' particularly. beginning at the local level, one
person can exert a great deal of influence and power on his-govern-ment, if he so chooses. But it is here at the local level that many

individuals fail to master the procedures for participating in the
political process and participating- in the selection of the kinds of

leaders that our American democracy requires.
-So much is being said by political leaders, and so Much is'being
written in the press _about the decline of the two-party System, the
weakened political parties, and the lack of citizen participation in
the electoral .process. These words are not always followed by
action.
The Robert Taft Institute of Government, however, dogs respond
with a political education program that is highly constructive. We
direct our chief effort toward teachers because they have Such a
-key role in transmitting an understanding of 'ou? principles qind
processes of government .to the next generation. And as our Gov-.
ernment becomes more complex, the job of the teacher' becomes
more-difficult.

While most or us assume that children wilt develop an under- standing- of our Government and what our political ..system is
about, beginning in the -elementary school years. and.-b3 tt* time
.
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,k.they get out of high school, t
will have strong convictions about
our democratic system, the facts show otherwise.
4'. It was hoped that the passage a the 18-year-old yote would make
many young-people flock to the polls. They did not do this. While
many of this group are vocal in promoting specific issues, they fail

Y.:to carry their convictions to the ballot box. They simply do not

rii:,connect theirTdesire to do something about public policy with par-ticipation in the political process:

One problem lies with the teaching in the elementary and secylondary schdols. Miziny teachers are not prepared academically or
practically to teach government classes. They have not taken politi
cal science courses in college. They have not participated actively
in 'politics, and many, or even most are naive about our political'
a.

system.

It is not surprising, then, that young people come out of schobl
lacking' basic political knowledge; inadequately trained teachers

cannot educate for responsible citizen participation.

And I want to insert that it is not the fault of _the teachers.
Many school systems' over the country feel that anyone can teach
government and politics; they do not establish requirements for
teaching -government. And we find that many, many-teachers are
searching for answers, and they are searching for constructive
ways to deal with their students.

The Taft seminars for teachers fill this need for the teachers.
They are rigorous, exciting, and concentrated courses in political
s,'ence and practical politics. Their unique format is the key to
their-success.

The people who make the American political system work teach
the, teachers. In 'a typical Taft seminar, 30 teachers will meet with
30 different Republican and Democratic Party leaders, elected offi. cials, lobbyists, press representatives, and other political practitioners. They explore the two-patty system, they explore how govern-, ment operates, they explore how individuals can participate. And
the teachers in .turn will gain background and ways to deal with
their students.
In any one year 50 or 60 U.$. Senators and-U.S. Representatives
serve among the 1,000 political experts, who serve. on Taft faculties
in'35 programs, throughout the country.
Thirty-seven current U.S. Senators have participated as members
of he Taft faculty in recent years.
The political scientists who are chosen Taft seminar-directors at
the local universities prepare the teachers for their sessions with
the practical politicians, with lectures, with discussions and with
questions. The balance between the theory and the practice opens

up for the teachers many areas, of political inquiry they would
otherwise have had littke or no access to

After all of these meetings 6 8 and 10 hours daily for 2 weeks,
does an expetience_with- aTaft-- seminar Male any difference?
Often, it is the teacher's first opportu:lity- to meet face to face
with a. U.S. Senator or a Congressman or a Governor or a peecinct
leader of the Republican, or DemocratiL Party, or the national

:

Chairmen of either of the parties.
It does make a difference in the lives of the participating teachera First, virtually every one emerges with a deeper knowledge of
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our political system. They come out with a new respect for the two --

party system, and with an envigorated commitment to 'he Anl. -loan system, and to their own role as teachers.
They zome uut of the Taft seminar feeling that they are we

as a team with the elected officials and with party lead
making our system werk,
young people are not prepared for

.participation, this system is net going to work.
Let me just read a couple comments from teachers who took part

in this last ,summer. An Indiana teacher wrote this to us at the..
conclusion of her experience:

I had experienced a sense of apathy and cynicism since Watergate. These
politi
cians reminded me that the system does work.

From a' Rhode Island teacher:
I am more confident in my ability to field questions on the system.

And from a Pennsylvania teacher:
must get involved in politics. I want my students to become involved and aware
of their part in the process.
t

And from a Mississippi teacher:
One cannot nun as comfortably in the political world after this ourse.

And from a New York teacher:
I knew very little about the workings of the two-party system. I hnd the vague.'

feeling that parties were croaked, Now I see that the twcepai.y system is a neces:_
sary part of our democratic system.

These teachers' stand before students who are accustomed to
professional performers on television. They must compete with
these- iieople, With greater authority on the subject of politics and
government:. the teachers. have a much better chance of capturing
their students' attention.
Beyond this, meeting the political people in. our system instills
the teachers with an excitement about the ways for individuals to
be effective. Their enthusiasm is (-Aching, and the impact or inspired teachers on the lives of their students is profound.
Every-State in the United States has benefited from the Taft
seminars. Teachers from all -50 States have participated. Programs
have been held in 39 different States and here in Washington, D.C.
In 17 years of operation, 12,000 teachers hate taken part. These

teachers in turn affect the learning of 2 million young people.

annually.

The benefits of the Taft seminars go way beyond. the teachers'.
learning. They radiate political awareness into their local .!ommunities. The people who serve as t! -.e local directors become political
consultants to schools, to civic groups, to the media.
Participation in our politiCal system is motivated. I can tell you
one example that is quite unique. A Taft teacher becathe so motivated to participate that hebecame active in the Demedatic Party
in California and subsequently became chairman of' the Los Nageles County Democratic committee.
Some teachers decide to -run for office. The current mayor of.Salt
Lake City is an example. He started out as a teacher attending a
Taft seminar and felt he Could do something for our country. He
did a few things locally and then ran for mayor of Salt fake City.7.1
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Others have run for office in their local communities and serve

as teachers att the same time as they are participating in the

political' system. They can become very effective leaders for their
students.
There is much, much more It is hard to measure the extended
impact of the Taft seminars in each State where they are held.
There :is- a great detm-.nd foe,. more Of these programs. Many
universities want to participate. Many more teachers ask to take
part.
The Robert Taft institute of Government has the experience, it
has the reputation,= and it has the expertise to build a more effec-

tive program.
The proposed Federal trust which would provide matching funds
for income raised annually from private sources would enable us to
enlarge and improve our effort to expand understanding of political

parties, the two-party system, and to broaden an understanding of
the ne.ld for individual participation. The need for edudation on the
basics of our political system is compelling, and a broadening of
our w0.-k would benefit the entice country.
Thank you, MI, Chairman.
[The preparedliztatement of Miss Chelstrom. fellows:I
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Marilyn. ChelstrOm, President
The Robert A. Taft Institute of government,
Before.,
'-Subcommittee on Education
_Human Resources Committee
Senate

THE ROBERT A. TAFT

halite( of govairistaft

The Robert A. Taft Institute of Government was established in 1961
in memory of the late. Ohio Senator, as the second projett,of The Rabert A. Tait'
Memorial Foundation.
Bell Tower.

The first project of the Foundation was The Taft Memorial

For this effort, over $1 million was contributed'by many friends

of Senator Taft.

Following its completion and dedication in 1959. the Bell

Tower was donated to the Congress of the United States,

Subaequently. the

Foundation turned over its remaining funds of $225.009 to the organizers of
The Institute to begin operating.

,

The Robert A. Taft Memorial Foundation was

then'diesolved.

Taft Inatitute'Or-anixed to Prodote Education on the Fundamentalsof
American Government and on the Two-Farts
itical Process'
The purpose of The Robert I. Taft Institute of Government in that,
to which Senator Taft devoted so much of his time

''and talents.:namely the

underetanding of)the meaning of a free society; and the. forms and principles

of:government wMch can hest preserve and forward that society.

.

The program

is committed to educational activities aimed at developing better understand--

ingof the basic.principles of the Constitution. of the two-party system, of
the function of political parties. and of governmental and political processes
in the United States.

The Institute ia a nonprofit,

partisan corporation chartered

under the Board of Regents of the State of New York

elasaified'asa

591(c)(3) organisation, exempt 'from Federal Income tax. and.as a publicly
supported organitation under section 170(b)(1)(A)fvi) of the

Internal

Revenue Service Code.
10
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The Need

Following orgnleation, the brat Taft Institute Trestees initiated
"The Fifty States Survey" -- a study to deterMinc what,laws existed on the
state level to grade the teaching of government and politics in the elementary
secondary schools.

What the study brought to light, and what is even more

true today than it was then, is that too little emphasis is placed on the teachirri of the principles and processes of government and Politics.

-Meapiie the reputation of American democracy as the most outstanding
form of-organized society, Americans face the possible loos, or deterioration of

-this moat precious asset because of the prevailing cynicism and widespread on,e.

.

.

.

willingneas to put forth the effort toselect and demand the. kind of,leaderahip
a

democracy requites.
.American polities' history has been the story of a two -party system

In action; and yet many people have little understanding of the importance of
iVo political parties, having relatively even strength, forming our basic
political arrangement -- one party in power and one party in opposition.
-

The nine and complexity of modern government has left many people
overwhelmed with feelings that one person cannot make a difference.
loo many people do not understand that the political party system'

4 integral part of American government and that it,ia primarily through
'"this system that individuals can exert legitimate influence upon their govern-

0

meat.

Thin influence begins at th'e local level,, where the:single voice can be

heard.

However it in here that moat people fail to master the procedures for

selecting their representatives.
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The Me Id

n

continued
Much has been cold and wr

aya

about the decline of the two-porty

the weakened political portico, the lack of citizen participation in

the a ectoral process, but the-words are not always followed by action toward
cons

uctive aolutions.

The need for education on the basics of oupoliticall.

se is compelling.

The Taft Institute's a0

-a

education respgnds to this need.

Pro ram nireeted Toward Teachers

The program is directed towerdteachera because they have a key,role
in transmitting en understanding of the principles and
government to the next generation., Further,

protesses of American

-use of teachers' great

influenee, every. dollar anent on a teacher could be multiplied many tftna.whe
measured by its ultimate effect.
'While it is generally accumed that children begin to form attitudes

towardgover'nmentand politica during the elementary school yenta, and that by
the time they get out of high school they have strong convictions elitist the,

American democratic system and a firm understanding of how to take part in it
effectively and responsibly, current studies chow otherwise.
For instance. it'iwashoped that passage of legislation enabling
18-year olds to vote in elections would-make many young people.flock to the:
,polls.

They did not.

With a turnout of only 48Z of all eligible votersja...

the 1978 elections. the percentage for the 18 to 24 year old'group was.evon:.
lower.. While many from this group are vocal -- and visible -- promoting
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verinfiritt

c__ __ued

specific issues., they fail to carry their convictions into the ballot box.

They simply do not connect their desire to do something about public policy
with participation in political processes.
general public.

(MLA also holds true for'the

Some prominent civic, business and interest group leaders

xert, individually and on behalf of their organizations, corporations or'
t effort to

nflueote,d6oisions made by elected representatives

uncils, state legislatures and-the nktional Congress.

similar effort is not put into a basic citizenresOnsipility:

out_wrl selecting the 'representatives who mak-

However, a
searching

ose important decisions.)

The problem lies with, the teaching in elementary and secondary;
schools.

While it might be expected that our Ameridan demobraffc system will

be taught skillfully, many teachers are not prepared academically ot practi
rally to .teach government [lessee: A 1978 Taft study of 826 teachers, each
.ore teaching politicu'or goverctnent in elementary and secondary schevlv
reveals -that' 242 had never

such courses i

ken apolitical science course;

262 had only one

and many were naive about the political system..'

is not, surprising then that young people come out of high school,
lacking basic political_ knowledge,

Inadequately prepared teachers cannot be

effective in educating for responsible citizen participation.

The Taft Seminars for Teachers respond to.deeply felt needs of
"teachers themselves for, more political background.

Many are Searching for

information and for constructive ways to discuss politics and government with
their students.
10/4/79
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The Taft Seminars foryTeachers
Taft Seminars are rigorous courses in political science aid practice)
politica.

Cosponsored by universities and colleges and offering graduate

credit-, all are organized to carry out the following objectives:
1) Develop greater understanding and appreciation of the 'basic
/
principles of the United States Constitution.

2) Develop greater understanding of-the American two-party system
and the essential roles of the Republican and Democratic parties,
;

3) Develop a working knowledge of ale processes of government.
4) Encourage teachers to use their best teaching skills, methods.
and creativity to instill in their students understanding` and
appreciation of the fundamentals of nemocracy and the United
States as a,free Society.
5) Help teachers` instruct-ther students more e
tively concern-,
ing the principles, structure and functiOns of government, .
the'teo-narty system, political potties, and'politios.
.

,

6) Help teachers develop in their students strongpositive attitudes
toward political responsibility, politics and politicians
%

Taft Seminars run two or three weeks, full time, during the summer, or on
12 to 1!

The

m

days during the school'year.

-

Director
Local director's are. the key.to the suc

Carefully chosen by the Taft'Inatitute,ytheSeminae

the Taf&-HeMinars.
for is a faculty

member of the sponsoring inotitution who has rea

associate or full professor.. He or she has political science background
and practical political experience, and an ability to move with ease,and
assurance in both academic and political worlds.
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Taft seminar Guideline
The Institute supplies comprehensive guidelin

developing,

coordinating and conducting the Taft Seminars, and monitors all stages of
planning progress, offering help wherever it is needed.

Continuous re-

evaluation and revision of the guidelines assures seminar management and
content that is superior in quality, timely, and relevant to teacher needs.

Taft Seminar To-ics

Taft Seminars focus on topics that will enhance understanding of
1) Principles of American constitutional government
2) The two-party system: what it means, how it operates,
advantages over-single party and multi-party governments
3) Functions, organization, roles of the Republican and
Democratic Parties
4) Selecting and electing representatives
5) Decision'making in local, state, national legislatures
6) Role and responsibilities of elected public officials
7) Lobbying and interest groups in American politics
8) The role of a free press, and importantly
9) The role of the individual citizen

Taft Seminar Faculty
The heart of all Taft
is the make-up of the faculty.

miners and the quality that makes them unique

The people, who make the political system in

America work, teach the 'teachers.

daily for No to-three weeks

In a typical Taft Seminar, 30 teachers meet

ith 30 Republican and Democratic party leaders,

elected offfctals, lobbyists, press representatives, and other political
practitioners, share their insights and experiences, and explore waysin which
teachers can effectively teach their government classes Ind help their students
understand their individual responsibilities in self-government,
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Each Taft Seminar is organized on a bipartisan basis, and speakers
are evenly balanced between Republicans and Democrats.

Leading political

4

ligures4 who have served on Taft Faculties ten or more years, are Oklahoma
Senator Henry aelimon, the late Minnesota Senator Hubert Humphrey, Indiana
Governor Otis Bowen, former Minnesota Congressmen Donald Fraser and Clark
MacGregor.

In addition to Senator BellMOn, current members of the United

States Senate who have participated in Taft Seminars include:

Dennis DeConcini (0-Ariz
David Pryor (D-Ark.)
Alan Cranston (D-Callf.)
Cary Hart (D-Colo.)
Joseph R. Udell. Jr. (D-Del.)
Richard Stone (D-Fla.)

Edward Zorinsky (D-Neb.)
Robert Morgan (D-H.C.)
Howard M. Metzenbaum (P -Ohio)
David L. Reran (D-Okla.)
John H. Chafee (R-R.1.)

el Nunn (D-Ga.)
Frank Church (D-Idaho)
Birch Bayh (D-Ind.)
Richard G. Lugar (R-Ind.)
John C. Culver (0-Iowa)
Nancy Kaasebaum (R-r'
.)

Howard H. Baker, Jr. (R-Tenn.)
James R. Saeger (0-Tenn.)
John Tower (R-Tex.)
Jake Cern (R-Utah)
Orrin G. Hatch (R-Utah)

Robert Dole (R -Kaa.)
Charles MeG. Mathias, Jr. (R-Md.
Paul S. Sarbanes (D-Md.)
David Durenberger (R-Minn.)
Rudolph E. Boschwitz (R-Minn
Thad Cochran (R-Miss.)

Harry F. Byrd, Jr. (I-Vs.)
John W. Warner (K -Va.)
Henry M. Jackson (D-Wash.)
Jennings Randolph (D-wAra.)
Alan Simpson (R-Wyo.)
Malcolm Wallop (R -Wyo.)

James J. Egon 7(00-Neb.)

Claiborne Fell (D-RW)

In any one year. more than 1,000 political experts become members of
Taft Faculties.

Represented will be 50 - 60 United States Senators and

Representatives, 50 governors and mayors, 140 state legislators, 75 county
and local officials, and some 130 Republican and Democratic party leaders
from t6 precinct level to the national committees.
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The political scientists, who serve as local Taft Seminar directors,

prepare the teachers for the sessions with the political practitioners with
lectures, readings, questions and discussion.

The h,lance between theory and

Practice opens up for the teachers areas of political inquiry to which they
would normally have little or no access.
Taft'Seminar Texts

The Taft institute publishes the "Taft Practical Politics" series of
booklets.

Authors chosen are political experts whose intellectual interest in

politics is compleMented by practical experience.

Publications are designed

as seminar texts which can be re-used by teachers in their own classrooms.
Completed at this time are the following:
"Constitutional Government in the American Set
by Richard IL Leach
"The Kepublicans and the Democrats - Similarities and Differences"
by Arthur L. Peterson and William C. Louthan
The Politics of Delegate Selection"
by Donald Bruce Johnson
"Who Votes and Why"
by Schley R. Lyons and William J. McCoy
The Use of Polls in Political Campaigns"
by Richard C. Smalka
"The American Presidency: Myths and Realities"
by Harold M. Barger
Hear - future additions to the booklet series include one on the
two-party system,

second on teaching ideas for secondary schools, and a third

on teaching techniques for treating American democracy in elementary schools,
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Impact of Seminars

The impact of the Taft Seminars is highly significant.

Evaluation reports confirm that virtually all teachers emerge with
deeper knowledge of the political system, new respect for the two-party'pro-

cess, and invigorated commitment to the American system and to their ownrole
as teachers.

This has import when one considers that teachers can only trans-

mit to students what they themselves underatand.

In 17 years of operation, Taft Seminars have enhanced political
insights and inatruction of close to 12,000 teachers who, in turn, effect the
learning and lives of 2 million young people annually.

Furthermore, the benefits of these programs have gone far beyond
the Institute's first objective -- to increase teachers' understanding=

Wherever conducted, the Seminars radiate political awareness into local com
.

The local directors become political consultants, called upon by

the media- schools, and civic organir

.n: participation in local politics

is motivated; the seminar directors and the teachers become Democrat and
Republican party leaders; some run for,public office; radio and television
progrema are developed; courses on practical politics are added at high
schools and at colleges and universities; research is conducted on aspects
of politics and dieseminated through Taft publications; and much, much more.
It is hard to measure the extended impact on teachers' colleagues, on
elementary and secondary school students, on college and university faculties
and students, On parentai and on the general public:
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The following comments from teachers who completed 1919 Taft

Seminars illustrate how the experience literally changes the lives of those
who take part.

"My attitude toward the two-party system and politics in general
has changed for the better.
I now realize the importance of a
strong two -party system
and the importance of being involved
in the political process..."
...Margo J. Byerly, Indiana State University,
' " "I plan to maximize the opportunity for my students to actively
Participate in politics by role-playing in simulations, writing
letters, working in campaigns, attending meetings... ""
...Wayne Brunt, George Washington University
"The se

r
ear helps one understand that politicians are people, too."
...Jo Ann Steed, Arkansas State University

"I had previously been a cynic in regard to parties... I now much
better appreciate the role they play, especially in regard to the
nomination. of candidates."
...Margaret Ormond. Connecticut College
-

"I had experienced a sense of apathy and cynicism since Watergate.
All the things I believed about our political system had been
challenged and I wasn't sure what was happening., These
(Politicians) reminded me that the system does work, and that
talented and dedicated people still serve our country ... I can
pass this on to my-students."
...Charlotte Bellah, Northern Arizona University
"Few individuals realize what the Taft Institute realizes: that
in order to change attitudes toward government one has to begin
at the grassroots. And whet' better influence than a teacher."
...Frances Amdahl, University of Iowa
"I believe Taft Seminars hold America's future.

If- they cannot

turn voter apathy around, nothing, will. ""

Cockerham,Bastern Kentucky University
"Frankly,
turn."

thought of parties as 'evils' and I've made a 180 degree
...Joan Keeceki, University of Wisconsin
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"I knew very little about the workings of the two-party system -I did not even know the parties have recently declined -in strength.
I had a vague feeling ,!par
were crooked. Now I see there are
devoted politicians, and that the two-party system is a nEmliffi
part of our Aemocratic system."
...Molly Sue Henning, SUN? at Albany
'

"I must get involved in politics...I want my students to become
involved and-aware Of their part in the pfocess."
...Prancis Truman. University of Scranton
"I have more confidence in (my) ability to field questions /comments
on the'system.'"
...Robert Nolan, Rhode Island College
"I 'now feel that my participation in politics is not. only necessary
but can be beneficial. I never felt that my participation would
make a difference. I do now."
...Patricia Green, University of Scranton

I have easily tripled my knowledge of the political scene and
democracy in general. I will pass on my findings to my student a."
...Gary Peters;'Pepperdine University, Calif.

.

"I feel that I will be a more realistic librarian.
I will be better
informed and will be more effective in dealing with students and
teachers. One cannot nap as comfortably in the political:world
after this course."
...Louise Balch, University of Mississippi
"I teach second grade...Next year I do plan to incorporate some
basic ideas of government in my class. It is never too early
to start."
..Barbara Chasteen, University of Missouri
"The sessions have made me reconsider my views of the two-party
system -- thinking now it may by more important than I previously
thought."
...David Duffey, Rhode Island College

'

.

"This seminar awakens the:varticipanta to political involvement lind
responsibility. We are told not.only 'how to' but 'why we'muat'
be involved.
If every Taft Seminar carries this impact, the
effects should be felt in every part of the country, and the reSults will be a 'government of by and for the people!..."
...Joyce Mosher, Eastern Kentucky University
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It is clear that all teachers leave Taft Seminars with improved
knowledke.

With greater authority in the subject area of politics and
Beyond

government, they have a better chance to capture. students' attention.

thin, the teachers are instilled with an excitement about the Ways for
individuals to be effective in the system.

Enthusiasm is catching.

The impact

of inspired teacherspn students' lives can he profound.
Teachers from all fifty states have participated in 381 programs
conducted on 81 college -and university campuses in 39 states and in the
DLatrict of Columbia.

Following are the states:
Number of
Taft
Instituter

State

Alabama
'Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
.Connecticut
Washington.D.C.
Florida
Georgia
Illinois

6
11
3

25
4
6
11

,

7,,

6
6

Indfana
lova
Kansas
Kentucky

Louisiana
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

12
3
7

8
I

4
4
12

16
.

3

State

Missouri

Number of
Taft
natitutes
5

.Nebraska

New Hampsh
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Rhode island
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

8
39
13
1

30
12
19
8
7

12
16
9

10
6
II,

9.
5

Alaska, Delaware, Hawaii, Idaho, Maine. Montana. New Mexico, Nevada. Oregon,
South Dakota, and Vermont have yet to boat the Taft Seminars,
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Pro.osel for Ex.ansion of Taft Political Educe

The Taft Institute has made an imprint on political education and
has inspired positive thinking -- and doing --.in the field of American twoparty politics.
program.

it has the-expertise and experience to build a more effective

Enabling the Institute to broaden the work it has to date carried

out successfully on a relatively small,scale could benefit the entire country.
It is here proposed that federal support of $15,000;000 be granted
to establish a trust fund for The Robert A. 'Taft Institute of Government. which

would produce income to match on a 50/50 basis all income generated annually
by the Taft Institute from private sources.
It is the full intent of the Trustees and Staff of the Taft Institute

of Government to continue the vigorous fund raising efforts which have made
posSible a gradual increase in the Taft program since its beginning in 1963
(one program; $90,000 budget) until 1979 (37 programa; $8001000 budget.)

Over

these years more than $million dollars have been raised through gifts and
grants from individual*. corporations and foundations.,
It to further proposed that federal funding will enable the Taft

Institute to enlarge and improve its effort to build understanding of the twoparty ayatom. and of the roles of political parties in sustaining American
democracy by
1) Continuing the proven Taft Seminars to help more teachers
improve their understanding of the American political system
so that they in turn will be better preparefLto develop a
commitment among young people to participate in the process.
Expanding the number, adding programs in states with large
populations and beginning programs in atntes not holding such
seminar to date. The immediate goal is 50 annual Taft Seminars.
10/4/79
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3) Enriching, strengthening and adding to the many forms of
political education emanating from the Taft Seminars.
4) Conducting research On the functioning of political parties;
providing, forums for exploring how well they perform as primary
political institutions, and recommending ways In which they can
he strengthened, realigned, or rebuilt to carry out their unique
functions in the American political system.
5) Exploring and, when feasible, inaugurating effnr s to transfer
the Taft Seminar formatto additional audiences.
6) Transmitting to citizens over the country, through publications,
newsletters and other media, information and material on the
two-party system and the role of the Democratic and Republican
Parties.

7) Encouraging citizens over the country to accept their
responsibilities in self government,
as we knew, no other organization worka for these objectives,

This testimony in presented on beilf of the officers and members of
the Board of Trustees of The Robert A. Taft Institute of Government.

Their

names follow:

Thomas R. Shepard
Chairman

Former publisher, LOOK Magazine
Greenwich, Connecticut

Marilyn Chelstrom
President

(nolvTruotee) Chief Operating Officer
New York City

Bon, Clark MacGregor
Vice Chairman

Vice President, United Technologies
Corporation, Washington, D. C.
(former U.S. Congressman/Minnesota)

Hon. Frank Pace, Jr.
-Vice Chairman
Lowell Wadmond
Vice Chairman

President, International Executive
Service Corps, New York City
Senior Partner, White & Case
'New York City
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Jeremiah Milbank
Treasurer

Investment Management,
New York City

Rosa Reid
Secretary

Vice President, Squibb,Corporation
New York City

Marion J. Epley, III
Counsel

Partner,White -& Case
New York City

Anne L. Armstrong

Former U.S. Ambassador to England
Kingsville, Texas

Theodore F. Brophy

Chairman and CEO, General Telephone
and. Electronics. StaMford, Connecticut

Reed Coleman

Presidenr Madison -Kipp Corporation
Madison, Wisconsin

Karl Eller

President and CEO, Combined
Communications, Phoenix, Arizona

Edward J. Gerrity, Jr.

Senior Vice President, International
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation,
New York City

Dr. Jeane J. Kirkpatrick

Dorothy and Thomas Leavey Nniversity
Professor in the Foundations of
American Freedom, Georgetown University;
Resident Scholar, American Enterprise
Inetitute, Waahington, D. C.

William F. May

Chairman and CEO, American Can Company
Greenwich, Connecticut

Hon, James C. O'Hara

Attorney, Patton, Boggs
Washington, D. C..
(former U.S. Congressmen /Michigan)

Dr. Arthur L. Peterson

Ohio Wesleyan University
Delaware, Ohio

William Wood Prince

Preeident, F. H. Prince S Co., Inc.
Chicago, Illinois

e.

-

.
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T. Rader

The University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia

Mrs. R. Randolph Richardson

Elementary and High School Educator
New York City

Hon. Terry Sanford

President, Duke Univer
Durham. North Carolina
(former Democratic President
candidate)

Hon. Mary Lou

Hon. Robert Taft,

mith

r.

Leon J. Well

Hon.
(ex a

m E. Brock

Hon. John C. White
(dx officio)

Former Republican National Chairman
Des Moines, Iowa

Taft, Stettinius A Hollister
Cincinnati, Ohio and Washington, D.C.
(former U.S. Senator/Ohio, and eon
of man for whom Institute is named.)
General Partner, Herzfeld & Stern
New York City
Chairman, Republican National
Committee, Washington, D.C.
Chairman, Democratic National
Committee, Worthington, D.C.

I d

The Robert A. Taft Institute of Government
420 Lexington Avenue
York, New York 10017
(212) 682-1530
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Senator PELL. Senator Stafford?
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.

I simply want to say I regret not being here wh-a the committee
meeting sttirted. Then I could have had the opportunity to greet
some old Friends, like Bob Taft, who was my seatmate in the
Senate fir several years; Jim O'Hara, with whom I served in the
House, and of course my present colleague in the Senate, Henry
Be Hawn. And I am well aware of the contributions that the Taft
Institute has made throughout the country in civic education and
teaching realisticully,about the political process. So I enjoyed hearing Mrs. Che 'strum discuss that.
I understand that Barry Goldmater was here also. It is something
of a tribute to the ability- of Senators and former House Members
to speak very quickly, that they had all completed their statements
before this Senator was able to arrive.
I am grateful to all of you for the brevity,and the clarity of your

statements.

Senator Pett. Thank you, Senator Stafford.
I would like to enlarge on din; ior the Following witnesses. I have

said repeatedlytind I have sat in this chPir for 10 years as chair-

man nowthat the thing that goes in your mind is not what is

read by rote; that is put in the record, and we study it But it is the
one or twit) points that you make extemporaneously, and that is
why we have, except as a matter-of courtesy with our colleagues,
the 54minute rule, with those bells and the lights. And you can see
that those who are more experienced, such as the Members of
Congress, take the least time And I would invite this to the atten-tion of all of you who will be following this panel.
I think this program is a wonderful one I have participated
It is truly bipartisan in programing.. I notice the trustees, I think,
are predominantly one party, but the important thing is the effect
of it in the community as a whole, and it is completely bipartisan
and, f think, very good indeed.
I would invite Mrs. Chelstrom's attention to the fact that speak-'
ing as a Democrat, we do not like to be called the Democrat Party.

We really prefer to be called the Democratic Party, And it is kind
of a giveaway when we are called the Democrat Party about the
thinking of the person who calls us a Democrat Party. So as a
general rule, 1 think that it would be advisable not to call us that.

ll,aughter.1

Senator PELL. And as I say, having experienced it in the field, it
truly,bip4irtisan and truly, 'I think, a great program. And I know
-what joy it must give Senator Taft. I -know how much I admired
my father, who was a much lesser statesman than was he And it
must give much joy to Se ruitor Taft to see this program going along
the way it is.

Now, I have a couple of--

Senator STAFFORD, Mr. Chairman, I was going to observe, in view

of your comments about the Democratic Party, that maybe the
efforts of the institute should be called "Republicrat," [Laughter,i,
Senator PELL As L read your bill, it; is a marvelous idea, but it,
both authorizes and appropriates $15 million in the Taft Institute
Fund, This committee cannot authorize and appropriate, but the
.

609

legislation implies this. Senator Bellmon, I wonder if his is really
what it means.
Senator BELLMON. No, Mr, Chairman. Perhaps we overstepped

our bounds when we said "appropriated". It will have to go
through the appropriations process. And as a member of the Appropriations Committee, I believe I can say with some safety that
at least on the Senate side, the appropriation will follow.
Now when we wrote the bill, interest was somewhat less than it
is now. We have in here $15 million. That would produce under
present interest rates some $1.3 million a year So we may not be
able to get the full $15 million, but I believe the Taft Institute, as I
understand, has been raising about $750,000 a year, with a project-

ed budget of over $1 million in the coming years. it was our

intention to try to match that. So I would not want to assure you
that we can get the full $15 million, but I believe I can assure you
that the Appropriations Committee on the Senate side will look

with favor on Li sizable appropriation.

Senator PELL. And it should really be a fairly inexpensive program, because I know, whereas Senators and Congressmen normally accept. honorariums, for your ,program, they never doat feast,

that is my understanding. And I think for the dollars spent, you

get a tremendous impact, I really.congratulate you on it.
Traditionally, when this. subcommittee has authorized a program

as a memorial to an individual, it specifies that there will be no
other memorial, and this mould be the sole memorial, to avoid a

proliferation of programs. Would you object to I ne- addition of this
provision in. the bill?

Senator. BELLMON. Mr, Chairman, I have no objection at all
Senator PELL. Senator Taft?

Senator TArr. There is no other memorial, other than the hell
tower which I mentioned, which is already the property of the
Congress. That was.done with private funds.

Senator PELL. If the Federal moneys from the fund match private contributions, how long do you think it would take for the

Taft Institute to receive the full $15 million appropriation?
Maybe Mrs. Chelstrom could answer that.
Senator BELLMON. Well, Mr. Chairman, it was intended that the
$13 million be used to establish a trust fundthat the earnings
on the trust fund would go to the institute. Therefore, it would last
indefinitely. The $15 million -.vould generate the revenues each
year which the private sector would match.
Senator PELL. If it was well-invested, that is.
Senator BELLMON_ Well I assume it would be invested in Govern7
ment securities, and that is about as good as you can do, guess.
Senator PELL. I am not sure the trustees would want to invest it
in Government securities.
Senator BELI.moN. I do not believe the funds will be turned over
to the trustees to invest.
Senator PELL, That would be II-.!ft up to them as to how they
invested it. But they would not be mandated to put it in Govei nment securities.
Senator BELLMON. No. I believe that the fund would simply stay

in the Treasury, and the interest would go to the trustees, is the
way we intended to structure the bill

Senator PECi,. I see. Thank you very much.

'Senator Stafford?
Senator Be Baton. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to point out :a
connection with the observation that this is truly bipartisan, that
on page 7 of the prepared testimony of Mrs. Chelstrom, there is a
list of Members of the Senate who have served on the faculty of the
Taft Institute. I wekkt through and added up the number of Republicans Lind Dernocritts: There are 15 Republicans, and 21 Democrats, plus Harry Byrd. So I think that whether they intended it or
not, they did succeed in a pretty good bipartisan mix.
Sonkitor
I completely agree with you from the viewpoint of
programing, and is I said, am grateful to it for the opportunities it
has given me to exchange ideas with the teachers in my State.
There is one group of people who should be trained in this way
kind exposed to politics, and it is teachers, because they
the

impact on the next generation, as Mrs. Chelstrom so well expressed.
I want to thank von all very inttch indeed. Thank you, Senator

Bellmon, Senator Taft, Congressman O'Hara, and Mrs. Chelstrom,
for being with us.
Seruitor PELL. Our next panel is from the American Library
Associiition, Dr. Charles Churchwell, university librarian, Washington University Libraries, St. Louis, Mo.; Dr. Thomas Galvin, School
of Library and Information Science, University of Pittsburgh; and
Ann Turner, librarian at the Norwich University Library, in Nor-

wich, Vt.

Welcome, library panel. I remember -Dr. Churchwell when he
was librarian at Brown University: I remember we talked on the
telephone a couple of times. I am very glad to see you here:
I also want to extend the greetings of Senator Eagleton, who
wished he could have been here this morning, but he is involved in
debate on the Senate floor and hopes to join us later. But I know of
the high regkird that Senator Eagletorl has for Dean Churchwell,

and in his behalf, I welcome you, too.
Dr. Galvin?

STATEMENTS OF' THOMAS (;ALVIN. DEAN, SC110( I, OF LIBRARY ANI) INFORNIATION- SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF PITTS
BURGIb CHARLES i-CHURCIIIVELL, UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN,
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES, ST. LOUIS, MO.: AND
:ANN TURNER, LIBRARIAN. NORWICH UNIVERSITY, NORWICH,
VT,, A l'ANEL

Dr..6m.viN. Thank you, Senator Pell.
Senator Pki,L. I just want to explain how these lights work. The

green is for .1 minutes, the yellow is a minute; and then the red
means the time i8 up, so that we can ask questions.
Dr. GALVIN. `Thank you. Senator.

My name is Thomas J. -Galvin. I am dean of the School of
Library and Information Science at the University of Pittsburgh,
and I am also president of the American Library Association. Also
representing the Imerican Library ASsociation ;Are Dr, Charles
Churchwell, dean of library services, Washington, University, St.
Louis, Mo., and Miss Ann Turner, librarian' at Norwich UniversitY
Library. Northfield; Vt.
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I would like to_take this opportunity to call attention to the fact
that the first White House Conference on Library and Information

',..1.Bervices will take place.about 1 month from now

We would, like to extend our deep appreciation to you Senator
Pell,,,f6r your vision and leadership in introducing in January 1973,
the initial legislation calling for a-White House Conference.
We appreciate this opportunity to speak in support of the reauthorizatitm and expansion of titles II-A, II-B, and II-C of the Higher,
'Education Act.
The American Library Association considers the continuation of
th-ewprograms of great importance to all types of libraries, and to
the quality of service those libraries giVe to our citizens.
We also believe that reauthorization offers a timely Opportunity
to create a national periodicals center, to restore permissive.statu4
tory language for Preferential telecommunicafflons rates for librar:
.

ies, and to, consider the appropriate placement within the new

`Department of Education of the activities now adthinistered by the

Office of Libraries and Learning Resources in relation to other
nontraditional learning approaches. and in relatiof to educational
technology_

Senator, with your permission, Ms. Turner would like to speak to
title II-A, and I would like to then speak with respect to title II-B.
Senator STAFFORD. Ms. Turner, before you begin, Mr. Chairman,

if I may, I would just like to-express my personal appreciation as a
fellow Vermonter that you are here. A week ago this weekend, I
was in Northfield at Norwich University, at some events that were
occurring there.

We are very happy to have you here. I know that you have
-served the University with distinction as its librarian, so your
testimony will be considered very valuable by this subcommittee
and the full committee.
/Mr. Chairman, in view of the constraints of time we are facing, I
Would ask that my 3-page statement that I have be made a part of
the record at this point in the heating.
Senator PRLL. Without objection,. it will be included.
STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT T. STAFFORD, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF VERMONT

Senator STAFFORD. I would like to welcome Ann Turner, fellow 1
Vermonter and Norwich University librarian. I think she will pro-

vide interesting testimony on the way in which title II has had
wide impact in Vermont through the networking of our college
libraries.

Many years age I learned that the library is the heart of the
college. More recently I have learned, that our libraries are in
serious difficulty because of changed circumstances.
As our public libraries are experiencing parallel troubles, I hope,
Mr. Chairman, that we will address the growing problems of librar,

'ies more broadly in conjunction with the November White House
Conference on Libraries and Information Services. I think we need
to focus, hopefully soon, on the whole national library system and

how it ought to function, and in this regard I look forward to
testimony on the proposed National Periodicals Center.
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Just 2 days ago before this subcommittee, Georgetown University's preSident, Father Healy, was particularly animated on the
subject of libraries, and I am aware that in one college president's'
annual report after another, the state of the library is singled out
for special concern.

The latest shocker from my home State appears in the Universi
ty' of Vermonts fisca year 1980 and fiscal year 1981 legislative'
appropriation request, which indicates that inflation has had a
greater impact upon library acquisition costs than upon any other
element of the university's budget, including the much-heralded
energy cqsts.
Inflation has caused all of our colleges to defer acquisitions and
many of them to neglect preservation. The effect is cumulative-and increasingly crippling for learoing, teaching, and research..
Compounding _the problem of inflation, which has reached the_
point that subscriptions to scientific journals now commonly exceed
$100 per year is the enormous growth in the number of books and
professional journals.
-I -hope we can address the problems of two different: kinds of

college libraries today.
In Vermont we have mainly small college libraries. All of them

have received title 11 funds, and., all of them need the help and,
more of it. Our appropriation is simply inadequate.
Our smaller libraries are dependent upon the resources of our-:
-research libraries. We have not paid much attention to, research
libraries in this committee, but they elle crucial to this country's
scientific troll and our. knowledge about the rest of the world.
I would like to point out that our research libraries have not
only a 1 rge-scale version of the same problems as the small college
libraries, bat also a basically distinct problem of relativ4ly recent.
origin. Their special problem is that, because only 40,000 of the
world's annual production of 500,000 books are published in the
United States, they necessarily burvery heavily abroad-, for exam.plc, Stanford University uses more than 60 percent of its entire
-acquisitions budget for foreign materials, while Cornell spends 40

to 50 percent of its`entire book budget.in Weitern Europe.
The devaluation of the dollar and "rates of inflation that are even ,:
higher abroad than here at home, for example, in Britain, are
having a devastating effect upon the ability of our research librax-

ies to perform their function. It is not in our national ihter'st to
tions. Yet in the last 6 years the purchabing power of the dollar
has d'ecKied by more than 50 percent against the German mark.
We did not have this problem at the time of our last reauthorization-, but I believe it is now time to look at the probldm of our
research librarie, The, nature, of their difficulties is one of the
factors that leads me to suggest MX we need soon to consider the
future of our whole national
library systemor nonSystemso
.,
that We.ean met our -vartous.needs
efficiently and cost effectively.
Mr. Chain-Atm, 1 will., he very interested in `whit our witnesses
will have to say about these`
have them stop subscribing t ©-Soviet or German scientific publica-

concerns.
S
Senator
Pv.1.1.. Ms: Turner?

Ms. TtniN,ea. Thank you:Senator ttafford.-

it

.....:
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I am ,here today to demonstrate the need to retain title II-A of
he Higher Education Act. Although my school has an enrollment
,of fewer than 1,500 students, it is the third largest of 20 colleges in
' Vermont. The others with even small enrollmefits are, neverthe,` Jess, important institutions of higher learning_ , urgently needed by
students in all parts of the State.
In the United States today, there are about 2,000 colleges with
fewer than 2,500 students. Each one of these colleges plays a critical role in the education of our young men ar I women. In these
small colleges, professors have an ideal teaching and learning envi-

ronment. Whether their college is .in a city or in a rural area

teachers really get to know their students. They know their problems and their needs, and they can impart their knowledge and
philosophy on a very personal basis. The students themselves are
ultimately the benefactors of a genuinely rewarding academic experience.

Every State in the Union has these small colleges. Although the
larger universities get the publicity and can boast of vast-Tesearch

facilities vital to graduate studies, it is the small colleges that
comprise the majority'and add the diversity to our institutions of
high

ducation.

Mar of these smaller institutions have devoted and genercius''alumni. Few have the large endowments, the expert fundraisers, or
the sponsored research projects that bring in money. To these
colleges, the $5,000 originally given each year by the Federal Government under title II-A was extremely important, a most significant sum of money in the operation of small libraries.
I know Vermont college libraries the bek, and I know what vital
Woks they buy. Johnson State_has built ,up its music collection,
Benningtoh College its drama collection, Vermont College reference bboks for its nursing progra;n, Middlebury has used title II-A
grants to augment its American literature collection, Lyndon State
its books on meteorology, Vermont Technical College on engineering, and St. Michaels its-books on business administration.
You will note that each school has a difference specialty and a
,speciarneed, The resource materials bought by one particular college become available to students throughout the State through a
-close network of in)rlibrary loans.
Small-college librarians haVefound that the large universities in
other States are no longer uniformly generous about lending their

-Woks and periodicals.

Because of the escalating costs of materials, postage, and staff
salaries, many large universities now charge dearly for the-materials that they do lend to smaller colleges.
Norwich University's student population is relatively small, brut_

our professors endeavor to provide mach student with a quality
'education. Some very vital reference tools are now so expensive
that we can no longer afforetherri, and yet, we cannot do without
them.
For example, the "Biological Abstract," an indispensable tool for
biology majors, now costs over $1,000. "Chemical Abstracts" costs
over $3,000.
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: We cannot afford to spend a large portion of our library budget
on one area of study. Our students travel-50 miles one *ay to use.:
these texts at the University of Vermont.
We have an outstanding Russian language school, and we are'''
very proud of it We can boast of having Alexandr Solzhenitsyn as
a guest lecturer for several days, long before he appeared at Isar
yard. This summer, we had Alexander Ginzberg visit us.
The Norwich University Russian school prepares young Arneri::
cans for positions in the United Nations, in the State Department;:
and in the Foreign Service. We must have first-rate materials to

work with
One Russian .reference set, The Soviet Encyclopedia," costs-$45
per volume, and so far is up to 20 voldmes. A Spanish encyclopedia
that we bought from Spain cost over $800.

In order to meet these -expenses, we have had to raise our tuL
Rion. This places an additional burden bn .parents,partioularly7
those middler,income families who are not eligible for financial aid.

The librarians in my State and everywhere are particularly.
proud of the title II part that requires college administrators to
maintain effort. By that I mean they must demonstrate their:
current budgets for all library purposes and for library materials '
are equal to their average expenditures. Administrators must also
guarantee that title II-A funding is being spent for stipulated
items and not for typewriters, audiovisual equipment, or theloot
ball team.

We also recommend that maintenance-of-effort provisions be,strengthened to permit waivers only under very unusual circum:
stances.

We do need help everywhere that we can get it As you can see,
the title If grants have had a cumulative effect which have been
very significant.

I urge you not only to :extend title II-A, but to strengthen the
maintenance-of-effort provision and to increase the authorization:
for the college library, resources grants from $5,000' to $10,000. I
realize that the economy is tight. However, the education of our -;
young people and the encouragement of small colleges to educate
them properly should be I think, a matter of deep concern to the,

Congress of the United State's.
Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Turner follows:]
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i am head librarian of the Norwich University Lib

a Ann 'ruiner

Vermont.

Li

I am here today to demonstrate the need to retain Title

her- 'Education Act.

ugh my school has en enrollment of fewer than 1,500 students, it is the
largest of twenty coliegis in Vermont.
nevertheless, important
':needed by students in

The'others with even timelier enroll-

natitutions of higher learning. urgently

parts of the state.

rrthe United States today there are about 2,000 colleges with fewer than
:2,500 students.

Each one of these colleges plays a critical role in -the education

of our young men and women.

In these small colleges, profesaors have an ideal

,teaching and learning environment.

Whether their college is in a city or in a

nl area, teachers really get to know their students.. They know their probleme
and their needs, and they can impart-their knowledge and philosophy on a very
,;personal baste.

The students themselves are ultimately the benifacter0 of,a

enuinely_reyarding academic:experience=
Every state in the union has -these small cella ea.

Although the larger

iiversities gat the publicity and canjhoest,of vastAtesearch facilities vital

to graduate study, it'is the small colleges that comprise the majority and add
diversity to our institutlians of .hisher education.

Pliny of these smeller institutions have devoted'end generous alumni, but few

have the Urge endowments, theexpert fund-raisers, or the sponsored research
diet, tbit bring in money.

To these col

or by.the.tederal government under Title I

the $5,000 originally given each

was extremely important. a wet
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significant sum of money in the operation of small libraries.

I know Varmint

college libraries the best, and I know what vital books they bought,

Johnson

State has built up itekuilc collection. Bennington college it4 drama collection,'
11;rmont College reference hooks for its nursing program,

Middlebury has used

Title II-A grants to augment its American literature collection, Lyndon State
its books- on meterologY. Vermont Technical College its books on civil engineering.
St. Michaels its books on adminlatration.
You will note that each school has a different specialty and a special ntzd.

Although the resource materials are bought by one particular college, they become
available-to students throughout the state thrOugh a close network-of interlibrary
loans.

Small-college librarians have found that the large univeraities are no

longer uniformly generous about lending their books and periodicals.

Montilla of

theeocalatiegrosts of materials. postage. and. staff salaries, many large univergitieb now charge -dearly for the marerials'that they do lend to smaller colleges,_

Naturally, their primary concern is for their own attlents and faculty, a constituency that can number upwards of 46,000.
Although Norwich university's - student population is relatively Small, our

Professors endeavor to-provide each srudet4 with a quality education.

Unfortu-

nately, somahrery vital reference tools are now ao expensive that We can no longer

afford themand yet we cannot do without them.

Take, for example,Siolegical,,

Abstracts, an indiapenaable reference tool for'biology majors that coatru$1,080
a year.' chemical Abstracta.coets a staggering$3.000 per year. .We just nan't
afford to spend a large portion Of our library budget on one area of study.

So

our science students must travel fifty miles one way to yea these texts at the
university of. Vermont.

Norwich has an outstanding Russian language school, and we are very proud ofIt,

'We can boest of having Alexander Solzhenitsyn me a guest lecturer for several

days, long before he appeared at Harvard, and other,notables-sucgae Aleiander .
Ginsberg visit our school tiering the summer mouths.

The Norwich University Russian

.47

-
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School_ prepares young Americana for poeitione In the Onited'NetiOne. _ in the State Department, and in the Pereign Servlce.
leis to work with

Obviously we must have first-rate mate-

One Russian reference set. The Soviet Encyclopedia, which we

cannot- dowithout. costa $45 per volume,and so far has 20 volumes.
with all -of our other foreign language texts.

It is the same

A Spanish encyclpedia set, for

eample, costs MO. In girder to meet expenses at) groan as &se have become in
recent years, we have had to-raise our tuition Significantly, thereby placing en
additional burden on parents, particularly thoae in middle-income families-who are
not eligible for financial aid.

i

In average terms the price of books has more than doubled mince the
+vcat.ion Act was first enacted In 1965. from 52.65 to 619.10.

The price o

pe lodicala hem more than tripled, from $6.95 to. $10.37 for the average aubsCription
in 1979.

Theme coat increases for library resources are ample justification for our

recommendation-that the

college library grant be increased from the current

$5,000 te.$10.000,for each eligible institution.
Librarians are e close-knit group, particularly in my state.

We meet at the

-state 'steel often7and kneel one anot#er very well.- We also meet regularly at the

regional level and annually at the national level:

Naturally, we.compare motet),

and one fact wi all agree on is that one of the beat features of Title II-4 la the

provision requiring college administrators to maintain Watt.. By that I mean they
suet demonstrate Phsp-their,current laulgeta for. all library, purposes and for

library materials arm-equal to their average expenditures for the past : s "ears.
'Adm<iniatratore must also guarantee that Title Ii-A funding is being anent for

stipulated itema-ehat upport library growth. rather than for rum typewriters,
iaudiovisual equipments or football uniforms.

We have nothing against

but we do like that feature of Title II -A.

Current reguletiona allow considerable leeway for waivers of
etfo _. however.

n

WS reCommend that maintenance -of- effort provlsiona be otrcngth

to permit waivers only under very unusual eircumatauces an:h ea theft.
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flood, earthquake, or Other Occurrences which nay re ararily
reduce the level.of oxpeedituree for library materials and total library purposen,
or where much an ocCurrenee resulted in unusually high expenditures.
Att you know, the. sMall private conceal' in our country are finding it very

difficult, in mans casos.impossible, to maintain quality programs.

In my'own

state of Vermont, Windham College recently closed its doore for good.

ennington

College, one of the most prentigious liberal arts colleges in America. has made
publit'the financial problems that seriously threaten its continued existence.

Norwich's eeighbo6,0oddard College. cited by Time magazine a decade ago 40'0U0
of the top ten celleges in -the United States, is Struggling desperately.tsurviVe.'
-tvenOur tax-supported stata colleges are deeply concerned about their future as
they fight off bankruptcy.
Norwich has been producing .great mean all profeesions and 'in all.walke of
life for 160 ;ears,. everr-though the going hat? been tough at times, and we have no

Intention of quitting now.

Nor has Middlebury, St. Michael's, Trinity, or any

other email college in Vermont that is equally proud of its heritage-and .its
gradUates.

gut we do need help whe

an get it.

Although the, ii-A grants have

been small, the cumulative effect ham been Significant, as highlighted in an
article in..the September 1979 ieeue of the Journal of Academic Librarianship
"Title Ils--A Bargaie at the Price:

A Symposium."

We have supplied copies for

and I would recommend that the article be made part

-membeee of
of this hearing,tecord.

In conclusion, I urge you not only to.extend,Title 1I-A, but to strengthen
the maintenance-of-effort provision and to increase the authorization for the
college library resourcea grants from 45.000 to $10.000.
economy is tight,

I realize that the

However, the education of our young:people and the encouragement

of small colleges to educate them properly should be. I think. a matter of deep
coneern to the Congress of the United States.

Thank you.
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Title Ha A Bargain at the Price:
A Symposium

Richard M. Dougherty

The Title Ile program Les provided finariiial eminence to
libraries fur over ten years to is no often the case. Idle/ tom

tried t6 eve a little to everybody. thus following the pokerclans' thesehorlined pinctice of legislative pore barrelling.

Only in this case. providing something for everyhOdy wan
propriati to the need Title lie funds have provided indispensable support to inathutimo, including throe in armrest need.
Title Ill oleo offered equal AniStIVIC.2 to the larger and wealth-

ier irotitutions that had ha urgent financial amid. but then
then institutions never elaimol to hem pressing nerds They
only submitted applications because they quail-Rd for the
.d. funds. In retrospect, the failure to hue awards on demonwater! need may hew been a mistake in juddient. Legisletors had unintentionally nowed the self ,of failure by bludifig
the "dietinction between the needy' riM1 the not needy
InititutIons.
The mood of the 96th Congress barely resembles the congressional- spirit that championed the socially oriented legim
halloo of the 1960e Comes* now wants to eliminate expenses

that siteju4pd perifemi to national priorities. We agree that

the Indult budget if bloated. but we submit that quality
education is still in-the national interest . The need for support

of small college libraries *es never greater..
All went prevalents regardless of political affiliation have
supported the goal or an informed citizenry which requires a

strong open library system. President Carter. as one of our
contributors notes, has been quoted is follows:
If woof* to Porton oduckall and Informed population, am need
a strong and open library system tuppence/ by a emematted

wirdolfotion..W4 cofi et mil for a revival of quality education
In Ameba and Ono our libraries. We copilot Elk our 41014flo
40 kohl to road and tate sway sitar Pooh,
.

,

Ironicelly, the Title Ila program may hove been so moiled

in contrast 'with most federally funded programs that its.
tangible benerto may have born overlooked. Lab, Amos, too;.

have tended to like the annual Title Ila awards for panted.
Eased o o
posse for this symposium. it is tempting to
Title, lb funds have indeed benefited
nrtea in a variety of vniya in Mater anstitutlono an eX._.
implified by hfedair Evem, the-dollars provided essential',"
support of basic collection development and services. whereas
in the larger insfitutions, such as Skidmore College. the funds

have made it possible to cinch programs end to facilitata
participation in redonel resource-sharing programs. Weren't:
these the gods Cooped wanted to promote?
Cleerly. Title Ira funds have been most important to the
smaller and recently established colleges. The funds Mite also:

provided budgetary leverage through the matching median

ism If the Title Ili protium

The Journal of Amato* Librarianship. vol. S. no 4. p. I4.1HOP
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some small hbrades will differ budget cuts on the
es of Ill
to lo percent. This would ho severe consequence, venial lac

ktly during this period of stable book budgets and spinning
onset.

The Title Ha
H program
progm has been a sworn and we mist conk_wees Corign-ss that it merits continued funding even amidst
this period of focal conservatism. This program is a bargain
at the price. its a shame tat the profession has not devoted

5,more time communicating what a bargain 6 rally has been
We believe the testimony offered by our contnbutors can

- be echoed by !Mariam throughout the country. It is the
ponsibility of college rki junior college librarians to in'f orm their corurressmen of how Title lir has benefited their
it4 library. If !Aransas fail to convince Congress, then they had
better begin tot -order whet to tell fealty add students when
to budget must be pared; that iswhat will he cut Vont nest

yours book budget.
It 6 our dew that ehe Title Ha program sholdd be overhauled to that awards am granted only to imututicru in
which need-6 most demonstrable. We are referring to small

colleges and colleges which he se been tmditioally dad
such as predominately black schools in the southeastern pan

of the country. The Orisons= of the matching provision
should not ho °until:Wed. Congreu might -oven consider
ways, us tighten the matching provision..
Ile funds should no longer he awarded to larger
wrong. Instead these funds-should be used to increase the
basic awards to only dale schools that qualify avid basis of
need. A basic pant of $3.900 to #S 444 no longer has the ourcasing power that it did a few years ago. This erosion would
be venially offset' if the bask granuaere doubled to SI 0.000.
We hope that faders of JAL will find the anectodal experi-

ences of the contributors huneficial and will be sufficently

motivated to shut Huntsman= with Mare Recent communicatiom with librarians &miller with the conyessional
sccoe kid Mt lo be more optimistic shim the prospects of
Title Its fubding than I was only a few months ago, goose
congressmen may be amenable to persuasion if the arguments

are convincing. Cur CAW it strung.

Robert B. Ford
Chief Libracian
Medgar Evers College
Brooklyn. New York
=dor Even College is a communityallege with =mei
baccalaureate programs established itocao to some FanjetsUrly the educatiomi needs of the reddents of mnimi Brooklyn. Since this cola& is in its ninth year of egistenee, it is.
considered to be developing institution that seeks to in,,LVernase the number di profetionally prepared people In the
jj!Inner city Kt tiVil as attempting to break the era of poverty

and anal rejection brava economkally and eduationally deprind persons and institutions of tag,her karnidg. la.
staff strongly behonua that the institution has an important

;.:contribution to nuke in elevating the quality of life in the
-centrakarooklyn community.

Tliraission of the Medvo Hare College library is to
failitate this goal by providing' variety of print and nominal

V: =Sunset this underent the instructioral =rams Mille
ki align is
as prodding materials that Will develop the
studenKapprectation for cultural heritaga and tan csacity

Vol menially; reaustion. and seifactueligatiOn as Telma
throne achievement in artistic. musical, literary, and damerrlie forms. Tills is no eay task in this day of Orating budgets
and escalating inflation That is why drreloping institutit
like. Medlar. Even nout addidonsilesarance from the fedind

igoitimmeor through HEA Title Ili funds.
The logical question to he miebessed is just whet hapset, if

i any.' we Ha funding has lad on the Media Evers College
library. In a wino, the impart as been substantial. Oar the
last seven den, the library his maned $12.911 in Title Ifs
funding. It has chosen to utility this money by aentdring
teywnew IV/

educational films that focus on subjects of spear
black Americans as well as other stnliovistW tnatuals Caw

Jetta phononcords. media kits etc.) that have afendod
and btaderied the Widens rif our students. According to the
media lihntrian,.tbree ronterieh are among the mod popular

and hmvily used items in the collection...Obviously. the
library staff frets that this mu/mina well spat but without
(card funding. these facifitioi would have retrained a dram
and not a maim
Everyone is twain of the final difficulties that the city of
New York has faced in recent lean-

problem has been

tamely felt at the public caw sod university level and
generally in the Sae= of support =don under which
academic fiat= are subsumed. The amaze cur of library
hooks and periodicaN continua to rim with no end in sight..

while the Mary =Ha continuos to slowly sink to an
incredibly subminimal leaf Thie venod of austerity for
, educational institutions in genetal, and libraries In oanicaar.
is Likely to persist for some time to Dime The point is that
academic libraries. espucinlly in young and developing colages such as /sledges Evers, will need all the Hata= they

can get U. verdict and mounts air to be Matti= at a

mammas level And TiLlt ins funding should obviously he
dispersal to the grams= hovel where the majority of Americans can rap the benefits, especially those citizens who have

historically been denied coal eduational opportunities.

`
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Edmund G. Hamann
College Librarian
Suffolk University
Beacon Hill. Boston

"There may be much let to be trimmed
from federal educational spending, but the
government should not be so careless as
to rernoveisome of the lean with it."
The bask award of 34.000 under the Higher Education Act

Title UsColley Library kowtow= Program in presumed
marginal from the perspective of

'federal government for

which such amounto appear to be a trifle. The award's inepact
upon onall college Libra rimq however, is not trifling. Consider

ism ways in winch the award bas beriMited a consortium of
urban college libraries and me of its members in particular.

First, with swank received over the past four years, the
College Library or Suffolk University, located in downtown
Boston, with book budget slightly in excess of 3100.930. has
been &Mein begin an effective program of buying periodicals
in miertirom, enabling it at utin time to mooed its M k/
volume holdings and to conserve spice. Since snipe at a
premium in an inner city ...school. the acquisition of substantial learning resources in a compact form has become essential, a

program which Title Iii has made possihk. Second, Suffolk
University through reciprocial borrowirg shares its periodicab with ten other members of the Fenway Library. Con.
sortium, each of which sidles to complement the holdings tit

the others. Most of these libraries are eligible for Title ll
awards of a similar amount. The effect of this sword is
considerably magnified. therefore, by this cooperative action,
resulting in benefits which represents some multiple of the
basic 34.0oll. It shoukl bepointed out that the College Libyan,.
Resources Program is simple to administer, and the etherion
of eligibility is straightforward. There may be much fat to be
trimmed from federal educational spending but the govern-

met should not be so Mann an to rentonc to= of the lean
with it.

"What Lt needed Is system which

ognises that some

institutions have a greater swathe* others for this
support. There Is no evidenie that any serous effort
has been made to devise a method for overhauling the
program in order to deal with the situation ration
"

Joseph A. Rol'
Director of the Library, Learning Center
University of WisconsinPorkside
The Library/ Learning Centet at the University of. Wilenn.
sin-7Parkside cannot state that its budget will be severely
crippled by theelimlnation of finATille marmite But neither
Is it an institution whose remitters are no plentiful that these
funds will not be missed. The annual rani has been judicious
ly spent to improve the quality of the collection and its elitni-

ri will obviously be mimed, To better understand this
situation, some historical backgeotind is necessary.
The University of WisconsinParkside is a relatively new
campus of the University of Wisconain- Einem. The insdiu
tion was authorized by a 1965 legislative act and opercid its

doom in 1969. Located in the urbaii.indiatrial corridor of

.

southeastern Wiccontio, its many programa have been designed to fimics on the interrekmed social, economic, wines.
nom', environmental, political, and cultural concerns which
accompany rde in an urban -iodustrial society.

As a part of the cAtenswe effort in the early years, to build

a collection of materials rapidly. a separate government
documentsdepartment was established. This unit was charged

with developing a collection al.:W=1cm' which would serve
the needs of a burgeoning institution.
Unfortunately. it was not possible for the library to become
depositor/ since no such designations were available. The_
Director or Libraries had extemive dkettaimis with venom
admithstratom at the Government Meting Office and re,
gotiatod a spenial arratiymeat. The university was declared i
special depository. Tills desiyation would allow the library;
to obtain a discount of about 23 percent on all items. Equally/
important, however, was the agreement which anowed the
library to place standing orders in the same manner in which a
depository requests and rtnntine item numbers on an ongoing

hail. So. even though the library had to pay for its docu.
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nix, not only could they be °brained et a discount but the
interval Soo of ordering &convents was held then absolute
Minimum. This designation as a special depository wigs not
earally available to tinier* and other restitutions. Corte,
spondenos with the Superintendent of Documents indicates
that. in addition to UW-Porkside, only one Other such designation wan made in the country.
in about 1973, readera will recall, the Nixon administration
decided to make several changes in operational procedural
4"ind policy at the GPOall designed to ti-ft the bureau out of
the rod and start it operating in the block. One of the rim

demand inconsedhut the budget did not let 1971. vie
decided to put Out money into the CIS and AS1 collections

an alternative to hard copy_ At the time it allowed us to

- increase our overage, improve grams dramatically because

decialoos to, be made wan the elimination of the hybrid called

'Spatial depository' u 4 meognindestegon. While the UWParkside lihrary went through the motions of dispintog the
dtvision, we realised that it would be bonen:ink to make a
=:.,.,:strong aigungent for two nonunion. nationwide.
The brat *eloped to obtain wax a slight nostreonrarent of
the schedukd
changeover. This would allow usto review the
.

%Mallon and decide how many documents we would pur-

chase and net up procedural for initiating the orders for them.
lfz:yoiod at the same time Stith the riot iou4amoot of budget

t retrenchment on campus, we were looking at our =tenth
!:; budget with every critical cm We eatimetodshat Me Cott of
r. 'continuing to, acquire the documents we had ban receiving
would be an additional $3,000 to $6,000. This figure tyrerantratLthe_amileot_of
iatad_anclat:diaoutt
hen enjoying. It was 4 tiattlfel *ten roe as to decide to net nude

otir Title Ira money for that purpose.

In the next few years, the library inetruction program began
to develop inatudents a greater ability to use documents as an

important tenirce of information Mend continued ter

of the better quality of the indexing, and reduce toes. Our
annual Title lla Stint hac regularly been applied toward the
pumhase of those materials.
Should tie (Wu'sl government abolish this 'ration of the
Higher Education Act, will we reduce CIS and/ or ASI Meet.
age or even cancel our subscriptions7 Of course not Ironical-

ly. we cannot 'afford' to do no We ranainly could not
purchase the oraserials in hard copy And yet. demand exists
and we eonrmues to incmase. What will we do then? Quite
;imply; we will morel mote journal Odra or purchase fewer
monographs.
is true
HEIAt

ocedtbmoi,rePvinesionaraillgruccloostneseemn"rhtorlwetykeri.lattlf

siraply scrapping the program is the wrong approach in

dealing with the problem. What is needed is a.system which
recomMes that some institutions have a greater hoed than
others for this support, There in no evidence that any scrieus
effort has been made to devise a method for overhauling the
Dram in order to deot with the situation rationally.
It was only two years ago that the library community finally
convinced the federal government in 'boulder some of the

:bility-furvraininritrajllmatialeras

making their collection. mom accessible. It seems quite ironic
that by its latent action, the government is proposing to scrap
a program which helps prepare etudentracholers to make use

of those research collections sooranfay and profitably.

4intes L. Mullins
Director of Library Services
Indiana University at South Bend

"Although the Mk lla grant La not large,its
existence allows a Baulks' aeodenvie library
rolierr collection seriously for weaknesses end °tamps to remedy therm"
During the pan year at part of en overall colleraran develyment review gran, mimic and histerry,subirat special to
came from the Bloomington campus to our khrary at Indians
Univerigty at South Bend Ouse) to maims our hietory and
#104.0 holdings and to recommend items for acquitatiort
Bereft the subject Ineelatitta arrival on Tarnow. the Itran

library calf compered our history and music aliening to
..Soo/aloe C ulkg. Libraries and a Lb; of Snob oar Musk
'publistael by the National Assocration of Schools or mook.
;.With our mark-ilium in mind the subject yodelling reracered
the Irate and inspramel the actual holding on the shelf. They
than compiled nen' of items which should be added to our
:! collection to strengthen it further.
only possible way the library could require the !mew

ended moterlak was to use our Title lie Met. All other
=rake was committed to other departments or other pneral
tiessors, stewosss less

collection development arras Since iltle Ha grant moms
were not allotted by the allocation formula for each der**
mem, the library wira free to tee them for thin purpose. From
the lists submitted by the subject opeciallsra: the library was

able to put-chew, among many other.. the following Mesa
NO-ma Demuth's Rove. Rene Grausectes The Sum of (itstorn: Robert W. Simpion'e Carl Melva. Syraphabbi.
Nil; and William Paton Kern , The Dark Agra.
Although the Title Ile pant is not Large. its CAME= allows
a lowlier academic library to review its collection seriously
for weaknesses and attempt to remedy them. Only edit the

continuation of the Title Ita funds Will libraries auch as
Indiana University st South Bend be able to acquire speciel.
tied materials ram enrich their holding.

ttl
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A Scortith neighbor used to admonish no, ht W erne 're vet

y MnlYabOutrrione, %evert MI.411 is true that the S5.clerIO
NOM grant under i l-A lie College I 'Mar, kesours,es Program In only a very small fraction of the materials hudget of ti
Major university library However. far at the other Mid of the
higher edueation spectrum, that rum mar 6r the life blood of
new college or Iwo-vest COMrMurin) college

What does a titan to the college library' t eking at MOM>irritative the 40 ot to institutions annualh, polled hi, liowdoin
for comparable statisIs es. a college hire

I

...uomudenta and hat

,teritted a collection of loo ono x'lamest in ,ts inn tears'
existence the budget for !threes MAIM-tall varies Si Idels with
programs, tire, etc . but it averages 52(4).(Par, a hotter Measure
may be the 5250 expended pet student or the ,,usi.,mar,y 5
percent of the educational budget Since the full basic, grant of

Law --nee E. %Minder
College Librarian
Williams College
Williamstown. Massachusetts

55,000 o only 20 percent of thit figure. n would appear
relatively insignificant Rut the outflder dock not really how
little diaeretiOnarN income there .1
an iosidui.onal brat,
budget

More than half of library income II Muni/It-ken for -Com
tinuanotit7 periodical lubsciptiona. rriemberthips, butirieu

and Kim& tee

abstracts. indexes, !tending orders to
publishers' tenet or collected work,, anything teal a library IS

already obligated to buy Indeed these obligations usually
continue until cancelled
Moat college hbranet cannot afford the luxury of blanket

Most college libraries
cannot Word the luxury
of blanket orders or approval
plans. They live from term tc.
term, steering a course
through a narrow channel
marked by curriculum buoys.
A faculty retirernen.! signals
a slackening interest;
his replacement will make
new end different demands.
Have we even the bask books
for this new course
suddenly in the catalog"

orders or approval plan,

They live from tertn to term,

tteenng a cosine through a Mere,* channel marked by cur nCOMM buoys A faculty retiretorm signals a slackcoilig inretest, his replacement will make new and different demands
Have We even the haw batiks I Mis new court tuddenly in

the catalog'
The 40 of 4 pun ens or tilt hotik tottigei ihA I r
alter
the allocation lot ens
ens has been satisfied must antorb still other compulsory purchasei Arranged roughly in

order of prtonty, they are I l i non*. lot relief', and other
required readings. (21 base boo*,
dieelplinee
-outset
new to the college. (5) new works, or io-ealled -Current
awareness," that keep the faculty mini-ITV of the latent
research, (4) fogitriall
aliprterl term paper, and honors
theses, encouraging deeper individual captivation of a topic.

and finally (5) a selection from the myriad books that re .
erg say °should be in err). academic !thrall
What the Title lla grant fiat done n to perroil libraries to
reach upward in this pflority yak The hbrars. that never
could afford more than priority I requited [Jading. ,ra Move
to number 5, faculty develapment. and )0 on It permitted
WilliaMS to *Mae a sodden opportunity I o buy the vt1 tolerate

kurrfan edition of Toni,

y, i

studies material., and to build rooms for a new element in 4
college which had limited in edsreatiOnal ,ffon for 175 years
to a single -sea Intellectual resources for cultural tnatttutrom
and todepeodent Khmers n 50 -mil e radio, were 4onched
our pucchnxe of the Catalogue Gera-rare of the Bibliotheque
NntiorAle
oilleim budget* moat he cornMeted long helots the We, ur
even ealttenCe, Of the library restiorres granio known rhos ti
cannot be reckoned into the budget, arid. *hen granted,

hocurnet a n inellisehle addition to the wall ditcretionary
element in the college library hedger
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Skidmore College is an undergraduate college of slightly

mote than 2,000 students, n library collection of 3k0,f0)
yOlumes, and a current at guisitions budget of over 5140,000.

In ether words, it is neither very brae nor very mull.
Tie library is a member or the Capital Dutrict Library
Council, COW of New York State's nine cooperative region* or

,"Reference and Research Resources.' More than ten years

aintmumber libraries of the CDLC agreed that "resource
sharing:" a concept drummed into the ears of librarians for
derAdeb wm no longer enough. Time had LIMO to think of
alimailort of funrgion. After en Cattnitbe survey, the CMOs.
'dn member librarian Undertook to boa p Mar catalogs
In the agreed upon subject Mai with the goal of nrength.
ening unarms in the council region in a largely nondupli.

'
t

Caging manner. Title lla basic grants turned out to bb uformode for such Iona-tense purposes.
-Stbinsom's
was to strengthen its holdings in -an. This
arts particularly fe Henan assiirrneot in view of t he, strength
of the noikr's an program, carried out by en an department
of over 20 studio arisen and art historians equaled insist only
.
by the English department.
I am keenly aware of the remark made by Commissioner

Boyer during the interamion or the February 1 New York
City United States Office of EduCation10900 Marina that
anyone can easily compile lists and writs reptAl or whet lime*

tillage they did with the money, Wired of what ", I submit
that hatio *mot funds invested with as eye to devehmiog
restatal resoutees are in no way 'ineffective". and become
comyheahle conceptunii y, it not in magnitude, to the strength.

enirigsof.emearch.lihisini.nnourets grant.. Additionally, the
continuous annual allocation of tunas has resulted in long-

ki
Afyht Spgrig
Librarian

tines funding, which denies Me argument of 'thinness"

Skidmore College

advanced by the commisiloner and the DSOS, made plausibk

Saratoga Spgingi, Ne

only py looking at a simile years grant in a vacuum. The
olldelnil grant program has already become the equivalent or
a 340.1P0 to S5O/00 stipend paid out in annual installments.
ft has matched the income or what would have to be depend.
Ina on interest rates, a 530,090 to $75,0D0 endowed fund.

Them we art talking about quite an sffectiw program for
itrengthening college libraries, Indeed it is the Title 1311
program which tat enabled this relatively young college to
strengthen its scholarly apparatus through retrospective pur.
erimm and acquirition of catalogs enisonne without reeling
guilty about depriving undergraduates of their bread-and.
butter mod&
-.This library has 4110 benefited from Title hat attractive
faawras ouch as the nuiintersanco-nrwsion abuse and the di.

tea Ulan' approach.

York

"Indeed it is the Title Ma
program which has enabled this
relatively young college to strengthen
s scholarly apparatus through
retrospective purchases and acquisition
of catalogi ralsonni without feeling
guilty about depriving undergraduates
of their bread-and-butter needs."

Tba statements of the USOy stall:before the Senate Cam-,.
011ie on Appropriations that 'increaring the Federal higher
bfitleadon sfrImon" (Of sacred student and prognsma"l can
rubidium for Title De are sheer Alice.insWonderland. Try
them on your own academic adtminist rotors for some &miming
resktions, With so much shot -gun financing emanating from
Washington it ir bad enough that the dROE her decided not to
topper* what is indeed a remarkably cost-effective program,
and wont that it is advancing spectoua aratiMailts about the
946111ttri 94h44.,
E94S94111, Smote, Committee on Appropnationr, Ekvortmiant3 or Labor awl 144411h, Education and Welfare and Et owl
Armes' 500(6ot-tattoos, Fiscal yeas 1975, part 3, o: 49

$ J44444101 At

I: brrrtaforp. cpiinilnr 1079

193
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I
Ann Tnrner
librarian
Norwich Univen
Northfield, Vermont

"ill a state as small as Vermont each college must develop its own
special'ealkctiore and share them with its nelFhbors. In that waY,
students an Jive on small campuses, in close contact with their
teachers, and Mil have a wealth of research material available..."
Norwich Ihnvity it the nation's oldest pdale military
college with
enrollment of abbot 1,400 men and women
and is typical of Ihe many small colleges in the United SUMS. Small, private colleges in
.i.intrti are finding it panicutarb.. difficult, in many ,meet impossibt to rentinMin quality
programs. In our state, Windham College recently closed its
doom for good benningion College, S prestigiousliberal aria
college. Items mode public financial problems the seriously

threaten its continued existence. Norwich's neighbor. God.
lard CpUrgc. in struggling desperately toisurvive.;fiven our
Ms-supported state colleges are deeply concerned about their

in 1969. Title Ila provided each college and university in
the country with a grant of $5,000. Although the financial
needs of these institutions have increased ennmously in the
Last decade, the grai.a have grown smaller each year. The

Euli Windham
Librarian
Middle Georgia College
Cochran. Georgia

Ila funds were used entirely to purchase

materials for student and faculty use. All
processing costs were absorbed by the college

budget. We continue to need Tltk Ila funds

In 1961, when we tame associated with Middle Georgia
College, there were 550 students enrolled and the hbrary
reported possessing 14,014 voluMes or books, 88 phone=
records. 52 Tdmatrips. and 3 reels of motion picture films. Al;
most immediately we discovered thAt many of the volumes
were multiple apple". many had been Inst, and the large majority were nut or dale A building and developmensprogram
wee begun. Funds made-available from any and all sour
were uti red_ Even an we ended the year withactual holding
of 14,286 volumes. 149 phoPorecerds, 60 filmstrips. and 3
motion picture reels.

because the Inflationary price of books has cut

The college began to grow and reached an average enroW
meat of 930 in 1964, Student UK or the library had increased

into our budget to such an extent that every
penny of ascistance we receive is great&
appreciated and conservatively used."

average enrollment lull gunner. 1963 was 1.300, and the total
eircuiation for the year was 61,31 t volumes. The college Was

from 12,272, to 33,852. We were in the midst of a building
program and entered our new facilities in July 1963.

the Awlrid of AradcrnK lAbotAnA,p,

in

It
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Title Ha grant for the current school year was ki.90O Yet
during the last ten years the overage con ilia library hook has
More than thudded The crest ,tt periodical sub options and

library equipment has moo than tripled
At Norwich we have purchased cassettes, records, micro-

films, and sonic very excellent books for our collection of
military histories. nenninston College has built op its drama
collection, Johnson State
mune collection, Vermont Col', lege _reference hocks for its nursing program Middlebury has

used Title 11. grants to augment its American literature
collection, Lyndon State its books on meteorology, Vermont
Technical College its books on civilenginte n no. St Michael..
Its books on administration,
In each cane, the grant money hos significantly enriched a
college's collection and hos at the same time helped all the

other colleges in the note, since we share one mother
mamma through tnietlibtary loans While the 53963 which
the colleges and universities received this year might seem
insignificant to a university whose annual budget exceeds hdlf
kmilhon dollars, it was a most welcome supploMent to our
book budget of $37,000.
The current trend in education to away from concentration

on a few civic textbooks. Students are urged to ow many
sources, to Write many research papers. This is of course,

Ina state as email as Vermont each college must develop its

owl, special colkctions and share them with its neighbors In
that way, students can hoe tinsmith campuses, in close contact
with their teachers, and mil have a wealth of research material

available to them.
In the proposed federal budget for 1980-81, large research
lihranes are scheduled lit receive increased (Ooding. While I
have no doubt that the needs of research libraries are also

Steel, the small college libraries do not shore their good
fortune. Large research libraries are used mainly by graduate
students, thoscpurming master's and doctoral degrees. The
average student going to college in Vermontiust cannot travel

all the way to MIT. or Harvard or Yale to use their books,
and he really shouldn't have to if we continue to improve our
own libratteo.

Small colleges are improving their libraries, not only
through the actual cash that Title Ila grants provide, but also
in another less obvious may Funds received through Title III
must be matched by the colleges, and can be spent only on
stipukted materials that support collection growth. Adrninn.

traitors haw, therefore taken more Interest in collection
growth during the test ten years than they would have without

the Marano provided by a Title Ha grant The annual Title

broaden ones outlook on hie. However, only in large utuyet.
eitiga can students obtain a great variety of resources,

Ira grants have proven to be
important fo small college
hbranes. We feel that we are using these funds wisely arid that
our students are deriving many benefits that would not other.
woe be available to them.

in a growth pattern that continued until its peak year, 1969,
when 2,400 students were enrolled. The formation of new

`certed elton was being node to secure the needed books and
materials to meet the minimum standards AllTidello monies

risaprelOus way to add to mica store of knowledge and

Pinter colleges in the areas served by Middle Georgia College

cut into the swarth, and enrollment leveled at 1,500. During
this time great dernonch were made upon the library. Citettlet-

lion moral for 1%9-70 oh ow total use of li Miry motet-tin by
students to have been 119,611 items.
1966 Title Ha funds became avaikbk. We continued our

development program of upistint needed study materials
and reference materials. When our new building wan completed in 1965, we had 17,936 volumes. At this point we said
did not meet the ALA standards for a Junior college library.
The new facilities permitted on to eapend our honrono and
brain on audiovisual materiel* program. The growing faculty

nod Itudent body phscsad new &mends upon the library.
There was new for research rooterialo to
certain clew
offering'. At this point the Title II* funds played a moat
Important role in helping on secure the basics for curnculurp
development and student use. Over a period of years we were

ablo to more the New rook Timm on microfilm and additional recording', alma, and filmstrips to g ntreh our offering'.

In anticipation of reaffirmation of to accreditation by the
Southern Alsociation of Schools and Colleges, with the
deitation by the SACS teem to be in the spring of 1969, the
:011er was to beginIts seffatudy in the fall of 196/1 A contoo

one. srptenisrr I

Ind any extra funds the college could make available were
used toward this end. By June 1969 we had been able to increase our holdings to 40464 volumes, 1,137 phonotecorde,
196 films. 364 filmstrips 2,688 reels nl microfiffn 1,924 Garde
of microfiche, and 3.370 other audioviruel items. We received

reaffirmation of accreditation with flying colors..
In 1974 the college was approved for the associate degree in

nursing. We used all of our ride Ha funds that year to secure

the basic library for the nursing erotism.
Title Ha funds were used entirely to purchase mated:els for
student a rid faculty tot All processint costs were absorbed by

the college budget. We continue to need Title Its funds
because the inflationary price of books has colt into our
budget to such an extent that every penny of asaistance we
receive is greatly appreciated and conservatively used

The lose of Title Ha funds will place a tight restraint on
materiels Purchased for the use of our students. It will take a
long hard look and rnochiustirieetion before the hbrarists can

purchase that much seeded book or film, with price tap in
accord with inflation, a budget cut in keeping with revenue
received, and no hope of a grant to lend a little assistance. Yes,

we It Middle Georgia College need Pik Ha.

tai
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David H. Eyman
Director of Libraries
Juniata college
Huntingdon. Pennsylvania
"The amount expended on Title Ila
grants during each of the last few years
is the rough equivalent of the cost of
one-modern fighter aircraft... would
not equal government support to Amtrak
for six months or the Foreign Assistance
Programs in Agriculture for three months."

For the small college library the comparatively
amounts of money provided by the Title Ila grants Macao
fart n extending the purchasing power of the limited us
tion budget. At Juniata College these grants, less than IS

each over the past several wars, have had the effect
increasing our book budget by more than 10 percent. 1

certain that outs h OM an LSOIllid on. Perhaps fOr
institutions these turns are so small as to be hardly worthy n

00ti0, but for the small college library, these are triad
munifiCent grants.

John Zimmerman
Director of the Library
Frostburg State College

Frostburg, Maryland
Frostburg State College it located in western Meryk _

"Cooperative arrangements are helpful
most small libraries need bask materials
common to all and not obtainable through
cooperative arrangements or impossible to
access because of the library's location."

lie

ISO miles from the metropolitan and political hub of the title.

students come from all areas of Maryland and lame,
rounding aatel: faculty MeMbEri haw national and in
national backgrounds. Because of its isolated locatiors
neerast four-year academic institution in located 70 miles

away outside of Marylandthe library at Frostburg State
College mot be ably to provide for on-site need, of its
students and faculty.
Federal funds for libraries have been received by Fromburg
Stale College from 1967-1970. During that time the student
the Jourrte

d
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It is .thflicult not to take these Moines for granted. The
AHigher Education Act has been with us since the 1960t; the

trent' are fairly automata and painless to acquire I am
afraid (luny of us have drifted Imo the lamentable pOsirion of
assuming they funds will always be evadable to supplement
_out budget, But what will happen a the Title 114 giants mop?
Obvioualy, the -absence of these monies would be felt im-

mediately in the small college lawny. Collection building
would slow. That large reference net or expenwve film or film
serial which faculties badger the library to acquire could no

longer be picked up easily from the ever present grant account= The attempts to infuse life into weak Amos within our
collections or to build collection strengths in support of new

Such a figure looks miniscule when one considers that it =

would not equal government support to Amtrak for six
months Or the Foreign Assistance Programs in Aviculture
for 'three months. Why? How is it that aid to college librarian
recemes niche low priority? One supposes that Conant' in its
cotnervative mood it looking for areas of the budget in which
cuts will result in the smallest cries of pain and outrage. It is
unfortunate but true that libraries represent such an area
Much is seen in current library literature about the coming
nameless society, the age when information will he stored to
central data banks, easily accessibk to all through inexpertsive communication linki. In that future society local collectiunti will be less important, than aeons mccfmnisms for the
information stores; but even though the technology for this

'curricula would have to be funded from an already overburdened book budget The ability ,of the library to supply
local information needs will suffer accordingly.
The Incongruity of this situation becomes more apparent

electronic age ir beginnirig to appear in librarian the future

when orw compares foods expended for the College Library
Resources Program to funds expended for other fecle41 pre.
grams. The amount expended on Title Ifs grants Minns each
-ref the tail few years lithe rough equiveient of the cost of one
modern fighter aircraft According to the 1978 Bomber An-

will continue to be a necessity for some yam to coma. Any
4.seistance which the small college library pin obtain in fight.
Ins the erosion of book budget* through inflation will be of
value. Title ila pants are most important aids in this light;

natal, the total amount of funds distributed through this
program once its inception to 1966 is less than 5200000,000.

body increased by over 800 full-time equivalents. The faculty
'added 67 new members. the undergraduate programs offered

expanded into 26 majors. and 7 master's degrees were developed. The library at Frostburg State College has been
supported by State funds of varying amounts from year to
pan the collection grew from 80.852 items to 1067 to 318.172

items 10 1978. hems include bound volumes, government
documents, maps, and ettdiovisual and micro materials.
For all but two years between 1967 and 1978, Frostburg
State College received federal funds amounting to 558679.
While the dollar amount received each year was not tarp
and it has been decreasing in amount as well as purchasing
powerit was a great help in developing the library resource
collection at Frostburg State Ctillege. Subject areas improved

with owe funds were history, literature (including poetryand
drama), art, education, economics. business, and
smoky ti number of periodical titles were obtained in beck=

file and tome motion pictures were added M education,
history; acid triertage)ttent.

Without the federal funds, the library at Frostburg State
College would probably not have purchased such items as the

Soviet EneyriopeMo, firm-khan Fmeeelopetho. the Great
Arks of the World, rhubh Museum Culdink, Congretnonni
Record 1876-, Priuttyleania Go:mfr. Journal of the Continental Commis, Arneriran /numeration, (mortal Rerordi
of the Union anti Confederate Noeim. &MA Theatre. Li.

lb* 1

lora

society is not yet upon us. Collection building at the local level
is still a necessity for even the arnabest academic library arid

Small college libraries need these grants and other sowers of

`,external funding if they are to survive as viable information
resources.

beat,. of Englieh Literature, New York Timee183k a collection 01460 amps, art prints, and films such as The Lair Lough,

Potemkin. ..WY Country. and finish Maid- Tie titles listed
re form only a penis! lint of the many books and other
materials purchased with federal furies.
It is imp_ odant, in these days of inceemin_g costs and
dmmasing local funding, that at leapt the smaller academic
libraries like the one at Frostburg Slate College receive some
outside helm the Larger universities nmy be able to secure the

material essential to their programs. Cooperative arrangelatent; are helpful. but moat small libraries need basic aimed-

als conimon to all. and not obtainable through cooperative
arrangements or impossible to ancess because of the library's

location. 'President Carter has said, if we KC to have an
educated and informed population, we need strong and
open library system supported by a committed administra-

lion. We cannot call for a revival of quality education in
America and C100C our libraries. We cannotask our Children

to learn to read and take away their hooke If our academic
libraries are unable to support the education of our young

People today, it will surely be reflected in the quality of
performance of Mom people tomorrow. The federal funds for

the library at Frostburg State College have improved the
basic collection and provided access to material otherwise not

readily available to students attending this college.
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Marjorie C. Munk'
Director of Learning Resources
Annandale Campus.
Northern Virginia Community College

During fiscal year 1977-78 we aged 34 new titles of ccd-

odicals in microfilm in Wafts'. colerinuieveral yam to
our 120 title holdings, an nano to lUtitles fora J percent
overall collection iberene. Because of onlame student pomp
lotion. many dour rOAPIUWO are literallrused ups and conerquently cannot be bound. The only wahre can maintain a

Mead of heavily UNOCI =guinea is to gunner them on
film. We also purchased the hake (1977.19h5) to the Wall

Bow lows& (providing waren to our mistrordm of this
nawapaper) and the Wu (1905-1974) to our collection of
bowl volumes of Book nevieTw Digep. We obtained many
eon s lirintantreramemona_and hsumani
progmms
including the Tinte.Lre.Eiftraty of An
light a
collection of travel and hotel gala to support ournew proyam in travel tad minim. We ado obtained many major'
WOW= WOrluiri)034 long wanted lie, scan itiogruhkol
Directory of the GoVerriOrr telhf Zlniiad Stales. Siancked
and Pours ffthier of Corporanotts. and completed ournt of
the Dictionary of Scitorflic Biography.
During fiscal year 1971.71, we spent about SLOW for
current and costly thin for our health technology program
in nursing. dental assisting. and dental hygiene. Another ;300

wai expended to expand our EVUOCUOU of the nooyhe's
United Pates 41,11110r Series. and new reference works in-

eluded the Encyclopedkr of Basethict. the 1979 Encyclopi
&Manisa Baker's Biographical Dktionaryo of Muskiani. the

Ethein A. Orisher Dolketion of Orchestral Musk. and
international Encyclopedia Of Psychiatry. ,hychology. Pkt.
choanalysk, and Neurology.
Although 411 of these materials ate housed on the A
dale Campus. their availability goes far beyond the campus
boundary. The collections in all Bye campuses of the college
are included in Union coat Catalog and students, faculty.

and staff may borrow materdis directly from any campus
library or through thr intercarnpus library network which is
suppond with day van - delivery services. We also extend
direct borrowing privileges to residents in the local paddle
lions which support otg college (four counties and Ton independent cities). And we have reciprocal borrowing aped

menu with 'all of tie institutions in the Consortium for
Continuing Education in Northern Virginia (one tammity,
two university extension centers. and one Gunge).

Because of out involvement in resource goring and dioprration efforts we are providing very wide access to the
materials purchased through the federal grant program This

is a *Or reason why no few doling can provide to many
users with. wraith of valuable resources.

Arthur H. Miller Jr.
College Librarian
Lake Foiest.College
The importance of the Title Ila grants to guildingeollod
tions for use_by faculty and studernson campus his been we
well
docunwnted. But there his been less consideration of the role
Title Ira grants have played in strengthening small academic
.. libraries through rerOUree sharing Ind coopendion.

For Lake Forest College, located within the rich and well organival Chicago reg on. multitypabrary cooperetion
changed the structure of library use. Increasingly. we have
arranged our activities like those of a maiborder outlet,the.
fast-moving items are on the premhes and specialty orders
(totalling the equivalent of about 10 percent of regular circulation volume) come from'eliewhere. Of course we use the
=

in
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blimp equivalents of Chicago's rvietchandising giants, the
Center for Research Libraries and the Metropolitan Periods=
cal Service. But in addition to thew we rely on the strengths of

fpur ncighbon- public, spent and other academic libraries
The collection strength made pouible through Title I la bra
been important, then. in gal ning support for significant Mai.
Ing with other types of libraries lake Ernest College is able to

draw heavily on the resources of the librams of the North
Suburban Librery System (with strong public libtaries
Evanston, Highland Park_ -Arlington Heights, Skiikte, and
the likej in pen because it has collectiOne which tnfkr.t the
Combination of good faculty selection with federal funds to
supplement the routine allotments made amiable from col.
lege disnihutions I ake Forest College's initialises in collecting materials on women in 1977.1 to *cries of meetings
with adult services librarians from the system and to a steady

interlibrary loan traffic: to .1978. rifle IN funds went to

acquire new tool* to melon our depository documents collec-

boll, Thep tools make this SO,OWItem resource not only
more useful on carriptm but further ono it up to Area patrons

and butt-tines. As e result, the College is weRomed is a
panner_andTo shamin.the very, suhstanhar isysternsetioces _
andeollect ions:

The ben harbinger of the trriportence of Title Ito to Wu:went sharing in the 1900n may
maybe the introduction truce
months ago of the interlibrary loan mode to the OCI,C computer system Al Lake Forest, interlibouy knifing as well is

borrowing has root steadily over Milan three years since
our MT LC involvement began This reflects the emergence of
a significant pattern of change in interlibrary ttfan. When
hogra phis information was tenret, libretti:a' were abnormally
dependent on the holdings of large libraries, hich were _.oil
known for being exhaustive in Own contents With the de-

velopment of better locational information on _all collections, t.quest volume has shifted toward thew oricr hbrariet
where rctponoc time often it quick and where library staff
have hcell pleased to be able to recipliuote and inipriye their
normal borrowing/ lending balance -of.paymerm deriCtla.
On the campus. on local and regional knelt, as well as the

flatiron! level, Title Ile has been. an integral part of the
development of library' service to the users of academic
libraries. The impact of thesedollamiscomoleatodocument,
but more often than not tarring as a source of leverage for
firsancielly strained Smell libretto in prnteesieathair student
aeons. to infotmatinn cadziallyweeded____
,and.faculty

Even I.-Farber_
Director of Libraries
Earlharn College

Richmond. Indiana

hiring the first few years of title Ili, we used the funds
primarily to acquire materials that would Supplement our
jugular purchases.

riot, there were materials in subject anis that were just
beginning to receive attention at this college and in Me world
of publishing. Such topism tit women% studies. Black sttnItet,

and environmental Mahal which had long been twilcctid,
but were now becoming part of the currioulinn; were in demand by students. All torn of rnatenah monographs, jourrata, reference works, collections on microform --were sud()only being made avalUbie. OW Mauler budge: was idermate
for keeping up with the traditional academic disciplines. but

Title IN permitted in to obtain basic collections in these
newer areas which could then besiipplensemed with regular
funds. A second major category of materials consisted of hack

Plea of periodicals, mostly in microform, and basic mono=
graphs or seta that were available inn the out of-print market
or were now being reprinted, materielaythich frank: depadmental budgets could not °theoriser afford:
In the late 1960s and 19701, then, we used funds from Title

Ira to flu in gap and estend out collection into new areas.
Themes Earlham's budget began to be summed by tighten-

ing fund on the one hard and doublexhmt infiation on the
Other, the fond. from Title Its were toed more and maitre to
iftVM171 t.t AMItiflir

help pay for items which, in the past. would have been rt,
girded as dandaid purchases by that library. i reflect on this
development not no much with disappointment as with the
mall/Minn that the basic grants program had beederie joat that

bade to the traintetwincc of hbrary servico.and iu arty
valid and' important contribution was to permit usand I
presume other small eradoric
maintain our acquditions program by Mining bridge lhs gap between limited
budg
Over the doegn or no yearn t

program hal been in exitOnce then, it firm served tri help bring our collection up to a

level that would support our currimilum adequately and,
second, to then help tie maintain adequacy. In the last few
years. the *event{ thousand dollars we 'n received may not
stem like much to a large library, but to ri small fibre!), bike
outs if has made a merked difference in our ability to lemec
our students, While we can reorder our priodlin to provide
better service, or shift personnel to maximize student and

faculty tile of our Colleelion we can't do either unites we
maintain en adequate colkoMn. Title Ile has Pen a major
factor in permitting m to In this, and its demise would be a
severe blow to this library and I'm sin, to all colter
libraries.
V
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Senator PELL. Dr. Galvin?

Dr. GALviN. i would like to speak to the need for reauthorization
of title 11-B of the Higher Education Act..
Title II-B provides grants for fellowships, for institutes, and for
library research and demonStration projects of national signifi-

cance.

Since .1966. more than 3,600 fellowships and traineeships have
been supported under title 11-B. Although the program is a modest

in terms of cost, its impact on library service has been very
significant.
It has strengthened the qualifications of faculty in
library
schools, and updated the skills and knowledge of practicing librar-ins It has helped us to recruit and
train new professionals who

possess the qualities and the qualifications that are urgently
needed to staff and lead the Nation's libraries and information

centers.

Minorities and the economically disadvantaged have-historically
been underrepresented in the library and information professions._
For example, in 1970, fewer than 50 professional librarians of
Hispanic-American origin could be identified_ Title II-B has quadrupled that o
In 1970, only
percent of the _Nation's librarians were black. Because of title 11-B, black Americans now represent 5 percent of the library profession.
The demand for minority librarians will remain strong through-1985. The title 11-B fellowship progi-am is the only available source
of Federal funds to assure that the library profession remains open
to minorities ;.nd to the disadvantaged, in a time when educational
costs are rising dramatically.

The program is also an important means to address another-serious inequitythe underrepresentation of women at the highest
levels in the library profession.
Under the title 11-B institute program. more than 14,000 librarians have had the benefit 'of short-term training to update and
expand their skills and knowledge.
Librarianship isa rapidlychanging field, not ly because of the
enormous impact of computer and telecommuni,,tions technology
on basic library operations, but also 'because of America's changing
social and economic climate:
'The institute program is a vital means to equip librarians with
the new skills and new competencies they need to respond to these:
new demands:

Because the institute program emphasizes training those who
wily train others, its impact is multiplied many times over
the library research and demonstration program has supported
211.I projects over a 12-year perioti-. Many of these have been 'aridmark activities that have had broad impact and very significant,
long- term, outcomes.

Since 1975, only St million has been available annually for It,
.

brilry _research and demonstratiOn. Through skilled managementand careful ta'rgeting of available funds to high priority national.
Concerns. the implict of a small number of projects has been multiplied many times.

The library research and demonstration program is the onfyi'
iiviiiIible federally sponsored program that provides
categorical-

3

support for broadly focUsed basic and applied investigations elating to the improvement of library services.
Dr. Churchwell will now speak to title 11-C.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Galvin follows:]
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Statement of Thomas J. Galvin
Dean, School of Libt:ary and Informetiou 5c fence

University of Pittsburgh
before the
,Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities
of the

Senate Committee on Leber and Human Resourcea
OR reauthorization of the Higher Education,Act
S. 1839, -S.

1840, S. 1841

October 4-

1979

My name is Thomas J. Galvin. 'I 4M Dean of the School of Library and Information
Science at the University of Pittsburgh.

1

I an also President of the American Library

Association, which with 35.000 members is the largest organisation in the-riation-and=
the world concerned,vith the improvement of library service.

Accompanying mo this

-morninA. and alms repreaantiog the American Library Association, are Dr. Charles
Churchwell, University Librarian. Washington Univerdity, St. 16001. Niehouri,

and

Na. Ann Turner. Librarian, Norwich University Library. Northfield;,Vermont.
We appreciate thin opportunity to.speak in support of a five-year extension
end expansion of Title*

and II-C of the Higher Education Act.

The

American Library Association considers the continuation of these existing prograda :
of great importance, to all types of libraries and to the ouelity of aervice those
libraries are able to give to our citizens.

We also believe that reauthoFixation

of the Higher Education Act offers a timely opportunity to expand

the scope of

the legislation by providing for the creation of a National Periodical

Center

.which is urgently needed to improve citizens' access to periodical literature.
4

IW Turner will speak to Title II-A.

Dr. Churchwell will-nddresa Title II-C.

Seemmie my own mork relates primarily to the education and training of library and
information prol'essionsle and to the conduct of research in that field,

I would

like to apeik .pacifically in support of the need forj.eeuttiorization of Title II-B
of the Higher_ Education Act,

:
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Title II-B hag, mime 1966, provided grants for fellowships to
beginning and advanced students in library and information science

ain.bnrh

institutes

to upgrade the qualifications of practicing librarians and information specialists,

and for a limited number of library research nod
significance.

onstratlnn projects of national

At present, two thirds of the annual appropriation ($1.000.000 for

FY 19/9) in designated fur foildwahips and institutee, the remainder for research
and demonstration.

Since 1966, more than 5,600 fellowships and traineeships have
under the Title 11 -B program.

n supported'

Although the fellowship program is a modest one in

terra of coat, It9 impact on library service to the nation has been very significant.

It has strengthened the qualifications of faculty in library schools,

enhanced and updated the Malls and knowledge of practicing librarians, and helped
on to recruit and train new professionals who Possess the qualities and qualifica-,

Bonn that are urgently needed to staff the nation's libraries and information
centers.

Since 1970. changing patterns of supply and demand for professiona. librarians
have enabled the Office of Education to direct the fellowship program toward the
highest priority staffing needs of libraries.

Minorities and the economically

disadvantaged have historilally been underrepresented in the Wary and inlormatio.t
profession...

For example, in 1970, although Hi6444/C AMO0C-46 COM4r1444 over 9

percent of the population, fewer than 50 profeasional librarians of Ili4anic.
American origin could be identified.

Title II-B har3-quadruPled_that figure._ In

1970.only 1 percent of the twitioes librarians were Illack.

Because of Title' II-B,

ilackAmericana now represent 5 percent of the library professidn.
While substantial progress has been made, both the projections Of the Bureau
of Labor StAtI4t144 and Our own experience.in the library schools make clear that
_

the demand for minority-librarians will remain strong at least through 1985,
.

The

Title II-B fellowship program in the only available source of federal funds to
endure that the library profession remains open to minorities-and the'disadvantaged
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-3in a time when educattc

Laing dramatically,

The fellowship program

will also continue to be an important means to address another serious inequity.,
the under representation of women at the highest levels in the library piofession.

Under the Title 118 institute program, more than 14,000 librariansrand other
information professionals have had the benefit on short-term training to update and
expand their skIlla and knowledge.

The National Commission on Libraries and

Information Science, in its recommended national program. has identified the training
and re-training of library personnel as one of 8 priority objectives to improve the
quality of library and information aervicen to all citizens,

The Go6fssion writes:

The Federal Government has a primary responsibility to assure that all
those who wili_narticipate in the NationalProgram have adequate_
opportunity to be educationally equipped and trained for their jobs.
A Federally-funded program of fellowships and training institutes 3.8
basic to fulfillment of this responsibility.
(National Commission on
Libraries and Information Science, Toward a National Program for
Lister/ andinformation Services: Goals for Action. U.S. Government
Printing Offl.:ie_. 1975, pp. 44-45)

Ltbraatf3anhtp to a rapidly changing field, net

nly because of the enormatim-

14act of computer' and telecomxunicatIoatechnology on basic library operations;
but also because of America's changing social and economic climate.

There are

malor now constituencis to ho served by libraries of all typesthe handicapped
student. the aged, the growing poOulation of adult independent learners. to mention
only a few.

The Title II-B institute Program la 4 vital means to equip librarians

with the new skille and campolanatea they need to respond to therm new demands.

in FY Ma, 24 institutes were supoorted in 18 different States. territories and the
niati ct of Columbia`.

More than 1,100 librarians participated in specialized pro-

grams ranging from providing school library-media abraiada to handicapped children,
to improving the use of United States government publications la teaching and
research:

Not only was all of thin accomplished at a cost of only slightly more

than 87601000. but because tl

:gram emphasizes training those who will train

others, its impact .la multiplied many time!) over.

The Library Research'and Demonstration Prvpram ha'ajlopported 294 projects over
a 12-year por4od, 1967-1978.

a

Many of these have

een landmark 'esti

that have
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had broad impact and very eignif leant. long-term outcomes.

Kaamples include a

national project to develop and test new standards for American public libraries,

the first national survey ever conducted to identify the extent and character of
elf-planned adult learning in the United Statea. 5nd major expansions of the
net machine-readable bibliographic data base.

Again, as in the case of the institute program, the Title II-8 research And
demonstration program ham never been fully funded.
has been available annually.

Since FY i975. only 81,000400

Yet, through skilled management and careful targeting

of available funds to high priority national toncerns, the impact of a email
number of projecta has been multiplied many times.

It is the only available

federally-sponsored program that provides categorical support for broadly focuser:
basic and applied investigations relating to the improvement of library services.
.

I would oleo like to illuetrate how directly the research and demonstration

program le linked to the institute program. and through that program to the improvement of library services, with an example from the University of Pittsburgh.

In

FY 1925. we received a small grant (517,772) to enable a member of our faculty to
conduct 4 Pilot study of the ways in which adult independent learners one libraries
and other community raeOurces.

on

The fallowing year, we offered the first institute

he new role of the librarian as learning consultant for 25 librartana from 25,,

staten with auipport under the Title II-8 Institute Program.

to replicate the institute

Each participant agreed

0- librarians in his or her home state.

At the same

time, a new course, on the llbrarian'a learning conaultant role was added to our
library science curriculum,

One year later, we offered another Title,JI-8 supported

institute on a elneety related
.

the library an a resource for infoimation on

career planning for young people and adults,
I have offered this example to illustrate how cloaely connected the various
parts of the II-11 program are,

I would also Suggest that the 14-Abommittee consider

carefully the placement of the special purpose grants, currently part of Title II-A.
The Hoe e bill, recently introduced by Senator Pell ea S. 1841, transfers these
-,

08
nts to pa el

Joseph Califonu.

of Title [1. 40 originally recommended by former HEW Sofro

y

This would bring special purpose grants for networking, conaortia,

and community service aCtivittee together Well other library demonatration and
training prngraiss, and there 18 4 certain logic to thin approach.

As the spiai purpose grants provision recognizes, institutions of higher
education must increase their cooperation and coordination In the areas of curriculum
doveloPment and Joint-use facilitlea and aervices. including library resources. in
order to maintain quality.

Many such cooperative aervices are or could be provided

using the newer tel

technology.

Just 40 Congress has long recognized

thakthe "educational, cultural, scientific, and Informational value to the
recipient of mall matte-' (EL 94-4Z1) should.he considered In setting postal rates.

we ur&I Ihevaubcommittee to consider retnatating language permitting preferential
telecommunications rates for nonprofit libraries and educational inciftutions.

authority for preferential rate communications interconnection services was part of
the Higher Education. Act (Section 803) until the Networks for Knowledge title. in

Which Lb waecuntained,r0t repealed In the Education Amendments of 1976 (eL 96-482).
We recommend that aimllar permissive language applying to services within the
purview of all parts of Title 11 be included in the reauthorization.
I wouli like to Re back to Title Ii -A-for a moment.

We have noted thaejboth

the administration and the Senate ApproPriationa Commitnee have criticized the

-A

program on the grounds that email baste stance to all college libraries without
regard to need have no impact.

Many college librarians have testified to the

Bubstintial cumulative impact of the basic grants.

However. because the criticiam

cleudi the funding outlook for the program, the American Library Asaociation and
-1

its Aasociation of College and Research Libraris have explored the concept of.
11-A need criteiia.

The program as it currently exists La simple,

admininteredand applied for, and cost effective.

ity-

Devising needcriteria which

are workable and fair without unduly burdening the smallest, needieat. least
"grant-wipa" college llbrarien has proven to be extraordinarily difficult.

Since

'
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we are continuing to explore

-ption, we request the op1;6rtunity to come bark,

to the subcommittee at a later date on thia paint if It seem appropriate.

Mean-

while, we do recommend that the,authorizatIon,for the 11*A grants be inrpeased from

$50000 to $10.000, and that the maintenance-of-effortkm/Won be strengthened.
The reauthorization of the Nigher Education Act also offers a timely
opportunity for the ,"wngresa to proVide initial'authorization for an urgently_
needed national program, the creation of a Notional Periodical tenter.

Such a

center might be created by the addition of a new Part 0 to Title II, along the
lines proposed In S. 1541.

The American Library Association strongly erderaes the

establishment of a National periodical Center, and, in a resolutionadopted'at its
June 1979 Annual Cozferenca. calls upon Congress to take prompt and favarable'action
to bring such a Center into ezlatence.

Thia resolution is appended to my'teatimonY,

along with a statement 1 presented at the March 20 Open Forum on a National'

Periodicals Center sponsored by the National Commission on Libraries and Information
Science.

Linder the leadership of the Commission. careful studies have been conducted'
both to document the greet need fur better access to periodical literature, and to
design a program that will respond effectively ,to that need.,

We appreciate the role

of NCL1S in establithing a joint committee of the Commission, the American Library
Association, the AasoctatIon of Research Libraries, the Association of American
Fubliehera, the Aaaoriatioo of American Universities. and the Information Induatry
abeetiatiOn, which has prepared draft legislation.
initiate a National Periodical Center.

Federal support is essential to

Since the need Is Co urgent, we hope That

this Subcommittee will conaiderinclusion of the necessary authorization ea a part
of the eatenelen of the Higher Education ACE.
in S. 1541 which provides that Parts A,

We 4180 Urea nupport of the provision

LI, and C of Title II, must be funded at the

floral year 1979 levels before funds would be appropriated for the new Part0A,
would like to take this opportunity. to touch on a related matter of greet
concern td 44.

Aa 1 know you are aware. Congress hen recently given

_nal approval

6.10

to establiahmenb of a separate Cabinet -level Department of

d

tion.

THe American

Library Anaosiation hap conalstently gone on record in ;,.ne.t.rt of a neparate,dipart-

ment.witb an appropriate recogs.tion of the importamce of libraries in the eduatianaL
pretoss.- However.,the cont .rence report (S. Rept'. 96-326i on the Department Of
,

I

Education, Organization Act given the new Secretary the power to connolidate, alter,

or discontinue a number of statutory entlieJ, including the office of Libraries
and Learning Repourees.

The Mils
Amendment_

fbraries and Learning ReneUrce
74 (PL 93-38

in Mandated by the Education

That mandate OrWriated with this subcommittee, and

it was intended that the unit "administer all OE programs related to arsintance

and encouragement of. librariea and information centeen. ea well as-education
technology;"tin the worile of the Seeate report (S. Rept. 93-763).

Thin recommenda-

Lien stemmed from the committee's concern with the up-and-down historytof the library

unit within HEW -Sinke nen. however. trio hiotdry of reorganization and low-,
Priority statue has continued, and Congresaional intent hoe not been fully realized.
iibrari.M are a
responsibility for t

,

ss-cutting activity, aod it is understandable that placing
Atkin a department divided along the linen of

e a_

o

education or service to special constituencies may initially prove difficblt'.

However -,one of the great strengthsof lbrarle, in a demo9ratic society is that
Y provide a neorral lea=ning opporttibity for citteenc of all ogee and in varying
A stance,' in almoat every commenity both within and outside of form,1 edUcationa
Inntitutions.

Surely in a timewhen Oongrean is givink special attention to'tite

Importance of lifelong and nontraditional learning and to improving basic literacy
akilia. the role of libraries in both tffene ,real should be recognized and encouraged.'-.,
Earlier thin year. tr..; American Library Amiocintion.adneted a resolution supporting a Derwtrtment of Education .111.01 urged that " "ti- vaiious approaches to.

Learning ari4Jaccans to ail types of library and information services, whether forma
on nontraditletial, be brought together kith educational Cechnoiogy activities to
conatitute a aeiarate office within the new Department of Education. ""

The reen=o-

tine

appended to my testimony.

The Senate Covernmental Affairs Committee, in its report (S. Rept.. 96l9)-dn
S. 210. invited the participation of.the Labor and Human Emourcee Committee in the
reorganization of educational research and improvement, telecommunicationa, demon
stretion and dimemination functions.' We recommend turther that the committee
zonaider the opropriata placement within the new department of the activities now
kdministered by UdOEs Office of Libraries and Learning Resources, Rs well as the
I

placement of other nontraditional learning approaches and education technology
*Ctivlties.

It i$ time for the authorizing 'committees, whose members know these

programer so well, to reassert their influence in the organization of the new
}apartment of Education.

We -would be pleased to provide further assistance in

:hie effort.

Thank you for giving me this opportunity to am,aar before the Su- ":smitten
La support of these important Higher Education Act library programs.
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RESOLUTION REGARDING THE NATIONAL PERIODICALS CENTER

UMEREAS,

,

the national welfaie is inextricably linked with ready.access.to
informaEion in periodicals which have beeote the single most.
dominant medium for comtunicating research results; and
.

WHEREAS,

existing interlibrary loan mechanisms for the dissemination of
periodical information are inadequate and increasingly unable
meet the demand placed on them; and

WHEREAS,

the public welfare can!best be served when the pro
not-for-profit sectors act in partnership in'the dissemination
of information.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the AmeriCen -hreryAsSociation
support the establishment Of a National Periodicals Center
and call upon Congress and the Administration to take revocable
action in support of this resolution.

Adopted. by the Council of the
American Library Association
Dallas. Texas. June 28. 1979

STATEMENT PRESENTED'TO THE
OPEfi'FbRUM,OH A NATIONAL PERIODICALS CENTER
ON BEHALF"OF THE
AMERICAN 'LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
OFFICIAL DELEGATION
.

20 Warch4979
Arlington, Virginia

have been instructed to preaent'olirief Jtatement on'behalf.ofthe ALA Official
legation to this Open Forum. Those present here might be interested to know that
the Executive Board of the Association considered this meeting of such importance
that. it authorised` all thirteen oflts membets.Who could attend this meeting to do
so.
Eight of the-thirteen are 411 attendance as ALA'a Official Delegation.
The -ALA Deldgeridn at this Meeting is persuaded that the concept of a National
PeriodiCali Center=is a desirable one which offers the potential for some remedie tion of the thus far insuperable problemd of document delivery and aceess to
periodiCal materials.
,

The ALA Delegation is prepared to recommend to the ALA EXeCutive Board and Council
that ALA support the establishment of a National Periodicals Center and the early
draftiog of a legislative proposal forits establishment.
In Acting so, because of
the breadth and diversity of the library community which ALA represents, we feel
that the'queetion of the NPC's Collection scope is one of critical importance.
We feel that enthusiastic ALA support for the NEC is most likely. to be forthcoming
if it is agreed that the Center shall include the most frequently used and
requested periodicals.

We are also agreed that the NPC should pay
corded by the Center,

4yaltine on all copyright materials

,
Do the question'of governance, while some'of us may feel some attachment to the
idea of a National Miary Board- -or some nther.national soacy Of-Itoad-Seopt,-wei that the political climate makes the acceptance of such an entity unlikely
at this time. We are prepared Co recommend; therefore, an independent governing
Such a governing
body with specific responsibility for the governance of the.NPC.
body must be fUlly representative of different types oilibraries, of the
publishers and producers
information, and of the broad community of users.
.

4

,

Whether or not legislation his been introduced priOr to the White -House Conference,
we recommend that the establishment of a National PeriodicalaCenterbe submitted
as
important item for the White House Conference agenda.

ENDORSED by the:

ALA Executive BoardHay 3, 1979
ALA Council, June 28, 1979

4

ON ON A U.S,,DEPARTNENT OF E U

TION'

WHEREAS, American libraries have long served as an indispensable element in both
formal and lifelong education . and the importance of librerite in the
educationsUprocess.has long been recognleed.by the federal government;
-and

-

WHRREAS, tEe importance of self-learning is growing, yet the units dealing with
non -traditional
-all its forms and aspects, such as Libreria_
are various and scattered throughout -the Office of Educatiorwen& 0
WHEREAS, the Office of Libraries and
Reaources has had.aii:up-and-do
history within the current disparate elements in the Department off ealth'
Education, and Welfare; and
WHEREAS, the role of the U.S. Office of Education has assumed major impor
the federal government in providing maximum access to-educatien
citizens; and '
WHEREAS

President Carter has called for a Department of Education,

NOW TWEREFoRE OE IT RESOLVED, that the American Library Association support the-,m
establishment of a separate cabinet-level Department of Education in
the U..ergivarnment.

4

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that there be an elevation of statue and level. of supper
of functions relating to libriries and non-traditional learning.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the'verioun approaches to learning and access to all
types of library and information -services, whether formal or non=
traditional, be brought together with educational technology activities''
to constitute.a separate offite within the new Department of Education.

Adopted by the CounciIofth
, -American Library Association
Washington, D.C., JanuarY II. 1979
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nator FELL. Thank you.
Churchwell?
-Dr. CHURCHWEIA. Chairman Pell, members of the subcommittee,

tLam Charles Churchwell, dean of- library services at Washington

Thiversity. I have also served as university librarian at Brown
niversty.

Lappear today on behalf of the American Library Association' to

request reauthorization of title Il of the Higher Education Act of

1965,- and to ask that you add a new part. D, which would establish
Ifthe National Periodical Center.

.The text of my complete statement has been submitted for the
cad. I will therefore limit my comments to its main points.
First; I. respectfully urge the-subcommittee to reauthorize title II
For the Higher Education Act of 1965. This has been an invaluable
'piece of legislation in support of college and university libraries

and in support of library education and library research. The

cireturn has been substantial for the limited dollars invested.
Second, I urge this committee to recommend highly Ml funding
part G, in order to carry out the wishes of Cong-reseto assist and

strengthen all qualified research libraries that are facing increas,Tingly high costs of supplying library materials. Research libraries
rare) increasingly unable to meet the high costs of books` and peri

icals. They are increasingly unable to meet the high costs of

aff. The costs of periodicals are especiAly. high. The erosion and,
erioration of research libraries: collections must be stopped in
:prder .to insure the availability or information for researchers and
Srcholars.

Third, -I urge that you recommend extension of,titlelI to include
a-:'part D. This would authorize the establishment-of a National
'eriodical Center, as stated in the.House Education and Labor bill
5172. This Center is sorely needed in order to enable all libraries to
sure rlier perib-dicalt. All-libraries are unable -to .2ope

with the- rising ,-costs of acquiring and storing periodicals. It is
becoming increasingly difficult for them to share even those they
do have...

The Periodical Center will greatly assist the process of sharing.
Fourth, I urge that the Federal support for a National Periodical
'Center not be provided at the expense of parts A, B, and C of the
I, therefore, recommend that funding for the new part D be
:predicated on funding of parts A, B, and C of title II at fiscal year
1979 level.

Mr. Chairman., I close by urging that you and the sulicommictee
,recommend reauthorization' of title II-C of the Higher Education /
Act, and that you provide- for the establishment of a National
Periodical- Center.
'Thank you.

[The prepared statement and additional ma erial
of Dr. Churah..

well follows;1

6

Statement of Charles D. -churchwell

dim& of Libfary Services
Washington Univereity, St. Louie.

before the
SuNcesmitt a on Education, Arts and Humanities-of the
,,Senate Committee On Labor and Human Se-source.,

on reauthorization of the Higher Education Ant
October 4._1979
Ch'airman Pell, diatinguished members of the Education, Arta and Humanities:
Subcommittee. I em Charles U, ChUrehwell. Dean of Library Services at.Washiagten'

University In St. Lamle. Missouri., I have elan served as University Llbrarlad at
Brown. University in Rhode Island, and at, Miami.

Oxford. Ohio,

I am,

delighted to appear before you on behalf of the American Library AaeoCiation to
requeot that you reautHerise Title II of the Higher Educat4On Act. of, 1965

and to

ask you also to consider the-addition of a new Part D, which would eitablish a,
National Periodical Center,' While I respectfully urge reauthorization ofthe entire
oTitle, I mill, limit my remarks specifically to Part C,. Strengthening Research

library'aisoorcee, and to the need for a National Periodical Center,'
In 1976 Congress peened Title 11 =C and grid recognition of its concern for the

survival of research libraries and the indispensable role they play in the research
culturl and economic growth of this great nation.

Two iwtara;'of couria, is tea

short,a time to fully eases(' the impact of any piece of:legislationStiii. the
beginnings which have been made in the areas of collection development, preaervatied
bibliographic control and attest( to the bdoke end' periodicals of some of the aSpr

research libraries,of the nation areimpreesive indicators of what can hO done, with

federalanpPort-dnd what must be done.
As examples of collection development projectn, Northwestern Universe

gthan'its Melville J. HershoSite Library of /African Studies de* n
resource'and the University of Illinoia, the central library in a enacting d
netwc,

_avic collections., added to its collections of scholarly aerial.
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some of which are unique outside the

oviet Union.

Title II-C has supported several

preservation projects at rile New York Public Library.

Rapidly deteriorating publica-

clone which are scarce and difficult to replace are being filmed, while thousands
graphic documents such as Sriete, posters, and manuscripts are being preserved...

9Y
1

of these objects are an fragile theyhad.,been temporarily withdrawn-frditeee.

creased bibliographic control and access results from such projects 4s the indexing

and catalogingatPrinceten University or two important resouries--the AmeriCan Civil
hiberties Mien- Archives, and atunique collection of Chinese materials.
significant encouragement has been given io these and other research libraries

Whose celiecCiane and services are central to the development of a national network
of libraries. .8ut imbreseive cc these beginnings are, they are only a Small part of
_

'program that ia,needed, and they effected only 4 small number of the epprogia

P

metely 200 libraries that_ may qualify for help under Title II-0=

The.currept law authorises up to 150 grants annually to-research librarian.

One

hundred and one (101) institution& applied for the first round of,grants in 1978,
end they requested-assistance in the amount,of $27 million.

In response to there

pressing need., only $5 million woo appropriated and awards were made to only 20
institutions. or 20 percent of those that applied for assistance.

In 1979, an-only

sligikely higher amount wee available..$6million, of Which $2,5255000 writ to inetitutions far the dentinuatien of projects already started and $7,475,000 went to new
leetitutions,

The research libraries are indeed grateful for the assistance which his been
received, but it is clear that; the intent of Congress in.establiehing Title 11-C

cannot be carried out unless the full authoritatioo of $20 million in provided 40
adminiirered in &Manner that is consistent with the original philosophy which gave
,
impetus and plumage to this impoitant legislation. The escalating costs of books
a

and Periodicate. fuel, and labor have intensified since Title 114 became law on
October 12,

and they have had an erosive effect on all reaearch libraries.

Moreover, the p_oapects for increased revenue to research libraries have not brighttined.
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part,
_

se-rch Universities and the Net

Ford Foundation, Decembgr 1927). aumm

t --at (New 'fork::

zed the problem well:

"While researCh uni-

vernitles have always:provided significant auppdrt for their libraries, they them=
ere now confronted by.sertoes financfkl diTficultiei end can no longer ahouldal

ne the burden of:sharply rising libra ry costa." OW further!
one

"ExceptionelColv

created-lesa frequently now. and most of those that exist are maintained.

with (=remit',

ulty. --The high cost of continuing acquisitions, the 'physical

deterioration of

41s, and the expense of maintaining the necessary 'skilled

stafrare.all problems of growing magnitude.
lectual'Vit4ity in serious."

The hazard they pose to futufe Intel-

Reauthorization of Title 11-C with more adequate fund.'

`ins is pert of the total strategy for aasuring the survival of then

libraries no

crucial to the creation of new knowledge and to its transmission and n--nervation.''
v

Another part OF the tote' strategy for copieg effectively

with the needs of

scholars in the eatsblishment of a better mechanism for 'sharing library reeourcea,
especially periodic/11a.

i therefore respectfully urge this aubcomaittee to further

improve upon Title if by giving 'Eavorable consideration to n National FeriodicS1
Center a$ is included in Title 11 -fl of the Rouse Education and Labor Committee-,

approved bill. NR 5192.

for the establishment of

The purpose of this impanel would be to provide funds
'a Rational Periodical Center to nerve 40 a national

Periodical resource by.contibutIng to the preservation of periodical materiels and

Wing access to a comprehensive copection of periodical literature to publien

private librettos throughout the United States."

The need for the National Periodical Center has keedemonstfeted not-roily by
the inability of libraries to, individually cope with the esceletingeouts of segOir-

ing and storing periodicals. but.also by their inability to make even those they do
esquire ecceenif)le to all those who need to uan them,. The journal. according to
Sokolorl

Connunicatfon, the Re art of the Netiort nl fn oi

{Beltimo et

Johns

Hopkins University Prase_. 1979) which recommended entekltehment of a national
petiodi

"is an.effil ient. flexible, end effective method of communion-
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ties, and it playa an essential ro

the

aarion of scholarly re

This 16 true for scholars in all branches of kawledge and it'iS also true for,
researchers in business and industry .'

As-stated in the resolution passed by the
7.-

COLuttil of the American Library Association in support of the Ratablishment of the

center, "the national welfare is inextricably linked-wIth ready access to
en in periodicals which.have become the single moat dominant medium for comlaunieating research results="
The Center is aotely.needed raa a critical link in the establishment of.a net-

work Ent better sharing among librarien'ef periodicals literature.

AS envisioned

and stated In the Tart fl proposal, the National Periodical Center will. prOvide in-

formation
to both scholars and nonacholors; it will benefit both the privata and
7,public sectorn of the information community; it will serve both large and small
libraries.

Moat important of all it will serve,the general welfare,of the nation

by making information more acceesible.

However, federal support for a National Frledical Center should not be pro,
vided at the expenee of the urgent needs of college and.research libraries for
anaietany, or pf Library training or demonstration programs.

Therefore, we recom-

mend that funding for a new Title 11-D be predicated on funding of Farts A, A 'anti

C of Title II at the flacalyear 1979 levels.
Mr. Chairman, I clone by urging. that you recommend reauthorization of Title LT
of the Higher Education Act and that you act favorably upon the, proposed National
P0E10111,141 Canter.

1 am grateful to,you and this subcommittee for allowing me to

appear before you on behalf of the American-Library Asneciation in support of
Title I1. Thank you.

- Cu
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The Major Research Libraries:
Strengthening a National Heritage

Much of the scholarly research carried on.in the United
Sitates depends heavily on the bibliographic services,
publications, and archival resources provided by a relatively small number of large research_ libraries. Many of
these libraries are university-based, but their-ranks are

enriched in distinctive ways by ;the large national libraries (especially the Library of Congress), several
private libraries (the largest and most notable being the
Research Libraries of the New York Public Library),
and a few old and exceptional public libraries. All are
characterized by their extensive and distinguished col7
lections on many _subjects and in many languages. The

libraries collect not only published materials in all
foi-mats bu

also Manuscripts, sound ,recordings and
graphic works, and -computerized data. The staffs of
.

these libraries are largt., and the skills the staff members
possess are as essential as the coactions they build. The

space these libraries occupy and provide for -users is
substantial, and the use of this space directly by users
89

.

themselves and indirectly through interlibrary loans and
bibliographic services, is intense. Operating costs, like
all educational costs, have grown rapidly...
Scholaiship in all fields, the scientific and industrial
vitality of the country, the national capacity to address

public problems at all levels of organization, and,
perhaps most important, the ability of individuals to
pursue their own intellectual concerns depend to a

significant degree on the availability of published information, which is the substance of research libraries.
These.libraries are indispensable to the preservation and
transmission of knowledge and to the creation of new
knowledge. Together, they are essential to the advancement of learnir and the quality of each directly affects
the excellence of scholarship and resurch.
The importance of research libraries to our society
was described recently by the National Commission on
Libraries and Information Science:2
The major research libraries in tae country, both
private and public, represent the bibliographic foundation of the nation's research effort. Collectively, thcs-e
institutions serve students, faculty; scholars, and researchers who arc engaged in work in the sciences and
the humanities, as well as the general public.
[These] libraries in the United States have combined
resources of over two hundred minion volumes ....Their
resources represent an asset of great value to the nation,
and the Commission believes it is in the best interests of

the country to assist these important institution; in

forming a stronger set of working-relationships that will
permit them to serve more, rather than fewer, people....

Inadequate financial support is the central problem of
the major research libraries, as we shall show, but they
90
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also face other serious issues, including (1) the need to

utilize computer and communications technology to
transform library operations and to improve the process
of information transfer; (2) the expanding expectations
of users concerning collection coverage, speed of access,
and reliability of service; (3) the necessity of balancing
growing obligations and increasing technical complexity, on the one hand, with severe financial constraints that
limit manpower and resources, on the other; ,and (4) a
shortage of the specialized management skills\ required
to meet the challengeS posed by the growing complexity
of librafy functions.

Moreover, although sharing the same mission and
method, the libraries lack the means for working together at the level of sophistication that now seems
necessary. Powerful new capabilities for cooperative
action by research libraries are required, not primarily to

reduce costs but rather to help make certain that
expenditures for resources, space, skills, and technology
in fact produce the desired results.
Change in the ways research libraries are Operated and
used is inevitable. The question is whether the transformation will be intenticfnal, designed to enhance research

libraries' effectiveness, or whether it will be forced,
restrictive, and ultimately limiting: Acceptance of the
principle of dynamic interdependence among libraries
will require, first, a thoroughgoing appraisal of present
practices. Imaginative utilization of new technology in
computers, communications, and photography can and
should transform and even improve many established
library practices. A remarkable opportunity exists to
extend the role of libraries and thus the ultimate impact
91
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of research and scholarship. Not to move now in new
directions is probably the most incautious course that
could be proposed.
The libraries' own determination to undertake change
is founded on the conviction that only by transforming
bibliographic methods and collection goals can librarians cope with a constantly expanding body of material
and set of user-generated requirements. The sense of
urgency accompanying that determination stems from
persistently rising costs and severely limited funds.
We noted earlier that most major libraries are university-based. Therefor their fate is closely intertwined
with the continuing vitality of these advanced research
and training institutions. This relationship now adds to
the critical economic problems faced by libraries. While
research universities have always .provided significant
support for their libraries, they themselves are now
confronted by serious financial difficulties and can no

longer shoulder alone the burden of sharply rising
library costs.
Some specific examples of these costs underscore the
.

magnitude of the economic problems facing libraries.
During the two decades from 1950 to 1970, expenditure:,
for books doubled every
or seven years, with costs for

salaries and wages increasing at a rate only slightly.
slower. The number of books added annually to collections doubled every ten or eleven years. As great as these
growth rates are, they are not abnormal; the growth rates
in library costs per. student are similar to the growth in
total educational costs per student over the same period.

Small libraries grew at a faster rate than large ones,
suggesting that more and more libraries will become
92
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very large and thus inevitably will share the problems the
largest libraries now face.'

Recent years have also seen a distortion in the way
available funds are used. The costs of publications have
risen far faster than the general rate of inflation. In most
libraries, funds earmarked for acquisitions have not kept
abreast of rising costs. The difficulty has been further

aggravated by a disproportionate rise in the cost of
periodical and serial publications and an unprecedented
increase in their numbers. In many research libraries,
nearly two-thirds of the acquisitions budget is now spent
for serial subscriptions, an almost complete reversal of
the situation that prevailed 'little more than a decade ago.

In addition,- increases in the numbers and costs of
specialized materials such as legal and financial loose
leaf services have added thousands of dollars in new
costs to the average research library's annual budget. Of

even greater concern and impact has been the rapid
extension of differential pricing practices, predorninantly in the scientific, Medical, and technical fields. Library
subscription prices for hundreds of periodicals in these
fieldk now range from two to ten times the rates charged
to individual subscribers. This practice costs each ibrary

tens of thousands of 'dollars every year. In effect,
differential pricing is a form of subsidy for scholarly and
scientific publiCation by universities, with library acquisitions budgets simply serving as he conduit.
Th?,net results of these inflation and east problems is
to force libraries ana the universities that maintain most
of them into a choice between reduced service to scholars
and larger claims on the gcnerd funds'of the university.
Since other
university activities are under similar pres,
93
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sures, the choice offers no solutions and really demands
that libraries find more efficient ways of providing thcir
services.

Research libraries have taken a number of steps to
alleviate some of their most pressing problems. An early

example was the formation in 1949 by the Rig Ten
universities of what is now the Center for Research
Libraries (CRL), a "library for libraries" with a national

membership of over one hundred.. To encourage resource sharing, special acquisitions programs have been

established not only by the Association of Research
Libraries and the CRL but
by the Library of
Congress. The National Program for Acquisitions and
Cataloging (NPAC) not only has expanded the level of
Library of Congress acquisitions but also has effectively
increased the volume and coverage of its cataloging,
benefiting in substantial ways the many libraries that use
Library of Congress records as a primary source for their
own bibliographic work.
The application of computers to library operations
and to bibliographic purposes is now more than ten years
old. Many libraries use computers to control :costs of

routine processing and circulation, and 2 feW have
developed, at substantial cost in dollars and
impressive comprehensive bibligraphic control -sterns. For example, the Ohio College Library Cc...
provides an economical, computer-based catalog care
production system used by hundreds of college and
university libraries, and similar systems serve other
institutionsr Large quantities of bibliographic information both for monographs and, more recently, for periodicals,.are now rear ,ed and stored in rr.....::..ne-read
94
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able form at the Library of Congress and the National
Library of Medicine. Some scarch-and-access systems
for bibliographic information are operational and others
are being developed.
More recently, regional affiliations such as the Research Libraries Group have been established to control
collection growth, with member libraries 'assuming obli=
gations for both specific subject -areas or for specific 'materials; to attack the problem of safeguarding printed
materials against deterioration; and to establish and
operate a single, computer-based bibliographic records'
system, linked with an evolving national network.
Despite all these advances, several additional steps
must he taken in the. immediate 'future to preserve the
,vitality of the nation's research libraries and to help them
meet their responsibilities to society. The actions called
for are of such magnitude that success will he possible
only through durable partnerships involving personal
and institutional efforts and public and private resources.
The,way in which those partnerships are established will

do much to determine the speed and quality of our
progress.

Recommendations
SUPPORT FOR RESEARCH COLLECTIONS

The subject of library resources is more complex than it

once seemed, but it is still the case that distinctive,
extensive, dynamic, and well - organized collections of
materials on specific subjects constitute the heart of a
research library. Every large research library typically
has many such collections and, aggregated nationally,
95

these collections are a form of irreplaceable wealth.
Exceptional collections are created less frequ&nly now,
and most of those that exist are maintained with increasing difficulty. The high roost of continuing acquisitions,
the physical deterioration of materials, and the expense
of maintaining the necessary skilled staff we all problems
of growing magnitude. The hazard they pose to future
intellectual vitality is serious.

The importance of comprehensive research collections to scholarship was clearly noted by the Carnegie
Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education. Acknowledging the present difficulty of maintaining such
collections, the council asserted that "the case for some
degree of federal government support of large research
libraries is precisely parallel to the case for federal
government support of research and graduate education." this principle was recognized by Congress in
enacting public Law 94-482, the Education Amendments of 1976. This statute authorizes the Commissioner of Eti,ication to make grants for library -rresources to
major research libraries at a level of $10 million during
fiscal 1977, $15 Million in fiscal 1978, and $20 millioin
fiscal 1979. The Senate report notes that "the new part C
is intended to help research libraries maintain and
strengthen_their collections, which constitute an impor.tant national resource essential to scholarship and re -_

search, and to assist them in making their holdings
available to other libraries whose Wen, have needs for,
research materials. "'
The general guidelines incorporated in the Senate
report extend eligibility for federal support to institutions of higher education, public libraries, state libraries,
96
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and private, nonprofit, independent research libraries,
provided that their ,--,11ections "make an indispensable

contribution to higher education and research; are
broadly based, are recognized as having national or
international significance for scholazix research, arc of a
unique nature, not widely held, and are of such importance that fairly substantial demands are made upon the

institution by researchers and scholars outside its. primary clientele." The provisions 'of the governing regulations, which have yet to be written, will influence in

important' ways the evolution of a more purposeful
national program' for resource development, materials
preservation, and-shared access. The close adherence of
the regulations to legislative intent, together with full

funding, will reflect a growing and reassuring corn
prehension that the well-being of research and scholarship is closely linked to the quality of exceptional

libraries, and that strengthening the research libraries is
in the nation's interest.
Recommendation 1
We recommend that _regulations governing part C
of Title II of the Higher Education Act of 1965 as
amended in 1976 be given immediate and careful

attention, and we urge passage of an appropriations bill adequate to carry out the provisions o_ f the
legislations.
A NATIONAL LENDING LIBRARY

Although subject collections of high quality are the heart

of-research libraries, the sheer volume of publication,
nationally and worldwide, is reason enough for libraries
and users alike to recognize that comprehensive coverage
97
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of all subject areas of possible research interest is no
longer an achievable goal for any single library. Adding
tO the persuasive evidence are reduced library buying
power, escalating costs for storage and collection maintenance, the prospect of infinitely growing collections,
and the inevitably limited use made of most individual
items.
The library profession has acted responsibly in seek
ing realistic alternatives to the traditional policies governing the acquisition, use, and maintenance of materiT
als. Perhaps the most promising possibility, is to extend
in scope and effectiveness the concept of a "library for

libraries" as embodied in the Center for Research
Libraries. The principle. under:lying CRL is that the
Center will collect comprehensively inispecific format or.
subject categories, thus giving participating libraries an
assured source of these items and thereby reducing their
acquisitions obligations without curtailing their service
capabilities. In effect, the availability of comprehensive
shared collections. enables individual libraries to con-

centrate on maintaining distinction in chosen areas
rather than spreading their limited resources too thin in
futile pursuit of complete self-sufficiency.,
The Association of Research Libraries, the National
Commission on Libraries and Information Science, and
the Center itself are all now participating in research and

exploratory discussions that have as their goal the
expansion of existing shared facilities or the creation' of

new national lending collections. Initial attention is
being directed' to periodicals and other serial publications, simply because these :paterials, by their- growth in
number and cost and their great diversity, are a leading
9$
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source and a representative example of present library
problems. Whether an expanded national lending facility evolves from the Center for Research Libraries or
some other. course is taken, important questions related

to governance and program remain to be resolved.
Expansion of Center facilities is now essential even for

the continuation of its established programs, to say
nothing of new or expanded activities.
Ultimately, we believe, at least some federal funding
for 'the continuing operation of any significant pool of

research resources is essential in order to provide the
assurance of continuity that is absolutely vital if individual libraries are to strengthen their own collecting and
rgent ion practices judiciously and confidently. This type
of program is especially appropriate for federal fundi g
since the impact of such support is amplified Many Li

over as individual libraries throughout the country
redeploy their resources to better effect and as access to

important scholarly material is extended to increased
numbers of scholars and researchers in all parts of the
nation.

Recommendation 2

We recommend that the federal governmint and
other funding sources encourage and support national efforts of the sort exemplified by the collaborative work of the Library of Congress, the Association of Research Libraries,_ the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science, and

the Center for Research Libraries toward the
establishment of a national lending library which
would lead to greater sharing of library resources.
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A PERMANENT COMMISSION ON
1.11IRARY RESOURCES

While additional public support for both distinctive
subjeCt resources and new national col. !ctions will
expedite access, promote local operating efficiency, and
assure the availability of needed materials, an additional

step is required to meet the complexities of these and
related issues. Building and maintaining research collec-

tions is too extensive and diffuse an enterprise to he
centrally managed in any usual sense of the term, nor
should information resources and the bibliographic
processes that provide the key to their content ever be
susceptible to restrictive control. Nevertheless, a way
must be found for scholars, researchers, and all who
depend. on substantive information for their livelihood,
along with library administrators who are in the end
responsible for meeting their needs, to assess routinely
the quality of national resources and; when necessary, to
influence or promote action by responsible agencies and
institutions to strengthen these resources. Librarians and
scholars alike can do themselves and the country a great
service if they can establish new ways-to work together to
accomplish their shared goals.

Recommendation 3

We recommend that the Library of Congress explore with the _country's leading learned societes
and research-library organizations the possibility
of establishing a permanent body to assess the
quality of national library resources, to prOmote
action by responsible- agencies, and to help shape
nadomd policies.
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THE IMPROVEMENT OF BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES

As the volume and complexity of worldwide publication

has grown,' traditional bibliographic control methods

have become cumbersome and costly. As a result
abstracting and indexing services have expanded rapidly
and become more sophisticated, enabling researchers to

cope al---lasr----withThefloud of journal and report
literature in the natural and social sciencei7CoMputer--based search services, employing many of the same data
base:. as the abstracting and indexing services, complete
searches of a kind not easily accomplished using printed
sources alone.

For the great bulk of library materials, however,
making fundamental changes in the preparation and use
of bibliographic records has proved far more. difficult.
Substantial expenditures of effort and money over the

past decade have only recently provided the base of
knowledge and skills 'that today sets libraries on the
threshold of a major bibliographic revolution.

The most visible and impressive accompFshments
thus far are those that have automated much of the work

of produ=cing and maintaining catalog records and of
carrying out many labor-intensive processing activities.
As noted earlier the Ohio College Library Center now
provides computer-produced catalog cards at low cost of
hundreds of subscribing libraries. The New York Public
Library has developed a computer-based record system
that has enabled it to produce a publishedi periodically
cumulated bc- t catalog. Several large university li,
braries have developed, comprehensive record-process-

ing systns that have substantially improved acquisitions and cataloging work. Most prominently, the
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Library of Congress has embarked on several programs
designed to improve bibliographic processes within the

library itself and also to expand the library's already
substantial contribution to national and international
bibliographic control activity and continues to support
many projects and to provide professional guidance and
assistance in many critical areas.

The immediate results of these and other related
efforts are new methods of producing high-quality,
standardized bibliographic information in increasing
quarititieshe-d4 xclopment of new systems to use the
information in a wide range of ierhal-library-pera,_
tions, and the production of catalog cards and related
records in .a variety of formats. Recent progress is
impressive, and prospects are now good that newly,
deVeloped capabilities will benefit a growing number of
libraries and their users.
There remain, however, Many difficult and important

questions to be resolved re!ating to the content and
linking of records, to record - distribution methods, and
to new forms of bibliographic products. The answers to
these questions will influence in fundamental ways both
individual library performance and ournational capacity
to support research and scholarship.
The Library of Congress is the establiThed center for
the production of high quality-bibliographicxecords and
is potentially the primary producer of both general and
specialized bibliographic products. Iris obvious thaethe

library, must continue to be the center for national
bibliographic opeiations and that adequate budgetary
support for this aspect of the library's activity is essential.
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Not so clearly developed within the country's libraries
is a capacity for long-range planning in matters related to

bibliographic control. This element is- much needed,
given the dynamic character of present efforts and the
possible impact of soon-to-be-made decisions on library

operations and 45n scholarship and research. While
several approaches are possible, it is certain that research
libraries and their users, acting together, must find a way
addre..s basic questions promptly.
Rectcrnmendation 4

We recommend that the Library of Congress expand its role in national bibliographic operations
and that the Association of Research Libraries and
other representatives of libraries, together with
representatives of the scholarly community 'and
other tse-rs-,-join-with_ the Library of Congress and
other appropriate groups to forrnalatie-long-range_

plans for improving bibliographic service.
The benefits to libraries and scholars alikeof wise and
imaginative guidance in these - matters during the 'years
ahead can he .substantial. Such benelli.s are unlikely to
come by accident.
'HIE IMPROVEMENT OFLIBRAI

MANMIElseiliNT

While the visible form of libraries will not dramatically
change in the near ftiture, their operating methods and
the research methods of their users will change in many
ways. As, we said earlier, controlling the nature of this
&Inge is at the heart of our concern. Too,little is known,
however, about many fundamental matters of_ library
management. Moie .information than we now have is
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required about the relationship betWeen user needs and

library services, the quality and utility of published
information, the economics of library operations, and the

potential capacities of technology appropriate to information processing. Further, there is a need to give users a
better understanding of the needs of libraries and of the
new ways in which libraries can be of service to their
users.

Recommendation 5
We recommend that the Association of Research
Libraries establish a research and analysisunit to
ecessary for improving
develop the r
.necessary.
the managment of library services. The proposed
unit woul.. 5 lssemble data, conduct special studies,
and pronv,t,,, research on topics of concern. The,
unit and the ARIL itself would work to develop by

`consultation and communication better understanding of the nature of library problems and of
the steps needed to solve them. One goal of this
effort would be to strengthen relationships between

users of research libraries and those responsible
for °perking them.
THE PRESERVATION OF LIBRAR MATERIALS

The preservation of library materials is a matter of great

importance. Large portions of many of the country's
oldest and most distiriaive collections are liteially
crumbling on the shelves. Paper deterioration is most
serious in materials published during the last 150 years,
but these - materials represent the great bulk of these
collections, numbering many millions of volumes. It is
essential that the content of these publicatiOns not, be
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lost, even if it proves imp_ ossible to save the volumes in
their present form.
A number of studies, have focused on the preservation
problem, and several alternative courses of action have

been proposed. It is obvious that no single method of
preservation will suffice, but it is clear that a national
program to film large and carefully selected quantities of
deteriorating materials is an essential element in any
full-scale preservation program. A few libraries have for

some time committed operating funds to preservation
efforts, but neither sufficient funding nor the essential
framework of a national plan has been available, and
these efforts have hardly scratched the surface.
The magnitude of the job to be done and its umpor-

tance to the long-range interests of scholarship and
research are irrefutable. The goal is not to preserve the

resources of many individual libraries but rather to
preserve the substance of an indispensable part of the
record of human achievement. Thousands of books have
already been lost, and hundreds of thOusands are now so
fragile that any further use is in effect the last use.
The Library of Congress has recently taken the lead in
a new effort to establish and promote a national plan for
the preservation of- library materials. Coordination and
operating guidelines are essential elements; but; in the
end, federal funding is an inescapable requirement for

any significant progress. In the immediate future, the
means must be found to provide support for what is
literally the preservation of our cultural and intellectual
heritage.

Recommendation 6
We recommend that the federal government give
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urgent attention to the preservation problems
faced by research lib ries Substantial funding
and the leadership of th
nary of Congress are
both required to assure an effective national program.

NEW MODES OF COOPERATIVE ACTION

The major research librarier, of this country are vital to
the success of scholarly inquiry, Tlie problems they fk-e
are immediate and urgent, and these problems will not
be resolved by individual libraries acting alone.
Direct federal appropriations are required for certain
specific,purposes: (1) for supplementary support for the

distinctive, nationally important collections that are
found in individual libraries; (2) to provide capital and at

least partial operating support for national lending
collections; and (3) for a national program of microfilm-

ing. /It is also clearly evident that the Library of
Congress, as the national library on which all other
research libraries are dependent in many ways, must
assume a leadership role in solving the problems of
bibliographic exchange. Only the Library of Congress is
in the position to assume operating responsibility for the
ventral elements of the automated bibliographic network
that is essential' to research and scholarship and thus to
the survival of research libraries across the country.
Research libraries, individually and collectively, will

still' bear much of the responsibility for planning and
directing their own futures, but they must press for

change on a national scale, and they must use the
flexibility that new national ventures will bring to
reshape their own internal practices. They must find
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ways to establish long-range planning capabili1).
areas of central concern, acting as inseparable i
joint venture of great public importance. Further,
must find new ways to expedite the-work of scholars ar,'
scholars-to-be by opening in imaginative ways all usef
avenues to recorded infromation, whatever its form.
Finally, the scholars, scientists, and ot:ier major users

of research libraries have an obltation to participate
productively in the-development of- more effective
techniques and procedures. There is enough for all to do..
and the well-being of research libraries now depends on
how well all parties do their part.
NOTES
I. Herman H. Fussier, Research Libraries and Technology (Chicago:
University, of Chicago Press, 1973), pp. 17-19.

"

2. Toward a National Program for Library and Information Servica..
Goals for Action (Washington, D.C.: National Commission on Libraries
and Information Science, 1975).
3. William J. Baumol and Materyahu Marcus, Economics of Academic
Itibrartes (Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 1973).
4, U. S. Senate, Report. 94-882 (Washington, D.C.: U. S. Government
Printing Office, 1976).
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Senator PELL. Thank you very much, indeed.

As yoti know, this question of a National Periodical Center is
fraught with a certain amount of controversy. We did not intend
this to be a hearing on that, because the White House Conference
on Libraries this November is going to discuss the future role of
the Federal Government in the library area.
And I am wondering, Dean Churchwell, if you don't think we
should wait until the Conference is held and its recommendations
made before we consider any new program, such as a National
Periodical Center.
Dr. CHURCHWELL. Senator, I am sure that the White House Con-

ference will produce senic new insights :And some effective programs. However, the question of a National Periodical Center has
been studied exhaustively the last 8 years, and we have had a very
--o-pen-session at which -this 1:1T-=oblem was discusb WI elements
highor education, the publishing industry, and users of libraries,
and we do feel that the center is needed now, and that very little

could be gained by postponing it until after the White House
Conference.

Senator PELL. As you know, I do not think- there has been a
hearing yet on this I think on the House side, it was put in the
bill, but without a hearing; am I correct on that?
Dr. CHURCHWELL. That is correct.

Senator PELL. Yes; I realize it has merit, and we are looking

forward to studying it and also, frankly, by the time we get arounc
to marking. this bill up, the White House Conference may very well
have taken place.
Under title II the college library programs, how much- benefit
can a college really get from these little, $3,900 grants?
Ms. TURNER. Well my library budget is less than $35,000 for
books, just for books. So you see, if you do get in the area of $5,000,

that is a good chunk. And the other libraries have even smaller
book budgets. So it might not sound like a lot. of money, but it is
Vite valuable in Vermont.
Seriator PELL- I do see that. That would really be 10 percent of

your total budget.
Ms. TURNER. Yes; we have some excellent small schools, like.

Vermont Technical College, that the $5,000 was a great deal for
them.

Senator PELL. Yes; I think that is a very valid point, indeed.
Dr. Galvin?
Dr. GALvirsi. Senator, if I might add to that, the proposed reauth-

orization allows for an increase in the maximum grant to $10,000,
and we would very strongly support that in light of the devastating

effects of inflation on, the cost of books and periodicals.
Senator PELL. I am startled at that, because I follow the price of
school books, too, and I notice how they have almost doubled in the
last very few years.

The administration proposed and Congress agreed to $6 million
for grants to research libraries. Do you think that is an appropriate
levet, or do you have any suggested changes in the research library
program?
Dr. CHURCHWELL. We would hope, Senator, that the appropriation-could be much higher than the $6 -million. The $6 million has
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served to support only about 20 percent of those research librar;es
which applied for grants in 1978 In 1978, 101 libraries applied,
asking for assistance in the amount of $27 million. Of course, we
were able to assist only 20 of those.
Senator PELL. Thank you.

Incidentally, I would add here, in behalf of my colleagues who
may not be hc-.e, and myself, we would like to reta n the right to
submit written questions to you for a reply, and the record will
remain open for that purpose for at least 2 weeks. Also, any fur-

ther followup statements that you care to submit to us will be
included in the record and studied.
Senator Stafford?
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .I want to thank

all-three-members- of the-panel-for-your--helpful-testimony--this
morning.

I have just two questions at this time One is directed to Ms.
Turner or the entire panel, and that has to do with the $10,000

recommendation from $5,000. I know money is tight, even here in
Washington, and quite possibly, shooting for $10,000 may be more
than can be accomplished. But in fact, is $10,000 enough,. in view of
the inflation that we have experienced in recent years?
Ms. TURNER. Well just speaking for Vermont colleges, $.10,000
would be a shot in the arm that they would greatly, greatly appreciate. Places like Bennington and Goddard need the money desperately. We are starting a new program in art therapy that we need
money--desperately for. So it might not sound-like much when you
are speaking of millions for nuclear research, but to us, it is a lot
of money.

Senator SrAFsoan Would anybody else care to comment?

Dr. GALVIN. Senator, if I might just add to Ms.- Turner's re-

sponse, which I completely agree with, I think your question underscores the interrelatedness of all of the parts of title II., including

the new proposed part D for the National Periodical Center, because that would mean a very substantial overall increase in the
level of Federal support in a number of ways which woula help to
reduce the financial burden for the kinds- of smaller academic
libraries that Ms. Turner spoke to.
For example, the support of the National Periodical Center
would make it possible for some of those smaller, libraries to forego
the costs of very expensive journal subscriptions, which they could
then depend on the National Periodical Center to provide Similar-

ly, the higher level of funding proposed for part C would make it

possible for a greater number of the Nation's greatest research
libraries to make their resources more readily available through
sharing with smaller academic institution.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Dr. Galvin.

And now, if I could turn to Dean Churchwell, since we may be
considering a Periodic &' Center in the future, and you testified it
has been'studied for several years, could you give ,the committee

any ball park- estimate of what the cost of establishing such -acenter might be initially?
Dr. CHURCHWELL. We are supporting, the recommended sum of
$15 million.
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Senator STAFFORD. Have you any estimate of what it might cost
per annum to sustain it if established?
Dr. CHURCHWELL. I do not have hard figures op what it would
coat to operate it' on a per annum basis.
Senator STAFFORD. It might be well Dean, if before we reach
markup, should this come up_in our r...onsiderations, if we had some

sort of a ball park estimate on what it might cost annually to

operate the Center.
Dr. CHURCHWELL. I should like to add, Senator Stafford, another
one of my colleagues will also be speaking on this issue, and she
will have that figure.
Senator STAFFORD. OK. Thank you. Thank you all, and as a
Vermonter who believes in short speeches, along with our chair-

--man,-Iompliment-you-on-2-out-of 3-coming= iii-under-your 5-minute allocation of time
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
rhave one final question I want to ask. You know, the adminis-

tration suggests that these funds, the $3,900 or whatever it is be

distributed on a need basis, whereas the Ford bill believes it should
be divided equally to all institutions.
Do any you have any views on which approach is best?
Dr. GALVIN. Senator, in my written testimony, the American
Library Association has commented on that We do recognize that
the concern about distribution of these grants on the basis of need

has been a problem with respect to the continuing appropriation

_

for the program.
We
be very pleased to -.4ark with the subcommittee and
bring some proposals at an appropriate time with relation to need.
We have been studying this question. It does turn out to he a more
complex one thin one might at first imagine.

And our concern with a needs test, if you will is that it might
serve as an obstacle to supporting the very smallest institutions
which the program seeks to help. We to not-want to involve those
institutions in such a burden of application that that application
process in itself becomes an obstacle to-channeling the funds in the
direction that the Congress wishes them to go.
Senator PELL. So in essence, what you are saying is you do not
know which is best, isn't that correct?
Dr. GALVIN. I am saying, Senator, that we would be concerned as

to how an application process establishing need might be developed. And we would like to bring some recommendations at a later
time with respect to that.
Senator FELL. Right.. But as of now,-in your statement-i have,

not had a chance to peruse it yet-you do not recommend one
approach over the other.

Dr. GALVIN. No, we do not, Senator.

Senator PELLA think it would be helpful to the committee if you
did eventually.
Yes, Ms. Turner?
Ms. TURNER. The way it stands now I think it is one of the most
_democratic_things that Congress does. Everybody that applies =gets
the same amount of money, and different libraries might appreciate it more, but, nobody can sneer at $5,000. They can all buya set
of encyClopedias. And it. is a very simple vay now. The report is
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very simple; the expenditures are very simply stated. "So it is done
very well.

Senator PELL. I am inclined to agree with Ms. Turner's view,

because I think simplicity in Government is also important and the
ability of people to make plans.

But at any rate, I will be interested in the American Library
Association's final view on the recommendation on that But my

own, Off-the-top-of-my-head reaction is to agree with Ms. Turner, I
think.
Thank you very much, indeed, for being with uo.

Our next panel is a library panel, with Ms: Connie Dunlap,

president-elect of the Association of Research Libraries; Mr. Town
send Hoopes, President of the Association: of American Publishers,
and. Hon. Charles Benton, chairman of the National Commission on
Library_and Infor,ilation Science.

Thank you We are very glad to greet you'here. Mr. Benton and
Mr. Hoopes are both old friends and good friends, and we are just
delighted to welcome you here.

STATEMENT OF CONNIE DUNLAP, UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN,
DUKE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES AND PRESIDENT-ELECT, ASSO-

CIATION OF RESEARCH LIBRARIES; TOWNSEND HOOPES,
PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PUBLISHERS; AND
CHARLES BENTON, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL COMMISSION ON
LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE, A PANEL
MS.- DUNLAP. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

My name is Connie Dunlap, and I am the university librarian at
Duke University and the incoming president of the Association of
Research Libraries.
I would like to begin by pointing out that the several programs

authorized by title II are supportive of each other, and together
form an overall program which is stronger than the sum of the

individual parts.
In concert, all three programs help to build a national system of
library services to post-secondary education at all levels.
.

In the past, scholars, educators, librarians and legislators have
focused on the problems facing our Nation's research libraries.
Their investigations have produced many creative and thoughtful
recommendations, and title II-C provides the libraries with Federal
funds to begin to implement them.

One recommendation universally accepted in the library and
research communities is that we must develop a nationwide data
base describing the books and periodicals in all of the major research libraries to facilitate the sharing of resources. At least seven

of the title II-C award recipients are using their, grants to put
records of special collections into data bases accessible to other

libraries. Another seven libraries are using H-C dollars to deveL)p
data bases describing their periodical holdings.
Because the prices of periodicals are rising more rapidly. than

any other component of the Higher Education Price Index, it is
vita! that libraries share these materials.
Another priority for research libraries is the preserVation of
rapidly deteriorating collections. At least 1°1 libraries are applying
II-C funds for, microfilming and other preservation activities. Li-

.
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brarians agree that a national preservatiou program is urgently
needed. Title II-C funding is helping to move us in this direction.
Title II-C grant vecipients have been given the .Ipportunity to

-apply the best thinking or research library problerns to their operations. We strongly, recommend that this program be continued.
In addition, we welcome the introduction of S. 1841, and ask that
the Senate further strengthen the library programs of the Higher
Education Act by adding legislation for a National Periodical
Center.

The plan for the NPC creatively addresses Most of the library
The escalating cost of materials, the expense of interlibrary loan,
the need for a national data base, and preservation are all probproblems described earlier, specifically as they relate to periodicals.

lems which the National Periodical Center would alleviate.
The establishment of an NPC is crucial, because the periodical is
the single mast important medium for communicating the results

of research to scholars, to industry, and to the interested public.
An NPC will greatly improve access to periodical publications.
Libraries can no longer keep up with the rapidly rising costs and
the number of new periodicals. This trend is forcing libraries both

to buy fewer books for their users and to cancel subscriptions. With
the National Perio'clical Center, libraries will be able to continue to
provide needed information.
There are no existing mechanisms capable of providing services
envisioned for an NPC. The current system of interlibrary loan is
inefficient, inadequate and unreliable. No segment of the for-profit
sector could or wants to provide the full range of services needed.
They do not have the collections and there is no economic incentive
to develop them.
In order to have an efficient and reliable system, it is essential to
have a dedicated collection administered by a center which is also
responsible for locating and requesting titles from other agencies.
There is no other way to, guarantee access and permanent availability of periodical publications. A communications system alone
cannot achieve the central objective of the NPC delivering the
document to the user.
The NPC will make a major contribution toward the preservation of serial publications through microfilming, centralized inventory control, controlled storage environment, and coordination of
acquisitions and weeding activities.
In addition to serving scholars and researchers, an NPC would
benefit many people including those in business and industry.
recent study indicates that most interlibrary loan requests for periodicals come from users of public and special libraries.
We believe that provisicin for a National Periodical Center in the
Higher Education Act would, for a relatively small investment,
substantially strengthen the service to users of both the large and
small institutions currently receiving grants under title IL.
The proposed legislation is the culmination of years of dikussion
and study of ways to improve access to periodical literature.
We hope that you will consider-, the plan for a National Periodical Center when you are revising the Higher Education Act, as
well as the statements in support of the programs currently authorized by title IIC.
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Time did not permit giving full support in this testimony to titles
II-A and B, but that support does appear in our written testimony.

I thank you for the privilege of appearing before you today.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Dunlap follows:]
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Librarian, DuVeyniversity Libraries
on behalf of the

Association of Research Libraries
before the
.

.Subcommittee on Education. Arts, and the Human

es

of the

Senate Committee_on_Labor_and Human Re_ u
on

Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act

October 4, 1979

My name is Connie Dunlap.

I am the Librarian of the Duke University

Libraries and the President-Elect dr the' Association of Research Libraries
(ARL).

The members of the Association are the 110 largest research libraries

in North America;

89 of our members are the libraries of private and

publicly-supportedAmerican universities.

We are here today to speak in

support or the Title II program, and wish to comment- particularly on Title
II-C, Strengthening,Researeh Library Resource-

and the crucial funding.it

prOVides'fOr the major researohoenters of the nation.

I would like to begin by pointing out that the several programs
authorized by Titla II are supportive or one another and together form an
pverall'program whid7h is stronger than the sum_of the ihdividual parts.
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'The institutions which receive Title II-A funding and those which qualify for
aWards enrich American higher education in different ways.
grants help smaller libraries to develop
tb the needs of their local clientele.

Title II-A.,

collections and services particular
For example, with a relatively small

II-A award a community college library

may develop a specialized audio-visual

collection in support of a local ethnic

heritage program, Purchasing mathrials

not likely to be otherwise accessible to its users.

Smaller libraries apply

II-A grants to meeting immediate needs in their parent institutions
and
communities, while

focus of resource development in libraries eligible for

II-e grants, which 1 will.describe

today, is increasingly national.

In

concert, the two program help to build a national system of library service
to post-secondary students at all levels.

The support for training and research which Title II, Part-B provides
to
all the nation's libraries - public and private, large and small
- cannot be
Overemphasized,

Information technology is changing rapidly, the range of

library Services has broadened, and library
diverse.

organizational structures are more

The skills and- knowledge required to provide-library services
grow

in, magnitude and complexity each day.

needed support for continuing education

Title II-B fellowships provide much
to develop expert personnel trained in

the latest techniques and developments in library and information science.

Beyond that, the research carried out by individUals. on II-B fellowships
or
funded under Section 223 is desperately needed in our field because ruing
costs and diminished budgets are fording the exploration of more efficient

alternatives at the same time that new
peesibilites.

technologies are opening up exciting

There is very little Federal funding for

library operations or

policy-research outside of Title II (National Science Foundation sponsored
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)ftes (wuses On information theory).

most

Yet libraries cannot

fm effectiveness without a reliable body of information-on
1

afa

t,

sor preferences, applications of technologied, or the methods._

11[W4ri networking.

1

Some of the important innovations of the

,! WrilCh t5 the Ohio College Library Center (OCLC, Inc),
grsnts under the authority of Title ii-B/

4rano Int
,

ro,

the '80s.

t,

We urge the

We also recommend that Funding fOrf

one third of the total 11-B allotment.

tst.iources, and services of large research libraries have

iffroted by the combination of rising coata, shrinking
innovation alluded to earlier.- Because of this

.

anl legislators have turned their attention
...m1

rd,'inw, our nation'a research libraries.

Their deliberation.

none proda,:ed many rifle reports (see bibliography

.gnifiCant study by 15 university presidents

..11mA tne

anl

-

o

National Intoresti and the well-known

All of these, reports reach the same conciusion:

terest to provide Federal funding for America's
7[14

.0

0.

irrilyeg, which are described as "a precious and

01 resource"3. Title II-C is an especially valuable
brosuse it provides research libraries with federal funds

-rive and thoughtful recommendations which have grown out
0

rof,. study.

I

would like to describe how this is happening in

.
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One recOMmendatfotuniversally accepted in the ,library And research

opmmunitics 13 patwe must develop a nation=wide bibliographic data base
,describing the bOoksand serials in all major libraries.

This data base

enable 114r-erica to share specialized resources, and also will allow libraries
to share catalog reoords, which are expensive to create.

While most libraries

.Eire entering their records for nowli acquired books into any-One of a number

of automated bibliographic systems now available, few libraries can afford to
"add oldeir specialized collections to these data bases,

even though these

specialized collections are among those we-most need to share

Arleaat seven

ca

of the Title II-C award recipientsore Using their federal grants to put
cataloging records for specialized collections into computer data bases
accessible to other libraries.

Another seven research libraries are using II-C dollars to develop data
bases deSeribEng their periodicals holdings.

the prices of journals

And other serials are riving et a higher rate than any other component of the
,

Higher Education Priee Index-,14 libraries Ire increasingly less able to'meet

the demands of their users for periodical literature.' It is
especially important that libraries share these materials.
0.,

therefore,

For,example, a

recent study showed Oat many libraries have had to respond to rising prices
by canceling.subsoriptions,5,so that II-O money uadd to develop shared lists
of serials holdings is well spent.

It is also worth noting that thehe 114

aerials projects are stimulating other projects and accelerating the
development of standards for describing serials holdings.

The Council on

Library Resources is planning a meeting'of //-C award recipients who are
deVe_

ng automated Serials lists so that their efforts will be.cOordinated
4

and these projects will be truly national in scope,

681

Another-widely-recognized priority for research libraries is the
preservation of their rapidly deteriorating researehmat0rials.

Unlike

40,000 tablets discovered At Ebla, the records of'our,civilization Are not

.

baked into play, and unless microfilmed or otherwise; preserved they will not

At least eleven research libraries are,

be around even 50 years from now

applying II-C funds to microfilming, restoration, or other preservation
activities.

MOst preservation librarians agree that a.coorehated national,

preservation program is nuededp6 a view strongly supported by the ARL.

funding for preservation and automated bibliographic control is

Title

helping to move us 1n'this direction.

am, it is probably too early to indicate how

Because Part.0 is a
ROwev

it might be improved.

has already demonstrated iter value,

1-C

grant recipients have been given the opportunity to apply the best thinking on
research library problems to their operations.

We strongly recommend that

this program, which provides the means for constructive action, be continued.

However, there.13 at least one widely endorsed plan for strengthening the
A

'

nation's library resources which cannot be
structure of Title II.

implemented within the present

I refer here to the plan

or a Rational Periodical

Center (NPC), formally endorsed by 15 professional library and information
7

service organizations
the

including the Association of Research Libraries and

American Library Association.

The plan creatively addresses most of the

library proble0sdescribed earlier, specifically as they relate to periodical
publications; escalating costs of research materials, the expense of
interlibrary loan, the need for a national data base of bibliographic and
location information, and preservation of deteriorating materials are all
problems which a National Periodical Corker would alleviate.
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The periodical is the single most important medium for communicating
information about the results of
interested public.

research to scholars, to industry, and to the

Because of the serious financial

in the 1970'sk, Ehe ARL, as well'es

retrenchments occurring

other library, publishing and information

agencies, and scholarly and educational
concerned about the steady erosion of

associations, have become increasingly

information services, particularly

providing users With access to periodical literature.

Indeed, in the peat

seven years the ARL has conducted no less than five major studies on
access to
periodical literature through interlibrary loan.
of this problem by ARL examined the

The extensive investigations

_feasibility of communication systems,

mechanisms for-delivering documents to users, costs, and alternative methods
of financing.

These studies culminated in the 1975 ARL.recommendatien that

the Federal government establish and support a national periodical
resources
lAbrary.

Siiio. 1975, the National Periodical

Center concept has bean studied

extensively by many other groups, including
Libraries and Information Science (NCLIS).

theNational Commission on "
selected bibliography is

appended,) ,Interest in and support for the plan has continued to grow:
particularly in the past six menthe.

The Commission, acting in its capacity

as an iddependent government body, sponsored

an open hearing on a National

Periedical'eenter in March 1979 attended by 200 individWals broadly
representing the library and information communities.

The NCLIS summary of

the proceedings 'cif the hearing is 'appended to this testimony for inOlusiokin

the record.

As the proceedings indicate, support for the RFC conbept was

strong, and a teai_to draft a legislative proposal Was appointed.

.
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The Drafting Team, Consisting of representatives from both the non-profitd for - profit information communities, developed a sound, workable, flexible

draft proposal. which draws on the expertise of all the interested parties.

In

addition,,the House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education hat taken the
initiative of introducing legislation which would: establish a National
Periodical Center under a new Part-D in Title II of the Higher Education Act.

The proposed Part7D described in H.R. 5192 is essentially identical to the
-Drafting Team propose*. The Association of Research Libraries welcomes these
efforts and strongly endorses these proeAsa1s.

We also welcome the

introduction Of Si/1841 and appreciate, the opportunity you have, given us -to

ask that the Senate significantly strengthen and enhuune the library programs

of theHigher'Education Act by incorporating enatling legislation for a
National Periodical Center into the extended act.

`would like to t k

opportunity to briefly describe the case for a

National Periodical Center..

An NPC will greatly improve access to periodical publications.

Those responsible for providing information services are leas
add less able to meet the demands of users for information.
Purchasing power has been seriously eroded in the past decade
no indications that this situation will improve.

and there

At the same _ime, the number of periodical publications, as well
as-their costs, have increased significantly in the last
decade.

The shift in spending from the monograph budget to the--

ierial,budget has been particularly pronounced-in large academic
libraries.

In 1969, these libraries were spending twice is

great a portion of their materials budget on seriala as on

mcnocaphs.

By 1976, these libraries were spending A1.23 on

serial./ for every dollar-spent on books.

If present trenda,

continue, by 1990 Major academic libraries Would fie buying no
new monographs.

This trend is forcing

les both to buy fewer books and to

cancel serials subacriptions.

The result 10 the erosion of the

ability of libraries to deliver information td users.

By

relying on a:National Periodical Center for journals not in

aeriCient demand locally to justify a subscription, libraries
could continue to provide needed information while increasing
the percentage of the library budget available for purchasing
high demand.materials.

2.

In order to have an e:ficient and reliable system, it ds
essential to have a dedicated collection administered by a
Center, whist' i

also responsible for locating and requesting

s from agencies that contrast with the Center to share
resources.
,

There is no other way to guarantee access and
_

permanent availability to a cpmprehensive collection of
peribdiCal publications.

A communication system, or a

bibliographic system alone, cannot achieve the antral o
of the NPC -- whist* is-docusient delivery. rit is ascend

insure that the titles are accessible and that there

system

NPC will be responsible
s'own collection, and would also
he bibliographic

ommunioations and referral

.-=

eupport trite= needed to'accomplish the NPC objectives.

There are no existing mechanism, capable of providing the
serviClea envisioned for an NPC; the current system of

interlibrary loan is inefficient, inadequate and unreliable, as
ARL studies have.'ahoiin. 'And finally, no segment of the

for-profit sector could or wants to prOVide tim full range of

services needed .they do not have the Oolleotions, and there
is no economic incentive to develop them.

While the for-profit

elicitor may play an importent role in providing access to a

limited number of title', we Must not delude ourselves that
doing

better job of wordinsting what already exists will

adequately solve our problem.

continue to till the au

Without. an NPC libraries oannot

ant annual demand estimated at 6

million copies of articles from 60,000 different titles'
published all over the world in the last 100 years.

4.

An NpC with

permanently available collection will eliminate

the need for, libraries toetore and maintain extensive baokfilea
of periodical titles.

This is probably the moot significant

economic Saving for libraries

=Lilting from., the NPC

In order'

Sat this saving, litrarians must feel secure that a
P r

oaleCenter, established in the national interest, will

Maintain nhiatearketm pollectiom

The NPC will make
butit-

ard'the preSer -t.-

of serial publications
through miorofilming,

caqtralized

inventory control, controlled
storage environments, and
coordination of acquisition and weeding
activities. The rapid
physioal deterioration of periodicals
theft and loss of issues

coupled with frequent:

mikes preservation of this material
a

particularly pressing problem.

6.

In addition to

serving scholars and those en iged- in

research, an NPC would benefit

many kinds of people

wens to.periodical literaturC

advanced_.__

requiring,.

A recent study

commissioned by
that-users of public and special
libraries
request the largest
number of photocopies
NCLIS indicates

ilterlibrary loan.

Au NPC Would provide

ed and timely access to journal
cw possible.

Public told special

largest academia libraries.
libraries are increasingly

these use

literature to a degre

libraries now depend upo

However, these

largeacademic

unable to maintain,

their
nubsoriptions-or to provide interlibrary
lending se

The Ansodiation of Rene
Lionel PeriodiCal Center in th

Librnriee believe

Higher Education

provision for a
Act.'

ould, fora relati

investment, subntantially'St engthin the
service to usnrs of both the
Anstitationn nurrently receiving grants
under Title II. The
proponed legislation is the culmination
of years of
discussion and study of
ways-to improve access to periodical
large and small

literature.
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The NPC has been the

abject' of. extensive discussion among members of the

publisting, libr4,7, educational,
public and private sectors.

mation, and research cCmpunItleS in the

Several major studies on the NPC have been
'I

Completed by the ARL, NCLIS, the Council on Library Resources, and more
recently, Arthur D. Little; Inc.

While there are. specifics of theoperation

and management of the NPC that heed Purthar consideration, It is the feeling
of the professional community that technical..questions (such as those raised

by the Council on Library ResOUrces) and details of the respeCtive
responsibilities of the private and public sectors (the foals of A
le's report) must be decided by the NPC Board and management.

However,

the documentatieltf need and the aXplaration of alternatives -indicate that. we
have gone as far as we need to in analyzing the problem.

It is. time to take

actiou.

We hope that you will consider this pLan for a Natiocal Periodical Center
when you are revising the Higher Eduction Act, as well as our statements in
support of-the programs cureently authorized by Title II.' Thank you for the
privilege of appearing' before you"today.
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Research Universities . and the HatiOnalinberoat:

University Preaidents.

(Ne4 York:

Report from Fifteen-

Ford Foundation, 1978).

Carnegie Council on Policy StUdies in Higher'Education. The Federal Role
in Pcataecondar- Education, Unfiniahed Buaines3,1975-1980.

(San

Francisco: Joasey7Bass, 1975).

American Council of Learned Societies,
On Research Libraries.

4

Committee on Research libraries.

(Cambridgs-i Mass:: M.I.T.'Press, 1969) p. 77.

National Enquiry.into Scholarly Communication,

Scholarly Communication.
r--

the Report of the Nfttional Enquiry.- (Baltimore: Johns

HOpkins University

Preaa, 1979) p. 149.

4
Mahlup, Fritz and Kenneth 'Leeson.
(New York: Praeger, 1978) v.8,

American Library Association:

Information

the Printed Word.

P. 69.

The ALA Yearbook 1978. (Chicago: ALA,

1978) p. xxxi-xi.

A list of the organizations endorsing the NPC is appended.
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Orgenizabione'Endorsing the National Periodlca

AMERICANASSOCIATIO
Members:

Center_

L

OF LAW LIBRARIES

2700
book

Librarians who serve the legal p
salon; associate member_
dealers, Publishers and other interested persons.

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION (ALA)
Members:

33,000

Librarians, libraries,' trusteeat friends of libraries and others
interested in Ihe responsibilities of libraries in the educational,
social and cultural- needs of:society.

ASSOCIATION -OF AMRRICAN UNIVERSITIES (AAU)
Members:

50

Executive head, of universities

ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE
Members:

RESEARCH LIBRARIES (ACRL)

9012

A division,of the American Library Assooiation consisting of librarians,
book dealers, archivists, library educators and others. interested in
libraries and librarianship. Represents research tnd special libraries
in institutions of post.secondarY educition.
:

ASSOCIATION OF GRADUATE
,Members:

IN A

OCIATION OF AMRERICAN UNIVERSITIES (AGS)

50

Dune of graduate studies in the 50 universi
AssecOtion;of American Universities.

es'compris

"the

-2ASSOCIAT ON-OF RESEARCH LIBRARIES (ARL)
Mom

110,institUtional

er'e:

The I principal assoolatien of-the largest university and research
-lib arias in the U.S.' and Canada, including the Library of Congress,
Nat anal Library of Medicine, and the National Agricultural Library'.

he

ASSOCIA ION OF'SPLCIALIZED AND COOPERATIVE LIBRARY AGENCIES

Mambas.
ePresents the state library agencies, 3p
Multi. type-library cooperatives.

_JAW library agencies and

/

t
/

,

CALIFORNIA ,LIBRARY AUTHORITY FOR SYSTEMS AND SERVICES
1

,'

/". Members:

126 institutional

Grganization.of-stata. acadeilo, public and special libra
California.,

CHIEF OFFICERS OF STATE LIBRARY AGENCIES (COSLA)
embeAst

51

state and territorial librarians, directors; COMMissionerS or Officials
who head state and'territOrial agenOied;which'are responsible for
, statewide library development

MEDICAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION (MLA)
Members:

4600

Professional society of llbrar
or bibliographical work in med
libraries and allied abientifi

d others actively eagagaq,,la library
or allied scientific fields;:

bran's.

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF ABSTRACTING AND INDEXING SERVICES (NFAIS)
Members:

41 institutional

COfederation'hf major abstracting and indexing service organizations.

NEW YORK-LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

691-

:SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOC ATION
Members:

11,060

national organization of professional librarians and information
arts who serve-organizations in the fields -of business, medicine,
eneett1OhnOlOgy and the social sciences.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR INFORMATION SCIENCE (ASIS)
Members:

3500
-

,

Information specialists, scientists, librarians, adminiatratorsi social
soientists and others interested in the use, organization,- storage,retrieval, evaluation and disseminationoof-recOrded specialized
information-.

RIALS AND BOOK EXCHANGE

U BE)

'Members:, 1650
\ ,

Libraries and in_
world.

rar)10tstallations throughout the
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Lae
ed:eitation
the remaining atudias
access to periodicals.

Wooc4=James L.

vide A brief,review. of a series of rela ed studihn=
contributed to the present knowledge base concerning
tions are listed in chronological order.

A Review of the.Availability of Primary Scientific

and Technical Documents Within the.Dnitedstates. Vols.' 1
-lumbus,,Ohio:

Chemical AbStract% Service, 1969.

This study investigated the availability of serials and conference
reports to, users in, the United States.

One of its PUTPOSOS Was to

measure the effectiveness of the existing interlibrary loan system.'
Wood's main conclusions were

(1).scientific and technicel serials

and conference piticeedings:voluMea are not widely enough available
to users' in the-United States; (2),the borrowing of such documents
-?4

through interlibrary loan is both uncertain and'time7consuming; and

;

(3) seciiliteddocurtar collections are needed as balk up resources
for the library comounity.

ralmeUr. Vernon E., Edward
Cr+Ii, A Study t

Bryant,^Nancy W. Caldue

the Charact

cs

Carta

and

: n

libraYdLoans in Academic Librar
Publishing Company, 1972.,

undertook this

The Association Sf ReseaP rch

national study of the academic interlibrary loan'activities in 1930.

Resultsbased on a national sample of academic libraries. showed,

,

hat'far the year 1969470,acade*clibraries received about 2.1 million
loan requests.' of which O:percent were for periodicals., Interlibrary
-loan costs were also reported.

Stevensolland E A. Feasibility
LoiruCiiitars. Washiagjon, D.C.:

of Centralized and Fir ionalized

Associatipn of Research Libraries, 1973

693

Statistics on interlibrary loan activities in the United States were
reviewed.

The purpose of the study was to provide baCkgtound inforMa-

tion for the development of a national center or a system of regional
centers that would provide user access to libtary materials of all types
not held locally.

It was recommended that a national system for

Interlibrary lending be established with strong central planning and
coordination'but a highly decentralized service program.

Robert M.

SSILC). Washington, D.C.:

The purpose of

Communicetio

for_Intrrlibrar
tem for

Stu

Association of Research Libraries. 1974.

study was to develop data on which to evaluate

the feasibility of the'use of time-sharing computer aysteme as a
means for communicetion. accounting. message switching, and referral
of interlibrary loans.

Such a system was reported feasible in each

of four areas investigated: technical feasibility, operational
feasibility, eanagement feasibility, and economic feasibility
Further development and pilot testing of the system was recommended.

5. 'Pa

our, Vernon E.. Edwin E. Clson, and Nancy K. Roderer, Methods
b rar _Loan Servi.ces_. Washington, D.C.; Association

a

of Research Libraries. 1974.

'Various means for financing interlibrary loans were inve_

Four possible fee structures ware identified as the best options.
If it were naCessary for lending libraries to charge for interlibrary
loans.'s fee based on partial cost recovery was recommended. A coupon
system wee described.

6

Yalmeur. Vernon E. ;, Marcia C. Bellassai

and Lucy M. Grey, Access to

Periodical Resources:

A National Plan. Washington. D.

of Research Libraries

1974.

Sued upon results of tha'first AIM study, three

ubsequen

at mean* for improving the interlibrary loan sy ten.
And evaluated three alternatives for a nations
single national periodicals center with
Lion was recommended.

Association

studies looked

This study developed
dical system.

A

compreben ve dedicated collec

.
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Pali:sour, Vernone S.

Resources_and

-c a C. Bellassal, and Nancy K. Roderer,

b

_f_or a Nationwide Libras

Washington. D.C.

pr

National Commission on Libraries and Informa

Science, 1974.

A nationwide library network

was recommended to be comprised of three
resource system to provide the needed materials,
a bibliographic system designed to provide unique authoritative
bibliographic descriptions and locations
of materials, and a communfeation
system to link the network.components.
The recommended netWork was
hierarchical in structure with
a periodical center as part of the,
national level.
coordinated systems

8.

King, Don-W., Dennis D. McDonald, Nancy K Roderer, and Barbara L.

Wood, Statistical Indicators of Scientific and Technical Communication,
1960-80. Volume 1, Rockville, Maryland:

King Research, Inc., 1976.

final Commission on Libraries and Information Science. Task Forte on
iv

a National Periodicals System,
Literature:

Access to the Periodita

',-tonal Program, Washington, D.C. 1977.

As part of the review protege by the NCLIS on the above study
of a nationwide library program,rtepresentatives of the library
community recommended. that a national periodicala system receive
first priority.

The NCLIS appointed the Task Force on a National

Periodicals System to prepare a plan.

A three -level national

periodicals yetem vas recommended by the Teak Force.

Level 1

was defined as the existing and planned interlibrary loan

activities at the local. Fume. and regional levels.

This part

of the total system would Account for about 80 percent of the
total interlibrary loan traffic.

A new single comprehensive

national periodicals center would be developed and function s
Level 2 in the sysicem.

institutions owning strong unique collec-

tions of periodical would be contracted with to serve as back-up

r.
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collections at Level 3.

The national periodiCals center would contain'

a comprehensive dedicated collection of titleS,

The Library of

Congress vas recommended as the manager and operator of the canter.

10. Palmour, Vernon E.. Marcia C. Sellaaaai and Robert R. V.
Costs'Of Ownin

B:

Arlington. Virginia:

n

and

o

P

odic:

derkehr.

Publications,

Public Research Institute. 1977.

11.,Council on Library Resources, Inc.. A Nat_ional_Periodieala C n
Technical Develo

ent Plan. Washington, D.C.. 1978.

At the request of the Library of Congress, the Council on Library
Resources prepared a detailed cbchnical development plan for a
national periodicals center.

The published plan calls for an

initial collection of 36.000 titles to be housed in a warehouse
facility.

Back files of titles would be added alac, .

All subject

areas would be included with the instal exception of clinical
medicine.

A finding tool would be maderivailable identifying

the title* and holdings to which the center could provide access.
This tool would eventually contain the titles available.from a
system of referral libraries as well as those froM the center.

The

center would act, when appropriate, as a distribution agent for

publishers.
collection

The, plan includes details on access to the center.

opment.-drlivery, preservation. bibliographic

control, rschaiea1 processing. site considerations, and management.

12. Machlup. Fritz. and Ken Leeson. inforeatiOnThrough the Printed Word.
Ni l: York. Nev York:

Praeger Publishing.

1978.
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13. Kent. Allen et

odel of Some 0riti al 111

0.eration

.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania:
MIlversity of Pittsburgh. comolunications Program. 1978,

nquiry. geholar1Y_G_a+ounte&tionet

marv. Baltimare. Maryland;
in 1979.)

A_Report of the

Johns Honing Press. (Due for
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',ASSOCIATION

OF

LIBRARIES

RESEARCH

EMBERSHIP LIST

'University of Alabama Libraries

Cornell University Libraries

University of Alberta Library

Dartmouth College Libraries

University of Arizona Library

Duke University Libraries

Arizona State University Library

Emory University Library

Boston public Library

University of Florida Libraries

Boston University Libr y

Florida State University Library

Bilghariyoung University Library

Georgetown University Library

University of British Columbia Library

University ofgimki Libraries

Brown University Library

University of Guelph Library

Univ.of California Library, Berkeley

Harvard University Library

Univ.of California Library, Davis

University of Hawaii Library

Unill.of California Library, Los Angeles

University of Houston Libraries

Univ.of California Library, Riverside

Howard University Libraries

Univ.of California. San Diego

Uhiversity of Illinois Library

Univ.of California Santa Barbara

Indiana University Libraries

Case Western Reserve UniV. Libraries

University of Iowa Libraries

Center for Research Libraries

Iowa State University Library

University of Chicago Library

John emu Library

University of Cincinnati Libraries

Johns Hopkins University Library

University of Colorado Library

4aLat 1.jlivmxsic-- Libraries

Colorado State-University Library

University of Kansas Library

Columbia University Libraries

University of Kentucky Libraries

University of Connecticut Library

Kent State University Libraries,

7(1
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Library of Cin;reas

2.

Northwestern University Libraries

Linda Hall Library

University of Notre Dame Libraries

Louisiana State University Library

Ohio State University Libraries

McGill UniverSity Library

University of Oklahoma Library

McMaster University Library

Oklahoma State University Library

University of Maryland Library

University of Oregon Library

University of Massachusetts Libraries

University of Pennsylv&nia Libraries

Massachusetts Inst. of TechnolwLLibrs.

Pennsylvania State University Library

University of Miami Library

University of pittlbt,11 Libraries

University of Michigan Library

Princeton University Library

Michigan State University Library

Purdue University Library"
es University

UniVersity of Minnesota Librariei
University of Missouri Library

Rice University Library

National Agricultural Library.

University of Rochester Libraries

National Library of Canada

Rut

National LibrEy of Medicine

Smithsonian Institution Libraries

University of Nebraska Libraries

University of South Carolina Libraries

The Newberry Library

Univ. of Southern California Library

The University of New Mexico

Southern Illinois University Library

New York Public Library

Stanford University Libraries

-New York State Library
New York University Libraries

University of North Carolina Libraries

Library

State University of New York at Albany
Librari

State Universit of New York at Buffalo
Libraries
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State Univ. of New York at Stony_
rery

Virginia Polytechnic Inst. end State Univ.,

University of ViWnia Libraries

Syracuse University Libraries
Temple University Library

University of Washington Library

Washington State University Library

University of Tennessee Libraries
Washington

University of Texas Libraries
Taxes A&M- University Library

University of Toronto Libraries
Tulane University Library

University of Utah Libraries

univerma Libraries.

Wayne State University Libraries

University of Western Ontario Libraries
University of Wisconsin Libraries

Yale University Libraries
York University Library

Senator FELL. Thank you very much.
Next we will hear from Mr. Hoopes.

Mr. HoopEs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Townsend
Hoopes. I am president of the Association of American Publishers,
which is the general association of book publishers in this country.
Our 330-member publishing houses produce about 85 percent of
the books published in the United :States. We have a longer statement for the record, Mr. Chairman, the key points of which I will
summarize here. All points relate to title II of the bill before you.
PART A (COLLEGE LIBRARY RESOURCES) OF TITLE II

First, Mr. Chairman, with respect to part A of title' II, which

deals with college library resources, the fiscal year 1980 appropriation for Labor and HEW, now in conference, cuts the funding for
this activity to $4.9 million, or about half of the $9.9 million which

has been provided each year since 1974. This cut is based on

administration and congressional objections to the fact that the HA funds are now distributed evenly to all colleges, regardless of
their relative needs or resources.
In our view, part A should be amended, so that only those-College
libraries in genuine need would receive appropriated funds.

The text of a proposed amendment to accomplish this is ap-

pended to our statement.
In addition, we believe the title II-A basic grants ceiling should
be increased from $5,000 to $10,000. This would provide Congress

with the incentive to increase the level of appropriations, which
could then be allocated to those colleges truly in need of strengthened library ,resources.

PART C (STRENGTHENING RESEARCH LIBRARY RESOURCES) OF
TITLE II

We urge the extension of Part C, which relates to strengthening
research library resources. Congress restricted eligibility for these

funds' to major research libraries, but as the legislative history
makes clear, these large libraries share their resources with thousands of smaller libraries,- through a growing system of inter,
funds are not used for the exclu:library, lending. Thus, title
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sive benefit of a few, but in fact, contribute directly and ben icially to the wider community of research.
PART D (NATIONAL PERIODICAL CENTER) OF TITLE II

Although the principal legislation before you this morning does

not include a part 0 of title II, the inclusion of this part in the
House version of the Higher Education Bill means, at the least,

that the Senate must face this issue in 'coqference.
We understand your committee may hold further hearings on
the subje-ct of a National Periodical Center. We think such hearings would be highly desirable given the complexity of the subject
and the fact that, no hearings were held in the House. We would
like to testify in greater detail at that time.
Today, we offer a few basic comments.
Our members publish about 2,000 scientific, technical and schol-

arly journals which are among those in greatest demand by the
research community. Our members are therefore understandably
anxious to know how a National Periodical Center would affect

subscription sales, copyright protection and copying fees.

Our position is one of support for the concept of a National
-.Periodical Center if the library community really wants it, and if
four basic conditions are met.
These conditions are Protection of copyright, voluntary participation by journal publishers, use of existing resources, and full
recovery of copying fees from users.
The House version of the bill adequately meets our first condition. Amendments are needed to meet the other 'three.
PARTICIPATION IN NPC SHOULD BE VOLUNTARY

The second condition is- voluntary participation by publishers.
The National Periodical Center should recognize the right of each
copyright owner to control the use of its copyrighted works. Such
recognition would preclude any form of what is called compulsory
licensing,, meaning the legal authorization to reproduce a work
without the copyright owner's permission.
To accomplish this we suggest that section 243(b)(1) be amended

by adding the clause, "`

,owners."

with the consent of the copyright

EXISTING COLLECTIONS SHOULD NOT BE DUPLICATED BY NPC

Where dedicated collections of periodical literature are now es
tablished for the purpose of providing libraries with access to these
materials, such collections should be used by the NPC in filling
requests. The National Periodical Center's own collection should be
built only to the extent necessary to meet
the need for access
which is, not now being..or will not foreseeably be met by existing
resources:
FULL RECOVERY OF COPYRIGHT ROYALTY FROM USERS

The fourth condition is full recovery of copying fee from users. rA

National Periodical Center would, by definition, supply library
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users with reproductions of articles on demand. However, if all or
most of the cost of obtaining these reproductions were absorbed by
the NPC, then a requesting' library could obtain the equivalent of

an entire journal issue for less than the cost of the subscription
price. The net result would be that users would have an incentive
to cancel all subscriptions and to seek to obtain all required journal
articles through the NPC.
To avoid this consequence, section 243(b)(3) should be amended to
insure that the full copying fee is charged to the requesting library.

The requesting library could pass on these costs to the ultimate
user, or could absorb them, but the law should not permit the NPC
to absorb the costs, as this would create a Government subsidy that
would effectively drive journal publishers out of business.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hoopes follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PUBLISHERS
by Townsend Hoopes. President*
Subcommittee on Education, Arts d Humanities
Committee on Labor and Human Resources
United Statts Senate
October-4, 1979

The Association of American Publishers (AAP) is the'general association of
book publishers in the United States.
It comprises the Genreal Publishing Division,
Direct Marketing/Book Club Division. Technical. Scientific and Medical Division,
International Division, College Division, Mass Paperback Division, and School Division. Our 330 member publishing houses produce the vast majority
of general trade,
educational, reference, professional and religious books published in this country.
AAP members publish 80% of the instructional materials used in the nation's classrooms.
In addition, MP members publish more than 24000-different scientific,
technical and scholarly journals.
Our testimony this morning is confined to Title II of the Higher Education Act.
We will be submitting our views onotherportions of the act in a separate statement.,

Part A (College_Library Resomftes) cf Title II
The Higher Education Act-, as originally enacted in 1965, included a provision
fo? college library resevms. At the time the Senate. committee report noted that
"although the Nation contains some of thefileSt university libraries, the number
of inadequate college and university libraries is overwhelming." While Title .114
has been funded in. the total amount of $187.6 million (FY 1966-79), the'need persists.
The "National Inventory of Library Needs - 1976% published by the National Commission
on Libraries and Information Science less than two years ago, noted that almost twothirds of college and university students are served by inadequate libraries.
Another
generation of students should not be shortchanged because our college libraries have
been unable to stay abreast of the knowledge explosion.
1

The current FY 1980 Labor-HEW Appropriations Bill (HR 4389), now pending in
'conference, cuts the Title II-A,apprpriation in half from the previous year to a
level of $4.988 Millen. This cut if based on Administration and Congressional objections to the feet that II-A funds are now distributed evenly to all colleges,
regardless of their relative need or resources. A remedy for this situation requires
a change in statutory language.
There is too great a difference between the have and hove-not schools in library

resources. According to the latest NCES statistics, Harvard had 9.547,576 books
in
its library in the fall of 1977 and a full-time equivalent professional staff of
249.5. Moreover, it added 191.878 volumes during the year
It ranked first in the
nation.
SimilarlY. the University of California at Davis, with a 611-time equiva-

lent profesSional staff of 66.4 had only a fraction of Harvard's collection (1.381.780
books) and added only 71,197 volumes during 1977.
It ranked 50th.
The great majority
of post-secondary institutions ranked well below the University of California at Davis
level; and possessed inadequate resources to purchase needed books and periodicals.
, The MP tl4refore urges that Part A of Title II be amended so that only libraries
in genuine need of gOvernment support would receive college library funds; under
present law each school, regardless of need, receives ti.t same amount. Suggested
language is appended (Attachment A).
In addition, we believe the II-A basic grant ceiling should be increased from
$6.000 to $10.000, and the provision for Supplemental Grants (Sec. 203), should be
deleted as It no longer serves a useful purpose.
These changes would provide Congress
oope
s accompan
y
orb
the Associationtif American Publishers
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with an incentive to increase the level of appropriations, which could then be directed
to those colleges that are truly in need of strengthened library resources.
We urge also a strengthened maintenance of effort Prevision. consistent with
Sec. 431A of the
Education Provisions Act, as amended by Sec. 1249 of the
Education Amendments of 1978 (PL 95-541).
A strong argument for extension is found
We also urge extension of Part A.
This
in the committee report on the previous extension of Title II-A authority.
merits quoting:
Modern college Instruction places great emphasis upon the students
getting their information and knowledge, not so much from textbooks
and formal lectures, but from a wide array of library materials and
media.
Honors programs and independent study activities place special
emphasis on library materials and sources.
The need of college faculty
for good libraries -- to prepare classroom lectureS, conduct research
for publication, and carry out related responsibilities is also much
greater than in the past. College faculty and students cannot reap
the fruiti of the "information explosion" unless the information is
readily available to them. These conditions all make it imperative
that every institution of higher education hai an adequately stocked,
competently staffed, and:sufficiently financed library.
This admonition is'no less true today. With record enrollments in Many:schools,
a broader range of courses, ever-expanding frontiers of knowledge which quickly outdate current references, and the burden of inflation, the need for Title II-A is
greater than ever.
Institutions of higher education. Increasingly herd pressed for
-funds and limited as to how much they might increase tuition charges, find their
libraries falling short of student demand and below desirable academic standards.
Once behind. it is both difficultand expensive to catch up, difficult not only for
the library and faculty but also for the student generation deprived of adequate
library resources.

Part C (Strengthening Research Library Resources) of Title_II
We urge extension of Pert C.

Institutions of higher education, public libraries, state libraries and private
nonprofit independent research libraries receive funds under this program if they
serve as major research libraries. :The CengresS, contemplating limited funds, restricted eligibility to major research libraries but aSthecommittee report emphasized.
the American research libraries share their resources with thousands of smaller 11braries through a growing. system of interlibrary lending, 'Thus. Title II -C pas
are not used for the exclusive benefit of a few, but directly serve the wider commmnIty
of research.
A forceful argument for II-C was well put by the Carnegie Couil*N on Policy
Studies in Higher Education:
The case for some degree of federal government support of large research
libraries is precisely' parallel to the case for federal government
States cannot capture all
support of research and graduate education.
tho benefits from their support of large research libraries, and this
may explain why public university libraries have been particularly hard
hit by cuts in state appropriations in terms Of constant dollars in
recent years.
A further -- and persuasive -- reason for extending II-C at this time is contained in the law Itself where. in the Congressional findings (Sec. 231(a)(3).1t is
stated:
the expansion of the scope of educational research programa and the
Mid increase in =the werldwide production of recorded knowledge have
placed unprecedented demands upon major research libraries, requiring
program and services that strain the capabilities of cooperative &Von
and are beyond the financial Competence of individual or colleCtivemowlibrary budgets.
While this
it has been said that theicapecity for human knowledge is infinite.
is fine philosophy. we must acknowledge that the human capacity for knowledge is finite.
Extending Part C wood serve just such a purWe should seek to expand those limit's.
pose.

1
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Part 0 (National Periodical Center

of Title 11

Although the prinCipal legislation before the committee does not include Part 0
of Title II, which would establish a National
Periodical Center, and although we
Understand that the committee May hold further hearings on the subject after the White
House Library Conference has had a chance
to explore the Issue, we would like to
offer a few thoughts on the topic today.
This is because inclusion of Part D in the
House bill mans. Uizt the Senate must face the issue of a National Periodical Center
during conference.
We do think the complexity of the issues
warrants more extensivechearings on the
AAP would like to testify at that time and to provide whatever further
information may be necessary to enable the committee to reach sound conclusions.
Here are a few basic thoughts an the proposed
creation of a National Periodical Center.
(NPC).
Subject.

1A.11.21101,111

Publishers of 2.000 -scientific. technical
nd scholarly journals. whom we represent. are very sensitive to the prospective creation
of an NPC because it is these
journals which are in greatest demand by the research community.
The net-lender libraries are constantly being asked to provide copies of articles from these journals
for users. Jornal publishers are therefore understandably
anxious to know hoiv an
NPC would affikt their subscription sales.
their copyrights, and their copying fees.

We have closely followed the development of the NPC idea since-its inCeption,
and we have cooperated fully and actively with NCL[S in a series of discosSions,
workshops and the actual drafting of a bill to create an NPC.
AAP Position

The AAP position is that we support the concept of a National Periodical Center
if the library ctimmunity agrees that it is necessary and if, the following ConditibriS
are met:
(1) protection of copyright, (2) voluntary participation by journal publishers,
(3) Use of existing resources. and (4) full cost recovery of copyright fees from users.
Some of these conditions are adequately met by language in the House bill; some

I are not.

Protection of_Cofyrieht.
The AAP position is that. copyright fees as set by copyright holders
must be paid for froi the very first copy of
copyrighted material suoolied
either by an NPC or through an NPC on a referral to another source.
This condition is adequately met by Section 243 (b)(3) of the House '
WI. H.R. 6192 as amended in Subcommittef and the newly introduced
S. 1841.
(2)

YOlun

ici

Journal Publishers.

A National Periodical Center should recognize the right of each
copyright owner to control use of its copyrighted works. This
recognition would preclade any form of "comoulsor
lieensin-" -i.e., reproduction of the cOPYrighted work wit out permiss On.
The Heuhe version of the bill makii no mention of this voluntary
aspect of the System. To accomplish this we suggest that section
243 (b)(1) be amended toread;
to acquire current and retrospective
periodicals, and to preserve and maintain a dedicated collection
Of such documents with the consent of_the co ri ht owners;
(new
language unSerscOre

(3)

Use of Existing ResourCes.

Where dediCatzd collections Of psrlodical literature are now
established forthepurpoSe of giving libraries access to these
materials, such Collections should be used.
The National Periodical
Center collection should be built only to the-extent necessary to
fleet the need for access to periodicals which is not now being, and
will not foraWably be met by existing resources.
In other words,
any National Periodical Center should have as its highest priority
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the coordination of existing resources, avoiding unnecessary
duplTiilion of expense and effort.
To accomplish this. we Bugg ell inclusion in Section 241language to insure that the National Periodical Center will
complement and augment local, state, regional Ind other periodical sources. Further we suggest that the legislative history
encourage contracts and cooperative agreements between the Center and
other public and private sources, along the lines of authorizing
language set forth in Section 243(b)(5) and 247(a)(1).
;

Co. r

A National Periodical Center would'by definition supply library
users with reproductions of articles on demand.
If the cost of obtaining these reproduttions is absorbed by the NPC, then a requesting
library could Obtain the equivalent of an entire journal issue for
lass then the direct cost of the subscription price.
The net
-reaUlt would be that users would have an incentive to cancel all
subscriptions and seek to-obtain all required journal articles
through the NPC.

'

To avoid this consequence, Section 243(b)(3) should be amended
to insure that the full copyright fee is charged completely to
the requesting library;. The requesting library could 'pass on
this cost to the user or could absorb it but the law should net
permit the NPC to absorb this cost, as this would create a government subsidy that would effectively wive journal publishers out
Of business.

SummarY
If the library community agrees that a National Periodical Center is necessary,
and if the MP's four conditions are met by the legislation, then AAP will endorse
the Creation. and will Support all efforts to accomplish this end.

ATTACHMENT-A

See, 203 of the Milner Education Act is amended to read aS follows:

"Sec. 203.

The Secretary shall make grants under this part

only where the financial resources of the institution are such
that it is in need of assistance for library resources.

In

determining the need for such assistance, the Secretary shall

consider (1) the sip, anAluelity of the library resources of
the applicant in relation to its present enrollment And Any
expected increase in its enrollment; (2) any special circumstance, ;Mich are impeding Or will impede the proper develop-

ment of its library ralArtes; end (3) how a grant wOuld be used
to improve the size or quality of Its library resources."
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Senator FELL. Thank you very much; very interesti-i . Next we
will hear from Mr. Benton. Mr. Benton?
Mr, BENTON. Mr. Chairman, my name is Charles Benton. Last
October 12,- I was appointed by. President Carter as Chairman of
the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science,
and also Chairman of the White House Conference on Library and
( nformation Services, for which, you played such a vital role in
introducing and obtaining support. We are enormously grateful.
The Corn.nission is a permanent, independent Federal agency for
research and planning for libraries and information science.
Mr. Chairman, as a participant in the establishrr,ent of the Commission, you are well aware of our responsibilities to advise the
Congress and the administration on matters of library and information services, especially where legislation is involved.

As you know, your White House Conference on Library and

Information Services will start just 6 weeks from today, and we are
looking forward to che testimony on library and information service problems and their possible legislative implications at the joint
Senate-House hearing that you will be cochairing on the last day of

the conference. And again, we are most grateful for your active
participation in this process.
On behalf of NCL1S and the groups that we have been working

with we would like to thank you Mr. Chairman, your colleagues,
Senator Stafford, and others, for this opportunity to testify on the
extension and the amendment of title II of the Higher Education
Act.

First of all with regard to parts A, B, and C of title H the

Commission wishes to fully support the extension
strengthening of the library support programs they repreSent, and that you

have heard a great deal of support for this morning in these
discussions.

We are submitting a written statement on all parts of title II for
the record. If I may, I would like to aincentrate my remarks here
on the incredible process that we have been at the center of in
evolving a policy for a National Periodical Center.
The periodicals area has been one of great concern to the library
community for over 10 years now and the Commission for some-5
years. The Commission established the periodicals area as one of
its top priorities for national information resource development in
1974. During the period of 1975-79, the Commission has been at the
center of a 5-year issue and policy_ clarification process with regards to a national periodical system, involving first NCLIS' task
force, more recently, an advisory committee, and a legislative draft-

ing team, all concerned with forging a balanced legislative ap-

proach to the periodicals prOblem.
We have also sponsorecror otherwise encouraged a variety of
studies of the problem. In the course of this process, two important

things have happened. First, a group of parties concerned and
involved in the policy-forming dialog has become broader. At first,
only research librarians were mainly concerned.. This soon broaciened out to include public, State, and other librarians, and then
the publishing community. The process also broadened out to include representatives of the information industry, including elec-
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tronic and data-based publishers. You are hearing from these var-

,4ions groups today.

.re have also held an open forum discussion of the National

Periodidala Center topic in May of 1979, and, a -summary of the,
irproceedings of that, forum has already been submitted for . the
record' by-the Association of Research Libraries.
Second, the concept of what an `NPC Should consist of has continA

-ued'te evolve and is still/evolving as a result of continuing study

x cand,as a result of interaction and give and take among the broad

groups of concerned parties. The NPC concept started off as a.
library's library, a centralized facility using paper and the mails.

Q, Now there is a growing agreement that it should be decentralized
a''and_.based increasingly on an electronic access network linking
periodicals information and resources- wherever they are.

In the library world or in the- private sector with a dedicated

"backup deflection, this approach would provide a document
ery system to libraries that would evolve with new technology and
that would contribute to the preservation of periodical literature.

This laSt approachthe one we now favor is that intended in our
July-19draft legislation prepared by our legislative drafting team,
which included participants of all of the -groups; and adopted,by_
our NPC advisory committee, which also includes representatives
this draft legislation for the
of theie groupS. We are
re,boid,_along with a statement ofthelegislative -intent prepared by
the 'drafting team.

We point out that this draft contains certain provisions cporrn
tent to the parts of the private sector that are not in part D of the
H_ ousdiscussed amendment.

The Commission recently sponsored a study by the Arthur D.

Little...Co.,nifvarious ways a National Periodicals Center could be

set up. One of the approaches they analyzed, called system C,
reflects the' access network approach to the National Periodicals
Center .most favored by the parties who have worked so long and
hard together on this problem.

That reportand this is a fresh report, today, from Arthur D:
Little, and this is the first time it has been made public is being
submitted, to.-the committee and provides significant
new back,
ground.

At our fall meeting in Denver last month the Commission voted
to support the establishment of a National Periodicals Center with
the following two -resolutions: One, in essence, NCLIS reaffirms its
support of a National Periodicals' Center, and two, NCLIS requests

this opportunity to testify at the Senate hearings and that our

;,

testimony here reflect both the essence of the July 19 &aft leg-islative reconuneodation and the implications described in the system
C section of the Arthur D. Little report, which is really new infor-

mation, new input, and a very, very interesting studyone of the
most interesting and prov6cative that we have supported in the

many years of our supporting studies.
I would like to -conclude with these -brief comments. Process of
he study, clarification, and agreement of the exact form, of an NPC

needs to go on The system C- approach needs to be detailed out
throughout a design studY. Major stakeholders need to come to
further mutual -understanding and agreement as to just what this

.

11E11.411W_f
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approach should be. What, in fact, is the national periodicals
stem we are talking about, and what is the role the center in
that system, precisely? We in the Commission intend, in the "'
coming month; to continue to study the design to encourage the
interaction of the concerned parties, to obtain morel significant
input on the NPC issue in the-course of the coming White House
Conference on Library and Information Services and to develop
better understanding of how the NPC can best be structured to
serve America in an information aka.
_
We see this kind of involvement to be a prime role of the Com

mission, creating an arena Or stakeholders to deal with complex.
information policy problems, and the NPC is only one of the first.of
these that will have to be faced in the coming years.
Finajly, we welcome the decision of the committee to hold later
hearings and are looking forward to participitting in thope in early

1980 on the NPC, and. hopefully also other important lgislative
proposals that will result from our White House Conferen
Thank you very much, Mr. {Chairman In .view of the time con
straints, I hope the Chair will permit me to extend my presents{q
.

tion today by submitting additional documentation:
Senator PELL 1111 remarks can be extended and,reviod, and the
record will stay all5en for that purpose.
Mr. BENTON. We would like to insert the followihg three dot .
ments: (1) The NPC; a Statement of Rationale (attachment A); (2)-.
Basic Provisions of Legislation for the Establishment of a National
Periodicals Center (attacfiment B); and (3).NCLIS Legislative Proposal Revised (Attachment C).

[The prepared statement of Mr. Benton and the information

referred to folloOs:]

,
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Plationsl Gemini's Ion

on Libraries and Information Science.

Chairman and Bomber_

the Committee,

:ninc. My name is Charles Benton. I am Chairman of the National
ion op Libraries arJd Informatioh Science--a,permanent, independent
Ht. Chairean, as a participant in the establishment of the
d
eginey
COMmiasioni'lou are well aware of our responsibility.to advise the
COngress and the Administration on matters of library and information
services; especially where-legislation is involved. As you know, your
'White,HeuseConference on Library and Information Services will start'In
just six week' from today, and Ware looking forward to the-testimony
`imvlibrary and'information service problems and their possible legislative
implications at the Joint Senate -Rouse hearing you will be co-chairing on
the last day of the Conference.

.

Per today's hearing, I will briefly .summarize the Commission's position
on Title II, Part,A, B. and Ci as well as make some recommendations for
'.the possible addition of-a'new part=to thi Higher Education Act, Title II.
..AllAhreicaxisting parts of SEA, Title II, are important to-the strengthen ing and improvement of not only college and university libraries but all
Of special importance is Part B. One major
':`cooperative library services.
weaknesa in current library legislation is' the lack of a major commitment
Federal Government to research in library and -information services.
by`

n,the past, Part Bhas provided very.modest funds tosupport training and
esearch. Unfortunately, both the Administration and the Congress, for
fiscal year 1980, have reduced the availability of research funds to $300,000;
lees than One-third of the fund' provided in the fiscal year that jUst ended.
in today's world of new technology breakthrough, and increasing needs and
demands by'people in3his complex information society,...thxnecemOty_of_AThere-.
oontinuing library and information service research:program le ,basic.
research money for sCienceL medicine, the arts, the humanitiq,'educa_ on,.etc.,, but little or no funds.for research in libraries ani -:.nformation service*. One of the major recoimendations,of our predecessor *gene).
Ithe National,AdviaorV Commission on Libraries--called for the establishment
of A:Federal:Institute of Library and Information Science as a principle
center for' basic and applied reseerchltat has yet to become a reality.
The Commission urges
Meanwhile, Part B of KEA has provided some funds.
the Committee to not only increase the funding level but to strengthen the
provision' for special purpose gra ta.

7!:"Another portion of Part B--Library Career Training--represents .a program
that has provided major training opportunities for minority librarians.
tremendous shortage of Hispanic, Native American, and
There is still
Black librerians. In'eddition, the emphasis in the retraining of librarians
in social out =reach activities, technology, micrographics, telecommunita-

mustbe continued.
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For the Commission's goal of the development of a national network of
library-and Information services to become a reality, our first
objective in our national program, Toward a National Program for Library
and Information $ervices:
Goals for Action, of ensuring basic minimums.
of library and information services to meet the needs of all locgl
communities must be achieved. Pert A of Title II of HEA is one step
in this direction. For college libraries-to be full partners in
a
national network, they must expand and strengthen -their resources--both
print and nonprint. Part A provides some much needed fiaanciil assistance
to the acquisitions budget of colleges and universities. We strongly
recommend that Faft A be amended to increase the maximum amount of a
resource development grant that any individual institution may receive.
However, We also recommend that institutions which receive any Part C
or Part B research or special:purpose grant funds be excluded from
eligibility.
We also urge that appropriate criteria of need be developed
so minority institutions and small colleges will receive priority consideration.

Title,I1, Part C--Strengthening Rea/arch Libraries--yhich is only in its
Second year of operation is already proving the wisdom of its addition'to
the Higher Education Act- A national library end information network is
not' only dependent on stronlOocal libraries but must be supported by the
library material collections of.our great research libraries.

-

Research libraries have been especially hard hit by inflation. gederal
incentives are needed in support of the major research libraries if they
are to,assume the role of "nodes"-in a nationwide library and information
services network..- During 1977-78 (acadeMid year), 94 university libraries
(Members of the Association of Research Libraries) spent $47 million for
books, journals, and other library materials. That reflected .a 10.7'percent increase spending over the previoUs year, but the number.of volumes:
added to their collections gross,only 0.3 percent, and the number of
journals and other current serials only 3.5 percent.
-

The Commission, in its national program document, clearly spells out the
importance of the research library in providing the backup reaourcen.for
a nationwide system.
It emphasizes the-need to assure that unique :collections, such as those of the Huntington and Folger Libraries,-the New-York
Public, Harvard, etc., not only continue to grow but:are preseived so that
they cap serve the needs of research and scholarship in the future.
The 'sharing of resources which is the emphasis of HEAp.Title II, Parts
'A And c, as well as LSCA,,Title III, is difficult to achieve.. Cooperation
is second-nature to librarians, but with limited funds tjlev must become
better spnagers. They oust develop their collections With care and stretch
their limited funds.
Periodicals have been a very speciil problem. The
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rremendnus growth in the number'of Journal s.end the escalating coat of
subscriptions has,forced Many libraries to cut the number of subscrilitions
:--and to develop periodical collections in cooperation with other aibta
The Commiesion and the library coemunity has siudaed the problem of areas
The solutied to this problem,
periodical literature for over five years'.
difficult and controversial. The NCLIS, in fulfilling its role as
his be
mediator and a catalyst ',and as my'predeceseor, Or. Frederick Burkhardt,
was fond of sayingas an honest broker -- provided leadership to the.library
,'-and information service community,. including both the public and private
actor.

started with studies in 1974 and 1977. These resulted in the recommendaion that a Nacional Periodicals Systema three-level system --be istabsheti. and that a National Periodicals Center serve an the middle service:.
A technical plan for implementation of the Center was then completed
evel.
and its release created much discussion and controversy. Totry-to address
the concerns of libraries and organizations in both th! private and public',
-,sectors-, the Commission sponsored an open forum on'the problem of a
Over 170''people involved and interested in
lational-Periodicals Center.
this problem attended at their own, or their institution's, expense. and
After two.daysmade a number of, recommendations. The major recommendations
were;

That-a National Periodicals Center be established
as a non - governmental
(2)

That anliPC pay royalt
% the Center;

not-for- rale oranization
on all copies reproduced by

That a draft legislative proposal be prepared for consideration
and discussion by the major national associations and organizaThis draft would be limited to a National Periodicals
tion.
Center, not-an agency with bruader authority.
4) -That NCLIS consider investigating the costs and effecriveness
of using existing components in the development of any National
,Perladieals System; and
-

The possible introduction. in the fall of.979, of legislation
*.establishing a National Periodicals Center.
The:CoMmisaiOn's National Periodicals System Advisory Committee acted to
rk toward th'e implementation of the recommends ons. A legislative
rifting team representing libraries, information. scientists, publishers,
and the information industry. was estibliahed. After four Months and four,
copy in attached for the record)
drafts. a,final legislative proposal
was adopted by the drafting team, the Advisory Comntttee, and the"
Commission,
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Over fifteen fib;ary and information
sorvice organizations have taken
official action'in support of the establishment of
sesenciof the'linal legislative proposal developed an NPC based on the
by the drafting
team..
In addition to-working toward * consensus in. dreft legislation,
the
Commission was anxious to have ananslyiis of the recommendations
-0, made in preVious studio, and to look at the
esteblishingso NPC. A. D. Little undertookeconomics involved in
the study and in its
report (also attached for the record) suggested
that an effective NPC
should be built -on existing resources, both public
and private; and
'further, that a dedicated
collection (as defined in the draft legislation), both supplementing
existing:collections snd providiAhistorical and physical preservation,
be developed. The legislatiim recommfnded
by the Commission provides
the necessary organization and provisions'to
develop an NPC that parallels
many of the A. D. Little study suggestions.
The NCLIS, at its September
meeting' after full 41scussion and careful,
consideration of the recommendations
in the major studies undertaken
during the last six years, and especially the A. D.
Little analysis,
adopted the following,resplutions:
(1)

NCLIS affirms its support of the concept of a National
periodica_
Center/Systam'as described in:the amended July'19, 19794 final
draft legislative proposal and
further, that., NCLIS support the
legislation to establiph a National Periodicals, Center,
HR 51920
Title ,II (D) introduced in the House on SePtember
6, 1479, and
amended'in the mark-:up session of the House Education afid
Labor
Committeee'Subcommittee on Post-Secondary Education,on Septembe
1971); and

(2)

NCLIS' requests the
.opportunity
scheduled for early October on
Higher Education:Act, and that
the firisl wording of Part D of

to testify at ;_the Senate hearings

the extension and:amendment of the
the NCLIS testimony recomMend that'
HR 5192 reflect the essenctrof the
NCLIS Finel*Draft Legislative Proposal of July 19,' 1979,,aod the
implications described:in the System C model in the A. D.
Little
study.
,The Commission urges the Senate Committee to amend
the Higher Education
Act by adding apart which would establish a National
Ytriodicals Center.
We would hope that
the,Committee would consider using our legislative =,
draft,'which was developed after much comproMise by
the various
stakeholders, as the basis for
legislation establishing a National
.Periodicals Center.' Part D of S. 1841 is similar but
thers'are some
Aifferoncee which are important if we are to continue to
maintain broad
=support for an NPC.
Hr, Chairman, I very much appreciate the opportunity to:present our
views on the extension-Of the Higher Education Act and on the establishment of a National Periodicals Canter.

National Commission

onLtwadenendinfonnaMmISolencs

SUMMARY =MAT

.

nal Periodicals Center, Open Forum,
and
of the NCLIS AdvisorvCommittee on
a NatioSal Periodicals,System

_Almost'200:pedple gathered on March 19 and 20,1979, in,ArlingLon,
Ltn diecuis,tWeetabliehmeni of a'National Perindics/s Center. In attendance
WaiJthelopenjortes, spopsored'by the Nation!' Cozmipeion on:Librarieg and.
,,,Informaion=Seletee (NCLIS), were: 47,representatine.,of research libiaries,
h30 riprei.neatiVan'of private for - profit organization, 16 from regional and
state ore.iiieerion!,.15from easocietions, 12 from state and public libraries,:
from'!pecial librariea, with the remainder being from a ver ety of
rganizationeUnclUding,Federal Govemmant, foundations, NEWS, national net-,
works, and library school!.
.

NrClObartAL McCletren, Director, North Suburban Library, Wheeling, Illinois.
y;',-and Chairmen, National Periodicals - Advisory Committee to theiNCLIS, presided
Background papers reviewed the history of previous
- over -the opening session.
'-activities -on _-sNational Periodicals Center, along with ,the/
and alternatives.:-A'lively discussion period followed the opening paps!.
7,RspresentatiSes from the Association of American Publisb.is land the Informa-.

j

'`

tionnduitry Aseociation read prepired.statements que.tioning thb'need for
a national periodicefs center and voicing concern for poseible lack of involvemeet on thee-part of the private sector. ,,Other pariloipants described the need
center, particularly for thenation's academic libraries.
for .uch
-

The afternoon meesion presented a eerie. of speakers,discussing Alternative
the National Periodicals
for a Nationil Periodicals Centers
Centaz,ss.pari of an exieting govammment mignon/using existing systems C.
.Ubptitute,for laNational Periodicals4Cenkeryusing treating private forprofit/sector 'services; the Periodicals Center ace new independeint entity;,
;
thOutional Periodical. Canter an-s responsibility of a National Lending
,.Library; and the. National Periodicals Canteelas the'responlibiliiy of a
121istionAl Library:Agency.
_

inthe,evening,session, the Technics Developeent Plan for a National Petiodiibrary Resources, was reviewed .=
calsCenter, prepared by the Council o
articipants were assigned at random to 10 working groups and pent.the first
parrof the second day in their respective sroups discussing specific issues.
The restate of the small group discOesions wire:

1717Ki Mt

001 w

DC.
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2

Should there be a National 134 __dicals
of
_e groups were either ut_ Inoue or had a subotattiel.
majority;

alight majority; and
to Stand.
What ahould be the scope of a National ;Perlodicel. Cent
6

groups recommended a full range of titles in to
(little used --heavy used);

add-range of titleav
not clearly 'stated; and
2,

didn't say.

Finding tool:to

elude private sector holdings.

Mew shodld the National:Periodicals Center be governed?
4
2

groups stated it should,be an independent agency;
public pprporatiou;,
not-for- profit corporation;

.

2

didn't say;

8

groups recomitded a board with wide representation. The
agency should be able to receive both Federal and private f-

de.

What are the strategies for Implementation of a National Periodicals Center?
groups recommended legislation. soon

recommended lig/elation with loag review period;

'didn't say; anC
.2

groups suggested further study -needed.

the groupe also reported a number of consents wtieb abould be toiad:
Amorous.. of new technology IS important.
Minimise lovernmeut control of siNationsl. Periodicals Cotter.

%%bibliographic control Is seeded.
over royalty/Copyright paimento on all Center transactions.

con am Wane grotp,on the need for a single dedicated collection

.

t

Need-.to study other alternatives for a National Periodicals Cent
Nhould.investigatt the.coata andAffectivaness o using existing;
component. in Systei.
t

Legialation should be for a National Periodical' Center,
stgency with broader authority..
I

NCLIS.Xxecutive Director. summarized 11024 of the
NI. Alphonse F.
.-sssary next steps based upon the'recommandations by a majority of the
participants' that legislative action for the creation of a National Periodi-'
cal. Center be undurtetan.
The proposed steps were:
(1)! The NCLIS Advisbry Committee an a Nitional Periodicals System.
at its Narth. 20-21 meeting,` will review tho focommendations o
the open fOruC
,

Distribution cf,* report on the open forum recommendations to
participants. NCLIS, and the library and information community.

The eatablishmentof a drafting team to develop a legislative
proposal.
Preparation of a-draft legislative proposal by the.end of
April, for distribution for May meetings of NCLIS, AA}, and ARL,
and for June meetings of'MIA. NLA. ALA, and ,CONLA for their
review and possible action.-

(4)'

oiarFir-littroduction in early fall 1979 of legislation based on
the draft legislstive proposal a" *edified by association and
agency recommendations.
e. Thomas Galvin, Vice Presid
statement:
flu-I!'

.

t-Zlect of the ALA. presented the following

I have been instructed-to present -a brief statement olvb
Ties
of the ALA official dolegetioti to this open forum.
pre.ent hers might be Interested to know that the taecutive
hoard considered -this seetibs'of such importance that it
a0thdFised all 13 of its mmehere.wheotould.attend this
meeting to do so. Night of the 13 are in attendance as
ALAI' official delegition.

'The-ALA delegation at Chip meeting la pomaded that the concept of A'
,National Periodicals Center is a desirable one vhich'offers the pOtentlerfor eome ramediAtIoll of the thusfar in/evil-4ble problem" of
document delivery and acuies to periodical materials.
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ALA delegation
to recceiMend tO the ALA Imecutiva
and and Council that:ALA support. the esteblisbeent of_e Netionel
riodioele Canter.*d:the early drafting of a legisletivirilotaposml-for
InlitiOA an beteuem of the bresdth
end diversity of the librarrOwmunity
stich'ALA represesta, vs
feel,thatthe question of the NW* tollectionscope is one of
crittcal ilportsncc', We feel-that enthusiastic ALA eivport for
the NPC is moot likely to he forthcoVing if.it is agreed that the
Centerehall-include the soot frequently used and requested periodicals.
We arm alio agreed that the WPC should pay royalties on all copy
righted material, copied by the Center.

On the question.of.overnente.

vhileisose of
sey feel some
attachment to' the:idea of a Notional' Librsry Board or loss other
national away ofrond scope, vs feel that the political climate
nakes the atteptence of such an entity unlikely at this time./14.
d We prepared to rem:mond. therefore, an independent governing.body
.with specific responsibility for the governiime of the NPC. Such
a esvernine'hody and he fully representative of different type. '
of libraries, of.the publishers and producers ofl.nforietitn, end

of the broad comity of users.
.

Whether or not legislation has been introduced prior to the %Mite
Boum! Conference,. ve recoenend that the establishment of a Notional
Periodicals Center be submitted as as important it
for the
ahite House Conforanc agends.
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NATIONAL PRRIODICALS

.

TATENENT OF

TIONALE

Prepared by Legislative Drafting Team, NCL
Revised July 2,11979

TOMpreposed legislation would establish a National Periodicals Center
(NPC) from which any library or Information organization in
nation could
_btain for its patrons periodicals that the local library Or organization
could not Supply/from its own oollection. Its NPC, which would be governed by
:::an'indePendent board of direotora, would eatisfy.the research, eduoational,
and information needs of patrons by assuring more timely-end reliable access
to-the broad range of periodiCala.

Need for NPC

-

lull and prompt *cc
to the body of periodical literature is important
to scholars. researchers, students, and cltixene. Both the number of
-periodlotleAand the pasta of acquiring and maintaining ignificent periodical
oolleotioris have increased dramatically in recent years. For example, over
50,000 periodical* of research significance era now being-publisheC It is
estimated that the annual purohase price for these periodicals is $1.5
million.
In addition,' the oasts Of maintaining'these oollectionei-i.e.,
vidingedequaee-eftell-spaosT-CatirWgingTeto.,
are auleatra-17- Further,
the'probleas of lainteining periodical collections are compounded by the
rising posts of periodical subscriptions, which in some-instances have
increased by 250Lin the last ten years.
To alleviate these problems, libraries. have _looked to Oaditional inter
library lending programs to satisfy their patrons, research and information
the volume of
needs. However, this approach hie proved inadequate:
....transactions has grown to more than six million items per year and research
libraries, which -tend to bear .moat of the b-urdem, can nolonger.abzurb the
costa.. Nqr hes the private Aector been able to satisfy these research and
needs, since a majority of the periodicals are so infrequently
used that the neoessary,investment cannot be justified.

Aeruser'needa expand and the 'meta of acquiring and maintaining
meaningfUllariodical collection increaser libraries must maXChard decisions
regarding the allocation of their limited resources.
The proposed NPC would,
make it rposaible for libraries to better utilize scarce resources by
elianating the- need to acquire infrequently used periodicals or duplicate
OopieS Of frequently used aateriali and by reducing the need to build
additional Storage facilities.
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Prep sod L.Nisiattcn.

Jen-would aatablieh an independent non-governmental
The
Its purpose
ed the National Periodicals Center Corporation.
corporation
would, be to write as a national reaource by Providing timely and reliable
cocoas to periodical literature.,

The MPC would be authorized to acquire a periodical oolleotion which
would' be used fOr the purpose of providing samosa to periodicala, by photocopy
orr Other moans, to any library in the nation. Payments would be made to
copyright owner* for any reproduction of documents under copyright delivered
by orthrough the PC. The NYC would be,authoriaed to participate in
internatIOnergetivitieS,anti to cooperate with the Library of Cohgress0 the
National LibFaryof Medicine, and other libraries and organisations IS may be
impropriete4,tb maximise the number of periodicals which could be made
available to suthoriled
The NPC would be governed by an independent board of directora; its
day-to-day activities would be managed by an executive director- Based upon
existing projections it it estimated that the initial coat of establishing and
maintaining the NPC would be approximately PO million over the first five
ears. It is anticipated that user fees would help to defray operating coats.
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BASIC PROVISIONS OF LEGISLATION FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
A NATIONAL PERIODICALS CENTER
Prepared ,Sty Legislative Drafting, Team NCLIS
Revised July Z. 1979

Whet ie needed;

a new entity established for the purpose
A National Periodicals Canter:
of acquiring a collection of periodical, to be used to provide copies of
periodical articles reliably and quickly by photocopy or other means.
The Center would also be reepOnsible for identifying and contracting for
ervioe with other mources of periodical materials. It would provide
information on all periodicals to which it can manure access, either
through its own collection Cr through other collections or reprint
services; from not-for-profit and for-profit sources.

,

Specifications and Criteria:
The NPC would not be a government agency, but would be
receive federal fund, ea well as private funds:

'

_

gable to

'Policy control would be through ,'Board which includes people
knowledgeable about the needs and interests of the government, academic
and research communities, librarieS, publiShers, the information
community, adthors, and,the public.
The NPC would be tax-exempt.

It Would be desirable for the NPC to be entitled to use the U.S. mails in
the lame manner and upon the-aame conditions as the executive departments
of the Federal government.
The NPC would assure that all fees-set by copyright owners will be paid
for any reproductions of documents under oopyrieht delivered by or
through the Center., (It would be specified that this shall not be
considered to amend, affect or define the provisions of the Copyright
Act.)

The NPC would have the power tq:
o
'

o

istabJ.sh a principal office and such branch offices
necessary;
acquire a collection or our
necessary to its purposes;

nt and retroSpec

may be

40dicals

make and ful!Al contract, and other agreements with individuals
Or organilatio0s;

o

aasUre the permanent Svailabil

y Of material, in it

Or !,o6or its Contract;

oollectlon

O

purChase or ntherwiSe acquire and diSpose of reel and pore on
property

o

accept money ; rroperty and earvidea by any means.

Funding:

Based upon existing rojac_tiona approximately 120 million are needed for
the first five years.
Funding would be on a aulti-year
Funding must be assured
the futOre: It is essential to aaeure the
Permanent existence or toe NPC collection and aervicep.
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ATTACHMENT C

NCLIS LEGISLATIVE PROPOSAL
REVISED
July 19.'1979,

Amended September 7. 1979
(Page 2. Line 25)

A NATIONAL PERIODICALS CENTER CORPORATION
.Prepared by she Legislative DraftAng Team:
Eileen Cooke, Director. American Library Association,
Washington Office

Suzanne Frankie, formerly Associate Director, Asspciation of Research

Libraries
Carol Riche
Publisher

Di

orCopyr ght, Association of Am

icon

Berah.Thosson, Media Utilization Advisor, Bergen ComMunity College,
National Periodicals System
NCLIS Advisory Committee on

bare Turlington, Executive Assistant to the President, Association
'an Universities
Ben H. Weil., Chairman, Documents Access Committee, National Federation,
of Abstracting_and indexing Services (NFAIS)
Robert Willard Vice President, Government Relations, Information Indus
Association, and Marlene Hurst, Manager, Publisher Relations and
Product Development, Xerox Corporation, University Microfilms
International, NCLIS Advisory Committee on a National Periodicals
System

Gordon Williama, Director, Center for Research Libraries
Japes Wood, Director, Sibliogrephic Support Division, Chemical Abstracts
Service. NCLIS Advisory Committee on a National Periodicals System
honse F. Tresza, Executive Director, NCLIS
lam D. Mathews, Staff Associate for Information Technology, NCLIS
Vernon I. Palsouri Staff Consultant. NCLIS
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3 The Congress hereby finds end dacl

the provial n of Access to periodicals tecenary to assure
the adequate support of research, education, and industrial
developaent in every community, while primarily the re=
Ibraries, publishers and other information
organizations, Is Also An appropriate matter of national
, coniern to the Yederal government;

while libraries, publishers and other In
an4

ittgi

_

s can provide Act

main organ
r individualcol

1

tc rt-st o' the periodicals Welded by their taanunitin,
ea.

none of ther

tr,ulf,,thelcomplete And cosprehensive collection of

periodicale that Alone can satisfy their users' needs;

therefore taeessary and approprist

governnent to complement and augment libraries, publisher
other Information orgeniestions by establishing and supporting
s National Periodicals Center Corporation through.which'
a-

lodical materials may be obtained with the consent

copyright MOWS.
22
23-

the
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isTABLIMEX7

Mere Is authorised to be Oatabliehed

aoriprafit corporation, to

mown is the "National Periodicals Coster Corporation" (herein1 after referred to a$ the "Corporation"), which will Not be ap agency
tstetlish=eot of the Paired States Coverssant.

the Corporation

Shall be Outjert to the proviefana of this chapter. 'aid, to the

'Diva consistent with this chapter, to the laws of the inriadictirm

7 wher

irporated,

board of Directors first appointad hill lie deemed t
COLcorporatorsLond_theIiinorp_oration shall=beimad_tO_INaVelseist

affected from the dace of the first Meeting of the board.

....

The

tore 01141 take Shatever-Ortions are necessary ttrOOtehliell
.

,

.

13 the Cor poratioc. including the filing of articles of incorporation.

IMPOSES
IC

17 the purposes of the corporation arm

Co provide reliable at

very five a

cooprieWenalve collection of periodical

(2)

to complement and augment local. store. regional and other'
periodical sources.

2S

(3)

to ontribur. to rthe persianent avaflabil'fty of p

literature.
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FUNCTIONS

1

In carrying out its purposes, the Corporation

(1

establish t\principal o

to be known as the National

Periodicals Cfnter, and such branch offices es may be
necessary,
6
7

(2)

assure

dedicated collection of current and retrospective

periodicals as required for diatr bution4of documents on
demand by phoToreproduction or other means.

(3)

contract with libraries and other orgenigestions to
provide requested doe

12

ents not in the Corporation's-

-collection:

provide information on periodicals to which -the Corporation

15

can insureacc

ncluding those available from private-

sector eourtes.

17

16

ure that all fees set by the copyright owners will be

19
20

paid for any reproduction of a document under copyright,

21

delivered, by or through the Corporation.

21
23'

(6)

assure

he pa --nen

vailebility of materials in its

eta.
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r

(7)

coordinate the training of librarians and t
the use of the Corporation's services,

nd ancoureg

cooperate

one

nnci interns ti

o improve bliturAp1-iic and kb

effo-

periodicals.

c

access to

_

with appropriate orga`rizctions to develop

standardt relevant to the purpo

e Corporation.

POWTRS

in order to carry out the

7!.. C07-

adt
415

o

_

ng purposes--

amend, and repeal bylaws, rules, and regulations

it deems necessary governing the

net- of its operation,

tht conduct of its'butinaaa and Its organization and personnel;

(2)

may make and perform contracts and other'agreements with any
in

idual. corporst

Other body of persons hoWeve

71

designated whether within orrithout the United States of

22

America, and with any government or governmental agency,

23

domestic or foreign;

-_cia'property, and aarvices of every

devise, %squeal, Or otherwl
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(4)

May acquire by purchase.
arise lasso, hold. and Improve, out

3

son

property era it finds to be necessary:to it. purpoees,

whether within IT without the United States, and in any
5

manner consistent with Ste purpose* 010p000 Of.all such
real and personal property bald by it and osi as

7

funds all receipt's arising frau the disposition of

eh

property;

shill have the.pover: to set fees to recover SE

costs of

order fulfillment, document delivery, and copyright payments;

shall be antic:rad to th4 use of the United Ste

eg=e Renner and upon the same conditions as

utive

departments of the Federal government4

7)

may, with the consent. of any board, Corporation, Commies

independent 0_ ebilebeent

department of the

Goverrurent..incL tiding any field aervlce thereof, avail Stse

10

of the use of information, aarvlcas, Pacllltlas, officers, and

2]

amploYees thereof

1? (0)

mey h

25

,_,ct

ovisions chapter;

the voluntary services of conpultante.
Serer

24

tarrying, out the

visory

and panels sad rosy

ago Co aid' the CorpOretion In timing out
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purposes of this chapter.' and provide trans

on

and dubaistence for persons urging without coupon

2-

conduct directly

through granrs. interagency agree-

ments. or contracts reeeerebdmoonstrations, or training
in matters related to corporation purposes;

b.

7

may sue and he sued, complain and defend, in Its corporate

name in any court ofcompetent jurisdiction;

)

shall be exempt from taxation now or hereafter imposed by the
United States, or any territory, or possession thereof,
or by any Smite, county, muncipality, or local taxing
autho

sr

l

17

(1.i shall have no power to issue any 'shares of stock, or to

declare or pay any-dividends, and no part of the income
assets of the Corporation shall inure

o the benefit
---

any director, officer, employee, or any other individual
except as asilary or reasonable compensaAon for.eervices,
nor shill any director, officer, or employee in any manne

directly.or indirectly, participate in the deliberation
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upon or the determination of any question a
persona]

shall biv

Crests

other powers as may

5

Incident V; carrying out its power

6

chapter.

cesaary and

and dutie

trader t.ls

'EFLNKNCE

ic

The Corporation shell have A -osril of Directors (bereinsftar referred

li

to as the board). consisting of 15 "ember_

17

Dire:tor of the nations] Periodicals Center. ix-Officio.

Including the Executive
The board

11, she:1 be'reprosentative of.the.nreds and interests of the government.
a:LteLic and research communitiee. libraries, publiahars.,the information community. authors, and the public.

In their cape'

es

as board members, individuals will represent the interest' of the
Co poratton and

constituent interests.

lb

Yourteenmembei's of the board shall be appointed by the President.
After the board has been established the board shall provide the
ldent with a list of three nominees for each existing or pro32

apective vacancy on the BOard

3)

34 The ter* of offal
2$ except that:,

ch momber.of the board shall be al

years

Sesdre.r.appointed to fill a vacancy occurring
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appointed shell be appointed for the teaainder of such term; and (b)-

the terms of office of members first

office shall begin on

date of incorporation and shall expire as designated at the Aloe
heir appointment, four at the and of two years, five at the end
5

of four years, and five at the end of.six years-.

Vpoil expiration

of a term, Board members shall continue to nerve. until ,
7

replacement

her been appointed.

N: 4;;ointt

shall be eligible to serve for more than two

consecutive terms.
31

37

The Board shall annually elect on

Exezutivel Director
J!,

members to serve as Chairman.

e National Periodicals Center shall be

cp:ired b'= the Board and

therleasure of the

Mi=t,e1.$ of the Board shall be reimbursed it a daily rate plus travel

expenses while attendinrmeetings or conferences Of the board or
19

otherwise engaged in the business of the Board.

24
71

PORT TO CONGRESS

22

23
24

2S

The Corporation shall submit an annual report fpr the.preeeding
year ending September 30 to the heilident and the Congress on or
before the 30th.dey of April of each year

The report shell include

732

a comprehensive and detailed report of the Corporation's Operations,_

activitiese financial condition, and accomplishments under thla
3

chapter and may include such recoimendstions as the Corporation deems

A

appropriate.

6

The

7

testify before appropriate.committees of the Congress with respect

E

to such report, the report of any audit made by the Comptroller General

9

pursuant to this chapter,

--s and directors of the Corporation shall be available to

any, other matter which any such Commdittee

us.' determine.

RECORDS ANfi AUDIT

17
13
14

Mta:counts of the Corporation shall be audited annually in accordance
uith generally accepted auditing standards by independent certified
putlic ai'countants or independent licansed public accountsrtvdertified or

',

licensed,b

je

division: of the United States.

beet,

All books, ace

The

'hall bt,condUcted at the

ceonnts of the Corporation are normally

,place'or places where the
20

State or;other political sub-

a regulatory authority of

17

,

financial records, reports,

s, an

_

2)

all other r.ners,

or property belonging to or

use by the

22,;Crporstion and necessary to facilitate the audits shall be Made23
24

77 25

available to the person or parsons conductinethe,audita; and full

.

c Mies fir garnet
by depositeriel,
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Ientee Of

transmit

Coctofitiee

scot agents and custodians Shell he affstded

le Ouch potion OT potions.

tO17410111 Aft

this c
na

T shall be considered to wsend, affect, or define'
Copyright Act, Title 17, 0.S.,Coda.

AVIVOAI

OTELATI

Thate Are outlier ied-to he appropriated touch PUS& 45 ITS alt

11 for 3TTyin1 6vt the OUT0601 of this chapter.

03.1
it

37 ACCESS .--- The ability to Identify,

locate, and obtain
epee/
(generally a periodical article). Incompsesee bane
occOA* and physical ace**, to stater /ale.

1$

20
21

22
22
.24
2)
26

°graphic Access - The ability to identify
desCriptien of it.

Phyoica/ Accra. 0 The ability to obtain the t
erpropriete form (e g.. visual

27 LO!( =
24
29

30
31
32
:43o

lk

31

a

c

liar from

O

In in
printed fermata).

SIVE-COLLECTION - A collection of
periodical titles which will
provide access to approximately 901
of the requests received by the
11,C.
Those titles weed not all ka physically located 10 the eeme
Place.
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11

OWNER
The miner of any one of the exelueive ight cos
Copyright; os regards the WPC, the right to authorise t
reproduction of periodical literature.

d In

roLucTlow - A collection of periodicals Maintained for the
purpose of assuring the provision of permanent physical access.

Portions or entire issues of periodicals.
DELIVERY - The provision of physics) access to documents by any mee-t.
12

13 NAT1ONal

Nationwide.

14

15 P0.10DICA1 - A publication consisting of issues
continuous aeries under
lb
the same title published at regular or irregular intervals, over an
17
indefinite period, individual Issues in the series t. eing numbered
It
consecutively or each *moue being dated.
.

19

20 PRIVATE smolt
21

22
7:
24

25

Won4governmincal
Organisations.

pcludes both not-for-profit and for -pat
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EXPLANATION CF INTENT PERTAINING TO DRAFT LEGISLATION
FOR A NATIONAL PERIODICALS CENTER

Prepared by Legislative Drafting Team,'NCLIS

Pase 1. lines 3-IL This >aragraph should not be construed to imply
requirement for compulsory licensing of periodical titles under OOPYright,
earelele by or through the !MC. Nether, the Corporation will,woric
copyright owners in developing voluntary contractual agimiementa 'Specifying
terms and conditions for use of &Aerials based on the Butual-interests of the
public and private !lector., ;Luther, a baste promise upon which the
legislation was drafted WA, that the public intereat OOUld-best be.served by
an NPC only if the public and private sector communities act in partnership-to
provide the services and functions envisioned for the Niiional Periodicals
center.
Pete i, lines 11 =13. In Addition to librariei, other organixatione.'
including publishing fires and others in the private seetor, may serve as
sources for periodicals not included in the central NPC Collection. In all
eases such organizations must comply ultir performance standards tot by the
corporation le.g response time, continuity).

Peg; 3, lines 15-17. The intention here is to indicate the importance of
the NPC developing or using appropriate "finding tools" which would provide
bibliographic and location information for periodicals to be provided by or
through the NPC. These "tools" would include information on periodicals-in
the referral organizations as well as those in the central NFC'eollection.
Page 3, lines 19-21. This ectionAndioatee that the copyright Owners
will determine the amount of compensation to be paid to them for reproduction.
of their, materials.
Again, as noted above, the phrase 'delivered by or
through the Corporation" indicates that provisions for compensatiOn to.---.
copyright proprietors will apply, whether the requests, are filled,direotly.by
the NPC or by refermal organizations.
3 lines 23 A 24.
Because of the importance orguarenteed end
continuing access to materials provided by or through theCorpOratiOn special
contractual aereemente will have to be made between the,Vorporation'and,the
referral organizations, so that the Center and/or the organitations incur the
obligation to provide permanent access to the materials. The contract will-.
provide that, before the NPC or a referral organisation could be releasedifrom
this Obligation, arrangements would have to be made for the Corporation or
k
acre other organitatiOn to assume the responsibility,.

*Page and line numbers refer to 7-19-79 Ltg,ialative Proposal as amended
ff,f a National Periodicals Center Corporation prepared by NCLIS
latIve rp-afting TeAM.

7

.

7
Page 40 line t. The word "r;: -era" tore and in other pert, of the draft
legislation shoUld 'not be construed too n ChAtindiVidUll* will
automatically and immediately have direr iccess to the ?MC.
Page 5, lino 10. PA.her than mandating that the NPC must charge fees for
all trer.eacttonsi the legislation allows the Corporation discretion in
decisions roaArding orlrging for services. It is planned that the NPC
ultimately would.becpme self-supporting for routine G-,rerating casts by virtue
or the fees charged: DecitionS regarding te:e nature and amount of recoverable

costs are left to the Bo..
Page 7, lines 10-15. The strB sentimenta of the drafting teamiire that
every effort shOu:d be made to av 1d as far as possible politicizing the
Board. . Thus the ;*rds.wrepresentati-e of the needs and interests of". were
deliberately chosen in prefenence to for 'Wimple," repreSentatives from"
librateS, publishers, etc. In taeir capacities as board members, individuals
will represent the interests of the C,.poration and notoonstithent interests.

I

Incidentally, there is no commitment to hold a
hearing on the NPC. We are considering it But 1 just want to
make the record straight in that regard.
Senator

PELL.

I was very interested, too, in the very specific critich,:ms or points

raised- by Mr. Floov.i.s,- in connection with the NPC, because I
recognize the necessity for the publications to be protected, too.

Otherwise, publication itself might die.
In this regard, What is the -present law for say, giving a course,
and a '_versity professor assigns to his staff an article of 20 pages.
Can t, A article be photocopied and distributed freely to, the student body?
Mr. HOOPES.

In conjunction with the development of the new

copyright ill passed in 1976, which became effective on January 1,

1;

hairman, we wor:t6d cut a negotiated agreement with
1978, -Mr
the edu ional community which would permit exactly the kind of
exam e you
cite. It would not permit the endless repetition of that
,
of multiple copying, but for one-time use to cover a.particular
ubject in 'a particular class, copies could be provided for each of
the students, and this would be within the fair use rule.
Senator PELL. Now, do the research libraries support paying the

full cost of the publication to the NPC or to the publication?
- Ms. Dur.hAe. The research Ubraries- are very much in favor of

the National Periodical Center and would indeed support,a systein
whereby the Center recovered costs for each issue or each article
equested. This would, in large measure, help to support the Center
orce it was established. And if I may add a response to one oLyour
earlier questions, the estimated cost of continuing the center once
established, according to one particuhr plan, was about $4 million
a year, the amount of money that would be recovered florn the use
of the Center would, of course; depend on the olicies established.
But I think that all research libraries would agree that for littleused materials' and those are the lairds of pu 'cations that woule

be most useful in the National Periodical Center for research li,
braries=it would be far more beneficial Li the long run to be able
to borrow seleCted issues or selected items, and the cost would be

much less to the research library.
Senator Pau. What I am concerned about here is some of these ,
more obscure journals which are lilting from hand to mouth, and
yet contain very irnportant knowledge in them, that they could be
gorced out of business if their subscription list declined by 10 per1
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cent or 20 percent, and this could result from an NPC, I would

think.
Ms. DUNLAP. I believe there is provision in the act to pay royalties to the publishers-, also to pay copyright fees, so I would think
this would not be too likely to happen.
Senator Pri.L. But would the royalties and the copyright fees be
equivalent to the cost of the subscription of the magazine? I do not
think so.
Ms. DUNLAP. That is difficult to say, of course, because we don't
knoW what the volume of use would be However, I' would add that
with the tremendous proliferation of scholarly publication, libraries

of all types are able to buy fewer and fewer such publications. At
the present time, 60 to 70 percent of many College and university
library book budgets are devoted to periodicals and other journal
subscriptions. If this trend continues,. it has been estimated, by
1995, no library would be able to buy any books at all The total
budget would be spent for serial publications.
And so there has been an increasing tendency in receneyears to
cancel the subscriptions. The National Periodical Center would
have the benefit of prer.erving-these materials, making them avail,
able to the entire Nation, and at the same time paying royalties to
help sustain their life,
Senator PELL. In behalf of Senator Randolph, I wanted to ask a
couple of questions here, and I will submit the rest for the record.
He asks that when a library is unable to provide its patron with
a periodical article, it frequently can borrow the article from another library. Why isn't this approach, the interlibrary loan, better
able to solve the probleM of providing access to periodical
litera.
tu re?

Ms: 'DUNLAP. Interlibrary loan has been a standard way of sharing resources in libraries for many years. It is becoming increasingly cumbersome and increasingly difficult to obtain materials in this

manner. ILL relies almost entirely on the mails, which are often
quite slow, that mail sometimes going by third or fourth class.
The biggest difficulty, I think, apart from the slowness, is that
over half of the - requests submitted on interlibrary loan are not
filled, either because the library does not have the issue, because it
sin circulatirnecause- it is in--the-bindery, or because it is
temporarily lost. That means that .the requesting library has to
resubinit the requelt to another library, and this can sometimes
take montlis before the desired item is finally Obtained. So that
getting it from the National Periodical' Center would make it very
quick and, I would think, much easier.
Senator PELL. IIhink now there is a system that many publish
ers will distribute single copies of a single article that-is- published

in their journal Why isn t that able to resolve many of these
.

problems?-

Ms. DUNLAP. The difficulty is that there are an estimated 200,000

serial titles. Even many /of the largeit academic libraries do not'
have more than say, 20,000 titles. So this of course, covers only a
very minimal amount.
Publishers, because of the high cost, normally do not keep full
runs of their titles in print, so that once those are out of print, they

are unavailable. -There is one large reprint publisher that lists
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_something like 12,000 titles in its catalog, but is able to pr:roduce
iRrobably fewer than 6,000 titles, so that list is deatly inflated. And
'Oleg of those 6,000 thp publisher is not able to supply every single
issue or all articles on that list.
Senator PELL. Thank you.. There will he a couple of more
tions
%ill _ask you to respond to in writing in behalf of Serrathr
Randolph/
.
Ms. Dul'eLAP. I. would be.happy to-do'so,

Senator PELL. Mr. Benton?

Mr. BENTON. Senator Pell, I just wanted to make one comment
about your question on what would be the effect of the National

Periodical Center on some more specialized Publications.
This is, of course, a very complicated question; and it,is'one that,
really requires some further. discussion and focus ,in the context of
our describing and understanding better what the national periodical system is because the Center is part of system. ,
And in this comparative evaluation of alternative systems for the
provision of effective access to periodical- literature, /in the study of
Arthur D. Little, Inc. there are three basic -plans that are posed. A

is the-free market plan; do nothing and let the free market-solve

the problem or address the problem; B, a government agency, creat-

ing a monolithic center that in effect provides all the services to
everyonel--and then c, defining what
/ the system is and what the

center's role in. the systern is.
So we really do need to focus more/on what the role of the center

in the system is and have further dialogue
between all the stake,

holders to try to help resolve this problem.
Senator 'PELL- Following up that thought, as you know,' the White

House ConferencePis next month. Will the National Periodicals

Center be on the agenda-of the/Confererice?
Mr. BENToz. Mr. Chairmari, we, will be sending out information
about the White 'House Conference to all of the delegates coming tothe Foriference, and it will he discussed, you can be sure.

Senator 'PELL. The NPC will be on the agenda specifitally, or

not?

-1

Mr. BENTON There %rill be opportunities and forums to address
the NPC issue. The Conference is not organized specifically around-

particular,legislative /initiatives that are now in the ,works like

NPC or the National Library Act, but all of these things will be
considered. and 'information will be sent out to 'delegates before
they come.

N.-

_

Senator-PELL. 7 at
J'believes that the recommendations of
this Conference hould be cranked into any legislative proposals
that we may ma e.
Mr. BENTON. es, we agree with that.
Senator PEL .. Now along with the agenda for the Conference,

the two subje ts that I am particularly interested inand I have

seen this bei g a member of the National Commission on Historic

Documents f r many years nowthe question of the quality of

paper; the fact that so many books are printed on paper that will
be withered away in a period of years. Will that be taken up at all?
-. Mr. BENTON. Does anyone else on the panel care to address that
issue?
Mr. HOOPES. I do not know. Mr. Chairman.
1,

Mr. BENTON PerhraPs Tern could 'Address that issue.

Mr. GALVIN. Thank you If I may; the problem of the deteriora-..
tion of printed .materials is, one of enormous concern to the whole ti
libraryTand-scholarly7communities;-because- of -its-adverse-impact
on-access to recorded knowledge. I feel certain that this will be a
major concern because of the serious imp_ lications for the deteriora-

tion of the national knowledge record. I feel certain it will be a
major concern at the-White House Conference.

Senator PELL Well I would very much hope it-is. I know that I
played a role in making sure that in any Government subsidies for
hard-cover-books we crank into the consideration of hbw much we
spend for_ the quality of paper, and that we spend it for hard-cover
books with paper that will last. I would hope that would be on your
agenda.

The next question I had is are. you going to consider anywhere
need . for technical books as opposed to what you call trade
boos or books. of more public interest?.There are certain technical
publishers around the country; will thoSe interests be considered?
Mr. BENTON. As perhaps you are aware, Mr, Chairman,' the
Conference thetriatically is divided up into five general areas. The
third, area is library- information 'services fOr organizatiolis and
professions.,,Andinost. surely, the technical publications will fit in
in an upfront way in this thiid theme of library and information
services for business, Organizations and professions. So it will be

addressed, I am sure 'most particularly by the eroups that are

focusing on that theme.
Senatdi PELL. Will representative§ from this kind of publishing

be invited-as delegatesnot observers, but delegatesto the. White

House Conference?
Mr. BENT0N. I do not know what the spepific representation from

thissector is but we will find out for the record.
Senator. PELL. Could you and let me know, because-I know this
particular publisher, whom I have . followed for many years, and
who published one of my books many years ago, was not invited.
And there is no reason why any= particular one should be, but the.
viewpoint of that particular industry should very -much ,be there,
not as observers but as_ participants, I believe.
Mr.
Well,':' it- isiunfortunately- -a. -bit -late^to_inject --new
delegates into the process, since this has been a carefully managed

process from the States and with delegates at-large. But we Most
certainly can include such representatives in the official obserVer
category and as resource people, so that they can participate in
that way.
Senator PELL -And =I would _hope the subject -matter would be
considered.
Senator Stafford?

_

Senator STAFFORD. ,Thank you Mr. Chairman. I will ask- the
panel just one question, and that is with reference to the annual
estimated cost of operatina National Periodicals. Center. Since
this may 'very well come before the committee later on I think- it
would be desirable for us to have sOrne,ballpark concept of what a
center's operations might ,cost if ,one were established. If some of
the panel could offer light on that, I would appreciate it
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MR. DUNLAP. I can only repeat the estimate of the one plan that
we know of However, the Association of Research Libraries would
be glad to do some work on that and present that testimony to you
later.
"
Senator STAFFORD. Rink if that could be supplied fc-W-the recoid .

of this subcommittee in these hearings it would be helpful as an

advance, notice to us of what we might be facing later on in

addition to the $15 million figure for establishing the Center.
s. DUNLAP. At this point in the record ive would like to submit
attachments D; E, and F which deals with-the question of costs. for
establishing and Operating a National Periodicals Center.
There have been three estimates of costs developed in the last 3
years. The first,.attachment D, 'represents cost figures which were.,,determined by NCLIS' task force on a national,periodicals system
in 1977. The second, attachment E, are costs determined through a
study in 1978, undertaken by the Council on Library -Resources
entitled; "A National Periodicals Center: Technical DevelopMent
.

.

Plan." The third, attachment F, represents costs estimated
Arther D. Little, Inc., in a study just completed for the National

Commission entitled,- "A Comparative Evaluation of Atlernative
Syitems for4he Provision- of Effective Access to Periodical Litera

lure."

[The information referred to follows:I
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aTTACHMINT D

Ietimatedtotal annual costs for the ft. i.oual

Periodicals Center, in thousands of dollars

Cemmuni
Staff

Photo.=
copy,

cations &
DeliveTy___

Other : Total .

75

54

,

768

84

183

102

3,488

,008

105

232

122

4,175

1,327

131

295

146

5,026

1,734

164

375

192-

6,594

.2,271

205

476

230

7,899.

many-ihortcomings in the above estinataa.

Changes

costs due to new technology have Uot been included. ,- inflation

are just best gushe+a, and, perhaps, the most troublesome

,,estimema are the eteff costs.

The assumptions used do not allow

ocignomias which shOwld exist in such an operation.

additi

\

\

costs have bean estimated lor LC's role'as a major

referral library at tbm third level and COMM development and

a costs sre not included. It in also anticipated that back=
up resource libraries at Level 3 would be compensated for their
although such costs were not, included above.
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ted costs for recovery by subsidy and fees

Year

Costs for
Collection And Facilities
(Subsidized)

r,

All Other
Costs
,Unite Cost
(Recovered From Fees)- for Fees

1978

$ 2,351;000

8.1,137,-000

$3.79

1979

2,708,000'

1,467.000

3.91

1980.

.3,127,000

1;899,000

4.05

1981,

4,129;000

2,465,000

1982

4.717.000

3,182,000

4.34

The unit costs to be recovered by fees 'are reasonable and each

year a higher proportion of the total budget is being recovered
through fee
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The Financial Plan

ional resource that will require an

The NPC
ongoing, subsidy:

material can be acquired, preserved-"

and made availab

at demand for thatOaterial.

Nowever

inancially' self-s6PpOrting

the NPC should

fees charged and the high

for routine Opera
level:of processing
Tbe Capital, operating, and preeerva

first five years of NPC operation are presented be ow.

of

E

ense

"free types of 'costa will

-1v:

the NpC's initial -Istart-

.up) and ongoing operation;
1.

-p

4nit

2 costs, consisting of facility construction and
furnishing Oasts.'

'including all costs associated with acquiring,.
maintaining the collection and filling requests.'
t of the coLection will be octisidered a continuing
The caauniestions mots hurl:teen estimated on a,
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per trenss: icrehaeis.

It is to be expected that

achieved-once-the consonicaticrersysteffils-operational.

Preservation coots, including only those coots associated with
microfilming materia1s'.4in fragile condition ei with special
characteristics (.g: large sire), and where microfilming is not
oPerationailY 'just :ied based. on the volume of requestlimade.

Eventually,

all'

mie ofilm

funding should tie ,available to rout
received

at

the

NPC

for

ly

purposes- of..

preservatam.

Income and EXPense

Protection

Exhibit 1 on page 163 presents the NPC's anticipated operating.

expenses

and presentation costs for the first five years from initial

planning to full scale operation (neethe chapter on

iniaementati

Exhibit 2 on page. 164 cospates "the finandial results assuming that
the

NPC fills 5000000, 1;600,000 and 2,700,000 requests respectivel

during .t.110:

first three years of =request fulfillment and

(2)

processing fees from $2.00 to $3.50 per transaction are charged.

tha

P'

mil

salaries

ilt

750,090

$1,4031000

fits)
00,000

20,000

alLtions

ridPeit (Mteu)

20,000 .(1)..
5400

niganca
ice Developed
afuliment

.2,0951000.121

300,090 (3),!'

list, lights i maintenance

:35,000

3751000

250,000

250,000

.10,000

10,600

2,095000

2,095,000.

300,000 (3):::
37,000

Sj

$2,272,000

'$2,740,000

09,000

95,000

1;200,000

1,725/000

84,0

..200,000

Mill

Oatside =tractors
Caltinencies

$1,057,000

250,000` '

250,000

,

-11,000
1

2,095,000

12,000,

2,095,000

300,000

300,000

39,400

4Z00

14,000

77,000.

232,000

428,000

50,000

50,000

=

425,000

200,000

200,000

'100,000

50 000

50 000

50,000

501000

50000

$35,750

$71,5001.

$75,000

,

1
.

'Mar* (irel, salaries
frImp benefits)

mid

$8,000

rquiplent

200 000. (4)

8,500

9,000

9,500

500

.$1112E

150 000 (3)

Subtotal

raelitita

6,500,000
SubtOtal

iW05
$101/48j00
m-=JEMEIIRE

'250 000

5 083 00

5 432 256

.........

67

j.
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Notes for Exhibit

1

million for computer equipment, meortixed over five years.
ludas 1375,000 per year for acquisition of beckfiles.
Acquisition costa averaged over five years.
ludas cm microfilm machine each year for three years
T.
ine'processor and deacidification unit.

EXHIBIT 2

ing various Processing Fees
n Thousands of Dollars)`

Year

Operating Eve

s

1

3,748

2

$4,833

Year

3,748.

Year
$6,751

$5,432

Suleidy

Processing Pee

0

Year

-.Year

5

$7,998

lissic Operation'

84,833

$3,662

$1,11

($1,452)

$3.00

3,748

4,833

3,932

1,951

(102)

$2.50

3,748

4,833

4,182

2,751

1,248

$2.00

3,748

4,833

4,432

3,551

2,598

NszabeF Of Bequests

500,000

;

1,600,000

2,700,000-

Income over asperses-Would be used for additional preservation
activities;
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It is clear from
trivial.

hibits 1 and 2 that the eats of the WC' era

HOwever, it is.also.clear 'from Exhibit±2 that given tht
demand estimates, a modest and 'eventually declining

-subsidy. CC:no:more than $3,000,000 from'the fourth year on would prOvidc,

fundsto assure the microfilming 1411 titles received at the NPC.
funds required in the'first,year are $3,750,000 plus construct:
' funds of 66,500,000L

Second-nyear its are $6,850,090 OlUs 4250,000 for,

rnishings and equipment for the NPC building. Third -year Costs rise to

$5,450,000but apPinsiMately 500,000 requests are exPected to be filled.

At a processing fee of #3.00 per transaction, the third-year costs are

by a $1,500,000 incoMMAtem yielding a

net

obit of $3,9501000.

fourth-Year costs rodUced.by an Income item of $4,800,000 generated from

1,600,000 requests would be $1,925,000.

However, at this stage a full

subsidy of $3,000,000 is requested in order to assure the preservation
of all materials received at the NPC.
not only provide

In the fifth year, the $3,000,000 subsidy
1

preserVation

costa but Should allow -a

propelling fees charged for-access tothe NPC.

,requests Mounts,

the proceSsing

ultimately,.20 can the subsidy.

demand fella to

neetthese

in

the

As the volume of filled

fee can be gradually reduced and,
A word dof fiscal caution is in order.'

All of these projections are based upon a

reason

reduction

demand.

If fore

targets; all estimates will have to be

Modified including that of the required subsidy.

z
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For System Cwe use System b as tilt starting point, ma

as:shownia Table Is 6.

TheSe

ncludet

.--por Capital Equipment and the.half of the5initial operations
deficit* related to acquisitions,activities, we reduce the
.costs by 1/A to reflect the smaller collection. size.

--For the half pf the initial operations deficit represented by

elated actiVities,we reduce the costa by 2/3.
Operating income is provided -by 1/3 the demand used for
System 13, butAot-indicate a higher fea. in keeping with the

goal of setting

he initial fee lower than, but close to,

the expected eventual value.

*

Table IV-5, from which the figure of 1/2 ipAeriVed, applies
to an operating rather than a build-up environment; as a
result, this procedure may understate the System C costs.
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=TAILEI?-6.
STA1T-U? e..13 TRANSITION COSTS
($ Millions)

Syste-it B

Item

Cost

Capital
Equipment

6.75

Initial
Operations

Lees

-Plus Copyright
SUB-TOTAL

20.80

Adjustment Factor

by 3/5 (Collection Sire
Related)

5.06

1/2 by 3/4 (Collection
Size Related)

7.80

1/2 by 1/3 (Demand
Related)

3.46

- 7.35

0.7 Million items at
$4.50

2.22

0.7 Million items at
$1.06

22.4

1.25 (- 0.25w

by 3/4 (Collection SireRelated) - (0.25)

Systems
Development

0.80 (- 0.50)

To bring total to 1.50

- 1.35

Contingency

1.50

SUB-TOTAL

1.45

TOTAL

$26.5* millions

- 3

13.9

Publisher
Relations

Communication.

System C
Cost

r reduction by 0.10
Reduce by 1/3

1.00

- 1=25
1.00
1.44

$15.3
million.

*Including $2.6 milliona extra for back-copy collection cos
considered in System B.

_NOM Iteme in parentheses denote allowances, when making
modifications, for parts of items already included in budgets.
NOTE:

It is estimated that start -up and transition will cover a
four to five year period
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Mr. HOOP ES. May I make one brief staterrwrit, Mr. Chairman,

with regard to the National Periodicals Center. You said your
committee is not committed to further hearings on this subject. I

would respectfully urge that you do hold hearings. In view of the
complexity of the, subject both as reflected by Senator Stafford's
question and as reflected by whit Mr. Benton had to say about how
the National Periodicals Center would fit into a wider system of
distribution, and also in view of the fact that there were no hearings held on this very complex subjer't in the House, I would
respectfully make that request, sir.
Senator PELL. Thank you It is just one of those questions of time
constraints and the number of committees that Senators chair as'
opposed to in the House, where they do not chair as many. But we
will do our very best.
Senator Javits?

Senator Javits. Mr. CChairman, may I just have a word? I do not
have any questions for the panel except, because I have been on

this committee for a very long time to emphasize the critical
importance of libraries to the country, and to pay my tribute to

Senator Pell for the origination of the White House Conference on
Libraries which will take place next month, and to urge that you
all give your maximum to that because it is a unique chance that
does not happen at all probably for another number or decades, if
again, to make vivid to the American people libraries. They sound
little old-fashioned, and have been succeeded by so many visual-

aids, television, everything under the Sun. But for myself in my
own experience, and my on study and that of my children and of
my staff, I think they are still the staff of intellectual life. And I

hope very much that you all do not fail to signalize the occasion by
doing your best to build up the conference. That will do youmare
good in all the things you want than laws we can pass by getting

the public interested, again in the traditional American love for
the library and for the solid values which it represents.

Mr. Chairman, again, I wish to pay my tribute to you and the
extraordinary way in which you fathered the HumanitiestEndowment61 must say over my opposition for a whileand the museums and the libraries.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much. We have done all this work
together.
Mr. Benton'?

0

Mr. Benton. Mr. Chairinan, I just wanted to take this opportuni-

tyand thank you for giving it to me, I appreciate it very much

to thank Senator Jiivits for his active suppoit. He is a member of
bur White House Conference Advisory Committee to the White
use Conference, and the representative of the Senate on that
Imittee, mid we are most pleased with your active and vigorous
port of our cause here trod we are most grateful for that
Senator JAviTs. Thank you.
Mn. BENTON. I wanted to say just on lust thing also, in-relation
to Senator Stafford's question.
Senator Stafford, I think it is absolutely essential that the stakeholders' hat are interested in advancing the cause of the National
Periodiu 1 System National Periodicals Center, cost justify the
moneylth\tt they are asking for. We have .,bt to be hardnosed about
1

1

1.1

'c
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the money we are asking for and what we are getting for that

money, and what we have to really focus on now is: What can we
deliver for the money, and is it the best way of spending the money
in delivering these services'and meeting these needs? We must do

this The National Commission is committed to pursuing this fur
tiler and making contributions in this area
Senator STAFFORD. Mr. Benton, I say "Amen.
Mr. BENTON. Thank you.
Senator PEI Senator Schweiker?

Senator SCHWEIHF.R. Thank you Mr. Chairman. I apologize for
being late. I had hoped to be here to welcome Dean Galvin. Unfor.
tunately, my plane was a little bit late. -I was welcoming the Pope
to Philadelphia and doing my duties there yesterday, so I apologize.
I appreciate the opportunity to be here.
Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Senator Schweiker. And
thank you wry much. I am particularly glad to see such old friends
as Mr. Benton and Mr. Hoopes. I particularly appreciate the specif-

ic suggestions you made,, and we will follow up on themnot
necessarily follow them or- agree with them, but we will consider

them. I think they are very valid points.
Thank you very much indeed.
Senator PEEL. Our next witness is Mr. Robert S. Willard, vice
president for government relations, Information Industry Association, Washington.
Mr. Willard?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT S. WILLARD. VICE PRESIDENTFOR
GOVERNMENT RELATIONS. INFORMATION INDUSTRY ASSOCI
ATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. WILLARD. Mr. Chairman, Senator starro,:, Senator
Schweiker, good morning.
My name is Bob Willard, and I am /ice president of the Informa-

tion Industry Association. We are a rapidly growing trade associ-

ation comprised of businessmen and women of the information age.
Our members collect, organize, abstract, index, distribute, and
otherwise add value to information. We, are deeply concerned with

public policy affecting information, and we feel that title II is very
much an information- related section of the Higher Education Act
in its general support of library and information resources.
We endorse the cm tinut lion of these support programs, and we

would like to share a few specific comments.
With regard to part A funding, we also encourage the increase of
this from $5,000 to $10,000.

With regard to part B, the research and demonstration grants,
we ask that the Senate join the House in eliminating the needless
restriction 'of these grants to only nonprofit organizations.
However, we would like to devote most of our attention to part
of S, 1841, which is identical to the bill reported by the House
Education and Labor Committee. Fam referring specifically to the
provisions to establish a National Periodical Center.
Let me make it clear that we have a very distinct interest in this

(::cause our membersspecifically, U -iiversity Microfilms, Instite for Scientific Information are actually doing now what this
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proposal would have the Government do. They are providing copies
of periodical articles.

We recognize that the original Senate reauthorization bill does
not contain any language about this, and we understand the reluctance of this subcommittee to enter any protracted discussion of
this issue. We are therefore all the more grateful for this opportunity to offer our initial comments to the Senate subcommittee on
the propos 1.
I would e to stablish two important points. -First, we believe
that now i s no
e proper time to be handling legislation establish-ing a federally subsidized NPC. The complexities of tho i-.sues
involved deserve more attention than the Congress can effectively
give while it is concerned with legislation as comprehensive as the,
fligher Education Act currently before this subcommittee.
Second, we strongly believe the best way to accomplish the objective proposed for an NPCthat is, to improve access to periodical
literatureis through the Continued growth of library networks
and through unconstrained operation of an information marketplace, not through the establishment of a centralized, Governmentsubsidized business.
Let me now present a summary of our principal 'thoughts on
these two points.
First, we said now is, not the time to handle NPC 1,.gislation. We

feel that Congress should deal with this-as a separate issue, not
part of something else_ We think the facts and perspectives developed during the national discusions so far on an NPC should b`
weighed by Congress...
We note the Arthur D, Little study th t has been eferrad to
earlier, raises issues that must be addressed before 'pushing
forward, And, as the Chairman has already noted, the White House
Conference on Library and Information. Services will ioentifs' the
public priorities regarding-such services. Congress should wait to

see where the NPC stands among other competing priorities.
Second, I indicated that we, beF...?ve the best approach -45' the
market, not a centralized, Grwernment-funded enterprise. We thf k
that establishing an NPC would be using public funds to set up a
business enterprise. We feel that th^ cost to the taxpayer is not
insignificant, and may indeed grow in the future.
Senator Stafford very wi ely questioned tnese costs, and I think
it is, important to point out that so far, nobody can really answer
those questions.

Third, we think that t:.e, seeds or a real threat to intellectual
freedom are contained in the NPC's ability to control information.

Next, we recognize that there already is an existing robust

m irket in periodiriil reprints. No marketplace failure has taken
place tp justify Government intervention.
'rhe trigger mechan'sm that is in the legislation could result in
an unfunded N ?C on the books, acting as a disincentive to improved private sector capabiWies.
Finally, the NPC would provide an indirect subsidy to selected
users and institutions..
let me turn now to one final point,.and that is that we believe
the NPC prpposal is after-A, a fundamental information 'policy
issue.
ssue.
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I am especially pleased that the chairman of this committee is
also the chairman of the Senate Rules and Administration Committee, because I would like to make reference to specific information
poliqy which is currently before that committee. I am referring to
the revision.of title 44, which the chairman has sponsored.

There are many parallels contained in the two bills. We are
attaching to our testimony an extract of this industry's testimony
on title 44, because ,it demonstrates these very important parallels.

Of most importance' is the fact that both bills set up indirect

subsidies. I think that this committee should very clearly recognize
that the NYC is in essence, establishing an indirect subsidy to
beneficiaries who are already receixing a direct subsidy through
part CDf the NPC.
Let.rne conclude by indicating that we very much appreciate the
opportunity that you have given us to participate in this forum and
state our very strong desir'a that we pLirticipfte further in hearings
de-voted to this particula subject.

Thank you for this opportunity, and I would be pleas !d to re-

spond to any questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Willard follows:]
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-ement of Robert 8. Willard
Vice President, Government Relations of the
Information Industry Association
pefore the Senate Committee on Labor and HUman Resources
HUbCOmMitLeo on Roalcation, Arta & Humanities`
Regarding Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act
(S. 1839, S. 1840, S. 1841)
October 4, 1979

My name in sobert 5. Willard and I am the Vice President, Governmeni,
Relations for the Information Industry Association.

On behalf of thy:

Association, I want to thank the committee for affording this opportunity
to share with you some of our thoughts on Title II of the Higher Education'
Act.

The Informs

on Industry Association is a rapidly growing trade

association compr&ing the entrepreneurs of the information age, Our members are in the business of colleeting,-organizing, abstracting, indeiang,
distributing, and otherwise adding value to informatiOn.

We are virally

cononrned with, the economics and the public policy affecting information
in the marketplace. A list of our members is attached for youi re6rence.

Title II is very much an information related section of the Higher
Education'Act.

It 'deals with basic:grants for library and information Ai,

.sources Per institutions of higher education; it provides for research and
training programs and demonstration4proiects in the fields of library and
information science; and it authorizes federal support of research librakes, recognizing their unique contribution to the information wealth
of this nation. The Information Industry Association recognizes the
portance of these,programs and without hesitation endorser' their cOtt4nuation.

We do feel A few specific comments on these programs are appropriate.
With regard to Part A funding, we would join with our collegues in the
American Library Association to encourage that the basic grant ceiling be
raised from $5,090 to410,000. The current ceiling was established in
1965.

The ravages of inflation during the past decade and a half have

eroded'the value of these funds more than 50%; therefore the'doubling of
this authorization would merely bring the purchasing power back close
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that level erigiytclly intended by the authors of the higher

ucation Act

1965.

C6ncerning Part h

we would draw

72 -1 which prohibits the making

, committees attention to Section

researen and demonstration grants to

other than the non-profit or thd public sector.

While we recognize that

indeed much of this activity that this section is intended to support will

coma from thosesector:3, it does not seem equitable or wise to us to arbi-,

trarily prOc%le the contributions that could be made by for the for-profit
,

0

actor in developing "new techniques, systems and equipment for processing,%
storing and distributing information."

We ask that the Senate join the

House lb eliminating this needless restriction.

We could like to defer comment on Part C of tiL
our

X while we turn

:cation to Part n which is in S. 1841, which is identical to the

bill'repeet4d by the House Education and labor Committee.

Y are refeeing

nee/Melly to the Provisions to establish a National Periodical Center.
vAcelblio that the original Senate reauthorization bill does not contain
any language concerning an NPC and understand the reluctance of this sub;
acialsittee to enter any Protracted discussion of the issue.

We are there-'

fore 411 the more-gratefuj'forthis opportunity to offer our initial cost
*lento to the Senate subcommittee on -this, proposal.

At this time we would like to establish two important points:
o First, we believe that now is not the proper time to be handling
legislation establishing a federally subsidized NPC.

The-coM-

,plexity of the issues involved dererves more attention than the
congress can effectively give while it is concerned with legisletion an comprehensive as the Higher Education Act currently
before this committee.

o Second, we strongly believe the best way to accomplish

ob-

jeeiive proposed for an WPC, that is, to improve access to peri-

mdical literature, is through the continued growth of library networks and through unconstrained operation of an information market-

place, not through'the establishment of Acentralized, government
,

subsidized business.
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Before speanding on these

_ points,

now present a summary

of our principal thoughts on each:
Now is not the time to handle NPC le

a

on:

o Congress should deal with NPC as a separate issue, not part of
'something else.

o Facts and perspectives, developed during nat ona

discussion on

NPC should be weighed by Congress.

o The Arthur D. Little study raises

hat must be addressed

before pushing forward.
o The White !Ouse Conference on Library and. Information Services
will identify, the public priorities regarding such services;
t

Congress should wait to see where the NPC stands among other competing priorities.
t

a h

not a centralised overnment funded

enterprise:

o Establishin

would.

using public

funds to set up a

sass enterprise.

o The costs to the taxpayer

a not insignificant and may indeed

grow in the future.
o The seeds of a real threat to intellectual" freedom are contained
in the NPC's ability to control information.

o There 4a an existing, robust market in periodical reprints] no
marketplace failure has taken place to justify government intervention.

o The "trigger mechanism" could result in a unfunded NPC on the
books, acting as $ disincentive to improved private sector
capabilities..

a The tin would provide an indirec
and institutions.

subsidy:to selected users

,
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In truth, we do net b1 ieve the Higher Education Act is the. right
place for NPC.

While library

i

do indeed play a major role in

higher education, the NPC proposal far' transcends the higher education interestn.

Perhaps it would be better i, 'he NPC proposal were permanently

excluded from NNA.

Perhdps it belongs in the National Library Act,

.(S 1124) introd ced by two distinguished members of this °mate°, Senator
davits and Senator Kennedy.

Ideally, howeverwe feel the legislation

should be introduced alone to stand or Fall totally on its own merits.
Much study and discussion regarding an NPC has taken place already, and as
we will point out later, much study remains to be done.
easefully weigh this Mator3a1 before

Congress should

acting,-

IIA has been involved ir. the national discussion concerning the

tablishment of a National Periodical Center for many months.

s`-

We have

communicated our poSition on this issue directly totheNetional Commission
On abraries & Information Science as well as to the library, publishing
and information community at large.

NCLIS, as an independent agency in

the executive branch, has played a catalytic role in bringing together
many of the concerned parties and we have responded to NCLIS's invitation.
.We participated in NCLTS's Open Forum on the NPC, attended numerous meetings

of special committees and meetings of the commission itself, and provided
detailed input to the independent research project seensored by NCLIS on
third subject.

We have worked with many interested parties and all along

have advocated a position that-would seek not to dupliCate or damage existing information resources.
therefore are very - disappointed by the inclusion of Part D in

Title II of the House version of the Higher Education Reauthorization which
was reported by the Education and Labor Committee last week.

The pre-

. memo of'such language in this.-bill to doubly disturbing because it occurred
in the face 'of our active participation in a consensus seeking operation

under the auspieies of NCLIS and our concomitlt commitment not to engage,

in advocating. osaic legislative proposals on behalf of our position
on flog NPC.

Many'of the points of agTeement worked out among the interested_

ave not been incorporated. in the language of the House bill).

AR a result of this our assooletio,4, at a meeting of its Board of

Directors on September 19, adopted a raoolution stating our outright
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opposition to the language of Title II D in H.R. 5192 and reaffirming. our
commitment to a marketplace approach.

I think it needs to be made perfebtly clear that theAc

n on,the

House side, no matter how well intentioned, co-opted a number of parties
from the library, publishing and information community who hive very
distinct and important perspectives and interests that should be taken
into account in any consideration of an NPC.

I hope this Committee will

1

go on record as committing itself to a. full airing of these points of view
before any final legislative action.. I can assure you of the. willingness

of the information Industry Association to participatelfully with the
committee jest as wC have so fat with NCLIS.
Up to this point, the: proponents of an NPC have been heard q
clea

.

It is argued that there is a very strong base of suppor

-None-

theless, it should be clearly pointed out that the co4lition-of--1 terest
supporting the NPC may be .somewhat narrow.

In fact, it should be oted

that even in the, library community there is not a unanimity of ap
would ask that you'ir:clude as a part of the record an article app *ring, in

the September issue of Ameticar 4/aeries, and titled "A National
odiea

: Too limited a goal."

The author, Donald J. Sager, directs:

the Chicago public. library and iS a member of the board of the Public
Library Association.

tie questions the impact of an, NPC on existing net-

work developments, and fears 'that NPC is'a"low priority compared to other
-opportunities for federal support of local library efforts.

There are two other developments that I believe this committee should
take into account.

The first,is the study commissioned by NCLIS to eval-

uate alternative proposals for an NPC.
Inc.,

0
NCLIS selected Arthur D.

ch firm with excellent credeatials'in-the library and infor-'

:nation community.

The results of their study have just recently been re=

leased. :The report raises serious issues that require further study and
evaluation:

Arguments'that ,the NPC promal has been "studied to death"

Axe c%-esiderably weak. ed bjr a number

i',provocative and, unanswered Taos=

tions contained in the A.D. Little study:

For example, eine finding is

that by the time an NPC is established and operating, it will be econom-'
icallv and technologically obsolete.

second develi4mont is the iminent convening of the long awaited
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on services.

__ House Conference on Library and Inf

We in the

information community are looking forward with qreat interest to the recommendations that will come from this' forum.

The federal government is

committing nearly $4 million to create a mechanidm for the public to have
some voice in deciding what should he done to improve the quality of library and information services.

The statutory requirement of this con-

ference is to provide to the President and congress a recommendation afng' public policy in these areas.

preemptive,

It is questionable, and perhaps_even

to puweed with a federzaly funded NPC when it may be deter-

mined that this proposal carries a relatively low priority compared to
other Ways in which the federal government may assist library activities.
*

Now lot me turn't.. a number of observations concerning IIA's position
on flit

Ost way to Meet the objectives of an NPC.

would hope to be per-

Witted to expand on any of these points whn the committee holds further
hearings en this subject.

The congress should recognize that if

t establisher an tiP,

an en-

visioned in the current House bill, it will effectively be setting up an
information business supported by public funds.

The Congress should also

y recognize that such a business would be in competition4a4th existing enterprises, both for-profit and not for-profit, and this competition

would feature some unfaircharacteristics such aS the availability of
government provided services at discount rates, the lack of any need to
recover costs, and the freedom from paying any local or other taxes.

Of'

course,.such an operation would cost the taxpayers somethi 1.
would urge the committee not to be misled by the estim. -'od cost

that is ascribed to the develppment of en NPC.

Whether one takes slow

estimate. of 20 to'25, million dollars or the Authorized amount of 75

million dollars in the Nouse bill, the first five years of operation o
the NPC do not represent an overwhelming drain on the federal treasury.
NevertheleSs, it would be a serious mistake to deel,:1 simply on the basis

of low costs that there is a compelling reason to start such an operation.
First of all, there should be concern over- the-potential expansion-of
activities of an NPC.

If journal articles can he provided through this

mechanism, might it not follow-that there would be similar requests for
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books, for films, for reporting services and for audio-visual materials?
Moreover, as pointed out 4;1 the A.P. Little report, even if the NPC
not successful it is a waste of public resources., Further, attempts to
shore up faulty Performance may result in even further waste.
Another fundamental issue (and one which is also presented in the
A.D. Little report) concerns intellectual freedom.

Admittedly improbablMi
but certainAy not impossible, is the scenario in which a centralized NPC

is'- established and as a result of its existence (either by accident or

by design) libraries surrender more and more of their periodical holdings'
confidant they can always.obtain what they need from the NPC. Simul.

taneously private sector document delivery facilities,

faced with the
chilling effectof comi,fition by a government funded enterprise, direct

j

their venture capital to,other, more rewarding enterprises.

The possible
result is that the one and only copy of a periodical exists solely in
the NPC.

This raises interesting and complicated questions about the
economics of information generation and distribution, but moie importantly it, raises the spectre of information control.
What would happen if
someone managing the NPC decides that a document they control is too
sal, too conservative, pornographic, threatsning to national security,
Our democracy depends upon citizens' having access to multiple
sources,

information.
,

The NPC, specifically as outlined in the House

.

legislation, is a very reAl threat to such diversity.
another obr;ervatian concerns the grounds for justification of the
.,

.-

It is argued that current inter-library loans (TI,L) are causing tremendous':
cost burdens on a handful of institutions.
To relieve this burden, the NPC
been proposed.

However, it should be pointed out that in all'proposals

for the NPC, it is stipulated that the borrowing library would pay a charge
-for access to the material; in theory -this charge is meant to meet, at
minimum,

s operating and copyright costs of the transaction.' ILL, on the
other hand, in generally free to the borrowing library currently, althalgh
there is some trend away from th;a, (especially an compliance with provisions of the revised copyright law make royalty payments necessary:Under
some circumstances).
in other words, "mechanism that charges for a eery
Le beidg proposed a6 an alternative for a mechanism that does not fJharee.
146 would argue that there is alreadyln place a mechanism that charges, and
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it is a robust, decentralized informmtion marketplace.

This marketplace,
even under the threat of a,centralized, government funded NPC, has offered

a diversity of services at reasonable prices.

(Yor example, University

Microfilms, Inc. and Institute foi Scientific Information; two xrA member
companies offer journal article reprints at prices between $5 and $10.
have described many.of these existing services in a paper prepared for
NCIJS prior to the A.D. Little study.

we

We are submitting a copy of it to

this subcommittee for the record.)

We would argue further that in the abnc- of any threat to this marketplace its capabilities would expand sig-

nificantly and that competitive forces would lead to'eVen bettor quality
and/or lower priced services, Finally, we would argue that it is folly net
to give this existing marketplace a chance before declaring a market fail-

Ure that requires government'interwntion and the establishment of a
government NPC.
let me turn briefly now to discuss one of the features of the Mouse
bill' that is held up to demonstrate the NPC proposal is really not all that
threatening.
I am refering to the "tr'.gger mechanism," specifically Section'201 (b)(2)0 which provides that the NPC will not be funded unless.
P'arts A, B ark0 C of Title II are funded at their fiscal 1979. evels.

As
one member of,the A.D. Little study team observed, the presence of NPC

autherity-inthelaw'and the lack of appropiiatIons would be the worst of
all situations. The private sector would be extremely toliictant_to invest
any money in IMProlinq its capabilities in providing access to periodical
literature when they realize that government funded competition is only an
appropriations bill away.

Thus those who-desTre access to the periodical

literature would have neither an NPC nor an adequate piivate sector capsbility.

Furthermore, there is the very real possibility that the.NPC_as de_

scribed in the House legislation could begin operations immediately upon
Authorization vithout requiring an appropriation. Inasmuch as the entity
vould have the authority to receive gifts from Individuals and private,
state, and federal agencies, organizations and institutions, ilt10 easy to
imagine an Immediate fund raising operation dedicated to getting the NPC
started.

Once established, this entity then has its tax free status, its

use of the U.S. rile on a subsidized basis, and its access to GSA supplies
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and services, including telecoueuunicatlons, at rat
to the private sector.

not generally available

Moreover it would be able to hire staff to begin

lobbying with the Cengrem to remove the trigger mechanism or to raise the
appropriations to such a level that it could begin, full operations,

m *

t

*

mechanismas obviously an artificial contrivance to make

The tricicl

the ligher Gollucation Act a hospitable environment for the NPC proposal.

We

ohave already'stated a number of reasons why we think Congress should not
include NPC i

the 1R14.

[here is another point we'd, like to bring to

your attention.

The NPC proposal-is after all a fund mental- information policy issue:
It deserves fuli attention as such.
such issues in.an indirect way.
..

he Congress deals with;

Too often

One only_ has to refer to the committee

print issue4 14 the House Administration Committee at the beginning of 0As
Congress which identified more than 6 dozen public lows affecting informtion policy passed by the 95th Congress.
in comprehensive legislation and they__

.serve.

ten such matters are buried

Tzao

r1 to receive the attention they

They also are handlod by numerous committees throughout the con-

gross and it in very difficult to

,

nd any single point of authority and

responsibility concerning informati6.policy.

Public policy affecting in-

formation will be seeking more and more attention as information continues
to became more and more a part of daily life and our economy.

Congress has

the opportunity to recognize this in this particular circumstance by.dealing with the NPC proposal independently and as a signific=ant information_
poli

question.

I'm especially pleased that the chairman of this committee id also the
chairman 6f the senate Rules /nd Administration Committee because I would
like to make reference to-specific information policy legislation, which is
currently before. that committed and bears quite strongly on the hilIC pro-

posal. 'I refer to the bill to amend that part of Title 44 which deals
with the Government Printing Office and the depository:libraries (S 1436)
which is sponsored Chairman Pell.

The Information industry Association

has actively participated in much of. the development of this legislation
and

see many paren-els---contaleedetwo bills.

we, are attaching to

our written testimony an,extract from the testimoRiNie_presented on

-10-

Title 44 which clearly points out the similar-issues involved in these

,

two pieces of infbrratioq policy legislation.

One of the specific aspects of our testimony on Title 44 that I would
like to draw to your attention is our discussion of the differences between
direct and indirect subsidy.

Clearly the three parts of the Higher Educe-

tion Act provide direct federal subsidies for information activities that

-----Ixo-Congreah-a-SM ermined eloold be supported.

The justification for

Part C, special-,funding for research libraries, is that these institutions

make a significant,contributon, are broadly based, have unique natures,
contain material not Widely available, and provide Arvices to individuals
not connec;:ed with their related institutions.

This federal funding is a

direct subsidy to meet d public policy objective.

The justification for

an NPC is.(pare 111y, at least) that a number of research libraries are
incurring costs
odicals.

meet demands of their specialized collection of peri-

The establishment of a federally funded NPC results in an indirect

eubeldy,rosulting_in an additional flow of-federal-dollars-to- the

libraries hecadse they would be _relieved (in whole or in part) fromthe
burden of making their periodical collection available.

Inasmuch as-the

research libraries are already receiving a significant proportion of Title
XI'funds in the fiscal 1980 appropriation (especially when the appropriation

is mosyred_as a percentage of the authorized amount) this subcommittee
should clearly examine the ramifications of adding to this funding the
indirect subsidy that would result from establishment of a federal NPC.
Before concluding, I do want to make it very clear that the industry
does not support the belief that there iS:n0 role for government in informatiOn activities.

Quite the contrary, we have long characterized the in-

formation structure of this nation as analagous to a three legged stool,
the legs representing the public sector, the not- for - profit sector and the

for-profit private Sector.

Without any one of the three legs, the stool

does not serve its function.

Any activity that tends to weaken one of the

legs threatens its-structure.

We feel very strongly that the leg represented by our industry, that
the for-profit private information business, can make and is taking 7a very

significant contribution to the overall national obSective of improving

access toperiodical:literBtureWe have -shown that members of our osio-.
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oiation are already meeting this objective, some with direct coordination
with the original publishers of the material; others in cooperation with
the-other segments of the information community which' comprises the other
two legs of the stool.

We can make a contribution to this objective and we can make a contribution to the discussion of how_thia_abiortivp i--to=ba-met,

We --very,

much appreciate the opportunity you have given'us to participate in this

-

forum and again restate our strong desire to participate further in heat-i.ngs devoted specifically to this subject.

Furthermore, with your per-

mission, we would like to submit supplemental material on this subject
before the hearing record is closed.
Thank you again for this opportunity.

l would he pleased to respond

to any questions the committee might direct to me.

.
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Information lndustrr Asso

Nation

Advancing the Business of Information
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alairtmn
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KR. goawe

RESOLUTION

Hee &Ink man

Ihumts

aMMOW

%kW r H. navy
0.101~Nritm
IA

WEREAS the Informs ion inshistry Association believes Ulat
the public interest is best served when the public has an opportubity to Choose meded,informition products end servicos
a
markotpiece. and
WHYS4SE the Association supports the idea that government
solvement in information activitio_ should be limited to these
activities which demonstrably cannebe prOVieed by the-market-

palm, And

moss lEs now

PlirREAM the Association recogniIBa
Strong net onal'need
to-conti,tue isproving Access to periodical literature:

Leo

Xmman4MANsam_
GlOwJm
Eliword M. Loo

AftfthOwn

lhi fl...Yola Tonne..

Wm- K. Summit
Itora.411*.rerfel
&OW.*
LOCO* TrOkLn

tide F,_e,.Ix

Norman M. Welton
inviilmon*N.4. CaB

iaWb Tigkosyslii
BCC PtosiOteto We

Governmetil FitagliMs

Rawl G. 'Nowt]

Cvmminvolmo agff
Hph,nn

THEREFORE_SE,It-IGEOLVED that'the Information Industry
Association oppOMS the estabLiament of a NatiOnSi Periodical
Canter as proposed in the current vesTion of the nigher Education
Act Mg 6192), and
,

BE IT, FURTHER RESOLVED that. the Association communicate tc
appropriate Members of Congress its belief that the beat approach
to mooting the neoe3e for access to periodical literature iS by
encouraging the development and use of existing rewurcne, both
public and private, rather than by the development of new gOVarnment-spOnsored or goverment-Supported institutions, and

ME IT FORMER RESOLVED that the Association also ccmmunicete
to Members of Congress its fUrther belief that
to the extent
that federal intervention can help to improve seems to periodical literature, the legislation defining this involvement Should
be carefully drawn SO as to preclude duplication of, or damage
to, existing information resources and institutions.

SitAlieh
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A National Periodicals Center: Too Limited a Goal
"Me NPC proposal, dasIgnod to Improve service to a scholarly erne, appears almost trlaelopa.Id-k-Serger

refErrin-e envies drawing upon atrium
200 maehincteadable bibliographic

Timm is general support in the pine
fession for the creation of a NOtlOval
Periodicals Center, Ara while I am not
opposed to the establishment of such an

institution. I are concerned het the
project and its short. and long-term impact upon American libraries.
1 art reminded of this classic story of
the-fellow who diaarrced with hn phy7

aician about a surgical procedure he
would have to undo go He was a trir-geon himself, familiar with the opera
lion, and he argual that the old farthest

data bates and are heavily used by hurl.
oess and halustry, factors which -should
have increased out need for many me-

t rio journal*,
on very ftiftifed at the
binned impact NPC would have.
fierposts to period eal baelcilles both

from and t

oOf tOftittltittil fOrffifOt

.00003% Or oor total circulation. If NPC

Other parts of the country is far diff erent
fines outs.

Having served m director of mall,

autopsy well prom

recently celled open to comment on the
anticipated impact of the NPC ham the
poems-tiles of public libraries. To ,nre.
pare myself for that tespofise, asked

the interlibrary to

stag at the Chi-

tago Public Library to report on the volume of traffic fur periodical backfiles.
1 should note that CPf3 h
pPrOf.
'matey C IOU cagrent titles. and another

3.300 Utles which are no longer pubHAM; That Is net a large quantity for a
metropolitan library serving 32 million
moans, with some regional and state-

o responsibilities. and I opected
we would need to draw heavily
wen ether libraries. ,
Such was not the ease In fact. during

pemethog 12 months, we had to
sosia only PM requests fox titles not to
one boldinp, Conversely, we received
only 2.000 requelblor periodicals born

otbas Markt. Staff she Itiettned ms
that 3 dgoffistant number of those tegenie WOW fur snilaing pages vendal.
bad bath to Our library and in whip lie

ittuarees
Uwe we also eget computer- assisted
i_Oestased

Mary

Seger Meet@ eta Chimer° Public

lifiltHOOSER ttf74

.

NPC to satisfy eau to for a
needed Only onco a year. If that were
tote, out if the NPC psoposal was based

tffitild he flu", is line to subsc.-ibe to the

to be fabstantiat or the OApffielie0 in

pose and of which moat libraries find

but I also wonder whether the operation Is necessary
the first plant I was

subscriptions in half, and rely open the

three yea s% ether those fees will have

large, and medium-sized public libraries
is! various states, 1 hove observed that

not only do 1 disagree with the method,

rpsesitly rood res ources. Thus it may be
post hie for a library to cut Its periodical

upon sonic solid research on the cost
and 6 e is of this procedure, then

most public librarici are concerned with
physician, hot put as he was going under
. sotksfying. the-eyeyday needs-or the
,_;_the anesthetic. halisurs1 the turgeon lay;
well rte it your way. but the average layperSOna noble etsougli pu .
as right

Lv providing better access to lam fre-

Is to sopport its af from net rem after

elected was inappsopuote, The day
came for him to go into the hospital,
and the patient still disagreed with the

The only difference between myself
and the patient in this instance u that

One of the plank arguments is that
NPC will permit libraries to save money

difficult to achieve these days.

A Confusion of Prloiltioa
That boils me to my fecund war-ems
the target audience for the NPC. The
Ping surrey. which was used to estimate

the volume of demand Cr periodical
bacbfiles, protected that _public libraries
would represent osse NPC's larger mar.
bets. Preaurnably this was based on the

belief that public libraries have smaller
backfire than academic and special liMaffei. Th e demand for the MOM filet
eifilif.O4

titles, however, would come

from a scholarly elite, hardly the typical

public library patron, although among
our comities,
. It is evident that the
drafters of the adPC prbposal had only

hotted insight to Me needs and concems of public libtarim, and if public
libraries are to be a major NPC user.
that could be ss fatal flaw.

.

Most Public libratim are not conetiored with satisfying the demands of a
scholarly elite, At a time when rail isle
lion 13 Is reducing local operating

eta, when city after city is facing bi

-

ruptm. when inflation is eroding OperasOng budgets. most public libraries are

critical concerned with getting additional funds just to maintain bade Mt.
vices. The NPC proposal, designed to
improve smoke to a scholasty mite. era
pears atmoal frivolous, and reveals a
modem confusion of priorities which In
tat& for Atranican librartes.

I doubt this can And will occur. Staff
Issfoem me that 051s of ours periodical
usage tnvolv.f only 250 titles. While the
balance of the titles most public libraries

Subscribe to may sandy a limited dm
mood, wo $till_neecl- to prireh se them-

for iMmerliate neeen or to develop
depth foc anticipated flume densood. A

au/manila! number of periodical; are
formished without cost :hrough deposi.
tory stotus or through grants born local
corporations and bMineft
The greater need among public 11Wades is far more duplicatio n. of the
popular titles to permit immediate actee at the neighborhood-level. Another
major problem Is vandolism. the loss of

entire copies or articles to satisfy de.
rand s placed upon libratim by mass
seasonal arrignmentt. Neither of these
problems would be eased by the creation of an NFC.
Furthermore, if the NPC would per
mit libraries to substantially reduce them
subsetiptirers, then the concerns of the

publishing and Information industries
nre well founded. If thine Somali are
not to vanish, they will have to sobstat.
tially trtereatelher subscription fees for
those imtitutions where' the demand
justifies maintaining the publication, and
raise the royalty fee for copying by, the

.NPC. The publishers at least have the
opportunity to adjust their prices to perrote survival. However, that may not he
possible if libraries mutt cancel needed
journals because they cannot affotd sub-

'tenths' Increases in subscription rates.
undesihose circumstances no one belie
fits. and it fa doubtful NPC would have
accomplished More than to compound
the problem.

ibere it a clear need for additional
rematch to cletemino the probable or-

tom of decrease in Unity holdkag3

.
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should UPC: he esldhlUhed. Coupled
with that some popetions sh red I hi!
paiSiblii t

ling th

riim:

pact those reductioas will love oir the
publishing iedustry, Aral what price in
chinas m could he anticipated. Wile
great many studies have been undertaken OH the feasibility

Cliar.nel the funds r

the NPC in curtain to mink(
with Oat. miff witintial efforts to
plaVe !Moil network fundirie. Ackilowledging that the NPC will he motile to
satisfy national demands entirely only
weakens its case.

type of study were made, it might an
swer the eriticisri raisird Ii, the.puldish=

leg and iniomation inilostriet. If the
Nrc prepatal it t.cg
the itotnimity
tit get tlitoegis Cungims, thci
eritieittit Mint he itiMI
'scented

shirr. The experience of most states
has proven the If
of this ap-

proach. It is a standard policy to build
upon esiqing Strength. Rather then a
tbrisstier d structure, with the NPC in

.

the middle between the [weal library and

Failures -of Centralization--

the special rolleetittitS, it won't! seem

to IMMOVe the (riding of the

Of mune, it is unlikely the NPC wield
ever satisfy HOS natiOn'a denial-1dt for
periodirvil baskfiles. Tbis plofession has
not lcid..emell success iu the paSt with
centrancitiOn. Library itiShoy is littered
with Failures
ter et woes idled io

local and special libraries.

PerhapS tea
serious roneern
the impatt it will have
opoli elitirtA Inch emus profession has
made to iacreaSe the federal share of
liteal library support. If libraries are to
Karoo Viable noir the 2W menus', then
sienetimig more than local
rotate
about the NIIC

man,ri.rlize. often 1.ecause the echo) rust
exceeded the origin-ff estimate nr Osage

glow to Networking
Another serious colic/ in I have per=
tains to the impact NEC n.,1 liwe upon
net-wielders. The :Idea, lc
hicli ile.
hits the poperol oper.e.E11, of die AFC
siiggest% a fee streetei e null he eshth.
fished to metier-age libraries tit lint try
their local and regineal liensorks beforn
they attempt to draw upin .NPC 'S
sources. Again, this assiimptinii is mit
suppnteil by any reScateh. It tut !teen
iny experience that the piddle giavitatic
In the largest cellectitils ur in area, often

hypassiog lwarbv libraries. iii pite iii=
creased time inch esperre. Idbratians do
the Sarni: thing in ewer! bran 10411 bans .
actions.

huheVe that as lug an any library
call access the NPC dismay, it will bvprial Weal, regional, oral state nutwOrks.
Since the pridessiOli liai !teen Air-outing
for years to pump firderal and state deni.

lars into developing these hierarchical
structores, the creation of the Irc. runs

Cannier In Hill 'whey and effort. The
t1

remise fer

exciesded capacity. That ha been title
with ventraltml eopmAtive processinu,
card catalog isprechichon. anff asvortol
mho ',maims.
NPC s rint.a l
tieept, as most of
os know. I recent:y
WM4.!

t.ixes will be tenoned. Mill the stele
and foleral governments will have to

Frederick Poole's remeninetalations our

join
thin support..
Libraries arc a ILIUM-ha resource. and

cent diced periodical holdings. In fact.

deserve a slime of the federal budget

the r Iffeago Pultlie Library los 3.200
Inth
peritelierd i tt,, incspying
thousands of smelt,. fert of storage

an surely as !MA SCIMOIS. housing. and

space, n a silent %vitness to Plaffe's early

the loildicapped, nor-dolling the capi-

efforts lir establish this iostaution of a
center FOr the ins Inert it

tal necessary ler-mitosis& tinn. coordinating pumas to lireadresseiteeS in a Variety
of lila-MACS, COping Witt. the rise of ma-

highways. Our needs are so greatdote.
notating Lteilities. litadequate access to..

stela ge space. (or the materols ore rarely
leersSeti 'l his leads Sae In %Vender if the

teilals mists. Wilding a bridge to the
nonuser and the illiterate. investing in

NPC is ant idea %Mose time has
and gime.
There sbraild he Same other ways of
accessing lens frequently used trtateriall.

developmeiff of our pet-satinet no they
will Moan] eff ective mid efficientwl feel
it is a MiStake tO.AhAsipate our efforts by

For example an ihereating yerceetage
of all publishing. including perioclieals,

cloning to Congress requesting a few
miIlion for Hnct That is a cheap soloRon. and one which falls far short of
feebly. It HIM tevoils the very limited
level of aspiration we have in this pro=

is trait-slated into machine readable Ian gung
t some stage on 'ti way to our

libraries- I feel we mold better invest
oar time rrw,ctirtIsl,find.Jum:-/ortliod

those libraries that have resistA tic -cork-ally storing and accessing mates
par-NM:Shen to renew' oinsitte,...,
nal rather than warehousing and ships

Additional bypassing weeld be particularly tragic coming as.'k time when
substantial effort is being matte to con-

vert many public library oetwoas to
roultItype systems composed of academic, special, school, and public lilttat

les. If we are to be COnalitent in our
sommliing other than a higher
fee will he needed to Miele dose Mardilution between lomat, reOnal, and
state networks and the NM. Reliance

for construe=

tine of :Imagers and development of a
I en tolleetinit to (het.? apothegms at

establishing a

Not`onal Periodical Center, they have

NFC prionsles yet an

terials. and the semisso and roomers

ervone MOM realize that the

NPC will sepal only a Very Mall Millar.
ity . seholarly elite. It will play only an
insignificant pail in splving the problems
hieing Ark-WWII libraries today, rind as
such it should s:rve as only one part of

ping hardropy.

Another asperi of time NPC plan
which manterns not only public bot inc.
cial libraries is Nrc's tOtent to thwelop
o great retrospective collection of a select numIsM of tiff m. It is my impression
that cuiveog is most critical in peffociical holdingi. In fact, that is the tnrttPealion for their purchase in the firm place.
For that MIAMI, if NPC does Materialize,
k -win id hope that greater emphasis is

the legislative program we need to bring
to Censgress,

NPC hassclid sup Mart in the
-fes=
Ron. -I hope we can build on this con-

cept and earartiet e comprehensive
as the National Library
Act weentkr introduced by Senators

package such
.

uprise fee stricture is not sufficient, um
hem the fee is substantial, and that may

placed upon building a breeder tango
Of titleanrsd less on developing complete

ran eellAter to the goal of making the

lavas
enneds
We are nearing a new eentneya time

runs. Readers rent es. few. brunt older
than live yesm,

for fresh and ambitious thinking. We
should be building a national Inform=

The plan for establishing an NPC also
calls for another level of sprviee . drew=
ing upon she great special collections in
this nation, such OS the pert Alleal hold.

non utility, not lust a periodical storage
warehouse. :nice-oration Is our greatest
notional tesouree, and this nation is to

Mg, of the john Crerar Library. Thia

century, if libraries ate to be partidpants
rather than observers. then we need a

Nrc

oon--,opprodio&

I ant equally concerned about the

pact this will have upon future legislaHan and apprcOffations for systems. If
legislators g. in
impression that the
NP.O will scree as a cennalizerl source
for all pedottteal needs, they might MI-

seems logical, but it Also raises the gum

maintain Its leadership into the 2 lst

elude the same assistance mould be prn-

limo( why it would not be even more

videff rot mortogrnphs. audio-vises! ma-

broader and farther-teaching it of

efficient to bypass the NPC entirely and

goals.
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,(Many) privately paced information services were develops;
the last decade by member =ovaries of the Information Industry
_

/

These services are Valuable both to the
Gtvernment itself./

t large and to the

It has cost the industry multi-millions of dollars to develop and operate,
these informatiOn retv'eval systems over the course of the last decade.
The entire development investment vac-. underta ken at no cost to the
GOvernme.it.. As to the expense of operating these services, the cavernmeat, like all other custrs, pays only for its own usage.
.
.
.

It is'clear that the hill is not simply a housekeeping bill. ,Implicit
in its prOvisions are major national information policies, ani Congress
Must ask/itself how it intends to deal with these poli.=.ies.
Is it the
intention of-the Congress to place in the hands of one individual or one
organ4atIon monopoly -like controls over
information'' Is it the
intention to ignore the significant private sector resources that are
being /applied to the massive task of making information available to
''citizens?
.

,

flowever, there are three crucial questions
. which we wish partioU1arlyrto call to the Counitted's attention.
These issues relate to (1)
the degree to. which Congress wish's to oeniralize or decentralize information responsibilities, (2) the question of whether the COngress wishes
to preserve the.existing information marketplace; and (3) finally, the
extent to which Coogress will rely on the Government and Government
alone to satisfy national information needs as apposed to making appropriate use of existing private sector capabilities.

s1

rase wish to address the issue of centralization')

has repeatedly shown us that if one wants efficiency and cost
vei _S, a centralized monopoly is the least likely mechanism to
provide it
particularly a government mcnopoly... .

ff

But even more to the point, we believe that a successful attempt to
centralize the information activities of theAgovernment v J.11 not be in
the pUblio interest: Fie agiee with the views put forth tr Townsend
Mope in the Association of Amer-,--- publishers' testimony lastahursday,
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[July 19] centralization Over the dissemination of information does not
lead to efficiency; rather, in the information industry; efficiency is
a function of diversity and of choice .°

The second major policy question is whether COpgress wishes to take the_
.,neecssary steps to maintain an open marketplace of ideas and information
.

In its report, the Advisory Cemmittw said it "considered the usefulness
of the marketplace in determining user needs." It noted that in the
absence of the marketplace" the nation would be denied "any effeetiVe
methoo for true competition b.2tween two or more suppliers of similar
the challenge is
information services." Further, the Committee stated,
to develop a si,stem of coordination which does not destroy the advantages
ut multiple source information Cissonination."
Only the existence of a multiple source information marketplace can
provide the public with a choiceof information products and services on
-a competitive, cost affective basis. If the marketplace did not exist,
the private sector could not operate. And as Mr.-Shenefield [Assistant
Attorney General for Antitrul,,t] suggests, when goverment owned commercial
enterprises do not have cometition, they lose the "discipline inherent
in private, effectively competitive markets."
liow then, can such a marketplace be maintained? Shenefield points Out
singe the ecrernment is not subject to the soma disciplines as the
private sector, if it enters tic' marketplace, it must do so very care-fully, subject to certain rules.

user
gine of the rules it should follow is to assure that
choice between' publicly and privately available information sources.

,

A second rule is that the government should operate on dfulost
recovery basis. Since private industry must recover its costs to stay
in business, the goverment would operate at an overwhelmingly unfair
advantage if it'were not required to charge all users the full cost for
its produCts. . .

A third rule relates to the nature of subsidies the GOvexnment should
provide users. To the extent that a category of users may require
subsidies, the Government Should-attempt to use direct, rather than
indirect, subsidies... . .
A ddibct cash subsidy promotes the health of the marketplace by giving
the Customer a choice. Once subsidized, he can select the product or
service which best meets his need without regard to whether the source
is public or private. An indirect subsidy, on the other hand, is to
.destroy the marketplace because it robs the custener of choice. Since
the subsidy comes in the form of a government-supplied,prOductohe has
lesVe it regardless of whether it meets or fails to neet
to "take it
his needs. Under such circumstance, true competition.soon disaprears.

(2)
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There is a difference between protecting the marketplac".. `and p__
individual suppliers.: In a truly ccapetitive marketplace, the rasing
public may prefer government - supplied information products and services
to theme supplied by private firms. This is the custcrer'S prerogative,.
--Lnd-the--enVirtinTenbhas'no-obligation to -protect private entetpLise frum
such a_ result of
market
_
market activity. But up'strongly
believe that the
_
Gavernment does have an obligation to preserve the conditions under
which users have choices, and under which private publishers can continUe to operate -- as independelt disseminators, not as contractors
if the marketplace iniicatpL that they are making a contribution of
value.
_

.

_

The third major question is, to a democratic,'freeenterprise system
such as ours, perhaps the most crucial.
Does Congress wish to rely
.exclusively on government services to satisfy the large and ever growing
of its citizens for access to th&information they need to perform
effectively as citizens. Looked at from the other side, the question
could be stated as "what role will be left for privatecitizens to play
A.n meeting these nationel-tbjettiVeS?"

-

Cf course, this issue is intertwinea with the points raised above concerning
centralization and, market activities.
But what we have-in mind here is
something greater than the question of-how a government entity is organized,
or What stepS Will be taken to prevent unfair competition in a given
marketplace. The gUestion really gets to the fundamental issue of hew
pervasiVe the government will be-in activities affecting our daily
lives: will the government do for us or will it instead nurture an
environment in which we can do for ourselves? The question has even
mare significance at a _time when citizens are 'Coking closely at the
cost of government; at the price that is exacted from them, and at what
indeed, they get in return-

Mentors ofthis Association have already proven,their willingness to
meet head -on some of the information problemS of this nation as We ha
indicated in the optaling pages of our statement. And, it Should be
pointedout, they have dene this as full participants in a healthy
ECOnasic system -- they have provided a,return to their investors,. an
income for their employees, and taxes for their Government.
'In the final analysis, the well-being of a democracy is based on the
quality of information its citizens use in =Kiting their responsibilities of citizenship.
It is this need for diverse sources of information
leads to the extraordAliary special attention our Constitution
gives to freedom of press and speech.
SiiilarlY, it Should be this
-concept which leads this Congress to do all within its per to prevent
the Government from becoming:the only source of information
.
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INFORMATION INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION
AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO IMPROVINGsACCESS

T_PERICDICAI LITERATURE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The proposed development of a National Periodicals System for improving access

to periodical literature in the United States represents a potentially massive.

change in the structure of the inforMation transfer system and all of its
constituent elements. To successfully implement such a change requires careful
thought to identify its_positive,_negative and net-effects on the total=inforMation
community, including users, libraries, publishers, current information providers

and others involved in information transfer activities. The needs of ariy one
should be weighed against the potential effects on all other groups, and a
single group'sinterests should not dominate the' development process.
Perhaps the single most important change proposed in the "burgandy book" report

entitled " A National.Periodicals Center: Technical Development Plan" was the
recognition that, in order for a National Periodicals System to work, the current

basis for provision of document delivery services must be changed from
essentially a total subildy (through the inter-library loan system) to a pay-as-,
you-go basis where information users pay the cost of providing that information.
The IIA fully supports this Oinciple and suggests that the current concept of
-incremental cost. recovery be extended to one of recovery, by all organliations
offering document delivery services of the full cost of .providing those services,
including.a fairly allocated cost of developing and maintaining the collection of
periodical literature from which copies are made. Any subsidy of the system, I
required, should: be provided to,thl user or borrowing library which is acting for
the user rather than at the level of the information"provider (lender or seller).

The HA believes that the action of a free marketplace is the most adaptable
means of accommodating such a massive change' in this country's information
transfer, process. The AssoCiation recommends that the marketplace be given e
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chance to demonstrate its capacity to respond to user needs efficiently and
effectively in the context of a pay- as- you-gc mechanism based on fullcost
recovery. In such an environment, the private (and-public) sectors will respond

by expanding or developing products and services that will meet the vast
majority of user needs for access to Periodical literature. No government
Intervention in the free marketplace would be required as has been proposed in
the form of a centralized National Periodicals Center.

The alternative considered by NCLIS involving the creation of a monolithic,
centralized NPC with a huge, dedicated collection of periodical literature in
paper or microform would be the worst- possible response to user needs which
have not yet been documented or quantified. It WOUld, among other things, result

a large; ongoing subsidy optimistically estimated at more than $20 million
dollars over the first five years; it would create a costly, inefficient quasigovernmental monopoly of periodical literature information that would compete,
directly with.many current public and private sector services; and it would shift
,the burden of supporting an "inforrnation elite to the taxpaying public.
ire

As an ,alternative for NCLIS' consideration, the IIA

proposes

that the

marketplace appoach be tried, incorporating the incentives of pay-as-you-go
usage and competition based on full cost recovery. If, after' a p6riod of two or
three years it is apparint that a coordinating function is required to make the
systern work effectively, anorder referral mechanism could be put in place to
provide a-central bibliographic access, or grng, processing, referral and billing
point for the-convenience of users.

In the interim, while the MarRetplace Approach is being tested,,NCLIS should
continue to study the effects of the implementation of a National Periodicals
System on all of the participants in the, process of providing effective access to
periodical literature.
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BACKGROUND

The quest for a .solution to the problem of improving access to periodical
literature in the, United States predates' both the National Commission' on
Libraries and Information Science (NCLIS) and the Information Industry
Association (11A), and in fact; is at least partially responsible for the founding of
both organizations.

This quest has recently been narrowed to the consideration of a, National
Periodicals Systern.(NPS) and, within that context, a National Periodicals Center
INPC). \In its previous communications with NC4IS and with the NCLIS
committees investigating the NPS and NPC concepts, the IIA has consistently

supported the basic goal of "improving access to periodical literature forlibraries and thus to individuals using libraries," which was reiterated in the
Council on Library Resources' report "A National'Periodicals Center: Technical
Development Plan." Second, the' ill wishes to strongly affirM and-support the

new position taken in that plan that the users of information (specifically
.photocopiespf periodical articles in this case) pay for that information--not only

the payment to copyright proprietors, but also the cost of providing the
information. This is a position which the HA has,611sistently maintained must be

the basis for free and fair competition in the information marketplace. Finally,
the HA has also consistently supported a thorough investigation of alternatives to
the NPC configuration outlined in the "burgundy" report and wishes to reaffirm
that stance.
With these three precepts in mind, the IIA is pleased to respond.to the requeseby
/
NCLIS to describe existing alternative services that will, taken together,
substantially meet the'goal of improving access to periodical literature. In order
to put IIA's descriptions and recommendations in a fuller context, the following
presentation of fundamental HA premises, concerns and questions about the NPS
and NPC concepts is appropriate.
The Ill supports the development and maintenance of a free and open
marketplace for information involving a plurality of public-and

private-sector organizations as the most efficient mechanism for
ensuring that users' needs for access periodical literature are met.
-3-
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Any alternative NPC configuration that restricts the marketplace
will work to the long-term detriment of information users by
mg the investment in and development of needed iervices by
the private sector. Similarly, any National Periodicals System must

utilize the existing resources available In the public and private
sectors. Duplication of these resources by the governmeneor a.quasi-

governmental agency will be economically wasteful at best and
son,trilly detrimental at worst.
d in fact any government, should 'do for
its ( itizens only what they cannot do for themselves; it should not

with its corpora,e and individual citizens in areas where theis already providing needed products and services.:
ft-,ese prirwiples have been stated in OMB Circular A-76 as well as in
the

prof ,oueeements of many government officials and should be
°per sing guidelines for all government or government -`
supported activities. Again, utilization of and not competition with '
or-ivate sector companies must be a key element of

any NPC alternative.
Pie

draft

l'r t ,.r

a,

legislation proposing establishment of a National
ale Center Corporation creates the potential for monopoly by
-1 the process for accessing periodical literature, as is the
ase v.itti tt,e British Lending Library Division. It is a truism in
et ,n.lriliC theory that any monopoly, however well-conceived and
executed, it inherently more costly and inefficient at providing

products and services than is a competitive marketplace. In these
days of inflation and constraints on government spending, it hardly
scerryi; to be a propitious time for funding a monolithic, potentially
monopolistic NPC as an answer to gaps in service which have been
generalised as the "periodical access problem."

Another principle of Federal Government operation established by
OMB C.f,iular A-76 is that of full recovery by governmental agencies
of all operating costs of providing products or services to the public.
As mentioned above, the "burgundy" report, established a "pay-as-you-
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go" basis for document delivery services provided by the NPC. In
that case the payments were to be based onthe incremental cost of
the fulfillment process plus the payment to copyright proprietors.
The IIA believes that full cost recovery, incl ding the complete, or an
allocated partial cost of !building-the pefiidical collection should be
the -basis for pricing thr4ghout a National Periodicals System. These'
principles must pertain''Ito the NPC and should be -adopted by all
libraries, government, agencies and other organizatioiis which
participate in a National Perfodicals System. Development of a "payas-you-go" system for purchasing periodical articles, coupled with a:
recognition of the requirement for full cost recovery, would give the
marketplace an opportunity to respond- to demand and provide the
requisite services at not only rig, c6"sit 'to the taxpayer, but, also- to

-

taxpayers' net benefit (from taxes paid by for-profit institutions).
The necessity for users to pay for information is the totally new
dimension acknowledged in the NPC design process, both in the
mechanism for paying royalties to copyright proprieters and in the
"burgundy" report's setting of fees for phbtocopies provided by .the
NPC.

o

From an economic standpoint; the NPC concept proposed in, the
'!burgundy" report, as well as any NPC configuration that requii-es a
direct government subsidy, is essentially asking the taxpaying public
to support the needs of an "informationkelite,".which in this case is
the small proportion of the total population .that will ever use an 'NPC. We recognize that until now, the major research libraries have.
been the large net lenders in the current inter-library loan system in
the United States and have therefore been subsidizing the system.
,

Clearly; the 11A-does not dispute the vital need to carry on, encourage

or.actually subsidize academic or scientific research in this country,

but rather it contends that .the NPC is not the proper vehide.
Furthermore,,an,ongoing (and substantial) subsidy would be required

for the NPC configuration investigated by the Council oh Library
Resources,_ even if their optimistic projections of costs and levels of_
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emend are achieved. If a subsidy, is required, a subsidy directly to
borrowing libraries or users to permit them to purchase the desired
Services directly would be one way to meet user needs as well as

provide an opporfUnity for the private sector to participate in an
NPS.

o

The draft legislation contains ,a finding that satisfaction of "all of the
(libraries, publishers and other information organizations and
Individuals) users' needs!' cannot be achieved by existing collections of
periodicals.. In light of previous finding in that same document that
"adequate support of research, education and industrial,clevelopment"
must be assured, the IIA qUestions whether Congress has an obligation
.

to meet all of the users needs as opposed to providing adequate
.
support. --First of all, the need has not been fully documented or
quantified, although there is no argurnent--that some level of need
.

exists.

;

Second, there has been' no comparableinvestigation
investigation into the

likelihood that .a nearly equivalent service could be prOvided for
substantially less money by tying together existing document delivery
resources through a communications network.
o

A cardinal rule in the developmen't oft proposals is that all of the,
alternatives for achieving the stated goals and objectives be
thoroughly investigated and rigorously compai:ed.

This rule has not
been followed in the process to defin6 a structure for the NPS and --NPC, and little analysis has been or will be directed at alternative
proposals for improving access. to periodical literature. If such a
presentation as the "burgundy" repdrt were submitted in any of the
'.IIA companies, it would be rejected out-ofhand_ as incomplete.' The
11-11 suggests that ,the draft legislation now under discussion is
product of an inadequate investigation and costing out of alternatives,
and, despite the intentions of the Legislative Drafting Team, does not
address the key issues raised in the preceding paragraphs and does not

provide for the -effective inclusion of private sector .resources in theproposed NPC.

PRIVATE SECTOR CAPABILITIES

The following section describes the breadth, depth and variety of retources
available now to meet the needs of users for access t = periodical literature. In
some cases reference is made to services which could readily be-developed if the"threat" of a.proposed NPC is removed as a constraint and if the "promise" of an

information; arketplace for periodical literature incorporating a full-cost, payas-you-go funding basis is added as an incentive. Under those two circumstances,

the private- sector will'_most certainly respond with the investment in new
systems and technology required to build or increment existing capabilities to
meet NCLIS' objective.- The basic point to be stressed is that neither
circumstance has been tilie in the past and that there has never been a true test
of the private sector's ability to "meet that objective. As long.as the threat of an
NPC which may preempt the marketplace exists and as long as the "free"

interlibrary loan system (however subsidized and inefficient) exists as an
alternative to paying for document delivery services; there is little incentive for
private sector companies to,,develop their own ca-abilities beyond a level of
service that addresses the areas of high demand.

Despite the obvious disincentivei to investment in products and services -to
improve, users' access to periodical literature, the private sector (within and
without the IIA) has developed substantial capabilities in that area These range
from companies with thousands of periodical titles in their own dedicated
collections '(University Microfilms International (UMI) with 13,090+ and Institute
for Scientific Information (ISO with 5-6000) to information retailers that provide
access to thousands of titles using external periodical collections in libraries
(F1ND/SVP, Information on Demand, Documentation Associates and many
others).
Also included are companies performing indexing and abstracting

services that not only create the finding tool but also deliver ithe cited

'

documents . on demand (Data Courier, Environment \ Information Center,
Management Contents and others).

Finally, on-line data base suppliers (such as

Lockheed and 50C) and producers of serials bibliographic data bases (R.R.
'Bidwker) add elements to the total capability of the private sector. Each of these
areas is discussed in greater detail below:
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Document Delivery Services

IIA companies (is well as other private sector companies) have
developed a number of types of services that respond to the need for

improved access to periodical literature. (See. Exhibit A for a
summary of an HA survey of thirteen representative companies
providing such services.) These inclOde companies with substantial

collections of periodicals in-microform and/or paper. copies which
provide photocopy or tear sheet document delivery services covering

a total of more than 16,500 titles and microform - reproduction of
roughly 3,200 more. Copyright payments are made directly to
publishers with whorh permissions agreements are made: Excluding
overlap between' collections, these cornpari^s cover approximately

13-14,000 titles, many ranging back to volume one and the vast
majority covering at least the past five yeart. Document prices are
generally in the $4.50' to $6.00 range, and 'delivery times are most
often 24-48 hours plus delivery (mail, courier, facsimile transmission,
etc.). Payment can be made using deposa accountsrstamps, or. cash

(prepaid or billed).

For these companies, the document delivery

service has been' an adjunct to micropublishing, indexing/abstracting,
or "information on demand" services that are also key elements:in the
users' overall ability to have access to periodical literature.

Second, a number of IIA companies provide document delivery
services as part of an indexing or abstracting service cir'ia data base
publishing actiVity. These services are generally organized around

subject-oriented bibliographic tools and represent the final step in a
user's information search and retrieval process. Often the copies are
/
provided frorn the paper copy of the journal used in the indexing or
I
abstractingprocedure. These collections range in size from 400 titles
to several thousand. Document prices are generally in the e$4-6.00
/
range, and turnaround time is 24-48 hours for most requests. In some
cries, the index or abstract data base is on-line, and on-line ordering
%

I

f

is possible. Payment can be in cash or via deposit. account.

r.

A third approach taken by HA companies to 'providing- document
delivery services Is that of the "information retailer."
These
corni nies provide research and information gatherine..services that
if eluo
document delivery as one of the components of -an

"information en demand' concept. The companies, generally do not
maintain' extensive periodiCal collections, but rather they make::..
arrangements with librariei and other holders of periodicals

collection's to use those cellections to provide copies of needed
articles. Copyright per 7issions are obtained directly iron. publishers
r through the Copyright Clearance Center -(CCC). This means the
le coverage offered by these companies is limited only by the
extent of the collections to which they haVe access, which makes
their coverage virtually comprehensive. Document copies may be
privlifseparately from,$4.50 and up or may be included in a charge
. for the total service. Payment is generally in cash or through deposit
accounts, and delivery time may be within 24 hours if required or up
to many-days, depending on the nature of the information request.In the aggregate, the HA companies falling in these three categories
represent a substantial ;i capability to provide fast,relatively
Inexpensive

and virtually comprehensive access to periedical------literature using the laiest Ordering, copying and_deliver5iiechniques.
0
Add these capabilities to those of other non-IIA companies and not-_
,

for profit institutions in the private sector, and the extent of the
priVate sector's present ability to address "the iAriodical access
problem" becomes considerable. Despite the lack of epay-as-you go"approach' in the marketplace, it is estimated that the total number of
(f
article coPies delivered by all private sector organizations Is at least

one million annually and is growing at a rapid rate. Although
relatively small in relation to the 5.9 million periodicalsphotocopy
items reported by King Research as inter-library loan usage In 1976,
the volume of Copies provided by the private sector is nontheles3
If icant.
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second Important contribution of the private sector' Which must be
considered is its ability to i'eact to and incorporate new technologies.
which can enhance access to periodical literature. The competitive

forces at work in the free information marketplace result in the
application of the latest technology to users' needs.- This flexibility
will 4:of the utmost importance as electronic publishing emerges as
the dominant medium in the future information transfer process.
Therefore, because of both the private sector's current capabilities
and its flexibility to meet future user -needs for delivery-information
in a variety of formats, it is imperative that further investigation be
conducted to determine the extent to which these existing resources
-op

can meet NCL1$!.goals.
On-line Data Base Suppliefrs

Two major HA member companies provide on-line access througA
thousands of terminals to more than one hundred data- bases, many
containing citations to. periodical literature.- Lockheed Information
Systems and SDC Search Service have developed proprietary systems

for on-line search and retrieval that gives almost instant access to
bibliographic data on. periodical literature. MC_ now offers an
electronic ordering system through which orders for articles from
nine sources can be placed instantaneously, and Lockheed is expected
to announce the availability of a similar service. Together, these two

companies add an important dimension to the private sector's
capabilities for providing-access to periodical literature.
Serials Data Base Producer

The R.R. Bowker Company, has already captured essentially all of the

bibliographic data that would be required to control access to
periodical literature in the United States. Its Ulrich's data base.
publications selectively list more than 42,000 currently published
serials titles covering nearly 100% of the needs of almost every U.S.
library. The data base is available in mdchine-readable form. In

-10-
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addition, Bowker lists more than 220,000- tit'
New Serial
Titles data base, including hddings information for more than 800
libiaries. Together, -these two data basesieorribined with Standard
Library Identification Number data, additional oldings data and
subscription into ruation for current titles would form the basis

}

at

,extremely-poWerful finding tool for periodical literature, a-id they
should not -be overlooked in the' design of a National Periodicals
System.

In addition to thesd considerable resources attributable to IIA companies alone,
there are many other systems and ownizations in the private and public sectors
now- providing services that result in improved access to periodical -literature..
Descriptions of 'some of the..:-.e are presented briefly below to emphasiie the point

that virtually all of the capabilities. necessary to meet the requirements of a
-National Periodical System are now in placf and need only appropriate incentives

and proper coordination to accomplish tb, vast majority of the qbjectives,'
described for an NPC.

OCLC, INC. AND THE INTER-LIBRARY LOAN SYSTEM

In April, 1979, OCLC, Inc. made an inter-library loan subsystem available to the
more than 1,800 institutions it serves in 49 states. The system is designed to' -

result in a betterlcoordin ,ted, more efIicient. ILL system in, the U.S.

In its

testing phase earlier this year, the ILL subsystem not only increased activity, but
alto spread activity over more institutions reported in the June, 1979 BULLETIN
OF THE AMERICAfq_SOCIETY FOR INFORMATION SCIENCE. This diminishes a

major complaint .of the Assodation of Research Libraries, whose members are
major net lenders In the ILL system and are also the principal proponents of the
NPC. In any case, an effective ILL system could go a long ..way to improving
access to periodical literature, and if private sector document delivery services
are listed with OCLC -as -potential. fill sources as .well, 'the combined. capability_..
would be considerable.

NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE

All proposals for a National Periodical System have recognized thin role of -Ile
National Library
(NLM) and its system of regional and likal resource
sti

-11-
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libraries as being a well-established, highly efficient means of ` providing access
to more than 6,000 currant4medical periodical :titles (21,000 it total). In 1976,
the entire N7.11 system filled_ 1.5 million requests, 80% of which was done at the
regional level or below (from CONTU testimony In 1976). The NLM.systern,'In
fact, provided the "model for the three-tiered NPS proposed in the "green' book",1

"Ef1edive Access to the Periodical Literature; A National Program." The area
of medical periodicals has appareptly beenspecifically exclutiea; from- the
proposed coverage of the NPC for that reason. The HA applauds this recognition

of existing resources and believes that the same rationale should be applied to
the other types of-resources available in the marketplace today, including those
of the private sector.
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS PROVIDING DOCUMENT DELIVERY SERVICES

The following section provides a partial listing of the many other organizations
that provide document delivery services to milliors of libraries and served enc.'
users.

The Center for Research Librarles provides photocopies of articles
- through its own collections, which it has begun to significantly expand

within the pail two years: CRL also offers a service to its member
libraries which utilizes.the British Library Lending Division as a fill;
source (volume of requests to BLLD was 25,000 in 1976, according to
CONTU testimony by Mr. :_lordon Williams).

The Universal Serials and Book exchange is the holder of substantial
numbers of periodical titles and-has recently introduced a service to

Provide copies to users on an inter-library loan basis.

USBE's

collections are substantial, and its director, Alice Ball, has ptiblicly
requested. that USBE be a major element in any National Periodicals
System.

MIND EX (Minnesota

Interlibrary Telecommunications Exchange)_.
administers a network of libraries in Minnesota and adjoining states

-that hascveloped an efficient inter-library loan system for the
provision of : periodical articles and other materials.
-12-

Its 130,000

'-

periodical inter-library loan transactions
provided an
Important analytical base_ for the 1977 King Study' ol,photocopying in
the UnitedStates.

The British Library Lending Division receives more than
requests for materials annually, roughly 50,000 of which are r4.the`
United States_ through CRL, NLM and other sources, BLLCos,
coverage includes roughly 48,000 currently-published serials plus
another 60,000 ceased titles.,

Linda. Hail Library is a library funded.by a private foundation which
provides photocopies of articles from a collection of approximately°
15;000 current titles plus another 15-16,000 ceased titles, mostly
concentrated in the scientific/technical area In 1976, their reported
volume (in CONTtlhearing testimony) was 56,000 articles from more
than 1700 institutional requestors.
o

National Agricultural Library provides more than 10,000
photocopies of copyrighted periodical articles per month plus an
equivalent number of copies of non-copyrighted materials (1977
CONTU hearing testimony). Like the NLM, the NAL ago relies on a
The

system of local and regional libraries to fill approximately 75% of all
requests.

Several other public sector organizations offer services that provide
access to periodical literature, including the Associated Colleges of
he Midwest Periodical Bank, the john_ Crerar Library and several
, other individual libraries: A number of indexing' and abstracting
services such as Chemical Abstracts Service and Engineering Index

either have or are planning document delivery services. for their
subscribers and other users.

-

In the aggregate, these private-and public-sector organizations, coupled with an
Inter-llbrary loan system that already handles several million transactions

annually, represent a tremendous resource for providing access to periodical
literature. It is an imperfect system, giving rise t9 -the complaints of slowness of

_
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sponse, inadequacy of title coverage, inequity of reqUest distribution and
others that have formed the basis for the alleged need for an NPC. It is alsoia
system that lacks incentives to perform..document delivery services efficiently,. in
that the runding burden of the.system islargely placed on the providers of the
services .rather than the users. The HA is convinced that, given a marketplace
ram-work where payment by users is required based on full cost recovery by the

fill source, a highly-effective, user-oriented system will
develop,. driven by market demands to meet' the vast .majority of the

document delivery

requirements of users; and that result can be achieved without the continued
expenditure of lal-ge amounts of taiqsayers' money to subsidize a monolithic,
inefficient National Periodicals Center.
ALTERNATIVES FOR CONSIDERATION BY NCLIS

With this background" of the capabilities of the private sector, and the resources
available /n the public sector to provide access to periodical literature, the HA%
suggests that three basic approaches (with many possible variations) are logical

for cohsideration by NCLIS as alternatives for meeting the goaL of improving
such access. For purposes of the following discussion, they are entitled: 1) The

Marketplace Approach; 2) The Order Referral Mechanism Approach; and 3) The
Full NPC -With, Dedicated, Collection Approach. A brief exposition of each
approach along withsits pro's and con's from on HA standpoint is presented
THE MARKETPLACE APPROACH

The Marketplace Approach is founded on the premise that the free --enterprise
, system, given appropriate-Incentives and an opportunity to compete fairly with
not- for - profit and pubfiC:, sector organizations, will respond to user needs and
provide a highly efficient, highly competitive system for accessing periodical'
erature. Appropriate incentives would consist only of the institution of a "payas-you-go" basis' for the acq6isition of periodical articles.", The opportunity- to
compete fairly would require only an acceptance of full cost recovery as a basis
for pricing of public-seetor products add services. Subsidies could be provided at
the user leVel (or at the borrowing library level) where.. deemed necessary- to
adequately support research, education and industrial development activities.Assumlnr-the ---e

above conditions could be met and the. threat of imminent
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development of a . subsidized monolithic NPC is removed, the marketiclace.
in luding not-for-profit :organizations) would -act --to deyelcip products and
e vices substantially meeting the tkicus objectives at a net benefit tto the
to partrs.. These, would be likely to include: an expanded OCLC inteOlbrari
loan subsyStem, which would eventually incorporate private sector fill sources
resiulting in greater and more -evenly-distributed use of the ILL system; a
su stantially-expanded capability in the private. sector (more indexing and
acting with attendant..dodument delivery services, .broader collections of
qrlodical literature, better' ordering and delivery mechanisms, additional sources.:
f supply, etc.); and improved capahilities in the public sector based on revenues

ecived from the sale of rather than the "gift.' of article eopieS to requesting
arties.

o

bptimizqs-t, e use of existing private-and public- sector resources.

Places cost on the users of information where, if desirable; it can be
subsidized directly.
Encourages active-competition and its concomitant benefits.
1.

Minimizes the role (and cost) of government in the process, and
avoids direct government.competition with theiprivate sector.
Provides

tai

evenues from . profits generated by private sector

companies. E.

Maxjmizes the incentive to Ancorporate new
Information transfer process.

inologies into the

th4 vast majority of users' needs for access to periodicalliterature.
Con's

Will not meet all of libraries' and users' needs.
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From the MA's standpoint the Marketplace cApproach is by far the best
- alternative since it alleviates virtually alt. of the concerns described at the
.

,

outset.

THE ORDER REFERRAL MECHANISM APpROACI

Pevelnpment of a' communications interface between the

many entities involved

in Providing access to periodical literature is the principal feature of this
'approach.- The interface would most likely be with a central facility (or
facilities which ,could maintain- and disseminate bibliographic holdings data to
users, receive and 'assign requests to appropriate fill sources based on a set of
-, decision rules, receive payments and ditburse service charges to fill-sources and 4
-payments to copyright proprietors (through the Copyright' Clearance Center) and
compile System"statistics. The facility could be developed by a private sector
-nization on'-its own or Under governMent contract or could be created as a,

rate entity funded by the governm

as a National Periodicals Center

without any dedicated Periodical collection.

In all cases, the facility would link users with the Wide:variety of fill sources
already available. in the'rnarketplace. It is not a new concept. In fact, an early. .
version wasPresented_in &September, 1976 as "A Conceptual Design of a National
PeriodiCal: SysteiV =,for the consideration-:.of NCLIS by lames L.,_ Wood of

Chemical Abstracts Service '(attached as Exhibit B). The design outlined tthe
interrelationships 'between. eight components of a NationalPeriodicals System
arid define & the flows. of messages, dbcumenis, reports and Monies among the
.

components. Since that time, technology and tlie"growth of capabilities already
avallable,=have made achievement of such a system even,Moresplausible. -,The
configuration of an order' referral' mechanism need not be precisely what was
described by Mr; Weod,,however, he key elements required'to make a referral
mechanism Work are in his.design.k.

or the order referral.mechanism approach to work-from an IIA viewpoint, the
--same preconditions about Pay-ayou-go usage and full cost recovery requisite

or the ,marketptice approach must also be present.
.

This will encourage

development of existing resources to enhance the entire system's performance
characteristics. The Central Records Facility and the Financial Institution

=

(which could be a 'single entity) in. the Wood paper are the essentizil differences

:

between the lylarketplace Approach and the Order Referral Mechanism Approach..

All of the pro's pertaining to the Marketplace Approach apply.

The central facility offers users the convenience of a single ordering
and'payment point and fill sources of a single order-entry vehicle and
source of payments.
Con's

o

The central facility adds some direct 'cot to the system which must
be absorbed by users, fill sources or the public. .0n the other hand,
some costs to the system may be reduced (e.g. searching, ordering,
verification, etc.) The net of theie two cost differentials is not
known.

Centralization, of

an order referral mechanism -; involves the
cuncentration of consideraole', ecqnomic power over any `given fill
source, opining up the possibility of abuse of the system.
.

This alternative offers some additional advantages but also some 'significant
disadvantages compared to the Niarketprace Approach. . -Under ttieright
conditions, it could be an attractive alternative should the Marketplace Approach
not develop responses to user needs as anticipated.
THE FULL NPC

ITH DEDICATED COLLECTION APPROACH

From IIA's standpoint, the Full NPC approach is the basis of all the concerns and
questions raised at the beginning of this
It involves the building of a

centralized facility that, in addition to providing the order referral mechanismi
would mearncquisition and storage of a large dedicated collection of periodical
llterature fitt would duplicate (at great expense to the taxpayer) much of what
Is currently available In- the marketplace. It1 would require
construction,.
=

.
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purchase- or lease of a substantial Warehouse, acquisition and develophient of a

costly collection of periodicals, creation of operating systems and hiring of
substantial numbers of. people. The Full NRC's basic operations have been
described in the "burgundy" report from CLR to NCLIS.

o

None

Con's

ignores existing capabilities of the private and public sectors and
discourages private sector investment in needed products and
services.

Federal Government (through a quasi-governmental
agency) on direct competition with the private sector.
Places the

Creates an inherently costly and inefficient monopoly of the system
providing access to periodical literature and a potentially
danger'ous monoply of the information flow in general.

of

Would

require substantial

and

continuing

Federal Government

subsidies that will total at least $20 million dollars in the first five
years, assuming that' questionable cost and revenue projections are 2'
realized.
o

Shifts the burden of subsidizing the inter-library loan system from
relatively small number of major libraries to the taxpayer.

o

Addressei a need which has not been fully documented or quantified.

The proposed "burgundy book" configuration for a centralized NPC is based on
Inadequate investigation of alternative approaches as well as consideration of
the potential effeCts of the NPC on libraries, information providers, publishers
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and other components of the information transfer mechanisms in the United
States.

RECi MMENDATiONS

The 11A and its member companies strongly recommend that the Marketplace
Approach beggiven 'a chance to demonstrate the efficiepcy and effectiveness of
the private sector when given appropriate incentives and when protected from

unfair competition from subsidized operations. The benefits of this approach to
the taxpayer, the free enterprize system and to the system of information
.

transfer in the United States are substantial, particularly in relation to the
alernative of a monolithic, centralized NPC with a dedicated collection of
periodical literature. A National Periodicals System based on a "pay-as-you-go"

approach for all participants and the principle of full cost recovery could be
made to work without government intervention within a very shortnime, and it
could work to meet nearly all of the end users' needs for access to periodical
literature.
A Iasi desirable alternative, largely because of the potentially increased cost and

the potential for system abuse, would be to create a referral mechanism that
could offer thr
,stage of a central ordering point to coordinate the activities.
within the system. This alternative should be thoroughly studied to determine its
feasibility.

Finally, the liA recommends that further study of all available alternatives be
undertaken to identify the potentially far-reaching effects of developing a
,National Periodicals System, whatever its ultimate configuration.
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IIA SURVEY OF DOCUMENT DELIVERY SERVICES

The following table summarizes the responses of thi een IlA member companies to the brief questionnaire
[attached) prepared in response to a request for inform* on by Arthur D. Little, Inc. The companies' responses

ire combined into three categories as follows:

Calegory I Firms:

Category II Firms:

Utegory III Firms:

Those which have substantial dedicated collections and provide document delivery
services.

Those which operate abstracting and indexing or data, base publishing activities and
provide su'scribers and others document delivery services based on the coverage of
their data base.

Those which offer only a documenfdellyery sirvice without maintaining a collection.

NI? full questionnaires have ixen submitted to Arthur
Of them in their forthcoming report to NCLI,

Little, which will incorporate them or:further analysis

792
A. D. Little requests an
following by July 25.
Contact Susan Crooke,
617/864-5770, A. 0.'1,Ittle, Acorn Park, _
ridge, MA 02140. Please send IIA a copy.
QUESTIONS FOR PRIVATE. SECTOR DOCUMENT DELIVERY SERVICES.
1.

Please describe your collections (mime, number of articles, number
back to Voll No.1(7. media,
!saner, microformt computerirn4)

2.

What finding tools /catalogs do you use?

Do you fulfill requests arising Iron on-line searches?
have with on-line data base distributors? (Lockheed, Dos,
arising from such distributors?

You Overlap
Which?

_ tionships do you
Percent of requests

competitors or public Sector colloctione /sources of supply?

5.

Are your
_oes targetted to a apaoiflo mark
Which types of marketing channels used:

6.

Do you operate a vault or other preaerva tion cf fort to maintain col

7.

Onmber And types of publishers represented in your service.

S.

Price/turn around time

9.

DO you operate deposit account cyst
De you charge per document?
General price range 53 5
$5-0'

r-

Yes Nom Which Market?

iced?

sensitivity of categories _

Other

50 -12

10.

Do you plan to offr
full text online services?
Other electronic information delivery services?

11,

Are .you regiatered with'the Copyright Clearance Center?
Do you Use it7
DO you have copyright permissions from Publishers?
Number of requests filled in ing
up to 10,000
up to ibomo
_over 10
_

12,

requestDied by telephone

%

Percentage of requests fulfilled
Satuvied unfulfilled
A
Turnaround tiMet

24 hours

E4sil

I

Online

arded to other sources

44

ours

72

me OF PERSON PILLING DO? QVISTIONNATAE;

S'ELPAPHONE

(specify)

TITLE

more

HA SURVEY OF DOCUMENT DELIVERY SERVICES

\
3

2

1

4

5

Online Search

\

Collection\size

ili lols

\

%

ReTsts

Corn :titers

Itsgisnri(ets

,

Three reporting.

Various

Use so r. Usage,

Many.

Markets vary,

Total collection

tools.

while growing, is

competitors,

but marketing

now about 5% of

private

includes:

requests.

and

Personal contact,

public

telephone sales,

19,700.

,

Inkprint and

microfilm. Over

direct maili

lap not defined.

=..

advertising,
subscriber service,-

catalog promotion,
trade shows,

intermediaries,
online users,
,

.

II,

Five reporting.

Principally

Use

Little or

1500 Journals

own A k I

electronic

no competition

plus

Service.

mailbq,

for journals

105,000 articles.

Have database

covered.

Inkprint and

online.

varie
variety

of marketing

'

,

approaches

also.

microfilm.

111.

Five reporting

Use all

rely on wide

available tools.

Lots of

Some use of

, electronic

General markets

competition

and range of

from libraries

marketing services

range of .

mailbox, but

callections,

do not have

and public

databases up.

sector.

.

,

I

6

Vault

& Type

8

Price/Turn-

Deposit Acct.

Full text

around time

Per Doc. Charge

Online/other

Preservation

of Publishers

Sensitivit-

One operates

Thousands of

Time sensitive

a sophisticated

publishers.

rather than

vault; one

price.

has no vault;

And-one-i
.7:

IQ

Electronic

Ice

facsimile

Offer deposit ace
4.50

=

plus some

$6100

Many variations

full text

due to length,

plant,

full issues;

beginningto

duplicate

preserve

copies.

collection.

,

11.

III.

No vaults.

No vaults

Operate dep. accts.

No full

established

Prices in the

text-these

relations

$5.8 range.

are A 6:1

Have

No cornment.

with

services.

publishers.

Some f acs.

NOT

TURN-

Great diversity

No interest

APPLICABLE:

AROUND

of pricing to

in online.

TIME

meet market need:

Important

by Sources: Local = less;

Distant MoreiStaffed
Less;unstaf fed g more.

Turnaround time
Premiums coomonc

Tel copier coming

into we. Dep. mots,
available,

15

14

12

% Phone

1.

,

% irded,

.

Turnaround,

% Online

CCC Use?

Number of

Permissions

Re uests

Split

1 over

Average:

Most

24 -48

between

100 M;

filled

by

hours.

permissions

I

and CCC.

Information;

None

One

1 -5,000 per

frded.

listed

Other

retnd,

Proprietary

86%,

Tir6o

Mail,
.

-..-

75% Phone,

month,

11.

% Mail

% Filled

CCC Reg?

Split

Large

between

use reported

permissions

on special

Ave.

and CCC.

collections

80.85%

Two were in

filled,

Mail

& Tel,

24.48

hours,

the 60,000 to
100,000 range..
0

III.

Lowest

Ph, & Mail

Local

1 at. 60,000

fill 85%

about

24 -48

CCC &

other; up to

One retnd,

equal,

hours.,

permissions.

10000Iyr,

only 1%,

Split on

I

use of

over

100,000

Distant

3.5 days.

Miscellaneous
1.

2.

IA

plE140
a.,...Q11A.
names)

Document fulfillment reported by one firm to be limited to special orders for foreign clieMs,
Clearinghouse. No
Document fulfillment. reported done only under contract for operation of government
effort was made to identify and quantify this kind of operation, but it is substantiai, involving

hUndreds of such operations nationwide! These set upspedal collections to'serve specialized 'clienteles.
Two firms reported large ikhouse service activities limited to serving constituent elements. of parent

corporation. One covered over 9,500 journals! the other over 3,001 Fran these, BHA fulfillment was
64 met from
reported. This fulfillment ratein these collections 'Confirms that major document needs can
the less than 20,000 titles currently, covered by privateisecter firms.'

.

s

:.
:46

.
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Senator FELL, Thank you, Mr. Willard.
Mr Willard, as you know, the White House Conference will take

place next month, and I would imagine the subcommittee would
have time to consider its recommendations and views in regard to
an NPC.

You referred in your testimony to the Arthur D. Little study on
the periodical center. What is your interpretatiob of the findings of
that study?
Mr, WILLARD. I think there are a couple of points about this
study. First of all it was done extremely rapidly, but yet, within

--the 6 weeks that it was done, a great number of critical points
were raised that the study team felt had not really been-addressed.
The study proposes and evaluates three alternatives. As Chair-

man Benton indicated, these included a marketplace approach

(system A), that we support; a highly centralized system (system B),
which was the basis for most proposals, or was the subject of most
discussions up to this point; and a decentralized switching mechanism (system C).

It is interesting to note that the Arthur D. Little study clearly'

pointed out that the centralized approach was 4/rang. It character.ized it as an idea whose time has come and probably gone.
It is also very important to note that no call was made between
the A and C models, the nonintervention marketplace model and
the centralized switching mechanism.
So I think the fact that a study group as renowned as A. D. Little

is able to look at thisand they bring with them a broad perspec
tive on library, and information issuesand that they are unable in
this short time to evaluate and select the best of the alternatives,
points out more and more why the NPC is not something that

should be rushed through quickly.
Senator FELL. Well as you know, many libraries find they
cannot afford to maintain periodical subscriptions, and once -lost,
such periodical collections cannot later be made complete.
What alternative to a periodicals center do you suggest?
Mr. WiLLARn. Specifically, we recognize that the marketplace
and this consists of the existing libraries, the nonprofit institutions,

and the fbr-profit sector that is represented by our association
represents in its totality an NPC. These elements represent all of
the resources that can satisfy the need for access to periodical
literature.

The koblem is getting .to it The problem is how do I, when I
have a particular request, know that I can either go to my own
library, or that I can ask my library to borrow from another
libraryan interlibraryloan, or that I can ask my library to use,
or I can myself use the services of the for-profit sector.
There has been a great reluctanceand understandably soon
the part of the private sector to improve capabilities in these areas.
We ,have lived under the threat of a potential NPC, specifically a
very centralized NPC, which is the plan that has been on the table

most of the time we have been debating this issue. We see this
proposal as something that would very seriously endanger the
profit opportunities of our members.

Obviously, in the face of such a threat, intelligent businessmen
are going to rhea redirect their activities to other opportunities. In
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the absence of an NPC, and-in the absence of a viable NPC proposal, I am confident that the members of our association would just
rise to the opportunity and would be offering ever better services

that could then meet the needs of improving access to periodical
literature.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Senator Stafford?
Senator STAFFORD. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Senator Schweiker?
Senator SCHWEIKER. No questions

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Willard, for being with

us.

Our next witnesses are a panel on international education. Dr.
Peltason, president, of the American Council on Education; Dr.
Martin Meyerson, president of the University of Pennsylvania, and

Tracy Gray, executive director, Center for Applied Linguistics.
Ms. OWENS. I would like to assure the Chairman that I am not

Jack Peltason, nor am I posing as Jack Peltason. HoweVer, I am
substituting for Jack from the American Council on Education.
Senator PELL. Thank you.

,

Welcome. I particularly want to welcome Dr. Meyerson here. He
knows the regard I have for him. Some years ago, I recommended
him for the Chairman of the National Endowment for the Humanities. The administration did not-take that advice at that time and
the job is beingdone very well by Mr. Duffey, I would add. But my
regard for Dr. Meyerson is very high, indeed.
Senator Schweiker?

Senator &MEMEL Mr. Chairman, I would like to join in on

welcoming Dr. Meyerson. I am delighted you think so well of my
constituern because I do, too. In addition to being the president of
the University of Pennsylvania, he really has great expertise in the

field of international education. I think that Penn has done an
outstanding job in this area I know that in the mideastern and

near eastern studies field the graduates of Penn are well known for
their knowledge and expertise. _I think a tremendous amount of
this credit goes to Dr. Meyerson, so I am glad to join v h you in

welcoming him.
Senator PELL. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF BECKY
OWENS, DIRECTOR, OFFICE ON INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION POLICY. AMERICAN COUNCIL ON
EDUCATION; TRACY GRAY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CENTER
FOR APPLIED LINGUISTICS, ARLINGTON, VA;. AND MARTIN
MEYERSON. PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY- OF PENNSYLVANIA,
PHILADELPHIA. PA-.; A PANEL'
Ms. OWENS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I am Becky Owens. I am the director of the office on internation
al education policy at the American Council on Education.

I am also speaking on behalf of the American Association of,

State Colleges and Universities, the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges, the National Asseciation of State Uni-

versities and Land Grant Colleges, the Association of American
Universities, the Association of American Colleges, the American
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Association of Colleges for Teacher Education,
and the Council of
Graduate Schools in the United States.

Mindful of the chairman's admonishment to be brief,
would
like to submit my written statement
for the record and toI briefly
summarize those remarks at this time.
Mr. Chairman and members of the
the opportunity to present our views subcommittee, we welcome
on the important legislation
which is being considered and the major
legislative changes which
are proposed.
We view the effort to extend and expand
tion authority as a very timely opportunitythe international educaand hope that in the
words of Pogo, this does not become
"an.insurmountable opportunity".
The Federal partnership with our colleges
and universities in
international education began some 20 years ago.
It was a partnership forged in response to a crisis, and the
relationship between the
Government and the institutions has existed
on a crisis basis ever
since.
It has been an evolutionary process,
bert of the University of Pennsylvania which Prof. Richard Lamcompares to slash and burn
agriculture, in the sense that new programs
are often forced to rise
from the ashes of the old.
Over this troubled history, there have been
those within the
-Federal Government, primarily the administration,
who from time
to time have sought to terminate the
program in the mistaken
belief that it had served its purpose.
We firmly believe that the need for
international
programs has
never been stronger, as America is more
closely
affairs of other countries, and indeed, when the caught up in the
fate and fortunes
of America-are clearly linked td those of other
nations.
The Federal investment in international
productive one. It has spawifed a national education has been a
of over 100
language and area studies centers, which haveresource
been widely emulated and used as models for other
countries throughout the world.
At
present, only 85 of those centers enjoy some measure
of support,
and the Federal support which
is allocated pays for onl3? 10 to 20
percent of the operating costs of these programs.
We believe that the urgent challenge facing
international education today is to begin a new and effective partnership
between the
Federal Government, the colleges and universities;
and the schools.

In order to build upon the efforts to date and

to enable the
American public' to cope with the reality of
interdependence, there is -a twofold national need whichincreasing
must be addressed in
the leg_ ialative mandate for international education.
The Nation needs both international specialists and
international generalists. The specialist
category would
language and
area specialists, to be sure, but also expertsinclude
on world problems,
interstate relations, and the like.
The second category would indlude
internationally aware
Arnerican public, undergraduate
persons in the .professions, such, as journalism, business,students,
and most especially_ , the teach
ing profession. It is our judgment that these
needs can be effectively met through the legislation currently before
this subcommittee".
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Of the three proposals before the subcomMitteeNDEA title VI,
the administration bill, and the bill reported by the House Committee on Education and Laborwe strongly prefer H.R. 5192.
Both the administration and the House bills propose the consolidation ,and strengthening of existing legislative authorities in title
VI of the Higher Education Act, and simultaneously propose the
dissolution of NDEA title VI. Because of the unique role and responsibilities of U.S. colleges and universities in international education, we feel that the previous absence of an international educa-

tion mandate within the Higher Education Act has been a stunning omission.

The fundamental nature and scope of higher education embraces
an international dimension upon which the Nation depends. For
example, our colleges and universities insure the Nation s scientific

strength and maintain ties with the scholarly community around
the world, train the Nation's businessmen and women to compete

effectively in the international arena, train our journalists to

report and interpret international events, provide technical assistance to the developing countries of the world, -train the Nation's
teachers, undertake research on other areas of the world, and the
like.

Thus, we view the incorporation of an international education
mandate in the Higher Education act as consonant with the purpose of this Act, ..to foster and enhance those elements of higher

,,education which serve the national interest.

In addition, we feel that the original purpose of title VI of the
National Defense Education Mt has been adequately served over
its 20 year existence. Within a 'very rapid span of time, a genera
tion of experts and scholars knowledgeable about other nations and
cultures and fluent in the languages of those countries was created.,
This has been and continues to be a vital national ,resource.
At present however, NDEA title VI remains as the last vestige of
an earlier cold war era, rernainington the books long after science
programs of similar national import have been incorporated as
priorities within more conterriporaryla.:vs.
Neri challenges now face internatiwial education and indeed, the

Nation itself. For international education to continue to-serve the
Nation, the realities of interdependence nowhere reflected in title

VIand the international education programs authorized by the

Congress must be brought into closer alinement.
The proposed new authority would ably serve_this purpose.

We have other specific points that validate our..preference for
H.R. 5192, which are included in the full statement, and I would
like to urge the consideration of the subcommittee of those specific
points.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Owens follows:1

=Timm or DECRY R. ON

S, DIRECTOR

orrxce,or PrritnearIomaL ItoucarIce; POLICY

ANWLIOAN cope= ON EDUCATION
to the

Education, Arts, and Humanities

October 4, 1979

Mr. Chairman and oomborm o

the subcommittee!

I appreciate this opportunity to testify on behalf
the authority for international education.

end expanding

The'ohaervations in this statement re-

fleet the view! of the Reerican:Council on Education and its member associations
Which together represen-

natidn'e colleges and universities.

Wn are hopeful

that.the legislation this Subcommittee reports *ill give new-recognition to the
vital isvertance of international education in preparing America and its citizens
for the dRallengei of the coming decades.

An the end of the Twentieth-Century app
national relations is Cipoi.

cc, the dominant trend in inter-

The insularity of the previous. century is no longer,

nor will it ever again be, 4-7141o14 international pustule fd+ the United States.
Our multinational corporation,' aontinus to stretch their stramis of influence'

throughOUtthe_fer corners of the globe; necessity forces oureacerity Wet= to
function on a global Stagal jets andcomennleations Satellites transport people
to and from distant place Om if they were neighboring towns, the
finehee.PrOpelle Ut'aver-Oineer toward g global ezonninic system,

tent swim, environmental, population, and climatic crises defy
nation by nation beet*.

Curiously, AWericans have been negligent in facing up
foofm of life,

Our leadership-at times has been eimilarly perplexed by the

-
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politically and psychologically sensitive Sash of intardepandenca.

iet, in

(=dal' for the Unitad States to maintain its strong and commanding influence in

the international arena, interdependence is a reality which aunt be addthssed.
The impact Upon the United Stataa of this interdependence smOng nations

is already manifstod in very substantial ways.

For **ample:

Thera at* 156 thvareign nation states in the world investing
over 5350.
dollma.thai=sethth. The United States
accounts for over half of all such calaa.
Since 1954, one
country Per year On the *Verges has'gona nuclear.
By the
1900's, third can he class to 400 installed nuclear. power
reactors in 10 countries.
O.S. prosperity.has become thorassiagly iatartwinad with
the growth and stability of the leas Ow/01090d 00nntries.
Batsman the early 1970'a rind 1977,_sales of U.S. goods to
LCICe grew by 12 par coat per year. as compered with 15 par
.cent for sales to developed countries. -In 1577, the LOOS
bought 442 billion worth of U.S. Merchandiee -- or about
35 par cant Of total U.S, deports -- including two-thirds
of all.O.S. *par vehicle Worts!, 50 par Cant of our wheat
export*, 50Pat cant of our C.:Mt= *sport*, sad 70 par Cent'
of our rise (=porta. Ile duyead on Wes for over two=third*
of our demand for ba
tin, natural rubber,, and other
strategic materials.
,
.

-

is One in ale Americana owns his or her hag leywent to foreign
So important is fnroign =teach to the united states
tradMi'.
that 23 atates.aein In ,sport offices La Burlap*, and 3 in
Japan. The total value of U.S. ha ants and.emports eleaude
4100 billIhn dollar*.

the Rated State+ is a nationnf immigrants, now no
in earlier years. Ono third of new 0.0% population g-rogrth'
from immigration, discounting tha pro/ante of scale 10
at
million illegal aliens. One of every 50 Americans la foreign
born.
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w Direct foreign inveetment in the United States increased
50% from 1971 -1976. Volkswagen.* 1300 million dollar
Plant in NewStattnn. Pennsylvania employs over 4,500
people.
Honda Actor Optically has a 525 million dollar
Operation near ColusbuseOhlo. Banton books,'reebler
Ccokits, and even Atka - Seltzer are all the products of
foreign-owned companion. conversely, one quarter of each
new U.S. dollar of direct investment goes abroad.
of the
500 largest U.S. indUitriel corporations, many make ow.r
50% of their profit' overeeass international harvester,
75%,,LibbY. MCheil and;fahlay, 62l Oilette, 61%, Otis
Elevator, 60%$ Pfizer, 60$1 Coca Cola, 59%, Dow Chemical,,
57e, IBM, 54o1 and so on.
e Much of the attention of the 96th Congress will _ upon
issues and prObless of foreign policy! the events in-Tran,
relations with ?eking and Taiwan; %Oren, Mexico, and Africa;
Salt
our oil supplies; the new world trade treatyt P0400
negotiations in the Middle fast; human rightel refugees'
terrorien$ and Soviet troops in Cube.
Clearly, such evidence of the Clap* relationship the United States maintains
with the rest of the World challenge* us to provide imaginative policies and thought-.
ful leadership.

Many of the global interactions of the future will he conducted

Outside the traditional goverlsment-to--goverfroant diplomatic channels.

Recent week

--

have witnessed 'operate journeys to the Middle fast by two

Shed:leaders

of the U.S. Slack community, to share upefficial insights witgirnla-leaders on a
negotiated peace settlement.

The daily intercourse with the rest of the world

will, glen involve ell manner of ordinary U.M. citizens

businienmen. lawYere.,

labor leaders, educators, scientists, bankers, and Students.

To be successful

da these dealings with the World beyond our shores, Americans can no longer afford
the dangerous eseumption that everyone who counts can speak rnglish# or that the
values, motivations, and goals of others are similar to'our own.

In recent year*, the U.J. educational !Wee hee'eAde little progress toward
the 9041 of preparing raisons for effective coping in an Lutarconnected world.
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_ bean tr

uca
national attention and lass-cammitment.

Simple tatistics high fight this problem.

From 1969 to,1976, enrollments
The

college and-university- foreign language enlivens dropped more than30%.
.

-

nut. Department recently eliminated its foreign language requirements for

p-Foreigogervice.Officers beceuse it 440 unable
foreign language skills.

recruit sufficientnumbeis o

Among undergraduate students, only one in

ils in a cause which focuses upon-other nations or cultures.

Fewer

than 5% of the teachers being trained today have any exposure to international
ant in their preparation-for teacher certification.'

Little more than 1%.

qs and university faculty members are abroad each year.

-e numerous reasons for these setbacks and deficiencies lothweducational
record of achievements with respect to international education.

Working in partner-.

*hip with the federal government as a response to Sputnik in 1958. the nation's
eallagea and-iiiiversities mounted an effort which resulted in-the exianaion ol'40_
Awn area aunties centers to an eventual 105 such- centers by 1969.

greeth
insti

This

am MO= . possible by the concentrated infusion of federal funds to the

Lions under Title VI of the National Defense Education AC:

_ LW. we* made during this,period by private philanthropy 7. notably
_ FoUislation,' which invested an average

ut the 1960,s.

of $22 million dollars pen year,

However, from the benchmark Year of 1969,

_orities Shifted assy'froo international education tO
ma ters,.and the gradual orosion,of these pregramm waXbegun.
that the 1970's heralded rye arrival of america'rininternational affairs,the Erecutive branch remained

inaensitigl- to the need for
uthoriked levels at bear).' °o. the Con

for SIDEA Title VI (only.20t

try,

the Administration attempted to

rminate the program in 1971, only to be overruled.by Congreseional":action.
The original mandate of NrtiriNLCIA VI vas to train as cadre of U.S. citizens

and academic specialists in the cultures and languages of other countries, and
thy promote the groWth of knowledge and information'about.littla known parts
of the world.

In 1972,. the legislative mandate was enlarged to include greater

OMPhesisbn international sthdies.I at the undergraduate level, and activities
-

-

focused on links to the oommualty, business, and-other levels of eduthtion.

The

legislation wws amended again in 1976 to include support for initiatives OpeCi-

finally (Gouged on extending and ieoving citizen awareness of America'a global
interdependencies.

In the 20-year hietory of WM Title VI much programs- has-been made in
-diminiehing thaperochialism of American education.

rat despite past lifforte

Accomplishments, the gap continues to widen between the present reality and the
urgent national need for international specialists, achOlars,and.prOfeationals

and for citizens knowledgeable *bout international and global Oat0
There are signs of growing recognition that the current state of affairs
'does not well serve the national interest.

The modest appropriation* increase

for NASA Title VI in FY :1970,and 1979 has made possible for the first ti
to ItlOpOtt the 'Clasen education mandate.

funds

More important, the COM/se/on one

Foreign Language* and international studies established by president Carter last
year to study the problems of the international education and language study will
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these etr.jeots at e11 levels of formal education,
n efforts aimed more broadly at the'ActicicAll.cAtIzenry.--

the- Administration and the.Crmgress have taken steps to broaden and

strengthen the international education authority of the Higher Education Aft.
It is to this and that the 'remainder of the obssrvetions in this sistabent
lore additiesed.

Three proposals for reform and modification of the international,

educatic0 legieleticn ere Marrently before this Subcommittee% HDEA Title VI, the
Administration bill, and the bill reported by the Hon** Committee on Education and
Labor (H.R.9192). ,In-egbahahcm4troddetail, um strongly prefer h.A.5192

which

differ* significantly front the administration bill, and vhich ve_vill delineate
-,..

re fully at a later point in this testimony.

Roth the Administration and the Reuse bills propol

lidetion end

strengthening of existing legislative authorities in Title VI of the Higher
Education Aft and inpitaneenely propose the dissolution 8003MN !title VI..
cause of the unique role and responsibilities of
,

and universities

-

anal iducaticn, ve feel that the preViOUs Absence of aointernationel'
educetic,crmandate . -thin the Higher Education Act has been a stnnhing =mission.
-7-The-fundamental nature and,scopm of higher education embrapee en international
eioeimion upon which thi-datdon-dontends.

for example, our Colleges and'oniversities

-------_

ensure the nation'aacientific strength and maintain-tiee-with the scholarly

ommaunity around the world; train the nation'? businesemen and WOW toCOMpetaeffeCtiveiy in the international aviator-train our journaliats to report and inter-

pret international eventso provide technical-assistance to the developing countries
Of the World; train the nation's teachers; undertake research on other (WOWS of
,
the world, upon the political motivations and actions of other.countries, and on
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lObal problem &rasa; educate and train more than 250,000 Students from other
:receive and exchange scholars among nations of the world; and make Vest
contributions in the free-flow of Information, AcrOss national bounderies.

Thus,

we view the incorporetion_of an international education mandate An tha Higher
Noluoatioi Act,as,oensOnant:With the pitrpose of this act -- to foster andenhanci

those-elements of higher education

which serve the national interest.-

In srlditione!we feel that the original

=pose of Title VI of.the National

gducatton Act has been adequately served over its twenty-year existence.

within a very rapid span of time a generation of experts and scholars knowledgeable.
..

about other nations and cultures, and fluent in the languages of those Countries,
was.ersatad, and Intolerable surprises such 42 Sputnik were avoided.

At present, _

however, VDU Title VT revaing as a liit vestige of an earlier_ Cold War era, re=
meining on the books long after science programs of similar national import have
hean-IncOrporated an priorities within more contemporary 'awe: New challenges
face international education, and indeed, the nation- itself.

For international

education to continua to serve the nation, the realities of interdependence -- no-,
Where reflected In the MIA Title VI -- and the international education programs
authorized by the Congress mUSt be brought into closer alignment.

The proposed

new authority would tow Serve this purpose.
. .

While both the Administration and H2244 bills :contain this proposal, em 140

indicated earlier there are other feetuies of H.R.5192,which Ve find Preferable
he Administration bill.

I would -like to address these element. specifically.,

.

e - Internetiahai and Foreign Language S.

rnment seeke.w. fo

aptly de cribea the programs whichthe
FRSAMele

We feel

the iholusien of a

tement of findings and purposes amplifies

enduring need for directing federal attention to improving Lid e
atural ;iducation.

H.L5192 of language impos
llowehipe recipients is a =It positive shah
Which takes into aocoont the need to attract into area end language studies
student* from a variety of professional schools such ai law, journalise, etc.
However, we believe that the title of this section, Language and Area denterk

and International etudiekis not sufficiently fleeible to eddreia the growing
need for centers which focus upon world or transnational problems.

A few such

re haqi been sponsored -by thi old KORA Title VI authority under the rubric
.

.

of International Studieicenters.

We are confident that the president's COmmiesion

on Foreign Language and International Studies will document the need for such
topical- centers, and those which focus on more than one world region, An addition
to the continuing need for traditional language and area studies centers:,

SeCTIOM 603

---Adidemi

center* of advanced research on foreign sooisties and

topics

of interstate relations have depended upon two basic sources of supports the
home institution and the private foundations,

Only mall pocket,/ of contract

4
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ea opposed

presently ivaileble for this critical research

from the foreign - aff

national

encies of the government., UDEA

Title VI Bari never sponsored subatantiveiresearch.on foreign affairs.; As a re-

siat, aerica's centers of advanced scholarship on arm, control, foreign societies,
and-international security are rapidly eroding.

We view the inclusion of this

otion in both the Administration and the House billas a MOO positive
SECTiON'504
lieve that undergraduata programs- in

()reign lanoiagesand.international

fare essential elements of a liberal arts or pre-Professional edUcation,
use programs also contribute materially to education programs at'all.
other levels.

Such programs are a critical tool for preparing the thousand;

Of American students who do not proceed with graduate school to cope effectively
en increasingly interdependent world.

We support ths intent of H.11.5192 to'

strengthen and improve undekgraduate.language and international studies within

the=nation's collages and universities, andto.foster the growth of new programs
within a broaler segment of U.S..higher education.

We are confident that the

dent's CommieeiOn on Foreign Languages and International Studies will sLib

importance of undergraduate language and Area studies programs, and
or the reitetetemont of course requirements -in both,theee areas.

_ the retention of this portion of the bill as the bill itself

r Education Act is-wholly appropriate

This important segment

_ bill is the key.t0 theidleperaionOf international education throughout

egebnte of Amsricansociety.

Since the need for international education

crosses the educational boundary liatnean A-13 and higher Allocation, this portion.
of the bill establishes that . important connection=

It would'also stimulate in-

t.

.

creased activity and attention to the important area of undergraduate education.-,...

SECTION 506

We believe that

mated amorican public, some attention should be paid to geographiAisri
support the intent of E.R.5192 to introduce the element'of geographic
spread in the non-rsnewahli programs sponsored by this authority.- however. we feel
Ae,

that the traditional criteria of excellence and quality better serve the national
,

interest with respect-to the lingeige and area and international Centers', swell
as thw.oenters of advanced research.
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u H.R.5192 tsa rat

n of this section on research

udien whicB wsa deisted from the administration bill.

This section.has

transfirred from.the'enakTitla VI authority where it typically rocnived
y

Million per year in actual funds.

_ -u

!Weever, we feel this will pro

a mosi important vehicle '.forfollOw=up studies 6m. the Preaidant'A Commiinion

onloreigniAnguage and International Studies.

Because we -feel that advances in

rnetionai.educntionrnquirn a Significant in_ titutionai' gOaCitherit of

lieges and universities, we reo0Mmend that this section should also sponsor

00 Orstrategin

easing ineticutionei comiltmentk

Such strategies

Right'include SUMO= for.decielon aakers and adminintratorm, reviewsof,the

.accreditation proem and appropriate MethOds for trainingjaoulty.
600

We fully ends

0
_ concept of en advisory 90

Lesion presented in M.P.51.92.

Many of the federal agencies ere involved in,SeiTle aspect of internati nal education,
pond upon the supply of internationally trained, individuals nd.On the products

&Mire research.

Such an,Admisory Commission would he useful in onsuring
7= -

onai iritirest is being well served by'ite international education
Etiat neglected world areas or prOhlime'exe addreeeed and that serious
ficiencinek-are remedied.

we feel that ths Inclusion of the Direct6r

lentrel Intolggence Agency ts inappropriate,

nd we would atrongly en-

ubatitution of the Director of the nem 7-,ternational Doislopeent
COoperation Administration.
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We strongly 4wpOrt the levels of funding authorized by H R.5192, and in
contrast, view the absence of a specific authorization in the Administration

bill as unacceptable: SinCe.H.R.S192 would enable substantially greater program
city than NOM Title VI, we feel the-increase in level of funds is necessary
to ensure that new needs ars net set at the expense ofesisting needs.
To conclude, for the reasons we have.enumerated, we believe that H.R15192
is superior to the Administration bill, and improves upon both the orientation
#07-

and design of Haas Title VI. With the minor. changes we have noted, this bill
has the enthusiastic support of the higher education Community.

we believe this

vehicle is a significant step toward the achievement of * balanced and responsible

federal =anthem* to internsaonal (*lunation.

Association of,Amerioan Univereitiea- - National association of State Universities and tand-Orent Colleges
Aamricsn AsacCiation of State Colleges and Universities
Asaociation of Americas Collegee
Council of Graduate Schools in the United State*.
-American Association of College* for Teacher Education
AnsricsAlAsacciAtion of Community and Junior Colleges
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APAERICAN-COONCil. ON EDUCATION'
.

ONE DUPONT CIRCLE

wAsHiNOTON. O. C. Zoo's
_TRafATIONAL
MgkATIVOIS

ftonorable Claiborne Pell
_

,

EiWata Subcommittee on Education,
arta,,and Sumanitioa
oirkcen Senate Office Building
waghiriir-Ph, O. C. 20515

ar Senator Pell

nAdverter
point which should have receivedamvbseis! ACE a stronVsuppart of
_ strengthen undergraduate programs in international atlidies.and foreign
languages.
I Aeve corrected this error by adding the attached language to the
transcript_ of my teetioony.

,.

I wanted to note this correction for. your attention berause'ACE gives high
prioriti.to sdvancing both the =case to and the:quality of undergraduate eft-Cation.
/issues related to undergraduate-education are ofiisioriant concern to
the Council and its member institutiona.
With particulat reepect to international
and foreign language studies, -the Council has workWd diligently to sustain the__
.COOmitment, facilitate the diversity, and promote the /growth of such programs
within undergraduate education.'

Underoisinite internationalatudies and foreign language programs servo the
natien's interest in e-Vaziety of Ways.
While such-programa develop and train
those
who will continue language and area studies an A specialization,
the undergraduate coursa*make critical ContribUtione to the education of students
who will enter the profaesiane in fields such in education, business, and law;
ea wellas the thousands of students who do not proceed with graduate school,
and must take their respective Places in an/ncreasingly interdependent world.

tudents

E.

Often such 001054$ provide the enly,toiens of exposik thei vast majority of
colle*Studentsto other languages and cUlturee. yet inadequate support and
neglect ha! hampered-the development ofAnteristional educatiein at the under.

.

graduate level. Statistics reveal thettleSe'than one percent of the college -age
:.,groin inthe United States is'enrolled/in any courses which specifically feature
international issues or areas, college and university enrollment i in foreign
languages have declined thirty percent inthe list seven years, only eight per'csnt of U.SS college, and universities now require e!feteign lanqueqe- as con=
..treated with (thirty -four percent in 1966, end fewerthan Ova peicant of prospective,
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teachprWbeing trained today take
foreign areas and cultures-an

_elating to International affairs
their professional preparation.

In recent years, through moms measure of increased federal support as well
aEsinCreased inatitutional comMitment, progress has bee
made toward overcoming
--these cducatiOnal deficiencies.--More than
few collagen -re giVing serious,
attention to foreign languages. and international studies as essential elements
of a liberal-education.-. ACE
encourages such effort*, and!in view of
etending interest in these programs, the amminsion of ire discussion of thine
issues in the August S-teatisony was unfortunate.

&welling new prograbs, such an Socti n 603, have been added to
Title VI of H,A.5912. However, given the great disparity between
the authorized
and approprlated tunas,: we would strongly'suppert an °ef fort by 60 SubcoMMittes
toensure, through report language,, that worthy -.new programd do not emerge at r.he
expense of estibliahed and essential programs.
I appreciate this onnortanitscto ci
rn regarding Undorgraduata
.

record, and to reaffirm our

stSdieeprogr-

6MOsnbe

Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Next we will hear from Dr. Meyerson.
Dr. MEYEFtSON. Thank you, Sena
'e 11, the senior Senator from
.

my -State; Senator Schweikeir, na or Stafford, and 'ladies and
gentlemen. I welcome the opportunity to 'testify in behalf of

strengthening international education in our country:I am presiderft of the Univereity of Pennsylvania, as you know,
but I am here today representing the Association. of American
-Universities, whiCh-., is the principal association wof the -research
universities- of the United States. The Association of Graduate
Schools is affiliated with it

My own work has taken me, both in education and in urban

development, to experiences in all the continents of the world. I am
also the American Member of f-the Board of the International Association. of Universities.
The legislation before you is vital to the well-being of our 'coun7
try. I wish to second Becky Owens' testimony and our Wong
attachment- to its title on "International and Foreign Language Studies."
A few brief points. In a world in which eustry 'and trade cross
national boundaries,'when.oUr national interests require coopera-.
tion in dealing with alrriost every country on the globe, universities
.and,colleges for financial reasonssemetimes: for othershave not
been able to reinforce their global concerns slid their global on -.
gins.

Senator Schweiker was just with the Pope, a master of many
tongges,and we ought to remember;that the origins of universitiee-:

were international as well as religious. The very- phrase, ; "the
.rights and privileges thereunto pertaining," came from the interns,
tional passport provided scholars by the early religious' universities
of the world.

We have all lost ground, and in my university, too, though I

think less there. I noted sadly at a meeting-last week of businessmen from Europe and the United States Oat those from Europe
could .converse in several tongues, and ours in only one, our native
tongue. .

We have seen the problems of those representatives o"our land
whd.=did not know- Farsi in Iran, or. Vietnamese in South Asia.
Unfortunately we have seen a one-third drop in language- study
during the last decade in America's colleges and universities. But
for students from OPEC countries; there would not be a significant
Ahcrease in foreign students in.the United States,'and it is gettingincreasingly harder,_ by the way, for U.S. students to study abroad,
for financial reasons and other reasons as well

Since Sputnik, title 6 has been a beacon for us, a beacon of

Federal-university cooperation.--And--it-has_been and has 20 years
that have enabled 85 foreign language and area centers to flourish.'
I recommend H.R. 5192 to you There are 'many good-reasons to
.support it..I also would like to point out, Mr. Chairman and rnem-.

bers of the subcommittee, that there is a President's Commission
on Foreign Language and International Studies under the chair=
----nianship of James Perkins, which will complete its work in a
matter of days. Its report will be delivered to the White House
.shortly. I have seen drafts of it, and I commend it to your .atten-'
Lion.

It is essential that the new Department of Education provide a
clear voice in amplifying the international dimension to education.
to be -provided for both in': the. structure of_the_
That voice p
-new department and in the attention it receives.
In section 606" of the legislation, a case is made for geographic-

distribution.. Senator Pell andI at othir'times-have--talked. about
the importance of,that_And'`of distribution.._
But I would like tO make_ a special- case for certain kinds

activities, which though they ought to be spread `across the land, do
have to favor excellence I refer to our language and international

area centers, our centers of advanced research. We have got to
Make sure.that quality ia preserved in them

In section 608, an advisory commission is recommended. We
support that ptovision...Bur I do have questions as to why the head
of the CIA, rather than th'e head ofthe ICA (International Coinmunieation Agency) is specified to be on that commission.
I was delighted tb hear the library testimony preceding 'ours.. I
would like irrpoint out the tOririble problems we all face in univer-

sities in getting library materials from abroad. As the dollar
,

changes its value and: as inflation increases, for some periodicals
and publications we see at least a 20 percent per year increase in -

our costa, and it is devastating. We have the largest research

library in Pennsylvania, and that library is suffering, and sufferingbadly. It is a national problem for all or Our universities,

'Important as the legislation is that is before you even more

important IS the funding that we hope will follow and provided a
basis fon it.

,

Title 6 provides about a quarter of a billion dollars in appropri.

ations. over a score of years. Unless we -build on that special
achieVement, we shall-never be ableltO duplicate it
r

-

. Thank you allfor what you. are doing in the- legislation'that yoU .
have before you, not only in. international educatiOn, but_ for all of

higher education. It is legislation-Tin-Which we are very much

attached.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank yeu, gentlemen.
Senator.
Thank you very much, Dr. _Meyerson.
Now we will hear from Dr:-Gray.
Dr. GRAY. Mr. Chairman and members of the. Subcommittee, I

to appear before the Subcommittee to address. the
1isue of 'the ireauthorization of title .6 of the 'National Defense
Education Act In keeping with -gm-Pope's visit to 'Waahington, I
could not help but be -reminded of the story, of the State legislator
am hotiored

who closed his argument against the idlocation- of funds. for foreign
langnage instruction by declaring, "If English-was-good enough for

Jesus Chtist it is goad enough forme.
Tunny, perhaps, but we at the -Center for Applied 'tanguistics

----have found a-similar attitude .towarelanguage learning among

Ameriainain _Tall walks of life. This is exemplifiecL by the fact that

one of the most p---etsistent_trericls in American education:is the
decline of foreign language learning -and foreign area study.
Yet the: teaching and learning of foreign languages are perhaps
more impOrtant in the United' States today than ever before . -This
leads us to step hack and examine the NDEA title `6 program to
determine the most appropriate Fedeial role in: meeting the needs
,
and obligations of this country.
I will briefly address three areas. First, language training and
area centers. Over the last 20 years, NDEA title 6, along with large

investments on the part of foundations and universities of this

country, have been responsible for the development of considerable
competence in area studies via a network- of centers. This allocation of resources raises the dilemma of ensuring adequate coverage
of the major regions and languages of the world, while recognizing
the importance of producing specialists who are competent to

dress the spectrum of issues within a specific country. Whether

this. competence is adequate -to meet the demands of today's world
situation is a matter of continuing debate.
Some ;people point to recent United States failures and emberrasarnents in international relations, saying that had we better
:--programs in area studies, these incidences could-have been avoided/
What is not a matter of debate, however, is that too frequenflY,American area studies perionnel do not have, the language compe.
tence e-necessary for them to function in a professional, diplomatic
or-commercial situation.
=

In short, we at the Center for Applied Linguistics recommend

that consideration be given to insure-that graduates with.. advanced
degrees from area studies centers have adequate language competence in at least one of the_ languages from their region. of specialization.
.The second issue is research and evaluation. There continues to
be a general consensus among educators and practitioners as to the

importance of research and evaluation, in the fields of language
'training and _assessment. We are concernedAhat the 'administration's proposed legislation does not carry ',forward section 602 of
NDEA title 6.
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While we understand thEif this was an oversight, the impqrtance
of this section cannot be overemphasized. One need only peruse the

list of completed research andinstructional materials resulting

from NDEA- funded projects to appreciate the crucial nature of this
legislative component.

my prepared testimony, I address some of the outstanding

research issues confronting the field of language teaching, but time
does not permit me to address these in detail. In terms of research

priorities, there continues to be a critical need for One more

specific and systematic needs assessment to describe patterns of
language use in various settings across, a variety of tasks.- two,
indepth research projects to examine the interaction of the good
language learner and the effective language teaching program; and
three, effective evaluation models to assess language learning. In

short, the need remains to establigh a means of assessing the
capability of language training programs to insure their future
productivity. I will now move on to the final issue, which is oversight of NDEA

The PresidenCs Commission on Foreign Language and International Studies is responsible to recommending ways to extend the
knowledge of other civilizations to the broadest population base
possible' and to build these topics into the general cuilricula for.
Students..of all ages..

It seems logical that NDEA title 6 should serve as a legislative
tool to make that charter a reality. However, the proposed plan to
incorporate title 6 under the Higher Education Act would- sUbstanqially weaken the intent and scope of this legislation. There are
several reasons why NDEA should continue as an independent
piece of legislation outside of the-Higher Education Act.

There is a general consensus that the greatest unmet need, in
termsof foreign language study end international education, prevails at the kindergarten through 12th grade level. The -proposed
legislation intends to address this need by including section 60:3,
which provides for elementary.and Secondary education _programs.

The probleni arises. howeves, in' that the parameters of higher

'_education generally include neither kindergarten through grade 12
nor nonforrnal education programs. In addition, it seems unreasonable given the zero-based budgeting process to require these impor-

tant NDEA elementary and secondary projects to compete with
higher education projects: the former predictably will lose in the
race for higher -priority status. If these projects are to be transferred, a reasonable -solution would be to move them under the
authority of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. It
should be .,noted, however, that this is the first year that these-programs have been funded:It seems premature at this point to
-move them from title VI, until there is feedback from the field
attesting to their Worth. Thus, there are two forces at play: the
growing recognition that foreign language and international stud
ies are important for students at all levels, juxtaposed with the
proposed legislation- to subsume NDEA title VI under the Higher

Education Act.
Thus, in conclusion, we propose that the change in legislation for
NDEA will only serve to confuse the issue. We strongly recommend

-that the legislative intent of this bill will be preserved, and it will
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r serve the nation- if it kept within the context of NDEA
Title 6, rather thnn amended to the Higher Education Act.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Information supplied for the record follows:}
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FROM

Peter A. Eddy, Center for Applied Lingulatice
The ,stone of foreign language instruction in the U.S.A. today:
A.
How foreign language teaching in the U.S.A. got into the
present grave situation
B.
What should be done to improve the present situation
C.
Why NDEA Title VI should not be absorbed by-the Higher.
Education Act At the present timer
ollow up to-Jestimony of pr. Tracy C. Cray, Center for Applied
linguistics. given before the Subcommittee on Education., Arta,
and Humanities of the Committo on Human Resources. U.S. Senate.
'

Hoe foreign language teaching in the U.S.A. glst into the present grave.
situation.
.

I.

:

PtIlt.2Nmreap.11.remeritroblem.

A.large proportion, of both college and'
high school foreign language enrollments in the 1960's was due to the
oilstonee of college admission and graduation requirements. These
requiremente.had been eatablished in the late 1950's and early 1960's.
When requirements:of all kinds came under fire on college Campuses in the
late 1960'e and early'1910's, language enrollment's plummeted, both in high
schools ancin colleges.'

1965, 91% of American colleges and oniversities_hed foreign language
requirements. By 1978, this figure had dropped to 61%. Although, the
matter appears to be under discussion on many campuses, there are no
concrete signs that a-large number of colleges plan to reinstate the
foreign language requirement, despite the actions of several prestigious

universities Wg. Harvard, Berkeley).
5.

The "foreign'leneuese as an elective ayndrome." The passage of the
National Defense Educetion Act gave the study of foreign language a *
more prominent place in the secondary and post - secondary curriculum
than it had Previously. As the effect of the NDtA priority placed on
foreign language instruction has diminished in the 1970's, the conception
of foreign language as art elective, (i.e.. music and art) hoe become
predominant once again. While Some etatce have listed foreign language
among the basic skills, few have allocated basic skill funds to the
Improvement of foreign language instruction. As school budgets shrink,
electives are the first courses to suffer either curtailment or
elimination; all too frequently, language courses figure prominently
Among those curricular offerings either eliminated or cut back.
Foreign
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FACT'-

3.

FACT=

4.

langv-ge courses are doubly vulnerable because language instruction
demands email classsa if.atudents are to master a foreign language
which includes learning to understand, speak, read, and write it.
Because of sncrencing class sire in both secondary end post-secondary
Language couraes, elementary and intermediate classes are often
truetreting esperietices.foe the potentially good students because they
do not get the c...ince for active communication proctice.
Upper level
courses aLa often eliminated because student registration is not
sufficient to warrant the effort. It is not surprisingthat the
mediocre foreign language skills of American secondary and college!
university gradcAees has been documented repeatedly by studies of
potential employers of this skid% in both government and the private
sector.
In a r"!cent naticn wide poll, ft-4er than one in ten Americans responded
that they had studied a-foreign language four years or more, the minimum
amount of time to t;:in to have a usable comptence in that language.

'04 with teaching staff in other disciplines there has been a dramatic
rise in the percentage of tenured teachers at both secondary and postsecondary levels ovsr the ptast ten years. These individuals have very
little iLcentive to engage,An professional development to better their
skills aid their financial position.
In addition, with dwindling
secondary school enrollments, teachers of foreign languages are increasingly hired on a part-time basis.
Also, teachers of other subjects
with minor concentrations {sometimes no more than two or three college
courses- taken ten years ago), ire pressed into service as part-time
foreign language teachers.
In Indiana, 49% of the French teachers taught that _ language foil time'
in 1972 -73; by 197677, the figure had dropped to 38%.
IhtL"whi
to me?" problem. Thin:problem in symptomatic of
the underlying Aderican attitude that whae this country has to offer Is
so superior to the rant of the world that foreigners had better learn
--Our language to reap the benefits from the
Today, small and
middle ale, American businessen, increasingly forced tolook abroad
ate..bew marketing opportunity, still believe: that American products,
marketed in the American Way, tieing the American language, will be
irrestible OF potential foreign' customers. While this may have been
the case ten years 4g0, evidence is accumulating that will prove this
to berrontous today. It appeara that in Order to compete With
very attractive foreign manufactured goods and'serViees. American
business needs to marshal every cOmpetive advantage possible= The
abilities to apeak a foreign language and to understand 'a nonAmerican attitude' toward buaipeas can be,very.important advantages.
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The U.S. Department of Commerce. in the data bank of potential contacts
and distributors abroad for American goods and services, does not
list the languages(d) of business and translation capability of these
foreign contacts.

TACT

R.

liInguag- education In the

What can be done to Improve the present situation?

The President's Commission on Foreign Language and international Studies
will issue its final report within a,month.
It will contain many specific
recommendations for strengthening foreign language study in the United
Stefan. of which the most important are likely to be the following:
The intent of such a grant program would be to help
Incentive Program.
-support smaller class sizes in elementary and Intermediate language
instruction and insure the existence of more advanced classes in
both secondary and college courses. The idea would be to make a "capitation
ant" of an amount to be determined for end( student enrolled in a given
c urea at a given level. The grant amount would wary according to
educational level. the language involved, and how advanced the language
course is.
2.

I.

In-service Training for Language Teachers. A program of institutes for
teachers of foreign langUaged at the segondary level and a parallel one
for those at the college/university level is needed in order to revitalize
the teaching core. These institutes would be modeled on the extremely
successful ones of the NDEA era. and would attempt to profit from One
the strengths of the NDRA experience, while avoiding tho.pitfalis.
of the most valuable aspects of such a program would be the opportunity
for some teachers to attend institutes abroad. which would enable them
to become acquainted (or re-acquainted) with the culture of the country
Studies' of foreign language teacher
whose language they are teaching.
effectiveness repeatedly underline the importance of experience abroad,
for effective foreign language teaching. This kind of experience, in
addition to polishing up foreign language competence enables teachers to
up-date their knowledge of the foreign culture.
National Research Program in Foreign Languages. Such a research program
would gather more comprehensive data than presently available on 1) how
many people are studying which language*. 2) where, and 3) level of competruce. An important part of this'effort would be the development of
profiency tests for a number of languages. Such tests were developed
for the "commonly taught languages" In the. late 1950's and early 1960's.
and have reached near total obaoleseence, not having been updated in
For example, there Is currently no standardized teat
the interim.
of Prencirliatening, reading. and writing, (to say nothing of speaking)
that would be appropriate for use in French language clauses at the
end of the second year of high school.
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Foreign language Requirement.
_e should be a national effort to
reinstate the foreign language
requirement for undergraduate education.
The American educational machine
hould be persuaded that foreign
language study and knowledge is indeed an integral
part of basic
edutetion, and that an adequately
educated individual has some knowledge' of ereast one foreign
language (by contrast. a recent national
telephone poll discovered that only 40% of Americana claim to be
" "familiar with" any language
other'than English.) If a eignificant
movement toward reinstatement of the foreign langauge requirement
were
to coma about, this would increase
long:nip study, at all educational
Loyale.
Reinstatement of a Foreign Language Leaderahip Care.
In order to help
bring about - change, It is essential
to have dissemination and leadership
links at the federal, state, and
local levels.. At-the federal level, a
bureau of foreign langhege education
of the hew Depertment of Education. should be located within the structure
At the state level, curriculum:
coordinators for foreign language!'
should be found in every atate in the
land.
Over the pant ten years,- poeitione
which love formerly been devoted
to the supervision of foreign language
matters have been "diluted" by
many other responsibilities, among them being bilingual education,
Rngliih as
second lenguage,,English language arts, and other unrelated'
subject Areas. This is, of course, not to any that
these other areas are
not important, it is just that each
state department should have at
least one full time person whose
primary reationsibility is to stimulate
foreign language instruction within that stare in any way passible.
Finally, local school districts should
be encouraged to reinstitute
foreign langauge eurriculum coordinators.

Title VI should not be absorbed by
lime.
I.

.

2.

LAS, en'

today

the Higher Education Act at the

To incorporate NDEA Title VI into the USA Would be premature
at this rims
for two reeaons.
First the Preeident'a Commisaon's report will no
'doubt-provide coneiderible guidance about how to structure the languagerelated legislation and regulations in the"future.
Second, the Department
of MUCAtion will be taking shape over the next several months; it
would seem prudent to leave the
current legislation es La, because it has
proved effective (although underfunded) in the relent pact.
Some portion. mf NbEA Tit.le VI are intended specifically for
use by
constituents at the elementary and secondary levels.
It seeme evident
that ouch legislation would lose its force if included within an act
which Ii primarily directed toward higher education aetivitiee.
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Senator Pau.. Thank, you very much, Dr.- Gray. YoUr story about
the State legislator reminds me, if Senator Stafford will forgive me,

of one of his predecessors who was the delegate to the General
Assembly for the United States when we set up Israel, and there
was a tremendous quarrel going on between the Palestinians, the

Arab countries, and Israel. He wrung his hands, and he said "Why-

can't the Jews and the Arabs settle their problems in a truly

Christian spirit?" There was very much the same thought there.
I must say that I agree with the points that you all make, and
Dr. Meyerson underlined. I think that we as Americans are absolutely myopic when it comes to foreign languages. We are almost
solipsists. We think only we exist, and we go abroad, and we take it
for granted that somebody speaks English, and. we think they are

stupid if they do not speak it When a foreigner comes here, we

think he is stupid if he cannot speak English, but we do not
recognize -that we are the same way when we travel all over, the
world.

And I think we have gone in reverse in the last 20, 30 years in
this regard. I notice in the Foreign Service now there used to be a
ui rement that you know a foreign language to get into it That

ing wiped out. And I would wager that there is a smaller
properlyI
am not talking about these half-hearted little courses that many
percentage of people who can speak a foreign language

high schools have where they say you know French after 2 years,
and yet you would be loit if you were left in Paris for a couple of
daysbut that the actual knowledge of foreign languages would be
less, I would think, in our count'', today than it was 20 or 30 years
ago.

.

Would you agree with that or do you think I ar overly pessimis-

tic?

Dr. MEYERSON.-Mr. Chairman, unfortunately, yoU are not, I can
use a few illustrations. Our own Foreign Service had to stop requiring fOreign -language capability for entry into the Foreign Service,
because it was not getting sufficient applicants who knew another
tongue. This is one example.

I might also point out by the way, since I mention the Foreign
Service, that the largest single employer of those with an international background and a foreign language backiround is the U.S.
Government.'
Without question,. there has been a very significant decline in
those who can use foreign languages,
-Senator PELL. And I think we have also seen since World War II
a gradual sort of increase of the Tower of Babel, I guess, because

more and more countries as they acquire statehood take pride in
their native language, and so some of the coma on languages,

.

whether it was pidgin English, whether it was French, whether it
was English, have gone in reverse. For example, in India, where
English was almost a common language, now they are trying to
make Urdu the common language; or in the Philippines, where you
had either English or Spanish as a pretty common language, they
have gone back to Tagalog. And even in Ireland, they like to go
back to Gaelic.

So I woulc -pink that we have not only a national problem but a

world proble1.1.
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he Commission on Foreign Languages that you mentioned resul Pcl from a hearing that I was cochairing at the Helsinki Cornmissr. and I think that Commission will do excellent work,
i ndeed\
Do y6u have any specific thoughts as to how we can change the
publie
in this regard? For instance, in
field, Dr. Meyer son, as p sident of the university, when youyour
got your degree.as a
doctor, I think you had to know two foreign languagesor maybe I
am older than you are I-did not get the doctorate, but my contemporaries used,to have to know two foreign languagis to get it I do

not think that\ is the case anymore. What would it be at the
University of Pennsylvania?
Dr. MEYERSONX Well we preserve language requirements more
than other institutions, but even more,.we take a very, special pride
in .what we do in languages from parts of the world that are not

normally common to, our discourse.
-For example, under\ title 6, we have been able to turn our Middle
East Center, our South Asia Regional Studies Center, into two
extraordinary organizations, nq.only for the teaching of languages
and of cultures, but for Serious research on these areas.

We have, for example, in our Middle- East Center over 1,000
undergraduates in our courses and over 400'graduate students. I
mentioned Farsi before. We have 14 profelsors dealing witirvarious
aspects of Iran..
In the case of South Asia, we have 92 courses available and
people who come out of 16 different disciplines. The costs of this
are immense. What the ,Federal Government has been able to
provide us has enabled these two centers and our work on the Far.
East to flourish, even though Federal funds make up a Minority
portion of our expenditures in these areas.'In fact, with` that seed
money from the -Federal Government, we have been'able to raise
funds from corporations, from indiViduals, and froth foundations.
Senator PELL. But that- not the answer to my question. My
question was to obtain your. Ph. D in let tie say, English orin
mathematics, you used to have to know two foreign languages as
well as part of the requirements. .Is tHat still the case, or,,how
many foreign languages do you have to have to get your Ph. D. in
English, for example?
.

Dr. MEYERSON. Well, typically, you need to know one foreign
language very, very well rather than the two of an earlier time
But this depends on the specific thesis topic that,you take. If you
are a graduate student concerned with let us say, the relations
between French and German literature, you- obviously would have
to know both those languages. But the typical pattern today is one
foreign language in depth rather than the two that you described
of an earlier time.

Senator PELL. Which was required.
Dr. MEYERSON-. Yes.

Senator PEI"[.. And when you, Dr. Gray, got your doctorate, what
were the foreign language requireMents there?
Dr. GRAY. I received my doctorate at Stanf6rd, and there was
only one/language requirement. rthink that you will see, however,

is that Many universities across the country are gradually returning to this requirement. Harvard is one such university. The fact
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remains, however that there is still a general decline in foreign
language teaching across the country.

Senator PELL. To my mind, nobody should have a university

degree at all, an A.B., without one language, and a graduate degree
without two.
M. OWENS. If I may say, I do not think that other universities are
so quick to join Harvard on the bandwagon, and I do k`ii
relieve that

what Dr. Gray referred to was a move to introduce la geage requirements again at the undergraduate level. More typi,cally, at
the graduate level, there is a requirement for only one language.
But virtually no requirement exists any longer at the undergraduate level within any of our Nation's colleges and universities.

What this doesand it is difficult to say whether this is a

percolate-up effect or a trickle-down effectis to affect all levels of
language study_ ..The President's Commission will have perhaps,

the best new data on the whole area of language training and
methodologies useful in teaching languages.

But it is clear that we are not starting language training early

enough. There was a program some number of years ago, sponsored

Government, entitled "Foreign Languages in the
by the
Elementary Schools." There was never any thorough review of the
success of that program, and unfortunately,- it has simply been
allowed to expire without any analysis of whether or not it was
effecitve or useful.

The President's Commission also has flirted with the idea of

recommending colleges and universities to require langu'ages, and I
believe the Commission will make. such a recommendation despite

the fact that it will be difficult to impose-either as an entry or an
exit requirement with so little prior preparation for most students
at the present time.
Senator PELL Thank you
Senator Stafford?
.,
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Talking about languages causes me to comment, being a Vermonter, that apparently, three are necessary if you go from my
part of the country into French:speaking Canada, because I saw a
sign up there recently where. French is the basic language, which
said "English spoken; American understood."

I will comment further that in the field of international educetion, particularly lately in Mideast politics and the representatives
of Mideast nations, there can be no more concentrated an educa
tional experience for a Member of the 'American Congress than to
attend one of the spring or fall meetings of the Interparliamentary
Union, an organization which has been in existence since the late

last century, to whidh the United States has belonged through
most of ita existence, and to which we send delegations twice a

year. We were just in Caracas, Venezuela, at one of the meetings,

and now about RP nations attend. This Senator served on the

Drafting Committee for a Mideast Resolution, with representatives
of all of the nations there involved. I have had thiS experience now
for at least 4 years,' twjee a year and it certaii\ly is a concentrated
close of education ir,Mideast-politics. And once, again, the fact that
we Americans share with the Russians the fact that neither of us
seem to speak foreign languages well the Russians even lessythan
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we, I think, but the rest of the participants usually speak fluent
French and some English, and often one or two other languages
that are beyond our expertise.

So I would recommend to my colleagues that if they want a.
quick education in international affairs and how the rest of the
world looks at us, that they attend meetings of the Interperliamentary Union.

Mr. Chairman, I have a statement of 'about three pages that I

Would ask unanimous consent be placed in the record at this point.
The statement referred to follows:I
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Mr. Chairman, the proposal to move the NDEA
foreign language and area study programa into the
.higher Education Act is potentially very important.

Ding this could be very positive.

However, we need

to be sure, when we move an established program, that
we die'it in the right way-and that we do not jeopardize.
.

out' currently very beneficial programs.

Th a Committeetraditionally has

ssume.d that the

internationalydimension of higher edlIcation will'be
'coliered in NDHA.

That arrangement misses the central, point that

the international dimension is integral to all of
higher education and the very mission of the univera
,

y

cross-cutting many of the concerns of the Nigher. Education
Act.

In,the'w'orld of the universities, the international

perspective is not a thing apart,

and it should fall

within our overall assessment of the needs. of higher
education.
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Some factors to consider ere these:

universities are now

Our

acing growing financial difficulties

which are causing them to cut back programs andise more'
inward-looking.

At the- same time, the dollar value. of

Federal support for the international dimension of
'higher education has been declining for many yeara,
What is basically wrong with these developments
is that our satire educational system needs to keep pace
with this country's changing relationship to4tho rest of
the world,

much better.

and it is lagginebehind,

We need to'do

Expansion of the International dimension

As An both our,,universi

inter'estand,oUr-national

interest.

We have not done enough for the international
dimension In the-context of NDEA.

Our support for the

foreign language and area study programs and for Abiericen

learning about the rest of the world should be
strengthened significantly.

NDEA WAS a product cf the Sputnik mentality,
Conceived in an atmosphere of emergency.

We have gotten

used' to it, and it has survived, and there is so ething
..to be said for that.

If we do move its programs into
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the Higher Education Act,

they must be seen as

essential :and as contributing to the overall strength

Ofthe Higher Education Act.
strengthened.

They Must also be

©therise there is no point to the

exercise, and we night as

ell leave not quite -wel

enough alone.

I hope.our witnesses will comment on the
verall wisdom of this proposal.

Senator PELL. Without objection.
S(..nator STAFFORD. And I will excerpt from that a question I will

direct at the panel.

The proposal to move the NDEA foreign language and area

studies programs into the Higher Education Act is potentially very
important, and doing this could be very positive.

However, we need. to be sure when we move an established
program that we do it the right way and do not jeopardize our
currently very beneficial.program.
NDEA_was the product of the Sputnik- mentality conceived in_an
-atinnsphere of emergency. We have gotten used to it it has survived, and there is something to be said.,Cor that If we do moveits

programs into the Higher Euucation ATt, they must be seen as
essential and as-contributing to the overall strength of the Higher
Education Act. They also must be strengthened. Otherwise, there is
no point to the exercise, and we might as well leave not quite well
enough alone.

I wonder if any of our panel would care to comment on what I

have just said?
Ms. OWENS. I suspect that two of us would, and I may be presumptuous and go first.
I believe, Senator Stafford,--that my full statement addresses that
question in considerable detail. The higher education community,
having given this matter much thought, has come to the ,onclusion
9

_

that, done properly, as you point out, this is perhaps an occasion
for an open moment in rethinking the national commitment to
international education.
We feel that since, as I indicated, 'higher education is fundamen-tally international at the heart, that to have a Higher Education
'Act without an international component is something of an omissiOn. The NDEA title VI law itself, although it had an initial,
limited- focus on quickly preparing this Nation with a cadre of
specialists and experts on other nations the world, so ,that future
Sputniks would be avoided, has been adapted over time-so that
now has a fairly Mixible mandate. Particularly in the Higher Edu-/
cation Arnrndrnents of 1976, NDEA VI- was expanded to include
attention to elementary and secondary education, -to media activities, and most especially on teacher training- and Materials prePa..
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ration, to get at that dimension of international education which
the Chairman acknoWledged is necessary in his earlier question
the whole level of public awareness.
So the title VI law has improved its range of functions over time

but there has been no rethinking and no recommitment, and no
attempt to rmatch, national needs in a contemporary sense with a
vision of what America will need for the future with what kindo of
skills its students will need. Such thinking must incorporate not
.41st-those who have traditionally come through the language and
area studies centers,. but .future businessmen and women, journalists, other professionals, as well as the average American citizen,
who must be able to support responsibly or challenge the policies of
its leaders in the international arena.
Senator STAFFORD.-Thank you very much.

Dr. METERsoN Mr. Chairman, I would like to support Becky
Owens' comments, and add a footnote to them. I am very sympathetic with Senator Stafford's concern, and I think Becky Owens is
as well She was mentioning the importance of getting the Ameri.
can people very early in life ,exposed to foreign lariguage study,
long before they reach collegtor university age.
If this were some years ago, I might have some concerns about
having an international education provision in a Higher Education
Act, becaUse I think in American colleges and universities, we were
disassociating ourselves from the concerns of the very young, the
elementary and the secondary school children. A great change has
taken place. Increasingly, the universities of the country are con.
cerned with the learning process from birth on The Aspen Institute, for example, is starting a major project currently on the first
20 years of life.

It is in this kind of setting_, with this new sensitivity that univer.
cities and colleges have to learning for the very young, and for
older citizens-as well that universities and colleges are in a particularly goad position, to play the role we are discussing.

Dr. GRAY. If I might Make a comment, I sense that I represent
the opposition here. In all due respect, Senator Stafford, the Center
for Applied Linguistics feels that moving the NDEA title 6 under
the auspices of the Higher Educatibn Act will in fact prevent 'just
What Dr. Meyerson was referring to the development of language
prbgrams for elementary and secondary school-children.
The resea.
tends to indicate that children up to the age of 12
are really at the best time of their lives to learn a second language.
It seems to us that if you wait until they.enter college to introduce
a second language, what you are -really doing is minimizing the
possibility of learning to speak a second language. By putting the
NDEA undPr` the Higher Education Act, you are going to force the

proponents of elementary and secondary language programs to
coripete with higher education programs which have a Much
hi her priority under the Higher Education Act..
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you for giving us both sides of the
issue.

Ms. OwENs. I.do not want to take the subcommittee's time fur-

ther, but if I may I would like to respond to that one point:without getting into an extended. debate. As I indicated in my
statement, the higher education community feels that H.R. 5192 is
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a great improvement; over the administration :bill. Both of them

have the common feature of moving this title into the Higher
Education °Act, but one new additive to H.R. 5192 is a clause that

would.specifically address the need for elementary and.secondary
language teaching That is new and necessary. As I say, we prefer
by far the improved version; H.R. 5192, and do not feel that elementary and secondary activities would by excluded from consideration any more or any less than they have been under the NDEA
title VI rubric.
We would also be very supportive of an effort to see parallel
legislation introduced under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, as soon as possible, to ensure that these need's are ad-dressed more directly.
Dr. MEyEasoN. Mr. Chairman, I would like very much to make a
claim in behalf of the Association of American Universities, which
I believe they will support. If the Higher Education Act includes
this international provision, we believe that we will be committing
ourselves in the universities to the need of elementary and secondary school training as well
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Senator Schweiker?
Senator ScHWEIKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,

Dr. Meyerson, you made a statement in your opening remarks
about possibly a one-third drop in language studies in colleges and

universities. I wondered if you have some insight as to what i
causing that.
Dr. MEyERSON. The decline took place over a decade, and I think

this was a fallout of the problems of the sixties, the late sixties.
There were fewer and fewer requirements being made of students.
And indeed, I used to joke that all you had to do to get, a degree
was to get your trading stamps for various elective courses, put
them in a book and, when you had sufficient trading stamps get
your degree. It was in that setting of reduced requirements which
Senator Pell was referring to as well, that we moved away from
having-language requirements.
There is a slow =move back toward required courses, but it is a

clear move. I think that those of us who are influential in these
matters areptishing as hard as we can against the past trend of no
requirernents.
But to some-degree, this has also- been a financial problem. It has
been a financial problem to teach languages properly outside of a

handful of the most common ones. It is difficult, for example, to
provide instruction in Chinese -today at many of our institutions,
and yet for so many reasons. the study of it is vital to the national

interests of America.
Senator SCHWEiEER, Dr. Meyerson, how many students at the

Penn Area Center and what subjects are covered, in the center's

programs?
Dr. *EyEllsON.Fori_.=example, I commented briefly about our

Middle East Center, where we have over 1,000 undergraduates
involved, over 400 graduate students. And incidentally, we teach

well over 50 languages at the University of Pennsylvani5. I do not
know how ldng we can keep doing this We are verY proud that we _

balance a budget of $400 million a year, but we balance that
.
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budget by being tighter and tighter each year in what we can

cover. And many people aye lOoking longingly at the funds that are

going into the lesser knpwn languages of the world, even though
these are languages that are vital for America and all the conti-

.nents of this globe.
Senator SCHWEIKER. What kind of a problem do we have in terms

of the international languages that are available at the junior high
school and high school level? In a lot of cases, particularly intermediate schools, it seems to boil down to Frepch and Spanish, with
more options as you get higher up in the senior years of school. 'My
question to you is is there any trend the other way? Do you have
any suggestions about what we might do here to broaden that base
a little bitand I realize, it is expensive and cost is a factoi too.
Dr. GRAY_ If I might address that question, we analyzed the data
from the Michigan survey which sought to determine .'_.mericans'
ittitudes toward and their experiences with foreign-language stud-

ies. The results of that study indicate that in fact, the trend of

declining foreign language studies continues and that Spanish and
French are the two languages that are most often spoken. There is
however, a slow increase of studen- s who are- becoming interested
in Chinese and in other less cominc/nly lLught languages. Bow you
go about encouraging students to study these languages is part of
the problem facing universities today.
Ms. OWENS, If I might make one additional comment, I think

'there are some stunning exceptions to that There are very valid
reasons for the United States to concentrate on French, as Senator
Stafford knows, living. in the northeastern part- Of the United
States, and on Spanish. We are the fifth largest Spanish-speaking
country in the world. Our population of Spanish-speaking citizens
is growing constantly, and . may be the largest minority in this

country by the end of the century.
We are also still a nation of immigrants. Or-1 in five new Americans is ran immigrant.

The point that I was about to make is that as you yourself are
_perhaps familiar, being the author of the Ethnic Beritage Studies

Act, the -ethnic communities do have an influence on what is
taught in the schools, and there are some stunning exceptions to
the teaching of simply French and Spanish in the elementary

schools, junitir high schools, and high schools.

I read just recently that there are I think seven programs in the
junior high schools for Russian language study in the Columbus
area, precisely because of the Slavic population in that region.

Thank you.
Dr. MEYERSON-Senator Schweiker, on'your question, and having
just come from meeting with the Pope as you haveSenator ScHwEtamf. And he speaks 10 or 11 languages, which is
very impressive to me.
Dr. 1V1EvEasoN. Exactly. And some of us will be with him at a
crivocation at Catholic University here on Sunday mo; !ling. I have
no idea what he means to say, but I think he is a living example to
the world of how significant it is for anyone in any kind of leadershi position to know tongues besides one's native tongue.
-

nator SCHWEIKER. A very good point.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman.

-
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Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Senator Schweiker.
Senator davits?
Senator ..Letv:Ts. Dr. Meyerson, I of course know you very well

p
iind have great respect
for your opinion, as I have for the ,other

witnesses.

It occurs to me that it may be that this field fails an adequate

rtrs -in with the private sector. American exports now, -I think, are
uming to dose to $100 billion a year And we have a tremendous
communication with fordgn nations in addition to our relationship
diplomatically.
Now a question_ I am a member of the Export Expansion Council

just appointed by the President, headed by Reg Jones=

our alumni.
Senator JAVITM Very good. Why isn't that council seized with the
Dr. MEvEssor4. One

problem that you have just outlined, because it is as essential .t)
them as the financing mechanism or any other. facilitation for
international trade.

N9w, do you know of any relationship between business as such,international business, and the study of language?
Dr. MEvEssorc Well let me use an anecdote. I. serve on. the board
al a corporation. Senator, that in these days of reverse purchasing,

has been bought by a French company. The board of directors
consists of half Americans, half Frenchmen. The Frenchmen all
speak English as well as French; by and Urge, the-Americans- do
not

It would be very appropriate for the American members of that
hoard. as representatives of that company, to- learn the tongue of
t he firm that has purchased this corporation. And I think there is
L;rnwing sense on the part of a good many businesses that this
must be the case. That sense is also beginning to pervade us. in
oniversatios

For example, in our Wharton School of BusinesS, we find more
and more students taking joint programs between international

relations, including language study, and a business degree. And we
begin to find this pattern in a great many other professional and
applied fields, as well There should be no sense that in'the univer-

sity and collegiate world, we are talking only about the most

profound scholarship or esoteric directions. We are talking about
t mug to get students who are going to be working in an interde
pendent world conversant with that world, both ;n general, terms,

but ;.,Ise In language capabilities. But we need far, far more of what
au are suggesting. Senator Javits.
Senator JAvrrs. Can any of the witnesses give us any suggestions
how we could crank something into the law which would enable us
to make this tie-in? Let me give you an analogy.
We have Li joint work-study program for unemployed youth,
which ties in business and the edtkational institution, and you
might do something like that here, if you-could suggest something
that we could write into the law.

Ms. Owe:Ns. What I had in mind was something much moremodest. genitor Javits. There is, I think, a very positive step taken
in the bill yru have before you as H.R.- 5192, v th respect to the
fellowship support for students w: .) are pursuing language and
area studies Trilditionally in the past in N.DEA title VI -there has

I
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ben n requirement which stipulated that recipients of those fellowships-to go into national sr.) ,ice or into teaching. And the bill
befort: you propose= the elimination of that restriction, hoping
thereby to attrat-. students from the business schools, from journalisili, fro m law. That has not beon possible in the past, and as I say,
it is much moi modest than what you a ? proposing, and I would
b. happy to think -along more a.abitious lines and perhaps make
su'ggestions to you ;;per.

11 would like also to make you an offer that hopefully, \you

cannot- refuge; 2 years .r y, the American Council on Education
udied 'Ithis issue of business and international education and sur7
v yed, I believe one-third of the Fortune 500 members I would like
,

make our study availab'e to you In that study,which was,

ponsored by the Exxon Education Foundationit was learned that
asiness has biases toward traditional language programs at the
igher education institution, which relate partly to the need for
mobility of their corporate staff abroad from country to country,,

and the fact that any 9xtensive amount of training might be

wasted on a person who was going overseas for a- temporary, 6month or year-long assignment and would then be transferred to
anuther country.
One thing that the chief executive officers did affirm very strong-

ly was that, whereas they thought they might be able to turn
'iereindeed, even within their own organizations for IanLI:-

gu ... training -'_he one element that they felt was absolutely es-

sential for their multinational and corporate executives was some
sensitivity to other cultures and a great deal more training about.
other countries and cultures.
Dr. N1EYERSON. Mr. Chah-man, just a brief note. At the Universi-

ty of Perinsyliania, we art concerned with making businessmen
aware of the nature of other cultures. We are running a series of
programs sin which, for example, businessmen who are going to
Japan can meet with people who understand the culture of Japan,
,the nature of work in Japan, L.he value system of Japan, so that
before they go the country, they become sensitive to these issues.
And w..: plan to do this for Mexico and for other-countries, as well
But on your specific question on languae, I would like to consult
with some of my colleagues in the Association of American JJniversities and we shall get back to you.
Senator JAVITS. Would you each 1 e willidg to communicate with

ors' in writing; write me a- write the chairman within 10 clays.
' Dr.,MLY EssoN. We' shall.-

.

Senator jAV1TS. Thank you. I would ask, unanimous consent that
whateVer letters are sent be made r part of the record,
Sc-tiater DELL. - That will be done, and any quesI;ons my col-

leagues wish to ask will be, I am Afire, answered by the panel...

Thank you very much indeed.
There is a rollcall vote going on but I think we have jUst enota ,
time to hear from our final witness torlay. ,Fle is Dr. Ken eeth U.
Ryder, president of Northeastern Uno, f:isitS,, of which I am proud
to be an honorary alumnus; and I thank Dr. Ryder for his kind,nesti
to me just about a year and a fe,...v months ago.

Dr: Ryder, welcome, and as I said I am delighted with that

degree and that wonderful red robe that you, gave me, and Senator

83a
.

Pastore,- my fornier -colleague, is very proud to be a .graduate of
your uniirersity.
Dr. Ryder; we are .under a lit la' time pressuie, but I know yoti
understand that
STATEMENT OF DR. KENNETH G. RYDER, PRESIDENT, NORTH. EASTERN UNIVERSITY; AND VICE "PRESIDENT. COMMITTEE
OF URBAN = PROGRAM , .UNIVERSITIES, WASHINGTON. D.C, AC
COMPANIED BY CHARLES COFFIN, DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENTAL .RELATIONS, NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY; JIM HARRISON, -EXECUTIVE DIRECT_ OR, CUPU, AND MICHAEL GOLDSTEIN, COUNSEL, CUPID

y Dr. Ryogn-Senator-Pell and Senator Javits,;I sPeak to you today
and am -hcincired to do so, in behalf of Northeastern ljniversity, a
large_urban university in Boston, Maas., and also as the vice,presi-

dent of the Committee of Urban Program Universities, a group of
about -30 universities and colleges which have for the last 3 or 4
years been seeking ways in which the resources of higher education'

could be brought directly to the aid of the urban areas of the
country, areas indecl of increased tension; that are beset by problerns.
.1 come here this morning to speak in behalf of .the legislation

that has been submitted, the Committee cif Urban Program Universities' propbsal, the Urban University Grant Act.
We want to express our sincere appreciation to the members of
this committee and other eminent Senators who have sponsored
the legislationSenators Eagleton and Javits,_Chairman Willi irns,
and a very distinguished cross section of membership in the
Senate. We are delighted that there has been a clear manifestation,
of both bipartisan and broad endorsement of the proposal which
hat' been made.

As we envision it the Urban University Grint Act will permit
'and. encourage a collaborative effort between city and university,
providingan incentive and a .focus for a broader and more formalized partnership 'between the two entities than currently exists.
What the city brings to this cooperative effort is, of course,
definition of its needs and the needs of its various constituencies,a
and what the university brings is a range of resources that can be
put to the service of those needs.
Although universities' resources are varied, I think you can
group them into several`broad categories. For one thing, there are
facilities, both technical and physkal..Beyond that, there is a con
cvntrated research and idea generation capability which is
matched by very few urban government structures. And surely
most important, there is a reservoir of vitality, idealism; and initiative provided by students at these institutions.
At Nurtheastern, we have demonstrated time and again the offectiveness of directing these university- resources toward meeting
the needs of the city's cdnstituencies.
To give some degree of specificity to the proposal before you and'
as an example of what one institution 'has already in a pilot way,
begun to do, let me touch very briefly upon items which are ex-

plumed in greater detail in the formal statement which I have

submitted to the staff for inclusion in the record.

-
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In the last 3 or 4 years, these things are examples. We are

launching this fall a course in civic education,' coasumer, protectibn,

and urban ecology for the residents of a local housing project. It
will be taught by university facultY., ,university students will par-ticipate, but the subject matter and the frame of the course was
designed by the housing tenants:themselves.
We are launching this fall a Self-help program for the residents
of a building called Symphony Towers, which is an elderly housing

project close to the university, and this will _be aimed directly at
trying to deal with a serious problem of alcoholism among elders-a symptom, in some respects, of the loneliness and the alienation
that our urban society forces on older people.
We are currently involved in a complete evaluation of the Poston
Police Department records. Ten years of police records in Boston

have been put on the university s computers and all of the data
analyzed' by our own center for applied social research. It, has

already proven immensely valuable for the Boston policy in-allow-

ing them to deploy their personnel in different fashions, understand more clearly the patterns of crime, both in terms of location
and nature, and in effect, greatly enhance their police _effeetive.

ness.

During the past 4 years, students'at Northeastern have designed,
-constructed, and funded the building of specialized playgrounds for

blind children, handicapped, children, or economically disadvan
taged children,- in various sections of Greater Boston. With great
energy and tremendous enthusiasm, the student:s have contributed

significantly tolnew facilities,for those in need.

At the graduate level, our law school is currently involved in
three projects of service
local groupsone at Walpole State
Prison, one at Madison park High School, and one in the nearby
neighborhood, so that prisoners, juveniles, and the poor can learn
about the law and get assistance in dealing with their legal and
constitutional rights. /
These are examples of some and there are others `I could state
with longer time.- 4et me conclude by simply saying that these
commitments that/Northeastern has undertaken are only Suggestive of the wide range of needs that exist in our particular community; that there are opportunities available to any activist, higher

education instittition that_ looks at its resources with an, eye toward
how they migh best be directed to help benefit the urban commu
nity of which-"Lis_a_part-and without which it would cease to-exist 7---

These mak no 'Claim to being the ideal or the most appropriate
ftinctioning if the proposed. urban &ant relationship. What suits
Boston ma_ be wholly irrelevant to Providence,, to 'Newark,: to
Pittsburgh to New York, to San Francisco, or Burlington, Vt. But

a -cancer d effort on the part of urban universities and urban

governme ts, with the assistance of the Federal Government, to
tedir-ect o arcl the city the talent that comes to the university,
can do uch to enrich the quality of lifPor-both the university and
the city it serves.

I would be delighted at this point, Mr. Chairman, o respond to
any questions that you might have.

.[The prepared-statement of Dr. Ryder and information subs

quently supplied for the record follows:]
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Chairman. Hersbes

Subcommittee=

famo=gretefUl for

opportunity to

subcommittee today -on a por

have a sign

cant influent* On.the direction higher
tion over the neat five years, and indeed

beyond that
.

,Before doing that, however
s,

d like to express my it

:

personal -support for the initia_
Bellmon, which many o

yo

by'Seoators Kennedy' and

and your colleagues have

itcaponsotiog, to redesign the loan programs underTitle IV
of AIle Higher Education Act in such .a fashion as to make

them more faTionai,-mord_ommprehenolve,'snd more helpful'tstudents;

I4 want also'to call to!your Attention the progr

which:Chaidmen Ford, your colleague onjheHouei 'side, has
made in ,novingftovard a more equitable formula for determining'rant- entitlements by proposing' the gradual-elimination

of the so-called half -cost fereula. we

not.:tontinue.to

deny deserved assistance to those students who, by the very
nature of their choice of institutions, ate least likely
be ibis

to

_d the undeniably substantial cost of. a
.

f'

.

college _education

I am deeply appreciative to the aubc

for having asked me to testify tomorrow on the Title VIII

provisions of the'Act: however, net wishing to test, your
patience beyond endurable limits, I haveAdeclin d thsC
0

invitation and wish only to loin vittethe testimony to be

--s nted tomorrnwby

:Roy'Wooldridge, President of the

LegtfolConmission,on Cooperative Edunetinn end ecoIlettgue
of mine at. Northeastern, on behelf:o ,cooperative education
stile). is clearly a mode

higher education that by rrirtue

promise merits,inc

est achieveme'

.

rel.AUpport
o speak on behalf of'

-I an here this mo

ban.ProgrAM Universities in support. of S: 155

Urban UniVersity Grant Act.
.

We also wani to express our

.

.

lappreciatiOn for the support which so mani-Hembers' of the
Starlets have already shown to this legislation by agreeing to

SehatOrm.Eagleton and Javits-in its co-aponsbrship.
.

_

and-Senetor.Riegle,-4.meMberof the full

ai

,.

Miamitt

--Johnston
,-S.1553.:-

,have joined withSenators Inouye; Huddleston,
ngar., Tsonges, Moynihan, and Levin in introdnaing

-.CUPU believe that this widespread, bipartisan

70,:-suppbrt:elasure well for the Urban, Grant Act as AoS. the
., ,
.
..
g:.

t-1.-aiallerliwide, similarlybi-partisan sponsorship the companion
H.R. 3181; has enjoyed, in the House: and we urge the

Senate Committee to do what the House Commirtee has already
,

_.done and order S. -1553 reported to the:Senete as part of the

Higher XduCation Act reauchorisation bill, largely in the
.

corm it now.has.

The organization for which. I_speak and of WhiCh I sm
F; Arica-President, consists of

-universities,
-universities,

public--

and private; loCated in cities throughout the country-.
_

,The,

.

',Urban Grant Act would, however, be ',pan to participation by/
.

then.400 urban universities in every state of the
-king en eehoitnf. urban problems in close coif

/

with

_

he large and middle -sized cities, the urban cdOnties

/4

and metropolitan areas of which they are a part-.
The proposed legislation is, straightforward a Under its

terms, urban universities would file competitive grant

.applicationsWith the Department of Educationlnyolving
proposals for applied research andior service projects of
benefit to the-city, c-ounty.,-or other local government of
.

.

.general jUrisdiction within the universitya-urbin area.:
The l'igislatien requiredthat the eilplications be

evaluated in.large part on the'degree to Oil& the affected
,

ocal.government and individual communities tare involved'in

the planning of:the project, and the law also assures local
government the explicit right to comment'on the application.
Urban,Grant.is. not a formula grant proposal,

It gives'.

the 54retarrof Education broad-disdretion,in approving
,cpmpetitive applications

with the proviso that no more th

15% of the money can go- into.any one state.

The bill Aefines an urban university as one that.is

located in anurbad:area;_one that has the present,-capacity
to provide its urban area with applied researbh and,se vices;
one that has a'lavel of graduate or professional offeri
apprcotiate to sustain the research or services which -th

project proposes to previdethe city; and one that draw
luestaAtiAl portion of its student body fromtheurblin are
where it is, loCated.

We in the urban'universi,ties recognize, of course,' tha
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providing aducationa

cervices= to the people of the City

our first function.

a are not providing educational

e are not a univers ty, and if we are not7provicling-'

them in a
not urban.

arked degre

the people of the city; we are

Mewberd of CUPU believe that the educational

unction, perforMed.with griat-diatination by-the nationally
.

-

.

oriented oniversities,,by the urban universities -.by they
oUryear.'lihoral. arts colleges, and by the COMmunity

and should remain the prigtiple focus of Federal
-higher .education legislation.

But we 'also believe that the

applied research and service function'of the urban university
one thatdeserves Federal recognition and Federal'support.'
We do not anticipate that the Federal government will
!

-

or should bear the whole financial coat othis kind of
°town-gown cooperation.

On the contrary, the most important:

long-range contribution of the Federal government under the
Airban Grant Act may well be to encourage and to provide

examples of close cooperation between the City Hall and the
University,

AsAge,envision it; the Urban Grant Act will permit and
encourage a collaborative -effort:between thi city'and

university, providing an incentive and focus for a broader
and more formalized partnership-between the two entities
'then currently exists.

What the city brings to this coope

e.ffot is, of course, a definition of the needs of its
vari

, constituencies.

What the university brings is a
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range of

ices that can be ,put =to

he service of those

fi

needs.

Although a university's resources are variegate
virtually boundless, they can be defined into a
categories;

facilities, both technical and physical; a

concentrated research and idea generation capability matched
0
by few urban governmental structures; and surelymnst

important; a-reservoir of vitality, idealisand/initiative
provided by the students of the institution, 7

Northeastern.:,_

we have demonstrated time and time again the e

ntiveness

ofdirecting these university resources toward thneeds
the city's constituencies.

In order to make'clear the range

of possibilities that would be available underthe Urban
Grant Act; I woiild.like to outline brieflyiust a few

he

projects we in'Aoston haveundertaken in the past yea

In orde_ to begin the process of integrating,into the
stream of the city's.life'.people who liVe in the Mission

Hill Housing Development, primarily blacks and Hispanics,
/

the University has initiated this fall.a course in urban
ecology, civic education, and consuMer,prbtection. It is
,

taught by a bilingual instructor and meets alternately at
the housing development and the university.

The bourse

content has been developed in:close cooperation with residents

of Mission Hill as a response to.the,perceiVed requiremenCa
pf the blousing project residents themselves. 'A measure of

-6-

the need-and desirability of such a course is the.fact that

175 tenants applied for the 80 resident openings this year:
....Each :quarter_tWentY projebt residents and-five Northeastern

students will participate in the clasees.

The students,-who

'are majoring 16-human Services, viii learn about -the problems
facing the houaing,development.and will provideftutorial
fence. `With abort 15,000 public housing units in the
.city, it is rlear thop this $28,000 pilot program, whose
e2Olit is being shared equally by.Northeastern .University -end

...,

theilderal government, barely beginsto meet,the need.
Should the program prove suCCessful, it .surely merits expans on
_
.

and a4aptation to other areas of the city.
.

7

This past-aummer' fOr the second year

Wortheaste

'Un varsity hasgiveh 100 inner City children an opportunity
to spend a week at camp, something many of them have never
'done before.

The families are responsible for $25 of the

the $135 cost per child.

Uniilersityfunds, along with_

priyate foundation support, pay the balance.

The children

were selected by various Beaton Agencies to represent a
-'.variety of neighborhoods

the children the goal of the.:

damp mas leadership development and intercultural. awareness.
For the staff of faculty and students from Northeastern

physicareducation department, the camp, a Northeastern
University physical education laboratory lo&ated on 200
'Acres in Ashland, Massachusetts, provided an opportunity to

learn the,necas of inner-city youth and to ihecract-with

842
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om backgrounds and cultures different from their

8, the past year, the University has also Aeveloped
number of-pjogrami for the elderly. Cultural,, recreation:

and health programs have been made available to elders
liVing nearby.

Of particular relevance to the legislation

you have. before you today is a proposal developed at the
request of.agencies serving the elderly in 'a'housing pro
_

adjacent to the.University campus. The aim ofthie project
ie to help train social service personnel And-eldernthemselvas
to establish self-help programs for one of the great unspoken

problems confronting the elderly -- alcoholism; a skraPtoM,
A

really, of the loneliness and Alienation our urban society
forces on older people.

By applying the expertise and

experience of University,faculty,gained in past studies of
alcoholism in other population groups, we hope to assist in

rehabilitiating elders from this tragic and debilitating
disease:

Seven years ago BostonState College, Emerson College
and Northeastern University funded the Fenway Project,
recreation program run-by Northeastern students far people
in the Fenway, another neighborhodd,contiguous to Northeastern'a
campus, who otherwise would not have access to suchfiervices.

Only Northeastern continues,to support the program financially,
but there remain foutTpaid staffers and 15-20 student volunteers!'

who.wprk with such organizations as the YMCA. Symphony
-era Elderly HoUsing'Project, and the Congregational'
Church to provide easier access to community social :service,

agencies and-to oisauizefieldtrip0-, arts and.crefts'progralia,
and sports initrUctien.lor locar'residents.

All of these projects illustrate ways in which the

university's resources can bedirected toward developing'the

potential, power; and productivity'of peopleyoung, middleaged, and old--who now are outside the mainstream of the
economic and.social strudkure.

We have also proposed and undertaken projects through
which the university's resources have been brought to= the
-

-

assistance.of local government units,

With its sophisticated

computer' system and its expert computer data analysis capabili
!

lottheastern University has stored and reorganized the
complete 10!year records of the Boston Police Department,

That data has:been evelated by the Northeastern Center for
Applied,SoCial Research, and thesttidy has resulted in a
more- effectivedeployment of police manpower resources.,
greater understanding, on the pert-of the police department

-of the kinds of crime typical of certain areas of the city,
and a more useful arrangement of police record keeping.

It

ought to be noted in connection with this project that the A

Police Department told Northeastern what it wanted, and our
expertise was able to supply the necessary information, not'

.844
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,dictate policy..

It is important that the uriver

ty recognize

that in any joint project its,. responsibility lies not in

solving other-people's problems- - whether they.bemeMbers

the local Alice department or residents of low income
housing projects or handicapped youngdtera---butin providing
the tools to teach people how to solve their own problems,
to empower them to do the job -thar.they themselves recognize
needs r.o'be 4one.

As an outgrowth of our workWith the Boston Police
Department on the computer program has come what we call the
.Neighborhood Responsiva-Policingyrogram.

The program, has

-been developed over two years through' theepadland staff, the

Northeastern University center for Applied Social Research,
.

and .the BoSton -Fenway Program (a consortium of cultural and

4ducationanstitutions), its advisory panel, and its
consultants:

The basic assumptions are

.1)

.

tat different

urban neighborhoods hive different public safety priorities
and d-different poi-Joins needs; 2) that a mechanism to articulate

one priorities and needs must Involve participation of
' police officers; institutions,, and citizens; and 3y thdt to

be effective,- new,pelicy'directions,mustlbe created within

existing-department.policied

command structures, and fiscal,

resources.
Police . District Pour has been chosen a

area for the program .e District

e experimental

remarkable mix of

business, commercial, institutional, and residential
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10e of the largest university and hospital complexes in the

nation, religious institutions, museums and musical centers.
three large insurance company headquarters
and commercial areas.

and other, shopping

The residential areas include an

impressive diversity of ethnic groups, student, ypunguradult,
and, elder groups, tenants and home owners, transients and
long -term residents, census tracts among the highest median

incomes in Boston and,others amongYthe'lowest.
:

This prograM. therefore. addresses-the issues that are

commor

':co most major police forces in the'country. without

regard to the structure of policing adopted:
proved successfj

.'techniques

in the program will be widely applicable

elseWhere.

Yet anther area of joint action involves bringing

univert1resources to bear on services that city and
-private agencies in the city ought to provide but simply
cannot afford.

It is here that the great student resources.

of the university can be marshalled in ways that are of as
much benefit to the students themselves as to the urban
Clientele they serve'.

'very year for the past four years

the Northeastern University Student Chapter of the American

Society of Civil Engineers-hasselected, designed, funded,
and constructed an engineering project that has direct,

immediate and continuing benefit to a segment of the city's
children. These have included the building of a playground
-for the blind'in conjunction with the Boston School for the
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Blind and the building of an urban playground in conjunction..,

with city officials of Charlestown.

Last year the student

engineers. in.conjunction with Northeastern's departments of

recreation

and physical education, Planned, designed-and

built a playground especially for :handicapped children at
the Joseph P. Kennedy Memorial Hospital.

It is estimated

that, hadthe.projet been built by Er general\concractor
the cost would

exceeded $44,000.

The students did the

job for $19,000. all'of which they raised themselves from
private aolicitations.

What these students have done demonstrate

think, that the creative initiative of college students
can be brought to'bean, with remarkable success anu mutual
benefit, on any member of private and public places in the
city.

Their natural :idealism, combined with the practical

skills they have learned in their schooling and continue to
refine through projects such as this one, has allowed these
students to serve as they learn. There is abundant reason to

belieVe that this sortof cooperative venture can be replicated
in any number of endeavors of mutual benefit to the city and
the university,

Three further examples of this sort of student impact
on the quality of life in t1.2 city have been generated by
Northeastern's School of Law. In 'conjunction. with-the

Harvard LawSchool, we have established a Legal Services.
Institute where lawyers will be trained to work with indigent
the community.

Students in their last year of
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school will learn by working in a Community-based _
erAce office with a'ctual clients under the'direction of
The program emphasizes improving and

e perienced attorneys,.

ntuining the quality of legal services work by taking
clinical education in law out of the classroom and establishing
a teaching clinic similar to a teaching hospital, where the
"interns" hea=ded for a legal services career gain practical
experience in the law and insights into some of. the problems

peculiar to urban lffe.
In 4 similar outreach program, second and third year
Northeastern University law students will represent inmates
of WerpOle State Prison at parole revocation, disciplinary,

aneciAssification hearings.

Passage of the Urban Grant Act

will centralize andsimplify the process of gaining funding
-.for such Projects as this one, thus acting -aaa more for:eful,

incentive for higher education institutions to crate and
develop such innovative programs and at the SAMZ time encouraging,
_ities-ticated 'closer to the

their direction toward
urban core.

Yet a third program :thA draws together the teaching
and learning resources of Northeastern's Law School-end the
.

needs of an urban constituency is a project establis,ed
'under the Street Law Program desivied to acquaint high

school students with facets of the law and the judicial
system of use to them in theii- daily lives.
rr

Six Northeastern
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students have volunteered to teach min

courses in prisoners'

rights, landlord/tenant problems, and juvenile justice at

Boston's Madison Park High School, Which is loeated in cue
of the city's Black neighborhoods.

this Project is being

undertaken in collaboration with Bacon University's School
of I.-men:id the BostonTublic School System with funds provided
by the Robert F. Kennedy Memorial and ire being replicated'

here in Washington, in Atlanta, Buffalo, Minneapolis, San
Francisco and South Bend, Indiana,
Finally,' of course, any' university's

eat strength

lies in its capacity for bringing together people and facilit,es
devoted to the educational process.

You are all no doubt

ate that a few 9bars ago the Federal Court in Boston
brought the Roston school system into feclei;a1 receivership
,

for the purpose of insuring the desegregation of the public
schools in accordance with federal law.

Part of the court's

-mandate involved the pairing of college:, and universities,

the city with individual school eistricts.
*' that developed bet,ven Northeastern and Dist

n°

The-partnership'

7 is screl
p

one

_

the most significant outcomes of the encire deSegregation

Dress.

BUt little of this would have

ccurre,! without the

substantial state funds provided for,the effort. Now that
the'legal and formal ir-.egration

he schools is nearing

ach,fe;ement, it is likely that state funding will be reduced'

drastically, causing

ertain valuable existing programs to

lapse and preventino, the implementation of other projects
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that our experience over the past four years, has shown to he

critical to the realization of truly relevant quality education
for children in the Boston schools.

Over the past year. in conjunction with Curry College
in Cambridge and personnel of the Boston School SysteM,

Northeaatqrn haa,developed a full-scale, Model social studies
curriculum for grades K through 8. It has been tailored to
,_reflect the specific ethnic diversity of Boston's population,

and its elm is to allow children to learn not only of treir
own cultural and ethnic roots.bux to make them aware o.
social roots of other Americans living side by. side with
them in Boston.

The curriculum we have developed, which

will make much use Of videotapes, slides and multi -media

presentations, stresses the commonality of'the American
experience along with the individual differences that It
comprises.

The university is'In a unique position toundertakil

and supervise so radical a ehange in educational methods
becau-se it is not tied directly to the bip city school

bureaucracy. ,The'university can hire ten

rary consultants

whose immediate contact with the various 4

lie interest: in

thecommunity mikes them invaluable adVispin

the content

and sdbstance of curriculum; the university can provide the
resources for training teachers and for transferring and
translating the suggestions of adirisors into a

aprrf)priate

educational conteat; and the university is in a ideal pnriCion

to mediate F ,ween the educational

social reeds of

he
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urhan system.

The curriculum will be tested this year on

mini-pilot basin in 13 tlementary and secondary schools.
=

. Should it prove workable, as we have every reason to,helieve
it will, we and the Boston School Department 0111 want to
implement-it on a much wider basis.

That, of course, will

require money-emonethet is.not and-will not be available
without some special federal program.
By citing some of the commitments that Northdaite-

already undertaken, I have tried to give 'a general impresson
not Only of the wide range of needs -chat exist in our particular

urben con unity but also of:the opportunities available to
an act

t higher: education,institotion that looks at its

resources with an eye toward how they might,beat be directed
toward the benefit of the urban community of which it is a
part and without which it would cease to exist.

The examples

I haVi cited are neither exclusive nor exhaustive.

They

make no claim to being the ideal or even the most appropriate
functioning of the Urban Grant relationship. What suits
Boston may be wholly irrelevant to Providence, Newark,
Pittsburg, New York, San' Francisco. or Burlington, Vermont.

BUt a concerted effort on the part of urban universitids

urban governments with the assistance of the federal governmen
,to redirect toward the,eity the talent' that comes to the

university can do much to enrich the quality of life of both
the University and'the city it serveS,,

This effort must come to fruition by a

ecognition on
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the part of thl university as a whole that it is a citizen

of .he city; that the problems rd the citrincluding those
created by the university--are

problems of the university;

And that out having faculty, students, and research and
Iservi,te is4Alities, means that we have an obligation to Use

them for the. good of the city we profess to serve--and the''
i.ty in which we live.
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Keeled' d: Ryder

October 31, 1979.

Honorable Claiborne Pell, Chairman
Subcommittee on Education, Arta and Humanities
325 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

.

pear Senator Fell:

Let me thank you again for the courtesies which you and your staff
extended to me and to the Committee of Urban Program Universities
in connection with the hearings on October4th.
while, like any
,other witness, I would have_enjoyed,an oppqrtunity to take even
more of your time in explaining the merits-of our proposal, being
present, throughout the hearing that day gave me a:clearer idea of
the ecope of the task you are engaged in now and a stronger appreciation for the opportunity to appear, even briefly.
In this letter, I will try to respond to the questions which you submitted. in writing after the hearihg.
This reply has been shared with
neverat of my colleagues On the CUPU Board, and while they are my Own.
responses to your questions, I'believe I can gay they represent a '
consensus within the membership of the Board.
I.

Q.

Do you recommend an

amendments_EZ S 15511 or to its House

counterpart, Title XI of .H.R.
A.
Not in substance:
There are three differences-of detail.
First, in the definition of an urban area, where the Senate bill,says
the COmmissioner--who will now of courne,,be the Secretary -- "may"
designate an urban area in States which do not have the requisite
Sized PISA, the Hcklse bill says he "shall" do so. We think the House
bill better reflects the consensus reached among the Associations
and institutions reolorsing the bill.
We believe there should be a
clear and undeni$bte,opportunity. for urban university grant appli*
,cations to be filed in each States

.

Secondly, the House added an amendment to the effect that the
non-Federal share could be in kind as well as in earth. We wholly
agree with the clarirlcation.

Nora- n7 ere thrime shy

kin

thluliixtti,,Avel

I

lin, Mamchirseitt 1

I
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Finally, I have to point to the fact that the House authorization
ceilings and duration differ from those of the Senate bill.
The House
has 4uthoVized a rive-year program, with authorization levels of $80
'million, $70 Million, $80 million, $90 million and $100 million for
Fiscal Years -1981 through 1985, re..sctively. The Senate figures are
somewhat smaller, and the Senate
calls for a four-year program.
We naturally prefer the longer duration and thd higher ceilings of the
House Bill.
Q.

The administration

l.ari4PLW-717-Temarkabl

1 contains,
1

1, Fart A,
Urban Grant Act.

t prow- es or
tde t
ns of hi heriducatibn
psovi
r.a review process y
Rio Tocal gLivernment. which Is in the same words as those in the Urban
Crant r0
Ct lc urban em ha
Isn't this an

So help solve 0Fly pro_

arsa

an

o_erba

on_E51-rie

in G.

A.

The administration proposal is a very constructive one, and
we at,CUPU are deeply flattered that the administ
os took much of
its language from our hill. -However, we do believe there are three
fraws in the administrat.on proposal.
First, while the bill talks about'"particular emphasis on urban'
problems", it in fact provides for no such emphasis in the rest of the
language of the part.
In fact, it specifically includes rural and suburban programs along, with urban programs in its shopping list, Now we
atCUPU do not object to a community service program covering rural and
.suburban urbblems, with or without "urban" in the- mix. But we do think
there is room in the 14w and need in the times for a real urban emphasis.,

Secondly, the Administration bill explicitly provides for national
selection or the priorities to be addressed at the local level.
To go
back to my testimony,. we most profoundly believe that the selection. of
problems that will be attacked should be made at the local level, and the
selection of the means to attack them should be offered by the University
propobirig to do so.
There are national problems,, and there are legitimate national priorities in attacking'them, The federal government and
man/ universities have. already established a kind of.parinership that
helps supply univer4tty skills tO thege problems.
Clearly, ine record
warrants continuation and expansie, of these programs, focused on nationpriorities.
ally,
But in this Urban rant proposal we are
explicitly 'talking'about an expanded arcs of local decision making.
This
we believe is essential to the Urban client concept.
,

Komth G. Hyth
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Thirdly,
Administration proposal really confinerrits approach
to:the provision of
Services to the cities and their people.
we agree, of course, that such services should be done under Title 1,
and under all the other titles of the Higher Education Act.
But we alma
believe that there should be ailthority,suhder Urban Grant, by which
universities cee.te aided in offering cities 4on-educational Services,
ll-1,

Q.

The Urban Gra

univeraiti
You
Y

contem lames coo

on _between

e commterve. _Can

t on -as area

taken p ace?

A.
r can talk first-hand about the City of Boston and the very
programs which I have described in my'testimony and in the prepared:
statement which accompAnied it
If it had not been for these examples
of cooperation between the Mayor and Government of our City and the
Urban Universities of our cbcy, F doubt that the Utility of the Urban
Grant propoSal would ever have occurred to me,. The staff o CUPU has
requested other "'leathers of our Board and members of the May_r's
lttee for an Urban Grant Act to provide you with examples o ,how they
Nerve
together, and how they could do it better and m re thoroughly
under the termS of, this Act
.it is my understanding that 8 me of these
answers at least, will be available to you in time to be ma e a part
of the hearing record,

If, Mr. Chairman, any of the other members or staff of the Subcommittee
have any further questiqns about details of the legislation; 7 would
hope they will feel free to let us know.
Again, ey thanks for your interest and your encouragement.
SfYwerelY0

Xenneth*G. Nyder
President
KGRAlpe

Kennrtt C. Ryder
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_Senator Feu,. 'hank you. We will submit some questions for the
record, if we may because of the time` constraints. I know what
interest Senator Javits has in your efforts-Senator JAvrrs. I feel the same way. I must go and vote, but I zirn
very grateful -.to you, and I very strongly support your, efforts.
Senator Pei.L. I would like to ecno Senator Javits thoughts in
that regard. The political strength, too, for your program is large.
We tried to get a mayor to test.fy with you. We are going to have
testimony from mayors coming into the record.

I think you do an excellent job at Northeastern University in

this regard, and the whole program is an excellent program.
The most controversial item in.your bill seems to be the population figure of 500,000, a half million, for the eligible SMSA's: That
-lets out a -lot of middle-sized cities, universities in smaller areas,
that Also have urban problems.
What was-your reasoning in arriving at 500,000?
Dr. -RYDER. Well perhaps I might defer to my colleague, Jim
Harrison, who spent many months working out the precise definition of the term.
Mr. HARRISON. Well, Senator, it seemed obvious to us from the
outset that there ought to be some kind of cutoff point for eligibil,

ityin the program, and that it ought to relate to population, or

--population density, or some such factor that determined the degree
of` urbanization;

The most readily available statistic with which the Federal agencies would be/familiar seemed to be OMB'e.gtandard 'metropolitan

statistical areas, and a 500,000 popttlation seemed to us to be a
reasonable place to draw that line among the SMSA's. There are
about 70 SMSA's with this population, they include over half of the
people of the Nation. all of the major cities, and . a great Many
middle- sired and', small cities, some metropolitan suburban areas

and even some rural areas which:are a part of the economic
complex that constitutes a standard 'Metropolitan area
Frankly, the 500,000 figure was selected because it,looked like a

good place to start from We claimed then, and claim now, no
Special scientific basis for it just a pragmatic rule of reason.
From the beginaing, there were criticisms Lb the effect that
500,00() was a limiting figure. The most telling filo was =that it
wholly excluded about a-dozen. states. So we worked with our

friends and associates in the higher education community and with
Congressmen Ford and Buchanan tordeyelop a better figufe.
The more we played with the figure itself, the more we discovered .a discouraging fact: if we simply reduced. the' population
-figure, we added more- and more communities and institutions in
the alieady eligible States, but we still did Lothing for the 13 or 14
States which had no eligible SMSA's. President Ahlberg. of Wichita
State University, Proposed at the Wichita hearings in October 1978,
that we keep the 500.000 figUre, but add a proviso directing the

Secretary of Educatienthen the Commissionerto designate an

urban area in each of the Staten where there was no SMSA
enough to qualify. The proviso doesn't assure that there will-be one
urban university in every State. But it does assure that universities

in each and every State will be eligible to compete for :urban
grants".
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The figure, Senator, is an arbitrary_ ,one. Any dividing line figure
will be arbitrary. As the bill reads, the figure of 500,000 with one
area designated in each of -the other States has the overriding
virtue of practicality. No doubt the exercise of pure reason could
come .up with another, if not a better figure. But the legislative

process has come up with this one, and it works.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Dr. Eileen Fawley, president of Bristol Community College, also
in your Commonwealth, suggested that community and junior colleges be eligible to participate in the urban grants program. What
would be your reaction to that?
Dr. Ryout. Well there has been much discusSion to admit them,
and clearly, there is provision in the proposed.legislation for consortiums to be established which would LIRA varying levels of
higher education to join together all of their resources.

I think that if they were to join through partnership with other
-institutiong with broader capability, this would be the best approach, and that is what we have .proposed.
In effect, as the
conferred to develop the best proposal, it
was clear that what we are looking to is a massive concentration of
educational expertise, facilities and excellence, and that larger institutiong with a full range of graduate and research programs had
the kind of breadth and the resources which really would be most
helpful in assisting urban governments.
I mentioned to you in my statement the help of Northeastern for
the Boston police and its better operations. This, I think, could be
expanded to 20 different areas of urban
Universities tend to have ,sophisticated computer administration.
equipment, systems analysts. people whb have the kind of expertise not readily available to
urban government. And if this can be done in improving police
efficiency, it certainly could be done in transportation, in a great
variety of other services in which the cities are involved.

But in direct response, we feel that if such junior colleges were to
he tictive and to have good proposals, that they shbuld be pooled
with other, larger institutions, so that there could be a still broadei
range of talent made available.
Senator PELL. Thank you and thenk you very much, Dr. Ryder,
for being with us. -I apologize for theirollcall'vote that is going on,
out that is unpredictable, and agaiel reiterate congratulations to
,you and the excellent job you are doing.
Dr. EtvoEff. Your courtesy is very generous. We are delighted to
come.
Senator. Pel.f.. The hearing will resume at 10 a.m. tornorriw
morning in this same room.
[Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the subcommittee war adjourned, to reconvene Friday, October 5, 1979, at 10 a.m.l
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U.S. SENA'rE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 4212, Dirksen Senate
Office Building, Senator Claiborne Pell (Chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Pres'ent: Senators Pell, Stafford, and Williams.
-OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PELL

Senator PELL. The -Subcommittee on Education, Arts, and the
Humanities will come to order..
Today is our fourth day .of hearings on the reauthorization of the

Higher Education Act. We will use the hearing today to focus on
the Federal progTams to aid developing institutions, the TRIO pro-

-grams,.and cooperative education programs.

We will be giving special scrutiny to the developing institution

program, which is contained in title III of the existing Higher
Education- Act.' This program received reduced funding this year

Aich. I think, represents -a. signal that Congress is not entirely

satisfied with the way this prbgram is working. This hearing today
will give us the-chance to critically, examine this program:

Our first witnesses will be a panel on title III. In fact, we are
going to have two pinels on title III. The first panel includes Dr..
Broadus Butler, Dr. Thomas Law, Mr. Alvin Rivera, and Mr. Can
dido DeLeon we would appreciate it if they would, come forward,
please.

Let me to explain to the witnesses, and the witnesses who will
follow them, the procedure the committee is following this year
The full statements of all witnesses will be printed in full in the
,hearing' recond.

My hope is that the witnesses, rather than reading their testimony, would highlight it in a punchy way, so that it penetrates our
minds as Senators. Highlight the points you really want to hit, so

-

that we can get into questions as quickly as possible.
The tine allotment is 5 minutes, and these, are measured by the
`lights.-.4T.he green light is often 4 minutes, then the yellow light- is a
warning light for 1 minute to go, and then the red light, combined
with the bell, would indicate that the time has expired.
I apologize for these restraints but they are necessary because of
the time pressures that we in the Senate face.
.
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I would add that from the viewpoint of
What you are trying to
do, which is to make an impact on the Senatorsat this paint, it is

just me, I guess--that two or three:punchy points will remain in
ray memory 'far more than would half an hour of reading' a text.
So I thank you all very much indeed, and want to assure you
that the text that you submit, the suggestions in iit, each one of
them will be studied, considered, and we will da our best by you

I see one of tAe witnesses, Mr. Candid() DeLeon, is not here, so'

we will start without him, and if he turns up, he can join us at the.'
witness table.

And I notice there are two further witnesses here,- so- if they
would identify thernielves for the reporter, we would appreciate it
Mr. KARsoN. Yes. Mr. Chairman. I am Stanley G. Karson, and I
am director of the Clearinghouse on Corporate Social Responsibility crthe life and health insurance business. Dr. Butler has asked
me to come with him just to explain for a minute the program that
the insurance business is invalved in with the black institutions..
Senator PELL. And you sir?'
Mr. LYONS. Mr. Chairman, I am Charles Lyons, chancellor of
Fayetteville State University, N.C., and president of NAFEO, ac-

companying Dr. Law_
Senator Pkt.L. Fine. Please proceed.

z

ti_ TATEMENT OF' DR. BROADUW; N. BUTLER, UNITED- NEGRO
COLLEGE FUND,-WASHINGTON, 1).C`.; ACCOMPANIED BY STAN.

LEY KARSON, DIRECTOR, CLEARINGHOUSE ON CORPORATE
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF THE LIFE AND HEALTH INSUR.

.. ANCE BUSINESS; DP. THOMAS- LAW, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

FOR EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY, WASHINGTON,
ACCOMPANIED BY t'llARLES LYONS, CHANCELLOR,'
FAYETTEVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY. N.C., ANI) PRESIDENT,
NAVE(); DR. ALVIN RIVERA, HISPANIC HIGHER EDUCATION
D.C.,

COALITION, WASHINGTON, D.C., A PANEL
Dr. BUTLER. Senator, I amADr. Broadus N. Butler: I served as
assistant to the 15.8. Commissiemer of Education and subsequently-

14S president of Dillard University, -a developing institution. I am
currently president of the Robert R. Moton Institute, a service
dedicirted to the advancement or the national interest through
services to education and the edueatiopal institutions.
I ark pleased to apoetar before you t testify on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, and s ecifically, title ID., because
I was one of the original drafters of the itle and the person most
responsible, incidentally, for the term "de eloping". For 14 years, I
have had an intimate involvement with ths4 program. Presently- 1
am disturbed and have been disturbed for some- time about the
distortions of the meaning of the program, to the point that it is
almost unidentifiable with its original legislative intent. I would
hope that in the context of reauthorization, there will be a serious
,.=.-ew of th_ri it al intent as given particularly by Senator
litimphrey.:Congresswan Green, arid-others who were concerned
..

thlt tW.i program c velop in the contekt---of_cooperation among
int 4, ' o tic ns, among business

entities and agencies, and 'he
strei gtnening and.' development- of networks which would enable
the nigher education community to Provide equal access and a

-
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qualitative opportunity to persons of whatever economic status so
as to make that education available through the whole network of
institutions -of_higher_education,
Our concern is
t time the.context of mainstream was
that in 1965 and efore, more than 00 percent of all Federal and
private funds and support, including land grant funds, for institutional support, was going to less than 100 of the 2,168 institutions.

There was a considerable number of institutions, numbering

more than 1,600 by our examination, who were outside of what is
called the mainstream of Federal support. It was in the interest of
that group of institutions that the concept of development evolved
The United Negro College Fund colleges were the main, symbolic
instruments in the establishment of sister relationships, particularly that one which was initiated with the University of Michigan by
Tuskeegee and the subsequent- relationships, as cooperative relationships. The Upward Bound program came out of th4 context in
the interest of providing a larger rangeof opportunities for students. In the context of that approach, the significant matter was

to develop a network of resources so that students would have

opportunity beyond tht _institution in which they were registered, a
cooperating atmospherc ..rnong institutions, the locking in of assist
ing agencies, and particLiarly at that time the Plans for Progress
group of corporations which made their commitment to lend support to the smaller institutions of the Nation.

Since that time something has happened, and I think that the

primary basis of that has been the constant overemphasis upon the
-tohcept of race affecting the interpretation of the concept of developing and affecting the interpretation of the function of higher
education institutions. This tension is reflected and will be reflected in the testimony that you will hear. 1 hope that the Senate will
have the capacity to rise above this and remember that the spec-

trum of institutions in this Nation is needed in toto that the
services to the disadvantaged in this NE.don are more largely provided to this Nation and to the higher education community

through the group of institutions which are called deVeloping
tutions.
Unfortunately, the low app_ ropriation, beginning with only $5
million, is now extending to only $120 million. That has caused
serious tensions, group tensions, and institutional tensions, where
now it is almost like a dog-eat-dog kind of scratching.
You have the testimony in writing of the United Negro College
Fund, and you asked that I make just a couple of points.
I would hope that in addition to this the Senate would consider
very seriously the amplification of the previous structure' by the
addition of the endowment challenge, because that, will provide the
basis of security that this program was detigned, to effect, but
which has never been realized.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Butler follows:]
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STATEMENT OF DR. BRC}A

N. BuTLER

Mr. &airman and Members of the Subcommittee)
I em Dr. Broadua N. Sutler, I served as Assistant to the U.S. Commissioner Of Education and subsequently as president or Dillard University in New Orleans, Louisiana
a United Negro College punkInstitution and a participating Developing Institution.
I em currently Presidept of the Robert R. Moton Memorial Institute, a service
dedicated to the advancement of the national interest through service to education
and to the educational institutions.

Today, I nm pleased to appear before you to testify
Ieat on of the
Higher Education Act and more specifically Title III.
s one of the original
drafters of the'1965 Title III legiilatiwi,
For 14 years now I have witnessed
distortiona of the meaningof this OpqraiA0 the point that it is now almost
'Unidentifiable with its originally legislated intent.
It is my hope to have you reflect on
program and the continuing need for its

the original positiveaapecta of the

The united Negro College Fund supports mAd welcomes the Administration's recommendations for refinement of existing education programs for the purposes of avoiding
financial waste and more efficient delivery, of services tg students and institutions.
It is our hope that the ferver to be conservative in Federal expenditures is not
meant only for the poor and underprivileged, Waste usually occurs where there in
an accumulation of funding, not where there is verylittle.

I choose to target the bulk of my testimony on Title III, the (Daveloping-InstitutiOna program) because all of the united Negro College Fund institutions are
participants in this program.
The UNCF supports the Administration's intention to clarify the purpose of Title
III since the true intent of the Title Has been clouded and almost lost. The
ambiguity or confusion caused by the terms (Developing Institutions, " "Struggling
for Survival'7 and "isolated from the main Currents of academic life), because of
different interpretations have created administrative problems in the Office-of
Education as well as misunderstanding in the education coMMunity,
Thin has resulted
in negative and inaccurate publicity regarding the program and LES management.
.

The reel problem is simple, the term "Developing Institutions" really reflects an
institution with "desire and potential" just as the term "main-011rrarlte means
"resource support." If we move out of this context of understanding the terms
then all subsequent arguments take on different meanings.
If the commitment of the
Federal covernsent is to sustain institutional structure and quality that will
be available to disadvantaged students then we are talking abOut the worthy image

of ersive

a .detesiorgitg

The recent terminology used is too broad an,
Clarify the purpose of the program an close to the original i
of the prograa
possible.
We therefore esppeXt the administration's reCoMmon __on that. the program purpose
Should be to 'strengthen small institutions which enroll a'3 stantial percentage
of studenta from low income Millie,. which lack reSources, and which are taking
steps to improve institutional management and fiscal stability.
NIACIBILIrf

The administretiOn desire* to insure that eligibility for the program function be
reflective of the financial needs of a College's stir,entS0 $0 that the program
compliments the Rf need-based student aid program. We endorse this approach ea
being An effective way of clarifying the programs purposes and certifying that
only those small institutions that have cited themselves to serving the poorest
of students receive the much needed federal support,
AnnflinUM

Our reasons fOr supporting the Administration's eligibility criteria and the SCC0
dlabUrtiement in particular is because the SEM disbursements per full-time eguivalast enrollment (FTO undergraduate enrollment, stood out clearly es the beet overall ,...-mute of student wealth at an institution. Thin financial aesiatance within
Of, combined severel measures of the Students' financial position into one
It
`was found to MZ highly cOr..4,lated with the average parental family site, student
income, and assetel of the ntOd recipients. overall, it was found to be the beet
mensureof student neediness.
Title III bee been the only Federal institutional support
asaist this Colintry's
Mack colleges in a Sound and constructive way. As Fresident Carter has often
stated, that 'he recognizes that these Slack colleges serve a virtually important
taiaelan which cannot be mot apart from significant federal assistance." We in the
slack community/would also Share theee'sentiment$ with the predominantly white
colleges of eiMilar size and situation who are struggling to provide the very
specialised services to large nuebers of poor and disadvantaged students.
AFFSOPRIATIOWg
In cembinatiOn with directing the program toward those institutions which serve
disproportionate numbers of needy students, a Substantial increAse in the authori
ration level to MO million should make it possible for the federal government to
-provide more giZecipete support for this nation's pgstseoondary institutions that
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are assisting the poor and disadvantaged.

There are those who would say that these institutions should not be federally
All instisupported, that they should he left to sink or swim for themselves.
tutions of Higher Education are federally supported. Wealthier institutions roceive more federal dollars than poorer inntitutions. Black Institutional partLcipation in Federal programs is fax less than their'cOUnterparta se is the level of
funding
'or example, between the White A Black land grant colleges. It is A
provable fact that the White lurid- grants colleges receive more federal support from
There is no substantive
the Federal government than Black land grant colleges.
rationalb for this difference in appropriationn.
The United Negro College Fund is opposed to the persistent effort to find ways to
Cut off rather than to sustain or increase.suppsrt to the tow programs in which
Black colleges and other institutions that educate the poor and disadvantaged
participate.
History will sustain that no serious thought or effort has been ent
off support to land-grant collagen, to statn collagen or to any
institutions receiving Federal support except
One (Title'llI).

aifled to uut

group of

Obviounly, the only type of significant suppovt to institutions, rendered by the
Federal government in monetary support, and the facts of'tsfJation, an expanding
economic responsihility on all institutions of higher education Wakes the notion
institutions becoming self sufficient a notion that has thnoretiof these Title
eel but not prtical reality. gust an it is impractical fOr.ntate institutions, major
corporattons (Chrysler for e.g.), airlines, railroads etc. to survvive withour public
support.
CRAW? DURATION
Therefore, while we strongly Support the major components of the- Administration's
Title III recommendations. we take exception to the suggestion in their testimony
that short-term federal support of Title III institutione should lead to 'economic
self-sufficeecy.' to long an, these colleges and universities continue to serve the
economically disadvantaged, that in no long an the Nation has a large cleat of
economically disadvantaged minorities in need of higher education, it in unreasonableend unrealistic to expect that they will bepoMe economically self - sufficient
in the manner in which institutions Serving a much wealthier clientele have traditionally been able to do. No amount of Federal support will make it possible
for traditionally Black colleges (for exaMple) to raise their tuitions and other
Charges to levels comparable to these institutions serving wealthy atudentn.
Nor can we expect that a significant number of the graduates of these institutions
to be able to amass the fortunes which, largely during an earlier time, contributed
boa/11y to the endowments of wealthy c011eges and.univerties
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WINGS GRANTS
e ii ed-R rn- College fiifid ent Osiaa l allf sopparts the AZMIniitratSbil'a re.
Ckloreendations-fOr a challenge grant program, because of the resultant partnership between the federsl'government and the states in the case of public institu-

tions, and tte federalgovernmentand,the private sector In the'case of private
institutions.
These special grants will enable an institution to invest a portion
funds
In a special project that will strengthen the institution without depleting its
already limited resources. In the preparation for the Title III 1972 legislation,
there was dIscusSion of fund replacement component that was never actualized.,
The purpose of this fund replacement component was to find ways of terminating
institutions from Title III while building into the institution the capacity to
replace their former federal Title III grants with funding'from other sources.
That Was as unrealistic as It would have been'te have placed that prescription
upon Land Grant Colleges. As private institutions, we see the Challenge Grant
help. but even we do not
Program as an opportunity for a greater degree of
contemplate-coMplete-independence.nt-any early date4-nor-hss-Herverd-Uni1_ereitysince 163A. This in stated in absolute seriousness and candbr.
Over the years, it has been the lot of the so-called developing Institutions to
A year to year
utilize finoot=al resources as rapidly as they could he secured.
struggle to survive has been of neeeSSity, the foremost consideration. -Title
III h4seithout question, not only Contributed to survival, but has strengthened
many of these institutions in terms of educational and administrative practices
and in terms of quality of the curriculum offering. Title III's thrust has been
substantive and professional rather than economic.
The fundamental problem of higher education, and-of small colleges in particular,
tplated to the difficulty of securing funds needed for basic operations. If there
ware a way these institutions, could have the undergirdieg (operational expense,
'funded that they need, it would- be a major step commensurate with Title
main purpose culminating in greater self- sufficiency and elimination of increased
federal support.
'

The UK? believes that matching grants program will assist many small institutions
to bUild and revitalized their institutions in creative ways that will leave them
mere capable of contributing to the higher education needs of this country. That
is the ONCT's goal, and.I am sure that it would be the goal 'of ether Title III
participants.
.

The IMF has six institutions currently in a prOgramballed the College Endowmwnt
Funding Plans we feel that this program,could serve As a model to smell institutions
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eking to build their endowments in order to become more golf sufficient.
,_C___Carson-Directoz-of-the-Claoringhousa on Smeial-SeeponsibF_Ity=ofce has agreed to explain to you the commitment of the private sector
to make our program a Decease. Millione of dollars have already.bean commited
by major insurance companies ae millions more pleged to.assist our institutilne.
Once our inetitutione have sizable endowment capabilities they will be less &Pendent of Federal funds_ for
eir general operating expenses.

We support authorization of $50 million as a base to be appropriated in ma for
the matching grant program. This cppropriation in separate from $200 million requested for the Title III program.
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON OEVELOPONG INSTITUTION
The United Negro College Fund nupporte retention of the Advisory Council on
Developing Institutions 4P it in currently StruCtured. The monitoring of the
Title III _PrograM by citizens from accrose the Country and to the validity of the

SET ASIDE FOR TWO YEAR COLLEGES
GNU sUpperta retention of 24% net aside for the Jr. and Community colleges.
As
appropriation increase adineraased amount of funds for Jr. and Community colleges
will be available.

BASIC CRAMS MAXIMUM A

D REDUCTION

reduction
We,support the Administration's basic grant maximum award End reduction.echadule
v
proposal. It is appropriate that the maximum award be a function of the level of
funding required to exhauet'the year's basic grants allocation. It is also esSential that if reduction becomes necessary, the-needs of extremely low-ineeme
dents be Protected firer. Where,these students are concerna04 failure to-provide
fully-funded grant,aesistance at the base of thestudent aid package may Completely
deny the student access to higher, education. Reduction language that insures a
"hold'harmless situation" for students within $200.00 maximum award would provide
_
the appropriate protection for student.% with the highest need.
SUPPLEMENTAL GRANTS AND COLLEGE WORK STD 0Y CARRY OVEa

In order to assist financial aid officers to more efficiently manage funds, the
Administration proposer a 5% carry forward of SEOG and CWS funds. Thin provision
alone would be insufficient to meet the goal of assisting aid officers.
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--Administration's propooal'oray addresses the situation where surplus funds are available-

In addition; the AdMinistration's carryr er percentage is inadegeato. We strongly
suggest Mist institutions be allowed to carry foriward up to 10% of their college
work study-allocation for the succeeding year to meet current obligations.
We would not encourage these provisions for the SMOG program, as funds in this
program are easier to administer.

41ASIC AND SOSPiEmENTAL WAN
We commend the administration for its proposed approach to the resolution of
longstanding problems of VA current federal loan delivery system.
The proposed
Bozic and supplemental Loan Programs are monumental Steps in the right direction.
They would provide loan access -to a large number of law -inc emo minority students
She are nut being aided by the National Direct Btudent'Lcam Program'due to the
--loolt-Of--avivilabindwor=by'the-GuarrnIteedStUdent Loan Program because of arbitrary lends: policies.
Because packaging responsibilities are placed on the
campus, the funds are provided, to the student in the most efficient manner, thus
eimplifyin the award and disbursesent process. The fact that collections are
'tontrolly.porforwori by the Office nf Education allows institutions to be involved
in imptoving the overall administration of student aid programs instead of satablisUnO small collection agencies on each campus, thus Allowing more funds to be lent to students as opposed to use for collection cost.. We are in complete
support of-this program.

GWAL. PROVISIONS
SINGLE APPL1nATION P-L
-We also commmnd the Administration for its regueaB to legislatively establish
a single application form for the the disbursement of federal, state, and institutional funds. Steps should be taken to insure that this common form is made as
simple Ana as uncoeplicated as Poseible. Ac suggested, Clete should be no cost to
the student for processing the form.
ADNiBISTBATIVE AimowAseE TO INSTITUTION
The SelministrationProPoeee to pay an administrative allSwance of SIG per federal.
student aid recipient. This approach Inward providing support for the administration of aid_programe would be totally unacceptable. As federal demands for
increased institutional accountability mount, the coat of aaministering aid programs
continuos to rise.
An accrues -the -board

I per aid recipient would result in a astalEnr.al_

_c_
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than received in years prior
this propet..

stro j op:__

Legislatie&aUtheriring,a 5% all

he Campus based and MOD program Would

be more appropriate.

STANMAM DP 'CADMIC PROGRESS
The adeinistretion has presented a proposal for providing a single etendard of
academic presets/am for federal aid recipients.' We.believe that the current Situation,
allowing academid'standards to be set by the institutions. in a more appropriate.
approach to the Problem.
Standards set at institutions in conjunction with program
eligibility requirements provide definitive,benchmarkto for studtnts. There in no
dliar rationale for the proposed federal standards and they do not seam to reflect
aid program eligibility requirotents.

TATION fGHINSTITUTIONAL SLIM% II
While we have cone sympathy for the administrat 'n's proposal to place less reliance
on private accreditation for eatabliShing the eligibility of collagen and univerei.
tie' for Higher Education Act programs. we do.nat believe that reliance on State
licensing procedures La an appropriate Substitute, oxpecially for private inotitutionn, many of which have only very minimal relationships to the estates in 0/eh
they happen to he located.
He generally support the prOpoeal to require institutions to provide information
as a xmlditiOn of eligibility for Title IV programs. Wh are troubled, hoveVer,
by the proposed provision to require placement data on soma meant graduates.
our
experience is that sudh infestation is extreSely difficult to collect_ and impossible'
to verify. Colleges and universities have no liogoll,right to require part - graduation
information of this kind from their former studenta. They 'should not we believe, `be put in &position of having to prOVidi the federal government with data to
Which they have neither &coffee not right. of xeeeSe.' Such& requirement will only
force cOliaCes to submit inadequate and inaccurate data by making it necessary for
them to invent data which' they do not have.

TKO
Special ProgremsLfor_Students from D
4 of Title IV

dv

-d B

Part

We support the Administration's proposal for changing the language on TRIO Special.
Program for students from disadvantaged backgrounds in order to describe the
Aprograms Mission,and target population.
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We are in opposition to any mencImant if of fns d designating a first generation
reqUifement (first generation college student) for eligibility, in the TRIO program.

OUrkrealions for opposing the first generation requirement are as follows!

The "First Generations concept contributes little to the identification
of thorns individuals the programs are intended to serve.,
The introduction of the "First Generation" concept into the eligibility
sleterMination @rootlet' results in two disparate elements measuring the
suitability of an individual for program assistancw.
income
That is
as a determinant is understandable, quantifiable, and capable-of validation.
Low income clearly means that the students' family is not in possession
of much wealth. The kind of criteria needed should be reinforcing_ rather
than disparats'.

"First OeneratiOns concept adds tremendous complexity to program
administration. The definition collection, and validation of information
on first generation students will present numerous problene, some of
which may well defy solution. Further, it should be realised that-undue
administrative complexity frequently encourages program abuerSand the
lose of program effectiveness.
IV., The certification of a student being "First --n- ation would be a
difficult procese:
V.

Further Problems would arils from the definition of the
of whOse parents hold a.baCoalaUreate.

"neither

Pragmatically, this new element if introduced might exclude or make difficult in
participation of the very Students that the program Was designed to serve.

-L
We support the proposal to modify the Title II, College. Libraries Program to
target grants to college lIbrariee which are relatively deficient.
TITLE VII,- CONSTRUCTION, RECONSTRUCTION AND RENOVATION OF ACADEMIC FACILITIES
While sni'accept the View that the federal government has a vital interest in
lahnaMcing the research facilities of the natiOn'S reSearCh universities, we do.
,'41ot accept the iMplication'that research universities are the only higher education
institutions needing federal assistance for construction and renovation of building

and acquisition of modern equipment cc indicated in Part E. of Tit1SII. after
Many decades of neglect, many of the historically Black colleges and uniVermities
440 new faced with major capital needs,
In some comers theta is an almest desperate
need for federal assistance to replace and renovate deteriCtrated structures and
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to provide access for the handicapped in more adequate buildings. For this reason,
we de not support limiting Title VII to research universities. The present wording of the Administration's Proposal could actually eliminate Howard University
and Atlanta university Center, because they are not considered principle research
institutions. We would like to see sore flexibility in the Title to allow minority
institutions to move into the research area.
TITLE

XI

The.UNCF supports the spirit Of 'the amendment made in the'Houae of Representatives
establishing a new Title XI.
The new Title is the "Urban Grant. University Program"
"Law School Clinical Experience Program" would be a part.

Our principle concern is that the Urban Grant Program as proposed by the House of
Representatives makes provision in law for the fair and equitable inclusion of
the Historically Black collages.
Moreover, the very Concept of the Urban Grant Program was proposed andput
forth in 1967 by rm. Martin Jenkins, then President of Morgan State UeiVersity
a Slack college.
Dr. Granville Sawyer, President of TexasSouthern University,.
President of another Black institution, has had a series of urban oriented programs
which has his inatitation defined with the state educational system in Taxas as
a State urban Special Purpose University.
History reflects our concern.
XII- SECTION 1202 ANiS 1203

STATE' POISTSEG

N

IBBIONS

We support the proposed elimination of the State 1202 commissions, as they have
net generally served a ueefulfunction and are unlikely to do.so in the future.
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Senator FELL Thank you very much, Dr. Butler, and I look
forward to enlarging on these ideas in the question and answer
period.
Dr. Law?

Dr. LAW. Senator Pell, my name is Thomas Law. I am president
of Virginia. State University. Today, I appear before you on behalf
of the National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Edu-

cation, whose acronym is NAFEO. I am accompanied by Dr.

Charles A. Lyons, Jr, the chancellor of Fayetteville State University in North Carolina and president of NAFEO.
NAFEO is the organization of 107 historically predominantly
black colleges and universities. These institutions enroll more than
200,000 students and continue to account for approximately onehalf of the black recipients of baccalaureate degrees.
I thank you, Mr.- Chairman, for this opportunity to comment on
proposed amendments to title III, strengthening developing institutions of the Higher Education Act of 1965.
Virtually all of our participating colleges and universities have

been among the more than 700 institutions that have benefitted
from title III._ StUdies consistently support the fact that the academic prograras, the administrative capacity, and student services
of our institutions have been significantly strengthened and overall
quality enhanced by title III funds, consistent with the objectives of
the program.

The importance of increasing the flow of students from low

income_ programs into what has been called the mainstream society
is now generally recognized. Often overlooked to this point, however, is the fact that many of these institutions continue to require,

a high level of support. There are some institutions that do more
than others in developing low income students into resourceful and
productive members of society. In so doing, these institutions are
performing a national service, and ale therefore are enhancing
society.

.

'Indeed, providing aid for these institutions, which by definition
are developing . because they are serving large numbers of low
income services, is to provide aid to society.

-Now, we know that the large spectrum of institutions that have
provided higher education opportunities for needy students among
Indians and Hispanics and economically deprived whites_; we know
that these institutions are rendering invaluable service to society
and opportunities-to the low income disadvantaged student.

However, they are burdened financially largely because they
assume the burden of assisting large numbers of needy students.
We know, however, the black colleges best.

Accordingly, Mr. Chairman, in the interest of time we are going
to submit in tatd for the _record a statement describing the contributions of historically black colleges.

For example just one ekampte, howeverI would like to indicate that these colleges have produced 'over 7 percent, of all the
black graduates of college since- the inception of this Nation; 75
percent of black Arnerickns who hold Fh. D. degrees are products
of. these historically black colleges, and 75 percent of the black
military officers and -80 percent of black Federal 'judges, and
percent of-black physicians. And want to commend to `you that

,
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these have been quality people. We will continue to do so, given the
level of support.
Therefore, -NAFE0 institutions support title III as a companion
piece to the need-based legislation assistance for those institutions
committed to serving low income students.
I would also like to highlight the fact that under the authoriza-

tional portion, which was highlighted under the Pell bill, we
strongly endorse these recommendations, the Pell bill and the administration bill, the measure of $250 million.
Our view is that this obligation level should prevail for each year
beginning with reauthorization and ending October 1, 1985.
We also do not support set-asides. We support the challenge
grant because of the fact that the $50 million which would stimu-

late the partnership between the Federal Government ..and- the
States, in the case of the public institutions and the Government
and the private sector in the case of the private institutions, in
moving developing institutions toward self,sufficiency.

We also support the eligibility for assistance and the continuation of the advisory committee for developing inst4tions.
In summary, we applaud the subject thrust of the -administration
proposal for reauthorization of title III. We welcome the elimination of the concepts such as "not in the mainstream"- "Struggling
institutions which are confusing, and to many, demeaning: .
I again thank you for the opportunity to'cornment on and com
mend to you the proposed amendments.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, indeed.
Dr. Rivera.
Dr. RIVERA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I have been
asked to be the spokesperson for the Hispanic Higher Education
Coalition.
The coalition is comprised of 11 national Hispanic organizations.
Those organizations are listed in the testimony provided to you.
Senator PELL. One questiOn of definition., When you say HiSpan-ic, does that mean the Iberian Peninsula, or just Spanish-speaking.
nations?
j
Dr. RivEnA. It means all Hispanic populations that include Mexi_

can Amew,ican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, and other Latin American
and ether HiSpanic populations.
Senator TELL. Does it include in your mindBraillians and Portu

gtiese?
Dr. RivEk4et. It would not.
Senator PELL. It would?

Dr. RivEttA. It would include those people who are defined as
Latino in the EurOpean countries.

Senator PELL. Right. Well do the Portuguese consider thet-

selves Hispanic?
Dr. RIVERA. Portugese do not consider themselves Hispanic.

Senator FELL. I an curious, because we have a large Portugese
grcup in our State, and this always is a question of some sensitivity. Should they benefit by the Hispanic language programs, are
they a Hispanic group? We get arguments both ways, and I was
wondering what your view was.
Dr. RIVERA. Mr. Pell, at this point, they have not been involved
i4 this coalition effort.
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Sn.itor PELL. So they arte not included, but originally, they were.

or have they beet

U'- ' kivESA. They are norgiaLthis time

In-valved in the past in the coalition efforts.
Senator PE LL OK. Thank you.
Dr. RIVERA.

.

.

_,---

I would like to begin by indicating, that -,the-lour

prinairy issues confronting Hispanics in highee education-deal with
.iccess, retention, professional development and institutional repre 7:
sentation We have detailed in our testimony these specific issues.

is important here only because this is the framdwork within

It

,.., hich we tire making
our recommendations.
.
I

would like to talk very Quickly about what appears' to be a

Hi I,tlr problilrn in title III program, which was best, expressed by
,,.1 rid of your colleagues.
I H. ,,zilitii,ri has always felt that the funding level forispanic
orcipo!..ds in title III his been in the past embarrassingly low, The
it-ttcf attached. dated March 14; 1979, to President Carter, and4----------/
ignd by seven U. Senators, including Domenici, DeConcini,
Il.iti, Itayakawa, Schuit , Tower, and oldwater, stated:
.-

ihir!rlk; th ,.

t.-list tunding cycle, strong evidence of
Motion by the Depart
II,,tit h. Education. and Welfare against Hispanic iris i u ions in the title III
1-,,: ,ing instaLawn,:: program was uncovered.
11- r..c..tr ,111. III difficulties, coupled withyour latest policy directive with
.--.I-,: i., n,,, k iii,tautions, will intensify the gap between Federal education
,Ila.a-1 ha /Wick minority students and support for Hispanic and other non-black
.,1

,,,,,., 11 k

1,111111.

.01 ti... dctions. ny encuuragtng this disparate treatment, will serve to condone .-

III.w , p,,,T uksi.nsitivitv to the educational needs of Hispanics and other minorities
oHi %% ill .111 ,,,iv,. that a gtql C V of any responsibility to correct these inequities and_.,.i.cr .1. 1,. ,,,Inmitniant to meeting the educational needs of non -black minority
4.7

vlr Chairman. I would like to ask that that letter, in total, be.
-..11,niateii tor the record.
senator
Without objetion.
I

Th letter referred to follows :]

The President
They:bite House
Washington, D.C.

20500

_

Dearth. President;
Would like to take this opportunity to co rant on
your January'17. 1979 Memorandum to Heads of Executive
Agencies and Departments, in whicityou an nonce the intention
of your Adinistrationta upgrade its cummitment to BlaCk
institutions of higher education. While we have no objeuxion-

per se, to this new direcLive are extremely concerned that
an exclusive emphasis on Black colleges and universities
',essentially ignores the higher education needs of,Hispanics
and other non-Black minority groups.
4
Puring the last funding cycle streng evidence of dis
icrimination larthe Department of Health, Education and Welfare'
,against_Hispanicinstitutioni in-the Title-Tlij12eveloping
k
instftutidhs Program,was uncovered.
It _you knew, the
Congrops is presently reviewing the recently completed 0A0'
report on Title'III with a view_uoWard determining the
exact extent .and scope et discrimination within the program.

.

The recent Title III difficulties,- coupled wih your
/larest.politcy directive Witl,resDect to 'Black institutions,
Will-intensify the gap between federal education seppert for
Black minority .students. and suppore for Hispanicand other
non -Black minority groups. These actions, by encouraging'rhie,
disparate treatment. will serve to condone HEW'A past indensi-

tiVity to the cdecatienal-needs of Hibpanics and otharTmlheritics
and will abSolve that agency of any responsibility to Correet
theseAnequities and upgrade its:. commitment to Meeting the
e4wcational'necds of non-Black Mipvity groups,
We thank you for your attention to this matter, end
urge you to carefully consider the full implications of your
newly announced policy on the non-Black institociens of
education.
Equity of effort in upgrading che,cemmitmcnt of
the Federal GovernTent LO all minority institutions is of
utmost importance.
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Dr. RivkxA. The coalition would like to make the following eight
recommendations. Initially, the coalition would like to recommend
that the title be changed to "Strengthening Developing Institutions
and College Programs." This change is directed toward providing
incentives through effective and innovative college programs. The

.college programs would' be designed to serve large numbers of .
economically disadvantaged students and students who come from
environments in which the dominant language is other than English.

Such college programs may or may not be located in existing

developing institutions.
The second recommendation is that the set-aside for community
colleges currently of 24 percent be increased-to 40 percent. WQfeel

this is justified for a number of reasons, because of the increasing
number of low income students, minority students, and also returning adult Students that are being accommodated by the community
college. The adminittration's proposal calls for a 24-percent setaSide. The House Committee on Education and Labor recommended that not less than a 24-percent set aside.
The fact of the matter is that these are unfavorable recommendations. The coalition would have difficulty in- supporting them,
given' the poor administration and equally bad management of the
current operation of title III regarding Hispanic concerns; the re
peated insensitivity, coupled with the low level of .funding to colleges enrolling large numbers of Hispanic students suggests the
need to specify in very clear legislative language the intent of the
title ;_and in this instance, the higher percentage set-aside for the
community colleges.

Third, perhaps the major weaknesS of the title III program is in
the cooperative arrangements. Our testimony discusses this problem, and the-GAO report of 1979 details our justification for the
need to change this section. Specifically, we would suggest that no
institution or agency act as an assisting cooperating institution for
more than three developing institutions. Second,_ limit to no rtiore
than 10 percent the amount of money that an assisting agency may
receive. And finally, limit to three the number of cooperative arrangements that a developing institution may enter annually.
The fourth recommendation is that we would recommend developing a separate section under this title, reserving' 25 percent of the
funds for incentive grants for retention of students. These grants
should,be reserved for those institutions whih- demonstrate-a hi h
ability to recruit, retain and gsaduate underrepresented popular
tions.

The fifth recornmehdation, the administration had proposed a

very -small, ,1 -year grant to develop a long -range plan. We feel this

recommendation is unjustified, given the fact that for the most
part, the 1202 Commissions currently are involved in -statewide.
planning, and the 1202 Commissions reside in 47 of the 50 States.
On the duration of grants, the coalition believes that this administration. proposal is very poorly conceived. Unfortunately, this proposal resembles the former patterns of administering ,funds

through` the recently revised AIDP and BIDE- structure. The coali-

tion recommends that all_ applicants for title III be allowed to
compete for developing grants for no less than 2 years nor more

f
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than 5, depending upon the ..:applicant's need.
the appli7
cant's situation must
be reevaluated' at the'end,Further,
of the applicant's
funding cycle, to determine if additional
funds are warranted.
The coalition disagrees with the
proposal of prohibiting institutions, from renewing: their grants. Renewal
of grants should rest on
the merits of each institution, proposal.
The coaliti-on supports the requirement
for institutions to specify'
in measurable terms whether
or not the objectives cited are
indeed.
being-accomplished.

Seventh, the _challenge -grant. The coalition
feels that this is a
unique opportunity to try to address the
Virtually all the professional fields. For needs of the Hispanic in
this reason, the coalition
would strongly recommend in this
and ,professional schools who enrollsection_ that graduate programs
ronments in which the dominant students who coma from envilanguage is a language other
than English be given a priority
as a- criteria for funding.
And finally, the coalition conditionally
support this authorization
level. While the title III program has operated
years, the Hispanic participation
over the, past 13
been limited.
Unless the administration proposal is amended has
to
specifically address the problems of our community, the coalitionat
this timewould be hardpressed to support it.
Thank you, Mr. Pell.
[The prepared statement of Dr. RiVera'
follows:]

--
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My nars is AlVin Rivera and

_ed as the spokes-

the HisF Hie HigheelducatiOn Coalition on this topic of
Institutions.

I had the opportunity to work in the Developing

:Ingtitutions_programfor 8 months (October 1976 - May 1977)_ ,as an HEW
experience was insightful, revealing,'frustrating, disarPo
In addition, I onrked as a Special Assistant la_the
nt Secretary for Education in the Department of health,

ifare (ZW).
Of

ienc

Currently, I am Toyed by the.NaUonal

for. the Cormittee on Minorities in Engineering.-

11,41 Hispanic HigherEducation-Coal don (HHEC) is comprised of individuals
representing 11 national Hispanic organizations interested in isprovthg

educational conditions for their constituencies. -The MEC has as its
central purpose to increase participationof Hispanic populations_ing_
higher education in the Nation.

The 11 national organizations which

comprise the HHEC are:

IRA of America
/sag= of United Latin American Citizens
El congrescOacional de Asontoi Colegiales
NexicanAverican Legal tefense and,Educational Fund
Mexican American Woman's National Association
National Association for Equal Educational
Opportunities
National Council of La Raze
National WAGE, Inc.
Puerto Rican dal. Defuse and
Fund
Secretariat for'HisPaniC Affairs, U.S. Catholic
Conference
Spanish American League Against Diecriminaticm
.

with you today..; First, wie wish

'brief beckgroundiuttho'criticil new of
panics in higkror edueation.. .Then, we would 'like to discuss the cur; _t

laws andIrcgulations of Title III and their application'tothe Hispanic.
.;,population.: Finally, We will suggest various changes-in the existing

operations of Title III in order to address the needs of Hisponic
BAHINGROUND

reauthorization of HEA of 1965 is extraly Important to the

swim community.

We understand that this particular reauthorization

*

cle may be for-five years, running into the middle 1990's.

With the

oath in the Hispanic population a the year 2000, Hispanics
to be the largest minority In the U.S.)

the ability to

_- 1 and.professional-fields7threugh-higher:vducation,

he-

copes a central concern to- the Hispanic comsrunity.

Higher education becomes even more critical
acing inequities iiispanics face in education.

remains:at the 9th grade leVel

Dropout

when you

-niider the

Educational attainriant

rates.soar over 501 in

-ruheiing,number of densely populated School districts. Partioiper
cn rates in fo4r year:graduateiand professional_schoold continue to

2 !These inequities set against the continued high unemployr
Hispanic youth (upwards to 301). exemplify the seriousness
ties we face.

Ile interest of_the Hispanic community in higher educatiisOlated to our concerns with the population boom and disturbing'inegOities,
but takes on greater significance as we analyze the current trends in higher
edUCation and the nation
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ImrS
d jus,i have

higher education.,

read-tho-nows,i

These trends are not divorced from the econormic:conT
.

tionS of the country.
ity

Proodaitiow 13 has threatenecl the economic stabil-

of local community college efforts.

It has also threatened indirectly,

but nevertheless critically, the financing of four year educational systems,
since state funding will now become even more covetitive.
of Higher Education (1TEs) are facing the enrollment decline and difficulties of financing a Univertity operation (e.g. buildings, maintenance,
salaries).

the IW:kedecision suggests that the a 1
admissions slots 1411 be tighter.

The Hispanics community cannot tolerate

this-iMplication, since im are alma'
sional fielde. Whet w

tion of profes

rrepresentod

in most profes

are facing is-a middle income revolt. which

going. to Cut aty at-advantages that minorities and the poor are just

binning to realize.
)

'7he middle ins revolt is is

unjustified,.

flatten and the public cry for 'eoacellence

an

_ing ins

ort

ity:.for_ all

Americans in education who contribute, through tames, to education.

These trends are Coaing at a tine when progress for the poor is
waning. Hispanics have not penetrated four-year and graduate school ed-

IxOtional systems in eatable. numbers.

Opportunities are still limited.:

4
and access has not, been achieved.

,

Thus, four primary issues-facing-His-

panice-in higher education continue-to be access, retention,

piagal

develoPeent, and tastitutional representation.
trends become even more pronounced when 'oe analyze the

ji

ational institutions and

n:remains a diffidultbarrier
IKEs and Pederal and S6teedOcational

rticiPatic

Mains minimal=
of Hispanic itudents in higher
and administrative ranks are virtually uninhabited by

The number of institutional personnel is extremely low
the country. particularly in urban and rural areas with large
proportions of the Spanish speaking.

pation inlaculty.and
the lack of ,a se

The lack of institutional partici-

administrative positions is further complicated by

_f Hispanic centrolledspostsecondary

generate,such'professionals.

institutions to

There are only a handful of "H

Colleges" in the country and they are at the beginning:stagen:-.

_

In- summary, access, retention, professional development,-and

institutional representation axe the main issues which must be addressed
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act on behalf of Hispanics:

ACCESS
(including,o3mAccess to'postsec aildary educational institutions
,

mmnitycolleges).cannot beachieveduntilwe

equalize environments .cr

nics with the middle and upper middle incomeitodents.

on ip the,wmy,of'counseling arid tutoring

Early inter,

is'extremelY important to

ants ready to enter the educational system.

It iS difficult

=hod'.
panic college students) if they do not complete a-high

Programs th.5t serve as"a

bridgejoetween junior high, high

year, lour year, and graduate
o.Hispapic arcae..I

institutions need to be exPanded

to be severe in junior high,..
.

.

areas.

Policies

nerd to be-:deVelo

or purpose of higher education 'is to place iridividual

the poliqy arenas

society.

need to go beyond the

isst.ciatec

Ai.

Ms and Bachelors Dear
in this arcs

Hispanics

into graduate and professional

edUcation.

s been. dial. Access and retention "are key

graduate education. .Inorderto fill administrative and faculty
poets in IHE;,

Hispanics

must.aciuire_greduate dear

prbgrims which surtt Hispanics

Graduate educati-

graduate schools needy.°

-DSTrrIZIGNAL-RUMMITATIoN
a lack ofHispinicreVresentatioN in local, state, and federal
executive agencies and educational in9titutions4faFiltyi: administrators;

and federal and state advisory panels, is an unavoidable consequenceof
inadequatd,orpfestional develo;cnent.

This hinders effective articulation:-:

_ out problems and frustrates the'deveicpment of strategies to: meet our''

Present and eMerging educational needs.
pOlicies and

mcgrams

.Without equitable representation,

will continue to have limited impact on the Hisp

of Federal employees in education
but,the problem should be addressed.

a reauthorizaLon
Effectiveness of

education.prograMS for Hispanics will be stifled unless sUffi-",.,

ciOntpartiCipation of Hispanic staff in policies and pr

it

qm4 occurs,% For

should be noted that thertare only too HisP.anic'professionals

entire BureaU of-Higher and Continuing. Education.

This is con

.

7:-tinueelevidance of the insensitivtY of the Federal government to the

needs of Hispanics,

TITLE III - THE IAW and 13717EC7CLIND
Public Law 89-329-t471.- 8, 1965:,

evolOpir

Title III Strengtheni.

Institutions: The purpose of this title is.to assist inr

the academic, quality of colleges which have the desire and potential to

make a-substantial contribution to the higher education resources of our

Nation, tut which for financial and other reasons are struggling for
survival and are isolated from the rain current of academic life.

For

thiS purpose, the Commissioner is authorized to establish a national

,

teaching feliwshio.program, to entourage and assiit'in the establishment
OfCtoperative errangements under'which these colleges may draw on the
talent and experience of our finest co

es and universities, and

the educational resources of bUsinesS and industry

in their effort to

their academic quality.

The Developing :institutionsoprog;am is mainly a minority operated
am.

The history of the program emphasiZes allocating resources to

helping colleges develop their resources.'

In recent years, given the

tightroney situation of higher educational institutions zore collegeshave applied for Title III funds..

" This legislation. has had-an overall positive influence. on the ins- tetions fortunate enough to be helped by the program.

For this reason;

ppOrt the program* in principle,' with several major modifications.

We believe aiis legislatiOn was establishedto help all-institutions that
emonstrate a cardtment to serving low -inc

ancliminority group students.

gh-thi-program-has been criticized for its poor. administration at
, and for good reason, the positive aspects of the program Outweigh

negaUVe administrative prOblems..

th'tho demegraphledata revealing aA evar.increasing Hispanic
the need exists for personnel operating progranS like
Institutions", tehecome:rore kno4lcdgeable of the positive:

-ciallysuppotLing institutions:vhich enroll high

nirrs,of

The table below illustaatesthe proporUon that=.
ca constitute'of both the general population and the minority
tion.

particularly significant is the fact that 5 years'agp:

Hispanics ccrprised 6.31 of thetotal population.
'Hispanics Oorprised 33.71 of the minority population.

T
U.S. POPULATION

Y MINOR/TY STATUS
Total
Population

Nen-Minor_

1 oflUmority
Population

165,000

00.0

17,500

33:7
Black

22.500

Asian

1.500

`60.0
0.7'

:BOO

0.4

203.000

100.0

Native (includes

eskers)
Total population

U.S. Census Data,1974
teas of HisPanics cc

While the Hispanic

population

inue to go unmet

continues t

fenthe'DaSic Institutional Dave
from 1977 to 1570.

in

higher education.,

a

decline in the
BID') Was
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The fenaing

of

hiat

±
Llama. An Tonle lI

Basic I titutionaljL
.

nt Prcr

,..

,

dat are not repremlwative of 'tom

=WY. Altboiloil previous -,-

cipati

In Title III

nosd cols

resent of mr? funding, most

y in the-Basic program. Met constituents,
would like bo.seek e breakdown of :

inst tuff

ethnic and racial populations. In 1977,
9.3 percent of the total B3119 funds was allocated for Bispardcs and in
78 this pet stage was cut to 6 9% We hope the 1979 funding picture

reversal of this currmt trend.
TABLE n
R.O6 FOR WISPAN C.P

SICPI71TIChkL'
TIME III, STIMNGTHWENG DEVELOPZIG

n 1966 - 1978
AVM AGEAn:LINTI

,1966

-41/A

5 164,784'

3.01-

N/A

1967

N/A

504,188

1.6%

N/A

1968

14/A-.

919,06

1969

3.9%,

.

891,147

1970

NSA

1971"

14

1,613,000

4,76%

1972

1.8

2;816,000

5.43%

156,444

1§73.,

'23

'3,556,000

.6.83%

154,608,

7.33%

146,615

4,336,000,

8.33V

180,666

4,660,825

8.964

150,349'.

1974

610,606

-

3,812400

1975:,;i 24
1976

31

.

2.0%

,

115,214

,

TABLE II (cont.
TOTAL',

AllERTICS.

a7
.

1977

27-

1976

22

$ 4,

,440

3,612,000

4:35%,

180,63

6.94%

164,161

$32,356,394

data we Igree with the General Accounting,Gffi

13, 1979) that there is
,intent

need to "clarify the

pry

show which institutions should he served and tha goals.:thiese

institutions Should achie
changes to the existing

Therefore, we rea...w7end the follor.-ing

legislation,
ac

lege.

rs

The coalition rexernends that this title he changed to "Strengthening
Developing instirutio,s and College Pio9xems," This change

is

directed

toward providing incthtives through ,effective ank innovative college

The oullege progiesswill Be designed to setverbers
percentage or 'pro?)' of ezoncadcally disaclvanteged students
and
students wrie =t-e free envirormnts in which-the dominate_language
.
_

;

otter than English

is a

Such college pt rams may or may not be loos
in asexisting "devel9nin4vinstitution."- The (=liege programs would utilize

'existing and other available4eSotircei to be restonsive is
atudenre regardless of their loca
=

=
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tration proposed that

the new purpose would be to srengthen

institutions which enroll large numbers of students from low-income iaailies,
which lack resources, and wbich ere taking steps to improve their Chances,
for survival."

The Coalition feels that this definition is too narrow.

It

the definition of purpose that the piwqram will

is noessany to rote

rum environments in which the damirkate language is

serve stulmts who

-lisp.

a language other

.The Coalition feels that funding of Hispanic prOgrams in Title III in the

past has been embarrassinglylow.

A letter (attached)dated March 14, 1979 to

President Carte, and sighed by seven U.S
Hayakaws, Schmit

Senators (Domenici, DeConcini,

Tower, and Coldwater) stated:

baring -the last funding cycle strong evidence'of discrimination by
the 6epartmentof Health ,Education and Welfare against Hispanic institutions
in the Title/Ili Developing Institutions Program was uncovered...... - The recent
Title IXI,difficulties codoled with your latest policy directive with respect
to Black/ institutions, will intensify the gao betweon federal education Swport
for Ma& minority stadentsAnd,snoport for Hisnanic and other non-Black minority
These actions, by encouraging this.disearate treatment, will-serve to
condone Hg's past insensitivity to the ,educational needs of Hispanics and
-ther minorities, and will absolve that agency of any responsibility to correct
Se inequities and upgrade its commitmentto meeting the educational needs
non-Black minority groups.
.

it is'important to include the definition suggested by the
that future discrimi natory activities.donot take Place against
+; Hispanic or non-Black grows in the adMinistiletion of Title III.

he.terionInc

Grants

hie reoonnend developing a separate section under this titlereser,

25 percent of Use funding for "Incentive Grants for Retention" of
ts.

These grants should be reserved for those institutions which
e a high' ability to recruit apd,retain underservcd populations.

886
intention means the °aspic

on of the proposed academic or career goal

as determined by the student.

a single class,,a degree pt

The proposed goal could seen completing
ram or an activity spcnsored.by the college.,

For womple, an institution mould be eligible to receive a grant, if it
demonstrates that students are progressing through a degree program.

The intent oft

grants is to ensivethat institutions

large numbers of studentsfto are econcmdcslly disadirantsgecler Miu
whose
dominant language is other than 4nglish will. specifically address the issues
of ACCeSS and retention.

Effective and innovative efforts to increase the

enrollment and graduation of these populations should be considered
central mission of the institutions.

Furthermore, an increase in enrollment:

by itself is not a sufficient reason for eligibility to receive incentive
grants.

Slhlgja2aaLLL-.
Along similar lines as the

tm tion In

Grants, the Administra-

don proposed Challenge grants that would offer funding on a 50-50 (Federalinstitutional) matching

to the sane eligible institutions.

These

grants, in addition to Possibly generating additional state and institudena
funds, present a unique orportunity to support the career development of
Hispanics and other underserved Populations in graduate programs and.
essional schools.

The Coalition wishes to call attention to the lack

of Hispanics.in virtually all professional career fields.

For this reason,

the Coalition strongly recarrends in this section that graduate program
and professional schools that enroll students who come front environments

An which the dominate language is a language other than English be given
priori

a criterion for funding.

SSE- Aside_For ammunity Colleges

The Coalition recognizes the contribution that pity colleges
make to higher education.

know that over 50 percent of Hispanic
Irl the past, Title III has received

tents start in community colleges.

diapioportionately large number of applicat.ons from community colleges.
However, the set-asideHfor community colleges. presently is limited

to

24 percent.

'tion remmends that t#
-ed to 40 percent.

current 24% set-aside for community

We feel this is reasonable given

tel role of community collegesIn'educat4ng student* in so many
fields of academic and technical endeavors.

The emerging role that the

ocommunity oollegeS pLrformed for the returning adult students, for low-

imam end minority students merits the 40 percent set-aside requested.
-

.

The House Committee on Education and Labor reoramends that nOt less
than 24 percent set-aside in this title to designated for community colleges.

This recommendation is difficult fo tkte COalition to support given the-poor
Oillinistrtion and equally bad management'of the current operation of Title
III regarding Hispanic concerrs.,'The repeated tnsensitivity,.coopled with

the lbw funding levels to colleges enrolling large numbers of Hispahicstudents

qugBest the need to specify in very clear legislative language,thektent
of this title and in this instance, a higher percentage set - aside -for

,corrunity

Goopaative Arrangements_
Perhaps the major-weakne s of Title /II is with consortium arrange-

-

St

rents.

In a report by the Division of Analysis, Preview, and Compliance
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MARC in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (January
1976), Program office records indicated

that the Phelps Stokes Fund assisted

41 programs, Institute for Service to Education,36,and the College
Placement Service-41.

Further, the report revealed that the Phelps Stokes

FUnd and the College Placement Service

appear together on 21 grants, and

the College P1acent Service and the Institute for Services to Education
appear together on 27 grants.

All three appear together on,18 grants.

The report reconmen&tion stated:
The CormissiOne'r should institute a study of the frequency of use
of assisting agencies, particularly
the Phelos Stokes Fund, Inc., the
College Placement Service, and the Institute for Service to Education, to determine (a) if the frequency of use is ustified, (b) if
Federal procurement regulations were followed by the grantee, and
(c) if federal funds' are paying for a duplication of effort.

This is a situation that should not be regarded,lightly.

Does the

Title Moitro4ram have'any studies currently in progress which address
these questions? We' feel this isa matter that deserves the utmost
attennd therefore we are requesting tf

following legislative changes.

accomend careful restructuring of cooperative arrangements as they

currently

exist.

Specifically, while we recognize the value of such

arrangements, we' recommend thstz

1. so institution or agency act as an assisting ce
tution for more than three developing institu

rative ins
and

2. Limit to not more than 10 percent the amount of
Assisting institution or agency may receive.
Limit to three the number
that a developing

of cooperative arranqemsits

institutionmay'enter into annually.

The rationale for these charges is to provide

expanded opportunity for

9

fisting develop

inStitutioriS

institutions to apply

for grants,

at the same time ensuring that a greater proputtion

of the .funding _

1 be used for the activities and objectives of

the developing institution.

The Administration proposed that applicants prepare a carprehensive
development plan as part of their application for Title III granta.'.This

is indeed a good idea, buL why would it require "very mall, one-year
grants" to develop-such a plan? A need for clarification of this aspect
of the long range plan is necessary.

Such institutional long range.plans.

the COalitionoelieves, Should be available now through-the 1202 Commdssions

that exist inmost of the states.
'should develop cloie co

ration

any event, the individual institutions
state officials in the development

their long range plans.
Duration of the Grants
The Ackninistraition proposed that grants he awarded: 1) for one to

and no alloWepp4pants to re-apply for grants; and 2) for a
larger

time grant for up to seven years; these applicants-may not re:".

:

apply for grants._

The Coalition believes this proposal is poorly oon

Unfortunately.

this propesal'resembiles the'forMer petteins of.:adhinistering funds through

recently revised AIM, and BIM structures.

The Coalition recontaan&

t applicants for Title III be allowed to compete for development grants
a lest than two years nor more than five,years, depending- on the
applicant's need.

Further, the applicant's situation must be re-evaluated

at the end of the. applicant's funding cycle to de
funding is warranted.

if additional

890disagrees i ith the proposal of prthibitthg instil

framreneoing kieir grants.

Renewal of A grant should rest on the

merits of each institution's proposal.

Finally, the Coalition supports

the requirement of institutions to specify measurable objectives

=hived each year in order to continue to receive funding.
Authorization level
The Administration proposed a bne--,:plarter billion dollar authorization

level for the Title III program.

The Coalition conditionally supports this

suggested authorization level.- While the Title III program has operated over
the past1.3 years, Hispanic participation has been limited.

Unless the

Administration's proposal is amended to specifically address that problem,
the Coalition--at this time--would be hard pressed to support it.

The

Coalition strongly reconrrda revising -the purpose as suggested earlier and
increasing to 40 pereent a set-aside for two year colleges.

Further, we

feel _that thenagest be a clarificatiMcn long range planning and a ievisiof the duration of grants.

We also recommend writing incentive language

in the challenge grants proposal to encourage institution's to attract

Hispanic students to graduate programs and professional schools.
g.Y

Title'III, as it i.s presently structured, Ilea not served the Hispanic

he most productive manner. We feel the-potential to serve
the needs of Hispanic and other needy populations resides n this pio4iaM.
However,'iniess and until major modifications are made,
will remain unmet.

he needs of Hispani

The issue of access, retention, professional development,

and institutional representation are vital to Hispanic populations.
, -

the moc'hanism of Title.III could-work to address our needs.

Indeed,

Given the

implementation of our suggested legislative changes, we are optimisitc

that the needs of the Hispanic °amenity will be better served.
On behalfoof the Hispanic Higher Education Coalition, I Wish
to thank you for this opportunity to provide our views on this important
topic.

I would be hal:ill:5,U respond to any questices'you may have.
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Senator FELL. Thank you.
Mr. Karson?

Mr. KARSON. I just want to sptak for a minute or two about the
program at the United Negro College Fund, and Dr. Butler lett was
important enough to bring to the attention of the committee I am

not speaking on the specific leg_ islation. but it g_ oes to the substance
of it.

It is the College Endowment Funding plan which was developed

by Dr. Frederick Patternson the founder of the United Negro

College Fund, about 5 or 6 years ago. He came to the life insurance
companies to, get their role as investors in this unique plan, and in
two or three sentences,1 can describe it
The College Endowment Funding plan is a unique endowmentWilding strategy which leverages private gifts to small colleges
with borrowed funds.
The combined sum is, invested in a combination of U.S. Govern-

ment bonds and high-grade corporate bonds, for a period of 25
years. During that period, the investment income is sufficient to

..

pay the interest on the borrowed fundp and to provide a significant
_amount of income to the college for current expenditures.

During the first 15 years, no payments are made to reduce the
loan, and surplus investment income is added to the -principal.
During the last 10 years of the plan; 10 percent of the loan is
retired each year.
This is said to -be, by the United Negro College Fund and black

institutions generally, an ingenious and unique . plan to provide
much-needed operating funds. It is a challenge grant kind of program, and it:isone that the 18 to 21 life insurance companies that
are investing in this-at loW interest rates see as a means of being of
great assistance to black institutions.'and we are very happy to be
involved in this program.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Mr. Lyons?

Mr. LYONS. Four brief points, Senator Pell. One,= let me just
comment briefly on the matter of quality. I know that those kinds
of concerns have been raised. I would say that.from my experience
in higher education in this country, higher institutions overall do a
very good job in the way of providing quality of higher education
services.

I think we can find instances ofless-than-adequate performance
in any area of endeavor in any organization, but I do not believe
that that should necessarily discredit the whole enterprise.
Second, the developing institutions have as their mission that of
service to low-income studenti, the downtrodden and the dispossessed.- In other words, these institutions have set as their mission
that of providing opportunity for access, attainment and productivity for a group of young people who, without these institutions,
may not.be in higher education at all, and many of whom might
very well be in the criminal justice system.

The equal opportunity function, we believe, Senator, is which
these institutions serve, is just as important to the country in the
final\ analysis as the function which the major research institutions

perform and which the land grant universities of this country
perform
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And finally, I would say to you, Mr. Chairman, that we would be
most happy to have visitations to some of these campuses on the
part of members of the committee or staff, to see firsthand what
the title III funds mean to these institutions. We think it would be
an enlightening experience to have a talk with some of the young
people on these campuses who are the real beneficiaries of the
funds which Congress provides.
.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, gentlemen, for your

testimony. I guess the question that concerns me, and I am sure,
some of my colleagues, is the effect on the youngster graduating
from an institution with a bachelors degree and still being in an
uncompetitive position with other recent graduates.
When that happens, that youngster becomes frustrated and disappointed. So I find myselfand I mentioned this in the previous
days testimonybelieving there should be a renewed emphasis on
the quality of education._

I am not sure that everybody should be a college -graduate
certainly, if they feel that is the key to a particular kind of job.
They should pursue it If they see being a college graduate means
enhancing their life, that is a different thing. But I think for a
young man or a young woman to get an A.B. and then_ feel, by
gosh, that the world will open up and they will be able to achieve
their aspirations is a disservice to ,them unless they are really
equipped to do it
Now we have two definitions here of developing institutions, and
this is what this discussion is all about. The present lei, reads that,

The institution is making a reasonable effort to improve the 5iality.of its teaching and administrative staffs and of its student services and is for financial or other
reasons, struggling for survival and isolated from the main currents of academic
life.

The new proposed language goes to the student body and defines
a developing institution as an institution the enrollment of which
includes- a substantial percentage of students from low income
families,, and the average expenditures of which are Iciw per fulltime equivalent student in comparison with the average expendi
tures of institutions that offer similar instructions.
So this is really what the essence of the argument is about, and
there are very good points on both. sides.'In both the House bill and
the administration bill, you can see that the definition of a developing institution is characterized really entirely by the student body
factors.

Now do you believe, if any of you care to respond to this ques
tion, that these factors are the real judge of what: is a developing
institution, or not?
Dr. BUTLER. I would like to respond to that, Senator Pell, because
the very uoe of the term, "qualitative improvement," poses prob,ms for Federal administrators, because they want to quantify

everything.
The term which constitutes -the first phrasinF of the strengthening developing institutions' legislation say_ s 'Institutions which

have the desire and the potential to make a substantial contribution to the higher education needs of the nation," and there is -a
trailing clause relating to the economic condition and the general
'condition within_ the communitythat is, "isolated from the main

--
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Currents of support." Now that trailing clause has peen moved up
to first point of attention, particularly because it has a negative
content.

The institution which educated me was founded in 1867 as an
integrated institution in the heart of the State of Alabama. It was
one of the finest liberal arts colleges in this Nation, and the proof
of it is the production and the performance of its graduates. That is
the only measure of the quality of an institution.

When -these quantitative factors began to be applied to that
institution and other institutions as developing institutions, a
whole new lexicon, or a whole new glossary, came-into the actual
administration of the program.
It seems to me that we do know what quality is in education. It

seems to me that we also know what it means to qualitatively
enhance the performance of an institution. If we were content to
use those measures, we would stop trying to quantify even the

programs. A program of faculty improvement cannot be quantified
in the way that they want measures to be que:ified. A program of
administrative improvement cannot be quantified in the way that
they are now requiring that quantification.

- While I am at it, if I do not have another opportunity, _this'
program was designed to enhance and strengthen the institutional
base. It is a credit to title III that while a large number, and too
large a number, of institutions have gone out of existence for
financial and other reasons, not a single institution which has
participated as a recipient and a beneficiary of the network of title
III operations has gone out of existence in, the past 14 years.
Now, there- are those who want to make this a contract program
on al-to-1 basis. Institutions require things which cannot be effec-

tively done on a 1 -to-1 basis, just as hospitals cannot have all
equipment on a 1-to-1 basis. There has to be among the small
institutions a pattern and a network of sharing. There is a network
which has been developed which we now call assisting agencies and
which was initially conceived to be a part of the cooperating agreement.

There is a measure of sustained relationship between the larg,
institutions and the smaller institutions in the utilization of expert:
sive equipment like computers and other kinds of equipment which
cannot be done on an institution-to-institution basis. There is con-

tinuing an exchange of students in sharing courses, where one

institution cannot offer a full range of courses. There are, between
institution and businesses cooperating relationships where students
share experiences in busihess entities and where faculty-members
Participate in research-centers.
Not until just about ..4 years ago was any rogarch center available to members of faculties of smaller institutions who could not be

in the choice group that went to Palo Alto or the Center for
Advanced Study or something of that sort, yet the need for that

kind of experience is as 'prevalent in the small college faculty as it

is' among the others. Title III has enabled small college faculty
people to participate in places like Argonne Laboratory and other
major centers, and bring that experience balk to the college center
and into the college curriculum.
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I do not:think that all of these other kinds of machinations and
particularly these factors which have now come to be reflective of
racial tensions, should fracture that arrangement which has been

so beneficial for the last 14 years to this Nation. It has enabled
these institutions to peform better for the benefit of the large
range of disadvantaged persons. Moreover, the final proof is that in

1964 and 1965, less than .3 million people were in the higher
education structure altogether. There were only 2,168 institutions.
Of the 2-year institutions, there were about 600, and 467 of them
were unaccredited. NoW we have in just a little over 10 years, an
increase of persons in higher education in institutions to 11 million. Even the minority population has tripled in higher education.
The institutions have moved from 2,000 to 3,000. The 2-year
institutions have moved from 600 to 1,200. The accreditation has
moved from some 20 percent to 80 percent, and this is basically

because of the way in which title III has been a catalyst to the
larger participation by other Federal agencies and entities in
higher education. It has even affected the performance of the land

grant program. I hope that you will take a look at the history of
the land grant program, which was initiated-in 1862, but which.,
separated in 1890 into a peculiar paradox that set aside 17 institution on a basis of low appropriation and with absolute State discre-

tion as to whether or not they would even participate in parts of
what became the eland grant appropriation. I hope that does not
happen to the title III institutions.
Senator FELL. In this regard, I think you said that your college
was founded-in 1867.
Dr. ALITLEtt. Yes.

Senator PELL. NoW, should a college founded in 1867 still be

defined as a developing institution? If it was going to flower,

shouldn't it have flowered in the last century?
Dr. BUTLER. Well, let me just say to you that we think, again, we

have some kind of concept of',a 'scale of up and down among

institutions as developing.
institutions which receive the -largest amount of support from the Federal government are the largest
institutions and the wealthiest institutions, not the smallest institutions.
The concept of developing was only an accident. The vyord,."developing"and I will tell you exactly how'It came about. Mr. Peter.
Muirhead, who was to become the Associate Commissioner for
Higher Education; Dr. Samuel Halperin, who was'the Legislative
Officer for the U: S. Office of Education, and I, were assigned the
responsibility of developing and framing this legislation in cooperation with. the Senate Committee and the House Committee.
The conversations at that time and the terminology at that time
was geared to be negative. They were talking about disadvantagedpeople, they were talking about underdeveloped countries. I said
that we are speaking of the higher education community of this
Nation. We are not just speaking to ourselves in this room, and we
are not just speaking to ourselves in this Nation. Whatever Langul& we use will be adopted by those who like us and-those who
do not like us, and at least we ought to have a positive term.
Insteati of saying "underdeveloped," we ought to talk about "devel-
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InAead of talking about "weak," we ought to be alking

about strengthening the strengths.
So we-started with the word 'developing
and potential."

5

and the words, "desire

Senator STAFFORD. Doctor, what year was that?

Dr: BUTLER. That was 1965. 1 have, incidentally, a copy of my

original testimony in February to the House committee, and
think it would be instructive just to reread that It is on record.
Senator FEU.. It will be put in the record at this point.

[The information referred to may be found in the files of the

subcommittee.]
Senator FELL. Dr. Rivera?
Dr. RIVERA. Senator, I think the history of,the program- certainly

has some-value. However, it is clear that the operation of th-e
program fhas been suspect for a number of years. Unfortunately,
there have not been opportunities to do something about changing
it, including a report that came out in 1977, which detailed that
indeed, there were no differences between the "developing instittftion",and what is regarded as a developed institution. I think that
really cuts at the heart of the matter.
The fact of the matter is there were several indicators that the
researchers tried to find out if there were differences. The study
indiCated that no 'differences, were found, with relation to money
spent per 'student, more library volumes, a higher proportion of
faculty with doctorate degrees, and I -could go on and on

I only make this point to illustrate that we know abont the

.

history of the prograrn. There are -questions about definition, and
that is what I would like to turn to now.
What was adopted in 1965 is outdated for 1979. And I. think it is
important for .people to realize that the Hispanic population in
1974, according to the U.S. census data, which is certainly very
suspect by many accounts, at that time the Hispanic population
-accounted for 6 percent of the total population, and it accounted
for 33 percent of the minority population. That was in 1974. The
reason I make this point is because there is a whole new t merging
minority population whose needs are going to have to be addressed;
and, I think this may be the appropriate legislation to start talking
about that question. Let us talk for a moment about'-guality education.

Hispanics do not have their own institutions, per se, as do blacks
and in some cases, American Indians. They have institutions that
are specifically directed for their purposes.
The Hispanic sector attend virtually all institutions in this countrycommunity colleges, technical schools, 4/ear colleges, excellent universities, public and .private. For these reasons, we feel that
the terminology and, the language that is used currently, "substantial proportion,"' we think it would be much more correct to indicate, "students who come from environments in which the dominant language is a language other than English."
We would like -very much_ to see this language as part of the
purpose of the definition for developing institutions.
Second, we see that it is going to become increasingly-Tn .-portant

for people to justify, in quantitative terms, what they are indeed
doing. That is how many students are being educatednot only
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how many numbers of low-income students re being admitted in
these institutions, but retained and graduate. There seems very
littl6 justification today to think that administrators in higher
education -.can operate as they have in the past where maybe some
of these things were not put in quantitative terms.
I would like to speak quickly, to the college endowment situation.
I perceive that what the administration was initially thinking
about in the challenge grant was an opportunity to incorporate
some type of comparability for the college endowment fund. 'Phis
concept is not stated
those terms. And while that may have

some merit, it should be reexamined in that light.
It would seem to--me in the challenge grant, that the longer an

institution stays in the developing institution program, that the
institution should be making, in my estimation, a more sizeable
contribution. The contribution of the Federal Government would

decrease by a likely amount. It seems that the initial, up-front type
gran& should be larger,
mhat the grants would decrease over a
period of time in order to provide the institutions to develop some
abilities to be self-sustaining.
Senator PE L. Thank you.
Senator Stafford?
Senator STAFFORD. I am addressing this question to both Dr.
Butler and Dr. Law. As a result of the language in the House bill,
as I understand it, that language provides in effect-for a phasing

out of institutions from the program that have been in the pro-

gram a long period of time since it appears to provide that institutions which have been in the program for a number of years must
now apply for a terminal grant. I wonder if you would care to react
to the House bill in that respect.
Dr. BUTLER. I think both of us would like to respond to that
Senator STAFFORD. I would appreciate it if you both did.

Dr. LAW. Yes. I think first of all we need to look back at the
history of the -funding pattern that only in recent years shifted

from a single year mode of funding to multiyear funding, And the
multiyear funding strategy, in our estimation, has been: one of the
best things that has ever happened in terms of the amendments to
this particular piece of legislation
It has given us an opportunity over a long-range period of time
to build something that is sustaining within these institutions and
.

to have some critical impact on the behavior pattern and really
strengthen what was the intent of the original legislation.
And the reason why we support the two the short range and
also the Jong-range situations, is because of the fact that it does
give us-an opportunity to build in scrnething and institutionalize
whatever institutional changes were meant to be at the beginning.

I- think the real crux of the matter is that we would like to
assure, however,that it be done on an institutional basis rather

than across the board, because of the fact that there are differences
or deviations between institutions, to have these kinds of options,
but to get into either one of these particular modes_
Senator_ STAFFORD. Thank yu.

Dr. Butler?
Dr. BUTLER. I would just like also to draw another parallel. This

ie an institutional support program Unfortunately, a lot of people
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have got this concept mixed up. Title IV provides for the range of
student assistance considerations; title II, the library considerations; title I, the school community considerations. But this particular title has as a precedent legislation like the Land Grant Act,
and similar acts such as the organization of the National Science
Foundation which had a research interest and which is institutionally connected. And I think we ought not to mix these two things.
But with respect to termination, every grant which requires an
institution to achieve a higher level of performance also asks that

institution to accept a higher level of fixed obligation, and the

support for that higher level of obligation has to come from someplace; Whether you are in business or industry or any place else,
when you take on a larger obligation, it is going to cost more to
carry it out

I saw that clearly when I, took on the. administration of: an

institution. A foundation had given that institution a grant which
escalated its obligation and required it to escalate its obligation
further, and then it terminated. Now that institution had not had
a budget deficit for 30 years. When I came in I predicted the year
in which it would have its first deficit, k something were not done
about it.
There has been something highly unrealistic about the .assumption that these institutions with the :'r all proportionate amount

that is represented in the title III appropriation, could suddenly
escalate into self sufficiency when the private foundations were
operating tri the same way that the Government was operating,
with respect to saying that they were only providing chaliengi
grants. They, too, provided notgeneral- support grants; and they
expected the institutions somehow to bounce between the Federal
Government and the-private sector.
Now it is myrbelief that again, were it not for the overwhelming

burden of this program with the concept of group and race and
these kinds of tensions, the idea of terminating just to get a group
of institutions out would not be entertained.. It did not prevail for

the Land Grant Act. The Land Grant Act has been on the books for
over 125 years. Nobody has ever talked about an institution, being

granted, and therefore should be,out of the land grant support
structure.
The public institutions have been supported ever. since they have
been initiated, both by Federal and State support. Now, title III is
simply a supplemental program. It is not a basic support program.
It supplements the- arrangements that already obligate the institu
tions to a Comniitnft.nt of expenditure. It seems to me that the idea
of terminating is, wrong. The idea of review for accountability is
wholly honorable and responsible. But the idea that an institution

which performs well and -takes on the larger obligation to the
targeted population and
the service of the Govern
should
have as its reward termillIrtion is a kind of contradictim that we
ought not to entertain.

enator STAFFORD. I thank you both very much...

Dr. RivEak Senator Stafford, may I respond please.

Senator STAFFORD. Certain?),

Dr. RIVERA. I have a vies' that I think is not popular, pertaining
to this aspect of funding institutions of higher learning.

fi
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I thic,is that higher education institutions as 1 am t.,re I need
not t'elranyone hereare undergoing a severe financial type crisis.
The crisis is caused by the diverse student population, the shifting
enrollments, and the different types of students these colleges and
universities are serving.
I do, however, feel that maybe some institutions should not continue. I think that opinion has to be expressed, because, with the
change in demographics, with the preparation of various types of
professional people, and high energy costs, it may he questionable
whether or not higher education is providing a servize, as some of
these institutions claim. Now I raise that only as a global concern.
Let me be very specific about title III and about the duration of the
grant as it is suggested here.

The coalition feel that although the administration has called for
termination of the grant after 7 years, the coalition does not sup:

port that position. We feel that it is .a matter that should be

handled in the most delicate fashion by people who administer this
program. Further, we feel it should be done on an= institution-by
institution basis, to determine what the needs of that institution
happen to be Thus, we feel that it would be a much more judicious
and possibly, even a more humane way to deal with the funding
question.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Dr Law?

Dr. LAW, Yes. I would just like to back-up and comment briefly

on the definition, with reference to the new definition, the new

language. Somehow, the previous language was eroded perhaps by
the general notion that so many things could be suflported by the
title III funds, and therefore, the reason, why NAFE0 feels so

strongly about the new language, the definitive language, is that
when you tie it in with low-income status of a stUdent and a need-

based piece of legislation, then it has nothing to do with that
ethnic identity, because we know in the main where most of the
low income and the need is and if that is what we have been
serving, then you get out of that mode of the numbers game and
leaning heavily on ethnic identity.
That is the reason why we do not support the set-aside based on

racial identity. It seems to us that from all indications again, as
Senator. Stafford was talking about the phaseout, it is not to be

expected that some institutions can overnight, and in a period of 4
or o years, make up for all the deprivation that has been our plight
over the many, many year and do a complete turnaround with a
small increment of dollars.
Sometimes, dollars just will not do it, and it takes a long, sus-

taining kind' of thing. So I would hope that particular provision
would be reviewed very strongly in terms of rather than saying

that after you have been in it for 5 years, you should have reached
the point where you are a Harvard, Cornell, or some other institu

tion; it should be viewed basically on individual justification of
need at any point in time.
Dr. FtivERA. Mr. Chairman, the premise upon which Dr. Law is
objecting to a set-side, I find very suspect, especially as it pertains
to the Hispanic population. We .know that over 50 percent of our

'-
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pulation start in the community colleges. The kind of set -aside
are asking for is 40 percent. The set-aside the, administration`
OalleZ for was 24 percent. That seems hardly adequate. This cur
year, the number of title III applications coming &Om commu, fifty colleges' was 50 percent. Yet, they are only allowed under theaUrrent law to compete for 24 percent of the funds. That seems
rather inconsistent. . Further the foot that the community colleges

seem to be doing as good a job and possibly better than other

hi her education institutions in servicing the low income students,
minority student groups, and returning adult students:
Hater PELL. I ain going to have toall right, Dr. LaW.
Dr._LAW: Senator, one brief comment with regard to the title.
:17 And nerhapt that is a matter that has created ,as much problem for
us' as anything else.'
Dr Butrer knows, I guess, better than anybody at this table; the
history of this legislation and how)the title was arrived at And I
suspect-that the title that was arrived at, "developing institutions,"
was.a compromise and did not really satisfy anybody totally.
But the point I want to make is this. =It seems to me that what

we are talking about in the association which I represent is that
here is a segment of society that it seems to me that the govern-

rnent of the "United States has established a policy with regard to,
and that is a Policy of support to a grou of institutionskthat are
doing a lob that is in the national interes , just as the billions of
dollarg that are assisting our major
institutions are doing
a job in the national interest, and the same 'th regard to the land
giant institutions.
It seems to me that this is a job that is goin to continue as long
as me,are- a nation, because the poor, the ispossessed and the
disadVantaged are going to always be with us. And any group of
institutions that set out as their mission and their responsibility
that of rendering services to the young people in this segment of
society, it seems to me deserves the support of our government.
Senator FELL. I guess the problem that concerns me here is=I
could not agree more that .the black, the poor blacks, -'who have
been in a terribly disadvantaged situation for many,' many years,
:need help in getting into the mainstream of American life, Hispan
fcs have that n'eed, too. We are one country with one language,
general, and equal competition, and opportunities as a goal.

And:I think it is a frustration for a youngster who finishes

college -to end up as'a truckdriver, and feel very upset that that is
as far as he can go because he feels that that degree should have
_given, him more advantages in the-competitive marketplace. This is
what worries, mt.

I also think that the -name, "developing institution" is perhaps
the wrong name It should be "disedvantaged institution," because

An institution that -has been going since 1867 is obviously not

developing. It is disadvantaged and needs help, and there, I Avould
agree with you.
..BUTLER. Senator, ,I beg to disagree with you, and 'I do not
n to be impolite. But we.
transform every positive
opportunity into a negative construct. We talk about people who
are receiving aid to families of dependent children. .I have worked
'-' with Mose groups of peopled When I earned a doctorate in philos-
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ophy my first job was in the juvenile court. I could not even
qualify as "'a probation officer, because I was too educationally
qualified for, it.

But I worked with people who were negatively treated because
they were negatively defined. And so negatively were they treated
that young ladies, children, who had grown up with aspiration for
education, found that their parents were unable to use AFDC funds
to assist_ them in their education; found that their families could
not, stay together as husband and wife because of the operation of
welfare agency structures.
Now, it would be a terrible thing to I see tensions here between
blacks and Hispamics. The Indians ought to be here. The Native
;Americans ought to be here; because the first consideration, that
was written into this language, even at the Wingspread Conference.

before it came into legislation included Indians and. Hispanics:r
President Johnson's brother-in-law was a representative.of the Hispanics and Indians at that time, and he saw to it that_the consideration about the Hispanics and Indians fit into the framework of all

the considerations. The Puerto Ricans, the Native Americans, it

was all written into the language that is in the history of this
legislation. The problem is, that there was not an institutional base
for Indians and Hispanics, and that is where the problem is with

respect to the Hispanics. At that time, and even now, there are

only &three Hispanic administrators of institutions of higher educa-

fought that battle 10 years ago, because it is absurd that

that many persons of Hispanic 'classification because Hispanic is
not a race, but is a language classification that we have come to It
contains all colors of people. Many of -whom are out of the institutional structure of higher education.
Last weekend I was in a Meeting for two days. It was supposed to
be a meeting to try and get closer cooperation 'between Hispanics'
.

.

and Black's. There is an intensive effort in that regard. I looked
around that room, and, saw there were people who in this room

be classified as;,vhite. The Hispanics are Classified as brown.

The light skinned blacks are classified as black. I had to bring to
their attention,,that the darkest person in that room was Hispanic;
the lightest person in skin color was black; and everyCaucasian in
that room was some shade of brown.

Now interestingly enough, the person that the Hispanics think
is the most powerful black in the t--Nation is of Cuban parentage.,
The founders of the NAACP were black French surname blacks,
Jewish, Puerto Rican. As a matter of fact, the largest black coiledtion, at least, the, oldest black collection in the United Stated', the
Shomburg- collection, is that of a Puerto Rican. The most honored
composer for whom there is an annual Puerto Rican festival, the
Gottschalk Festival, in Puerto Rico, as a classical composer is a
black Anierican from NewlOrleans whose name was Jean Moreau
Gottschalk.

Now there are things like this I remember that the first time
that I actually had to live as a segregated person in higher educa-tion was not on my integrated campus as Talladega, but, at the
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. And I have had any own
Spanish-speaking friendsthe dean of my college was married to a
Mexican American, a very beautiful. woman, who had beautiful

children. Their son found the situation in Ann Arbor intolerable,
so he just began to speak Spanish, and he is now a member of the
Spanish community.
Now, somewhere in all of this absurdity, we must find a resolu-

tion. It seems to me that the spirit which brought forth the legisla-tion in 1965 and those years was committed to this resolution. The

whole fabric of the: Higher Education Act and the Elementary
Education Act had that same riattern. Title I- of each of the acts
committed education to an address to the community. In the case
of the elementary system, it committed the secondary 'systems to

Cominunity performance. In the case of the Higher Education Act,
. it coirunitted the higher education community, to community per`- formance, and then went down the other series.
The student efforts were intended to outreach. I can tell you that
the Upward Bound program, the pilot program, just as the pilot
program for this endowment program, was created by the initiative
of a group of blacks who gathered at the.Moton Conference Center
and who put a proposal in to the Office of Education which the
ofrigg-of Education did not honor. We took the proposal out and
put
into the new Office of Economic Opportunity (0E0). I
watched the call to 40 institutions. They called not a single black
institution. Five black institutions brought the, original design
0E0 got 12 takers among the other institutions and 'the UpWard
Bound program was started with 17 ins
the 5 black insti.tutions and the 12 takers.
If you look at the funding pattern
the Up and Bound program, now there is a problem of wheth r black stitutions will
even qualify to participa.e in terms of th fun
appropriation.
I brought the design, which is called the h
education HEOC,
and also the talent. search concept These e-came out of my .knowledge of the operation and the effort of the National Scholarship
rvice and Ftind for Negro Students (NSSFNS) and of the National Merit Scholarship Corp. with the support of the -Ford Foundation, to establish the national achievement program.
Now in 15 years of the operation of the national achievement
program, over 40,000 talentedproven by testyoung people lave
qualified, but less than 4,000 of them have been supported. And it
is very strange that these young people have not even been able to
yalify for BEOG's and all of that -kind of thing. There is some`thing
ing wrong in all of this mix.

Last year they got the national achievement group down to
4,000 finalist's, but they only had 585 grants. So they made 3,000
young people feel that they were not eligible. We will not say, and
we cannot say we did not have more than 585 grants. All of you
are eligible, but it is just that the grant amount provides that only

'585 shall receive.
It is the same with this groiip of developing institutions and this

network which we call the developing institutions network. The
,appropriation did not permit' adequate response to the institutions.
Only $5 million was appropriated in 1965. One organization, the
Council for the Advancement of Small Colleges,. representing '102

,white .collegesthere was one black college in the grouphad a
legitimate proposal for the entire $5 million. The contest and the
attention that you now see between blacks and Hispanics was

between, the .small white colleges and the black colleges in 1965:

We resolved that because the Council for the Advancement of

Small Colleges has been elevated in its capability to serve, and ,the
colleges themselves have been unproved by the program. And I
think we can resolve this particular tension.
But the problem here is that the Hispanics, as Mr. Rivera just
said; do not hay& an institutional base. The native Americans do,4
not have an institutional base. And incidentally, the first college'
that was founded , Carlisle College for the education of Indiansr
was founded by a Hampton Institute faculty member: The
teaching responsibility at Hampton Institute by, both Booker T.
Washington and Robert R. Moton was to the Indian students at
Hampton because they could not go to any other college.

So I think that in much of this, we will have to, as a national

obligation, diminish these tensionth
Senator FELL. I appreciate this, and it is a very strong statement,

but we 'are getting way, way behind. We have more witnessesgo
..ahead, Dr. Law.
Dr. LAW. Senator, pardon me, but I just wanted a half a minute
to sort of dispel a notion that I think is beginning to prevail in this
Nation.. As a university president, of a traditionally black institutkm; almost everyday we have to defend whether or not we shoUld

continue, and the backlog of it, I think, is the basis of quality.
And the notion has been that anything that is black has to be
less than excellent, and good quality.

Senator FELL. Aboslutely not Howard University is superb, I

think.
Dr. LAW. And it seems to me that somehow, we are going to have

to dispel that notion, because as I indicated here in the testimony
and over and over again throughout this country, that case after -,
case, the black leaders of this Nation over the years, come from,
and in Many, many years to come, are going to have to come from
the predominantly black institutions and they are quality leaders.
Now, we know that in any institution, you will have people who
are not -going to be able to function after they go 'through that
exercise. But I think it is a faulty notion .thatkI think we need to
begin, to address and get away from.

Senator PELL. Thank you. J. Must draw this panel to a close I
ally supplemental statements that you would
thank you all.

like to make, they will be welcome and will be inserted in the
record.

I thank you.,I detect the seeds of as Dr. Butler pointed out some
friction, and I hope, that in the future, we can try to resolve it. At
any rate, we will do our best. Thank you very much, gentlemen
Our next 'panel is also on developing institutions. Sister Mary
Co ltas, preSident of LaRoche College in Pittsburgh; Dr. Donald
Cannon, executive director of Northern Plains Consortium for Education, Jamestown, N. Dak.; Dr. Henry Monroe, executive director
of New Hampshire College and University Council, Durham; N.H.;
and the Rev. Francis Breidenbach, president of Ladycliff College,
Hi hland Falls, N.Y.
enator Schweiker would like to be here, but ,he is at an_
committee, and he asked me to personally welcome you Sister
Coultas, and present his apologies.
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STATEMENT OF SISTER: MARY:.JOAN COULTAS, PRESIDENT, LA
DONALD T CANNON,
'' i.ROCHE COLLEGE, PITTSBURG1L-PA.;

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. NORTHERN PLAINS CONSORTIUM
HEI4RY moNgoE,
FOWEDUCATION, 'JAMESTOWN, N. DAK.;
EXECIPIIVS DIRECTOR, 441E* HASTSHIRE COLLEGE AND UNL
'VEBSITY' COUNCIL, DURHAlil; N.H., AND :-.THE REVERED
t= FRANCIS ..1; BREIDENBACH, PRESIDENT., LADYCLIFF
LEGE, HIGHLAND FALLS, N.Y., A -PANEL
.Sister COULTAS. Thank you, Senator.

It -is a pleasure for Ine. to be here this morning before the corn
ittee,amil8efore your staff mernbers.
st of all, I sat .through the last testimony, and. I will try not, to
petitive "of: that- testimony, but I-really think Dr. Butler gave
g ,us an excellent background on the history of title III legislation;,,,,km,
and I concur to a great extent with most of his testimony
;-- I am here in behalf of the Pennsylvania Association of Colleges
and :Universities, :and I also represent that marvelous town .which

contains the Pittsburgh Piratesand they are doing quite well
back home right now.

.

I think .that the 'initial purpose and definition of legigation for
title III was very appropriate, and if you will just, give.:,ine
?-moment, I think I can demonstrate very adequately that ,the insti- tutiOn that I also repreient is a developing institution. First of all,
IS charter onljkiao back to about 1963. ,Our Middle States adcredi
tation..was vary recent. But if take thename of my institution
mid,just put it ina series, I think yon-will see what I mean. If I say.
Yale, Harvard; Princeton, LaRoche, Vassar, and, with deference to
the Chair, Brown, I think you can easily see that LaRoche College
the one institution that stands out by your lack of information
irk that institution-. So we are out of the ma- instream'of higher
education.

Seriatnr.PELL.

did not go to Brown, but am a trustee emeritus,

'Ikand,very glad to be a trustee arneritus. Thank you.!-;- ;Sister COULTAS. I do believe that we fit into.that definition of .
;-'-,_institution that is attenipting.to move' from the backwaters into
mainstream and also attempting to offer a quality -program.-

I think there are many institutions in, the, Commonwealth of
:'.Pennsylvania that are very, similar to the college that I.represent
qf not by their ne*nesq, at least b their intent and purpodes, and
by -perhaps not being -.totally in
ttion

e mainstream of higher -educe--

While. I think the initial inte t of the Congress was a very
the issuesworthLorie, I thinkand I agree pith Dr.

en essentially -'clouded since -1965 , and I think there are
three problems that haunt -this- legislation: One, is the whole .at1:tempt to define. "eligibility." Second, is.-the whole business of setting, up some type of evaluative measures and Criteria' to determine
hat an institution` receiving Federal funding as a developing insti7
tutibn is indeed progressing into that mainstream in higher educehave

'Finally I think that there have also been some problems with
ipeCial iriterest groups in this. bill, and- Dr. .Butler has already

addressed that- issue, so I. concur with him. Indidentally., I had not
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Met- this gentleman before, so it was really interesting for me to
hear that testimony.
I would 'make a recommendation that we look at eligibility criteria that are relatively simple,. to administer, we concentrate on .,
information that is already contained in every HEGIS report that
goes in to the Federal Government each year from our institutions, .
and that we concentrate on basically three areas. If we are inter-,
ested in serving disadvantaged stUdentsand I certainly am -one`
of the 10 objectives of the institution that I represent is exactly
that, to serve disadvantaged students who come out of .both an
economically and an educationally disadvantaged baCkground, if
we are really interested.in doing that, I think we can find, them by
looking at the total Federal aid package that isgiven to the institution for these students.

nc enta y,

wou

e to say t at Mink it is important that

we concentrate -both on strengthening institutions and providing
financial aid to students. If we do' not do both of these, we do a
disservice, because we may have students who are attending institutions that are not as strong in terms of a quality product.'
I would also recommend that we look at both academic expanditures, as reported in the HEGIS code, and also academic supPertor
expenditures. The aeademic expenditures give a good deal of information concerning the capability of an institution to, really provide
quality education. The support services expenditures supply us
with information concerning the total service to students. So those"
are three recommendations that-I make.
I then make a reCommendation for evaluatipn and accountability
measures to be established, andi think some of this can be-written
into the legislation, and some of it can be placed in the regulations.
There should be a yearly evaluation which demonstrates progreSs
on the part of institutions in a series of areas which hhave given in
my testimonY, l think that there is a way to demonstrate faculty,

progress, to demonstrate that the library is a better library, to
demonstrate the ability to provide better career services, which,
Senatdr Pell,- addresses itself to that whole question of placement

of students.

.

We are receiving this year $83,000 of Federal fun& in.my instil
tution, and-1 hope. to come out of that year w4h a much better
placement service for our students established within the college' as
a result of some of this seed money, as well as -career- education,
which is part of the mission of my college, along with the liberal
learning eiqmeht.
I would also make a case for dropping the mandatory nature of
cooperating agencies. I think sometimes; institutions can do the job
by themselves. I think at other times, they may need help from the
larger universities, but I think that should be discretionary arid'not,
mandatory.And, finally, I would like to make, a case for the consortium

arrangement. I think along with the bilateral grant, there are,:

several very
vy finej consortial-arrangements operating I would point

particularly tp the one to which we have belonged-the small college
consortium.. I can demonstrate and have demonstrated in the testimody th benefits of that type.of -funding, a small amount going a

Iong wa toour institution,

,
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ti

would also like to put in the record this morning two letters,
them directed to the House legislation on this Matter, from

'-",the'National,,Associatibn of Independent Colleges, and Univereities,
i40eome-tif
which are in\the State otPennsylvania and they have
,

,

:conciiirea With the testimony that I am making, and the second
m the . Council for the Advancement of Small Colleges, also
presenting a large,number of institutions.
Thank you.
[The -pi epared statement of Sister Coultas follows]

TESTIVONy,ON

TITLE- III OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 196
BTREItTHENING DEVELOP/NG INSTITUTIONS

PREPARED
FOR
.3
THE

"

SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION,

'ARTS*AND THE HUMANITIES

Presented by.

Mary Joan Coultas, President
Roche College, PittsbUrgh, PA.
Representing

ylsenis Association of Calegee nd Universtt
Octnber 5, 1979

ster,Mary John Coultas, President sf Ls Roche
liege, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

_Aoday to tea

I em`plessed to be here,

in behalf of-the 116'COilegee and Universities

in threPannayivanisAstpciation of Colleges and Universities
(PACU).

I have'been asked by Jame A. ReaM, 6cecutive Director

of PACU, to address this testmony'specifically to.Title-III,,
trengthsning Developing institutions.

As prelude to this

monyand-in the Spring of.this year PACU Committees work*,
on briefswhich recommended changes in,the HigherEd6cation/Act
tr,

of:.1965.

The Committee on'Titlee II, III and VI had the foilo6-

in° membetship:
Ftencia J. Michelini, President,
Commiesion,forIndepbndent Golleges 8 Un ve

ea

Sister.Mary Joan Coultas, President
La Roche. College

Jim

\

Librarian

Merywood College":
.T.

Frank Helms, Director of,Library Science
1112st Chester State College

Edwin Adkins, Associate Vice President for Research
Programs fl Developmen
Temple University
Thoase J. Galvin, Dean of Graduate 'Schtiol of
Library and /Information Sciences

University of Pittsburgh.
Douglas F. Libby, Jr., President
Delaware County. CommUnity/Cclloge
Sistey Margaret Huber, Director of Planning
Le Roche College.

'

fitiOstommendations from this brief (Appendix A) form the basis

Tormost of my remarks here today.

The Council far the Advance-

mentLof Smell_Colleges_arid_Thu.-National-Association-of

4 ,

Independent Colledes have also offered radvice end
conoart with thi,s testimbny.

Other recommendetions'are drawn

fram some fifteen years of-gxperience in higher education as

sAsycholodist, Dean--.of Students, Consultant stn Developing

Institutions and finally as President of a email but growing

independent coed college (enrollment 1300) in the North Hills
of Pittsburgh, which has benefited from Title III funds a

part of the Small CollegtConsortium for tpe4Inatfebr years.
jhia,yeer enp,ae a third,, and I might add final try on the
part or the College we obtained a full Title III Grant- -one

yeeen funding in'the amount of $83,000.

With this brief

introduction I shall proceed with my remarks and recommendations.

I.

The _Case for Title IIIi ,Aid to Developing

Institution's

In 1972 and as a part of the work of the Carnegie

Cemmiaeion, Alexander Astin'endAaly#1100epublished'aolume
of research findings entitled The Invisible College.

TheY,

covered in their research some very salient recta abeut,e
atively large lroup of four year undergraduate institutions

which were identified as thoae having miller enrollments, a
'relatively open admissions process (end therefore loW gam-,
tivity) and relatively low affluence (se measured by aow endow-.

meets and lbw E end6 expenditurep per student).

The reeearchers,,

,N

lea discovered thbt'thesa criteria were also the bestmeasuree

of "obscurity" which seemed to be the major problem
of_these-_
institutions. .BeCeuse the invisible college
a

_

private, it gate,

Because it

limited support-frem the state.

a unknoWn and

lacking in technical Onphisticatiop it suffe-a in the compe,

titian for federal grants.. Because its financial xgeoUrceb
ere. Minimal it cannot make attractive offers to studer4

needing financial help. Because the invisible college is:often,
ChUrchrelated.in en increasingly secular society it rrbet-

APPle With the Oestion of reteiningaffilistion;or severing
r
more
These are problems
the bonds with the parent church.
,

.

--.

Mite higher educational inatitutionn-never encounter dr if,they
do the encounterie Minimal and with the built-in support systems._

to "ride outthe atom." namely strong endowments, powerful
,

alumni, and sufficient levels of managerial and administrative
expertise.

The logical question in
point has

he mind of the reader at thin

"Why bother soving these collagJien," "Why bother

.investing insources in 'colleges which era

his vulnerable?"

"Does American higher education need these institutions?"
pio

1972 Actin answered this question by demonetrating that the 500
gee studied provide n valuable undergraduste,edUcational

experience for alergo number of aiudants who would not survive

in the greet educationel,factoriee, Lnthe large impersonal
- 'masses of the universities nor can they afford nor even feel.:

hie point in their young lives in the,elitint

halls of the IvyLeague.' Students in,these collages ere by and
large'tha eons antiLdauglItera_of-the-workilig=clasal-manv-Dr-them777-''
1

Aetin, Alexander W..and Lee, Calvin B., T.; jhq Inviable
Eighth of n Series of,Profilei Sponsored by The:Carnegie:
Commission on HigharEdOcation.
Colkagg.

ave strong ethnic ties;..meny of them are black or women or
chicanes; many of them are first degree earners in -their
familien.

z1

n othit words, as those out of the Mainstream.

they match,

a greater or leaser extent, the callegeewhich'

have chosen.
represent,

In thil_ate of Pennsylvania

which I

Large number. are the eons and daughters of steel
_

in Pittsburgh, or miners and foundry workers In north-'
western'Pennsylvinia- or migrant workers irrErie..

They represent

-'some of the finest human "raw Materiel" in the fabric of
American life.

I believe that they have a right to a rich

higher educational experience.

But Oleve also found that vary.

'often they need a warm, accepting, nurturing environment in
their earlier years in higher education.

I believe-that they

need'at least the right-of access to.callegea which will provide

them with more pareealizea and individualized experiences, which
will accept -them ea they pro, with whatever educational deficien
cies'which they may poesaos and "stretch them"-- intellectually,
developMentelly,
in four years.

reanelly--as far as they can be "stretched"

I believe, inzother warde, thatthe'diverpityin

higher education can only be.tOreserved by keeping alive and

-vibrant all of the educational options that exist in. this rich
country, the Community Colleges, the.large university. system,
,

-

the more. elite colleges and universities and perticUlariy the

Wall invisible collelge_whoaare,1-would-addr-the-thirdwOreaa-./
citizens in our society, even though Aati,n hen clearly demOhl
atrated that these colleges are doing a very, fine job wi
very_ limited resources

providing a holistic educat ion,
_,

.

/

,peraonalized learning andthe development of'pre-profese onal
_

and technital-skillal:Apeded for upward,mbdility in, our society,
e

How:does

fit: into all ofthis7

Since the

lInSaage of legislation in 1966 providing aid to developing

inktitutiona, Title III fundalhaye bean instrumental in
ngthening the Community'4ollage system, the Black Callegea
and other Colleges addreasing themaelves.to the educationally

and OcdnoMi.callvdistdvantaged. I believe that.thia typtof
ending is essential to the maintenance of's:strong diverse

Itserves no purpose to pour large sumo of money into

.aVatUrni

student financial aid, if the Colleges Carving the higher
numbers of-students eligible, for financial aid packages. are not_

'tonEurrently being strengthened.

While the intent of the

Congraoa regarding Title Illjam en admirable one and while I
eve that the minims allocated over the past ten to fifteen
years have IMpacted on those Institutions which were

and in

'many cages still are,"struggling for survival "' and hitalated
-.;

from the main currants of academic life," my purpoae in
tpatifying here today is to offer'buggeat one for.stronger

and Weal:IN-more-equitable legislatiOn in this area.
-

-

Recommendations for,the Improvement of Title III
tioh
...The7Pennaylvania_Aaso:
,

on-0

Coll

a-and-WhiVeretties -..

'(PAM) represents 116 Private and-Public regianally accredited

uriveraitida in the CoMmonWeUlther-Pennaylvania-virtually all of the.htgher educational institutions in. the
1361-Ineylvapia also contains its "ftir share

invisible
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alleges.

Ihe.PACD elan epeeke jith "one voice" to the

auea confronting higher education.

The initial committee

Which I chaired to examine and make recommendations regard%

inciTitle III contained representation from all segments of
the higher educational community in the Commonwealth.

We

were vitally ewaie that in FY '7980 actual allocations for
Title III totalled $120,000,000; yet Pennsylvania Colleges
received only 41,061,000 of that total.

The email and dis-

proportionste.share of Title III funds allocated to the State
Pennsylvania is directly related to two problems which have
-haunted,this legislation mince 1965, namely:
.A.

The problem of definition of

a

,udeveloping institution";
8.

The rnlated"problem of eligibility
for funding under Title III.

A.

Theoretics]. Definition

The Committee had no:prOblem with the theoretics'
definition-of a developing institution as one that has "the
entre and potential- to make a substantial. LJntricwtish to

the higher education resources of the nation" and that is
struggling for survival and isolated from the main currents
of academic life."

The reel problem is in translating this

__definition into operational language or the question of
ibility.
0.

Recommendations for Eli lb

In general, the FA(U Committee to review Tit"-

recommends that the method of establishing el6ibility for
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funding under the Title be egOolized and that'instttut one
be required to undergo an evaluation before continued funding is essurad.

Specifibally, it is recommended that

fo(lowirg additional criteria be included with the two
presently contained in Section 301 in the Oill
Academic expenditures per FTE as
reported in HEGI5;
2.

Aqademic support expenditures per
FTE as reported in HEGIS.

Participation in ALL campus-based
federal student aid programs, as

well as BEM's, for determining
"low income" students in SEC. 301
(b) (2).

The rationale for the at.Ji/e recommendations is as Follows:
1.

Use of the REGIS code as the base for
informOtion places nth additional burden
on the Title III staff,, nor does it over-

tax the already overtaxed administration
and staff in n developing institution.

Academic support expenditures per:FIE
is one of trie bent indiuse of whet an

educational institution is capable of

doik for its students and also provides

a purtal indictor rederding the extent
of help 'needed and over what period off
time.

Total campus -based federal student aid'

is a better Sndex of the extent to which
er:-'1,4titUtion is providing access and

education to the low income student,
rather than limitlItion of the formula

to include only BEM's.

C.

Recommends

ns fo! Evaluation

Given some of the problems with Title III legislation
over the past fifteen years and as an attempt to create greeter
accountability and to insure that ongoing funding is being
provided to the moat'deseaving colleges it is recommended that'
1.

A yearly evaluation requirement be built
into the currrnt revised legislation, 'and

teat the criteria for this evaluation be
established by the Secretary of Education.

The Committee suggesthatdemonstrable progress in
some of the following areas might be required: 'D.

Enrollment petterns,in'line with
institutional projections;,

b.

An increase in faculty qualifications
and faculty salaries;

c.

Incremental increases in the size end
quality of library collections where
the collection has been below ALA
standards;

d.

Improvements in student retention;.

e.

Improvements in or maintenance of
A good management system;

f.

An audited statement for the prior
fiscal year demonstrating- that the

fiscal operation is sound; or, at
the very minimum, a sound operational

plan to move the college into a sound
fiscal position during the Five yearn
c.

following the current fisoul year;
g.

Demonstrable movement toward achieving
the objectives set Forth In the Title III
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'proposal during the period of current

,

Funding;

Incremental increases in th6 Endowment
or quasi-endowment fund of the college
or, in the First year pF funding, an
operational plan to increase endowment.
A workable institutional combination of some of the above
criteria would.gradually insure that colleges would move out
OF the developing institution classification and gradually
into the mainstream of higher education.

It would further

insure that tax 'dollars are being well spent.

In order that

the process of setting final criteria is done in an equitable
manner and with consultation with Title III colleges, I have
-a corollary recommendation as follows:

That a Board of Overseers be established, similar to
a Hoard of Trustees or to the Advisory Board of one Title III
Consortium of which I have been a member.

This group would' be

composed of one member of each of the higher education constituencies served by Title III (e.g., Community Colleges, Bleak
College., Women's Colleges, Church-related Colleges, etc.)_
They would have as part of their responsibility to monitor-the
equity with which the grant Is tieing administered ancrto oversee the evaluative process for Title III colleges.

Recommended Authorization

D.

The recommendation of the Committee regarding levels of
funding is based upon two principles:

The tremendous need of a large number

1.
.

of developing institutions For funding
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at levele.unich will, truly impact

on the educational service 'each
they provide.
2.

The tremendous
impact of inflation
0
/

,

an these already beleaguered and
struggling colleges.
It is, therefore, recommended that $200,000,000 be
appropriated in Section 301 (b) (1),for fiscal year 1581;

A220p000,000 for fiscal Year 1982; 8240,000,000 for fisceL
year 1983; 4326p,00p,000 for each of the fiscal years 1984
and 1985.
E.

Puroane and Duration of Grant

Grants should be given to any developing institution
wlth a good proposal which meets the criteria already established under the section an eligibility and which can demon-

etrate that it will plan, develop-and implement activities
that promise to Strengthen the institution.

Special.emphasia

should be placed on the following areas:
1.

Faculty developrtlent;

2.

Development.end improvement of
academic programs;

7.

Development and improvement of
student servicee, including
admission and retention;

Development of better administrative
and fiscal management systems including
planning systems.
FOndi should be awarded ror not leap than two nor more than
seven years, subject to yearly evaluation as outlined earlier
in this testimony.
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F.

General SecoMmendationa

Given the changing needs of higher education over the
.post ten years and given the itteMpt at more equitable legielotion, the Committee makes the following recommendations:
1.

Recommend'under Section 304 to delete
304 (b) (2) and (3).- The Notional
Teaching Fellownhips end Professors
EmeritUs Grants allowed-for here are
not in the mind of the Committee to
the progress of developing institutions
in genern1.(

In the some vein the

Committee recommends the deletion of

Section.304(c) (2) and
2.

In order to provide greater equity- in

the adminiotration of Title III funds,

the Committee recommends the deletion
of'Section 305 (b)-(2) which authorizes
the Co:wise:loner to give priority con-

sideration over non-developing institutions
to applicants under this Title.

The system of separate grunts to boric

and advanced developinginstitutibn0should be replaced by

single program

of grants to eligible institutions.

The years have proven that it is
difficult enough to define O developing
institution, -let alone to create s good

operational distinction betWeen developing and advanced categories:

Min year's

regulations were based on the one category

premise and aeemedto,be mare workable,
4.

Serious consideration should be given to

the ponotbility of including in tha program
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a component of federal grant funds

to be set aside, together with ra
quired matching institutional and/or.
andio
i

tet funds, as endowments from which
a

unto/fling income can bef'derived--

gr'adunlly to reduce and replace inetttutio al dependency on Tit. e III grant

support

The inclusion of challenge

grants i

directly related to resolving

the matte

of equity in the eligibility,

criteria.

f 200 -or more truly develop-

ing institutions are going to be excluded
becoming I.MPr4er criteria which serve
only the meet's-of special interest groups
applied, than thioerucamMen'Oetionvis,
inappropriate.
III.

The Casa for Convortial Arrangements

While the major part of.

is tpatimbny makes a case

for the bilateral grant givvil to en institution which, then
a

contracts with more experienced and estsbliChed colleges,
universities, and consulting aervices for necessary soryicee,

I would also like to may a word in behalFrof consortial

u

arygemerrtentearra-e-fprovleiMg-Iliaardta-nci ta

1g

tia-14-1

institutions.- During;the past fouryeers La Roche CollvgeYhas
been one of a group of participating college

in tfle'Small

.

College Consortium (SCC).

These participating ihatitution4,

,

`12

range in size from abdut 300 students' to about 1550.,

The mean

enrollment is 907.
Each institution receivee appraximntrely $20,000 per

and contributps $2000 per year.

From the-federal dollars,

1 college hires an 0n-campus Cnordinator and a.aecretar

99

each
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of whom Must be assigned at least two =thirds time to

project-related activities.

The SCC staff new consists of

10 individuals who provide technical assistants to the \

colleas involved in the follpwing areas:

re:"

Planning
Management Information Sy
Racal, Management

erne

Marketing
Reerultment/Admissione
Retention
Financial Resource Development
Area III

Area

IV

Curriculum Development
Career
Develuement
_
Student Development
Faculty Development end Evalus ion
Administrative Development and Eveludt on
Organizational Development

The profesiilonal Staff is competent, personable end

'high y motivated to aid in the development'of the institutions
who6 theyAlerve.

The'adventege of this type of well ape
.

ed consortium

are many Out I hive dhumerated a few:
A.

A smaller mount of money rear:hoe a

grlater_numearof_aellegee;
Services are centrelized'endefficiently administered;
Provision is :made for -competent

technical assistance;

High impact ie'effected for

Ow

federal dollars;
The continuity -of pereunnul and

the professional relatIonehipm

faataredy t_COnsmrtluM cone
tribtite to institutional devereOment;
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Consort/al activitiea provide
inter - institutional involvement

and support among the cellnes;
There-ore both program and process
outcomes.

The. outcomes of thiti arrangement in my own college haveA -n
highly significant.

(Appendix

The Grant has provided:
'A.

Anew rolling contract for faculty
asi on alternative to tenure, with a

full evaluation component'developed
completely by faculty with technical
assistance from the SCC atoff;
S.

Opportunities for management in-service
training for new and, younger adminietrattlrs

and profeseional stoff;
The development of an automated manage-

M6nt'inforMation ayetem arW the needed
in-service training for staff to move from
outdated manual syateme to,nutemation with
the least amount of pain;
D.

Theetrengtfigning of our Mentor Advising
Program;

E.

P

The strengthunimOf,the Career DeVeiopment Office and Career Services to
students;

F.

,

Tfie firat year of major curricu um

evaluation and renewal.
, .

.

In aummary and fox,the reasena given, I recommend thetthe '
Title III legialatib

provide Tor this type' Of coneortiaf

funding as well ea for the'biloteral arrangement.

RV STATEMENT
finally, I would like to point out that while Title III
funding ia-but a small portion of the total funding of higher
education in this notion, it is very vital to a group of
colleges, larger in number than most'people realize, who ore
Sincerely committed to serving the needs of a large number of

studenM'Porticularly the economically °and educationally disadvantaged.

The foundations upon whictithie 'nation is built

holdout,the hope to ,these students and to oll of us for e
is

better and more educated citizenry,

The very notion of'd

Aemocrntic vOciety which works for all of, us depends upon
4 is in this spirit that. this testimony is presented to the,

'benateCommieteeon Education, Arts and the Humanities.

It

hos been a pleaetire to testify before yoU in behalf' of The-

Pennaylvania Association of CO loges onaqinivereiti a.
Thank you.
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APPENDIX A

La Roche
Collage

COOke Of Om Aveltiwo

PA INMM

(III) Ni-033:

January 22, 1979

L

Enclosed pleona find a draft of recommendationo mods
by the Memburs of the NACU Teak Force to review the
,Highor Education Act or 1965, Titles II, III, and VI.
The mtutrfig woe held in Harrisburg on January 19,;1979
with five committee member* prcoont: Francis J.
Micholini, Sister Mary )osn Coultoo, Jim Clark, Fronk
Helm onci Margaret Huber.
Since the schedule far completion of thin project is
very. tight. we request that you rood river the draft
and respond by telephone if you hove any corrections
!,or additions to the.recommondotions. ('lease cull

DeMargaret Huber nt WRocho College (412) 931-9333
by Thursday, January 25, 1979.
If noceebory we may schedule a second meeting of the
committee for the week of January 29 to dieouso any
other recommendetions.
Sincerely,

'Sister Mary Joan Coultas, Ph.D.
Pruoident
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TITLE II - COLLEGE LIBRARY ASSISTANCE AN, LIBRARY TRAINING AND RESEARCH
Genseel Princip1401

That Academic Libroriem should receive thugs grants Which ere beneficial
to *nolte with email library resoUrcea fou
That inflation has plai..ad n groat bikgpsnlon the libraryfOr coat
and periodical., end that authoriZatlan 'Mould by increaaad.

booke

That the philaSophy of funding 'special perpOne grants should be to
ormouraga cooperative arrangements for shnong library resources.

That the rulem and rsgulationa for this Title bo revlowso aionnially
by Congress to certify that they reflect_the intent .7e this leginlati n.

Recommenfttlex:
Recommend to dolma 201 Ca) (2).
Recommend to continue authorization

20,000,000 in 201 (b

PART A

Recommend to strengthen and continue basic grants, 202.
Rbcommand to change the maximum amount of the Mimic grunt per
or higher education from 0 ,000 to 315,000 in 202. ,

nntitu

Recommend liberalization of maintanance of effort under 2E2'(1) (B) to
roquirp only a direct match in library renourcea.
Recommend to delete Aupplemantal Grente, 203.

RecomMand to strongthen Spacial Purpom.Grento tomourcae P philosophyof sharind library rasources by limiting them to conLartial arrdnomManta
for shmring library resources end renaming section -soy "BppOial. eurprnte
Consortial Oranta:"
Recommend, to dolote 204

(2) (A), (0), and CO).

Rocommend to retain 204 (a) (ri (0 to oncourago oanmortial eirangamonts
and to add to that section a statement that funds,may,also be mood far
.
L,.bibliegeophic 000000 matorInle.
Recommend to Ilbcraliza maintanence of effort by deleting 204 (b). (2).

Recommend that-eligibility for funding under Spacibl Purpode Grants be
given. to conaortia or ariangemento in which 7D% of the participating
_
indtitutiOna ara aloe
aligible for Smic,Grente.:
_
.

1

,

PART 0

-

Recommend to Bol de Wt O.

= -

-

Recommend to retain Port C and nuthorizo funding et $20.000A1

PART C

...
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TITLE III - STRENGTHENING BEVELOPINE INSTITUTIONS

General takaaakil:
That inflation In en important factor in setting nuthurisntion, for
.apprepriatiene to thin title.

That rules and regulations for thto Title/be revinod_pienntally by Caner
to certify that thoy reflect tnu intent or thin legislotion.
That a method or evaluating eligibility for funding under this-grant be
equalized end that institutions be required to pane an evaluation before
'continued Funding.

Rocomm!undatlone :

Recommend to authorize S200.0U0.000 to be oppropri ted in auction 301
(b) (1).

Recommene to sad to 302 (O(

(0) a new ace

n (iii ) to read:

In u developing institution to the extent that it
aucceearully fulfills the renewing criteria:
- Enrollment patterns (viable over poet flue yearn
and prejected oder the next five yours)

--Faculty,gualifiAutions
--Faculty Salaries

--Inetitutional Need perFaculty
.-Pize of Library Collection
-= quality of Library Collection

16 of SEOG Students
--EEG Expenditures per FTE (five years pant and fiva.yenra pre

cted

-- Projected Five-Year Budget

.--Demonetrable Menngement Syptem
--Endowment lase than

% of pporating Budget

4ireeemmend under eecti6 304 to delete 304 (b) (2) and
Teaching Fullewshipa and Profcaoore Emarltue Grante.

,

National,

Rocammond to oeleto 304 (c) (2) and (3).
Recommend under 305 -(b) (2) to delete the authorisation or the Commiaaiel
to give priority coneideratione over non-developing inatitiltieno to
applicants under title Title,,
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TITLC VI

-

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR THE IFFROVEMENT OF UND

OUATE

INSTRUCTION
prsazak Principles:
That thin aoalatance for undergraduate instruction should continue.
That television had not provad to be tha important teaching tool that
WBO axpected and should be included In ono genaral appropriation.
That the cost of equipment for teaching has increased considorsbly
through inflotion.
Rocommendationo:

Recexmond to rotain PART 1 Equipment For the imam,InOtruction and to doleta-rART U.

nt of ondargradust.

Recommend undor Suction 601 Co) and
that the. authorization for
appropriations be combinod into one grout, cliMinating the emphasis on
television for instruction, e.g., authorize 370,000,000 for Suction 601'
(h).

RecoMmend to add Linder Section 603 (2) (A) to "oultablu Tor utoo in
providing education in NATURAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES, mothemotica

."

Recommond to add under Section 603 (2) (A) that bueinesaprograms may he
included ad eligthie,fur equipment grants.

9
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In the Title III proposal submitted in the spring of 1978, the institution
identified computerization and Management Information Systems At the College es
the program activities for 1978-79.

Institution development activities, as well

in follow-up in the areas of administrative and faculty

development, were also

indicated.
For t

computerization program, the extent of need of ass stance (once the

hard and software were selected) was naturally contingent upon the amount of
service offered by the venders.

Small College Consortium technical assistance

was very useful, Particularly in the first months of the current grant year
en staff members identified a number of institutions with whom to Roche could
consult or to whom questionnaires might be sent".' A questionnaire was distributed which requested.inforMation on the use which a particular institution made

Of its datwerccessing,

the

configuration of its system, the type of software

the reliability, maintenance, staffing, operations, and vendor fupoort
of the system.' The results of the questionnaire proved very useful to the
administration of LalRothe College And a copy of the results was sWaed with
the technical ataistance-staff of the Small College Consortium national office.
WI have, subsequentlyx been in communication with some of the respondent SCC
Colleges.

_ Roche had installed two computer terminals under the time-sharing sys- =
tem in the 1977678 academic year and began to use-this-tystem-fOr-lavroVing-the
mailing operations of the College in fall, 1.978.

The Consortium secretary was

92'7

trained in the basic uss of the computer and typed a as and'addresse% of
nyly 2300 students and alumni.

This material has been used. to date, for

iallikis by the Registrar. Financial Aid, Student Sereices, and the Institution,

0.41 Davel4ment Office.
In the final months of the grant year.'eensultapt services were provided

by thd selected software vendor (Ultimste) in preparation for theduli installstion ofe Honeywell 5/43.-Thereforel technical assistance from the CoriSortium
eras not required.

College administrators felt that a third year of Program Cost ArialySisAate
would be useful.

This data ins collected by the Special Assistant to the:PreSi-

daft and the assistant to the Registrar; programmed through the CASC National.
The data has

Research Management Project, and paid for with Title III fUndS:

been turned OW to the Director of Institutional Feuer-0 and Planning;
tier' new to

he-1nstitution this year

Aimee Planning
data collection

This.spring, at the request, of the LON-

OfrOVISSiOn, the On-Campus Coordinat6r plannedentITOordinated..

or the Small College Goals Invanttry,develetted by theEduca-

tional Testing Services in conjunction with CASC.

One! hundred and forty,te0

questionnaires were completed by edeinistrators, administrative staff, Part-.

,
tism and full-time faculty. and part-time and full-time students.

)

This material

will be analyzed by the Director of ReSearcit and Planning and shared withthe
Planning Commission in the fall.
In the area of faculty derelopeen,

the Title III grant _supported

in the areas'of curriculum development. academic advising, and faculty
evaluation.

As outlined in the 197'778 plan. the Institution began

,i.

in curriculum development"in SPring. 1978. , A Steering Coenittee and a nuMberA0

subcommittees, in place by"fall, 1974. reviewed the qualities of the ideal itu
dent as outlined in the tack force &current. .They expanded, modified. and
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ordered

n

of

priorities

s list, wlilch has far all practical purposes

becoMe aset of curriculum

)14 subcommittees then engaged in re-

viewing the current currilum to determine the areas in vech-the objectives
-.,are now being implemented.

The Curriculum committee her been as`slsted by the

dance of three Institutional personnelthe Academic (Dean. the forme
Assistant to the Acadbmic Dean, and tic Chairperson of the Steering Comii_e
it the September Consortium workshop on Curriculum Development and Course,Oesig

.

Subsequentlye Or, Cliff Garrison visited Vs La Roche -campus and met with the
s

committee and interested faculty to assist them in the w1-going planning, of the
project.

Several subcommittees met thrbugh the fall semester', and in spring the

Steering Committee synthesized the majorrecommendatiols'end proposed a model for
four -year curriculum revision.

In the fall of 1979. the Institution will begin

to make pltns,for the adoption,or revision of these proposals._

As the College grows and the number of majors in particular'areas increases,
culty

Organizing

administration have come to a realitetion of the need fe
4 academic advit-ingprogram.

In February. the Assistant to

the

AcadeMic'Dean and a cou6selor from the Developmental Education Center attended
.

the Small College Consortium workshop on Academic Advising.

In early March,

Consortium funds were used to pay registrelon fees for Sr., Matilda Kelly. Sr.

Marilyn Dergt, and the OnCampilS Coordinator to attend anAtl'conference on
Academic Advising held in Pittsburgh.

As

follow-up. Dr. Joan North visited.

the Campus-on March 8 and 9 .end spent an entire day facilitating faculty consid-

eration of the Questions involved in reorganizinglia advising program.
faculty meeting a few weeks later. Consthsus'wes reachedon'the essential eli.

ments of academic advising at La Roche College.

Hoivever, Since an agreement

was not reached on thequestions Of 1) who should sevlaa and 0 diStributionOf
load tf only Some faculty edviSe,.revision orthe academic advising program will

take place in 04 fall mier.

LaRoche Co

-has never had,a tenure vitae.,

system.

Faculty,

and promotions based on a ratber.inforeel''

have received annual centric

The College has had a faculty evaluation inStrument:for:sone yearnr

bowever. .ReviSed-in-the.1974;75,4cademic year, the instrument did not PrOvide

I means for merit increases.'nor was,it to be used for &TWO; of Contract renewer or'termination.

Because the Insti.tution,it.nom.developing a rolling con. ,.
,

.

tract system which has currently.reaahed the:Board *01 of decision-making. it
wernecessark.to once again revise the facultreMiluation.lyStem so thatsjt could
be used in conjunction with the'rolling contract.

In October., two faculty membes attended the CansUrtium.siminar on Faculty
Evaluation in Chicago.

Op their return. the Faculty' Evaluation Comsittee pre-

pared a Hit of key questions-for all faculty and conduciedra twa4ar feedback
session in November. :After'numeraus committecmeetings'and feedback sessions
since that time, the evaluation instrument is nqu in its third draft ready for
Presentation to the Rolling Con'trects Committee. and. in September. for] preaen.,

titian to the Academic Senate.

Through the year, the committee has:received,

technical assistance from Or. Join North.

In February, the OnrCampuS Coordinator,

a member of *his committee, attended 'a workshop an faCulty'evaluation. which proIt seems likely that

videeLa

element in the weighting of faculty. activities.

this ins

_nt.Will be ready for implementition 02 December' 1979.: at the

,

latest. '
With respect to both faculty and administrative development, La Roche has

benefited from the Southwestern FenniAsnia-Higher Education Coiiicll and the
O Pittsburgh Council on Higher Education

(SPHEC /PCHE) Kellogg-funded o

1 seminars during the pest academic year

A significant Maribor of. La

-day

Wars attended workshop; on Time Hanagerent. Management, of Change, *
Effestive Leadership.. Faculty and the Assittent to the Academic Dean have

toting Faculty DevelOpment. Program,Implementa
and 'striktegles for Acadeeie Improvement.

Oyer the.regfitra

n,

SPHEC /PpIE awarded a pull grant to

_n fee for ala Roche College Division Chairperion-to attend

the AAGworkshop on Management for Leadership in the Academic Deporbeent.ond

funded the 004AMpus COOrdlqator's attendanCt theAmrkshOO on Facultylve171
,
Uation.: The'On4Campus Coordinator is primarily responsible for the Iiiiton
SPHEC /PCHE and. ail registration fees were'Paidmith Title III funds

While Le Roche Intended that Student Seryicei be a primary area

ocot

during the:197748-academic.year..the grant activities of that-yeer were some,

what limited.

Noweter..depeebbent review continued, and

during the 78-79 gront.yeae.

some extent :Moves

The new Assistant to the Acedemic'Desn.the

Counselor for the ACt 101 Achievement Program, and the new Director ofthe
Career Development Center attended the November Conigrtliim workshop, on. Retenti on

Strategies.This workshop accomplished two ob*tives:
three individual; who

provided input, for the

ed.'and more importantly, perhaps, gave them the

opportunity to alias* their, areas of responsibility and their interdependence
.

with the emus of their colleagues.
In November,-the Director of the ACt 101 Project'Achievement Program,
newResldence Di4ctor..' and the Direcior of the Carder Development Center attended

the Consortium workshop on Maxiiizi6 Peer Resources.
same dual result as that indicated above.

Their attendance had the:

The counselor for the. ACt,101IprOgram

workadmith technical assistance personnel of the national staff and peers In'

Other Consortium colleges in the development ofan Early AlertSystem . which was
iMplemented at La Roche Colllage.

The Project Achievement Staff. the Career

DeviTOpMent Office, and the,ResidAce-Director'had been making Significant/use'

Of.peerebunsafors
luwt workshops.

the programs-funct

prior to and following their attendance at the COn7workshops-offertd--,-;00ortunities to reassess and Wirer.'
\

heft on carpus.

1 Institute for- Career Development wee . asked to serve ea

assisting egenCyfor-La Kochei 1979 Title III proposal. the Director. Mr. pi

WetkinsOug

Directorof the Career Development Centerndat Diane some ti.r. this year so that the most:effiejiii use of time

etion for assistance during:tho-cOming Year..

funds were used for

tording.-...Con=

on and travel.feevfor Miss Grossman to

nd a werkShOp-et Doeneln late February. Hiheee!iontecte have coniinued, end ,\

atkins has suggested that La Roche-may whips become
nal. Institutwas-en

-During thilell seine

used to prow

rlCherles-Spencekikthe Career
Career Development Center

Dr. Spent*

an 1n the planning of services and deyelopment of'the center.

-up ofthelovember Consortium workshop ,cliftAarriion
the caipus to early.

Dr. Garrison attended a training Sesslon for peer

counselors and spent some time with Mils Grossman in disaition of administration
and use of the Career Center:

Possibly as a consequence of these activities. hiss

Grossman has been eskeetto assist in the presentation of oCOnSortime workshop in:
the coming,year,
Finally,

p= amens Coordinoter:hes Worked with the. Di rector of th

r Development Center. in ldentifying:possiblcsources of,fund fig,for the
Center.

Travel money was

Washington, DC-, to pursue such fundin

end of the grant yeai: 0
d communications were

' the Fund for the Improvement of POvt-SecOmiery.Education

0-trici, to

tablIshid-vith,

FIPSC). a potential

source.

During the second wester of the grant year.
\ wee directed,rimsrily,toiards development

The entire month

.January woo!spent.fOr evielple, on the preparation rf the. bilateral Title
proposal due in Washington on February 2.

Since February, the 00-Campus
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r Hetet office.

Coordinator Mi been in COntactWith:Mr. John McCartney

who has been assigned to be an advocate so far as this is feasible at HEW. Mr
McCartney spent a day at-La Roche in Mirth. reCeived a copy of the complettoro-

posel.hatplicetirphone calls to the Office of Education, and written)etters to
Dr

Brentley-aneDr. Maya evaluating thileRoche proposal-n the light of the

1977 SSA reporton:the Title III:pregras.:
Ihe-On-CampOi Coordinetorj.refised and develoPed more ¶ully a proposal
en by the Acadesic.Dean.for-the=development-o -i=program-to-help-stOdents
end career values

and faculty teidentIfY ini,clarify personalOvligio

ugh the Pittsburgh

proposal WA submitted tO the Crehto-Pitcairn Foundation
Founiation, and was funded-for,112.730.

This

The On,Cames Coordinator has been
.

ing the Academic Dean, in the iden

tion-of consul

R,t: to assist in
-

.

planning and implementing tfieprogrem.

TheConsortfusiseeretaryhaving become a full-

me employee

in February, has ,spent the two additional days per tztk, plus quit* 4-bit* her
mammal Consortium time..working with the,Development OffIce-;ro the-Ca
Campaign.

IleginnIng in !larch, the On-Campus Coordinatdr also became

both in Setting up appointments and in actual visitations.

In mid410y,,s

N,

assumetTresponsibiltty:fothe,small businesslcompenent of the capital fund
In thls.6pacity; the On- Campus Coordinator renewed contacts with Col

tare (both staff and 'Rani), mode calla to:designated contacts. 101
p4pOsals.which'were sent out, and initiated new mailIngS.
project activity,of thiS third Year -of fUndirig has el

fairly wide speetruM Of_C011ege activities. ogri anal

of the:prOgramsince

,the first year shows it beginning with a feyll nernmi cope, then graduallybroadening as a new major thrust\itedded each year and

thoseof previous years

\

are folloSed-up.

ieholistic end integrated appdachbecomes.

evident as the project moves Into Its final you..
.

creesingly,

nator 13,ELL.- Thank-You very -mach.

-Fritherllieidenbach?

eVerind!BREIDENtiACH. Thank you Mr. Chairman.

'Breidenbaelf, president of-,,Ladycliff
I,--Eim--sPeeking on behalf of 'my
$1iiillegc-iiid,is.a4neenber"of the board of directors of the Conference
i3f,iSmallr-Private 'Colleges, an-organization of 91 small private col-.
universities around the country.
-gollege2iii..15:Highltand.: Falls,

dyclifl :itself is a, small, Private women's College,. founded _
ly ,50 years Eigo.bY.the.Franaisean Sistersnof Peekskill. It '-offord

artd'curriddlum with specialization in .professional,train-,

re, as a small private =college_are, flexible- and .,able_to give,
ividual-. attention to our students ._ 'Like the other 124. women's
ai*iikegoo:in",the'tountry,".Lailycliff provides educational -equity. and
rtunitieS, for Women students;:
o
uros problein. This year, 1979;- the . 18- to .22-yedi-old,..cohort
fewer young
aked t 1,7!-Million.',By :1995, there

.

college age than there are today. In fact,-;theliational

foe'.-EcreatiOnalStatisticS projects a decline of..21 :percent, in
-,1=,pnrollmenti at private colleges and unniereities.bY11986;

a ininoritythat , s a small, 'private,.
''a minority
'Women's college--we cannot survive alone We need congressional
In my testimony today on the -provisions of, title pT. ! wish to address a significant facilitiesPrOblem facing dollegeaanduniveisities. I realize .that.'title. III does not deEd with facilities and eon-,
ruction. ant, I Wish to indicate a -way that title. HI of the High&
ucation Act can be finked to title
The problem is we built Our ,dorinitories, libraries, .Claseroonis,
and dining:hails to ineit this Peak load, In tie r-ext cleCadei'we will
till' lie' paying 'the debt on those undeiutilized facilitied.
Both the CongreiS 'and our own its te 'legislatures' encouraged its
the' .needa' -of 'this poStwar wave of 'students. All of us,.,,.
'public find 'priVate institutions alike, built 'up our, canvases and
.

,,,stafted_tthern--as:117the baby boom: would 'never -end. From 1951: to
7c=.1973, Colleges horroWed $3.8, billion from the:Federal GoVernment..

,-Hundreds; of millioiie more were .borrowed .. from the State and
"Federal:Governreent to build academic facilities.
A
now,corning
-public fUnction
The'debt-We'Inctirred to'
to' haunt us. We are overbuilt, drid will be itndeienrolled:-Qar
t-'-darmitoryl' and dining -hall debt- will rerndim constant, while ,the
Infiber of .--students
decline.

And eating. on campus will start te
=

Unlike ..state institutions, Where interest and principal on bend al
Indebtedness often does not appear-in operating budgets, tlie inclz,nderit institutitms must; Pais on to students not only the full
costa of.arnortization but also the inflationary costs of maintaining
'our new buildingii andior keeping up_ and trying to renovate our
-11=
old buildings.
.

_

.

With a declining student, populction,,independent colleges are

t"

squeezed, Our fixed costs do not decline as quickly as e' roll decline. Therefore, prices mast be pushe higher for _the
students who remain.

Many small independent colleges continue to survive only by

dipping into endoWments, paying significantly- lower salaries than
the public sector, or by depending heavily on a living endowment
the contributed services Of -a religious- order:
-------. -''
Many
Colleges' have not survived. In the past 8 years, 91
.

small. independent colleges have closecl their .doors.- Now that the
problem has been stated, what is the solution?
f
i

...

Is there -some way in which that debt 'could be turned into an
endowment? Could the interest and principal owed to the Federal
Government, be put into an escrow account- and transformed into
an endowment?

'

-

,

May=1=,skiggent that In new section --be--addeittci :title- VII of the
-Higher--Edueation -Act- which' - would: allow-developing, institutions,

as defined by title,111 of the same, act, to establish' an endowment :
fund by paying into an 'escrow account the prigeiPal and interest.-'
due -on Vedern1 loans under both title VII and.iiiider title IV of the

- '

Housing .Act of 1950.

wr

f

I am not asking for the forgiveness of these loans Only that for a
specified period of timeten years, say that p ment of interest
and principal be made into a special account tha Would strengthen
the facilitiei of developing-institutions, not through new construction, but by arresting the decay of existing academic and regideritial- buildings, through remodeling, renovation, and modernization.
In summary, I am asking Congress to bridge the gap that exists,
between the current .modes of 'Federal aid ,to private-colleges and
the attention that is giVen to the small, private; residential college.
Specifically, I am asking. Congress to address the problem of debt'
payments in operating budgets.
,
Thank yoU very much. '
[Theprepared statement of Monsignor Breidenbach follows.
,

.

\

',

,-
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nator-Pet;L7-Thanit-you very-much.
Cannon?-

,rDr. CANNON. Thank you Mr. Chairman, and thank you for invit-

fePresent a six-eollege -consortium, made up- of all ,the 4/ear
stitiitions'in North Dakota, two private and four public. Also I
have been asked to represent- the Council for Inter-Inatitutional

Leadership, a higher:eduCation,association of some 150 cooperative
arrange_inents representing Many. institutions, [1
'.tSpecifically,lhave,come to re'present': small rural colleges which
li ir banded together in a cooperative -arrangement called' a con
%,

Sortiurri: Similar rural college arrangements are found in our re"onal arel, in Montana; South Elakota, Nebraska, Kansas-nator PELLA just want the Witnesses to understand that their-

ILA vtritten- testimony is going to appear-in the record.
Dr. CANNON.' I would like to reflect a little bit on some particular

recommendations, many of which have already been covered.

I.' would like _to reaffirm the legislative intent, the mandate of
coOperation among and between developing, institutions: That is
t,:s.pne_ of the things I think that has really developed a network in

he higher education community of small _colleges in North Dakota.
'-, Also, we would agree with the broadening of criteria for eligibil-.
ty, for_the low income student.
In North _Dakota, as an example, the success application ratio is
for the BEOG application. With the farm income and the

articular high parent assets you. have to indicate in the applicaion,form,/ our success rate is not as high as many other States.all campus based financial aid programs should be
conaidered in that eligibility factor; expand. the E and G expendi
tures- to include all academic - -- expenditures; include the student

..tei.ipriort expenditures per' FIE, and many of the institutional. char- .

-

'acteristics that more accurately reflect the institution's current
pf it

ordev-elo-prrientmanagement, fiscal capability, and the rest

e do have some suggestions related to the grant process itself.
n terms of granting the title III grants,-,we feel that it should be
Rmore of an objective grant selection process, and wethink -ratings
should be made public.

Also in the application, we would make the suggestion to pro-

vide-for a schedule to- achieve some form of developed status within

one of the programs that may be funded; provide some kind of

tar et date forcompletiOn of a given project.
e also feel we would like: to see the elimination of the requireent that'''S-eou have-to have an .Resisting agency or institution; that
is, make it permissive.
We also. would like to see regular staff site reviews of our 'projects on campus from thelitle III office or the Congress.
Also we would plead for as much consideration for rural development grants as urban development grants.
Thank you.
[The prepared,statement of Dr.--Cannon followsl
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six college consortium made op of all thn
pres!:nter, 1 represent
four year institutions in North Dakota (2 private and 4 public). Also
rchip, a higher
I represent the Council for Interinstitutional

AB

education association of 150 cooperative arrahgementa representing
1560

coilegea and universities in the nation.

Specifically , I have come to represent small rural colleges which
have beaded together in a cooperative arrangement called a consortium.

'Similar rural college arrangements are found in our regionAl Area in
Montana, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas. and In
Even more specifically and important. I have come to tell you about
the benefits. received from Title III and what recommendations I would
make for the future.
BENEFITS
1.

,Ti

III has provided a forum to bring all the four year

ins,cutions together to discuss common concerns and decide
on ways and means of cooperating together and aharing our
existing resources tobeCter benefit all six Institutions.
Exemplea of this effort are the work of the presidents council,
academic deans council, humanities council, science council,
career education council, rea'careh'Council, and librarian'a
council.

This cooperation has developed and strengthened over

a fourteen year period in a rural and remotely located state.
So!!

A:

specific accomplish!!_ eta

Humanities Cdupoil:

- Summer chatauqua ,aGferences to
culturallyi.lenrich small rural

communities in North Dakota
(8 in .Sumor 1979 funded by the
communities and NCH)
- Writiag Project to improve college
stude!;t writing standards (Summer
1979) NEIl funded
Student funded foreign study-travel
visite.- (London, April 1,979)
Science., CO

- Computer Learning,Froject to train
faculties at six colleges over a
NSF funded
three year perfod.
proposal planned through meetings
assisted by Title
- Faculty Exchange lectures between
and among consortium colleges.

-
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C. Career Education Council:'

Meetinga and training sessions
to better provide career counseling
end address imbalance of liberal arts
careers

D. Institutional Research
Council:

Central Office.

U. FAcuLTY.nEvELoPmENt

.

Implementation of career education
courses and counseling techniques
Study skill courses implemented
Student,learning materials provided.
- Studies on student retention, Attrition,
and placement.
Needs ftsaessment surveys for consortium
and colleges.
- Organize and control consortium
development
Funded the development of approximately
degree
(Ninety
remain with colleges.)
Also 45 M.A.
80

degrees.

Summer fellowships for professional,
development and retraining, (56
\
summer fellowships.
Professional meetings and conso
meetings on neStleMie.impenvement'
III. STUDENT SERVICES

, Career Counselor* at each of six
colleges partly funded by Ti-le III

Study Skills instruction at each
of six ,eolleges partly funded by.
Title III.
Taking advantage of these aervices'
uring the past two years were
56 Native Americans: 33 of whom
received the S.A. degree and 13 the,
A.A.. degree.
-

IV. INSIITUTIONACRESEARCH

Part time research assistance to
gather and analyze institutional data
at each of six inatitutiode.
Stpdy management information system
for implementat4.on to achieve
coat benefits. knowledge of institution
data. and long range planning.

.

0
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.REG9MMENDATION_ AND NEEDS
Contextually, we are small, rural, and remotely located colleges with needs
we hold to be as important as urban college needs.

Our clientele, (Many

of whom are first gsneratto%college studebtiOneed a supplemental Assist
to move through the rural college and later develop their career in the
rural area.

Needd arethe following.

RuAFfirm legislative intent to mandate ctnperation among and
between developing institutions.
.Broaden criteria for eligibility io Include.
a. Redefinition of the low income student
b. All campus baSeci financial aid programs
c. Expane F.nrd G expenditures to include all academic
expend;f1Sroa

d. Studont Blippoit expenditures per FTE
e. Instltutional characteristics that accurately reflect the
institution's current state of development.

Operate an

objective grant selection process aril disseminate

results,

in applications provide for a schedule to achieve developed status.
Such schedule to document those programs and budgets necessary to
achieve developed status terminating Title TIT support.
Eliminate the requirement for an assisting agency or inatt utior,

for regular on site staff reviews of Title Ill projects.
Findinga should be in-luda-in any anbsequent giant evaInctien
Provide

procedures.
7.

Give as much coideration to rural development grants
developmenta grants.

as

urban
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SUMMARY OF RECENT -AND ONGOING PROJECTS
TtFE NPW HAMPSHIRE COLLEnE AND UNIVERSITY COUNCIL

2321 Elm Street, Manchester, N.D.

0

Ocir_ }her 3, 1979

STUDENT FINANCIAL. AID
(41arenteed Access i'1 Student Loans

In Jeal 1973, the College Council conducted r

arch into the

problems contributing to under-utilization of the Guaranteed
Loan Program in New Hampshire.

Results indicated that the majortty

of probFems stemmed from the unwillingness of banks to fully partici-.

pate in the program,. After reviewing the benefits of the program
and the potentiaj return on Investment for lenders, it was letermined
that increased participation by banks could be gained-by making them
aware of various financial strategies that can be utilized to provide.an excellent return on guaranteed student loan'i irtfolios (in some
cases, up to 301).

Over the past

ve months, the College Council, the New Hefei-

shire Higher- Education Assistance Fouriiation, and Sallie Mae have

coordinated their efforts to inform lend:IrS of the many benefits of

icipatlon in the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.

The most

significant result of out efforts to date has been the Cuaranteed
.Access Program (CAP).

This program insures that any New Hampshire

resident who needs a guaranteed student loan can get one.

It further

insures that any out-of-state student attending a Now iiampshire college
university will be able to obtain ti guaranteed student loan.

In

hcases, a borrower must be turned down for a guaranteed student
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loan by a local bank before he or she may utilize the GAP program.

The increased use of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program in
Now Hampshire has hues imp res's vu .

New lender vu4uAlu has irireased

from Iwo and one-half million in 1978 'to twelve million in 1979, and

is estimated to exceed twenty million dollars in 1949.
basic U4kicatl_orjaj Cepor tunl ty Crant Prixglam

Three years dgo; the Now Hampshire College and tin iverslty

Council determ!ned, thrOugh analysis of the minG applicant data
tapes, that although the income distribution of families in New

.

Hawshire was similar to tho%

ewHamp-

in adjoining states,

A
1-shire- students worie takiag advantage of 81:06. funds,
.

\

In an el;:ort

le increase the HOG application rate in New Hampshire, the Colic,
Council bas undertaken the following activities:
1.

Two direct mailings, of financial aid information and

REOG applications are made to families of approximately
1

7,000 college-bound New Hampshire high school seniors
annually.
The. New ilamp_hi re Cu idance Counselors- Almanac was

published by the Council, and "very New Hampshire
guidance counselor received a cony.
A.

series of BEOG'workshops were held to

crease

=

high school guidance counselors" undersi

ing of

the BLOC program.
Theh17-4 hampShire Postsecondary Education C6
required the ;ubmissi,rm of it

x-ion

BLOC application :,s a

condition -for appliation to the New Hampshire incentive
Grant Program.
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In November of 1978. An assessment of the program_ as Made.

An

Increase in the application rate of approximately 7.81 was noted,
together with a tendency for students to file for basic grants
earlier,

n the year

This represents an increase of Over $400,000

in basic grant funds accruing to New Hampshire studepts,

State Student incentive Grant Pro ram
In 1976. the consortium colleges lUitiafed the New Hampshire
incentive Grant Program.

The consortium staff continues to parti.J-w,

.ipate in the prOgram through membership on the Advisor/ Council.
In J976-7, the program awarded $269,370 'in grants.
the program awarded $441,482 in grants.

In- 1978-79,

.

EducatOnal FinanelalAidHandbook for Adults
The College Council__ recognizes the growing need by adults fur

continuing education.

Research has indicated Ahat financing continuin

education is a significant. consideration for the adult learner, yet

there is no single source of financial aid information specifically
designed for adults.
Adult Pinanci,

tributed to all

The College COuncii is currently writing the

Aid Haudbook.

When complete, the book will be

Hampshire libraries, selected human service

organizations and counselors, and .selectedUsiness, industry,, and
service organizations.
INECRMATION DISSEMINATION -

.

ti

New llamire Learning Line
01,1978. the _Coll ge Council established the "New Hampshire

learning Line" as an educationallUformation service for the -citizeof the state.

The "Learning Line"\is a\toll-free-number operating

24 hours a day to provide inforMatior on postsecondary institutions,
programs, and financial aid.

Funding for the line is provided by

.

47
the I

iell

tonal Opportunity Center Program.

nt'

ti

tie fir.it thi* aid one-half montns of operationi S2
used the

.

callers

A 19ii0w-Up on a represertative samplef those
d tn,olled

:callers revealed th

hese students had

n

1

i

postsecondary education.

in a course, and lit had enrolled

programs.

New Haqohift postsecondary hducation Deaeciaosram Data Rase
in cire,,,,r

to provide immediate up -to date information concerning,

the degree prov4.:,5 v4ilable at New Hampshire postsecondary educational
organ:zztions, the College Council maintains n data baSe of approxi-,
vograal offering:.

Reports are printed out periodically
-College, location, and period

cacti dngree.program

whine,

of_ day, the program is offered.

Additional reports indicate the

00RZams that were added or leleted during a 'given year.
ion

This infor

used by the New liampshjJ4 Learning Line, high school guidanCe

i

counselors, certain New jiampsh i re business organ itat kens , and other

id groups and individuals.

The New Hampshire Postsecondary

ion commission utilizes the report as a means of assessing the
d for RCN prog
Statewide
Each year th
e educational

ms in a given geographic location.

ridrLM2&m!nen

nformation System

e Council prepares a compendium of New
istios.

This- major study contains detailed

urination concerning'edocational offerings, financial aid, financial

istics, institutional characteristics, enrollment, faculty, degrees

-enTirred

and other information that describes the condition of higher

education in New Hampshire,

,
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PLANNING
ContinuinLlidlloation Resource Shari

New Hampshire College and UniverSity Council. has recently

received funding from the Kellogg Foundation to undertake a major
project designed to build a Statewide Continuing EducationIletwt,...

The goals of the program are to:

improve accessibility to

continuing education, .(2) increase educational opportunities, (3)

.

insure a broader geographic distribution of educational services,.
;

and (4) develop an affordable pricing structure.

Upon completions

the Continuing Education Network will represent the first statewide
)

cooperative delivery system that involves the mutual cooperation
and resource sharing of both the public and private educational
sectors.

Statewide Con 'nuin

Education Needs. As

Industr

-ssment_of New Nov

and Service 0 -an'

ions

In the summer of 1979, approximately 851 of all rheorganititieni
located in New Hampshire (19,613) received a survey requesting informa
tion concerning their needs and preferences for further'education,er,'
training for their empl;yees.

Needs were assessed and coMpared with

available resources, organizational educational incentive programs
;

were inventoried, and. preferred academic and skill training areas_
were compiled.

This study will serve as a foundation for the ttempts

of educational planners to meet the continuing education needs of New
Hampshire employers, and will help forge cooperative linkages between=

education, industry, and rernment
US21111-JVtem Plan
In the fall of 1978, the University System of New Hampshire
requested the assistance of the New Hampshire College and University,
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Counc

in providing staff to work with faculty and administrators

to develop a systemwide plan for academic pro*ram development in the
health services,

Because

the broad scope of this planning project,

it will serve nut only as a La is for program implementation with the
University System, but. also as a,focal

for'a coordinated effort

on the part of all postsecondary'education in the state to meet
.needsof the tre-litional student,

the health profei'sional, as

lioods of state and local agencies.
ilducatiunal Attitudinal Study of High School Students

It has been reliably dexermined that the college-going rate of
New Hampshire high school students is less than that of the national
In order to shed some light on this problem, an, attitudinal

study is being undertaken by the College Council to determine what
key factors contribute to the decision of high School students and
their parents as to whether or not the student' will go on to post=
Secondary education.

A survey of approximately 5,000 high school

students will be condudted,-With the results being distributed
high school guidance counselors, college and university admissions
per$onnot, the State Department of Education, and many other concerned
oruani'tet-ions and individuals.
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NORTHERN PLAINS CONSORTIUM
FOR EDUCATION, INC.

Jamestown, North Dakota

inol State
Collage.

ayvIlle aut.
coilego

Jamestown
College

Dickinson
Coll

College

Valley City

Steil cow!.

Working TogethOr.

.Member Colleges
Dickinson State College
Jamestown. College

Mary College

Mayville State College
Minot State -.College

Walley City State College
The Northern Plains Consortium represents

all the public and private four-year colleges
in

North Dakota.,

Approximately 6,000'

students or one-third of the

e's under-

/

graduates attend consortium colleges:'

By

working together as a consortium, the colleges help each other coordinate and maintain

quality educational programs and services.
Many of these programs and services would

be too costly- for the individual college to
develop alone.

Mission
Through an office at Jamestown College, the

consortium helps faculty and administrative
councils plan programs and search for the
funds to develop them. These programs are
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designed to enhance the liberal education
and career preparation missions of the member colleges.

History
In 1965 the colleges f&med the consortium

to help them deal with common needs and
problems.
Since then the colleges have
received over $3 million in grants as a result
of their cooperative efforts.

Progr6ms
Funds from a variety of federal project grants

have been used to do many things. Some
major projects include:
.

providing fellowships and release time to
frf.ulty for advanced study

hiring career counselors and basic skills
i ottrucfors

bringing visiting scholars and artists to the

campus

helping science faculties use corr uters in

their, classrooms

arranging work experi,inc_

.students
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developing new and innovative courses
encouraging faculty exchanges

organizing traveling art shows
supporting research about students and the
colleges themselves

establishing links with other higher education institutions in North Dakota
holding an annual Humanities Festival

Future Directions
Thes

past programs are the stepping stones

to future 1361...Acts:

developing courses and programs to prepare

students for jobs in the energy industry
and energy impact areas
n

providing centers for lifelong learning
strengthening the integration of career
preparation and liberal education

enhancing the role of the four-year college
in North Dakota higher education
developing a central placement service

6ipanding consortium fund development

`!Small

loges Working Together"
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.

BOard of Directors

Dr. Albert A. Watrel - Dickinson State College
Mr. Joseph Anderson

Jamestown College

Dr. Harord Miller-

-

Mary College

Dr. James Schobel

-

Mayville State College

Dr. Gordon Olson

Minot State College

Dr. Ted DeVries -

Valley City State College

Operations Council

Dr. Paul Larsen

- Dickinson State College

Dr. M.W. Andresen

- Jamestown College

Dr. Thomas JohriSon

Dr. C.C. Lent,
Dr. Joel Davy
Dr. Sam Rankin

Mary College

Mayville State College
Minot State College
Valley City State. College

Faculty Coubcils
Career Education

Humanities

Indian StudiesPlanning, Manag_inent and Evaluation
Science

Central, Office Staff

Dr Donald T. CLinon, Executive Director,
-EVilliam J. Lardy, Director,.Computer
Learring Project
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\Dr. Donald T. Cannon, Executive Director
Northern Plains Consortium for Education
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Dr. Henry -Munroe. Executive Director
New Hopshire,College and University Council
2321 Elm Street
Manchester. NH 03104

Dear Messrs_ Vannon and Munroe.

5.±ti o.

As presiJent nf the national consortium council - the Council
for Interinstitutional Leadership.-- it is my pleasure to note
your testimony before the Senate Committee on Postsecondary
Education. Your representation of the interests of college
cooperation across the nation is important to us all:
.

The case you present is the case we have affirmed as an organization.
I trust you will articulate it fully in your presentation of the
case for substantial cooperation and the support needed for it.
On behalf of your colleagues in higher education who work to use
their relationships between and among cooperating institutions.
I thank you.
Since--

Dean E.

elefson

Executive Director

EncloSures
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National Association
of tridependent

Colleges and
September 25, 1979

Universities

Suite 503
1717 1.13gsaghuse11s Menu

Washington, b, C 2e030
. 20213B7.7523

The Honorable William D. Ford
Chairmen, Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education
2368 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C.
20515
Dear'Chairman Ford:

Although the NAICU Board of Directors devoted most of its attention at the September
20-21 meetings to the resolution of issues in the field of Student grants legislation,
the Board did reserve some time to review other issues in the reauthorizing legislation, including various proposals for modification of the Strengthening Developing
Institutions program authorized under HEA,Title 111.
Our primary concern. which we expressed jointly with the Council for the Advancement of Small Colleges (CASC), and the National Association for Equal Opportunity
in Higher Education (NAFE0), in response to the USOE regulations issued last-winter,
has to do with the eligibility criteria for participation in the Strengthening,
Developing Institutions program.
Those regulations threatened to terminate the eligibility of several hundred NAICU
member institutions to participate in the program, most of whom had received funding
under the program for 1978-79, and largely as a result of coordinated CASC/NAFE0/
NAICU efforts, Commissioner Boyer eventually agreed to "grandfather" those institutions into the program so they could continue to participate and receive funding:
for 1979-80.
'

Unfortunately, your subcommittee bill proposes essentially to-write these same
regulatory criteria into the new law, again raising the threat,of several hundred
"NAICU member institutions being eliminated from eligibility to participate in the
program, Accordingly. thellAICU Board:voted unanimously on September 21 to
reaffirm its insistence on legislative and regulatory criteria for eligibility
Which reflect both student and institutional Characteristics. with the student
charaoteristies-criterta revaretug-'round 'recipients of need-based federal assistonce' Instead of just 'BEM recipients'."
In effect, the NAICU Board endorsed the approach to this problem which was
vended by the Council for the Advancement of Small Colleges (CASC) ina letter to
you dated September 12, 1979, a copy of which is attached to this letter for your
information.

.
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The Honorable

swomber 2C.
Page Two

I am very hopeful that, before YOur bill emerges from the House Committee on Education and Labor, this problem may be resolved Anna thn lines recommended by NAlCU
and CASCt The changes requested are relatively modest, and the central objective
Of placing eligibility for participation in the Streagthening Developing Institutions
program on a well-defined legislative footing still would be realized. But you would
avoid eliminating large numbers of participating institutions from the program, and
maintain the broad base of diverse higheredutational interests to sustain both the
directions and the authorized aPprOpriations for the program Which are envisioned
In your hill.

Beyond all of these considerations, resolution of the eligibility issue would permit
NACU and its BOO member institutions to support your efforts to incorporate the
'AdminiStration's "challenge grant' proposal for expansion of the program into the
new jaw. iNAICO is favorably inclined toward that proposal, but the Board reSolvtion require, us to withhold judgment on any such proposal until the fundamental
que.L;ws of eligibility criteria are resolved satisfactorily,"
Your attention to these concerns is warmly appreciated, in the continuing spirit
of cooperative efforts to fashion a reauthorizing bill which treats all students
and all:types of postsecondary institutions in a fair and equitablcmanner.

Attachment
cc:

The Hon. John Buchanan
Elias Blake
Bill Clohdn
Harord Holcomb
-

San- Ayers

Gary Athl
George Rainsford
Nyles White
Tom Wolanin
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September 12, 1979

The Honorable William 0. Forth Chairman
_House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education
United States House=of Representatives
Washington, 0 C, 20515
Dear Mr. Ford::

We pay tribute to you and your staff on completing extensive, open hearings
and on presenting a very comprehensive bill fn..- mark-up this week.
We ask, with your permission, for additiona', eligibility criteria on Title 111
In order to consider both students as well Es the steenghl of the institutions
they attend in building a strong. balanced !Nal system of hiiPer education.
The additional criteria to be included with the two presently contained in
Sec. 301 in the bill would be:.
1.
2.

3.

Academic expenditures per FTE as.reported irbliEGIS
Academic support expenditures per FIE 'as reported in HEG15. and

Particiption in all campus-based federal student aid programs,
as well as 3EOGts4 for determining "low income" students in
Set

301(4)(2).

This proposed expansion of eligibility criteria coincides with our Strenuous
efforts last fall to resist successfully proposed regulations for the Titlejll
program which we felt defined too narrowly the opportunity to strengthen institutions in all sectors.
We are asking other associations related to that effort last fall either to sup,.
port these additional criteria or rot to take exception u them in the interest
Of opportunities for broad participation by all colleges':
Thank you eor your consideration of this request.
Sincerely,

4(
Gary fi. Quehl

President
CHQ:bg
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Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Dr. Monroe?
Dr. MONROE. Thank you Mr. Chairman.

I am sorry that Dr. Butlet left. As a Yankee, I would like to

remind him that Dartmouth College probably was the first institution that handled Indians, back in the 1700's.
May I speak just a tiny bit about. what the program has done in
New Hampshire. I think it has had as much impact, if not more
than the'tand Grant Act. In New Hampshire, the small amounts
we have-gotten$18,000-in=-1-year, up-to-$300,000 -in that--mun

cent yearare used primarily and totally for cooperative programs. That means that everybody participates. Nobody takes the
money arid runs.

Our assisting institutionthat is what it used to be called in the
original legilation; I happened to be down here then, on Senator
Styles Bridges' staff, to take 1 year and then to understand government return home and cut wood--looked at that and decided it
should be an assisting institution, not an agency. I do not know
when thet crept in It seems to me that the assisting agencies are
like the little women's aid society that meets in a room to raise
money to meet in a room to raise money.
Nevertheless, in New Hampshire, the University of New Hamp-

shire has been assisting for 15 years, never gets a cent. In fact, it
.contributes more to the consortium to match title III money than
the rest of the institutions. It seems that is the way it should be
going.

Basically, in our State, -we say that,you are going to have to do
two or three things. You have got -limited colleges, you have got
limited resources. You had better start pooling them and you had
better start telling the rest of the States, including Rhode Island,
that New- Hampshire is the best place to come to school, because if

you come to a Consortium, you can go to 12, 13 different colleges for

the same price you can go to one and that is a pretty good bargain
any place you look at it.

We also think that it is not the real problem of who has a

telescope on their campus, but how many kids can look through
the darned thing. Therefore, we buy the telescope or we buy the
computer as a cooperative and pass it around.

Don and I talked a little bit last night in the hotel room, in

between telephone calls homeit,i1 my 35th anniversary, and I am
not very happy being here, and neither is the womanwe talked a

little bit about what should be done, and one of the things that

came to my attention was let's eliminate the assisting institutions.
Let the colleges go where they will fbr assistance.
As a historian, I have looked at this Over a period of time and it

seems to me that at least Yankees can find the best bargain.

-I think --ir-Dr-Butler-will-recall-that early-testimonyi- heaaid-that--a developing college should present a plan-1 wish I could remem-

ber/it clearryand that plan should set forth those areas, at least,

discretionary areas, where' they felt there'were weaknesses. No,v,if
that was true then, when there were plenty of students, and it was
the euphoric period of plenty of money, it is even better now when
there are very few students, we in New Hampshire are looking-at a
decline between 15. and 30 percent It is -goingto start in the
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grammar schi.itls, and it is going to work up through the colleges.
If it was true then, it should be true now. We should be able to set
forth a plan, whether it is 5 years, 6 years; or 7 years, and say at
the end of this period we are going to get off the title III ;run lung
.and we are going to be on our own.
It seems to me also _thlt over, a period of time, there should be a
ratio whereby the amount that the college provides grows as the
amount the -Government gives decreases. Again, let me remind you
that I am from New Hampshire, and in our penuriouS legislature,
if-there-is-a-question-of
when li doubt we always vote no
It seems to me also that the quality of education emanating from
title III ci:n be documented, and Don and I think we have done so
in some of the studies we have done,
Finally,

I

think that some colleges are going to have to die

naturally and I hope, with dignity. We closed two schools in the
last year a Catholic school that had a magnificant; as far as I am
'Concerned, concept. Basically, it tried to give a liberal arts education to young ladies who came there; the classical design, it could
not attract students.
At the far end of the spectrum, we closed a widely. innovative,
one of the alienated generation schools, Franconia College. Neither
one of them could attract. Both of them came to the consortium
and said "Will you look at us, where we are going, what the future
is?" We did not act as Penelopes, probably more as Cassandras. But

nevertheless, after looking them over, we made the decision that
neither could possibly continue. Using Consortia staff, a small' portion being (Title. III supported), we assisted them in placing their

students, taking care of their debts, and going down the road

without owing too many people. It seems to me that is the way all
of us want to go out,-and title III helps us.
Thank you.
Senator FELL. Thank you very much indeed. I was very stimula
ed by your testimony.
What this whole discussion is about, really, are the two differing
definitions of a developing institution. The very word, "developing"
may be incorrect in itself. Maybe as we said earlier, it ought to be
"disadvantaged" or some other word.
But in any case, as you know, the House bill and the administration proposal bases it on student body factors, and the present law

bases it on the basis of the institution itself and its efforts to
.

increase the quality of its offering.
I am just wondering, under the new version that the House has,
which, is the administration proposal, would any of your Sour insti-

tutions that you represent spe,,ificallynot as a consortium, but
that you represent specificallywould they be eligible for help? I.

- do not think they would, but I do not know.
Dr. MONROEAS-it stands-now-without the grandfathering clause,
of the 12 institutions_ within th'e consortium itself 9. would no
longer be eligible.
------ Senator -FELL And I would like an answer from each one of you

if I could.Dr. Breidenbach?
Reverend BREIDENBACH. Yes, as it stands now without_ the grand.

father clause, we too would not be eligible very specifically on the;

.9
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numbers that we have, We know that we are close, but we would

not be eligible.
Senator PELCDr. Cannon?
Dr. CANNON. In our group of six colleges in North Dakota, one

would not be eligible, and one is right on the margin. Originally,

when they had it as a single index, two would not have been
eligible.
Senator PELL. But four still would be eligible of your six?
Dr. CANNON., Yes.

Senator PELL. `Thank you.

And Sister Coultas?
Sister COULTAS. We would be right- on the borderline, very close
to eligibility, but probaely outside the parameters.
Senator F'ELL. I was also -very struck by Dr. Monroe's statement,

because we know that with the curve of the population that there
will be a decline in the institutions, and the question is where the
bite is going to come and how is it done without misery, but with
dignity.

And I think that this is a very real problem. You also have the

philosophic question of how people look on a college education. Is it
_

primarily a ke3 to a better job and an increased income. or is it
primarily a key to an enhancement of life and the powers of
enjoyment. If it was that approach, then I wish everybody could-,To

to college. If it is the latter approach, then I think you find many
disappointed people, particularly if they have inadequate college
degrees,. facing the competition of the ,niarketplace. The extreme
example is Germany in the Thirties. We have to be careful that we
do not have too many frustrated college graduates. How we work
this balance out is a very tough job, indeed.

Do you think there should be a time limit as to how long a

college or an institution should remain in the so-called developing
status? Do any of you have a.view in this regard?
Sister..cOOLTAS. Yes. I have that introduced into my testimony. I

believe that institutions should, provided they are evaluated

yearly, that they should be funded for 2 years at minimum.

But I also think that somewhere between 7 and 10 yeara, they
should move out of that classification, and that perhaps they could
-eVen do it sooner, and that the money_ s allotted to those colleges

should- be probably reduced as they begin to move toward the
movement outward, so that the Congress insures that, the institutions therriselVes are taking over those services that are being
provided.
Senator .PELL. You would have a 10-year top limit, then?
Sister COULTAS. Yes.

Senator PELL. I think basically; our thinking is not too dissimilar. However, how do you handle the problem, in your view, of the
-small-black-c-olleges who really have a tremendous disadvan! .ge in

their previous history, when faculty and student body are being

skimnied up by yours and other institutions because of affirmative
action, and yet, they play a very real role in trying to mainstream
tr.e youngsters whe go there. Do any of you have an idea of how
those', problems could be handled?
Reverend BREIDENBAOH. I would like to tie that in to what I was

speaking about. The main problem at Ladycliff College,for exam
:
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pie, is the dormitory that we built in 1965; we are paying off-on
that dorrnitory. At the same time we are trying to attract minority

groups from the New York City area to come to our resident

college. ore feel that this is an opportunity to take a person out of
a deprived area and put that person into an environment that is
somewhat different, and hopefully, an improved environment over
the area where they may be living.
We do not in any way want to take away what is being done for
the Minority groups. We feel that we are contributing to the serv-

iees-that-we-are-offering-thpm,-and-in_a_very snecial way, we,are___
attracting them into the mainstream of education, so that they are

not forced to stay in an environment that per!-iaps is becoming

separate for them.

If 1- may make a personal reference, there is a high school in
New York City, Cathedral High School, 'which is 90 percent His-

panic and black, and I offered that school 10 scholarships for
$40,000 to invite those students to Ladycliff College. The principal

of the high school thought it was a marvelous idea, thanked me
very much, but he said where would they get. the rest of the money
to pay their room and board at Ladycliff. That is the problem that
we are having. Now what I would like to -see is some relief from

the debt that We have for our dormitories, and then with that

money, we could irnproVe the college and so forth, and we would
not have to raise the tuition to cover those costs that are built into

ou r' operational -expenses.

Senator FELL. Incidentally, thank you for-your letter concerning
the hAf-cost issue. I somewhat belatedly just signed a reply to you
yesterday.

Reverend BREIDENBACH. Thank you very much.

Senator FELL. Sister Coultas?

Sister Couuras. I just think that that speaks to the whole matter
of diversity in higher educhtion in this Nation, and I really, believe
that the black colleges have a very essential role to play.

But I think that as we look at dropping enrollment and as we
look at the capability of young black people to move with great
agility into some of the best institutions, in this countiy as-a result
of new access, I think that the entire educational system is probably going to shrink. And therefore, I guess across, the board, I
would say that legislation should be written in such a way that you
will not be feeding money into an instituti that not going-to
make it.

That is why I have paid so much attention to evaluation. Now, I

think some of our institutions in the State of Pennsylvania are

going to go under, and I think some black colleges will probably go
under in that process.

Bur I think also that what will-happen is that the "cream will

hopefully rise to the top," and that institutions tnat are really open__

to applying on a basis that they will be open to evaluation, site
visits, accountability, audit accountability, all of that that that
then protects the taxpayer money that is going into the funding of
this particular legislation. But db believe that those colleges,play
a very essential role because I do not believe that all black students are ready to take Dn the University of Michigan or the
University of Pittsburgh; and I think they may need,that environ-
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meet, particularly in their baccalaureate days, just ii' e some of the
young people coming to my college need the environment which
allows them to be president of the student senate. If-they were at
the University of Pittsburgh, they would not have that opportunity to head the newspaper staff, to develop as leaders within a
small College community.

So I really believe that the diversity has to be maintained, and
that the legislation should be built in such a way that it is maintained, because I think it is basically a wholesoine system.
Senator PELL. Dr. Cannon?

Dr. CANNON. I concur with Sister in a .great measure. In North

Dakota, we have four Indian reservations, and on each of these
reservations, they do have a community college which is funded
through. title III. And our particular network of six 4-year institu-

tions has at times tried to develop relationships with those reservations. As such, we admit that they should indeed develop their own
strengths in their own. colleges. They are very close to the reservation; and the student feels very reluctant to move away from home
very far.

I think, though, in our schools, we are skimming off some of

these students in the 4-year institutions. We have about 250 Native
Americans in our six 4-year colleges, and 33 of thera received the
B.A. degree in the last 2 years.
Senator PELL: Just for the record, unless any of you know the
answer offhand, would' you submit` the percentage of blacks and
Hispanids in your State and the percentage enrolled In your insti-

tutions? If any of yod know it I wish you would tell me now

Sister COULTASA kn9w the percentage of blaCks enrolled in my
institution right now is 7 percent. When I took over as _president 4
years ago, it was a-very sad 0.04 percent, and we have worked very
hard on that ratio.
Senator PELL. And what is the percentage in the State?
Sister CouLTas. I can find that out for you, Senator, and would
be glad to provide it
Senator PELL. All right.
Dr. Monroe?
Dr. MONROE. New Hampshire, about 3. pe_rcent, I would say, I

:percent. However, if you are gbing to look -fit the other minority,
the Franco-Arnerican, it is .pretty close to 30 percent, 32, in the
Franco-American -minority. The minority, as you know, is about 44

percent.
e
Senator PELL. I would not say the -Franco-Americans Consider

themselves a minority, though, particularly in New Hampshire.
They are a majority there.
Dr. Mozia0E. Yes.- We have not been able to get Congress to
discern that yet.
Senator PELL. But you are right. I have noticed that also in my
own State, that Franco-Americans, very often as a rule,- do not
seem to want to take advantage of the higher educational opportunities that are npen to them, as do other groups. I think that is
starting to break down, but it is 'certainly visible in my part of the
country, too.

Dr. MONROE. Yes.

Senator PELL: Yes, Father Breidenbach?-

,
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ReVerend BREIDENBACH. I was just going to say for myself, I do

not know the percentage in New York State, but I know that at

Ladycliff, we are about 17 to 20 percent Hispanic andblack.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed,
Dr. MONROE. Mr. Chairman, could I leave two thingS, both of
them dealing with the bureaucracy itself. One is the computer that

cannot subtract_ I think we queried youwe had a problem in one
of our public schools. We had a very zealous financial aid officer,
who had overcommitted $159,000 in student aid; he did not have it

The president came in and-spoke to the consortium presidents,
including the nine private presidents, and asked for some help.
They all agreed to redtice their financial aid by $I59,000. When
they queried Washington, something went wrong. That has just
never happened. Nobody has asked to take from one pot and put it
in another. The answer was that the computer could not subtract.

Fortunately, some bureaucrat did open up a jar and found

$159,000, which he sent on.

In line with that, under title III, we have been informed in the
face \of declining enrollmentsand my supposition is-that most of
the developing institutions are tuition driventhat title III money
cannot be used to develop the recruiting capabilities nor the financial aid capabilities of the institutions.
Now that sir, seems to me like I am sending my son out to chop
wood, but he,has a dull ax.
Thank you very much.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.
Dr. Cannon?

Dr. CANNON. We would like to enclose a study for the record.
Senator PELL. But this looks so fat, we can put it in for reference,
but not include it in the record.
Dr. CANNON. All right. Tharik you

Senator PELL. But any further statements or anything you like,
of reasonable length, will be put in the record.
Thank you very much indeed for being with us.
Senator PELL. Our next panel is the panel on TRIO programs;
MrfLester Barclay, an Oberlin Ccillege student; Oscar Hernandez,
talent search director at Sah Antonio, Tex.; Larry Dais, Upward
Bound talent search director, Columbia University, New York;
Peter Fellenz, of the Worcester Consortium, in Worcester, Mass.;
and Arnold Mitchem, Convenor of the National Coordirpting Coun
cil of Educational Opportunity Associations, Milwaukee, Wis.
Mr. Mitchem?

STATEMENT OF ARNOLD MITCHEM, CONVENOR, NATIONAL-,COORDINATING COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY \ASSOCIATIONS, MILWAUKEE, WIS.: LESTER -BARCLAY, OBERLIN

COLLEGE STUDENT. 'OBERLIN, OHIO: OSCAR. HERNANDEZ,
TALENT SEARCH DIRECTOR, 'PRODS CT STAY, SAN ANTONIO,
TEX.; LARRY DAIS, UPWARD ROUND TALENT SEARCH. DIRECTOR, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, N.Y.: AND PETER FELL1ENZ.
WORCESTER CONSORTIUM, WORCESTER, N.Y., A' PANEL

Mr._ MrreaEm. I will serve as the moderator, 'M:. Pell.
Senator PELL. Fine. Thank you.

0
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Mr. MITCHEM. Each of us, with the exception of Mr. Barclay, will
highlight the written statements which we have submitted to your
staff, sir.
I ara Arnold Mitchem, 'director of the educational opportunity
prograth at Marquette University and convenor of the National
Coordinating Council of Educa ional Opportunity Associations.
Mr. .hairman, I think it i important to point out that this

mornin 's hearing is the first o

ortunity that either the practi-

tioners r the students involved in the TRIO programs have ever
had to resent our views and recommendations regarding TRIO
program to a Senate authorizing subcommittee._
I want you to know that w?, deeply-appreciate-the-opportunity,
the privilege, and your interest: in what we have to say this morning.

TRIO, sir, is a misleading term.-It refers to five programs rather
than three. Of the five, the oldest program authorized under the
Higher Education Act is Talent Search, which was first authorized
in 1965, as a means to identify disadvantaged youth, to encourage
them to enter college, and to Ethsist, them in applying for Federal
student assistance. Working mainly out of community-based agent;
cies, and providing information, referral services', and _counseling,
Talent Search established the principle that oftentimes the lack of
motivation to pursue college and the lack of information about
,

available student assistance are as great a barrier to postsecondary

access for disadvantaged
students as is the lack of financial re.
sources.

In 1968, the Congress created Special Services for Disadvantaged

Students, a -program which aimed at improving retention and the
quality of education for dfiadvantaged students enrolled in America's colleges and universities. It is a mainstream program.
This program is campus-based and provides remedial tutorial
counseling and 'academic advisement services. Also in 1968, the
Congress transferred the authoritL for. Upward Bound from -the
her Education Act.
Economic Opportunity Act to the
Upward ,,Bound is a campus-based program that is designed to
generate motivation and develop academic competencies for disadvantaged high school youth. The principal purpose of this program,
akin to a prep school, is to prepare.disadvantaged youth for success

I-

in college.

Thus, by 1969, there existed three programs, authorized, we feel
appropriately,_ under title IV of the Higher Education Act, to assist
disadvantaged students in overcoming the noneconomic barriers to
access and completion of higher education.
In-1972,- the Senate- initiated a fourth program, Educational Op.-portunity Centers, with functiqns similar to Talent Search. And in
1976, Senator. Kennedy successfully proposed the creation of a staff
development program for persons working..within the TRIO !programs.

The legIslative history of these five programs spans 14 years. The
recommendations which my colleagues and I will bring to you this
morning reflect an attempt on the part of the National Coordinat'ing Council of the Educational Opportunity Associations to rationalize, refine, and improve upon the current legislation.
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Moreover, our recomme'ndations were carefully developed by per-

sons who have a detailed understanding of the programs in a
process that took 9 months and required meetings in four cities

Denver, Cleveland, Portland, Oregon, and Arlington, Va. Our views
represent a national consensus and the wisdom of over a decade of
experience with these programs in both selective and nonselective
institutions of higher education and agencies that serve both rural
and.urban populations across the country.
In closing, I would like to call your attention to several key
recommendations.
First, the introduction of a new concept in determining eligibility
--for TRIO- servicesfirst generation college student. This is defined

in our proposed legislation as a person neither of whose parents
has completed a baccalaureate degree. We feel this is simpler, more

exact, and less demeaning to the client population than language

in the curNnt law. It also has the effect of providing a more
uniform eligibility standard for all the TRIO programs.
Let me add that we feel this is a positive construct. It is . "a
concept which has been embraced by American Indians, blacks,

Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, and ,Whites, because the inter- ests of all of these groups is reinforced by this concept.
Second, we have attempted to clarify the roles or focus of talent
search projects and educational opportunity centers. We are urging

that talent search continue its historic mission of serving youth;
and that educational opportunity centers focus on the Nation's
growing concefrri for adults.

Third, we are proposing an authorization level of $400 million. In

fiscal 1979, the demand for TRIO services-exceeded the current

authorization" level.

'Fourth, we are proposing that each student who-is enrolled.in a
Special, Services project receive sufficient financial assistance to
meet that student's full financial need.
And last as we look at the House and administration's bills, we
strongly prefer the Houp bill to the administration's bill.
House bill, in our opinion, reflects a more detailed understanding
of the TRIO programs than does the administration's.
Thank you very much, Mr. Pell.
Mr, Dais, then Mr. Hernandez, Mr. Fellenz, and last, we will
have a personal statement from Mr. Barclay, who has been both a
Special Services and Upward Bound student.
Thank you, sir.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Mr. Dais.

Mr. DAIS. Mr. Chairman, my name is Larry Dais. I am the
director of the Upward Bound and Talent Search program for

Columbia University and the city of New York. I am also an officer
of the university with a Presidential appointment; chairman of the

education committee of the New York Urban League, _and a

.member of the board of director§ of the Association .-for Equality
and Excellence in Education, a professional association representing persons working in educational opportunity program's in New
York, New Jersey, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.
Prior to embarking on a more objective view of the needs of the
-; Nation's Upward Bound population, I want to share with you, if I

-
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a statement by Dr. ,William McGill, president of Columbia
t `nrl ersity on September-14, 1979, with regards to Upward Bound
and Talent Search programs:
.

Project Double Discovery, the Upward Bound and Talent Sexch-Prolien in il period of social turmoil, have struggled and 'succeeded. This1111 urtd effective program of help for the education disadvantaged has estaban impressivt record. l am proud that'Columbia has been able to-support-and,
,iicoo rage such worthwhile service to the community.
.'r

11111

End

of his statement.

As vou know, Upward Bound as currently authorized is a program for disadvantaged high school youth which is designed .to
;issi,;t them in developing the skills and motivation necessary for-._
success in college. Upward Bound studehts attend a summer promost often a residential program on a college campus. There,
I hey receive academic classes in the 'basic
of reading, writing,,

d mathematics. They also receive personal and academic coal',
:sling Lind take part in a variety of cultural, career and motiva-

tional activities.
Additionally. these students receive counseling, tutoring, college'
olaciancipt assistance, and additional instruction in basic skills!
during the academi-c_

mole objectively now the target. area for the Upward Bound

i,rogr:ini at Columbia is the Borough of Manhattan, with particular
l rlcmi. Ninet:y-nine percent of FrarlemThigh school----ents are minorities; 64 percent of them are achieving at acanth: levels a venr or more below grade level, according to New
irk (`av norms
whim .ornparki against national norms, their- achies%-ement
)res will he even lower
According to reports from the Drug Abuse Agency in New York
I

city, there are nearly 2000 identifiable pushers selling drugs on
Fl
lean streets. I might add that this market is not a hidden one,
Lau one that is as open as the sale of oranges and apples on the

streets. Drugs and guns are the way of life in Harlem. The economis qratus of Harlem citizens, and more generally, residents of every
rmior neighborhood in the country is by no choice of their own,

closely tied not only to the state of the economy, but also to the

state of government budgets, locally and nationally.
Lir-len, residents depend upon public schools for the education of

their children. They depend upon public health clinics for the
h. alth care of their families, and they depend upon public labor
,iii

,- for their jobs. They:depend upon social service programs to
for their basic expenses, food and shelter.
contrast to this pervasive atmosphere of dependency, Upward'

Id offers the challenge of independence and the support to

leve up-wnrd mobility.

)ter l'pwar,d Bound students are productsof the Harlem C91111)1Uthe
the students are given the opportunity to
attend activities that enhance and promote their personal effectiveHess ;mil to provide opportunities for the application of their learn11

t y During

mg experiences to life experiences.

ther:111. the program is designed to develop skills, to motivate
.toile nt, toward utilizing their potential.
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The primary goal is to aid students in their high school studies

and -to;PPrepare them' for success in
i
college, .not just placement.
The prrigt.a.m continues. in the fall with afternoon and Saturday

morning academic classes. Ttitoring is pfovided for high school
subjects and college and personal counseling are available. These
,students- also have the bpporlunity to audit regular courses within
the undetgradunte divisions Of the, university. Our Upward Boundprogram-has served a total of 1,353 students. Sixty-one percent of
these students have graduated from high school. Eighty-five percent of .these students have gone on to college. Our placement
record for 1975 was,.78 percent; 1.976, 74 percent; 1977, 83 percent;
1978, 98 percent, and 1979, 96 percent.

The recommended increase for these programs is particularly
well advised in light of the programs to demonstrate effectiveness
in raising the aspirations of low income students and for facilitat-.
ing their enrollment and success in college. According to a study
commissioned by the_U.S. Office-of &ideation and completed by
Research Triangle Institute, 71 percent of Upward Bound graduates enter college, as compared with 47 percent of their low-incorrie
peers.

Our concerns as directors for the 1980's is to promote effective
and quality education for the population of youth we serve.

In closing, I would -like to add a statement by Arnold tollery,

dean of Columbia College:

There is no private college in America that has -a better historical record than
Columbia's of opening its doors to talented young people, regardless of such extraneous considerations as race and ability to pay; in admitting students to Columbia, the
meat important criteria ligs always been intellectual promise. There are many
young people in our society who can profit from the type of demanding education
offered by institutions such as Columbia College, but _who, nonetheless, may never
obtain it either because they are unaware of their talents or not ready to receive it
Project Double Discovery. the Upward -Bound and Talent' Search Programs, is
dedicated to finding some or them and preparing them for college. In performing
this high mission, PDD, serves the best ideals of Columbia.
As Dean of Columbia College. I am proud that Project Double Discovery is a part
of the college and of statervent of Dean Collery.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you.
[The prepared statment of Mr. Dais follows1
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STATEMENT Or LARRY DAIS. DIRECTOR, PROJECT DouBLE DISCOVERY. COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY
Mr. Chairman
name As L

nd Members of
y'Dais.

I

he SObcommit

am the'Director of the Upward Bound and Talent

-Search Programs of Columbia University in. the City of NeW York.
also

I

am

-

an officer of the University with a Presidential appointment, Chairman

of the Education Committee or the Ne& York Urban League, and a member or
the Board of 9irectors of the Association for Equality and Excellence

in

Education, Inc:' --a professional assue- iatIon representing persons working

in educational opportunity programs in New York, New Jersey, Puerto Rico
andT3the Virgin Islands.

Prior to embarking.on a more objective overview 'of the needs of the nation's
Upward Bound population,

1

want tcishare with you, if

I

may, 4 statement

made by Dr. WilliamMcGicl, Presidentof.Columbja University on Sept mber 14,
,1979 with regards to Upward Bound and Talent Search Programs!
Columbials'PrO:lect Double Discovery (The Upward Bound
and Talent Search Programs), born in a period-of social
Its
tucmoil, has struggled and succeeded4agnificently.
mature and effective program of help for the educatipnally
am,
disadvantaged has established an impressive record.
proud that Columbia has been able to support and encourage
'such worthwhile service to the community,
I

As you know,',Upward Bound-as currently, -authPriz'ed, is,a program for disad-

vantaged high schooi youths designed to assist them in developing the
skills and motivation necessary for success in college.

Upward'Bound

students attend a summer session, most often a residential session, on a
college campus.

There they receive supplementary instruction, particularly

in the basic,skilis of reading, writing and mathematics.

They'al so receive

perSonal and, academic counseling and take actrt in a variety of cultural,

career, and other motivational activities.

Additionally these students.

TT 0

-counseling, tutoring, college placement assistance, and additional
Se

tion in basic akills'during the academic year

_ctively now:

the tar et area for-the UpwaFd Bound:Program of

la Is the borough of Manhat'tan, with particular attention to Harlem.

There are,aPprOximately,370,000 residents In Harlem, nicety-ninepercent
of Harlem's high school students are minorities, and 64% of them are
achieving at academic levels a year or more below grade level according
to New York City norms.

When compared against national norms, their

-

achievement scores would be even lower

According to reports from the Drug abuse agency in New York City, there
are nearly two thousand identified pushers selling drugs on
1 might add that this market is not a hidden'one,
oranges and apples on the streets.
Harlem.

Harlem's streets.-

t as open as the sale of

Drugs and gun s-_re a way of lift in

in. fact, in the,New York Post's July 6th,1979 edition the Pastor

of the Upper Park Avenue Baptist' Church, Rev.

Dempsey, stated:- ."More than

40% of the youngsters have gunst kids ten years old are carrying guns'':

The economic status of Harlem residents, and more generally of

sidents

cry poor neighborhood in the country Is, by no choiceof thef'i.own,
closely tied not only to the sta

the economy, but also to the. -state

of government budgets, local and nattonal.

Harlem's residents depend

on public schools for the educatlon of their children they depend on
public health clinics for the health care of their familieS; they depend
I

on public labor money for their jobs: and they depend on social service
programs to pay for their basic essentials, food and shelter.

atmosphere of dependency, Upward Bound

1

he challenge of independence and'the support to achieve
obility.

In 197E4 The City's Board of Education reported in 'its annual student
ethnic cens'Us that minority students.'constitute.71.3% of the toral

enrollment fr om the school system and account for 83% of the-suspensions.

Black Students. who comprise 39.5% of the system -wide enrollment, comprise
-58.3% of all student6 suspended.

While non-minority students who make up'

28.8% of the student populationi..account .for only 17'.4% of the =suspensions.

(Hispanic students comprise 29.5% of the total enrollment)

Not 'only is

difficult to keep students In schools

there, their level of achievement is extremely low.

but once theyare
Louis D. Brandeis

High School recently vtated that 88% of its students failed-the Mew
YOrk State Basle Comprehensive Test.
reading two-years'

Over 75% of the students are

-below-grade level, and only 50% of- these students. -_ --

're,expected -to-function on grade level by the time they reach their 12th

year.' Test results released by the Board of Educati9O.in 1978 showed that
nearly six out of ten students in. the New York City's public elementary

and junior high schools continue to read below the natronal.standard,for
their grade.

The resulis showe8- that 43% of the students in grades two

through nine were` reading at or above their grade level.
district

Atypical

ouTd have 90% of its students reading above, and 50% reading b

grade level.

These scores take on special significance in light of the

fact that, the percentage of students seriously deficient in %heir reading
increases with every glade,

Wherensj8,9% of second - graders -are more than

a year behind (they are for all practical purposes non-readers, this
figure increase,

36.32 by the niptigrade

ER RESIDENTIAL MINN NT Ma

vironMent thdt engenders feelings of
spirit of camaraderie and proVides a strongly supportiVe s
Who are receptive, , sympathetic and p

itivi models forYthe stUdent4.

-This type ofreiider-itilaV program allows

students. for a t

same_academicenY.'onmeht, while also creating an atmosphere

to share
herein ti

living together W,11 gain numerous positive benefits:

-

To develop.and sustain an administrative
component that._versees end
insures the functional- operation, supervision and implementation of
the residential program.
To create an environment whereby' students can view and evaluate
themSelves as individuals on a 24-hour basis with their own peer
group serving as the device for measurement.
To all

students to compete in .various areas with one another but.
always to come home and share the same liVing quarters to reinforce
feelings of unity.,
-

TO further expand acquired knowledge and to acquire new Inform
in Scnonis of thought totally diverse from that which they are
ally accettomed.t0.
'To.haVe tae staff serve as a positive rote model for.the acade
and personal development.of.Atudents,

-

-

To keep-lines of'communication open between adminis
counseling staff.

steff-and'

To.provide constant security' for-dormitories and
housing for all students and staff.

he besl-poss b

TO provide recreational and social
and experiential growth.

acilitat

re

To provide proper supervision -of studen

personal

s.

-To-arlow students a materapon period away from the daily structure,
of en environment with parental guidance, to foster iegependence vie'
decisa-making with Other U.B. students'.
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.SUMMER ACADEMIC CONCEPTAtt -

The curriculum for the Suea4r,Porgramvis developed by the Upwaed'Bound
Staff initonsultation with curriculum developers, licensed teachers. and
.

graduatestudent$ with advisement by Upward Bound studentsvand parents.

The

Summer Residential & Academic Program consists of six primary.components:

Reautred-claises in English, Algebra, Geometry, Trigbnometry, and
& Chem:), taught.by licensed teachers and graduate
students, will be assigned,. to the students on' the basis of student
need.
Such 'classes are attended Monday through Friday, mornings.
Class size ranges
Tests are given to measure Student progress.
from 10 to IS students.

-AP
2.

:eased on student preference with conside'ration of Atudent need, enPhysics, Spanish,
Spanish ,
Tichmant cou-ses In various-subjects (Calculus
_
)Economics. Computer Science Programming, PsYcholepy, Sex Education)
Such claises
are taught by licensed teachers and graduate-students.
are held Monday through Friday mornings. Tests are given to
Class
she
ranges
from
10
to
15
students.
measure student progress.
_

_

.

StbdY-sets invarious areas (for,required'and enrichment lasses.
as- Teachsupervised by graudate students and undergraduate
er's Aides (or
tutor-counselors) will be assigned to allatudents.
Such- -sets are attended Monday throughThu1sday afternoons: The
Ctudy -Sets provide the studens with,oppOrtunitieS-to get claryicailon4and guidance in understanding and completing aisIgnments for
Morning classes.L
4.

Tutering.of indiVidual students is conducted by Autor-coupselors
every Sunday. throbgh Thursday evening.

5.

Seminars in various subjects, e.g. Afro-American History. Puerto,
Rican History, Afro-American Literature, conducted by tutor-counselors
will be selected by Students.. -Seminars sessions provide the student
with opportunities to explore areas generally untouched during their
high 'school years.

The Reading program, 'conducted by licensed teachers and graduate stedents, will be assigned to students -on the basis,of student need.
The'prograM is comprehensive in form, and conseguently makes, use
Instructors are
of various resources in the surrounding area
hired from Teacher'N College, Columbia University. and high Schools.
Students will be given the reading section.of the, omprehensIve Test
of Basic:Skills to identify C%osi-with severe reading diffictilties.
Reading classes, are attended Monday through Friday mornings. .Glass
size range froa 10 to'15 students.
-

The, rprogram has had a total. ef 1.353 regular Uoward-Boui

pa tici?oots.

Acproxlmately61

Eighty -Fivepercent of

Eleven of

u

have graduated from high school.

graduates have enteredscollep.

students were accepted to the.5_ctioo1 of EngjnettOg

and Applied Science ot Culumbia University and Columbia College for
,1979i

'

have had an average of 85,

of our studentS-placed in

eges over the past five years.

1979
1976
1977
1978

£ -----

1979,

78
74
83
98
96

%
%
%
%
%

ended funding increase for these irograms is particularly:

advised in light of MO program's demonstrated effectivenss
/

raising th

aspirations of low-income students to venture successfully.

Into the nation's

if-

colleges.

Acceirding to a study commissionedby the

U.S. Office of Edueaiion and completed by Research Triangle Institute,
71% of the Upward Bound grao -ates'entered college ascompSred with 47%
of their low-income peers.

Our concerns AS Directors of the TRIO programs for the 1980's is'io

_

ctive and quality education for the target population of youth

Academic Yeal':Component

The Upward Round Program conducts Ad Academic Year Cothponent frOm
September 6

to June.30, as an integral part of its operation.

After

selection of partiCipating.students has been completed, thr6 basic
activities

ollow!

They are;

Activities which provide a

eemi4 instruction and counseling

Saturday classes designed to provide participating students with
in basic skills, e.g, Reading, Writing, Mathematics.
Language Arts-: amd intensive tutoring sessions in those academic

subjects in which these students are engaged in the
:

schools-.

In the-areaof,academic counseling the program providds group and
Andividual!tessions that will furnish the students with guidance,.
Instruction, and objectives in the!successful completion of high
school' and.admissions intopost7secondary educational institutions.

A-

vi

career_and

hick

ovide

0 t-s condar

uidang

counseling

educational

and orientation in

jor.tunitIas

Individualized and group counseling and guidance between particiP0

students and project staff deSigned to,systematically acquaint the
students with both the financial

and educational opportunities.,

"'available to thee.

Activities which encourage -ersohal

social lntellectu 1. and cultural

4PV007enti
Provides participating students.with a variety of exposurel

Odutational institutionsmeseumie theatres and the like.-

6
In .closing I would like to,sh4re with
you a ste

by Arnold

Collery,Dean=of- Caluelbia Colleget,

Theeryls no private college in America that hayA I c
'better historical record than Columbia's of 6pening
its doors tb talented young people, regardless of
such extraneous cot4ideratidne.as race and ability.,
to pay.
In admitting studentt to Columbia, the most,
important criteria has always been,intellectual '
promise.
.

There are manyydung people in oursoelety who can
profit frOothe type of demanding education offered
by-instiTutions.suchas Columbia College, but who
nOnothlesi, way never obtain it efther'because they
.

are anawaru of their talents or are not ,ready to
receive it
ProjectDouble DiScOvery Js dedicated to
Finding some of them, ond-orioaring'them'for. college:
In:perfor
high mission,.PDD serves the best
fdealS of ColLmbia',
.

As Dean of Columbia College= ram proud that Project
DOUble Discovery is a part ofAhe College.

._Arnold Colley
,Dean of Columbia College

=
,

Mr. Chairmanand'members of the subcommittee, I want

hank,

you and express my deep appreciation for the opportunity
opportunity.to testify
before the subcommittee this morning.

Senator PELT: Thank you very much.

,

As you know gentlemen, your full statements will be inserted in
the record It is the-highlight- poiots that make an impact on me.
Hqrnandez?
Mr. Hernandez..1Mr: Chairman, allow me first to ,express my
appreciation for being- afforded the opportunity to appear before
"this, Subcommittee regarding the reauthorization of- these.,' special.'
programs for students of disadvantaged backgrounds.
My-riameis`Oacar lieniandez, and I am-the executive director of

-'itii-ahrtiniiinitY-based talent' search -program in San Antonio,..'_Tex,.
calle-dTroject STAY, soholarships to able youth.
Ihave been associated-With the program for 11 years and will hetarting my twelfth year this coming December.

Project STAY has been in existence since July of 1968, and its
effices;located in the heart of the once-designated Model cities area

in the barrio of San Antonio's west side, have become a local
institution.
Geographically, we,tierpte in ten target schools, in four inde-

Barrett Countyi, Tex, covering an
area-, approximately 129 square 'miles. The total populations of
these four school districts that are served is approximately 475,000,
pendent SOhool

of which, 114,000; are in school. Ninety-five percent of the pepulation is Made up or either -Mexican American or black American
studenta, and Some 40 percent of the families earn less than $7,000
annually:.
IV is alto -an area where a majority of the parents have only a
grade school -education; with only a few having graduated from
high school,

py maintaining an unconventiona1:12-hour.workeday and operating in the same neighborhood over an 11-year span,- the program
hai-temained- accessible and has been readily accepted by, the
community, both students and parents:The program '.s activities have evolved to a point where currently,
i.istaff-hiaintairrlvork-areae-or- offices within the ten target, schools,
4;zserved by the project'. At'he central office, which is open to the
,-public from 8:30 in the morning until 9:00 at night, concurrently.
serves: students, parents, and bther individuals who are unable to
!!-,, avail themselves of program services during the day or in the local
schools.-

community: and
The impact of program activity on the.
secondary and post-Secondary institutions, as well as the staff; has
been cumulatively extensive. The degree of success p encouraging

and /activating- low income students to pursue a post
education can be measured by the increased number of students
that are serviced by the program each year
Every year, the number of students that are' serviced. by Project
STAY :.increases: significantly One reason why there.is a substan
tial increase inr students every year, is that students are becoming
more -familiar with talent tearch and its -services. In addition,
programa such as the basic educational opportunity grant have
allowed More and more .students from low income` and students
with-average grades to think college, -reversing the trend of a. few
years ago that only the top 10 percent,. or the elite few, could.
attend college.

,

his heighterun interest in college attendance has simulta-,2,
usly resulted in ajexpanding diversity of institutions ,to which
u talent search students are applying..As a result of prbgram
inv !velment, a record- number of local students are consequent!
applying and -enrolling,- at not only local institutions, but sue
no bre institutions of higher learning as Harvard 'Yale Princeton
Uni ersity. of Pennsylvania, University of Wisconsin, Notre
.

Sta, ford, and'other well-known
centers of learning. ',,..
A a person who ha, devoted a good part of his life to the goals . '4.;a
rind objectives of talen tearch, it was refreshing to see that in the,,

pro osed. legislation ,i commended by the National Coordinatifiv,'
Co ncil, wording\Avas a sled or changed in the present legislation to t-1
ins re (1) that progra_ s that are urided be accessible to parents_:
an students alike; (21 that the maintaining of talent search is.a _.
yo th oriented proggrrat and leaving EOC as a program focusing ori-:-i?
ults; (3) that len Search programs should be targeted ori:,
p lrsons who aspire to l first generation college studentS and who
meet a revised low- income criteria; next that the Talent Search -,
ould be allowed to provide tutoring for its clients; and:finally,
yen the current unseryery. eligible population and 'the-expanded

sign of TRIO, the cou-ncil's recommendation of a $400---rnillion
authorization.
1
.
..

Mr. Chairman, I find all of these recommendations that the

-:

National Coordinating Council has made concerhirig talent search ,consistent with the philosophy and spirit intended in the original --'
legislation in 1965 and ask for your positive consideration of these
recommendations as recommended by the council and that are
spelled out in H.R. 5192.
Thank you.

Senator RELL. Thank' you.
: FELLENz; Selhator. Fell, I would like to say, 'llello ". to a.,L,-_-'
felloW New' Englander,. although I have only been in Massachusetts

for 5 or 6 years, and I understand you have been in Rhode Island x:
considerably longer; I like it here in New England.
I am very enthused about directing a statewide Educational Op- = 4i
pbrtunity Center program in Massachusetts. I have worked with '2I
other Federal programs, Dropout Prevention: Career Education, '
and Early Childhood, This is the one I like the best: I would like
about 4 minutes to denionstrite that to you
-,
'Senator; if you will look at the green EOC 'brochure, which
believe is attached, it will display the five counseling centers across
Massachusetts Which 'are provided with our $417.000 EOC giants -__

,-;.

EOC is one of the TRIO programs. We, serve Springfield,.WorceSter; 1
Lynn, Bostorii7and the New Bedford Fall River area We help about --

-6,000 clients a year, almost half of whbm start college. Over 5
years, we have helPed about 23,000 clients, 10,000 of whom' have
successfully enrolled.
[The informatiOn referred to follows:]
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Mr. FELLENZ. We run into a few problems doing so. First of all,

our clients are most frequently young adults; 70 percent are

women.-Many are returning to school for the first time since high
school, now that their children are a bit older. Whe`n these clients
decide to 'go back to school, they want to start immediately, and
-'they come to our centers for a variety of reasons.

First of all two-thirds of our 6000 clients still see financial
barriers as the biggest obstacle to a postsecondary education

career. They simply are not caught up with the national phenomenon; they have not seen billions of grant dollars spent. They often
have the feeling that they still need A's on a high school transcript

to get aid. When they come to EOC offices with rather vague
financial _aid ideas, they still need considerable service. This is
especially true of adults, who have been away from high school
counseling for 8 to 10 years.

So we do work; we are often well-liked, especially by other

human service programs in the model cities areas. There really is
almost no place else to send adult learners who want to go back to
school and have not yet decided on a specific college of enrollment.

'I- would like to point out two problems that occur again and
,- again; problems unique to adult learners. First of all, most adult
learners are -part-time learners, and there is a considerable cluestion of financial aid equity for the part-time adult learner. For
instance, with the Massachusetts State Scholarship, one must be a
: full-tiine student. Part-time students "Need Not Apply." Also, a
considerable number of financial aid officers, and other people who
handle financial aid, have not, yet routinized their way of dealing

with "independent student status" applications. As a result many
are not nearly as prompt in providing answers regarding financial
aid and actual grant awards to part-time adult learners. EOC clients request that we stay in business, year after year, as a troubleshooter, on these complex matters. We do help about 4,000 to 5,000

people secure Basic Educational. Opportunity Grants eacl year.
Second, we have many concerns over what happens to a great
dumber of our clients who enroll in this wonderful phenomenon
called continuing education. Yes, it does, in many cases, guarantee
access to a college campus for a part- ime learner. However, in a
great 'number of cases, it does not r tilt in access to good payoff
career programs available to full-time day students; nor in many
-cases, does continuing education include cornprehensive support
services. Much of the college is simply, "not there" when our

---adults show up for evening or Saturday classes.

If you now take a second look at the green brochure, there is a
lot of Massachusetts and New England that is not served., To this
date, we are the only EOC project in Massachusetts. I work with
people in New England, I work with people from other states to

-encourage their applications. I believe there are a couple EO

_applications from Rhode Island now being considered for funding. I
,would feel more comfortable seeing-other EOC grants in the New
England area, partly because postsecondary education issues, in.-Izolve all of New England as a college or postsecondary base.

In conclusion, I would like to say these areas net served include
massive, areas like Lowell/ Lawrence/Haverill, Brockton/Taunton,
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Pittsfield/North Adams, and many of the rural sections of the

State.
Senator, we have dealt with about $o) million in Basic Education:
al Opportunity Grant awards in the last 5 years. Eighty-five per-

cent of our clients who used those grants have finished their first
year and half have finished 2 years of a post secondary education.
We believe the greatest threat to the Basic Grant. is not abuse, but
attrition. And we believe that our thoughtful counseling sessions,
especially kr adult learners, help them to better match their goals
with the college offerings and to wend their way through the yet
underdeveloped continuing education division and through the inequities of financial aid. And EOC clients are staying in school.
One petsonal comment in terms of your question of should college prepare people for jobs; or should it impart a more liberal
form of knowledge. I personally believe we can do both, and that
we should demand of college administrators that they provide the
leadership in creating colleges that do both. I have made no choice
between the two and do not expect to until the day I die. We try to
help clients do both, to find thoughtful and demanding courses of

study; to find courses that lead to good employment.
Thank you very much.
Senator Pau.. Thank you.
Mr. Barclay?
Mr. BARCLAY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for the
opportunity to appear before you this morning.
My name is Lester clarclay, and I am director of the TRIO desk,
an intern position,wa.A. Lae U.S. Student Association. I am a junior
at Oberlin College, majoring in government and economics.
I am here this morning to provide for you a personal view of the
effectiveness of the TRIO program.
Born and raised in Chicago, I am the youngest from a family_of
children. My father is a retired sewing machine repairman; my
mother, a housewife.

Throughout my years as a Chicago student, I attended schools

which, in my opinion, were not representative of qUality education.

In my sophomore year I got involved in the Upward Bound

program at Roosevelt University. Corning from a high school where
only one-third of the 1,500 students who enrolled with me graduated, I needed motivation.

With intensive instruction in math, English, and history, my

overall classroom performance was well improved. Also, the program provided me with knowledge of college admissions and financial aid programs.
When enrolling in Oberlin College in 1977, I found the special
services program easily accessible to my needs. The tutorial pro

grams were greatly responsible for my retention during a very
difficult freshman year.

The special services program at Oberlin has also aided in the
survival of many educationally and economically disadvantaged
students. Tutorial assistance as well as peiSonal counseling have
contributed to my success at Oberlin.
After completing the requirements for my undergraduate degree,
I plan to go to law school.
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TRIO is an essential complement to the student financial aid

program. Though severely underfunded, TRIO has proven itself a
successful, cost-effective mechanism for breaking down academic,
cultural, and psychological barriers faced by economically and educationally disadvantaged students.
Through the provisions of tutoring, counseling, remedial courses,
information dissemination and advising services, TRIO has produced tangible and significant increases in high school retention
and graduation rates.
Senator Pell, the TRIO programs are unique; in that they are the
only federally funded programs that deal with students' academic
performance. USSA shares the concerns that you expressed earlier

this week about the quality of education and students' ability.
We agree that it is a cruel hoax to provide sufficient financial
resources for low-income persons, minorities, handicapped individ-

uals, and others, so that they may attend college, but then to not
provide adequate support so that they are insured not only gradua-

tion but a meaningful academic experience.
To use a well-worn phrase, TRIO prevents the open door from
being a revolving door for disadvantaged students.
In terms of specific recommendations, the U.S. Student Association strongly recommends the provisions of the House bill 5192.
These provisions are also endorsed by the National Coordinating.
Council of Educational Opportunity Associations and the Hispanic
Hi her Education Coalition.
he two TRIO programs in which P have participated have made
me more aware of a hidden potential which I am uncertain would
have otherwise surfaced.
From talking with other TRIO students, I find that they are also
grateful for the opportunities which the programs have given them
to develop their potential.
The U.S. Student Association .supports the first generation concept for the eligibility of loarticipants in the TRIO program. USSA
also supports an increased authorization level of $400, million.
As a TRIO student, it is my duty to testify and stress the impor-

tance and effectiveness of these programs, so as to make such

quality programs available to students throtighout the Nation.

Mr. Chairman, I urge you to give serious consideration to the
proVisions of the House bill. These changes build on the current
structure and strengthen the program without creating many disruptive changes.

On the following pages in my written statement, you will find
highlighted several key issues that we at the USSA see facing

TRIO.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mi.. Barclay follows:]
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STATEMENT OF LF,STER BARCLAY TRIO DESK DIRECTOR, UNITED STATES STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
Mr. Chairman, and members of_the Buboamaittee, I would like to thank- -you

for the Opportunity to appear before you this
==

rning.

My name is Lester Barclay, and I am Director of the TRIO Deck. an intern

position with the United States Student Association (LISSA).

I am a Junior

At Oberlin College, maJoring in economics and political seie0C0
I an here thin morhing to provide for you a personal view of the ef

--

tiveneoa of the TRIO programs.

Born and raised 10 Chicago. I am the youngest from a family of eleven
children.

My father is a retired sewing machine repairman; Ona my mother a

housewife.

Throughout my year

no a student in Chicago. .1 attended schools which.

in my.opinion, were not repruaentaive of'quality education.
year of high school. I got
University.

In my aophomore

_a in the npwardgound program at Roosevelt

Coming from a high school where only one third of the 1500 Stu-

dente enrolled in my close graduated. I,needed motivation.

With intensive

instruction in math. English, and history. my overall clasdrOom performance
was well improved.

Aldo ihe program provided me with knowledge of college

admissions and financial aid programs.

When enrolling in Oberlin College in the fall of ISM I found theSpeci 1
tea program easily acesolble and responsive'to my needs.

The tutorial

program* were greatly responsible for my retention during-4 very difficult
freshman year.

The Special ServiCea program at Oberlin has aided in the

survival of many educationally

ad economically disadvantaged students.

Tutorial a7lietaace. as well as personal counseling have contributed to my
success at Oberlin.

After completing the requireMenta for my Undergraduate

degree. I plan to go to law school.

The twoTRIO.programs in which I have, participated, have made !Amore

..

aware of a hidden potential which I em uncettaln vould'have otherwise surfaced.
From talking with other TRIO students. I find they are also grateful for the

opportunity which the programa have given them to.develop their academic pobenti
The U.S. Student Asieciation Oupporte the first generation concept for
the eligibility of participants in the TRIO programs.

USSA also supports en

Increased authorization level of $400 million for TRIO.

Aa a TRIO student. it is My duty to testify. end street the importance and
effectiveness of these

rograia, co se-`to make ouch quality programs available

to disaAventaged-staents
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OVERVIEW OF TRIO PROGRAM
Mr. Chairman, the TRIO p orase actually are s aeries of mix auth3rities that
were created at different times starting in 1965. Progr.au currently authorised
are Upward Round (US), Talent Search (TS). Special SerVicss for Diendvantaged

Students (Mg). Educational Opportunity Centers (ROC), Service Learning
Conte

though thin program has'never been funded - and a staff

in-

lug component.

TRIO is an essential

nt to the etudent financial aid progress.

Though severely underfunded. TRIO bee proven itself a succesafnl, cost - effect-

ve mechanism for breaking down academic. cultural, and psychological barrier.
faced by

*canonically and educationally disadvantaged students. Through

the provialon of tutoring. counseling. remedial courses, information dismes
ination. and sdvieing services. TRIO has Produced tangible and significant
increasee in high school retention end ItAdUitiOn ratts, college entrance.
retention and graduation rate',, end college performance among students with
inadequate educational background'.

Senator Pell. the TRIO progress are unique in that they are the only

Federally- funded Program that deals with 'student.' academic performance. UM
shares the concern, that you expressed earlier this weak about the quality
of education and students ability.lie ogres that it is I cruel hoes to provide sufficient financial.remmurces for low - income persons, mlooritiam, hand-

lesppee. individuals. and other. co that they say attend college, but then

to not provide adequate support services to ensure they not only graduate.

.

but have a meaningful aesdemic experience: To use a veil -vorn phreee. TRIO
percents the open door from 13.402ans a revolving door for disadvantaged college
stufente.

RA has alms been troubled by, the fact that billions of doll/agars
t on student aid yearly, but that only in the last two years ha. more then

Jlion been appropriated for the support services that TRIO provides.
Obviouely, financial aid is of the utmost importance to lov-income, and

creaeinglyto middle-income stOdents, but many'of these people will drOP"put of
not even apply without the counseling and tutoring of TRIO,

.

-7
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TRIO essentially works to protect the Government'a etudtnt aid investment by
increasing retention and graduation rates.

It saddens as though, that even at the current maximus authorization Of $200
million, only about 10Z of eligible individuals would be served. Clearly, our
commitment to TRIO moat be vastly expanded.

In terms of specific recommendations. OSSA strongly supports the provisions
of the House bill, HR 5192. These provisions are also endorsed by the Natiopal
Coordinating-Council of Educational Opportdratty Associations (NCCE0A), and the

Hispanic Higher Education toaliton (UMEC).
lf, the House bill does the fallowing:

and clarifies The

Current

law containe a mish-mash of overall criteria for TRIO in general and more open
c criteria for each program. NoweVer, some of the terms are vague end unclear.
The House bill establishes.Two major eligibility criteria: 150 percent of poverty
and first- generation college student. ?or each program cortwin percentages of

participants would have to meet both or one of these critoria.'In addition,

up to one-third ofSSDS students could be pLysically handicapped. MS& believes
these criteria are relevant to the program, easy to measure. and consistent
Across programs.

Removes overlap among

Current law is confusing regarding

differences among some of theprograms. Thellouse bill divides programa into
those that are campus-based (Special Services and 'Jpward lioned)`and those that

,sre,community-baaed (Talent &weft and Educational Opportunity Centers)! It further makes a distinction among the population to be served, with US focusing

on high school youth and SRN on college atudnnts. while LOC is concentrated
on artults.ind TS ori7youth. Finally, each program has a range of activities-out-

lined in low to further clarify their purpoee.
Raises authorization level to $400 million.

Eliminates the unfunded Service LearninCei
C- erifiaa the relationshi. between G eeial Services and financial aid.
The bill requires that institutions meat the full financial. need of Special
Services studenta.

Provides authority for TS and $00 to Provide tutoring when
by other programs_.

.
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1ft. Chairmen, I urge you to give merlouseonoidaretion to thO provisions of

the House btilThase chin.., build on the current structure end,etrangthen the
programs-withbut cresting soup disruptive chow..
On the following passe I will highlight

further USSA's position an sate

of the'hoy issuss that les-see foetus TRIO. and then provide various facts and
figures on throporotiorui of the TRIO progress.

988
ng is addtional information on the TR

TRIO ARTUOnliATIOR

OSA urges this committee to support en intreased 4uthorization level of
$400 million far TRIO. which 141 included in the House bill (U.R. 5192).

Un-

foetunately, the Adminiatratior. has not asked for any increase in the current

$200 million authorizatior, instead asking for "such Bums".

For this current academic year, total renueSts for TRIO Mods Were over
$200 million, exceeding the current authorization lever.

TRIO LO the only

Program designed to help students improve their academic performance.
effectiveness la proven.

Its

We urge support for a $400 million authorization.

-T CNN RdTTON CONCEPT

`OSSA strongly (ogee this committee to consider the first generation zoos

cast in the reauthorization language for the eligibility of participants in
Special Programs for Students from Disadvantaged Backgrounds.
H.R. 5192 contains this provision.

determination of:itudents in the programs.
be defined

The House bill,

The process would simplify the.eligibilitY
A firlt,generation student should

9 a person whose 1-lateral; or adaptive - parents did not complete the

requirements for a four-year degree.
Onti slain, I hope you, will consider

mending the eligibility criteria to

ream,. *'re first generation concept.

CONSOLIDATION Or TALENT SEARCH AND EDNCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY CENTERN
We are opposed to the Adminiatration's Proposal to conlolidate Talent Search'
and Educational Opportunity Centers.` In the House bill (H.R. 5192), the role

,of each program is clearly defined.

Talent Search has heavily concentrated on

while Educational Opportunity Centers,m the past, have entered to oda'
currently there may be some confusion regarding the distinction be-

tween the two programs. the House bill cleritlea any problem.

EOC participants

must be at least 19 years of age, while Talent Sehreh projects are supposed to
concentrate on youthl'atarting at age-12.

In fact, the bill explicitly staFee

that in 'approving aPplilarions for ROC. the Commissioner meat require en fusser-

ante that the part itispnts do not have access to services under a Talent search,
Project.

OSSA beliives the solution to any current overlap , is not'to honsoiida.

the programs as proposed by HE',.-hut to clarify the'purpose of each.
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STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
A general concern *Monist student' enrolled in Spacial Sercv ices for Dis-

advantaged Students programs is financial aid. USSR- requests that you em-

phasisathroughoutthe reauthorization proses', the responsibility ofschoels
receiving Federal funds for Special Service' programs. These institutions es-

pecially, shoUld prove adequate

financial assistance to stUdente in the

program.-

if A etude
but

_

-pls, successfully completaa the Upward Bound pro

unab

cult dro

m,

receive adequate financial assistance du college 'and As
out of school, the purpose of the'progrem is defeated.. On the other

hand, if the student is given sufficient financial aid, but denied academic
support. and eventually drops out, the government monies are wasted. In
order for the student to reach the goal set by the progrom, these factors must
work together.

We ask you'to conaider.these points during reauthorization,,

TRIO

P

Since our nation is facing serious problems with youth esployaent..US

recommends that CMS-funds work in full cooperation with educational o

amity kograss, especially, Upward Bound. AA you srm4werei in most instances
the qualgy /f solu6ition in many inner city areas is-poOr.-If-it is not correc

ted. young people will Dot be adequately prepared for the jebamrket.' I pro*
pose that whenever Appropriate.-entielceent funds fxon-CETA youth programs be

uaeOwSupplements to-educational opportunity programs.
undir such

oian..disadvsztagedNetedentewouldbeaafit from the acadeMic

girdle offered through educational opportunity programs. se well as vocational
skille'offsred,through CSTA, and'at

the same tine be able to prepare for

careers which require a college education.
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USSA

United States
Student

The Merger of the U.S. National Siwden

odation

ishon and the National Student Lobby

111E NEED FOR FULL FUNDING OF
SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOR THE DISADVANTAGED

PROGRAM:

SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOR STUDENTS FROM DIADVANTAGED NACKGROUNDS (TRIO)

Public LOW Number;
93-316, as amended by 94-4E2
Common Title:
Education Amendment of.1978
Subsection Designation:
Title IV (Student Assistance)-.-Part C
Purpose of the program: To identify qualified students from low income families, 4r wLs have academic petential but may lack adequate secondary education;
are physically handicapped; suffer from backgrounds of Severe rural isolation
Or Culture deprivation to prepare them for pant - secondary education, and to
provide special services for such students.

AUTHORIZED .LEVEL

$200 milllon=A71OUNT _ NEEDED FOR FY 81:

$200 million,

AMOUNTS APPROPRIATED:
FY 18470.3 millionFY 77-$85 million--FY 76-$115 million
FY 79 -$140 million--FY 80-5147.5 million,

The ereaident!a preposed $130 million for TRIO programs for FY 60 would
have cut $10'mtllion from the FY 79 epropriation of $140 million. This $10
million cut would have reunited in appoximately 26,000 students being cut out
from participating in progrilms such Afi Upward Round (1/6), Talent Search (TS),
Special Survives ( s',uS), and the Educational Opportunity Centers (MC).
fortuthaely, the amount agreed to by Congress for IN Bo IN $147.5 million. USSR
strongly urges the AdministratIon.to recommend full foaling for TO10

:OLLJuh, te thit; ,:tOtomonL Iv OvUilod Wormation shout the 1.1;10 prenrain.
eluding descriptions ut rack progrJm,
rvalOatiolo,
fo00-

5

ta:!a ;FrtioN 01

Cllr FS fp

1

wam aurboklod uallot :loction 417, HtEhor rdocation At of 1965 in Noboatt
hi alvviAl rrih?-:555 for !athloot
tronrldo_Lul,L,Liot000tia,
by tho
falooatipa Alwo4aoota.)

(an ac.enJed

lgo-Irstatatiommuthortood7o0yOtcoa-WOOtfLoally'06at000d to identify and assist
ywochs from low-Lncomo families who havo academic potential, but who may Lack`adequote secondary school preparation, who may ho physically handlraPPed, or who
may be disadvantaged because of severe rural isolation, to enter, continue, or
resume programa of secondary and postsecondary education.
These pipgrams can- to be known as the TRIO prORraMR including:

Talent Search (TS) 1965
upward Bound (US) 1965
Special Services for Disadvantaged Students
Educational Opportunity Centerw(E0C) 1972'

SSDS) 1965

Talent Search- off campus community based recruiting programs designed to:
youths of financial wi-..;,:ltuel need to Complete eawudery or
undergraduate postsecondary education;
- publicize and piOvide atudents with information on exieting student
financial etd;
- encourage secondary or college dtapeuta of demonstrated aptitude to continua
or resume postsecondary edubationi
two-thirds of'TS participants must meet by income criteria.
'

Upward Bound - on campus, postiecondarxpreparatory recruitment program designed
for high school Youthaof grades 10 - 12:
to,generate skill. and motivation necessary for success in education beyond
high school;
to provide youths from by income backgrounds and with inadequate secondary
school preparation with ,a variety of academic and cultural activities on
full-time basis during the summers'and academic years;
to provide tutorial at:sister:ea in areas of English, Math and other areas of
inadequate preparations.
.

Service. - on cisme compensetory and counseling service. for postaecondary,
education students designed to:
= asiist student' from deprived educational, cultural or economic.backgroundi4
. the physically handicapped and those with limited English speaking ability
ere in need of such services;
- provide tutorial assistance in Compensatory skills courses, reading, writing
math. communications;
= provide counseling and supportive services for students in-need of infor-,
:nation. academic and personal support assistance;
- provide educational bilingual teaching, guidance end counmefing.
.

Educational 0

-rtsnit

Centera-on and off campus educational resources, informsLion and recruitment centers serving area. with
major concentration of low Income Camille.. designed to:

992

.assist residents who demonstrate need to putout% postsecondary rmucatlont
provide information, counseling end armiitance on admission and financial
aid;

- provide couseling and tutoring for enrolled students from the area who
need cuch assistance;
- provide counseling and recruitment' information to staff of neighboring
.high Retools, colleges and universities.

'STATISTICS _Qtt THE TRIO PR

Talent Search Program
project. were funded with the $6 million,
During academic year 1976-77
The grants
apProprietiOni of these projects 108 are continuing and 22 are new
lased
upon
105
reporting
projects, the coat per client wee $70.
averaged $46,428.
The 105 projeCt reported serving 110,982 client. with about 43 percent' blecks,
other ethnicity, such as Native Americans or
20 percent white, and 37 percen
About
Mexican-Americana._, Approximately 53 percent of therm clients wire female.
60 percent had fiiily incomes of lea. than $6,000 and a small portion, roughly
-14 percent. had family income* of $9,000 armors.
In the 1976-77 Academic year., 37,615 clients were placed 7.n postsecondary
education with an additional 29,810 accepted, but not enrolled. Approximately
13 517 *wit or potential dropouts were persuaded to return to:uchnol or college.
About 2,400 were enrolled in high,school equivalency programa.
r

Upward Bound Program

.

.

In the Program Year 1976-77, 418 Upward Bound.projects were funded (29 new
projects and 389 continuing projects). The.grante to projects averaged $91,137.
Approximately 41;834 students were erved by the program. Of the 418 projects,
368 were hosted by four-year-colleges or universities. 40 by two-year colleges.
and 10 by vocational- technical schools.
The target population of individual. who can benefit from the services,of
Upward Bound ie characterized by persona bearing many of, the semi traits or
persona in the target populatiop for Talent Search. Both
-characteristics
Programs attempt to expend the educational opportunities of per.one hewing low
income/.

Thelatest available program data show that in 1977 nearly eight thousand
(7,982) UpwardSound participants completed'high'echool and that 67 percent of
these were:planning on- entering -some form of postsecondary education--mostlY
college (62 percent). :Although the recent General AcConntingl)ffice study of
*ward Dound.reported a 10.percent overestimatelof college entrance by the pro-'
gram, this study was based on a 15 project sample selected by GAO. Theie
projects were net selected by scientific sampling techniques and mime be eon=
',representative of the Upward Bound program.
sidsred

,

Special Services Progtam
Program racers *how that in FY 1976 (program year 976.-77). 93.452 students participated in the Special Service* program. of thle number. about 77,708
`.received.mupportive services for the entire period: -about 7.386students showed
adequate-academic- and personal adjustment and moved out of the programt into the

regular academic channels of the host institutions; about $.700 graduated from
the boat institutions, and about 1.800 left the hotit institutions to transfer
to other collegoe, and presumably were making satisfactory progresaor tranafar probably would not have been possible.
The evaluation of postsecondary programs for disadvantaged students has
shown that the median age of the programs repottid (Whether Federal ornonPererelly supported) was 2.6 yearn in 1972, end only three percent had existed
ten year! or more. Therefore, it.-vas coo early to evaluate program impact by
numbers of students persevering to a bachelor's degree or continuing into graduate study.
Also. the study has revealed that being disadvantaged is much more than a
financially determined phenomenon. There are greater differences among students
Of different ethnic classification within the low-income group than there are
between poverty-level And modal (typical) students within the same ethnic classification. Differences between Physically handicapped students and some modal
students are relatively minor--except for the physical disability. Between the
`Oeverty-level and model students, the study did not find substantial differences .
by najor field of study, content of freshman courses taken, py relative dilfi.
culty with such courses. Most students in the study were in their first or
second year, and differences in these areas may show up later in their college
careers.
Educational Opportunity Centers
On June 30. 1977, 'the Educational Opportunity Centers'Programcompleted its
third year of operetionrFinel-reports-submitted to the OE central office indicated that the thirteen funded projeCte provi."0.i various forma of counseling and
assistance to 50,065 eartidipants.
The &verso grant size was $242,000 and the
average cost-per-particiPent was $63.
I.

.Total participants by ethnicity.

Amer/ten Indian
:Black
Spanish Descent
Mexican American
Puerto Rican
Other
White
Other
Not Nape
d '
TOTA L
..

17,515

4,540
1,156 C
19,:35;

2%
35;

2%

1;
39%

1,674

4,142_
50,065

8S
100;

21071,

43%

26,368
2.326
50.065-

53;
4%
1002

Total participants by sex.
Hale
Female
Not Repo
TOTAL
111.

ed

Aga of participants at time of entry into the proaran

Under 18
18 - 24
25 or Over
Not Reported
TOTAL

22.311
14.230
3.998

195
45%
28%
8%

50,065

1003.

9.546'

.

V.

Nuober of partici

hysicalli d

*bled.
991

__-_r of

2: of t

140 are VdtarAnfi.

22.955 (6Zof total)
An evaluation bas not yet boon conducted.
?roars data for the secor4
pear of the prOstan show that 16.309 Participants wars placad in patascondary
schools or oast troes,of Medan* programs. and 5.280 participants had been
accepted by apostsacond*ry institution but had not yet begun their studias
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History:

91101riiAL MOM WM SFIC241 FIDGRAHS
MR THE DIsADVaTAGIED
IT 1973 - 11 1980
rf
t7
rT
it
TT

1973
1970
1977
1910
1979,

TIT 1980

$ 70.331,000
70.331,040
83.000.000
.115.000.000
140,000.000
147.300,000

Talent Sesrth Program
Tear
1966
1967
1968
.1949
1970

1971
1972
1973
1974
1973
1976
1977
1978
1979

Nzpi-pAtiszt_
32.000.0002.300,000

4.000;000
4;000,000
3.0000300
5.000.000
3.000,000
6.000,000
4.000.040
-6.000,0004,000,000

-8.900000
12,700,000
13,300.000
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Year

-

4122Ma2.12E,

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

1/

P
1/
if
Ii
$29,000,000
30.000,000
31.000,000
38.101.000
38.331.000
38.331,000
38,331,000
41,500,000
49.800,000
60,900,000

.1971
1972
1973
. 1974

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

Special S.

a Program
Year

Apmprgagion

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

1976
1977
1978

410,000,000
15,000.000
13,000'0300

m0000po
23,000,000
23,000,000
23,000,000
30,637,000
45,200,000
55,300,000

.

y.

..1979

Opporrunitg Canters Program
Year

fiapimpiligion

1974

83.000.000
3,000.000
3,000,000
4,000,000
5,000.000
6,000,000

1975-

1976

1977
1978
1979

:rijiegiminop"Cifie au
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For further information abOut the pro
Contac

-USSR
667-6000-

senator 13xLL.,Thank you very much, Mr. Barclay.

o follow up one thought you had there, there isno concern in

map

mind' about your future,' because you have it pretty well
out, and I wish you well at the bar.

But let us say that .a ,youngster has been helped by TRIO,
emerges 'with his bachelor s degree, and then -ends up with the
.

-Same oecupation5our father had, as a,sewing machine repaiffnan.
1/V0111d:he be happier withthat degree or without that degree? If-he

had the degree, would he feel ,that life. hid been cruel, to him and
e would be dissatiafied, or would he be-able to recognize that that
egree gave him an education that permitted him to enjoy the life
Ovand, the books and the .surroundings,;that he could also have?
your vieW on than
at would
11 r BAliCLAY:,Well, Mr. Chairman, I would just like to say that

f rom talking with most of ,:the 'TRIQ students who are in the

t

program; they have reached the poin where they are unwilling .03

'settle for anythinglessr.than .the goals that" they have set for ,
hemseles.' Ancl for me, for example; to ,return to, the same oectipa-,

ion as my:father, I -do believe that would be highly unlikely..

Senator Pill. 'I agree iewotild be very, unlikely in your case, but
y question was not that. My question- was would your father have
n happier with a college, degree, following the same occupation, -Would': he haiie'been- dissatisfied and;felt 'life had been cruel to
using the expressiom-you used?

BacioLay. Well; I do- not think he 'would have been very

:---eatWted with haVing tr:-college:-degree and having the occupation'',
floe that
had:"

ehator_PELL .This is one of the problenfilffetwelacer that-we

are getting college graduates who have a hard time in ..the marketplace of achieving their aspirations.
Now, I do not know What the answer to this is. .I de not think the
answer is what Great Britain -has, where only 3, per6ent of their
college age peoPle are at college:That is not right-either. I would
all of our youngsters who are capable of absorbiligucatio-n and who want "it get it, and `..hat is
L sponsored the
.

is
n

antsor--fell-grants-,--lwhitever cyou.-Avant:Jto- call-them=-1 ,-

.

a good idea: But'I think:that \\then you have to'separate
many people

Oration from the degree,%' because there will
E
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who will not have supervisory or white collar jobs who will. have
college degrees.

I am_reminded in this regard of receiving a degree - once:, from

Upsala College in New Jersey, where the annual alumni award
went not to the big mucky muck in the insurance industry
business world, but was a man who was an'electrician. He had
used his education all through his life as an electrician, probably
making more/money than a high school teacher, using his mind
.
and being very satisfied with his life,
life, reading and engaging in
theatre and things of that sort. But I am not,sure that our education is pointed that way and that ,the youngsters have this as a

,goal. Do-any of you have any comments on these thoughts?
Mr. DAis.,Yes,-if I may._

Senator TELL. I would-add I am a graduate of Columbia, too, so I
want to welcome you.
also.

r. Dais. I am an alumnus of the graduate school of business,

Two points. I think the role of TRIO is very important in that
unse mg ancr irdvisemetils--th-ekey, and thar-is;--students that are not counseled properly in terms of their options may
respec

'

have,some dissatisfaction -in terms of receiving their undergraduate
-degree and not a comparable position ,in terms of their prbfession.
I think the elements of TRIO focus in on counseling of Upward
Bound students, Talent Search students, and Special Services students, to'inake sure they take a very realistic view, of their oppor' tunities and the requirements to achieve the, goals they may have
setfor themselves.
I think the second part of education is enrichment, intellectual
enrichment, and family development And a person whb is Avellrounded in terms of a-good education can develop, his family. And
within minority communities, one of the things we are lacking is a
good,,strong farnilY.base, and that comes over the -years as parents
become edudated and they provide their children with an under-.
standing of the value of education.'
With the Upward Bound population, one of our most difficult
.

tasks is to make an impaCt on the students of the importance of
.education, that reading, writing, mathematics and science are subjects for which students.must develop a sense of value.

Senator .BELL. Would there be any other comments?
Mr. Mrrcnem. I.-would just like to underscore What Mr.,Dais said.,

I think one of ,the strengths of the TRIO programs, particularly

=

when you look at UpWard Bound and Special Services, is that they,
provide a mechanism to give students the academic competencies _,
which I assume you are indicating that individuals lack when they
graduate from certain institutions which makes them-noncompeti-

tive in the Marketplace. And I think those institutions that have
these kinds of difficulties could benefit possibly by a Special Services program that focused on developing these competencies, which
lehealvatli

Senator PELL. Mr. Hernandez?
Mr. FIgENANDEr I would alSo have to echo' Mr. Dais' comments'-:

and add to that the importance of the counseling and the type of
counseling the student 'gets at the secondary school level; the type

--of training that he wants to go into
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.

And I might add 'that in Talent' Search,'in counseling our stu-

ents, we not only talk about B.A.- degrees, but if a student is able
Mt is wanting a -career, for exaMple,-in plumbing, and that= is his
esire and he is going to be haPpy with-that, we alsoinstill on-him
it:=iii:addition to his .plumbing training, it, would be wise:for him
' have ci-cetinse ne.'twoln. accounting -or economics eriteaanagement, so it will further hitn and Make 41im, a happier person as, a
..
,
years:, : 1_ ..-Plumber in
I have to, iirMany .instances, indict My- own professional counselfig,1*.the profession, ;that the lack of;,serisitive. counseling. to the
=

=

tAtudent:s.-neede ;iather than to his dreams .is* a fault; 'there is

:).: nothing, wrong with. being honest- with the,atudent when ,lie comes
toyol.i' and he haskeektiiii thinr
, ; that.he. wants to do;in life, and 4
cause-of the counaeloes own lases, might want .to conVey.those
the studeitt. And that ie. wrong,, and ,that is,ainful,'I thinlell
.-:

,

E.

WehaVitoiliSaib'fiest with theseAtudents,.tounselsthein down

the high%ichoel level,' And I think, if we speak with these.

udents.m -this inanner-andowith.this---candor, that those
students*
.
the long run will. be happy and will live fruitful Hires, whether
6_lieacadeinie di iincitionalor-technieal.
..
nator.P&T.J.. ., Mr.'Felleni?' -.:'

"- .*

*.

'.-

IVIi.'FF.LLEN. tisttWo &ailments., One, the Pell grant has turned
Millions "of*,, people into .,educational consumers. But there is still
another struggle, and that is'Ati helf. them betomeidarners. It does
', nati'h4ppen-aqtematically, eiPecial y for adult 'learners, disadvan:%
gecl 'learners,- or those;Whn.,are first :generation college:goers.°
None Of 'it haPPens autematically:It is a 42=thour a day job, and it, ,

iiirkbeing available yeer:Afte year;aS A'peint of helpful cona hacVanother-point to be candid, but ,I;forgot it, and I beg your

,.

pardon

=Stuator,-pia.A.ani gladvit'haPpena to people Whq areyounger
;
=.
-- ',. -.
than-irim delighted to hear it....
..,
.

=

dill lielieyeahat)Talent-Search and the-Educational-Ort=-irtuL

.nity centers shauld...he'-combined, as the administration pick
.

lout

ies? i

Flitiii4A.NDX2..NOsie Talent Search,- historically, has' heen.a.
ciriejited .!prograin:- "Nye are'Working'Nvith a. itudeht ',ay the

junior hhigh : leivel..high'saleof level, and a ertain expertise and
i 'certain amount of time is spent irk orienting oneself with the -proh*
- ''',
Imes and the special needs of youth. .
Ask_the Seine counielor to become do
IL- -,I watildri6d it difficult
.:expert.iii youth :needs, and the sarrie4ime, next hour, be an expert
and sensitive tathe'needs o :.the Adult' I think for that reason that
:

.

='

._

.,

-.

=

Talent= -Search" should continue to be a - =community- based, youth-

oriented program as it_has been
Senator PEUZ, Is....there Any disagreement with Mr. Hernandez?
Mr. FiciLstiz..i.Lvould-just like to arnPlifY that one second. I think
Also, the stratethat' the POPtilationatind their needs are

41,

gies;.far,WorkArig4With ithilts,:out,efschool -5 or.10 yeari, are quite
different, specifically, _in terms of Mitreach, techniques and. werking
. '--------='"
1
)wit o er- _Liman se ff-ce-goraietrittheCtrnMilllitY7--'1'1
' The Strategiesof bqilding good, working relationships with high
schools can' sometimes be easy and' ean- sonietimes -require- all the

dexterity of negotiating the PariemaCanal-Treaty. They are differ-

-4,

ent, strategies, and 'I think to have a 'two-handed program, Talent

Seer& for youth and EOC'i for the .adult, has morked out well

'historidally. We endorse it. :
Senator' PELL. Thank 'you very much.
Mr. MITCHEM.- Senator Pell, let mt, stress that.in nine :moriths of

developing the National Coordinating: Council recommendations
from coast to coast, there is
with Mr. Hernandez!
or Mr. Felleazi Position. The people feel ver/y,- very- strongly that
the programs should not be, combined -as'the. administration is

/proposing.,

Senator 'ELL., Now the douse bill is pretty rigid in specifying

the composition of paTticipants ,in,.the' programs. It sayse-i.beheve,
that two-thirds of the participants Must be lower. Meanie students,' and the first generation of their family ,to attend college.
Dayou think these. requirements are a little too rigid and mould.
inhibit the flexibility that the program should have?
Mr. MITCHEM, No sir, we do not.,In fact,: we feel, that if you look
at the current law, that it is really a hodge-podge and a mish-mash
of language,

One of the things that it seems the flouse attempted todozas to
try and establish some kind of uniformity in eligibility; criteria

which has 'never existed in the prograrris: Oftentimes, We have been

criticized on the appropriations side because of the ambiguity regarding who is eligible for thg 'TRIO programs. We feel that the
House position certainly sets a, More objective and standardized
criteria than does the current law.
:So,. no. In._ answer to your question, we certainly support the
House's -eligibility criteria.
Senator Pal.. Thank you very much indeed, gentlemen.
Now we come finally to the panel on cooperative educatitirWDr.
Roy Woolridge vice president of Northeastern Universityand the'
resident of ,Northeastern University was with us yesterday, Dr.
yder, and we were glad to hear froin hint too. Also, Dr.,Joanne
.

Hinton, vice president of. Villa Maria College iii Buffalo, 14X:4-Tr,
Don ?Starkey, president.. of the Cooperative Educatinn association,
.ind director AT Cooperative Education,. Murray State College, Murray,=Ky.; Di. William Maxwell; the president of Jersey City State
College, Jeis6y City, N.J.; and Sister LaureaCe Antoun, president of.
Villa Maria College,Erie, Pa.
I am not sure-which-one of you would like to go first.
STATEMENT
DR. ROY' ,WOOLDRIDGE, PRESIDENT .OF THE
NATIONAbi-COMMISSION FOR COOPERATIVE -EDUCATION AND

VICE -PRESIDENT, NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY, .,BOSTON,
MASS.; DR.- JOANNE HINTON, VICE PRESIDENT, VILLA MARIA
COLLEGE. BUFFALO, N.Y.; DR. DON STARKEY, PRESIPENT,
THE COOPERATIVE EDUCATION ASSOCIATION AND BFIREC-__
TOR
_CO()PERATIVE EDUCATION-- ART. MURRAY-7STATE
COLLEGE,' MURRAY, KY.; DR. WILLIAM 'MAXWELL, pREsi
DENT,' JERSEY CITY. STATE COLLEGE, JERSEY.CITY, NJ.; AND
SISTER' LAUREACE ANTOUN; PRESIDENT. VILLA MARIA COL-LEGE. ERIE PA. A PANEL
.WOOLDRIDGE. Mr.. Chairman,'.:. I' am Roy -Wooldridge, from
Northeastern University and the National Coinmission. There is no

_

chairman of this group, but since My 'name appears-first

rhaPS77I7 will ,start ,offiand our 'testimony at ;least will flow best if
e;moVelin a -pertain order.
-

611eWing your advice; tsir, and,watching Whates
h happened thii
orilizigkand--realiking that time is rapidly-doming in orr:ui, rum
4ist.' going te'-mention ,the pighlights of the testimony that have
submitted you
We are talking
title VIII Of the 'Higher ..Education Act. We,
link it_shoul
reauthorized -`through 1985.:,,The'''big change is
hat,We thin there shohld
a-lutrip_Stirn ;authdrization for both
tions5802!And 8(23..In the current legislation; there -ire,separate
u
:for bOth o those' titles,--under'801 Which- is the
!
e4treiprOposing,Tas You will, see in the testimony, a,beginning
current authoriistiOn ends at $28
inillicaixAii&'We'rkte,-throngly 1985, to a tofalr'ef -$96 Million-one.
amp slime altliorizatien;ta cover hoth-sebtions 802-and 808.
efare-aloo recommending that the institutional liiiiits be,itised
o $400:000.:Per,:nidiVidnatinstitntionapply_ing and $3,00;000 for.an.
institution
is-part olia-consartium.
We are introducing the concept_ of the
of cornprehen,

gir_

--

,;.sive co-Op :programs:in histitutione,- and-'We',lieel thaCthateshould be
fun'daide either -through the administrative route, which is section
Wi.802,0r7-the- new concept, *111 demOnstration-!granta,'. whith -is con:= ta'ned.'novi and will continue to be Pontaineti-under 803,
e, want maintairiaand!slightly1ficresSe the*anieunt-df Feder--

funding-, available fo4;reeearch, = training--and' demonatration
proportion to what we 'ace =the --increase to begin- the,
..number of applications`upder 'the= regular; adininistrative,ronte over
.,th 5:ycar period ; 0 pagef 9 of my testimony,.
prOVided a'chart that--detaili where all of. .these fi gures. coin from And the-

lbiekup data.;

,."And
im
as
5, institutional eligibility to
t'SF

nt- thrust, -we winit-to- broaden _the
unit' of colleges, rat) er than Colleges.
heather- TA° e if Ohio State: were to `come site the-

r
fo. Vut co
into their
Worke&-suceSss
there' after if-a
of yeafsi if -the .'businesischoOl;Or. the Mii-singlelinol or

eral-.:Gelverriinent 'end

engineering school,.. 'and:

Phartiincye6E021 would liket6
then' C'tio State ought
to dome back for a grant in, a .differenli cile Within- the:

,.,

atinatitUfion. ,

z.,

The other example `is at MiaMi-Dade, multicampus institution,
aliY.-'6Oe_olitheircanipusesandAhis hasAlreadY-oceuiredcan use
4ip,Mianif-Dad&s-irfatitutionaheligi5ilitY-fOrever. U
the` current
legislation, an institution t-as- a' wl,'44 can Milk-- ' o the-IFederal'-,4
time, and ,that is for -5- Yenta; and
forever barr
E:froni.- returning. And;wi think it would
' .make that
withity'a college. We -do et want the dame- college going back
-

:all the

able to do so.
Let

hut we think -anita''Within that college-,ought to be'

tipiroVe the

.7. -:t

_

7

giving yOusomtria that are not included, in
"thay_ArO'

1-ng7f-ignreslieorigFess-v4_

that ,we recommend end' --apPropriated the

money each year, then yottWeuld have_ spent over the-5-year' period

10.02

from 1981 to 1985, $400 million: Four hundred mil. ion in Federal
dollars would be invested irr co-op education. You wouldaccording

to my figuresdoable the amount of students in the program, that
is up to another 200,000 students in this country in.higher edubsLion on co-op ..They Would be earning $800 million .a year at approximately $4 000 Wr'Student per year

,

So a Federal investment of $400 million spread over .5 years
woUld leave
ave in place a Program where perpetually, from that point
on even if there were no further expansion, there would be $800,
million worth of student earnings that 'are then converted into
payment of tuition and other things that the students need money
fora

1

One additional point; and that is those students do pay Federal

taxes on the money earned. Like any,erriploYee; they are subject to,
both the withholding taxes,- income taxes, and -social security._ If
you follow thrOugh the arithmetic on that, over that,same 5-year,
period, those 200,000 stwlents would pay $250 snillion in Federal

taxes, so you could really net it out subtract that from the $400
million Federal investment, and really, it becomes a net Federah

investment of $150 -million that-'generates the $800-million earning ,
prograrn for-student
With that, I will end my remarks, because the -reet of it. is in Tny.

testimony: I think it would flow better if Dr.- Don Starkey spoke
next, rather than in the order as printed, at least at the beginninv_
and then Mrs Hinton following him, because that would =be the
ry

normal flow of our testimony.
May I turn it over now to Dr. Starkey?
Senator PELL. Fine: Dr. Starkey?
-Dr. STARKEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

In the interest ,of time may we have my written' testimony

entered into the record. I do have one small change. On page 6 of

the testimony -I submitted; there is a secretarial error, and. the
figures in the graph are incorrect.- They were drawn from an
earlier draft. Page -8 of my written testimony is a chart,, and thefigures at tile bottom of that particular chart are the correct figures that we will be referring to..

As mentioned previously, my name is Don Starkey, and I am

president of the National Cooperative Education Association, which
is the largest professional organization in this,country,for cooimiative, education. We represent approximately 1,6Q0 prO;essionals in
the field, from over 1,000 institutions, and I. welcoine the opportuni --

ty to make comments today on the reauthorization of' title- VIII;
In order not to repeat some of the.testimony given by Dr. Wool
dridge, I would like to concentrate on a few salient points in my
tostimcfrny, and .perhaps, most importantlYindicate some of the
benefits that come from the cooperative education type of plan as
suppoi-ted in title VIII.

I-- think
-the -- Congress,. bith the Senate and the House,' have
.

eeognized, through the funding of title IV-D and VIII, that cooperive education is an important element in the educational 'fabric
. this county
''rerriany_benefits=that-come-frorn-cuotieru.

ive encritton that relate to the student, to the employer, and to
be institution. And I think these 'are rather significant things that

sheiticl be briefly touched on this morning.

C

In regard to students in particular, cooperative eduCation first
s', arid- foremost, provides studenta,:who Participate -with an opportuni.to _test in a'Zrealistic way their,- classroom . training and their
, career` goals in the real -world laboratory of work.
s

Many 7tirnesas.we have41.eard this morningstudent-a often

eat

collegeiviith the hope that some -great, magical. key is going
to conie:out of:this educatienal.eiperience that will enable them to
enter- the:marketplace. Unfortunately that issimplY not; the way it
I-Works. We
found- that Cooperative education experiencei: will
'enable -Students, to` not only teat what the professors tell them im

class, but also `:to come back to the campus with a ,better under
Landing- of what- those cloaks are !suppose& to dof for them: in
moiir cases, thereven- change their:majors and /or the .direction of
their
Fc'f'611409yers, the gains are:thinerous and, I thinkrsignificant.
Many large"
haVe-,particiPateCin cooperative.
for4eari,. and, we are, talking about those pat fall into thp
the Fortune
::,...5001 One :,6r,the things that cooperative hducation,, does for the
small' to medium-sized employer in this country is to enable thern
to :effectively compete with the 'large corporations i the marketany of the:,large corporations run recruiting services, and have
profes.sionaliecriliteri:thattraVel=about the country. For the_ aver7ageamall-lblinediurn-sized employer, this is literally-an impossibility. For them; participation in a co-op program gives them a chance
compete in this7marketPlacilk

./

The institution benefits most importantly

this refers back
to what Tir, Eatler said parlierfrom, the return. of the student to
the chinpus. They bring back to ,that campus their experiences in
the world. and other students;who may not .have gone out profit
:froth. that.Shared- eigierienee. We .have `found, that students are not
bashful -when, it comes to talking about their experiences in the
eleSsiooni;

DK-Wooldridge has ,;made some ecii.mmendations in terms of
dollar figures-and the Cooperative Education AssOciatioh. would
concur
those' particular recommen a ions.,
..We agree, at, the conibmation of sections 802- and -803 in the

authorization bill would he appropriate.. However, the primay
focus in the authorizing legislation should heLon-se ation -802, which

is for., the adininistration grants.- Section 808 is _hsfd for training,

research, and demonstration, sand thpse'are siipportiVe functions of
the overall goal of administering new. Co-op programs: ,
There
some' concern' on the part of-the association that rontinely classifying administrative -grant7Propesalsthose that come
=inF,4under,seotion 802os -demonstratien: grants because of the

'nature ,and the size of the institution, could lead to a dual stand,
ard.'Section:802 has some "limitations
in the legislation, of
a ,year decreasing foriffula, and so- forth,- 'which is not applied to
section .803 There is sorri
c
that=similar-schoolsw
CoMPeting, rn w different categories- with 'a different set of rifles.
!Those .pretty .much "summarize thr, rerparki. I do recommend
$400,000 as he ltrrrrt In the final analysis it }: is going to tako
$375,000. to $400,606 for large schools or any schoOl that wants to

I
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develop a Large, comPrehensive progra
.

to sticcessfully become

involved from an economic, standpoint.Thank you
Senator FELL Thank you.

Dr.--1-liNi:ON. Thank you very much, Mi. Chairman.

_

Senator Pell; Senator Williams, and staff -I appreciate- the oppor,with -you -very brfiefly some of`
tunitY'tocame-befere-You and, -share .W
the highlights of the testimony that Lam ,e1-itering for the -record,
I have' recently been .appointee Vice preaident.for. institutional
advancement at Villa` Maria College,'.and for 6_Years prior to this; I
have been the cooperative education director.
s the.firat Co-Op director at Villel:can testify _to you abOut the*

problenis, the aniount-'of time and the amount of :'money that it-

lakes to bring even- a small faculty arid'atafceonsiSting;of about
members.. .0 'a Point that they knovi. what cooperative education is'
'about end-then-to get them to .begin:to'-consider placing co-op into'
the Curriculum.
aria d and at ManY,of-the :dolleges in,the-bounAt Villa MCollege
try; we do 'not want co-op to be an appendage, something ',beyond.;

the ,graddation requirement We want it lo be a -Part oT these-,
graduation credits, so that it will have some, value in terms,Of the

'degree that the student is "earning
Briefly, we started out in 1973.with two curriculums offering:the
.option for ,cooperative. eduaation..Over this 6-year, period, we have
-been able to expand and now have co-op available on an optional
basis in all.-of, our ,cprriculunis and mandatory'. in . four. In my
estimation our Major problem to date`, has been the lack of time
that the 'faculty needed to become-oriented-to the concept of coo
erative education,jo allow the bo
trustees and the- adminis-

.tration the opportunity to serai e small success Stories in terms

of our students going out and experiencing co -op and their testify7,
ing what it has meant in their Overall-growth,
The -other problem ". has been the-cost- factor:, Over the 6 -year"
Matia College has indeed, beers very /fortunate to
--period,
-obtain abOut $255,000 from the-State and-Federal funding agencies
for cooperative education,: Over: this period Of 6 years,- we have
,invested approximately, .$288,000 of institutional dollars.
We- are currently investing :$100,090 of, dollars for fiscal year
.

As far as number" of students participating in'co-opand I really
dislike getting into numbers .because they 'can be raisleadingwe
have a good .record in termsof our'inatitutipmalid what the nation-

.

---al average,;is: I -Want to stay awe); from national- average' figures
because included in that average are institutions such as Northeast
ern univeraity with a Mandatory prograra add a long co-op hiitory..

Then, into that national average, you- will4Ailitstmay only have ao students as
compared to Northeastern's.9,000, SQ you can see the limited Value
Of the national average if I.. Would give you that kind of-inforina6ame-inte-co-op--1-a

.

For .my own inStitution, Over 6 years we have been able to place

approximately 600 students who have successfully completed a
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pexperience.--This current ar, we have about 150 students in
e co-op program.
In addition to the 800 completing co=op, about, 150 students per

l-year 'have experienced the pre-co-op counseling and advisement
T4counsel that we have integrated into our Program: This Is where
incurs a lot of costs, especially When 'operating an
'-6ptienal program, becanse many students Who take the pre-co-bp
"course never opt for co-op. HOwever this is the kiiidof advisement
'career counseling experience,we want to give to all of our students,
and we are now making the course mandatory in all curriculums:
,-:The'facultyr have awarded three credits to this course designed to
'help the students develOp their self-assessment skills their decisioninaking and problem -solving skills. Students also consider the
,Pareer opportunities available, related occupational skills and acapfnit, requirements for specific employment options:
.
For Villa' Maria, College to continue with this commitment" to
i,cooperative..education and to institutionalize comprehensiye man
`datory'- program, we are going to need considerable funds, in addi

lion to -what wehave had to date. I now refer, you to 'my budget
summary page which indicates the funds required for the next 3
years if Villa is to make co-op mandatory in all curricula
The first year would require, in addition to the $100,000 that

Villa-Maria College is already allocating $437,000; the second year,
-$524;000; and then nearly $700,000 the last year

Begirining with the fourth year, expenditures would start to

decrease. The reason for the large amount of money during the 3year period indicated is that to institutionaliieo-op,
a- large support system. We will need
with expertise in
terms of computer programing, recording inforniation;and analyzing information so ewe can use it for long range planning purposes.
,We ''need a larger counseling staff, and additional co-op coordina-

tors, office equipment and all the costs that are different from

'those incurred for the traditional classroom instructional situation.
Such as travel, and training
In closingi I would just= like to Make a' final .statement, asking
hat- you set.ibusly consider the reauthorization of the, 'legislation
for -title VIII; and that in this legislation, you include- the concept
;of Multiple year funding. Try to imagine yourself heading an institution, knowing that over the next three years you are going-to
;heed something in excess of $1 million to implement a comprehen6iVe co-op program: How could you accept the first year-of funding,

riot knowing what was going to happen in year two three, four or
five?

Finally, your support for the increased dollar allocation as pro-,
posadby both the National CoMmissiori. and the Cooperative Edu--:
cation Association would be appreciated:
Senator PELL. Thank you, Dr. Hinton.
Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIEMAN. Yes. I am very pleased that Dr. William MaxWell,,president of Jersey City State. College, is part of` this panel -on

booperativteducation. Certainly; he comes from a 'situation where

heecan speak with considerable experience and give us a lot of
constructive thought..

Dr: Maxwell "is_ a graduate of the institution that he now serves
-as presidenp:anci has supplemented that education with a doctor

gliate' at Columbia

I am looking forward- to your statement, Dr. Maxwell We have
not -heard' any mention-yet of any possible relationship' of the-,
college-,tWork-QtuclY program with cooperative education, but I
would think, that there. is -a natural potential ,partnership here:
I also would like to find out before we are through with the
'panel ;how -cooperative -education is:being, advanced in the Vashini-'

ton, D.C. area I do- not know of ank,stUdents-who are part-ofour -:
scene here on Capitol Hill,-and I just wonder-if perhaPs
Star
key could tell us about.this. We abound' in great educational insti--.tutions here in Washingtoni-and we abound in people of regular-:,
college age.Maxwell:-

:Dr. MAXWELL. Thank you very much, Senator, Mr. Chairman.
As-my written testimony indicates, Lam here. to speak:in behalf:Of a program, the College work-study program, that -has been of _major benefit to the.students' of our college, to their families, 'and=
to` the communities we serve,` as well.'
There' is a direct `,'relationship, between college Work-study- pro
gram under-title IV and-the cooperative' education program under
title VIII which I would also support strongly.
In. recent years, I think c011eges have moved away from a view of
the college work-study program-as merely a financial.aid program.

The !'merely" is not intended in any way to view that important
element of college work-study as any less irriportant It will contin-

ue to remain a .very basic part of financial aid programs for our
students
the future; we are sure. But we are interested in
broadening,"that viewpoint, to use funds for college ,workatudy
programs to increaeo the number of, students we_place in the, public
sector and
not-for-profit, private sector of the:econbrny.of
county, our city, and throughout the State._
Of the some $550 million a year in
assistance through
college work-study Which:serves, as you.know, some 1millioa col7
lege students throughout the United States, our college-ia fortunate
in the past year to have received some, $612,000 under the college

work-study program, which has enabled us to place 547 of our

stlidents in college workatudy, programs, some
percent of these
in public agencies,'; and ndt-for-profit agencies, private agencie
throughout our city and our State,
At Jersey City State College,. which Senator Williams knows well
is very much an urban college, located in the heart of the ner
city, and the heart of- a financially troubled innercity,vve.-firmly-7-.

and-l-mearrthisir-r-farff-biaresponse CO some of the

uestions raised by Senator Pell-I-we fir
believe that the most
_- appropriate vocational-educatioive
n can offer to _our_stUdentsiX ai_
very firm foundation in the traditional liberal arts.- Webelieve that
this is the education that will serve them-, well in/the. long run.
But we also -believo.yery -strongly that our baccalaureate; pro-.
gram should not represenrarly,4-year hiatus-frorn/theA-eal_world_of,.
work.. So we are very -much interested in 'programs:,such as: thie
because frankly, if, we had the resoUrces; I *now that we -would

insist (hat each, and, every one of our graduatestike at least)ne

in salaried employment in a. field ,within ,his discipline- on
iiitijOrfp*Ograto,,ansi we seek
move toward this goPI
testimonysas -well, suggests some very-specific changes within'
galition and I will let the testimonyppeak for itself. These'
haiges are .suppdrteCas well
AASCLVAhe'Anierican:-Assock
itioriof5tiite,College*Md,Universitiei:and these changes -do have
the support of the
as theYeoniethrough:'
LShohl&Point Otit,1 belieVe, that the college work -study pro am
in its mancial aidaspect hen been a major-,benefit.fo our stu
ndenta who condo te;JerieY City 'State. College have efamily
incomes that arehalf,that of the national average for 47yeavpublic
_

:iillegeS.Thirty4hree percent ,Otour students have.finuly incomes.
klege than VA001V arid 80 percent of our students from family
incomes of less Ihati:-$20,000.

.

'Therefore,,While'granta ofc$1,500 '&41,200- or $1,800 a year may
iatindthke dsmall tunpunts,- :they:are:. not, they are tentralte. the.,
391KfirriAb-SUCCelikoUrnani,qtlidentsitii9ut c011ege, and.we are very

iratitfttr,"fnethijprogTato and for the committes'a continued supxprts..and. for youe interest, Senator Williams, Senator Pell, Seriat
kivita-and others; your continued ;interest in .looking at the quesaon'Afmhats do college. students do lifter their .college;graduation,
iid.whatfrelitionehip -there could and. Should he between college
iifthe real *arid of work.
citnmany eaarn_pan
efrrfiow.
'
that time is short. Let
ustjay that the work our students,.de is significant..work, be it
_

.

community, where they 'have done :everything from-Work in..
NeWark -Museum,. Landmarks PreserVition ',county :battered
tin7ehelters," in hospitals, theY have worked=
VACA'S; they
rove worked in:health-centersthey have workeddn schools.. They
iiiVe made
major contributiori-1 believe, to our community.
conclusion; I belieiri the House-supported changes "irn the .pro

(ram .are important and worth the Senate's careful attention, par£
iOlarly the ekpanston.of our ibilityito place more students` into
be :cominunity, away from the campus, . and :I urge the Senate's
Eintitined-Support-of-the'-use- Of -miler -work-study
funds- for this
,
wish to. thank you all or.thiaoppogumty to speajt.
aynodu:ir.:i
.

fink you

ThePrepared'staternent of. Dr. Maxwell followsl
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would like tobegin by complimenting Senators Harrison
Cla borne Pell, Jacob Javits, Jennings Randolph, and other members of the
ed States Senate for thesstrong interest obey have expressed
h closer ties, between education and the world of work.

in

develop-

The hearings

sponsored by th e Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources earlicr this
year presented a number oar witnesses who talked very effectively abiont the

.rIeed to,develop closer :interrelationships, to serve the needs of many diferent groups in our

society young

people unlikely to go beyond high school

in their formal training; college students

unsure

of their career opportunities

t

and interests; older Americana in need of additional training or education to
adjust to c

rk and life.
of the United States and especially Senator Willies

congratulated for locking

_

be

deeply into these problems, in relation to the

the Higher Education Act,

y today deals with one part of this problemhelping college
urAerstanding of the world of work, of their own career
options, and of ways in which they may better serve society as well.

The American Association of State Colleges and Universities (ASCU) has
roposed legislation to modify the federal College Work-Study (CWS)
to help accomplish these purposes.

rrd .popular prop an, as we all ItOw.

College Work -Study is an extremely important

It provides approximately $550 million

a year in federal assistance to almost one million students at colleges and

universitiesin_additionito-the=substant
off-campus employers,

_ funds provided by

Lt serves a great many minority and lbw=

whom itis en essential form of student, aid.

Undoubtedly

e for many who could otherwise not afford it.

--s and

udents
college
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Accarding to research conducted by Alexander Actin at the University of
California at Los Angeles, College Work-Study jobs also encourage students to
stay in college, especially women and blacks.

Apparently it is effective in

reinforcing in the minds of students the value of 4 college education in
simple.cerms, something worth working for.
But College Wark-Study is much more than just a student aid program.

It enables large numbers of students to.perform work both on-campue.and
campus which is both educationally-relevant and socially useful.

Educationally

relevant work, like that carried out in the many co-op programs across the
United.-States, enables students' to test out a number of different:kinds of

work while.still in schoolotoget a better idea whether their own talents
and interests are better utilized ha'ane kind of work or another.

We are

familiar with the major investment many students and their families make in
one college major, only. to find when thelractually'enter till; field, after four

more years of schooling,,thatthis'isn't really what they want to do, or
that jobs-Are not available.

This kind of trial and error den waste resources

for individuals and society.

Working in a field of interest on a part-time

or summer basis with the aid of work - study, can helpa student determine his
or her true interests much sooner and more realistically.
Students can alse'work in socially useful, activities.

On-campus, CWS

tUdents work in a large variety of tutoring and counselling jobs, for example,
'114t"--44g4kraidaeisote.

work.

amasmassiet

-the-u

Others may work with handicapped students.

';CIff-camposLstudents already work in a large variety of positions with
State and local government and with non-profit,organizationa.

New York City

has an "lUrban Corps"'which employs a large number of students from public

private colleges each year, working in schools, hospitals, day care centers
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homes for the elderly, recreation-programs, police and corrections work.
Other cities have mole Aimiler use of a great many-students.

The New 'kirk

Times on Eeptetoer 26 had a lengthy piece about the use of CWS funda-to-help
students work with a New York state legislatii!e committee,

groups, and anti-poverty-arJ minority-related organizations.
o.,Jadvantaged young people

environmental
Others tutor

help with translations for foreign students.

:: is almost no end to the kinds of useful work which students can engage in.

* * *

*

11. The a,-CJ Proposal

AASCU and other organizations supported a bill tiled in the House of
Representatives by Rep. Ted Weis

(NY) 3.R. 5016, which was intended to en-

courage colleges to devote more CWS..bmds to educationally relevant jobs.
Part of this bill has been accepted by the House Committee on Education and,.

Labor, in H.R. 5192, the Higher Education At amendments voted unanimously
out of the Committee and now under consideration before this Subcomiittee.
the House bill makes two significant changes in the existing CWS program:

--It increases the funds which can be used by a college for the Job Laca,and Development program (Sec. 447 of the current law) from the present

formula of $15,000 or ten percent of a collgge's allotment to $25,000 or ten
percent, whichever is less.

This is a definite step forward by allowing colleges

scsownst more :fUnds to maintain and deVelop such a progr

--It adds legislative report lOguage which strongly eneouraggs colleges
to develop more educationally relevant jobs.

AASCU applauds the House Conmittee for adopting this language.
cams time, we would suggest that the Senate may wish to go farther.
suggest the fo'lowing steps:

4

At the

We would
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Increase the funds for Job Location anti Development to

1.

15 percent

of the total allotment or 630,000, whichever is less.

AllOW-Job-Location hauls to be used to develop educationally relevant

2.

jobs

campus as well as off campus.

Be sure that the law specifies that the institution alone Shill--

3.

determine what are "educationally relevant" jobs,.to prevent federal red tape
-and over-interference in academic matters.
Add language clearly stating that dha.intent of the Law is to

4.

r-

ge educationally relevant jobs where feasibile, on -campus and off-campus.
Encourage colleges to grant academic credit for CWS experience, if

5.

the college wishes to do-so.

This is, legal now, but we are informed that there'

has been score confusion among low

level HEW officials about it.

We suggest that the Law also add language like that in the "community

6.

service learning" section -which was part of the CWS,law iron 1972 to 1976.
(It was then Sec. 447.)

This languhepar

e)-stated that community service

"includes, but is not limited to, work'in such fields as environmental quality,
healthicare, education, welfare, public safety, crime preventionlend control,'
transportation, recreation, housing and neighborhood improvement, rural development, conservatibn, beautification, and other fields of'human betterment and

city improvement."
This language was added as an effort to encourage such programs, especially
or"Viernam era Vet mans

7btlart-tm.--ferrareP-4t4,0s

141% =

_

for ';cwS in the appropriatins actand was dropped in 1976 as an effort to
Lift'

the law.

Jobs in all these: ields are still possible 'forCWS employees,

would be clearer that Congress intends Co include such activities, if
y were listed in the statute.

We

ed, but not as a separate appropri

Id_therefore.strongly suggest that they
item.
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It is understood that all such CWS activities are at the discretion of
the college.

Under the -law, an institution may use CW5 funds as it wishes,
We- simply suggest that the law be changed

and we do not suggest any change,

to encourage colleges to provide such Positions, and Ci%Ccollege9 be given
a small financial incentive to do so.

We hie thaC participating colleges

draw heavily on the experience of co-op ed, and similar programs, and that the
Office of

Education will encourage and assist them in doing so.

We woUld-alao sugge4t-that_when this new language becomes law this SubcoMmittee)-perhapaLin cooperation with the House Subcommittee, call
hearings to see how the program is working out.

This will help give further

national attention to this matter.

Wehave reviewed with care the suggestion made in S. 790. that the CW5
program be extended to include-same position in the profit-making sector.

Et is our belief that this move is not justified at this time.. While the pr-posed language tries to prevent any displacement of workers or potential workers,
there would appear to be some risk that this could take place.

There are ad

many important and relevant jobs in the noyrprofit sector; both on- and offcampus, that we believe CWS students can be well employed in that sector alone.

We urge theSenate of the United States to enlarge on the promise,to
students, colleges, and American society which was made"with the Amendmente
to College WOrkStudy adopted by theilcuse-COmmittee, under the leadership of

Reps. Ford, Buchonan,andWeiss.
* * * * *
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Senator PaLL. Thank you very much, Dr. Maxwell.
Now, we will hear froin Sister Lawreace Antatin.
Sister ANTouN. Thank you, Senator.
I am Sister Lawreace Antoun, president of Villa Maria College in
-Erie, Pa. a totally separate institution from Villa Maria College in
Buffalo.

I was asked this morning to represent the Pennsylvania Association for Colleges and Universities and to speak to title I and title
I feel like an anomaly on this panel. I have been advised to
make the point that I did want to make about title I, so I hope that
is permissible, Mr. Chairman.
enator PELL. Please.

Sister ANTouN. I have nothing new to add to the testimony that
has already been given on title VIII. I concur with what has been
said, and I have no new recommendations.
.
On title I, the Pennsylvania Association of Colleges and Universi--ties is- requesting,an-_additional ._prt in section 102. That section
deals with the kinds of courses that are appropriate to the act, and
----it-clefines=courses-that-are-appropriate-and that-can-count-toward a
degree in an institution.

We are suggesting that part B readand this is not a great

change that- any course that is acceptable to the institution also
be recognized.

The third recommendation for section 102 is that courses that

recognize continuing education units be added to section 102. There

is a further statement that we recommend, and that is that the

courses that have continuing education units rather than full academic credit be funded only after parts A and B are funded.
I would like to make the point that the inclusion of the funding
after parts A and B is a compromise so that all of the institutions
who-are members of PACU might be represented.
It is a very important point that I am sure each of you is hearing

about from your own constituencies. There are those who would
say that there should be no funding caveat at all; that all continu-

ing education courses, whether for credit or noncredit, if a confirmin education unit is attached, °Light to be funded.
here are those who are saying that there ought to be no consid-

eration given to continuing education units if it takes away from
the funding for full-time courses or credit courses.

So the recommendation that -I have made in the testimony is a
compromise. The ideal solution, of course, would be if there could

be full funding for all three of the sections, A, B, and C, and

-section 102.

I think it is a privilege to participate_ in the democratic process
at this level, and I thank you for the opportunity.
[The prepared statement of Sister Antoun follows:1
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Good morning. I am Sister Lawreace Antoun, president of Villa Maria Coll

in Erie, Pennsylvania. i am here today on behalf of the Penneylvanla Association
of Colleges and,Universiues (PACU) , a unique eased

ands together,

throogh common goals and purposes, the member presidents of the telkir major
sectere of higher education in the Ccmrnonwealth: the state owned syst\rn, the

community colleges, the state- related Commonwealth Universities, and the

private/independent colleges and universities. Although I speak to you this
morning with a single voiCe, It is my intent to reflect the collective mind of the
116 PACU member.institutions. And there is strong evidence that my colleagues

across the nation suppoit the philosophy on which th

eCOM inundations

are

based.
TITLE-1-.-CO i

lUN1 TY-SERVIC ANA CONTINU IIVt

be allowed, in the shadow

s

_LIGATI

PROGRAMS--

free, nation's Cap! tol and in your

distinguished presence, a reference to a popular dictum of Marxism, the
benefits which have accrued to Americans as a result of TITLE ',have, indeed,
proved that "quantitative differences_can become. qualitative diffe nces that

differences in degree have a way of becoming differences in kind."
The valtellt

the following recommendations -- both in the case of, maintaining

the text of the Higher Educadon Act of 196S and In the case o: suggesting

revisions -- is born of a philosophical construct related not only to the vole
but to the substance of change over the last fifteen years.
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Roc Lite, for the purposes of the ACT, there are some sections which are as valid

now as they were In 1965, we recommend that they remain essentially the same In

content. They are Sections 104, 105, 107, 108. 109, 113, 131, and 132.
Sections 101, 110,

111

The Pennsylvania Association of Colleges and Universities recommends the

adoption of the substitute language for Sections 101, 110, and 111 reported by

Mr. Ford in the proposed House Bill cited in the "Congressional Record - House"
of September 7, 1979; H 7471.

These revisions. more accurately reflect the needs of the eighties while allowing
v1_ty--and-innovation4n-acidrensing the,dive se-needsof_clifferegt_.

geographic areas.and their inhabitants.
Section 102
Replace Part B

"Of college level as determined by the ins

such courses."
Add Pert C: "Able to meet professional associatic.

uidelines or the guidelines

for establishing the awarding of'continuing education units. For the purposes of Part C, funding shall be authorized only after Parts A and H are fully funded."
The addition of, part C will almost certainly provoke criticism from your
corisinuents . There are those who will insist that the funding caveat be

removed and that such continuing education courses be funded at theisame
=
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'

levels and in the same manner as Parts A and B. (Part A requires that courses
be fully acceptable toward an academic degree) .''Another group will be opposed

to the recognition of such courses through fiinding of any 'kind at any level. The

statement, as written, is clearly a compromise which is neither a tribute to our
successt.in dealing with the topic nor is it a bow to finality. What is essential

to the adult learner is that there be some recognition in the area of non-traditional,

non-credit courses

The ideal so; ution, of course,,rwould be full funding for all

three.oategories of courses.
Section 103

The Pennsylvania Association of Colleges and Universities recognizes the need
__'for_ compliance with the federal guidelines necessary to effect this ACT. 'Me

higher education community urges, however, that complexity and ambiguity be

avoided and that simplicity be introduced so far as that is possible.
Section 106

suggested that an additional category for funding be included in Part (b), (1
"special programs and projects related to national and regional. problems ". It is
further suggested that Section 106 be amended umillow.for a state wide consortium
.

-

deal with statewide problems.

Q.

--Section 112

It is recommended-that the membership of the NaUonal Advisory Council
Education and Extension of Continuing Education created by Section 112 be
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expanded to include, specifically, representatives of the higher education
community from both the public and private sectors.
Section

The PACU recommends that, except for the funds provided for in the House version

of Section Ill,. there be no eiVitional funds set aside for extensive studies. The
necessity for community service and continuing education programs has been
documented: initial studies supported by TITLE I funds have served effectively

to define the parameters of non-traditional learning. The Pennsylvania Association
of Colleges and Universities strongly urges thatrunde previously-ideritif ie-d-a-S

set-aside be allocated to the implementation of programs,
TITLE VIII - COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Section 801 (a),

PACU recommends that the last sentence ln Subsection Five read: "Such programs

shall provAde alternating periods of academic study and of public or private

employment, the latter affording students not only the opportunity to earn the
funds necessary for continuing and completing their education, but also giving

thm work experience related to their acadernic,or career objectives in
"n.)npareil mode." It also supports the modifications suggested in the proposed
House bill

Section 502 This section might be more aptly named Uridergraduate Cooperative
Education Support and should include- all new Cooperative Education programs

that have not received five: years support, or have,not reached a critical mass
of 220-250 students:
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Section 803

This section might be designated Graduate Cooperative Education Support. All
monies not required to meet commitments of Section 802 should be available for

Section 803 initiatives to initiLte Graduate Cooperative Education programs.
These graduate Cooperativt Education programs shall be designed to complement

the National Science Foundation's Directorates effort to link ;overnment, the

academic community and industry in collaborative research.efforts. This
approach might provide stimulus in high technology areas. It is suggested that
half of the funds previously allocated to Section 803 should also be made available

for the support of this new Graduate Cooperative Education thrust.
Section 804
To Correspond with changes in Sections 1302 and 803, PACU- recommends that

Section 804 be designated Plnning and Research related-to Graduate Cooperative
Education Program
CONCLUDING-REMARK3

It is a privilege for me to share in the deniocra

process at this level and I am

grateful to you for providing this opportunity for me to present the views, o
Pennsylvania's higher education community as it stands at the edge of the eighties.
Your recognition that the education of Americans is a joint enterprise breathes

life into that partnership . Your willingness to renew the apadernie life through
a revisiorrand/or reaffirmation of the provisions of the Nigher Education Act
of 1965 is a significant contribution to all students in this nation, whether, they

are traditional

nontraditional learners. I thank you.

,
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Senator FELL. Thank you very much indeed.
Senator Williams?The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

point--

I wonder if we could come back to my

Dr, WoOLDRIDGE. -May I answer your earlier question about-the
D.C.' area because the staff members here while we were talking,
looked up the schools. In the D.C. area American University, and a
combination of three schools that I believe now are all part of the

University of the District of ColumbiaD.C. Teachers' College,
Federal College, and Washington Technical InstituteI think they

are all combined now into the University of the District of ColumbiaGalludet College, George Washington University, and Howard,
University,, are all institutions that have cooperative education
programs, and at least through fiscal 1977, $600,000 of the Federal

title VIIIit used to-be IV-D, but now, title 'VIIIhave been in
vested in those institutions.

In addition to that the Federal Government itself is the largest
employer, with something in excess now of 10,000 students employed in Federal agencies through the Civil Service Commission,
many of whom work here in Washington, but of course, they are
also Spread-all over the country. So there is a tremendous involvement with the Federal Government on co-op education and here in

__DC.

The CHAIRMAN. I have not met any here, working in any of the
congressional offices.
Senator FELL. I have not either.
Dr. W0pLDRIDGE. Well, the Library of Congress certainly has a

numberI can speak from Northeastern's point of view, that we

have them in the Library of Congress. I 'do.not know that we have
ever had them in any of the congressional or senatorial offices, as
suctfrisdc I am sure -tire must-be some among thectc-op-insti utions.

Dr. SrAiiimv. In a lot of cases, yon will find that co-op students
are looked ,upon just. like other members of the staff, and qui

often,, you cannot tell the difference.The CHAIRMAN. Yes, you might not know that they are enrolled
in cooperative education.
Dr. STARKEY. That is right. They work just like everybody else.
Dr. MAXWELL. We have many, if I may,. Senator, serving in
'Trenton in vario'"' offices, State offices.
The 'CHAIRMAN.

low about the legislation that is before us on

expanding work-study? And Dr. Maxwell, you did relate work-study
to co-op. How about the changes in the work-study program that
are proposed?
M
Dr. MAXWELL.
Well, I would like to strongly endorse those that
come, through the House, especially-the language in the legislative
report, which strongly encourages colleges to develop more educationally relevant jobs, to encourage them to use the opportunity for
college work-study to be something more than a cash payment for
financial aid, but to combine the good concepts of co-op education
as.an opportunity for students to try out the skills, the understandings that they develop from their educational program in an educationally relevant job, and not merely to put students to work, if you
will,- for thb convenience of colleges, I would strongly support that
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change, and also the change that works in--tandem with that, and
that would be to change the current formula in the current law,
which has $15,000 or 10 percent of a college's allotment that may
be used for a job location and development program to change that
allotment to $25,000 or 10 percent, because the job location and
development program would allow us to have some startup funds
to seek more educationally relevant jobs for people in the public
sector in the community. It has been a very successfulthe place-

ments we have had have been very successful.
Dr. WOOLDRIDGE. May I add another word to that with your
permission?.That is I believe Senator Williams himselfbecause I
had the pleasure of testifying before his committee, I think it was
the first week in June--,-the bill that you have proposed, which
would trigger 20 percent of the work-study money into co-op education, I of course, being a co-op eduCator, am very much in favor of
this and we have indicated that to yoin. staff in the past.
In a sense, I do not know whether or not you can see the tie-in to
the testimony that Dr. _Hinton gave. The amounts of money, even
in a small institution, far exceed that which even we are asking for

under title VIII, and one of the ways to relieve that would be
through -their work-study program. With the triggering media;
nism, that would provide the additional funds to help, keep the
program alive at an institution such as she gave as an example. So
I am highly in support of the bill that you have filed to modify the
work-study funding.

The.CHAIRMAN. Have you commented on broadening the area for
work in the work-study program?
Dr. MAXWELL. Yes; I have in the testimony, and..we also offer in
the testimony the encouragement that the Senate might consider
going even beyond the House version to consider using some 15
percent: and up to $30,000 for the job location program:
We would also like_ to see, Senator, cin that subject, some Ian-gunge added -that would-clearly-state-that the,-intent-of the law -is

to enzbUrage educationally relevant jobs wheie feasible, both _on.
and off campus, and to expand that into new public service areas

and not-for-profit, private agencies.
-.
The CHAIRMAN. How about in regard to the private employers'
area?
-

'Dr. MAXWELL, To date, we recognize that there has been some
concern expressed from a number of quarters, both in the House
and elsewhere, on that subject. We through our cooperative educetion program, of course, place the vast proportion of our students
into private -industries, but we believe at the moment that there
are more than enough opportunities to place students still through

college -wOrk-study and public agencies and not-for-profit agencies.
The CHAIRMAN. But if this came to pass,; you could'adjust to it?
Dr. MAXWELL. We certainly.. could.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
D r.

HirrroN. Senator Williams, if I could, I would like to follow

up on that that being in Buffalo, N.Y., where right- now it

is

reported at an 8.1 percent -uneMployment rate, with, many, many
more people walking around not being recorded, because of course,
you are only recorded if you are drawing an unemployment check,
and~ having an economy where many of our small and meditim:
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sized businesses are being threatened with their continued existence, one way of both helping to keep those employers in business
and of helping to expand our placement would be through the use

of the work-study funds in the private, for-profit sector.
So we are very much in support of wanting to have the ability to
place students with the profit sector using work-study funds.
We have found it to be-a handicap in our situation because of the
economy, in western New York.
The CHAIRMAN. We will study all of the statements. This is an

excellent -presentation, very constructive and very helpful. I an

glad I could be here.
Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very mu , Senator Williams.
In a tight ecromy....where jobs ar pretty scarce, are any of you

having increasing problems finding jobs for your cooperative au-

dents?
_i:. STARKEY. Not 'really, `donator_
Dr. MAXWELL No. On the contrary, f ,I may, Senator, we find

.that those students who have been able to benefit from our cooperative education program are always the first ones placed, and those
that are plaCed, in jobs closest to thgir real goals. We find that is

true, and we believe there is a relationship, as well between the
fact that this year we were able to place 88 percent of the graduates of our June graduating plass, and we believe that that is a
good record. and` wdbelieve that our cooperative' education program and the college work-Study program "has been a major contributor-to that -ecord.
Senator FELL. Your .cooperative program right now covers just
undergraduates.
Dr. MAXWELL. That is-Dr., WOOLDRIDGE. No. It is also at the g duate level; 93 institu-

tions currently have cooperative education on the graduate level.
Probably some 1,600 or 1,500 st.ifienta are involved in it It is much
smaller On the'graduate level than in undergradueZe it iel.
Sepator Pgti. For instance, Lhad. a young man working in my
office wh--Cpu-rin:7a-full-day'a-wori, and then he attended George

town Law School at night. ouldn't that basically-be-cooperative

education, even though he was not under the program?
Dr. WOOLDRIDGE. Well it is a form of it, although there are

-I -certain elements that we would look for in a co-op program that
would be' missing, and part of -that would be an evaluation from
you back to the institution as an instructor, if you-will, as-a-faculty

member -not in esidence at the university. So there would be a
built-in guidance component with him or with her, to make sure
that progress was being made,- weaknesses overcome, strengths
amplified, and whatnot.
Senator PELL. I did not realize that. Do you mean in each ease,
the employer submits sort of a fitness report.

Dr. WOOLDRIDGE. Yea. That is a basic fundamental of co-op educa-

tion, that is right. There is a requirement that the experience be a
part of the requirements for completion of the program, just as
taking a course in philosophy, accounting, matlematics or whatever, and the student is graded, although not always on an A, B, C
basis, but 'certainly on a pass/fail basis.

-
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Senator l'ELL. And I ant aware, also of the exta Ilent job that
I ant very proud to have an honorary .Iegree

Northeastern does.

from your institution And \to appreciated Dr Ryder, as

I

said

earlier, being with us yesterday
part _I
Hut 1 had not realized that the c'
the re..orting back.
Dr Wool.ntomtp: Oh, yes 'I ',at is part
feedback ,-'stent.
I

That is what distinguishes it Irom just the kind of placehtent that
you describe, where a young person rim's on his or her own a job
that is in fact related, and of course, the experience would be
tremendous for the indiyidu
Hut the lackiNg thing, the missing
element, is integrating it into the educ;itional process of the institution.
Senator PET.i. Thank you
wide
Dr STARKEY Students likewt.,te
Ihttck reports. They,
are cliecki.,1 in terms of how they view the Joh and what they are
gettim.4 out of it 'Nero is a great dell of structure to coop_ erative
education.
Senator
A-- then. :lot portico! it ttr-ea. of the Nitit'rtn that
'

you believe lack cooperate e education programs.' Do they work
better in urban areas, better in rural ar .1!-;) Do you have any sort
of broad cominent.-: of that sort
Dr. Starkey'
Dr. Starkey.
would say we are fairly well represented across
the country. Cooper itive education is found in all of the United
States at this point
One of the reasons why
are talking about com,rehensive
progriiiis i, asst I.trger institutions tend to be mind_
urban
areas, and they have a potentially !argot- group
students from
I

With that exception, would say that cooperative eduLatiw. is
fairly well represented across the country, and many rural areas
I

are quite successful at it.
Senator PEo. I think we ,etree 11111 ;1 liberal arts education is Ft
od, broad 'ducat ion I low do vou what, that to an employvery
ment upporiumiC What would be an example in cooperative education"!

Dr IliNroN r ould I respond to that Part of our currulurn and
the objectives for the co-op work experience requires that a student
do a written project and tend biweekly seminars on campus. This

is where the liberal arts component comes in, because we are
t,ving to work with eltch individual student to strengthen written
and oral communication skill. and particularly to get at the devel-

opment of problem-solving skills So if you were a student in one of
my seminars, I would not teach using :he normal lecture instruc
tional sit timion 'I'm, would he the achy'' participant, and I would

he the facilitator You as a ,rilflorn wolf bring up the problems
and situations vou aro .corking wath on the !oh ''ou would he
required to relate your Chissmwn thcory it the work situation
try to make applicotion. of the theory to this 111h, ;111(1
le up with
the best decision after looking at the ;diet .,tiles
'Fo me. this is interfacing the sk;Ils we sty students acquire
through a liberal arts eductition
believe that most of the co-op
I

colleges in the country require a

aponent, or at
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